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PMFME SCHEME
STATE LEVEL UPGRADATION PLAN
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Prime Minister’s Scheme for formalization of Food Processing Micro-Enterprises is a
comprehensive approach to upgrade and upscale food processing micro-enterprises in all parts
of the country to certain levels of standards in protocol based production to maintain quality,
improve hygiene in production and approach market differently for higher domestic and
international consumptions.
The State Level Upgradation plan is an initiative that involved different stake holder to identify
issues that required long term solutions in every district of Karnataka State. Karnataka State has
over 1.27 lakhs such enterprises (normally referred to as unincorporated industries and a wide
variety of food products are addressed by them. Under PMFME scheme launched in the state,
the new enterprises are required to undertake processing only under the One district One
Product regime while the older and existing enterprises can be covered for formalization, which
in itself is a great step.
One of the major objectives of the scheme is the focus on launching Farmer Produce
Organizations and Self-Help Groups as enterprises in food processing. The State Level
Upgradation Plan focuses on plans to ensure the infrastructure and service facilities to these
organizations, to make them capable of understanding commerce, technology, and finance
management at Micro-Enterprise level. The objective is also to cover individual endeavors also
under such upgradation plans.
In line with requirements of Terms of Reference (TOR) for preparation of State Level Upgradation
Plan (SLUP), the dedicated team of subject matter experts of M/s iDeCK have organized field level
data collection of Micro Food Processing Enterprises through Primary Surveys, conducted over
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32 workshop with all the 30 district administration and also other stake holders, and accordingly,
the following report is submitted.

Broadly the report covers justification for selection of ODOP products by district administration,
it examins the eco-system of Self-Help Groups and Farmer Produce Organizations and a probable
intervention plan based on a broad assessment of the Micro-enterprise eco-system
1. Generally, these are family business with succession from one to another within the
family. Even if the family splits, the business is carried forward by two people in same line
separately. Title to the land, supply of power and other issues are too complex.
2. These are necessity driven entrepreneurs and less improvement driven, nor opportunity
driven.
3. Not ready to implement change to risk the business.
4. Product innovation is limited, mostly featured as part time employment, for small
cashflow. Livelihood level enterprise appear to be in range of 45% of the total Microenterprises.
5. Access to finance through Self-help group finance exists to a large extent.
6. There is general lack of marketing skills, it is limited to local market level.
7. There are too many informal systems in supply, processing and marketing. For example,
the pickle making women, have to supply iti to local traders who get FSSAI certificate
under their own brands
8. High traction costs. Micro-enterprises find it difficult to get access to large clientele and
are most often restricted to weekly Haats/ Sandies, etc.
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9. Their development is hampered by managerial ability and capacity to scale
In relation to the above eco-system, the following recommendations area made
1. Improving land titles, registers and administration.
2. Simplifying business registration and licensing procedures;
3. Enabling better access to finance.
4. Improving the overall quality of regulatory governance.
5. Improving tax policies and administration.
6. Improving access to market information
7. Improving labour laws and administration.
8. Simplifying and speeding up access to commercial courts and to alternative disputeresolution mechanisms.
9. Broadening public–private dialogue.
Having said above, broadly, the One District One Product selected are broadly conforming to the
norms set forth under the scheme. However, the following districts may explore an alternate
product , if required.
1. Bangalore Urban District: Selected ODOP: Bakery Products
Bakery products are largely dependent on supply of wheat and Maida. Both are not raw
materials of Karnataka State. Bakery commerce is not comprehensively documented and
data available for this is unreliable. Because of cosmopolitan nature of the district, bakery
as an industry may be thriving, but does not fit in the description of ODOP.

Alternatively, a separate strategy may be formulated for the city of Bengaluru, wherein
the ODOP products of all the remaining 29 districts may be processed in the city. This
strategy may promote more applicants for the PMFME in the Bengaluru Urban district.
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2. Davanagere: ODOP selected is Millets:
The district hardly produces 500 tons of millets and the area and production area is also
not growing. In view of the above, alternate product/additional product may be
permitted under ODOP for the district to encourage more beneficiaries under the
scheme.
It is found that as regards to Food Processing Units most of the district do not have regulatory
control except for FSSAI certification processes done through agents appointed for this purpose.
There are no production protocols to assure uniformity in product and quality and that may vary
from bath to batch. Hence an Institutional Mechanism needs to be designed to provide long term
solutions to the formalization process.
The following four aspects were discussed with district authorities during the workshops
1. Commercial Infrastructure: Covering Market access and market information, raw material
procurement and management
2. Technical infrastructure: providing product profiling, testing, training, protocol
development, quality management etc. In short a technical design lab
3. Financial infrastructure covering a specific product for financing Micro-enterprises with
ease of access
4. Social infrastructure: covering group development, group coherence, ownership
obligations
5. Regulatory infrastructure covering one stop regulatory mechanism
In general, it was observed that all the above aspects were weak in all the districts and needed
strengthening with a specific target of Micro-enterprises involving FPOs and Self Help Groups.
Having completed a detailed study will stakeholders, and having examined literature for the
products in respective districts following recommendations are made:
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Establishment of Anchor Institutions in all district as an umbrella institution. (Detailed Note
attached)
1. It is a professional body corporate established as an autonomous body, to be take over
by FPOs at a later date preferably after 5 years
2. They will provide an array of services to all the micro-enterprises in respect of the
following
a. Technology and protocol and project planning for ODOP to every individual.
b. Capacity of processing a product will also be determined by such professiona
institution
c. Provide quality testing, product production protocol, procurement of machinery and
services up to trial production of product
d. Branding and aggregation from micro-enterprises
e. Procurement of loan and providing funds to micro-enterprises for capital and working
capital expenses
f. Providing professional financial services
g. Providing linkages to Government schemes
h. Every type of facilitation needed by the processing units.
i.

Certification mechanism and obtaining the same for every unit and monitoring quality
at individual unit level

j.

Any other services as and when needed.

Initially Anchor Institution can be funded by Government and a self-sustaining model to emerge
after 3 years. The operations will be taken over by FPOs after lapse of 5 years during which the
FPOS can be trained to manage the issues by themselves. (Build Operate & Transfer method).
The AI can also work as Value Building tool for all the Micro-processing units under the same.
Establishment of Micro-Food Processing Parks
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The Anchor Institutions can be supported with establishment of Micro- food parks with plug and
play sheds in every clusters under Industrial policy for MSME. There is policy for establishing
cluster units and same can extended to ODOP as ODOP cluster in every district.
Design Clubs
Presently design clubs are provided to village artisans under the Industrial Policy for MSMEs
2020-25. Same concept can be extended to PMFME to be established under Anchor Institutions.
Guerilla Marketing
It is proposed to adopt a method of Guerrilla marketing for ODOP products. This is technique
where a sudden awareness of ODOP is created and a bond is developed with the product at local
and state level and national level. This technique requires complete quality assessment of ODOP
products and highlighting their regional flavors and benefits. It will be attempted to build a strong
bond with community and ODOP. This will enable increase in local demand and at the same time
encourage more entrepreneurs to emerge towards ODOP processing.
Branding
Branding will be at Anchor Institution level to being with until the products find their strength in
domestic and international markets. Three level branding is proposed
a. Anchor Institution level branding
b. Product of District (second level labeling)
c. Product of Karnataka (Underlying statement)
d. Make in India as a standard.

The finer modalities of all the three new aspects of support under upgradation plan like Anchor
Institution, Micro Food Park, Branding and Guerilla Marketing can be game changing intervention
to promote food processing under PMFME at SHG and FPO level.
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Festivals of ODOP and Brand Names

It is recommended to organize Food Festivals in each district, specific to the identified ODOP
products in the respective district, to promote the ODOP culture and the Micro Food
Processing Eco System in the state.
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Festivals
No. District

Festival Name

1

Bagalkote

Bellada Habba

2

Bangalore – Rural

Bangalore Chicken Festival

3

Bangalore – Urban Bangalore Baking Festival

4

Belagavi

Belagavi Kabbina Habba

5

Ballary

Minor Product and Hence it could be organized at Lalbagh

6

Bidar

Ginger – Cannot be a commodity for festival

7

Chamarajanagara

Turmeric – difficult product / Alternatively Garlic Festival

8

Chikkaballapura

Tomato Festival

9

Chikkamagaluru

Spices Parade

10

Chitradurga

Groundnuts Festival / Harvesting festival in December

11

Dakshina Kannada

Marine Fish Festival is possible

12

Davanagere

Millet festival possible but it is small production/ needs
integration with Chitradurga district for Millets

13

Dharawada

Mango Festival

14

Gadag

Chili harvest festival during harvest season

15

Kalaburgi

Redgram – difficult subject for a festival needs relook

17

Haveri

Mango Festival possible

18

Kodagu

Coffee festival is proposed

19

Kolara

Tomato festival

20

Koppala

Guava & Pomegranate Festival can be thought of

21

Mandya

Jaggery festival and Jaggry unit tourism after upgradation

22

Mysore

Banana Festival

23

Raichur

Chilly / rice festival

24

Ramanagara

Coconut Festival.

25

Shivamogga

Pineapple festival in Harvest season
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26

Tumakuru

Coconut Festival

27

Udipi

Marine food festival commonly with Dakshina Kannada

28

Uttara Kannada

Spices festival coupled with Pineapple festival

29

Vijayapura

Lemon Festival / Pickle festival

30

Yadagiri

Groundnut Festival / Harvest day

Brands Proposed
No. District

Product

Proposed

Brand Second level will Third level

Name

1

Bagalkote

Jaggery

Benne Bella

be

ODOP

Product of

Product of

Bagalkote

Karnataka

Kote Bella
2

Bangalore – Rural

Poultry

3

Bangalore – Urban Bakery

Bangalore – Rural Karnataka
Bangalore

– Karnataka

Urban
4

Belagavi

Jaggery

Belli Bella

Belagavi

Karnataka

5

Ballary

Fig

Namma Anjura

Ballary

Karnataka

6

Bidar

Ginger

Big Shunthi

Bidar

Karnataka

Kadak Shunti
7

Chamarajanagara

Turmeric

Raja Arashina

Chamarajanagara Karnataka

8

Chikkaballapura

Tomato

Vishwa Tomato

Chikkaballapura

Karnataka

9

Chikkamagaluru

Spices

Chik Spices

Chikkamagaluru

Karnataka

10

Chitradurga

Groundnut Gejje Kadalekayi

Chitradurga

Karnataka

Challakere
Kadalekayi
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11

Dakshina Kannada

Marine

Sharadhi,

Dakshina

Bhootayi

Kannada

Karnataka

12

Davanagere

Millets

Dava Millets

Davanagere

Karnataka

13

Dharawada

Mango

Honey Mango

Dharawada

Karnataka

14

Gadag

Chillies

Byadgi

Gadag

Karnataka

15

Kalaburgi

Redgram

Chittapur Togari

Kalaburgi

Karnataka

17

Haveri

Mango

Mango Hava

Haveri

Karnataka

18

Kodagu

Coffee

Monsooned

Kodagu

Karnataka

Coffee
19

Kolara

Tomato

Sin by Tomato

Kolara

Karnataka

20

Koppala

Guava

Guava Quest

Koppala

Karnataka

21

Mandya

Jaggery

Madhura Bella

Mandya

Karnataka

22

Mysore

Banana

Namma Baale

Mysore

Karnataka

Raichuru

Karnataka

Mysuru Balle
23

Raichuru

Chillies

24

Ramanagara

Coconut

Temple Nuts

Ramanagara

Karnataka

25

Shivamogga

Pineapple

Spineapple

Shivamogga

Karnataka

26

Tumakuru

Coconut

Coco Land

Tumakuru

Karnataka

27

Udipi

Marine

Udipi

Karnataka

28

Uttarakannada

Spices

Spice Forest

Uttarakannada

Karnataka

29

Vijayapura

Lemon

Vijaya Nimbe

Vijayapura

Karnataka

30

Yadagiri

Groundnut

Yadagiri

Karnataka
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PRIME MINISTER’S FORMALIZATION OF MICRO-ENTEPRISES SCHEME
KARNATAKA STATE UPGRADATION PLAN
SECTION -1
Karnataka State is 5th largest economy of India, with an estimated GSDDP in 2019-20 of
Rs. 1699115 Crores. Main contributors to the GSDDP are the Secondary and Tertiary
sector together accounting for around 90% of it. As known to most Services sector is
driven by Information technology as Karnataka continues to be a major hub in the
country. Manufacturing sector contribution is around 20%. On the other hand, 61% of
the state population is dependent on Agriculture sector which generates around 10%
in the state income.
There is an obvious disparity in rural and urban incomes, that require a systemic
correction to increase income and employment in rural areas. The opportunity appear
to stem from a question- Can we take secondary and tertiary sector of agriculture to
rural area? When this answered, obvious opportunity will be to open up food
processing opportunities to rural areas / interiors that will lead to increased value
addition at source, better development of processing facilities and education, and not
in the least development of finest services sector like logistics and supply chain that will
augment employment opportunities for rural youth. Policies and scheme of Karnataka
Government is rightly focused on this line duly supported by the activities of Ministry
of Food Processing Industries of Government of India.
Karnataka Agriculture
Karnataka State is said to be the largest drought prone state in the south of India. The
primary sector, which includes agriculture, horticulture and animal husbandry and
forestry contributes Rs. 174920 crores to the state income of Rs. 1699115 Crores,
almost around 10%. With 61% of the population depending on it, the per capital
agriculture income in rural population is around Rs. 46,645/- which is 14% of average
per capita income of the industry & services sector for urban population. As per State
11 | P a g e
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Statistics at a Glance for 2019-20, Karnataka State has a geographical area of around
192 lakh hectares. Out of this, 106 lakh hectares is net sown area, and 135 lakh hectares
is gross cropped area yielding an average cropping intensity of 127%. State has irrigation
in 36.39 lakh hectares. In order to be concise, we are providing here major crops and
their productivity as per Karnataka State at a Glance - Statistical Report - FY 2019-20,
published by the Department of Economics and Statistics, Government of Karnataka,
Bengaluru.
Food Grain Crops
Table-1: Cereal Crops, Area, Production & Productivity – ODOP districts
Description
Area in Ha
Percentage
Production (MTs)
Yield Kgs/Ha

Total

Bajra

Maize

1166199

989150

189029

1409335

100%

26%

22%

4%

31%

10947730

5190595

931637

176902

3792811

2544

4555

987

958

2833

Raichur
Bellary
Davangere
Mysore
Yadgiri
Shivamogga
None

ODOP

Area in Ha

Jowar

4485791

Major Districts

Description

Rice

Total

Vijayapura
Belagavi
Kalburgi
Raichur
Bagalakote
Gadag
None

Ragi

Koppala
Raichur
Bagalakote
Bellary
Yadagiri
Gadag
None

Wheat

Bellary
Haveri
Belagavi
Davanagere
Chitradurga
Koppala
None
Millets

4485791

555350

157527

19201

Percentage

100%

12%

4%

0.43%

Production

10947730

676567

163113

16105

2544

1282

1090

882

Yield Kgs/Ha
Major Districts

ODOP

Tumakuru
Hasana
Mysore
Mandya
Kolara
Bengaluru
None

Belagavi
Vijayapura
Bagalakote
Dharawada
Gadag
Kalaburgi
None

Chitradurga
Tumakuru
Chikkamagaluru
Bellary
Koppala
Belagavi
Davanagere
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As per ODOP norms, the staple food grains are not selected, although they constitute a
major agriculture produce in the state. Majority of them have primary processing,
milling and packaging units in these districts. In fact, major agro-processing units are
rice milling units and flour milling units.

Pulse Crops
Table-2: Pulses Crops, Area, Production & Productivity – ODOP districts
Description
Area in Ha
Percentage
Production MTs)
Yield Kgs/Ha

Total

Redgram

Percentage
Production (MTs)
Yield Kgs/Ha
Major Districts

ODOP

Horsegram

1543308

1185712

442988

184489

100%

43%

33%

12%

5%

1845345

945939

575023

142754

89768

544

638

509

339

512

Kalburgi
Vijayapura
Yadagiri
Raichuru
Bidar
Koppala
Gulbarga

ODOP

Area in Ha

Greengram

3549784

Major Districts

Description

Bengalgram

Total

Vijayapura
Raichuru
Kalburgi
Gadag
Bagalakote
Belagavi
None

Blackgram

Gadag
Dharwad
Belagavi
Kalburgi
Bagalakote
Bidar
None
Cowpea

Mandya
Ch. Nagar
Mysore
Tumakuru
Kolar
Koppala
None
Avare

3549784

88898

62010

38564

100%

3%

2%

1%

1845345

43034

21311

25472

544

510

362

696

Mysuru
Hasana
Mandya
Koppala
Bellary
Chamarajanagara
None

Mysuru
Hasana
Mandya
Koppala
Bellary
Chamarajanagar
None

Bidar
Kalburgi
Mysore
Belagavi
Dharwad
Udupi
None

As may be seen from above two tables, Redgram or Turdal is chosen as ODOP in Kalburgi
district. There is scope to select Bengalgram and Greengram as possible ODOP pulse
products in some of the north Karnataka districts. Horsegram, Avare (Dolichos) and
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Cowpea also a present a special scope as ODOP in southern districts. Bengalgram is the
most processed at industrial level among pulses, while Tur, greengram are processed
just in to split dals. Avare and Cowpea present scope for processing under IQF
technology for consumption as fresh vegetables, while snack industry consumes more
of these two pulses in dried and split form. Pulses on the whole present scope for
processing in manufacture of ready eat curries, snacks, fried and mixed and spiced
snacks for domestic and global markets.
Oilseed & Certain Commercial Crops
Table-3: Oilseed Crops, Area, Production & Productivity – ODOP districts
Description
Area in Ha
Percentage
Production MTs)

Total

Groundnut

Soyabean

Sunflower

Sesame

995916

541121

261855

144615

24776

100%

54%

26%

15%

2%

789501

396697

257221

107881

15640

772

1034

785

664

Bidar
Belagavi
Dharwad
Kalburgi

Bagalakote
Koppala
Gadag
Bellary
Belagavi

None

None

Koppala
Mandya
Chikmagalur
Hasana
Kalburgi
Mysuru
None

Yield Kgs/Ha
Major Districts

Chitradurga
Tumakuru
Bellary
Gadag
Raichur
Yadgir
Chitradurga
Yadgir

ODOP

Groundnut products have been selected as ODOP in Chitradurga and Yadgir districts.
Both have good production and are demanded in domestic markets for their high oil
content.
Table-4: Commercial Crops, Area, Production & Productivity – ODOP districts
Description
Area in Ha
Production
(MTs)
Yield Kgs/Ha

Sugarcane
495932
42323211

Coconut
610240

4321762000
Nuts
90 7082 nuts/ha

Coffee
Turmeric#
229658*
20208

Dry Chilli#
119139

235500

117558

193793

2000

5820

1630
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Major Districts

Belagavi
Tumakuru
Coorg
Ch.
Dharawad
Bagalakote Hasana
Chikmagalur Nagara
Bellary
Vijayapura Mandya
Hasana
Belagavi
Gadag
Mandya
Chikmagalur
Bagalakot Raichur
Kalburgi
Chitradurga
Mysore
Bellary
Ramanagara
ODOP
Belagavi
Tumakuru
Coorg
Ch.
Gadag
Bagalakote Hasana
Nagara
Raichur
Mandya
Ramanagara
* Source: 2017 IJCRT, Volume 5 Oct 2017 page 423
# Source: Horticulture Crop Statistics of Karnataka, Department of Horticulture, GOK.
For Sugarcane crop, ODOP chosen is Jaggery and Jaggery products. Coconut crop
presents plenty of processing opportunities, from grated coconut to desiccated
coconut, chips, oil and virgin coconut oil.
Fruit, Vegetable and Spice Crops
Table-5: Fruit Crops, Area, Production & Productivity – ODOP districts
Description
Area in Ha
Production (MTs)
Yield Tons/Ha
Major Districts

Banana
83961

Mango
178956

Guava
6430

Pineapple
2334

Lemon
16553

2062371
24.56
Mysore
Ch. Nagara
Shivamoga
U. Kannada
Chitradurga
Davanagere
Mysore

1694020
124067
141710
401718
9.47
19.30
60.72
24.27
Kolar
Koppala
Shivamoga Vijayapura
Ramanagara Bagalkot
Kalburgi
Tumakuru
Kodagu
Chikballapur
Dharwad
Bengaluru
ODOP
Dharwad
Koppala
Shivamogg Vijayapura
Haveri
a
Source: Horticulture Crop Statistics of Karnataka, Department of Horticulture, GOK.
Table-6: Fruit, Vegetables and Spices Crops, Area, Production & Productivity
Description
Area in Ha

Fig
1554

Ginger
18078

Tomato
69538

Spices
179290

Production MTs)
Yield Tons/Ha

12972
8.35

213751
11.82

2464951
35.45

497178
2.32
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Major Districts

Bellary
Koppala
Raichur

ODOP

Bellary

Hasana
Shivamogga
Mysore
Bidar
Kodagu
Haveri
Bidar

Kolara
Davanagere
Ch. Nagara
Chikkaballapura
Mysore
Tumakuru
Chikkaballapura
Kolar

Hasana
Chikkamagaluru
Kodagu
Shivamogga

Chikkamagaluru
Uttara Kannada

The department of Horticulture has considered area under chilli under spices. However,
we have considered Chilli as a commercial crop. Hence the statistics above for spices
indicates figures net of Chilli crop. Districts are accordingly ranked. All the above are
agriculture and horticulture sector ODOP crops. There are many vegetable crops that
are given under annexure separately. The crops of Onion and Potato offer alternative
ODOP opportunities for certain districts and the same is discussed in district level
discussions. There are no other major food crops. Crops like Cotton is left out as it is a
fiber crop. Similarly certain oil seed crops like safflower, Niger and castor are also left
out from above. Tamarind crop is considered as spice and accounted under district
profiling.

Livestock based and wheat based ODOP
There are three districts implementing PMFME with ODOP from livestock / marine
fishery segment and one district from completely secondary processing segment of
Bakery products. The details of production are as follows:
Table-7: Fishery, Poultry and Dairy / Bakery Production & Productivity
Description
Production MTs
Major Districts

Fishery
Poultry
603314
5,34,42,030
Udupi
Bengaluru -R
Dakshina Kannada Kolara
Uttara Kannada
Koppala
Mysore
Bellary
Belagavi
Mysore (layers)

Bakery
Data not available
All districts
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ODOP

Udupi
Dakshina Kannada

Bengaluru Rural

Bengaluru-Urban

B. Profiling of Existing Micro Enterprises Ecosystem in the State
1. The Manufacturing sector of Karnataka state contributes Rs. 195989 Crores to
the state GDP (State Economic Survey 2020-21).
2. As per Annual survey of Industries, Karnataka accounts for 5.9% of the total
registered factories in the country, and it has around 97,232 registered MSME
units, providing employment to around 7,02,325 people in the year 2019-20.
3. The Annual survey of industries also mentions that food processing industries
had highest share in value of outputs manufactured, accounting at 16.75% and
highest among all manufacturing industries segment.
4. Food processing segment also occupies highest investment share in the state at
11.21% in comparison to other manufacturing industries.
5. It is also a highest employment generator among industries in manufacturing
sector.
6. Since 2006, Karnataka state has been investing on development of Food Parks
since 2006. The following food parks are presently functional in the state.
a. M/S Akshaya Food Park Pvt. Ltd., Hiriyur District Tumakuru (Mini). Established
in 2006-07, it has facilities in an area of around 106 acres and currently 8 units
are functioning here.
b. M/S Jewargi Food Park Pvt. Ltd., Jewargi, District Yadagiri (Mini), established in
2008-09, in an area of 105 acres, has 3 units functioning presently.
c. M/S Innova Agri Biotech Park Limited, Malur, District Kolar (Mini). Established in
the year 2007-08, in an area of 50 acres, a total of 22 units have been allotted
plots of which 14 units are functioning here presently.
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d. M/S Green Food Park Pvt. Ltd. Navanagar KIADB, District Bagalakote (Mini).
Established in the year 2007-08, in an area of 100 acres, a total of 18 units have
been allotted plots of which 6 units are functioning here presently.
e. M/S India Mega Food Park Limited, Vasanthanarasapura, District Tumakuru
f. M/S Favorich Mega Food Park, Bookanakere, Taluk KR Pete, District Mandya
All the food parks have established common infrastructure like grading, cleaning,
sorting and packing units at their premises. In addition, storage facilities have also been
created for both dry and wet storage. There are juicing and dehydration facilities
available in these units.
Food Processing Enterprises in Karnataka
Source-1: The report “Karnataka at a Glance for 2019-20” provides some insights on
food processing industries in Karnataka. The following are snapshots of the same.
(Districtwise information is provided separately under each district)
Overall Industrial Scenario
1. Karnataka State has a total of 21,142 factories (Large Industries) providing
employment to over 5,08,190 people.
2. As per Karnataka state at a glance 2019-20, There are 6,93,168 Small Scale Units
registered as on 31.3.2020, providing employment to over 49,88,153 people.
3. Of these 6.93 lakhs small scale units, there are 66,351 units registered under
food and intoxicants segment providing employment to over 4,08,234 people.
4. Belagavi District has highest number of food processing units with 9224 units
providing employment to 59015 people (mostly men), followed by Tumakuru
district with 6151 units employing 10142 people (largely women. Bangalore
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urban district is third with 4920 units providing employment to around 39063
people
5. Udupi district on the other hand has 4050 units providing employment to
around 53974 people of which 75% are women. (mostly fishery related activity)
6. Dharwad district (4566 Units and 23867 people engaged) and Vijayapura district
(3855 units and 25634 people employed) house significant number of food
processing units.
7. Shivamogga district (3169 Units and 14186 people engaged) and Uttara Kannada
district (2936 units and 20160 people employed) also have good number of food
processing units.
8. Haveri, Chikkaballapura, Ramanagara and Yadagiri districts have least number
of food processing units as recorded in the report for the year 2019-20
9. There are 64 sugar factories registered in the state and functional providing
business opportunities for over 11,14,288
10. Ministry of Food Processing Industries, Government of India, in its annual report
for 2020-21, quotes that there are 2313 registered food processing industries in
Karnataka
Source 2: As per Udhyam registration as on date, there are 411183 registered MSMEs
in the state and of this 81% are Micro enterprises (333283 units) and 18% are small
industries (74160 units), and rest 2% are medium industries (3740 units). The data on
food processing industries in Udhyam could not be extracted for Karnataka state.

Table 8: District-wise Udhyam registrations are as follows:
S.
No.

District Name

Total

Micro

Small

Medium
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

CHAMARAJNAGAR
KODAGU
YADGIR
KOPPAL
CHIKBALLAPUR
MANDYA
RAICHUR
CHIKKAMAGALURU
CHITRADURGA
KOLAR
RAMANAGARA
GADAG
HAVERI
HASSAN
BIDAR
KALABURAGI
SHIVAMOGGA
UTTAR KANNAD
BALLARI
DAVANGERE
UDUPI
VIJAYAPURA
TUMAKURU
BAGALKOT
DAKSHIN KANNAD
MYSURU
DHARWAD
BENGALURU
28 (RURAL)
29 BELAGAVI
BENGALURU
30 (URBAN)
Total:-

1598
1647
1654
2260
2977
3007
3457
3592
3750
3761
3939
4115
4255
4269
4485
4664
5753
6112
6288
6607
7187
7864
9591
13063
14556
15505
23971

1364
1294
1384
1677
2485
2403
2393
3042
2667
2784
3059
3633
3695
3234
3707
3401
4626
5222
4234
5342
5726
6686
7637
12225
11643
12610
20699

226
340
253
541
470
575
1000
529
1034
921
806
476
527
1010
746
1229
1086
861
1923
1206
1393
1122
1839
794
2810
2759
3141

8
13
17
42
22
29
64
21
49
56
74
6
33
25
32
34
41
29
131
59
68
56
115
44
103
136
131

25363
50604

20949
46547

4153
3889

261
168

165289
411183

126915
333283

36501
74160

1873
3740

Source 3: Ministry of Food Processing Industries, Government of India, in its annual
report quotes 73rd round of survey of NSSO of 2015 to state that there are 1,27,458
unincorporated enterprises manufacturing food and beverages in Karnataka state.
District-wise data is not available as this is based on sample survey by Department of
Statistics, Government of India.
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1. There are 9,13,227 workers engaged in household industries in Karnataka as per
census in 2011. Out of this around 5,16,763 workers are in rural areas.
2. Most of the unincorporated food and beverage industry appear to show flour
mills, milling, and drying units in agriculture sector. There are many households
who produce ready to eat food like dehydrated jowar roti, chutneys especially
in the northern Karnataka region and have specific markets in migrating families
of that region.
Self Help Groups – Entrepreneurship
1. There are around 163813 Stree Shakti Groups registered with Government of
Karnataka, with a membership of 25,39,370 members, who are drawing benefits
under various schemes for activities related to livelihood. The fourth dimension
is the State level Rural livelihoods mission and a number of nodal agencies
supporting the self-help groups.
2. As per information obtained from Panchayath Raj Department, Government of
Karnataka, there are a total of 2,81,615 self-help groups are reported with a
membership of 36,77,833 members in 6022 panchayats of 30 districts.
3. The State Rural Livelihood Mission under NRLM reports a total of 209614 self
help groups with a membership of around 26,06,731 members. There is no
consolidated data as there appears to be overlapping of data between three
sources of information.
4. During the workshops with SHGs, FPOs and the District authorities, especially
the funding Banks like DCC and the NRLM confirm that SHG members are
involved in food processing activity by borrowing from the groups. However,
they are not engaged in food processing activities as a group.
Farmer Producer Organizations
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The economic survey 2020-21 indicates that there are around 261 FPOs in 29 districts
of the state. Except one or two FPOs majority of the FPOs are still in nascent stage of
development, involved in input supply activities and aggregating and sale of farm
produce. One FPO in Bagalkote district is engaged in production of wheat flour, sooji
and also gram flour processing.
Micro Enterprise Eco system
As mentioned in the aforesaid paragraphs Karnataka state has over 1,27,458
unincorporated units of food processing as per report of MOFPI. Majority of these units
are in rural areas and largely catering to the rural customer segment. For ODOP
projects, the matter is discussed under report on each district. In general, Microenterprise are characterized by following features:
1. Generally, these are family business with succession from one to another
within the family. Even if the family splits, the business is carried forward by
two people in same line separately.
2. These are necessity driven entrepreneurs and less improvement driven, nor
opportunity driven.
3. Not ready to implement change to risk the business.
4. Product innovation is limited, mostly featured as part time employment, for
small cashflow. Livelihood level enterprise appear to be in range of 45% of the
total Micro-enterprises.
5. Access to finance through Self-help group finance exists to a large extent.
6. There is general lack of marketing skills, it is limited to local market level.
7. There are too many informal systems in supply, processing and marketing. For
example, the pickle making women, have to supply iti to local traders who get
FSSAI certificate under their own brands
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8. High traction costs. Micro-enterprises find it difficult to get access to large
clientele and are most often restricted to weekly Haats/ Sandies, etc.
9. Their development is hampered by managerial ability and capacity to scale
In order to solve this complex interconnected issue, there is need for Private Sector,
Public Sector, social sector and Banks to come together. Major Trading companies can
help build a better eco-system by taking partial responsibility in formalizing the systems
in the ecosystem. The actors required in improving the ecosystem are as follows:
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Support available for Food Processing Micro-Enterprises
Karnataka is leading producer of horticulture crops, dairy and poultry products. The
long coastal line gives good scope for marine fishing activity. Karnataka is also one of
the top pulse producers in the country. There are industries developed around these
produces, and logistics have improved over the years. Processing of staple food produce
of cereals is well established. There is a readymade situation for implementation of
PMFME scheme in the state and additional infrastructure can be created as and found
necessary.
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Technical infrastructure
1. There are 5 national R& D centers in the state namely
a. Central Food Technological Research Institute, Mysore
b. Indian Horticulture Research Institute (IIHR), Bengaluru,
c. Central Coffee Research Station (Mudigere),
d. Directorate of Cashew Research, Puttur
e. University of Agricultural Sciences, Bangalore
f. University of Agricultural Sciences, Dharawad
g. University of Agricultural Sciences, Shivamogga
h. University of Horticulture Sciences, Bagalkote
i.

Karnataka Veterinary and Fisheries University, Bidar

j.

11 Agriculture colleges

k. 13 Horticulture Colleges
l.

1 fisheries college

m. 4 Veterinary colleges
In addition, there are 30 Krishi Vigyan Kendras in the state, one in every district. These
are equipped with subject matter specialists and nutrition specialists driving food
processing at micro-level. Some KVKs, like the JSS Suttur KVK in Mysore has food
processing incubation center which provide incubation for micro-enterprises.
These institutions provide a strong network of technical support in terms of crop
production and crop primary processing education covering almost every corner of the
state. Most of the institutions have a separate food processing division and work on
projects as well as provide proprietary technology on license.
A powerful agriculture extension team is available through the department of
horticulture, agriculture, animal husbandry and fisheries sciences. All the colleges are
being equipped with food processing technology support and are getting equipped with
incubation facilities for food processing industry. All the institutes have a system of
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licensing numerous food processing technology. After launch of PMFME scheme in the
state in 2021, entrepreneurs have been seeking training and incubation at many Krishi
Vigyan Kendra and Central research institutes and Horticulture colleges across the
states.
Startup Support
Under RKVY RAFTAAR scheme, the state has many incubation centers established for
mentoring startups in agriculture and veterinary technology and some of the food
processing startups are also being incubated under these schemes with a 2-month
training in business management. There are 3 RKVY RAFTAAR Incubation centers in
Karnataka mentoring around 300 startups in agriculture sector including food
processing. There are institutional incubators in as many as 10 universities and
engineering colleges spread across the state
Quality Control Certification Laboratories
This segment needs improvement as currently there are hardly two units in Karnataka,
and most of the Micro-food processing units depend on FSSAI registration of their own
unit or surrogate such certification through established brands, as happens with
members of self-help group engaged in food processing units. Flo-cert, Food Safety
Works are well known food quality certification. FSSAI registration facility is available
easily across the state. Thanks to workshops and facilitation by Krishi Vigyan Kendras
and Agriculture University most of the registered food processing units adopt FSSAI
certification. There is scope for enhancing such facilities.
Food Processing Machinery
There are good number of food processing machinery manufacturers in Bangalore,
Dharwad and Pune as well as Coimbatore, from where these machineries are
purchased. There are good number of dealers for supply of such machinery and also
provide timely services. The modern kitchen concepts for small units is something that
is developing technology. Packaging, weighing machinery are available in good supply.
They are also being serviced well. There are good number of local fabricators for certain
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industries like Jaggery production units. Food grade equipment for tomato ketchup
making, juice extraction, grading and cleaning, groundnut oil extraction etc are available
of the shelf and are mostly indigenous.
Food Processing – Supply Chain & Logistics
All the district and taluk head quarters are well connected by road and a good transport
network is available. A railway line cuts across length and breath of the state and there
is last mile connectivity for transportation. A good number of Government schemes
under PPP and individual efforts with support from NABARD, RKVY and NHB schemes,
the state has been able to develop following facilities to aid in food processing sector.


Operation & Management of 1 million MT installed capacity of State
warehouses



PPP for combined 150 MW capacity for solar roof tops at warehouses



PPP for Integrated Horticulture Development (PPP-IHD) along with Farmer
Producer Organizations



Development of agri-logistics hub with total investment requirement of INR 712
Crore



At present there are only 98 cold storage units having 2.97 Lakh MT for handling
fruits and vegetables. Of these units, 2 are in co-operative, 90 are in private and
6 are in public sector



Sea Food Park near Mangaluru is in the conceptualization stage



Rice Technology Park at Karatagi in Koppal district, spread over 315 acre land



Maize Technology Park in Haveri district spread over 60-acre land
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Spice Technology Park in Haveri district spread over 100-acre land



2 Mega food Parks and 4 mini food parks spread in strategically important
places.

Animal Husbandry Sector – Poultry Sector
As per statistics with University of Agricultural Sciences, Bangalore, Karnataka is the
fifth largest producer of poultry broilers and eggs. Venkateshwara Hatcheries is the
leader in both segments and ensure a regulated supply of broiler chicks and broiler birds
through a well-managed franchisees network across the state, ensures a regulated
supply of broiler chicks and layer birds and thereby for the past one decade, poultry is
seeing a more stable phase in prices. While egg production is still with the individual
farmers, broiler production is decentralized through contract farming techniques. The
sector is well developed with a organized input supply and market for final products.
Micro-enterprises in poultry broiler segment is mainly the innumerable butchers with
the shops for sale of fresh poultry meat for broiler industry. These are daily processing
units, which on an average handle around a maximum of 200 kilograms of poultry. Thye
are not very modern and are mostly follow halal techniques. Eggs are mostly consumed
in the households as proteinaceous food. Demand for eggs in bakery industry is not
much while demand is high from hospitality industry in the HORECA segment, especially
in the eat streets. Not many technologies are available for processing egg in the microenterprise sector
Animal Husbandry – Dairy Sector
Karnataka is 11th in terms of milk production in the country. The dairy is mainly managed
by Karnataka Milk Federation, which has around 43 chilling centers and 23 milk
processing plants across the state. In terms of micro-enterprises, main industry is Khoa
production, Sweetmeat production. Of late Paneer industry is picking up despite big
players in the field. Northern Karnataka districts use Buffalo milk to produce famous
products like – Pedha, Kunda and Kardantu. KMF and its subsidiaries are manufacturing
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and marketing special sweet, ice cream, paneer, cheese and curds and this sector is
growing and getting localized production and attaining increased marketing
opportunities.
Animal Husbandry – Fishery
Karnataka state has 320 KM of coastline along with 27000 square KM of continental
shelf area, 5.65 Lakh hectares of various inland water resources and has vast scope for
fisheries development. The brackish water area of 8000 hectares also provides good
scope for shrimp / fish culture. Karnataka is one of the first states to facilitate the
introduction of mechanized fishing boats leading to organized fishing in the sea. There
are about 3780 mechanized fishing boats, 6978 motorized boats and 8119 traditional
fishing boats operating along the coast. In the recent years, bigger mechanized fishing
boats having more than 20 M length with all communication and safety equipment are
being operated in deeper waters, bringing in more fish catch. There are 8 fishing harbors
and about 88 fish landing centers in the state. The state has witnessed an increase in
the
fish production from 5.26 Lakh MT in 2010-11 to 6.03 Lakh MT in 2018-19.
Animal husbandry sector has well developed support infrastructure for supply of inputs
and healthcare network and technical support. Both imported and indigenous
machinery manufacturing companies are having dealerships in Karnataka to supply and
service such machinery in the animal meat and egg processing sector.
Technology Support – Summary
From all the above data it can be construes that there is significant food processing
activity going on in the state and more so in rural area in the traditional segments of
pickling, flour mills, oil mills, spice mixes and snacks industries as well as well-known
regional sweet meats.
The activity is now undergoing changes in tune with the modern-day preference for
ready to eat foods which is supported by the changes in food habits of people supported
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by the online marketing platforms and food delivery & supply chain startups. In of the
30 districts, major activities are around Jaggery, Groundnut, Coconut and Chilli
products. In almost 4 districts Bengalgram dominates agriculture produce category.
Northern Karnataka especially the newly formed region of Kittur Karnataka dominates
in Milk and milk products, and the southern zone of Karnataka state has a strong meat
industry. The district of Uttara Kannada has nearly 80% of lands under forest and hence
is dependent on medicinal and aromatic minor forest products and spices. The districts
of Shivamogga, Chikkamagaluru and Hasana and Kodagu offer scope in spice, coffee and
other plantation products.
Financial Infrastructure
Karnataka State has a fairly well-developed financial infrastructure. The State has
pioneered in establishment of many leading commercial banks and is home to a wide
network of commercial bank branches in the country. Currently, 12 Public Sector Banks,
21 Private Commercial Banks, 2 Regional Rural Banks, 2 Co-operative Banks, 4 Small
Finance Banks and 2 Payment's Banks are operating in the State. In addition KSSIDC,
SIDBI are operational to provide specialized support to processing and manufacturing
industry.
Disbursement of credit in rural areas takes place through co-operative banks,
commercial banks and regional rural banks. National Bank for Agriculture and Rural
Development (NABARD), as an apex level financial institution, plays a lead role in the
promotion of agriculture and rural development, by preparing Potential Linked Credit
Plans (PLPs) and annual action plans at the grass root level. A major portion of NABARD's
refinance and developmental initiatives are channelized through the banking sector.
As at the end of 31st March 2020 a total 11469 Bank branches are operating in the state.
Out of these 8373 are commercial banks, 1775 Regional Rural banks, 858 Cooperative
Bank branches (DCB), 38 Karnataka Industrial Co-operative Bank, 32 KSFC branches and
159 Small Finance Banks
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1. 4214 Rural Branch
2. 2560 Semi Urban Branches
3. 2364 Urban Branches
4. 2331 Metropolitan branches
In the last couple of years there has been special impetus to increase branch networking
in Rural and urban areas compared to Semi urban and Metro areas. Increased network
is providing better access of financial services to people in urban and rural areas. (4214
branches (36.74%) and 2560 branches (22.32%) are operating in Rural and Semi-Urban
areas respectively). The above data indicates that financial support network is more
than geared up to implement the PMFME scheme.
Karnataka State Food Processing Industry Policy
Policy and Regulatory
The Government of Karnataka had issued Karnataka Agri Business and Food Processing
2015-20. Currently the Karnataka State Industrial Policy 2020-25 is in vogue since
13.08.2020. This new policy incorporates rules for MSME segment as whole which
includes Food Processing segment. However, the measures announced in Karnataka
Agri Business and Food Processing 2015 are continued and schemes announced under
the said policy are being implemented. A brief recap of policy roadmap is as follows:
Vision
“To position Karnataka in a sustained growth path in the field of agricultural and allied
sectors through global technologies and innovative tools, by creating enabling
frameworks and state of the art infrastructure facilities, thereby generating higher
returns to farming communities’
Mission
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“To make Karnataka as the most sought-after investment destination for the
agribusiness and food processing with focused attention and handholding. To provide
more and more opportunities for the agribusiness and food processing sector, thereby
generating large scale employment in rural and semi urban areas of the State. To give
special thrust for skill development. To create conducive environment for optimal
utilization of agriculture and allied sector resources for the sustainable industrial
development”.
Objectives
The policy aims to achieve the following objectives for the overall growth and
development of agro processing sector in the State with an ultimate goal of providing
remunerative return to farmers’ produce.


To increase the value addition and reduce wastage, thereby increasing the
income of farmers.



To maximize direct and indirect employment generation opportunities.



To create necessary supply chain like transportation, warehouses, and cold
storage in the agro processing sector.



To increase the flow of investments across the supply chain from farm to
market.



To extend the supply chain and infrastructure opportunity in rural area.

Strategies
In order to reduce the post-harvest wastage, increase value addition to farm produce,
generate employment in rural and semi urban areas, development of agribusiness and
food processing enterprises and adequate post-harvest infrastructure especially
storage and transportation facilities is necessary. To achieve this, the strategy adopted
includes:
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Encouraging investments in the supply chain infrastructure to reduce postharvest loss.



Strengthening linkage between processing enterprises and Research &
Development institutes.



Fiscal incentives for setting up focused industrial clusters and food processing
parks in potential food clusters.



Encourage adoption of quality certifications, green and clean practices, energy
efficient measures.



Declaring the entire State as single zone for availing incentives and concessions.

The Policy defines
1. Agro processing as activity to include, but not limited to washing, waxing,
grading, grinding, cutting, cubing, dicing, sorting, packing (dehydrated packing,
vacuum packing, nitrogen sachet packing, tetra packing, canning, bottling),
drying (spray drying, dehydration), fermented, Individual Quick Freezing (IQF),
irradiation and any value add activity to the agriculture, horticulture and forest
produce. Agro Processing also cover projects in hi-tech and biotechnology-based
agriculture.
2. Food Processing as activities to include, but not limited to “a process of value
addition to the agriculture, edible animal products and horticulture produce by
various methods such as grading, sorting and packaging with a view to preserve
food substances in an effective manner, enhance their shelf life, quality and
make them functionally more useful”. It includes the processing of food at all
levels primary, secondary and tertiary.
3. Horticulture Hub is defined a place, which would provide a cluster of farmers
with quality inputs for farming, post-harvest management and processing of the
horticulture crops. It would be a single point of contact for farmers seeking
support for horticulture crops and post-harvest management.
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4. Perishable Goods are defined as goods which are prone to decay in short
duration of time such as dairy products, meat, fish, poultry products, flowers,
vegetables, fruits, spices, medicinal and aromatic products.
5. Food Parks are defined as a place where agro food processing units are
established in clusters in areas where there is predominant production of
processable agriculture, horticulture, animal husbandry, fisheries etc., as
defined above.
6. Sea Food Parks are places where there is an integration of facilities to augment
processing of various sea products such as fish, shrimps, crabs and lobsters at a
common facility centre. This will provide the market linkages which will increase
income levels of fishermen.
Under the policy Karnataka Government has specifically targeted establishment of
FPOs, Horticulture Hubs, Sea Food Park and Spice Park in the state.
Sea Food Park Concept
Karnataka is rich in the marine resources such as Fish, Shrimps, Crabs and Lobsters etc.
To augment the processing and value addition of this marine wealth, it is proposed to
introduce the concept of “Sea Food Park” under PPP mode to encourage “Fish- ‘O’preuners” with the backup of expertise from research institutes like CFTRI, Mysore,
College of Fisheries, Mangaluru and CIFT, Kochi. Sea Food Park will have
the following facilities:
1. Well-developed plots with electricity, water, drainage, telecommunication
facility for establishing pre-processing units, processing units of international
standards, ice plant & cold storages, frozen storage, value added fish product
processing units, packaging units.
2. Common facility centre inclusive of office space, conference facility, canteen,
parking, guest house, telecommunication facility, quality monitoring laboratory,
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alternative power supply, water supply, common storage facility for raw
material and processed products, effluent treatment plant.
3. Setting up a dedicated sea food park shall enable the fishermen to access
modern technology for value addition to their produce leading to
remunerative prices for their produce and consumers to obtain world class
products processed and manufactured adhering to stringent international
norms.
Spice Park
The Spices Park is a well-conceived approach to have an integrated operation for
cultivation, post harvesting, processing for value addition, packaging, storage and
exports of spices and spice products.
In the State, Haveri has been selected for developing Spice Park for Byadagi Chilli by the
Spices Board of India. Spice Park will function as a common facility centre for
development of spice industries. The basic objective of the concept is to provide
common infrastructure facilities for both postharvest and processing operations of
spice, which also aims to backward integration by providing rural employment. Under
the concept of the Spice Park, Board will lease out the lands available in the Spice Park
to private entrepreneurs for developing their own processing plants for value addition.
1. The Private entrepreneurs will develop their processing plants in the Spices Park.
2. The grower community can make use of these facilities for selling their produce
directly to the exporters so that they can avail the premium price for their
products.
3. On the flip side, exporters can develop a link with reliable farming community
for an uninterrupted supply of raw material for their business. Establishment
of the processing plants by the exporters will create local employment
opportunities.
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Schemes under the Policy
In view of its massive potential for employment, growth and exports and to ensure
MSMEs remain globally competitive, the policy will focus on developing an ecosystem
for the MSMEs to enable them to thrive, grow and succeed. Following interventions are
proposed for MSME promotion:
SARTHAK -Centre of Excellence for MSMEs
The scheme is proposed to be implemented through a two-fold mechanism:
Deploying an Online technology platform
Key activities that the platform is expected to perform are:


Provide an integrated platform for raw material suppliers — The platform
will provide a onestop shop for accessing quality raw material at an affordable
price with linkages to e-Mandis, APMC, NCDX, ReMS, market-place
aggregators like Udaan, and the elements of the logistic supply chain like
warehouses, cold storage facilities, etc.



Improve market access — The platform will provide MSMEs with access to
the retail market by on-boarding major brick & mortar and online
marketplaces, Public Sector Undertakings, Government Departments,
wholesalers, and retailers This will help provide a one stop gateway to MSMEs
for discovering a market for their products, generating supply chain
efficiencies for the sector.



Disseminate information on Quality Control standards and certifications —
The platform will provide MSMEs with updated and in-depth information on
globally prevalent quality standards and certifications. The platform will
leverage existing informational repositories of FSSAI, AGMARK, Organic
Certification, etc.
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Enhance access to Credit — The platform will integrate the conventional
(Banks, NBFCs, MUDRA, etc,) and non-conventional (TReDS, PE/VCs, Funds of
Funds etc.) sources of credit supply to MSMEs. The module will also integrate
credit enhancement schemes with the financing agencies to provide access to
low-cost funds for MSMEs.



Going forward, the platform will address information asymmetry by
leveraging data from sources such as GSTN, Income Tax, Credit Bureaus, Fraud
Registry, etc., to improve the due diligence mechanisms of the credit suppliers
and support the credit agencies in processing MSME loan proposals
expeditiously.



Access to Data — Access to analytics, market research, intelligence, CRM and
other IT technology that helps to bring efficiency in operations would be
created on the platform.



Skill Development Programs — The platform will have modules for
dissemination of information pertaining to new-age skills emerging in
different domains required by the MSMEs and will facilitate them in getting
trained by collaborating with the public and private agencies delivering the
skill development programs. Vide this module, Entrepreneurial Development
Programs and domain- specific training would be provided to entrepreneurs
in partnership with reputed institutes and trainers.



Technology Adoption and Knowledge Transfer — The platform will have
modules for supporting MSMEs with the technicalities of transfer & adoption
of new & emerging technology. Further, the platform will also build a
repository of case studies, domain related best practices, etc. which may be
adopted by MSMEs in their operations.



Support MSMEs in Branding and Advertisement — The platform will have
modules which will support MSMEs in branding, marketing, and advertising
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related activities. Through the above broad range of activities, the platform will
address the issues and improve the competitiveness of MSMEs. The role of the
Government will be that of a facilitator. The platform will bring together all the
players involved in the supply chain and address the missing links.
Establishing a Centre of Excellence for managing the platform setup
The Centre of Excellence will identify gaps in the capabilities of the MSMEs and work
with them in bridging the gaps, equipping them to adapt to the changing market &
business environments. Further, the institutional mechanism will be equipped to assist
rural enterprises in addressing issues faced in areas of GST, IT, IJAM registration, PAN
application, loan document preparation, etc. The mandated activities for the Centre of
Excellence are proposed to be aligned along following broad categories:


Technology Acceleration Programs and Practice: This includes activities like
promoting technology adoption by firms, providing business advisory services
to firms aimed at improving their manufacturing techniques & processes,
supporting transfer of technology, performing R&D related services, and
facilitate access to technology through inter-firm partnerships.



Connecting Firms: Provide platforms for aggregation of firms from both ends
of the supply chain — suppliers and consumers and act as an intermediary to
provide support services, host best practice events to facilitate dissemination
of information.



Funding Assistance: Providing firms with information on latest funding
available for different functions - R&D, loans to scale business, fund joint precompetitive research programs, funding for capital and operating
infrastructure etc.
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Next Generation Manufacturing Technical Assistance: Teach innovation &
new product development skills to MSMEs, provide export assistance &
training, provide energy efficient manufacturing skills, etc

It is proposed to build flexibility in the mandate of the Center of Excellence to adapt
to the evolving nature of support required by MSMEs in the state — from "back
end" support at the firm level aimed at improving their productivity to the "front
end" services aimed at helping MSMEs in furthering innovation and R&D.
Infrastructure Support


KIADB will earmark minimum 30% of allottable land in all their industrial areas
for MSMEs. Out of which, KIADB will reserve 22.65% for SC/ST entrepreneurs,
10% for Minorities / Physically Challenged / Backward Classes (Categoryl and 2A
only) / Ex-Servicemen entrepreneurs and 5% for women belonging to all
categories in industrial areas.



KIADB will indicate 15% of the allottable land in industrial areas for MSMEs to
be allotted by DLSWCC. The maximum extent of land to be allotted by DLSWCC
would be two acres per project. The minimum size of plot to be developed by
KIADB will be 0.5 acre for MSMEs.



KIADB will construct multistoried / flatted factories with plug and produce
facilities (wherever feasible) near Bengaluru, Mysuru, Hubballi-Dharwad,
Mangaturu, Belagavi, Tumakuru and Kalaburagi. KIADB will provide these flats
on monthly rental / lease basis.



KSSIDC will earmark entire allottable land in their industrial areas for MSMEs.
Out of which, KSSIDC will reserve 22.65% for SC/ST entrepreneurs, 10% for
Minorities / Physically Challenged / Backward Classes (Categoryl and 2A only) /
Ex-Servicemen entrepreneurs and 5% for women belonging to all categories in
industrial estates.
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KSSIDC will be allotted land in KIADB industrial area, upon request for making
industrial plots and sheds of smaller sizes for MSME sector. KIADB shall provide
land to KSSIDC on absolute sale deed as per KIADB norms to enable KSSIDC to
allot plots/sheds to the industry on lease cum-sale deed.



KSSIDC shall develop industrial estates exclusively for micro and small
enterprises. The area to be procured will not be less than 50 acres. 20% of the
allottable area will be reserved preferably for plug and play sheds out of which
10% of the area witl be earmarked for multi storied sheds with plug and play
facilities (wherever feasible) near Bengaluru, Mysuru, Hubballi-Dharwad,
Mangaluru, Belagavi, Tumakuru and Kalaburagi. KSSIDC will provide these flats
on lease / rental basis. Liberal FAR would be considered for flatted
development/ industrial sheds [multi-storied industrial units.



Development of Rural Industrial Areas exclusively for MSMEs in the impact area
of industrial corridors will be undertaken along with infrastructure, like road
connectivity, drainage system, street lighting, and water supply by KSSIDC. Rural
industrial areas and estates will have minimum 100 to 150 plots measuring
2,000sq. ft. to 10,000 sq. ft. and will be developed in potential areas.



The maximum contract demand for LT consumers will be increased from present
67 HP to 100

Technology Up-gradation & Technical Support
Under 'Sarthak' scheme, adoption, commercialization, transfer & upgradation of newer
technologies by Industries will be encouraged.


Specific emphasis would be given for collaborations with domestic/international
research institutes/agencies and promote export-oriented units.
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Karnataka Council for Technological Up-gradation (KCTU) will run quarterly
workshops and seminars for SME entrepreneurs to increase awareness for
adoption of new technologies.



Quality improvement interventions by MSMEs such as up-gradation of existing
technologies and installing of new technologies for quality control, cleaner
environment friendly production, quality testing, and fee paid for quality
certifications would be eligible for incentives as per Section 9 under Table 9.1.2.
This benefit would also be available to MSMEs who have already taken benefits
under central Government schemes and would like to go for renewal.



To extend Technical support to MSME sector, it is proposed to establish
Technology Development Centres in association with Central Manufacturing
Technology Institute and other such institutes in all key industrial zones in the
State.

Enhanced Credit for MSMEs
Availability of credit at an affordable cost is critical for unlocking the potential of
MSME sector and enabling them to scale up their operations. High cost of funds
— in the range of 11% to 14% is a key factor impeding the growth of MSME
sector. This limits the enterprise's ability to add value, upgrade technology,
improve quality and implement modern management techniques.
Taking note of this, Government of Karnataka will create a credit enhancement
scheme on pilot basis in collaboration with multilateral organizations [financial
institutions [private funds with an objective to address the issue of expensive
loans faced by the MSME sector. The scheme will aim at improving the credit risk
profile of MSMEs, leading to reduction in interest rates.
Vendor Development and Facilitation
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To further strengthen the MSME ecosystem in the State and increase the
competitiveness of the MSME sector, the policy will aim at promoting vendor
development, management, facilitation and creating a platform to connect
OEMs with MSMEs and identify vendors in terms of production capacity and
quality standards.



Vendor Development Plans from the approved large and mega industries will
be collated and taken forward by Director (MSME).



Director (MSME) in collaboration with the Industry will conduct a Vendor
Development Event in the State annually to create collaboration
opportunities for MSMEs by bringing together MSMEs and OEMs/Large
Manufacturers/Public Sector Undertakings. Similar events at the District level
will also be conducted.

Marketing Support in Public Procurement


Goods manufactured by Micro & Small Enterprises located in the State will be
allowed price preference of 15% against the Large & Medium Enterprises /
Industries of the State and enterprises / industries of other States during
Government Departments.



To enable wider dispersal of enterprises particularly in rural areas, the
Government Departments & State owned PSUs shall procure 358 items from
micro and small enterprises, which have been reserved for exclusive purchase
from them as per Ministry of MSME, Government of India order S.O. 581 (E),
dated 23.03.2012.



To reduce transaction cost of doing business, Micro & Small Enterprises
registered with NSIC under a single point vendor registration scheme, shall be
facilitated by providing them tender sets free of cost, exempting from
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payment of earnest money during purchases by all Government Departments
and State owned PSUs.


KTPP rules will be amended as below to give fillip to Micro & Small Enterprises
in Karnataka



In a tender where the tenderers are both from the State of Karnataka as well
as from outside the State of Karnataka, the GST component shall be excluded
for the evaluation of the price.



Preference shall be given to the Micro & Small Enterprises located within the
State and registered with Department of Industries & Commerce in respect
of those items for which IJAM / Registration Certificate / Udyam Registration
are issued.



Government Departments & State-owned profitable PSUs shall procure 20
percent of goods from Micro and Small Enterprises located within the State.
Out of this 4 percent of goods shall be procured from Micro and Small
Enterprises promoted by SC / ST entrepreneurs as per the guidelines issued
by Government of India.



To incorporate the provisions of the Public Procurement (Preference to Make
in India), Order 2017 for all enterprises as detailed in the order no. P45021/2/201 7/PP(B-ll) dtd 15.06.2017 & its amendments of Department for
Promotion of Industry & Internal Trade (DPIIT), Ministry of Commerce &
Industry, Government of India in KTPP Act/Rules.

Skill Development & Entrepreneurship Development Program (EDP)
State Government recognizes the importance of skill and entrepreneurship
development in driving economic progress, especially rural prosperity. To attain
considerable growth and development in the Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises
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(MSME) sector skill development and entrepreneurship development programs and
specialized training (domain specific) will be provided through the District Industries
Centers (DICs) and from various other organizations through convergence.


Rural Entrepreneurship Development Program will be implemented through
district-level rural entrepreneur networks to foster entrepreneurship — in
terms of motivation, mentoring, ideating and access to markets by private
sector.



Director (MSME) will conduct District Level Incubation and Accelerator
Programs. Incubators in potential taluks will be set up through PPP mode.

Support Services to Entrepreneurship and Livelihood Missions
Director (MSME) through Deputy Director (Khadi Village Industries) will co-ordinate and
provide field level service support to skill entrepreneurship under livelihood mission
programs in the State.
Ongoing supportive schemes / programs for development of MSMEs.
Commerce and Industries Department is implementing several schemes for growth
of MSME that will continue to be implemented during the policy period. The list of
ongoing supportive schemes / programs for development of MSMEs are listed in
Annexure 7.
MSME Manufacturing Excellence Awards
Government will confer annual awards to MSMEs for achieving excellence / growth in
manufacturing.
Equity Funding
SMEs in the core Manufacturing Sector lack support in long-term equity finances /
early-stage funding to ideas or concepts which are yet to establish the proof of
concept in the real world. By identifying the right partners early on and using their
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potential effectively, manufacturing incumbents can benefit from the innovations of
these pioneers. The State Government will set up a Equity Fund exclusively for SMEs
Manufacturing Sector initially with a corpus of Rs. 100 crores. 75 % of the corpus will
be provided by Government and remaining funds will be contributed by financial
institutions, private sector such as industries / private investors. The fund will be
managed by the Karnataka Asset Management Company.
On Going Programmes
The Policy of Government of Karnataka for 2020-25 intends to dovetail following
schemes of Government of India under MSME schemes.
Government of India Schemes
1. Credit Guarantee Fund Trust Scheme (CGT-MSE): Guarantee Cover for Collateralfree loans up to INR 2.00 crore.
2. Credit linked Capital Subsidy Scheme for Technology Up-gradation (CLCSS):15%
capital subsidy (up to INR 15.00 Lakh) of investment in eligible Plant & Machinery.
Eligible loan limit is up to INR 1.00 crore.
3. Public Procurement Policy — MSEs 2012: 20% mandatory annual procurement from
MSEs by Central Government Ministries, Departments & PSUs
4. Lean Manufacturing Competitiveness Scheme (LEAN):80% reimbursement of cost
of hiring the lean manufacturing consultant (LMC) (Maximum LMC Charges INR
36.00 Lakh).
5. Technology and Quality Upgradation Support to MSMEs (TEQUP): 75%
reimbursement for product certification, up to INR 1 .50 Lakh for National
certification & up to INR 2.00 Lakh for International certifications.
6. Zero Defect Zero Effect (ZED) Scheme:

Subsidy

for

MSMEs

towards

ZED

Certification.
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7. Micro & Small Enterprises - Cluster Development Program (MSE-CDP): Up to INR
15.00 crore for Setting up of Common Facility Centres (CFCs) in MSE Clusters.
8. Support for Entrepreneurial and Managerial Development of SMEs through
Incubators: up to INR 8.00 Lakh grant for Incubation of Innovative Idea.
9. Design Clinic Scheme for design expertise to MSMEs manufacturing sector
(DESIGN): INR 15.00 Lakh to INR 40.00 Lakh grant to MSMEs for Design
Development.
10. Marketing Assistance & Technology Up-gradation Scheme in MSMEs (MATU): Up to
INR 2.25 Lakh reimbursement for participating in International Fairs.
11. Trade Related Entrepreneurship Assistance and Development Scheme- Scheme for
Women (TREAD): 30% grant (up to INR 30.00 Lakh) of loan / credit.
12. Promotion of Information and Communication Technology ('CT) in MSME Sector:
Up to INR 3.00 Lakh per unit, for a period of maximum of 3 years for cloud
computing.
13. Building Awareness on Intellectual Property Rights ('PR) for MSME: Up to INR 25000
for domestic patent & up to INR 2.00 Lakh for foreign patent grant for Patents.
Government of Karnataka Schemes
1. Prime Minister's Employment Guarantee Program implemented by Director
(MSME) provides financial assistance to the projects up to INR 25.00 Lakh for
manufacturing sector and to the projects up to INR 10.00 Lakh for Service Sector
is extended in the form of loan through various banks.
2. Karnataka Cluster Development Scheme (KCDS) implemented by Director
(MSME) aims at bringing out general attitudinal changes necessary to initiate
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improvement in the existing style of working of the MSEs in the quality &
competitiveness adopting modern manufacturing/ processing technology.
Food Processing – specific benefits in Karnataka
For food processing sector, Karnataka Government has following additional benefits.
These benefits are available to PMFME sector also, thereby allowing unorganized sector
to be part of formalization processing in food processing sector.
1. In the State Budget for 2021-22, the government announced additional
incentive of 15% of PFME scheme beneficiaries.
2. Investment promotion subsidy at 35% of Value of Fixed Assets (Max- INR 65L)
3. Up to 100% exemption on stamp duty for land registration.
4. 100% exemption on entry tax for 3-5 years
5. 100% exemption on electricity duty for 8 years
6. SGST reimbursement up to 80% for 5 years – Capped at 100% of fixed asset
value
7. 75% subsidy on cost of ETP (Max INR 50L)
8. 6% interest subsidy on term loans for micro enterprises
9. 100% exemption on market fee with respect to agri- procurement for 10 years
On the whole, Karnataka Government has a favorable policy support for food
processing industries and special schemes are being implemented. Under PMFME
specialized support infrastructure in technology, finance and marketing are being
developed.
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BAGALKOTE
DISTRICT PROFILE
Geographical
Bagalkot lies between the latitudes 15o49' and 16o46' N and between the longitudes 74o59'
and 76o20'E at a mean altitude of 524 meters above sea level. The district encompasses a
geographical area of the district is 6552 Sq.km and it is the 10th biggest district of Karnataka
state.
Summary of the district Profile is as follows:
Location
Bagalkot District, Karnataka, India
Latitude
15o49' to16o46' N
Longitude
74o59' to 76o20'E
Area
6552 Sq. Kms.
Forest Area
83893 hectarer.
Rainfall
584 mm & rainy days are 39 (Dist. Average)
Rivers
Krishna, Malaprabha and Ghataprabha
Temperature
Min. 18°C Max. 38° C
Taluk-wise Population:
Taluk
Badami
Bagalkot
Bilagi
Hunagund
Jamakhandi
Mudhol
Total

Male
166748
143220
80147
161741
237086
161169
950111

POPULATION: (2011)
Female
164112
141894
80147
159597
233090
160801
939641

Total
330860
285114
160294
321338
470176
321970
1889752

1. DISTRICT AGRICULTURAL PROFILE
(Source: Department o Economics and Statistics & District at a Glance 2018-19)
a. Bagalkot with a total population of 18,89,752 stands in the 11th position in
terms of population in the State.
b. Rural population is 12.92 lakhs (68%) and urban population is 5.98 lakhs (32%)
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c. District has a non-worker population of 10.72 lakhs (57%)
d. Bagalkot is 7th prosperous district with a Gross Domestic Product (District
Domestic Product) of the district is Rs. 34093 Crores.
e. Agriculture contributes around Rs. 6063 Crores. (18%)
f. Manufacturing contributes around Rs.9320 Crores (27%)
g. Services Sector contributes around Rs.18710 Crores. (55%)
Agriculture in the district is carried out in a net sown area of 604730 hectares. Bagalkot falls
under Northern dry Zone (Zone No.3), and receives an average rainfall of 584 mm.
Irrigation:
Of Gross cultivated area of 7.14 lakh hectares in 2018-19, 2.09 lakh ha. of land was under
irrigation (33%) . Major source of irrigation are Canals (0.24 ha), and 33600 borewells (1.35
lakh hectares).
Table-1: The taluk wise irrigation details are as under during 2016-17. (ha)
Canals
Tanks
Dug wells
Tube wells
Taluks
Area
No Area
No Area
No
Area
Badami
0
15
0
466
116
4850
26049
Bagalkot
2100
4
0
1209
47
5576
26086
Bilagi
3314
3
0
445
628
5169
22195
Hunagund
3337
12
0
806
420
1856
6565
Jamakhandi
5333
8
0
5142 3550
8321
24822
Mudhol
10015
2
0
2181
370
7828
30059
Total
24099
44
0 10249 5131 33600 135776

Lift irri.
No
Area
6
0
1
703
1
207
4
0
6
2445
1
0
19
3355

Table 2: Area under Major Crops is as follows: (in Hectares)
Taluk
Maize Jowar Bajra Wheat Pulses
Badami
17280 26596 11008
3450 32225
Bagalkot
5959 20059 7400
2111 32705
Bilagi
4687 10000 2915
2500
6066
Hunagund
4920 21423 7438
2145 92880
Jamakhandi
15612 11656
328
4130 11611
Mudhol
17234
8850
253
7765
5981
Total
65692 98584 29342 22101 181468
Production of Agriculture Produce in Metric Tons

Fruits Sugarcane Oil
304
6002 17968
1894
3620 10136
519
15221
4378
148
2445 27399
2640
41816
2448
734
29414
3495
6239
98518 65824
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Taluk
Maize Jowar Bajra Wheat Pulses Fruits Sugarcane Oil
Total
274297 68090 28887 39647 74637 162557
7843052 69095
Note: Talukwise production is not available in any source
2. ODOP - Jaggery- Selection Analysis
a. Cereals: Among the above-mentioned major crops, Jowar, Maize, Bajra, wheat and
major oil seeds Groundnut and Sunflower are ruled out of the ODOP eligibility as they
are both staple and not fitting in to broader criteria of being involved in food
processing at micro-enterprise level.
b. Pulses: The district excels in production of pulse crop, and in a total of 1.81 lakh
hectares, cultivation of Bengal gram is the highest with an area of 1.09 lakh hectares
(in fact largest area among all crops) with a production of 45253 tons, offers itself as
a major ODOP product. Bengal gram is most used and most processed crop among
pulses as it is used for production of Besan (gram flour), fried gram, fried gram flour,
snack industry, major component of Sweet meat industry and in production of Sattu,
etc.
c. Fruits & Vegetables: Fruit Crops are cultivated in an area of 6239 hectares and total
fruit production is around 1.625 lakh tons. Major fruit crops are Banana (46494 tons),
Grapes (45358 tons) and Pomegranate (38232 tons)
d. Commercial Crops: Sugarcane occupies highest area of 98518 hectares. The cane
production in the district is around 78,43,052 tons. The Crop is well distributed crop
in the district and all the Taluks are producing this crop.
ODOP - Jaggery
No.


Description

Comments

Identifying Products being Processed

Sugarcane, Wheat, Gram, Jowar
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Mapping of Existing Food Processing
Micro-Enterprises

1. Wheat Atta Making, sooji
Making, Vermicelli (Domestic
industry)
2. Gram floor Industry, Fried
gram, Fried Gram Powder,
Snacks include Sev / Mixture,
and sweet meats.
3. Jaggery units
4. Jowar Roti (dehydrated)
5. Chutney Powder
6. Chilli Powder



Product Perishable?

It is perishable – But has longer shelf
life – Up to 6 months
Jaggery

being

harder

and

less

hygroscopic has long storage life.


ODOP as % of Total Agri Produce

Sugarcane production of 78,43 lakhs
tons is nearly 40% of total agriculture
produce of the district.



Production of ODOP Agriculture Produce It is the second highest cane producer
in that district compared to other district in the state next only to Belagavi. It
and states

contributes

19%

of

total

cane

produced in the state. Next highest
producer is Vijayapura district with a
production of 42.80 lakh tons.


Abundance of Raw Material

Yes, very abundant. 78.43 lakh tons of
cane is produced.



More than 50% of Micro-Food processing Total MSME units are 12225
Industry should be in this product

Food processing units are 1331
employing 9298 people. And jaggery
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units constitute around 40% of food
producing units (source KAG 2020-21)



Percentage of labour employed in Micro- Around 300 to 400 Jaggery units
Food Enterprise

employ nearly 6000 to 8000 people.

Existence of large Clusters

Mudhol and Jamakhandi. Bilagi block
has too many sugar factories. And
also host a good number of jaggery
units.



Whether SHG and FPOs are involved in this Only one FPO is involved with Jaggery
product

making on contract basis at Mudhol
jaggery park,



GIS of the product

Jaggery is not GIS



Export potential of the product

Total Potential is 13,690 million US
dollars as per APEDA report. Major
importers are US, Indonesia, China,
Germany UK and Canada and other
South Asian countries.



Total estimated production of the food 400 Units are consuming around 10
product or its category chosen as ODOP
tons of cane per day producing
around 1.1 ton per day of jaggery
each or around 440 tons per day. They
operate for around 240 days in a year
to produce around 1.00 lakh tons of
jaggery and consume around 9.60
lakh tons of sugarcane per annum.



Total requirement and movement of Raw At a recovery rate of 11% of jaggery
material or Agricultural produce required per ton, around 4000 tons per day of
for manufacturing this food product.

cane is required for the entire
industry or 9.60 lakh tons of cane per
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annum. The total production of cane
is in the range of around 78.43 lakh
tons. Balance cane is consumed by
sugar industry.
3. Non ODOP Products
Non ODOP products recommended for the district are


Bengalgram Processing into Besan, Fried dal and Sattu production and ready to mix
powders for Sweetmeat and snacks industries.



Pomegranate: Juice, ariels and jams for export market



Grapes processing for raisin production



Jowar Processing for Dehydrated Roti and also possible Kurkure mix.



Spices & Chutneys: Chilli Production and local needs necessitate this activity

Industrial Profiling


Bagalkot District derives around 27% of its GDP from Industries and mainly
sugar industry. There are 7 sugar factories accounting for 50 lakh tons of
sugarcane cultivated in the district.



There are six Industrial Estates in the district, which includes Navanagar,
Bhagalkot, Jamkhandi, Mudhol, Hunagund and Bhanahatti.



There are 3 Industrial Areas which includes Green food park at Navanagar,
Agro tech park at Navanagar and Asangi- Jamkhandi Tq.

No of Small-Scale Units Registered under Udhyam
S. No.
a.
b.
c.
d.

Size of Industries
Micro
Small
Medium
Large Industries

No
12225
794
44
80

Turnover - Lakhs
500
1250
1000
6570
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There are 4713 MSME units employing around 26136 people, mostly men in
the district.



Out of this 1331 are in food processing segment employing 9298 workers.
Majority of these are flour mills, grapes processing units, small cold storages,
dal mills, wheat processing units etc.



There are micro food processing units in 619 villages in the district, that cater
the daily food processing needs like grain flour mills, dal mills, vermicelli units,
oil mills etc. Such activities are mostly but not restricted to:

a. Seasonal Food processing: The activities like Vermicelli making, Chutney
powder making, pickling, Papad making, Jowar Rothi making in the rural areas
mainly during summer months and store them for rest of the months,
especially using high solar heat during the summer months.
b. Round the year activities include small hotels in the villages, oil mills, grinders
and flour mills, and fried gram flour, Snacks, Chilli powder, chutney powder
products, and sweet marts, that supply these materials to weekly shanties.
c. Urban center micro-enterprises activities include Chips making on small scale,
bakery activities, sweet marts, flour mills, ice cream units,
d. Flour mill units are having investments not more than Rs. 2 lakhs
e. Seasonal MEs have investments of less than Rs. 25,000/- mainly invested in
working capital for purchase of raw material
Characteristics


Generally, these are family business with succession from one to another
within the family. Even if the family splits, the business is carried forward by
two people in same line separately.
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These are necessity driven entrepreneurs and less improvement driven. Not
ready to implement change to risk the business.



Product innovation is limited, mostly featured as part time employment, for
small cashflow.



Access to finance is mainly through Self-help group finance



There are too many informal systems in supply, processing, and marketing. For
example, the pickle making women, have to supply it to local traders who get
FSSAI certificate under their own brands



Their development is hampered by managerial ability and capacity to scale

Jaggery Eco system


There are an estimated 300 to 400 units making jaggery in the district.



These units are not registered with DIC, nor registered with Electricity
Company. There is a general lack of Bank credit as they are not registered or
their lands are not having clean title or for lack of industrial registration.



Around 27 jaggery units were contacted and interviewed to study the microecosystem of this unit.



Jaggery making requires an investment of around Rs. 30 lakhs to Rs. 100 lakhs
for a small unit of crushing up to 2 tons per day.



They are established in the farmland and use agricultural electricity connection
for running the juice mill



Bagasse is used to heat up the pan for clarification processes and
concentration process. As a result soot and smoke and impurities are not
greatly controlled.



Sold in bulk to traders from outside the state, mostly Gujarat.
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No information on exports by any of the units directly. Nobody has details of
export done from outside the state.



Generally working capital credit is adjusted by supply of cane on credit or cash
for a single day – up to Rs. 5000/- and jaggery produced is sold on daily basis
for cash to agents for onward market to Sangli, Ahmedabad and other cities in
Gujarat.



The marketing is generally through agents to wholesalers to retailers and to
consumers.

District -1
ODOP
Raw Material
Availability
Used for Cane sugar
Used for Jaggery/ Units
Working days
Per day capacity
Jaggery produced
Secondary processing
Batches manufactured
Within district
In Karnataka
Outside Karnataka
Export Market
Size of the total Market
Special Zones
Operated by
Major Export Markets

Bagalakote
Jaggery
Sugarcane – Average Production
78 lakh tons – 1 lakh hectares of cultivation
60 lakhs tons – 15 sugar factories
9-10 lakh tons / 400 units (Approximate)
240
4000 tons of cane
440 tons per day, 1.00 lakhs tons per annum
Sporadic – 13 types of Jaggery produced
Daily for 8 months in a year
Approximately 5000 tons per annum
0.25 lakhs tons, Bangalore and Mysore
0.70 lakh ton, Sangli & Gujarat
Around 10 ton (sporadic)
Rs. 500 Crores
Jaggery Park – Mudhol, Owned by UAS
Dharwad
Kisan FPO, Mudhol
Russia and Baltic Countries for Organic
Jaggery

No of Clusters for ODOP
There are 3 Major clusters for Jaggery production namely Mudhol, Jamakhandi and
Bilagi Taluks. There are 4 Taluks which have large area under sugarcane. They are
Bilagi, Mudhol, Badami and Jamakhandi. Jamakhandi Taluk has highest cane
production.
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Number of units engaged with producing the specific ODOP product and 4-5 major
non-ODOP products
a. ODOP- Around 400 Jaggery Units (ODOP)
b. Non-ODOP:
Activity

Estimated No of Units

Grapes Processing

125

Jowar Processing

500

Pulse Processing – Dal Mills / Flour

48

Wheat Processing

2

Chutneys / Spice Powders

275

Approximate Level (%) of processing happening for ODOP (out of total production)
in the district
Around 10 lakh tons of cane out of 78 lakh tons of production is being
processed under ODOP – Jaggery
Number of Self-Help Groups, Farmer Producer Organisations and Cooperatives
currently engaged in the processing of this product.
a. Only one FPO is engaged in managing Jaggery Park at Mudhol, but it is
not greatly successful.

b. No self-help group as such is engaged in Jaggery production. However
around 25 families of SHG members are reportedly engaged in Jaggery
production.

c. This information is based on group discussion with farmers in the area.
Government statistics are not available in this respect.
4. Profiling of existing Micro Enterprises Ecosystem for the District
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Specialty of the local agricultural produce/food product, varieties available,
seasonality, uniqueness, history etc.? (Guidelines - Specify the varieties available
and specialty of the local varieties compared to other places. Also if the product is
available in off season (for rest of the country), then this should also be
mentioned.


Sugarcane is cultivated in large tracts under irrigation. These are suitable for
sugar extraction. Sugarcane varieties are supplied by sugar factories after due
research and collaborations.



Features of sugarcane here is soft fiber, and easy to crush. They have high brix
level. The sugarcane juice is easier to clarify and take lesser time to
concentrate. There are around 6 jaggery units which produce organic jaggery
meaning they use vegetable sources in clarification and concentration. They
are also producing spice infused jaggery as specialty products. Feedback from
traders indicates that the jaggery generally have a good shelf life. Jaggery
production is managed to be operated for around 240 days in a year (8
months). Season starts generally in the month of September and May month
of next year. Jaggery is mainly procured by traders from Maharashtra and
Gujarat traders and logistics is cheaper because of train facilities.



Infrastructure

a. Essential Machinery or facilities required for the production of the product
Jaggery production is still in rudimentary technology of a locally made furnace
and iron pan concentrators. Juice extraction is done using small scale cane
crushers run by motors up to 15 HP. Furnace is run by dried bagasse which is
byproduct of cane crushing. Raw Material is stored in the open and finished
goods are stored in room adjacent to the unit.
1. A shed in around 2000 sq. ft area. A thatched or tiled structure is seen
with a open front.
2. Two Steel pans
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3. A Sugarcane crusher of up to 10 HP
4. Constructed heat conserving stoves
5. Ladle and juice transfer utensils
6. Maximum cost Rs. 35 lakhs
7. Wooden Molds, buckets, packing area, storage area
b. Existing level of Mechanization for ODOP processing within district, in other
districts and States.
Existing level of mechanization is rudimentary as mentioned. However, there
are new units which are coming up with improved furnaces. The jaggery
industry has not changed much despite strides in technology and use of clean
energy across the country.
c. Additional infrastructure and amenities required.


There is need for registration of these units as industrial micro
enterprises and not as Village industries.



Compulsory imposition of hygienic conditions in production, especially
use of clean energy and a cleaner processing area is required.

5. Support Infrastructure:
(Guidelines - The existing infrastructure available in the cluster in terms of public
infrastructure and Agri-logistics such as Mandis, roads, water and electric supply needs
to be mapped along with existing backward and forward linkages and common
facilities present in the cluster).
 There is no dedicated Mandi for jaggery. Farmers are free to market jaggery in
the APMC markets but there is no compulsion. Jaggery is mostly traded directly
with traders/ agents at unit itself or on a long terms supply arrangement.
 Jaggery units are generally located in farmlands and road connectivity is
generally rural roads.
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 Farmers use irrigation water sources of their farm for jaggery units in cleaning
operations
 Electricity supply is used from agricultural connections, which is free and not
charged.
6. Testing


Testing of jaggery is mainly done by the manufacturer at the unit itself.



FSSAI certificate is not being obtained by most of the units.



Testing facilities are generally not available in the cluster and



Production is mostly un-regulated and quality control is also not much
regulated.



Secondary products of jaggery are generally controlled by FSSAI



Awareness is now increasing on adoption of FSSAI regulations.

7. Value Chain\Channels of movement:
 Sugarcane required for Jaggery is in the backyard of Jaggery unit most of the
times,
 Most of the inputs for farmers to produce sugarcane is well developed as there
are hundreds of agri-input suppliers to the cane farmers, including Primary
Cooperative societies, sugar factories and that segment is well developed.
 Cane seed material is also well-developed industry
 Farmers have their own production of Sugarcane to the extent of 20% of their
installed capacity. Around 4 to 5 acres of sugarcane farm is their own.
 Staggered planting helps them to get produce for a minimum of 270 to 300
days a year
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 Transportation is made mostly by bullock carts and rarely by tractor trailers.
 Units buy sugarcane from other farmers within a vicinity of 5 kilometers
 Logistics are mostly inhouse, Sugarcane is purchased on cash basis. Logistics
cost is not accounted.
8. Manufacturing Process – ODOP
Machinery Required
1. Juice Extractor / Cane Crushers
2. Iron Pans to hold around 200 to 400 litres of Sugarcane Juice
3. Furnace (locally made)
4. Wooden or steel molds
5. Storage
Product Range
Jaggery is nothing but clarified and concentrated sugarcane juice, that is molded and
hardened as sweetening agent. Major product is raw hardened jaggery
Specialty jaggery includes, infused jaggery (with essences of spices and chocolate), which
are not bulk products. Powdered jaggery is now gaining momentum.
Production Process & Technology
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9. Marketing


The existing market linkages across the value chain needs to be detailed out with
an illustrative flow chart from storage to market places/Mandis to exports.
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Most of the times sold at gate to agents. Outbound logistics paid by agent /
Buyer. Generally, 3 channels of sales are followed as follows:
a. Farmer – Commission agent- wholesaler – Retailer – Consumer
b. Farmer –wholesaler – Retailer – Consumer
c. Farmer –Retailer – Consumer


Pricing of the Raw Agriculture Produce, various processed products of the produce
may be mentioned and compared with the pricing elsewhere in the country.
Raw material prices / Sugarcane prices are around Rs. 2500/- per ton. However,
since most of the times, cane is procured by jaggery units at Rs. 2000/- per ton.
Jaggery prices in Bagalkot are as follows:
Type

Wholesale prices

Retail Prices

Regular Jaggery

Rs. 35/- per kilo

Rs. 50/- per kilo

Infused jaggery

Rs. 120/- per kilo

Rs. 140/- per kilo

Organic Jaggery

Rs. 75/- per kilo

Rs. 120/- per kilo

Jaggery prices in Uttar Pradesh are as follows:



Type

Wholesale prices

Retail Prices

Regular Jaggery

Rs. 31/- per kilo

Rs. 50/- per kilo

Infused jaggery

NA

NA

Organic Jaggery

Rs. 90/- per kilo

Rs. 120/- per kilo

Reasons for the price differentials and USP of the products may be mentioned.
Not much of difference is seen in jaggery prices so that it can be attributed to any
specific quality aspect. UP Jaggery is cheaper because of labour is cheaper and
cane being produced under rainfed conditions is cheaper than Bagalkot.
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10. Quantum of Sale of this product to other districts, states and exported to other
countries.
Around 650 tons of cane is produced in the district per day. Around 15% of this
consumed in the State and around 10% in the district itself for domestic and industrial
use. Around 1,10,000 tons are purchased by traders in Maharashtra and rest by
Gujarat states. Export is being done on miniscule levels – mostly Russia from
Bagalakote district.
11. Institutional Support:
Guidelines - The existing institutional support available in the cluster w.r.t presence of
associations, technical and research institutions, and public sector units and
parastatals needs to be mapped.
a. At this moment the public sector support to jaggery products come mainly from
MSME department under Industries and KVIC as an agency. “Scheme of Fund for
Regeneration of Traditional Industries (SFURTI)” is implemented by MSME
department and KVIC jointly.
b. The University of Agricultural Sciences, Dharwad is supporting sugarcane
production technology to farmers and has established jaggery Park at Mudhol
(Currently managed by an FPO)
c. College of Horticulture, Bagalakote and Krishi Vigyan Kendra Bagalakote have
been providing incubation center facilities and technical guidance to enable
development of innovative Jaggery products
d. Department of Agriculture, Bagalkot is taking special interest in promoting
jaggery products like organic jaggery, chemical free jaggery and infused jaggery.
e. Jaggery producers’ association is not there in the district.
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f. Very few units have availed credit from Nationalized Banks. Hence a Jaggery
Producers Cooperative is being planned to ensure smoother flow of credit to the
association.
g. Jaggery producers have expressed need for institutional arrangement for credit
facilities.
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BELAGAVI
DISTRICT PROFILE
Geographical
Belagavi lies between the latitudes 15o23' and 16o28' N and between the longitudes 74o05'
and 75o2'8 E at a mean altitude of 779 meters above sea level. The district encompasses a
geographical area of the district is 13433 Sq.km.
Summary of the district Profile is as follows:
Location
Latitude
Longitude
Height
Area
Forest Area
Rainfall
Dams
Rivers
Temperature

Belagavi District, Karnataka, India
15.8497° N,
74.4977° E
784 Mtrs. Altitude above M.S.L
1344.82 Sq. Kms.
1,23,047 Sq. Kms
872 mm
Hidkal, NaviluTheertha, Shirur
Krishna, Maalaprabha and Ghataprabha
Min. 12°C Max. 36° C

1. DISTRICT AGRICULTURAL PROFILE


Belagavi is 2nd prosperous district of Karnataka state.



Belagavi is 3rd populous district of Karnataka with a population of 47.79 lakhs.



Around 27% of the population is in urban areas and 73% in rural areas.



District Domestic Product is Rs. 61432 Crores in 2017-18.



Agriculture sector contributes around Rs. 14584 Crores (24%) to the district income,.



Industry sector contributes a GDP of Rs. 12985 Crores (22%)



Services sector contributes Rs. 27507 Crores (54%) to the district economy.
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In Belagavi District around 7.64 lakhs are used for cultivation (net sown area) 1.90 lakh
hectares are forest area and balance 3.90 lakh hectares are considered under uncultivated
area.
The three agro-climatic zones are:
a. Northern transition Zone (Zone No.7– Bailhongal, Chikkodi, Hukkeri and Belagavi taluk
b. Hilly Zone (Zone No.9- Khanapur Taluk
c. Northern Dry zone: Athani, Raibag, Gokak, Ramdurg and Savadatti Taluks
Irrigation:
The district has an area of 469712 hectares under irrigation. Major source of irrigation are
Canals (71,500 ha), Open wells (1,42,918 ha) and borewells (1,46,726 ha)
The taluk wise irrigation details are as under during 2017-18. (ha)
Irrigated Area
Taluks
Athani
87059
Bailaghongal
15934
Belagavi
8279
Chikkodi
65004
Gokok
113964
Hukkeri
27375
Khanapur
13532
Raibagh
64919
Ramdurg
32531
Savadatti
41115
Total
469712
Area under Major Crops is as follows: (in Hectares)
Taluk
Athani
Bailaghongal
Belagavi
Chikkodi
Gokok
Hukkeri
Khanapur
Raibagh

Paddy
3033
27403
415
22
1228
32484
-

Maize
15708
9039
366
12087
44033
9279
972
22121

Pulses
47974
15268
2584
3157
5493
3183
125
3783

Oil Seeds
1140
31495
12328
23710
4845
28605
1293
606

Sugar Cane
45351
8310
5984
40420
44514
12334
9894
31795

Fruits Vegetables
6463
2737
688
2589
1307
7087
466
1415
469
4374
483
1723
2289
816
867
962
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Ramdurg
Savadatti
Total

- 16162 41464
- 11428 38640
64585 141195 161671

8840
6244
119106

9795
12689
221086

531
1253
14816

1337
1940
25980

Production of Crops in the district in Metric Tons
Crops
Paddy
Maize
Jowar
Wheat Oil Seeds
Total
202404
616404
171955
63111
136256
Pulses and Oil Seeds Crops Production in Metric Tons
Crops
Greengram Bengalgram
Soybean
Groundnut
Total
30178
81708
90853
32437
Fruits Crops Production in Metric Tons
Crops
Banana
Mango
Grapes
Total
125254 580498
79771

Sugar Cane
19062518
Sunflower
11999

Sapota
14708

Pomegranate
15338

Papaya
21905

Vegetable Crops Production in Metric Tons
Crops
Tomato
Brinjal
Onion
Chillies
Total
193957 111397
132194
101720
Note: Talukwise production is not available in any source

Potato
70497

Others
71466

1. ODOP - Jaggery- Selection Analysis
a. Cereals: Among the above-mentioned major crops, Paddy, Jowar, Maize, Bajra, wheat
and major oil seeds Groundnut and Soybean are ruled out of the ODOP eligibility as
they are both staple and not fitting in to broader criteria of being involved in food
processing at micro-enterprise level.
b. Pulses: The district excels in production of pulse crop, and in a total of 1.62 lakh
hectares, cultivation of Bengal gram is the highest with an area of 1.05 lakh hectares
(in fact largest area among all crops) with a production of 81708 tons, offers itself as
a major ODOP product. Bengal gram is most used and most processed crop among
pulses as it is used for production of Besan (gram flour), fried gram, fried gram flour,
snack industry, major component of Sweet meat industry and in production of Sattu,
etc. Greengram is cultivated in an area of around 54963 hectares producing around
30178 tons but is not processed further except as dal.
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c. Fruits: Fruit Crops are cultivated in an area of around 11654 hectares and total fruit
production is around 1.625 lakh tons. Major fruit crops are Banana (125254 tons),
Grapes (79771 tons), Mango (580498) and Pomegranate (15338 tons).
d. Vegetables: The district has around 36575 hectares under vegetables. Major
vegetables are Tomato (193957 tons), Brinjal (113397 tons) green chillies (101720
tons) and potato (70497 tons)
e. Commercial Crops: Sugarcane occupies highest area of 98518 hectares. The cane
production in the district is around 78,43,052 tons. The Crop is well distributed crop
in the district and all the Taluks are producing this crop.
No.

Description
1.

Comments

Identifying

Products

being Sugarcane, Wheat, Gram, Jowar,

Processed
2.

Mapping

tomato, grapes and chillies.
of

Existing

Food

Processing Micro-Enterprises

1. Wheat Atta Making, sooji
Making, Vermicelli (Domestic
industry)
2. Gram floor Industry, Fried
gram, Fried Gram Powder,
Snacks include Sev / Mixture,
and sweet meats.
3. Jaggery units
4. Jowar Roti (dehydrated)
5. Chutney Powder
6. Chilli Powder
7. Chilli sauce
8. Fresh Vegetables

3.

Product Perishable?

Jaggery is perishable – But has longer
shelf life – Up to 6 months
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Jaggery

being

harder

and

less

hygroscopic has long storage life.
4.

ODOP as % of Total Agri Produce

Sugarcane production of 190 lakhs
tons is nearly 50% of total agriculture
produce of the district.

5.

Production of ODOP Agriculture It is the highest cane producer in the
Produce in that district compared state. It contributes 50% of total cane
to other district and states

produced in the state. Next highest
producer is Bagalakote district with a
production of 78 lakh tons.

6.

Abundance of Raw Material

Yes 190 lakh tons of cane is produced.

7.

More than 50% of Micro-Food Total MSME units are 25501
processing Industry should be in Micro units are 24861 as per Udhyam
this product

records.
As per Karnataka at a Glance, there
are Food processing units are 9224
employing 59015 people. And jaggery
units constitute around 20%

8.

9.

Percentage of labour employed in Around 800 Jaggery units employ
Micro-Food Enterprise

nearly 16000 people.

Existence of large Clusters

The district has over 40 sugar
factories located in the major sugar
producing areas of Gokak, Athani,
Nipani, Bailhongal, Chikkodi and
Raibag.

Jaggery

units

are

concentrated in Gokk, Athani, Nippani
Chikkodi Taluks.
10. Whether SHG and FPOs are As
involved in this product

per

authorities

discussions
and

FPOs

with
listed

local
by
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NABARD, no FPO or SHG is running a
Jaggery units as a institution.
11. GIS of the product

Jaggery is not GIS

12. Export potential of the product

Total Potential is 13,690 million US
dollars as per APEDA report. Major
importers are US, Indonesia, China,
Germany UK and Canada and other
South Asian countries.

13. Total estimated production of Around 800 Units are consuming
the food product or its category
around 10 tons per day, producing
chosen as ODOP
around 1.2 tons of jaggery each. This
is around or around 1000 tons per
day. They operate for a minimum of
around 240 days in a year and
produce around 2.40 lakh tons of
jaggery per annum.
14. Total

requirement

and At a recovery rate of 12% of jaggery

movement of Raw material or per ton, around 8000 tons per day of
Agricultural produce required for cane is required for the entire
manufacturing this food product. industry or 20 lakh tons of cane per
annum. The total production of cane
is in the range of around 190 lakh
tons. Balance cane is consumed by
sugar industry.

2. Non ODOP Products
Non ODOP products recommended for the district are
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1. Bengalgram Processing into Besan (gram flour), Fried dal and Sattu production and
ready to mix powders for Sweetmeat and snacks industries.
2. Grapes processing for raisin production
3. Jowar Processing for Dehydrated Roti and also possible Kurkure mix.
4. Spices & Chutneys: Chilli Production and local needs necessitate this activity
5. Tomato – Ketchup, Puree, dehydrated tomato, sun dried tomato etc.
6. Processed onion – dehydrated onion, onion powder etc.
Industrial Profiling
1. Belagavi District derives around 22% of its GDP from Industries and mainly sugar
industry. There are 37 sugar factories accounting for 140 lakh tons of sugarcane
cultivated in the district.
2. There are 16 Industrial estates, 6 Industrial Areas and 1 SEZ in the district with around
401 sheds and 827 plots.
3. An estimated 842 major factories are registered as on 31.3.2020, and there are around
51,454 small scale industries registered in the district (Page-189 to 195 of KAG report2019-20).
4. Out of 51,454 small scale industries 9224 industries are in food and beverage sector
employing around 59015 people. These largely include hotels, caterers etc.
No of Small-Scale Units Registered under Udhyam
S. No.

Size of Industries

No

Turnover - Crores

a.

Micro

24861

985

b.

Small

595

1500

c.

Medium

45

3000

d.

Large Industries

842

6500
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There are 61449 MSME units employing around 349628 people, mostly men
in the district.



Out of this 9224 are in food processing segment employing 59015 workers.
Majority of these are flour mills, grapes processing units, small cold storages,
dal mills, wheat processing units etc.



There are micro food processing units in 619 villages in the district, that cater
the daily food processing needs like grain flour mills, dal mills, vermicelli units,
oil mills etc. Such activities are mostly but not restricted to:

a. Seasonal Food processing: The activities like Vermicelli making, Chutney
powder making, pickling, Papad making, Jowar Rothi making in the rural areas
mainly during summer months and store them for rest of the months,
especially using high solar heat during the summer months.
b. Round the year activities include small hotels in the villages, oil mills, grinders
and flour mills, and fried gram flour, Snacks, Chilli powder, chutney powder
products, and sweet marts, that supply these materials to weekly shanties.
c. Urban center micro-enterprises activities include Chips making on small scale,
bakery activities, sweet marts, flour mills, ice cream units,
d. Flour mill units are having investments not more than Rs. 2 lakhs
e. Seasonal MEs have investments of less than Rs. 25,000/- mainly invested in
working capital for purchase of raw material
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Characteristics


Generally, these are family business with succession from one to another
within the family. Even if the family splits, the business is carried forward by
two people in same line separately.



These are necessity driven entrepreneurs and less improvement driven. Not
ready to implement change to risk the business.



Product innovation is limited, mostly featured as part time employment, for
small cashflow.



Access to finance is mainly through Self-help group finance



There are too many informal systems in supply, processing, and marketing. For
example, the pickle making women, have to supply it to local traders who get
FSSAI certificate under their own brands



Their development is hampered by managerial ability and capacity to scale

Jaggery Eco system
1. There are an estimated 1250 units making jaggery in the district of which
around 800 are reportedly active (source- Neshti Jaggery, Nippani).
2. These units are not registered with DIC, nor registered with Electricity
Company. There is a general lack of Bank credit as they are not registered, or
their lands are not having clean title or for lack of industrial registration.
3. Around 20 jaggery units were contacted and interviewed to study the microecosystem of this unit.
4. Jaggery making requires an investment of around Rs. 30 lakhs to Rs. 100 lakhs
for a small unit of crushing up to 10 tons per day.
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5. They are established in the farmland and use agricultural electricity connection
for running the juice mill
6. Bagasse is used to heat up the pan for clarification processes and
concentration process. As a result, soot and smoke and impurities are not
greatly controlled.
7. There are a good number of markets 9APMCs at Nippani, Athani, Gokak and
Belagavi where jaggery is sold. Most of the marketing happens to agencts who
trade them at Sangli Market and from there it gets distributed to states across
India.
8. No information on exports by any of the units directly. Nobody has details of
export done from outside the state.
9. The marketing is generally through agents to wholesalers to retailers and to
consumers.
District -1
ODOP
Raw Material
Availability
Used for Cane sugar
Used for Jaggery/ Units
Working days
Per day capacity
Jaggery produced
Secondary processing
Batches manufactured
Consumed Within district
In Karnataka
Outside Karnataka
Export Market
Size of the total Market
Special Zones
Operated by

Belagavi
Jaggery
Sugarcane – Average Production
190 lakh tons – 2 lakh hectares of cultivation
150 lakhs tons – 37 sugar factories
20 lakh tons / 1250 units (800 operational)
240
1000 tons Jaggery
1000 tons per day, 2.40 lakh tons per annum
Sporadic – 13 types of Jaggery produced
Daily for 8 months in a year
Approximately 5000 tons per annum
0.50 lakhs tons, Bangalore and Mysore
1.70 lakh ton, Sangli & Gujarat
10,000 tons
Rs. 200 Crores
None
None
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Major Export Markets

Russia and Baltic Countries for Organic
Jaggery

No of Clusters for ODOP
There are 6 Major clusters for Jaggery production namely Gokak, Nipani, Chikkodi,
Belagavi, Raibagh and Athani Taluks. These taluks have good production of Cane, and
among them Athani, Gokak, Chikkodi and Raibagh top the list.
Number of units engaged with producing the specific ODOP product and 4-5 major
non-ODOP products
a. ODOPAround 800 active Jaggery Units (ODOP) out of around 1250 known units
b. Non-ODOP:
Activity

Estimated No of Units

Grapes Processing

80

Tomato

15

Jowar Processing

600

Pulse Processing – Dal Mills / Flour

95

Wheat Processing

18

Chutneys / Spice Powders

475

Primary processing – Fruits and

1250

Vegetables


Approximate Level (%) of processing happening for ODOP (out of total
production) in the district
Around 20 lakh tons of cane out of 190 lakh tons of production is being
processed under ODOP – Jaggery
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Number of Self-Help Groups, Farmer Producer Organisations and
Cooperatives currently engaged in the processing of this product.
a. No FPO is engaged in Jaggery production
b. No self-help group as such is engaged in Jaggery production. However
around 60 families of SHG members are reportedly engaged in Jaggery
production. A good number of SHG members are engaged in non-ODOP
products approximately around 6500 members in Chutney, roti, rice
processing, flour and snacks, and mostly milk and raisin processing.
There are cashew processing units, rice mills in southern districts of
Belagavi, adjoining Goa state.
c. This information is based on group discussion with farmers in the area.
Government statistics are not available in this respect.

3. Profiling of existing Micro Enterprises Ecosystem for the District
Specialty of the local agricultural produce/food product, varieties available,
seasonality, uniqueness, history etc.? (Guidelines - Specify the varieties available
and specialty of the local varieties compared to other places. Also if the product is
available in off season (for rest of the country), then this should also be mentioned.


Sugarcane is cultivated in large tracts under irrigation. These are suitable for
sugar extraction. Most preferred varieties for Jaggery production are CO86032, CO-62175. Sugarcane varieties are supplied by sugar factories after
due research and collaborations.



There is Sri Nijalingappa Sugar Institute Belagavi that provides good varieties
of cane and undertakes breeding.



Features of sugarcane here is soft fiber, and easy to crush. They have high brix
level. The sugarcane juice is easier to clarify and take lesser time to
concentrate.
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There are around 10 to 12 jaggery units which produce organic jaggery
meaning they use vegetable sources in clarification and concentration. They
are also producing spice infused jaggery as specialty products. Feedback from
traders indicates that the jaggery generally have a good shelf life.



Jaggery production is managed to be operated for around 240 days in a year
(8 months). Season starts generally in the month of September and May month
of next year. Jaggery is mainly procured by traders from Maharashtra and
Gujarat traders and logistics is cheaper because of train facilities.

Infrastructure
a. Essential Machinery or facilities required for the production of the product
The TERI report on Gokak Jaggery cluster, captures essential machinery
required for jaggery making in detail. In Belagavi little modernization of jaggery
units has taken place, that they use dehydrators to get dried bagasse and use
steam in boiling the juice in some units. Jaggery production in most units is still
in rudimentary technology of a locally made furnace and iron pan
concentrators. Juice extraction is done using small scale cane crushers run by
motors up to 15 HP. Furnace is run by dried bagasse which is byproduct of cane
crushing. Raw Material is stored in the open and finished goods are stored in
room adjacent to the unit.
1. A shed in around 2000 sq. ft area. A thatched or tiled structure is seen
with a open front.
2. Two Steel pans Capacity to hold around 2000 litres per shift
3. A Sugarcane crusher of up to 10 HP
4. Constructed heat conserving stoves / Open Pan Ovens
5. Ladle and juice transfer utensils
6. Wooden Molds, buckets, packing area, storage area
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b. Existing level of Mechanization for ODOP processing within district, in other
districts and States.


Existing level of mechanization is rudimentary as mentioned. However, there
are new units which are coming up with improved furnaces.



The jaggery industry has not changed much despite strides in technology and
use of clean energy across the country.



There is scope to adopt better filtration techniques. Waste disposal is mostly
as manure in Sugarcane fields.



Most improved furnaces adopt continuous dehydrators for drying bagasse
and use steam generated in heating the juice.

c. Additional infrastructure and amenities required.


There is need for registration of these units as industrial micro
enterprises and not as Village industries.



Energy efficient systems as recommended by TERI in Gokak Cluster.



Compulsory imposition of hygienic conditions in production, especially
use of clean energy and a cleaner processing area is required.

2. Support Infrastructure:
(Guidelines - The existing infrastructure available in the cluster in terms of public
infrastructure and Agri-logistics such as Mandis, roads, water and electric supply
needs to be mapped along with existing backward and forward linkages and
common facilities present in the cluster).
 There is no dedicated Mandi for jaggery. Farmers are free to market jaggery in
the APMC markets but there is no compulsion. Jaggery is mostly traded directly
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with traders/ agents at unit itself or on a long terms supply arrangement. There
are APMCs at Nippani, Belagavi, Gokak, Athani and Chikkodi that handle
Jaggery
 Jaggery units are generally located in farmlands and road connectivity is
generally rural roads.
 Farmers use irrigation water sources of their farm for jaggery units in cleaning
operations
 Electricity supply is used from agricultural connections, which is free and not
charged.
3. Testing


Testing of jaggery is mainly done by the manufacturer at the unit itself.



FSSAI certificate is not being obtained by most of the units.



Testing facilities are generally not available in the cluster and



Production is mostly un-regulated and quality control is also not much
regulated.



Secondary products of jaggery are generally controlled by FSSAI



Awareness is now increasing on adoption of FSSAI regulations.

FSSAI Certification: Food Safety Standards Authority of India has stipulated several
regulatory type of norms for all food and processed food products. Existing norms
for FSSAI certification with respect to Jaggery is as follows:
Characteristics
Permissible Limit
Purity as C7H4NNaO3S, after drying at 120°C for 4 h,
99
percent by mass, min
Moisture, percent by mass, Max
15
Acidity and alkalinity
To pass the test
Benzoate and salicylate
To pass the test
Readily carbonizable substances
To pass the test
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Toluene sulfonamides, ppm, Max


25

Sodium bicarbonate, if used for clarification purpose, shall be of food grade
quality.

Food Additives


Additives permitted under these regulations shall be used. Added color shall
not be permitted.



For the category SACCHARIN SODIUM (2.8.8), the following shall be
substituted, namely, “2.8.8: Sodium Saccharin (Food Grade) Sodium
Saccharin is white crystals or white crystalline powder. It is odorless or has a
faint odor. It is intensely sweet to taste, even in dilute solution. 1 g is soluble
in 1.5 ml of water and in about 50 ml of alcohol. When tested in accordance
with the method specified in Indian Standard, IS 5345, it shall conform to the
following standards

Calcium Sacchar1in (Food Grade) – (2.8.12)


Calcium Saccharin is white crystals or white crystalline powder. It shall be
odorless or having a faint odor and an intensely sweet taste even in dilute
solution. One gram is soluble in 1.5 ml of water.

Hygiene


The product shall be prepared and handled in accordance with the guidelines
specified in Schedule 4, Part-II of the Food Safety and Standards (Licensing
and Regulation of Food Businesses) Regulations, 2011 and any other
guidelines as provided from time to time under the Act.
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Contaminants, Toxins, and Residues


The product covered in this standard shall comply with the Food Safety and
Standards (Contaminants, toxins, and Residues) Regulations, 2011. The
product covered in this standard shall conform to the microbiological
requirements specified in Appendix B of these regulations.

Packaging and Labelling


The product shall comply with the packaging and labeling requirements
specified in the Food Safety and Standards (Packaging and Labelling)
Regulations, 2011.

4.

Value Chain\Channels of movement:
1. Sugarcane required for Jaggery is in the backyard of Jaggery unit most of the
times,
2. Most of the inputs for farmers to produce sugarcane is well developed as there
are hundreds of agri-input suppliers to the cane farmers, including Primary
Cooperative societies, sugar factories and that segment is well developed.
3. Cane seed material is also well-developed industry
4. Farmers have their own production of Sugarcane to the extent of 20% of their
installed capacity. Around 4 to 5 acres of sugarcane farm is their own.
5. Staggered planting helps them to get produce for a minimum of 270 to 300
days a year
6. Transportation is made mostly by bullock carts and rarely by tractor trailers.
7. Units buy sugarcane from other farmers within a vicinity of 5 kilometers
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8. Logistics are mostly inhouse, Sugarcane is purchased on cash basis. Logistics
cost is not accounted.
5. Manufacturing Process – ODOP
Machinery Required
1. Juice Extractor / Cane Crushers
2. Iron Pans to hold around 200 to 400 litres of Sugarcane Juice
3. Furnace (locally made)
4. Wooden or steel molds & Storage
Product Range
Jaggery is nothing but clarified and concentrated sugarcane juice, that is molded and
hardened as sweetening agent. Major product is raw hardened jaggery. Specialty
jaggery includes, infused jaggery (with essences of spices and chocolate), which are
not bulk products. Powdered jaggery is now gaining momentum.
Production Process & Technology
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6. Marketing
The existing market linkages across the value chain needs to be detailed out
with an illustrative flow chart from storage to market places/Mandis to exports.
Most of the times sold at gate to agents. Outbound logistics paid by agent
/ Buyer. Generally, 3 channels of sales are followed as follows:
a. Farmer – Commission agent- wholesaler – Retailer – Consumer (agents
from Sangli)
b. Farmer –wholesaler – Retailer – Consumer
c. Farmer –Retailer – Consumer
d. Farmer – APMC Markets – Commission agents in APMC

Pricing of the Raw Agriculture Produce, various processed products of the produce
may be mentioned and compared with the pricing elsewhere in the country.
Raw material prices / Sugarcane prices are around Rs. 2500/- per ton. However,
since most of the times, cane is procured by jaggery units at Rs. 2000/- per ton.
Also one should note when captive production is done, sugarcane prices come to
around Rs. 1500/- per ton. Jaggery prices in Belagavi are as follows:
Type
Regular Jaggery
Infused jaggery
Organic Jaggery

Wholesale prices
Rs. 35/- per kilo
Rs. 120/- per kilo
Rs. 75/- per kilo

Jaggery prices in Uttar Pradesh are as follows:
Type
Wholesale prices

Retail Prices
Rs. 50/- per kilo
Rs. 140/- per kilo
Rs. 120/- per kilo

Retail Prices

Regular Jaggery

Rs. 31/- per kilo

Rs. 50/- per kilo

Infused jaggery

NA

NA

Organic Jaggery

Rs. 90/- per kilo

Rs. 120/- per kilo
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At Kolhapur and Sangli, maximum prices go up to Rs. 58/- per kilo of jaggery
Reasons for the price differentials and USP of the products may be mentioned.
Not much of difference is seen in jaggery prices so that it can be attributed to any
specific quality aspect. UP Jaggery is cheaper because of labour is cheaper and
cane being produced under rainfed conditions is cheaper than Belagavi. However
Belagavi Cane has higher level of Brix.
7. Quantum of Sale of this product to other districts, states and exported to other
countries.
Around 1296 tons of Jaggery is produced in the district per day. Around 15% of this
consumed in the State and around 10% in the district itself for domestic and industrial
use. Around 2,50,000 tons are purchased by traders in Maharashtra and rest by
Gujarat states. Export is being done on miniscule levels – mostly Russia from Belagavi
district.
8. Institutional Support:
Guidelines - The existing institutional support available in the cluster w.r.t presence of
associations, technical and research institutions, and public sector units and
parastatals needs to be mapped.
a. At this moment the public sector support to jaggery products come mainly
from MSME department under Industries and KVIC as an agency. “Scheme of
Fund for Regeneration of Traditional Industries (SFURTI)” is implemented by
MSME department and KVIC jointly.
b. The University of Agricultural Sciences, Dharwad is supporting sugarcane
production technology to farmers and has established jaggery Park at Mudhol
(Currently managed by an FPO) and Shri S Nijalingappa Sugar Institute,
Belagavi in breeding cane suitable for jaggery.
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c. College of Horticulture, Arabhavi and Krishi Vigyan Kendra Arabhavi have
been providing incubation center facilities and technical guidance to enable
development of innovative Jaggery products
d. Department of Agriculture, Belagavi is taking special interest in promoting
jaggery products like organic jaggery, chemical free jaggery and infused
jaggery.
e. Jaggery producers’ association is not there in the district. Very few units have
availed credit from Nationalized Banks.

Hence a Jaggery Producers

Cooperative is being planned to ensure smoother flow of credit to the
association. Jaggery producers have expressed need for institutional
arrangement for credit facilities.
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BELLARY DISTRICT UPGRADATION PLAN
DISTRICT PROFILE
Geographical
Ballary lies between the latitudes 15°30’ and 15°50’ N and between the longitudes 75°40’ and
77°11’ E at a mean altitude of 495 meters above sea level. The district encompasses a
geographical area of the district is 8461 Sq.km.
Location
Latitude
Longitude
Height
Area
Forest Area
Rainfall
Dams
Rivers
Temperature

Ballary District, Karnataka, India
15°30’ to 5°50’ N
76.9214° E
495 Mtrs. Altitude above M.S.L
8461 Sq. Kms.
971017 Ha.
606 mm
Tunga Bhadra dam
Tungabhadra, Hagari and Chikkahagari.
Min. 11°C Max. 48° C

Taluk-wise Population 2011:
Taluk
Male
Ballary
37744
Hadagali
98853
H B Halli
95337
Hospet
229338
Kudlagi
157402
Sandur
134034
Siraguppa
134246
Total
1236954

Female
383185
96366
92901
230653
151499
126179
134858
1215641

Rural
360484
167252
188328
188965
255932
181097
190388
1532356

Urban
410445
27967
271026
52969
79116
78716
920239

Total
770929
195219
188238
459991
308901
206213
269104
2452595

DISTRICT AGRICULTURAL PROFILE
(Source: Department of Economics and Statistics & District at a Glance 2018-19)
1. Ballary is 3rd populous district of Karnataka with a population of 27.54 lakhs.
2. Around 37% of the population is in urban areas and 63% in rural areas.
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3. Ballary is 27th prosperous district of Karnataka state with District Domestic Product of
Rs. 40259 Crores in 2017-18.
4. Agriculture sector contributes around Rs. 6417 Crores (16%)
5. Industry sector contributes Rs. 8109 Crores (20%),
6. Services sector contributes Rs.21910 Crores (64%) to the district economy.
Ballary district falls under Northern Dry agro-climatic zone and annual rainfall is around 638
mm and with a cropping intensity of 121%, the district is largely dependent on rainfed dryland
agriculture.
Irrigation: Gross Irrigated area in 2018-19 was 3.06 lakh ha. and net irrigated area is 2.56 lakh
hectares. Canals in the district irrigate around 1.22 lakhs hectares. The district has 35852 tube
wells capable of irrigating 1.15 lakhs hectares. Lift irrigation accounts for 0.50 lakh hectares.
Tank and open well irrigated area are negligible.
Area under Major Crops is as follows: (in Hectares)
Taluk
Ballary
Hadagali
H B Halli
Hospet
Kudlagi
Sandur
Siraguppa
Total

Paddy
32206
5644
1305
17131
25
1206
44416
101934

Maize
4470
35826
17967
7317
18674
12807
755
87817

Pulses
14982
8705
3579
738
7840
1455
2772
40074

Oil
301
8356
13813
689
40080
5311
140
68692

Fig
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

Fruits Vegetables
1095
1130
732
1901
2093
3209
5508
3494
541
2269
390
2726
137
58
10499
14778

Production of Crops in the district in Metric Tons
Crops
Paddy
Maize
Jowar
Bajra
Oil Seeds
Total
814529
555187
62197
17750
79388
Pulses and Oil Seeds, Commercial Crops Production in Metric Tons
Crops
Redgram
Bengalgram Sugarcane Groundnut
Total
9168
14169
575472
67284

Pulses
25085
Sunflower
11590
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Fruits Crops Production in Metric Tons
Crops

Banana

Total

82788

Mango
13323

Fig
9407

Sapota
23130

Pomegranat
e
52150

Papaya
41703

Vegetable Crops Production in Metric Tons
Crops
Tomato
Brinjal
Onion
Chillies
Others
Total
61338
14155
152693
40481
31824
Bajra is cultivated in an area of 24,470 hectares mainly in Kudligi taluk, Jowar is cultivated in
39,316 hectares mainly in Ballary & Siraguppa, Kudligi taluks. Among pulses, main crop is
Bengalgram in 26,864 hectares and among oilseeds, main crop is groundnut in around 60,416
hectares.
ODOP eligibility
No.
1.

Description

Comments

Identifying Products being Processed

Paddy – Production – 4.24 lakh tons
Maize – Production – 2.21 lakhs tons
Groundnut – 84160 tons
Fig Production – 9407 tons at an yield
of 8 tons per acre, (Department of
Horticulture, Bangalore)

2.

Mapping of Existing Food Processing In the district Micro-enterprises are
Micro-Enterprises

mainly in rice mills, flour mills, oil
mills, and small enterprises in baking,
Papad making, pickling, household
industries etc. There is processing of
chillies to some extent
Fig is being processed only in
Siraguppa Taluk by only one individual
and has a turnover of over Rs. 4
Crores.
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1.

Product Perishable?

Fig is highly perishable – Hence
processing needs to be completed in
3 days. It can be converted in to
dehydrated fig or in to jam and jelly

2.

ODOP as % of Total Agri Produce

ODOP – fig is less than 1% of total
crop production

3.

Production of ODOP Agriculture Produce Fig is produced in large quantities
in that district compared to other district only in Bellary district. It accounts for
and states

4.

80% of total area and production.

Product should not be Staple Food Fig is not staple food
Product

5.

Product Perishable?

Fig is highly and easily perishable

6.

Abundance of Raw Material

Around 9407 tons of fig is produced
per annum. This is not abundant.

7.

More than 50% of Micro-Food processing

No FPO/SHG is processing Fig. SHG

Industry should be in this product

members are involved in Sun-dried
Fig production.

8.

Percentage of labour employed in Micro- Fig cultivation provides a good
Food Enterprise

employment

opportunity

to

the

extent of 1165 hectares only.
9.

Existence of large Clusters

Siraguppa and Taluks.

10. Whether SHG and FPOs are involved in this There are no FPOs in Fig Crop. One
product

private cultivator is engaged in fig
cultivation and processing. Some SHG
members are engaged in production
of dehydrated figs and sell it to this
one individual unit.

11. GIS of the product

Not GIS Product
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12. Export potential of the product

In India fig farming is mostly done in
Maharashtra, Gujarat, Uttar Pradesh,
Karnataka and Tamil Nadu. The total
area under fig cultivation is around
5600 hectares of land with
a production of about 13,802
thousand tonnes, i.e. about 12.32
tonnes per hectare. As per APEDA
report India exports Fresh and dried
fig to UAE and Nepal and total value
of fig exports is Rs. 1 Crores.

13. Total estimated production of the food Only one unit is processing Fig and
product or its category chosen as ODOP
that too seasonally. Around 6 months
in a year.

14. Total requirement and movement of Raw Fig can be processed only in the area
material or Agricultural produce required of production and cannot be moved
for manufacturing this food product.

around frequently. Fresh fruits are
sent to Chennai Market with lot of
precautions.

1. Non ODOP Products
Non ODOP products recommended for the district are
1. Bengalgram Processing into Besan (gram flour), Fried dal and Sattu production and
ready to mix powders for Sweetmeat and snacks industries.
2. Groundnut Processing for Oil, Butter and Chikki
3. Spices & Chutneys: Chilli Production and local needs necessitate this activity
4. Processed onion – dehydrated onion, onion powder etc.
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Industrial Profiling
1. Bellary District derives around 20% of its GDP from Industries and mainly sugar
industry. There are 37 sugar factories accounting for 140 lakh tons of sugarcane
cultivated in the district.
2. Bellary district is largely known for its Iron Ore Mining industry, and it contributed a
lot to the district income earlier, however this industry is now on a low pitch.
3. There are 6 Industrial estates, with around 116 sheds and 267 plots.
4. An estimated 481 major factories are registered as on 31.3.2020, and there are around
25,149 small scale industries registered in the district (Page-189 to 195 of KAG report2019-20).
5. Out of 25149 small scale industries 1315 industries are in food and beverage sector
employing around 2813 people indicating very low levels of food processing.
6. Agriculture is dominated by Rice Cultivation and hence a large number of rice mills are
seen in this region.
No of Small-Scale Units Registered under Udhyam
S. No.



Size of Industries

No

Turnover - Crores

a.

Micro

8223

100

b.

Small

535

125

c.

Medium

60

200

d.

Large Industries

481

7500

There are micro food processing units in 601 villages in the district, that cater
the daily food processing needs like grain flour mills, dal mills, vermicelli units,
oil mills etc. Such activities are mostly but not restricted to:
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a. Seasonal Food processing: The activities like Vermicelli making, Chutney
powder making, pickling, Papad making, Jowar Rothi making in the rural areas
mainly during summer months and store them for rest of the months,
especially using high solar heat during the summer months.
b. Round the year activities include small hotels in the villages, oil mills, grinders
and flour mills, and fried gram flour, Snacks, Chilli powder, chutney powder
products, and sweet marts, that supply these materials to weekly shanties.
c. Urban center micro-enterprises activities include Chips making on small scale,
bakery activities, sweet marts, flour mills, ice cream units,
d. Over all food processing is mostly restricted to flour mills, rice mills and chilli
powdering, chutney powders and dehydrated products with rice. Activity is on
a low key.
Characteristics


Generally, these are family business with succession from one to another
within the family. Even if the family splits, the business is carried forward by
two people in same line separately.



These are necessity driven entrepreneurs and less improvement driven. Not
ready to implement change to risk the business.



Product innovation is limited, mostly featured as part time employment, for
small cashflow.



Access to finance is mainly through Self-help group finance
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There are too many informal systems in supply, processing, and marketing. For
example, the pickle making women, have to supply it to local traders who get
FSSAI certificate under their own brands



Their development is hampered by managerial ability and capacity to scale

Fig Ecosystem
1. Presently farmers are growing Fig and sell the fresh harvested produce directly to an
agent or directly to dealers in Chennai. These agents buy and sort the fruits at the farm
in the month of February to May, and pack and sell them to wholesalers in Chennai,
Tamil Nadu.
Raw Material
Availability
Used for processing
No of Units Processing
Working days
Per day capacity
Secondary processing
Within district
In Karnataka
Outside Karnataka
Export Market
Size of the total Market
Special Zones
Operated by
Major Export Markets

Fig
9407 tons
100 tons
1
120
8 tons
Dehydrated figs, Jam and jelly, chutney etc
200
500 tons
8000 tons, mainly to Chennai, Tamil Nadu
Exists but very little
Rs. 10 Crores in the district @ 118/- per kilo
None
None
Very little is exported.

No of Clusters for ODOP
There are 2 major clusters
Number of units engaged with producing the specific ODOP product and 4-5 major
non-ODOP products
a. ODOP- Only one Unit & on a pilot scale 2 SHGs at KVK incubation center.
b. Non-ODOP:
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Activity

Estimated No of Units

Rice Processing

180

Jowar Processing

18

Pulse Processing – Dal Mills / Flour

8

Chutneys / Spice Powders


22

Approximate Level (%) of processing happening for ODOP (out of total
production) in the district
Out of 9407 tons produced around 1000 tons are processed and rest are sold
as fresh



Number of Self-Help Groups, Farmer Producer Organisations and Cooperatives
currently engaged in the processing of this product.
a. No FPO is engaged in fig production and processing.
b. 2 self-help group as such is engaged in fig dehydration activity at the
KVK, Bellary.
2. Profiling of existing Micro Enterprises Ecosystem for the District
Specialty of the local agricultural produce/food product, varieties available,
seasonality, uniqueness, history etc.? (Guidelines - Specify the varieties available
and specialty of the local varieties compared to other places. Also if the product is
available in off season (for rest of the country), then this should also be mentioned.


Krishi Vigyan Kendra at Hagari, Bellary is supporting fig processing



There is only one unit processing fig in to jam and candy bars and purchasing
dehydrated fig from individuals and groups.



Fig fresh fruits are processed by only one unit at around 8 tons per day for 120
days in a year.
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Infrastructure
a. Essential Machinery or facilities required for the production of the product
Fresh Fig will follow following cycle of activity
Fig Harvested – Cleaned – Graded- Packing – Logistics to mandi – wholesale
– retail – consumer
Fig can be processed into powder and rhizomes as permitted under FSSAI.
a. Fig Fresh
b. Fig Dry
c. Fig Jam
d. Fig Nutri bars
Firm Infrastructure (depends on products- Fruit processing)
1. Pre-cooling, Cold Store
2. Cleaning and grading and dehydrating in polyhouses.
3. Cleaning, pulping, pasteurizing, addition of sugar and jelly / Jam making.
4. Cleaning, pulping, pasteurizing, addition of sugar, dry fruit gits, citric acid
and nutria-bar making.
Procurement
1. Fig is from farmers through vendors, wholesalers, or under contract with
farmers.
2. Machinery dealers are available in Bangalore and Tamil Nadu state.
b. Existing level of Mechanization for ODOP processing within district, in other
districts and States.


Fig Processing has started around 5 years ago. It is on a low scale because there
was slump in production at one point of time.
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The one unit available has established reasonably good infrastructure to
process fig into jelly, Jam and nutria-bars.

c. Additional infrastructure and amenities required.


In order to process more quantities, there is need for more number of
entrepreneurs into this line.



PMFME is the best option to promote this industry.



Quality control facility at KVK Hagari will be very helpful.

2. Support Infrastructure:
(Guidelines - The existing infrastructure available in the cluster in terms of public
infrastructure and Agri-logistics such as Mandis, roads, water and electric supply
needs to be mapped along with existing backward and forward linkages and
common facilities present in the cluster).
 The product is not sold in Mandis
 The product is shipped to AMPC Chennai most of the times.
 Distribution happens from there to other parts of the country
 Finished product is also supplied to agents in Chennai.
 Farmers are taking initiative in expansion of the crop and processing in to
dehydrated product will be the best way forward.
 Product development center at KVK will help a lot in promoting processing.
3. Testing


Fig Production can be promoted under GAP certification.



Major issue is perishability and same can be addressed technically.



Quality testing is done by the promoter himself by following a protocol in
production of products.



There is no testing facility in the district for qualitative analysis
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KVK Hagari is doing its best to coordinate and ensure quality ptoducts are
developed.


4.

The only unit in Bellary has obtained FSSAI certification.

Value Chain\Channels of movement:
1. Fig Crop is increasing at a slow space as many farmers who had cleared earlier
plantation are raising the crop back.
2. Nursery material is easily available from reputed farms, who are cultivating.
Poona Variety is being promoted and liked by farmers
3. Most of the inputs supply chain for farmers to produce fig is well developed as
there are hundreds of agri-input suppliers to the cane farmers, including
Primary Cooperative societies, sugar factories and that segment is well
developed.
4. Fig is available for around 120 days of harvesting period between February and
May.

5. Manufacturing Process – ODOP
Machinery Required
1. Pre-coolers
2. Cold Store
3. Cleaning, washing and dirt remover
4. Juice Extractor / Pulper
5. Mixers and packaging machines
6. Steel concentrators / Cooking Units
7. Pasteurizers, Cooling pipes and receivers
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8. Packing units, Refrigeration units

Product Range
1. Jelly
2. Jams
3. Nutri-bars
4. Fresh Fruits
Production Process & Technology
Technology is all about cleaning, pulping and concentrating with permitted additives
and dry fruits wherever necessary to produce jam and nutria-bars. Sun / shade drying
is practiced under polyhouses, using sweating technology.
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6. Marketing
The existing market linkages across the value chain needs to be detailed out
with an illustrative flow chart from storage to market places/Mandis to exports.
Most of the times sold at gate to agents. Outbound logistics paid by agent
/ Buyer. Generally, 3 channels of sales are followed as follows:
a. Farmer – Chennai APMC– Commission agents in APMC (fresh fruits)
b. Farmer- Commission agent- wholesaler – Retailer – Consumer (agents
from Chennai) (fresh fruits)
c. Farmer –wholesaler – Retailer – Consumer (Processed fruits)
d. Farmer –Retailer – Consumer- (Processed Fruits)

Pricing of the Raw Agriculture Produce, various processed products of the produce
may be mentioned and compared with the pricing elsewhere in the country.
Raw fruits are being sold at Rs. 40/- to 45/- per kilogram

Type
Fresh Fig
Jams
Dehydrated Fig
Nutri-bar

Wholesale prices
Rs. 35/- to 45/Rs. 250/Rs. 125/Rs. 350/-

Jaggery prices in Pune, Maharashtra are as follows:
Type
Wholesale prices
Fresh Fig
Jams
Dehydrated Fig
Nutri-bar

Rs. 40/Rs. 250/Rs. 125/Rs. 350/-

Retail Prices
Rs. 60/- to 90/Rs. 400/Rs. 180/Rs. 600/-

Retail Prices
Rs. 60/Rs. 400/Rs. 180/Rs. 600/-

At Kolhapur and Sangli, maximum prices go up to Rs. 58/- per kilo of jaggery
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Reasons for the price differentials and USP of the products may be mentioned.
There is no change in rates. Most of processing happens from one or two units in
Pune Solapur belt, by 4 units. The quality is almost same and variety used is also
same.
7. Quantum of Sale of this product to other districts, states and exported to other
countries.
Out of 9407 tons around 60% is sold as fresh and mostly to Chennai, because of
arrangements worked out by agents. Remaining 30% is dehydrated and sold to
Hyderabad and Chennai, to wholesalers on arrangement. Only 10% is processed
mostly by oone unit and he has captive production of Fig.
8. Institutional Support:
Guidelines - The existing institutional support available in the cluster w.r.t presence of
associations, technical and research institutions, and public sector units and
parastatals needs to be mapped.
a. The fig farming is supported by DCC Banks and Nationalised banks for
development and department of horticulture and KVK provide technical
support as well as planting material.
b. The KVK at Hagari, helps in incubating SHG members to train in dehydration
techniques.
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BENGALURU RURAL
DISTRICT PROFILE
Geographical
Bengaluru Rural lies between the latitudes 13.2847° N, and 77.6078° E longitudes at a mean
altitude of 3000 ft (varies between 1800 and 3000 ft) above sea level. The district
encompasses a geographical area of the district is 2298 Sq.km and it is the smallest district of
Karnataka state.
Summary of the district Profile is as follows:
Location
Bengaluru Rural District, Karnataka, India
Latitude
13°28' 47 N
Longitude
77°60' 78 E
Height
900 Mtrs. Altitude above M.S.L
Area
2298 Sq. Kms.
Forest Area
11322 ha
Rainfall
798 mm & rainy days are 50
Dams
Thippagondanahalli Dam
Tanks
1031 tanks
Rivers
Arkavathi, Kanva and Dakshina Pinakini
Temperature
Min. 15°C Max. 34° C
Taluk-wise Population:
Taluk
Male
Devanahalli
107842
Doddaballapura
153527
Nelamanagala
140299
Hosakote
107504
Total
509172

Female
101780
146067
130519
103385
481751

Rural
209622
299594
270818
210889
990923

Urban
62917
101048
56980
47769
268744

Total
209622
299594
270818
210889
990923

DISTRICT AGRICULTURE PROFILE
(Source: Department of Economics and Statistics & District at a Glance 2018-19)
Bengaluru Rural, with a population of 9.90 lakhs is the second smallest district in terms of
population in the state. Rural population accounts for 73% and urban population is 27%. As
per “District at a Glance 2018-19” report, nearly 47% of the population (4.60 lakhs) is working
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population and balance 53% (5.3 lakhs) is Non-working population. The district also reports
that there are around a total of 19457 workers employed in household industries. Of these
men are 12111 in number and women are 7346 lakhs, indicating domination of women in
household industries.


Bengaluru Rural district is 20th prosperous district of Karnataka state with District
Domestic Product of Rs. 19625 Crores in 2017-18.



Agriculture sector contributes around Rs. 2555 Crores (13%)



Industry sector contributes Rs. 6928 Crores (35%),



Services sector contributes Rs. 10142 Crores (52%) to the district economy.

Agriculture in Bengaluru Rural District
Bengaluru Rural District comprises of 4 taluks, with a geographical area of 2.30 lakh hectares.
Of this around 1.17 lakhs is used for cultivation (net sown area) and Gross sown area is
around 1.18 lakh hectares. District is in eastern dry zone.
Irrigation:
A total of 1.17 lakh hectares were cultivated during 2018-19. The district has 18,675 tube
wells capable of irrigating 0.31 lakhs hectares. Irrigation from all other sources are not there.
Area under Major Crops is as follows: (in Hectares)
Taluk
Devanahalli
Doddaballapura
Nelamanagala
Hosakote
Total

Ragi
6728
9921
9502
10312
36463

Maize
585
8610
194
1423
10812

Pulses
847
1007
1099
1565
4518

Oilseeds
65
166
80
236
547

Fruits
Vegetables
2381
1975
2874
1397
2098
1251
2150
900
9503
5523

Ragi production in the district is around 0.95 lakh tons, and maize around 0.25 lakh tons.
There is no significant production of pulses and oil seeds. Even production of Vegetables and
fruits are also not of serious commercial values. Livestock industry contributes around Rs. 567
Crores to DDP (around 20% of the agriculture DDP). Overall agriculture activity is low.
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ODOP – Poultry Products - eligibility
No.
1.

Description

Comments

Identifying Products being Processed

No agriculture or horticulture or even
milk commodity is good enough in
terms of production in the district.
The district is fast getting urbanized,
and industrialization is also quite high.
Only 13% of DDP is from agriculture.
Hence, the district administration has
chosen Poultry (Egg and Meat) as One
District One product

2.

Mapping of Existing Food Processing There are 2352 industries in the smallMicro-Enterprises

scale group classified as food and
intoxicant industries. Apart from this
around 19457 people are engaged in
household industries. Indicating that
probably around 3500 units may be
there in micro-enterprises engaged in
food industry, mainly in oil mills, flour
mills, ragi products, besan breakfast
products and bakery industries.

3.

Product should not be Staple Food Poultry – egg and meat are important
Product

diet with non-vegetarian population.

4.

Product Perishable?

Yes, highly perishable

5.

Abundance of Raw Material

Around 2914 lakh eggs are produced
in the district and 20234 tons of
poultry meat is produced in the
district.
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This estimation indicates that around
16.85 lakh birds are placed in 6
batches a year.
6.

More than 50% of Micro-Food processing No. There are primary around 250
Industry should be in this product

butcher shops for poultry in the
districts to supply fresh chicken meat.
Similarly, egg is used basically in day
to day food by a large population and
use of egg in bakery industry is fairly
limited.

7.

Percentage of labour employed in Micro- 10% of population is engaged in
Food Enterprise

poultry related activity.

8.

Existence of large Clusters

IN all taluks, poultry is well spread.

9.

Whether SHG and FPOs are involved in this As per information collected no FPO is
product

10. Product Perishable?

engaged in poultry processing.
Poultry product is highly perishable
unless in live form.

11. ODOP as % of Total Agri Produce

60%

12. Production of ODOP Agriculture Produce 20%
in that district compared to other district Major
and states

areas

are

Bellary

and

Davanagere, Mysore

13. Total estimated production of the food Around 2914 lakh eggs are produced
product or its category chosen as ODOP
in the district and 20234 tons of
poultry meat is produced in the
district.
This estimation indicates that around
16.85 lakh birds are placed in 6
batches a year.
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14. Export potential of the product

India has exported 3,50,817.80 MT of
Poultry products to the world for the
worth of Rs. 574.61 Crores/ 80.34
USD Millions during the year 201920.

Major

Export

(2019-20): Oman,

Destinations
Maldives,

Indonesia, Russia, Vietnam Soc Rep.

Non-ODOP Product
1. Dairy Milk Processing
2. Ragi Processing
3. Mango Processing – estimated production – 66641 tons
4. Guava Production 15446 tons annually
5. Jackfruit Processing (Doddaballapura Taluk)
6. Tomato around 62000 tons

Industrial Profiling
1. Bengaluru Rural District derives around 35% of its GDP from Industries and mainly
manufacturing of textiles and readymade garments. There is a textile park in the
district.
2. There are 3 Industrial estates, with around 193 sheds and 1907 plots and a state of
the art textile park in Doddaballapura.
3. An estimated 806 major factories are registered as on 31.3.2020, emplying around
1.08 lakh persons. There are around 37,757 small scale industries registered in the
district (Page-189 to 195 of KAG report-2019-20).
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4. Out of 37,757 small scale industries 2352 industries are in food and beverage sector
employing around 17657 people. These largely include hotels, caterers etc.
No of Small-Scale Units Registered under Udhyam
S. No.
a.
b.
c.
d.


Size of Industries
Micro
Small
Medium
Large Industries

No

Turnover - Crores

19320
1016
141
806

400
600
750
5000

There are micro food processing units in villages in the district, that cater the
daily food processing needs like grain flour mills, poultry and livestock
butchering and meat processing on roadside:

Characteristics


Generally, these are family business with succession from one to another
within the family. Even if the family splits, the business is carried forward by
two people in same line separately.



These are necessity driven entrepreneurs and less improvement driven. Not
ready to implement change to risk the business.



Product innovation is limited, mostly featured as part time employment, for
small cashflow.



Access to finance is mainly through Self-help group finance



There are too many informal systems in supply, processing, and marketing. For
example, the pickle making women, have to supply it to local traders who get
FSSAI certificate under their own brands



Their development is hampered by managerial ability and capacity to scale
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Product Profile – Poultry Egg and Meat
Introduction

Poultry is one of the fastest growing segments of the agricultural
sector in India today. While the production of agricultural crops has
been rising at a rate of 1.5 to 2 percent per annum, that of eggs and
broilers has been rising at a rate of 8 to 10 percent per annum. As a
result, India is now the world's fifth largest egg producer and the
eighteenth largest producer of broilers. The Potential in the sector is
due to a combination of factors - growth in per capita income, a
growing urban population and falling real poultry prices. Poultry
meat is the fastest growing component of global meat demand, and
India, the world's second largest developing country, is experiencing
rapid growth in its poultry sector. In India, poultry sector growth is
being driven by rising incomes and a rapidly expanding middle class,
together with the emergence of vertically integrated poultry
producers that have reduced consumer prices by lowering
production and marketing costs. Integrated production, market
transition from live birds to chilled and frozen products, and policies
that ensure supplies of competitively priced corn and soybeans are
keys to future poultry industry growth in India. There are number of
small poultry dressing plants in the country. These plants are
producing dressed chickens. In addition to these plants, there are five
modern integrated poultry processing plants producing dressed
chicken, chicken cut parts and other chicken products. These plants
will manufacture egg powder and frozen egg-yolk for export.

Benefits

Poultry eggs contain the highest biological value (or gold standard) for
protein. One egg has only 75 calories but 7 grams of high-quality
protein, 5 grams of fat, and 1.6 grams of saturated fat, along with
iron, vitamins, minerals, and carotenoids. The egg is a powerhouse of
disease-fighting nutrients like lutein and zeaxanthin. These carotenoids
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may reduce the risk of age-related macular degeneration, the leading
cause of blindness in older adults. And brain development and memory
may be enhanced by the choline content of eggs.
Poultry Meat:
A variable but moderate energy content, highly digestible proteins
(with low levels of collagen) of good nutritional quality, unsaturated
lipids (mainly found in the skin and easily removed), B-group vitamins
(mainly thiamin, vitamin B6, and pantothenic acid), and minerals (like
iron, zinc, and copper) make poultry meat a valuable food.
Traditional/Cultural Poultry is part of human culture as backyard farming. The product is
value
not culturally important, although it is used as sacrificial material in
religious functions in every community

FSSAI Certification
Food Safety Standards Authority of India has stipulated several regulatory types of norms for
all food and processed food products. Existing norms for FSSAI certification with respect to
Poultry Egg and Meat is given under regulation 5.5 and sub regulation 5.5.1 for different
products of Poultry Egg and Meat.
Poultry Egg and Meat Eco-system


Poultry production happens in a large way in Bangalore rural. There are Layer farms
producing egg with an approximate placement of around 9.71 lakh birds per annum,
to produce around 2914 lakh eggs per annum. There are around 25 poultry layer farms
in Bangalore rural district, with an average placement of 50,000 birds per farm.



There are around 350 to 400 small poultry farms who take up broiler farming on
contract basis of around 7500 birds per batch, 6 batches in a year.
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Layer farmers supply eggs on daily basis as per card rates to wholesalers who have
distribution system in Bangalore city.



Same way, Poultry broiler birds are lifted by contract producers like Venkateshwara
hatcheries and Suguna and other minor integrators and sold to wholesalers.



One or two contract producers of poultry broiler birds have their processing units
wherein they process the meat very hygienically, convert them into products and
freeze store them after permitted packaging is done.



Since poultry chicken meat is consumed fresh, almost 85% of chicken is supplied to
the small chicken meat processors, on daily basis and they process the chicken to
supply fresh meat every day.



Supply chain is very mature and very well developed, for both egg and meat.



85% of the processors for meat are roadside butcher shops in villages and towns. And
Egg is supplied fresh to homes through retail network.



Around 10% eggs find their way to bakeries and 5% to egg powder and other
intermediaries.
ODOP
Raw Material
Availability
Used Locally
Used for processing
No of Units Processing
Working days
Per day capacity
Secondary processing
Batches manufactured
Within district
In Karnataka

Poultry Egg and Meat
Poultry Egg and Meat
2814 lakh eggs
20234 tons of poultry meat
1000 tons
7,500 tons
600 slaughterhouses
270
50 kgs per day
Poultry meat specialty foods – 2 units in
Bangalore
Every day
7500 tons
10,000 tons
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Outside Karnataka
Export Market
Size of the total Market
Special Zones
Operated by
Major Export Markets

8000 lakh nuts, to
Maharashtra
Russian conglomerate
Rs. 500 Crores
None
None
Russian Conglomerate

Gujarat

and

No of Clusters for ODOP
Doddaballapura and Devanahalli are major clusters. Hosakote and Nelamanagala are
facing issues for poultry industry because of urbanization on a large scale.
Number of units engaged with producing the specific ODOP product and 4-5 major
non-ODOP products
a. ODOP- Poultry Meat
It is estimated that around 250 units of poultry butcher and fresh meat supply
units are operational in the district
b. Non-ODOP:
Activity

Estimated No of Units

Tomato

1

Chutneys / Spice Powders

20

Primary processing – Fruits and

12

Vegetables
Four mills


72

Approximate Level (%) of processing happening for ODOP (out of total
production) in the district
Most of poultry broilers are being purchased by aggregators and being sold
to daily retailors of fresh poultry meat.
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Around 10% of the total production is being processed by contract farming
aggregators and being packaged and sold through retail chains across the
country as ready to cook meat material.

There are no egg powder manufacturing units in Bangalore Rural. Eggs are
sold to wholesale and retailors to marketing to households. Hospitality
industry consumes around 30% of the total eggs produced.


Number of Self-Help Groups, Farmer Producer Organisations and Cooperatives
currently engaged in the processing of this product.
a. No FPO is engaged in Poultry processing or production
b. No self-help group as such is engaged in Poultry processing .
1. Profiling of existing Micro Enterprises Ecosystem for the District
Specialty of the local agricultural produce/food product, varieties available,
seasonality, uniqueness, history etc.? (Guidelines - Specify the varieties available
and specialty of the local varieties compared to other places. Also if the product is
available in off season (for rest of the country), then this should also be mentioned.
Poultry meat production is dominated by Vencobb / Cobb lines of broiler breed.
There are other breeds like hyline, CP, Ross etc, but they are in to only 10 to 15%
of total production.
Poultry meat is produced although the year and there is no seasonality. However
high price / demand season is between October and march and low price season /
demand season is between April and September months of the year.
Infrastructure
a. Essential Machinery or facilities required for the production of the product
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Poultry broiler meat processing is made by halal killing of the birds, bleeding
cone, defeathering in a centrifuge and cleaning the body by removing
unwanted parts like
1. A shed in around 300 sq. ft area.
2. Two Steel cones to incise the bird neck and allow bleeding
3. Blood and feather collection bins
4. Washing Area, Butchering Table
5. Cleaning area, collection of viscera and guts
6. Packing and parcel area.
b. Existing level of Mechanization for ODOP processing within district, in other
districts and States.


At Micro-enterprise level mechanization is very little. And hygienic conditions
are not maintained.



There are two fully automated units operated by private individuals with
investments in excess of Rs. 5.00 crores., and it is full fledged poultry meat
processing unit that operate round the year



Egg processing requires, Breaking section, egg white and yold separation
machines, Egg white mixing section and spray drying equipment.



There is need for refrigeration and cold storage facilities for both egg and
meat processing units.

2. Support Infrastructure:
(Guidelines - The existing infrastructure available in the cluster in terms of public
infrastructure and Agri-logistics such as Mandis, roads, water and electric supply
needs to be mapped along with existing backward and forward linkages and
common facilities present in the cluster).
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 The marketing infrastructure is well developed. There are wholesale buyers
who visit broiler farms and collect birds at a pre-designated rate and aggregate
and supply it to retail butcher units
 Retailers operate almost throughout the day
 Eggs are also aggregated in a similar manner
 Poultry industry has developed integrated farming culture, where a parent
company enters in to buyback arrangement after providing inputs and
technical support for growing the birds.
 Eggs production is however an individual enterprise regulated by Nationa Egg
Coordination Committee and supply chain is mainly through aggregators.
 Most of the farms are located in places with a good network of roads
 Poultry supply chain is well developed and there is least intervention of
government except for hygiene, pollution control and disease management.
3. Testing


There are not testing facility at retail butcher level.



Well developed poultry processing units maintain a very good testing
standard for hygiene.



Poultry meat consumed after cooking, hence retail butchers maintain
comparative low standards of hygiene.

4.

Value Chain\Channels of movement:


Poultry broiler production starts with Poultry breeders, which supply parent
breeding day old chicks to franchisee for commercial chick production
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Franchisee parent breeders produce eggs of commercial broilers and after
hatching the eggs, supply chicks to individual farmers for rearing birds for 6
weeks on contract basis and supply feed and technical support.



Farmers get rearing charges per kilo of production and hand over grown
broilers to integrators and integrators supply them to wholesalers or
process them at their special automated units.



Poultry value chain is as follows:
1. Live Poultry <=85 Gram
2. Other Live Poultry <=185 Gram
3. Live Poultry > 185 Gram
4. Other Live Poultry >185 Gram
5. Edible Poultry Meat (Fresh)
6. Edible Poultry Meat (Frozen)
7. Other Poultry Meat Not Cut in Pieces
8. Cuts & Offal’s Excluding Livers, sausages, wings, nuggets, etc.
9. Eggs in Shell
10. Other Eggs
11. Egg Yolks Dried
12. Other Egg Yolks
13. Eggs Not in Shell (Dried/Cooked)
14. Eggs Not in Shell (Frozen/Preserved)

5. Manufacturing Process – ODOP
Machinery Required
1. A shed in around 300 sq. ft area.
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2. Two Steel cones to incise the bird neck and allow bleeding
3. Blood and feather collection bins
4. Washing Area, Butchering Table
5. Cleaning area, collection of viscera and guts
6. Packing and parcel area.
Product Range
Product Range:

Poultry egg
Fresh egg
Poultry egg powder
Omlets
Egg whites
Egg yolk
Bakery products
Macaroons

Poultry meat – fresh
Poultry meat
processed
Nuggets
Sausages
Wings
Marinated
Ready to cook
boneless chicken
meat

Egg processing unit requires













Egg receiving section
Egg Grading section
Egg Cleaning
Egg Candling to identify spoilage
Egg breaking unit
Egg – Yolk separation Unit
Egg white separation unit
Pasteurization unit
Packing unit
Egg Mixing unit, Pouching unit
Egg Mixing unit and Spray dry unit for powdered egg
Packing and storage unit, cold storage only

Production Process & Technology
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6. Marketing
The existing market linkages across the value chain needs to be detailed out
with an illustrative flow chart from storage to market places/Mandis to exports.
Poultry marketing is a well-developed supply chain system
a. Farmer – aggregator - wholesaler – Retailer – Consumer
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b. Farmer – aggregator - wholesaler – Processor – Retail chains with cold
storage facilities - Consumer
Pricing of the Raw Agriculture Produce, various processed products of the produce
may be mentioned and compared with the pricing elsewhere in the country.
Raw material of Poultry live birds and eggs are in a well developed pricing system.
The NECC and the integrator companies declare every day price of live birds and
wholesale market prices a day in advance. These are called card rates.
Type
Wholesale prices
Retail Prices
Live Birds
90/- per kilo
Rs. 105/- per kilo
Processed birds
130/- per kilo
Rs. 150/- per kilo
Processed meat
180/- per kilo
Rs. 200/- per kilo
Eggs
60/- per dozen
Rs. 75/- per dozen
These are prices generally at nationally level declared by NECC, Hyderabad
Reasons for the price differentials and USP of the products may be mentioned.
Not much of difference is seen across the country in the rates, except in specialty
products like processed wings, nuggets and sausages
7. Quantum of Sale of this product to other districts, states and exported to other
countries.
Raw Material
Availability
Size of the total Market
Employment in Poultry Egg and Meat
Employment in Industry

Poultry Egg and Meat
2914 lakh eggs & 20234 tons of meat
Rs. 500 to 600 crores
10 lakh mandays
Around 50000 people

The above production is sold in adjoining states of Kerala, Goa and West Bengal.
Around 60% is consumed within the state and 20% in Kerala state. Balance is sold in
northern states in processed state. There are no exports as of today of poultry meat.
8. Institutional Support:
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Guidelines - The existing institutional support available in the cluster w.r.t presence of
associations, technical and research institutions, and public sector units and
parastatals needs to be mapped.
a. Poultry is a full developed economy with private sector participation.
b. However there a good number of training facilities in public sector at
Hesarghatta in bangalore.
c. Karnataka Veterinary and Fisheries University Bidar has as many as 6 colleges
and technical support is provided by them
d. Private sector is very well developed and equipped to provide technology is
feed and pest management as well as nutrition management in this sector
e. Department of Animal Husbandry is playing a crucial role in development of
poultry. , Belagavi is taking special interest in promoting jaggery products like
organic jaggery, chemical free jaggery and infused jaggery.
f. There is a reputed Karnataka Poultry Farmers and Breeders Association, which
takes care of all technical needs and policy support with state and central
governments
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BENGALURU URBAN DISTRICT
Geographical
Bengaluru Urban lies between the latitudes 12.9700° N, 77.6536° E longitudes at a mean
altitude of 3000 ft (varies between 1800 and 3000 ft) above sea level. The district
encompasses a geographical area of the district is 2196 Sq.km and it is the smallest district of
Karnataka state.
Taluk-wise Population:
Taluk
Male
Anekal
282006
Bangalore -N
185978
Bangalore -S
109255
Bangalore - W 53699
Bangalore City 4391723
Total
5022661

Female
235561
166442
96019
48908
4091592
4598890

Rural
352425
570195
154523
94464
0
871607

Urban
165150
82225
50751
8143
5443675
8749944

Total
517575
3652420
205274
102607
8443675
9621551

DISTRICT AGRICULTURE PROFILE
(Source: Department of Economics and Statistics & District at a Glance 2018-19)
Economic Demography
Bengaluru Urban, with a population of 96.21 lakhs is the largest district in terms of population
in the state. Rural population accounts for 9%% and urban population is 91%As per “District
at a Glance 2018-19” report, nearly 45% of the population (42.48 lakhs) is working population
and balance 55% (53.70 lakhs) is Non-working population. The district also reports that there
are around a total of 108898 workers employed in household industries. Of these men are
73511 in number and women are 35387 lakhs, indicating domination of women in household
industries.
Bengaluru Urban district is most prosperous district of Karnataka state with District Domestic
Product of Rs. 440292 Crores in 2017-18. Agriculture sector contributes around Rs. 2958
Crores (<1%) Industry sector contributes Rs. 83942 Crores (19%), Services sector contributes
Rs. 353392 Crores (80%) to the district economy.
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Agriculture in Bengaluru Urban District
Bengaluru Urban District comprises of 5 taluks, with a geographical area of 2.17 lakh
hectares. Of this around 0.41 lakhs is used for cultivation (net sown area) 0.05 lakh hectares
are forest area and balance 1.30 lakh hectares are considered as Non-agricultural lands.
Cultivable fallow is recorded at 0.17 lakh hectares. Gross sown area is around 0.44 lakh
hectares. The district falls under Eastern Dry agro-climatic zone and annual rainfall is around
845 mm and with a cropping intensity of 101%, the district is largely dependent on rainfed
dryland agriculture. The district is highly urbanized and agriculture is not an important sector
at all with a very low area under agriculture.
1. The district has 0.18 lakh hectares under cereals, highly insignificant.
2. The district has hardly 0.03 lakhs under pulses, considered insignificant
3. The district has hardly 0.03 lakhs under Fruits, considered insignificant
4. The district has hardly 0.03 lakhs under Vegetables, considered insignificant

Hence agriculture produce available for PMFME ODOP to be considered and evaluated are
none.
ODOP eligibility
No.
1.

Description

Comments

Identifying Products being Processed

No agriculture or horticulture or even
milk commodity is good enough in
terms of production in the district.
The district is fast getting urbanized,
and industrialization is also quite high.
Only 13% of DDP is from agriculture.
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Hence, the district administration has
chosen Bakery Industry as One
District One product
2.

Mapping of Existing Food Processing There are 4920 industries in the smallMicro-Enterprises

scale group classified as food and
intoxicant industries. Apart from this
around 1.09 lakh people are engaged
in household industries. Indicating
that probably around 5000 units may
be

there

in

micro-enterprises

engaged in food industry, mainly in oil
mills, flour mills, ragi products, besan
breakfast

products

and

bakery

industries.
3.

Product should not be Staple Food Bakery industry is a type of staple
Product

food. .

4.

Product Perishable?

3 days

5.

Abundance of Raw Material

There are wheat processing units,
that

produce

(maida)

and

all-purpose

flour

poultry units that

produce eggs which are used in
baking industry
6.

More than 50% of Micro-Food processing There are around 40,000 bakeries in
Industry should be in this product

7.

Bangalore district

Percentage of labour employed in Micro- Around 1 lakh people (around 1%)
Food Enterprise

8.

Existence of large Clusters

IN Bangalore City, Bangalore North,
West and South taluks.
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9.

Whether SHG and FPOs are involved in this There are no FPOs in Bangalore Urban
product

area. There are 3946 SHGs with a
membership of 65,805, and a minor
population of them are in to Baking.

10. GIS of the product

Not GIS Product

11. Export potential of the product

The potential for export of Biscuits,
Khari, Milk toast, cookies, Milk
biscuits, Marie brand of multigrain
biscuits find a greater demand in Gulf
countries, Hungary and Australia.

The district administration has chosen Bakery Products as ODOP and it is the only largest biocommodity in the district.


The Indian bakery industry is one of the biggest sections in the country’s processed
food industry. Bakery products, which include bread and biscuits, form the major
baked foods accounting for over 82 per cent of the total bakery products produced in
the country.



It enjoys a comparative advantage in manufacturing, with an abundant supply of
primary ingredients required by the industry and is the third-largest biscuit
manufacturing country (after the United States and China).



The bakery segment in India can be classified into the three broad segments of bread,
biscuits and cakes. India’s organized bakery sector produces about 1.3 million ton of
bakery products (out of three million tonnes) while the balance is produced by
unorganized, small-scale local manufacturers.



Even though there are many automatic and semi-automatic bread and biscuit
manufacturing units in India, many people still prefer fresh bread and other products
from the local bakery.
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Since the advent of multinational companies (MNC) selling pizzas and burgers in the
country, people are changing their tastes also. Today, they are not restricted to bread,
cakes and biscuits, but to other bakery products also.



With new launches by a few companies like Britannia, Biskfarm and Morish,
competition has increased. Also, the Indian market is observing the establishment of
bakery café chains in the form of Barista, Café Coffee Day and Monginis.



The popular biscuit variants in India are glucose biscuits, Marie, cream biscuits,
crackers, digestive biscuits, cookies and milk biscuits.



As far as the Indian biscuit market is concerned, the shares of the branded and
organized sector and the unbranded and unorganized sectors are 60 per cent and 40
per cent respectively. Indian bakery products, especially biscuits, are in great demand
in developing countries.

Product Profile – Bakery Products
Benefits

Bakery products range from bread, biscuits, cookies, cakes, pastries, etc.
Most common ingredients are Wheat products, certain nutritious
cereals, eggs, fruits fermented minimally with yeast, and then baked at
a set temperature without much oil, and very commonly fortified with
vitamins, minerals
They are rich in calories, less in sugar, customized a lot to be nutritious
and also as health foods.
Since most of them are fat free, and fermented with east, this segment
is considered largely healthy food.

Traditional/Cultural Bakery products are world’s oldest profession in food processing.
value
Certain family names are associated with baking as they master the
skill and produce some of the best baked products. These days,
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bakery products form part of every celebration, that begin with
cutting of cakes.
Non ODOP Products recommended
1. All Vegetable processing
2. Fresh cooking oil production from Oilseed crops.
3. Processing of snacks
4. Biscuits and cookies using fruits
5. Fruit Juices, packaged or otherwise.
Bakery units are in both organized and unorganized sector. It is estimated that over 40% of
bakery product manufacturers are unorganized and require formalization to provide a better
access to the market.
Industry
1. Bengaluru Urban district has around 8024 factories employing around 5,34,198 male
and 3,09,682 female workers.

2. There are 15 Industrial Estates with 1749 sheds and 606 plots in Bengaluru Urban
District.
3. Highlight of the district is existence of large number Information Technologies parks.
4. There are 2,04,723 registered MSME’s providing employment to around 21,14,533
people (15,85,899 men and 5,28,634 women) in the district. Out of this there are 4020
units in food and beverage industries employing around 38,063 persons. These are
largely represented by flour mills, oil mills, snacks, hotel segments, ready to eat and
ready to cook segments, spice mills, and poultry and small animal butcher houses etc.
FSSAI Certification
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Food Safety Standards Authority of India has stipulated several regulatory types of norms for
all food and processed food products. Existing norms for FSSAI certification with respect to
bakery is given under regulation 5.4 for Cereals and Cereal products and sub regulation 5.4.15
for different products of Bakery.
Bakery Eco-system
1. The biscuits and cookies industry in India accounts for nearly 72% of the sales in the
Indian bakery market. In comparison to other baked FMCG products, the penetration
of cookies and biscuits is quite high in both the urban and rural areas owing to their
affordable price and cholesterol-free nature.
2. Currently, India is the world's largest biscuit consuming nation, which will be worth
nearly USD 4.65 billion by FY 2020. The region enjoys a comparative advantage in
manufacturing, with an abundant supply of primary ingredients, which supports the
growth of the industry in the region.
3. East and North India are the regions with the highest consumption rate of biscuits and
cookies in the country. Maharashtra and West Bengal, being the most industrially
developed states, hold the highest rate of biscuit consumption. The top four players
in the biscuits and cookies market are Parle Products, Britannia, ITC, and Surya Food
and Agros, where Britannia and Parle together account for 61% of the total market
share.
4. Baking refers to the process of cooking food by dry heat in an oven, hot ashes or on
hot stones. Baked goods or bakery products include items such as, bread, cookies,
biscuits, rolls, cakes, cupcakes, pies, tarts, sweet rolls, coffeecakes, doughnuts, and
refrigerated bakery products. Baked goods, such as bread, provide many nutrients
that are vital for the health. Bread and biscuits are some of the popular products
among other baked goods. On the basis of products, the Indian bakery market is
divided into:
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Biscuit
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o



Bread
o
o
o
o



Sandwich Breads
Hamburgers
Croissants
Others

Cakes and Pastries
o
o
o
o
o
o
o



Cookies
Cream Biscuits
Glucose Biscuits
Marie Biscuits
Non-Salt Cracker Biscuits
Salt Cracker Biscuits
Milk Biscuits
Others

Packed Cupcakes
Pastries
Muffins
Layer Cakes
Donuts
Swiss roll
Others

Rusk

On the basis of distribution channel, the market is categorized into:


Convenience Stores



Supermarkets and Hypermarkets



Independent Retailers



Artisanal Bakeries



Online, Others

In Bangalore quite a good number biscuit manufacturers are there, including Parle, Britannia,
ITC, Surya, etc. There are in large factory segment. Cookies making as an individual baker’s
skill is developing faster in the city and urban areas. There are atleast around 250 to 300 small
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bakeries manufacturing bread and retailing other products through supply chain. Baked chips
is gaining market share in the city as household and industrial production is picking up.

Other Micro-Enterprises
Bengaluru Urban district brief industrial profile indicates that there are 4920 micro and small
agro based enterprises employing around 38063 people mostly men, in the district. The sheer
density of population and that most of the families have two members working, the demand
for ready to use food products is high. Bakery products are thus finding a greater demand.
The celebrations of birthdays, anniversaries, functions have led demand for Cake industry and
lately there are lots of cake retailing chains like Just bake, Cake Chariot ets., are seen. The
other micro enterprises are flour mills, oil mills, spice mix units, ready to cook and ready to
eat food segment, caterers, etc.
These other micro-enterprises are,
ODOP
Raw Material

Availability
Used Locally
Used for processing
No of Units Processing
Working days
Per day capacity
Secondary processing
Batches manufactured
Within district
In Karnataka
Outside Karnataka
Export Market
Size of the total Market
Special Zones
Operated by
Major Export Markets

Bakery
Wheat & Cereal, multigrain flour & products, Eggs,
Milk and Yeast, salt and sugar, dry fruits and
nutrient additives
Substantial quantities
500Tons per day
2000 tons per day
2000 bakeries
270
200 kgs per unit
Cakes, Rusks, Bread powder etc.
3 batches
1000 tons
50,000 tons
100,000 tons
No data available
150,000 Crores (Includes large industries)
None
None
Russia and UAE.

Value Chain Analysis
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Wheat is purchased from North India, and is transported through Goods trains.



Wheat flouring mills area many and large industries have their own milling units



Wheat flour, all purpose flour is supplied through the wholesaler, distributor and
dealer channel. Egg is produced in Bangalore (Rural) and Mysore districts and same is
available through wholesaler network. Milk is available from Nandhini (KMF) at
wholesale rates. Other ingredients are available in the well developed supply chain in
Bangalore rural district.

Production Technology
Bakery units operate by using clean all purpose or wheat flour and other ingredients. Dough
is mixed as per protocol for each product and is allowed to ferment / leaven as per procedure
and protocol.

Leavened dough is cut and rolled to shapes that are preferred and baked in the highly
automated and temperature and time-controlled ovens, and bakery products are obtained,
cooled and packed through automatic packaging units. Fresh cooked breads are sold in
smaller bakeries and are stored in glass cases to prevent housefly issues, and sold as fresh
bread. The VB Bakery, Iyengar’s Bakery are some of the most famous bakery chains making
and selling fresh bread. In biscuit and cookie making, the process is as follows:
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Infrastructure
1. Atleast 2-acre area of land
2. Civil infrastructure with receiving area, processing area, waste processing unit, storage
of finished product, office and quality control laboratory. Cooling channels,
3. Kneading machines, proving chambers, Ovens, cutting units, lamination equipments,
Packing units, and storage
Procurement
1. Supply chain of wholesalers, farmers, etc.
Outbound Logistics
1. Closed vans, containers etc.
Marketing and Sales
1. Conventional Channels – manufacturer – distributors, dealers – retailers – consumers
2. Online Channels

Technology
Technology of baking is about allowing limited fermentation of all purpose flour dough
through east, and then forming it out into sheets or rolls and allowing leavening and then
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baking in ovens at set temperatures, for baking to happen. The technology has a lot of
precision operations, especially in mixing ingredients and then allowing a perfect
fermentation by use of yeast, and also monitoring sourness to get different products. Many
factors interact during the baking process. Heat radiation, temperature, heat storage,
updraft, moisture etc. – all in all, this represents a very complex process. Therefore: every
oven bake, but it also has its own characteristics which influence the quality of
the baked products.
Market
1. Micro-enterprises in FPI are largely catering to the rural segment. As seen in the
industrial data, nearly 38063 people are engaged in food industries and 1.08 lakh
people are engaged in all types of household industries. FPIME in this group include
seasonal processing especially in summer months to produce dehydrated food
products, mostly sun-dried. The number of families in the district is around 20 lakhs.
Assuming that every family spends atleast Rs. 20,000/- per year on processed food
made by MEs which is generally supplements to food market size is of Rs. 40,000
Crores. (these include snacks, flours, oils, pulses, dry fruits, areca, rubber etc). This is
only indicative and has potential to increase, with the current trend of app based
processed food delivery system catching up everywhere).
2. In Bengaluru Urban district, the main market is urban population itself requires
processed foods like Papad, Chutney, oil, vermicelli, chilli powder etc. There are
people engaged in oil production, cattle feed making etc. With standardized, quality
products it is possible to raise the market size to Rs. 500 crores per annum.

Clusters
Identified clusters in Bakery production - Bangalore City
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Bangalore, south, north and west as well as Anekal Taluk
Product profile is provided in the ODOP selection section.
Raw Material
Availability
Size of the total Market
Employment
Employment in Industry

Wheat flour, Eggs, Yeast, Sugar and salt oil butter
Substantial
50,000 crores
1 lakh people
1.5 lakh people

a. If the product utilizes any notable raw material used that is distinctly found in that
specific district or is eminent in that area.
Yes, Wheat flour, Eggs, Yeast, Sugar and salt and oil and butter, fruits, dry fruits,
essences etc.
b. If it aids in any health benefits or have medicinal properties
Both as staple food and infused nutrients like minerals, vitamins etc. Generally
carbohydrates and calories.
c. It is culturally valuable –
Yes, for many families it is a tradition and convention.
d. Does it help in the uplifting of the local culture and promotion of the district?
Not much, except culinary skills.

Profit margins generally observed in baking
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6. Quantum of Sale of this product to other districts, states and exported to other
countries.
Bakery products are sold entirely in Bangalore city
7. Institutional Support:
Guidelines - The existing institutional support available in the cluster w.r.t presence of
associations, technical and research institutions, and public sector units and
parastatals needs to be mapped.
a. The University of Agricultural Sciences, Bangalore and Horticulture College,
Bangalore, IIHR Hesaraghatta, Bangalore are providing technology in
production.
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BIDAR
DISTRICT PROFILE

Bidar district lies between the latitudes 17O35 and 18O25' N and between the longitudes
76o42' and 77o39’E at a mean altitude of 710 meters above sea level. The district
encompasses a geographical area of the district is 5448 Sq.km. It is enclosed by Andhra
Pradesh in the East, Maharashtra in the west and Gulbarga of Karnataka in the South.
Location
Latitude

Bidar District, Karnataka, India
17O35 to 18O25' N

Longitude

76o42' and 77o39’E
710 Mtrs. Altitude above M.S.L
5448 Sq. Kms.
541765 hectares
876 mm & rainy days are 57 (Dist. Average)
Karanja dam
Umapura Tank in Basavakalyan
Manjari, Mullamiri and Jhulkinala
Min. 16.4°C Max. 27.3° C

Height
Area
Forest Area
Rainfall
Dams
Tanks
Rivers
Temperature

Taluk-wise Population:
Taluk
Male
Aurad
142309
B’Kalyan
176223
Bhalki
141603
Bidar
241095
Humnabad
169435
Total
870665

Female
136091
169024
135747
228846
162927
870665

Rural
248299
275530
237017
253921
262581
1277348

Urban
30101
69717
40333
216020
69781
425952

Total
278400
345247
277350
469941
332362
1703300

DISTRICT AGRICULTURE PROFILE
(Source: Department of Economics and Statistics & District at a Glance 2018-19)
1. Bidar is 17th populous district of Karnataka with a population of 17.03 lakhs
population.
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2. Around 25% (4.25 lakhs) of the population is in urban areas and 75% (12.77 lakhs) in
rural areas.
3. Bidar is 24th prosperous district of Karnataka state with a District Domestic Product of
the district is Rs. 18384 Crores in 2017-18
4. Agriculture sector contributes around Rs. 3816 Crores (21%) to the district income.
5. Industry sector contributes a GDP of 3309 Crores (18%),
6. Services sector contributes Rs. 11259 Crores (69%) to the district economy,
Bidar district comprises of 5 taluks, with a geographical area of 5.42 lakh hectares. The district
is under Northern Eastern transition agro climatic Zone. Out of the total land area, around
3.08 lakh hectares is used for cultivation (net sown area) Cropping intensity is around 124%
(Gross cultivated area is 3.84 lakh hectares). Major source of irrigation is by 29127 tube wells
irrigating around 0.20 lakh hectares and open wells irrigating around 0.12 lakh hectares. Area
under Major Crops is as follows: (in Hectares)
Taluk
Aurad
B’Kalyan
Bhalki
Bidar
Humnabad
Total

Jowar
12700
9960
13590
6569
7963
50782

Tur Blackgram Greengram Bengalgram Soybean
15581
5763
6664
9759
44523
12892
3755
4026
5472
19710
14796
8710
10333
15473
24660
7256
3451
3734
8303
9468
10298
3804
5197
8053
12957
61453
25483
29954
47060 111318

Ginger
40
385
340
563
1100
2428

Production of Crops in the district in Metric Tons
Crops
Jowar
Total
24557
Pulses and Oil Seeds Crops Production in Metric Tons
Crops
Greengram
Bengalgram
Total
13298
19143
Fruits Crops Production in Metric Tons
Crops
Banana
Mango
Lemon
Total
12966
10756
5696

Sugarcane
730724
Soybean
102980

Sapota
1812

Safflower
4548

Pomegranate
1304

Papaya
30409
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Vegetable Crops Production in Metric Tons
Crops
Tomato
Brinjal
Onion
Chillies
Total
39645
8497
21270
13558
Note: Talukwise production is not available in any source

Potato
2589

Ginger
36673

ODOP – Ginger - Analysis
No.
1.

Description

Comments

Identifying Products being Processed

The data indicates following:
Pulses have a total production of 1.77
lakh tons and major pulse crops are
a. Redgram – 0.83 lakh tons
b. Blackgram – 0.29 lakhs tons
c. Greengram – 0.27 lakh tons
d. Bengal gram – 0.37 lakh tons
e. Ginger – 0.37 lakh tons

2.

Mapping of Existing Food Processing Pulses – dal mills are major ME in the
Micro-Enterprises

district.
Ginger is selected as ODOP in the
district, but right now it is being sold
as fresh vegetable.

3.

Product should not be Staple Food Ginger is not staple food.
Product

4.

Product Perishable?

Fresh ginger has limited shelf life. It is
perishable and requires processing.

5.

ODOP as % of Total Agri Produce

Ginger is an irrigated crop. Hence area
expansion is limited. It is almost a 12month crop. Raw material availability
will be restricted to around 0.37 lakh
tons.
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6.

Production of ODOP Agriculture Produce Ginger constitutes around 10% of
in that district compared to other district total agricultural production.
and states

7.

Percentage of labour employed in Micro- Around 15%.
Food Enterprise

8.

Existence of large Clusters

Humnabad is the largest cluster of
ginger producing, largely limited by
irrigation.

9.

Whether SHG and FPOs are involved in this There are 24 FPOs and they are into
product

aggregation

of

produce

and

marketing. None is involved in dal
milling or otherwise processing.
10. Export potential of the product

India is second largest producer of
ginger in the world. 385000 tons are
produced and around 35000 tons are
exported.

ODOP Selection – Ginger
Ginger is cultivated in an area of 2428 hectares in 2018-19. The total production of Ginger in
2018-19 was 36673 tons at an estimated yield of 20 quintals per hectare. Humnabad has the
highest area under Ginger and production is at 16709 tons. Bidar district produces 8558 tons
and Bhalki taluk produces 6800 tons. Total production is estimated at 36673 tons.
Selection of Ginger as ODOP is made by district administration. Production available is limited
to irrigated areas. However, it is suggested to consider Pulse crops as alternative because area
is high production is high and umber of people engaged in pulse is very high.
Non ODOP - Recommended
1. Soybean
2. Papaya
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3. Onion
4. Bengalgram, Blackgram, Redgram
Infrastructure
Bidar is a poorly developed in terms of Industries. Major industries are sugar factories.
Industries contribute almost 18% of GDP of the district. Bidar district has around 528 factories
employing around 3170 people and largely men workforce. There are 6 Industrial Estates with
90 sheds and 232 plots in Bidar District There are 2863 registered MSME’s providing
employment to around 23787 people in the district. Out of this there are 614 units in food
and beverage industries employing around 5548 persons. These are largely represented by
oil mills, flour mills, jaggery units and sweet meat manufacturers and small snacks industries
No of Small-Scale Units Registered under Udhyam
S. No.
a.
b.
c.
d.


Size of Industries
Micro
Small
Medium
Large Industries

No
4465
132
10
528

Turnover - Crores
150
200
350
2700

There are 2863 MSME units employing around 23787 people, mostly men in
the district.



Out of this 614 are in food processing segment employing 5548 workers.
Majority of these are flour mills, grapes processing units, small cold storages,
dal mills, wheat processing units etc.



There are micro food processing units in the district, that cater the daily food
processing needs like grain flour mills, dal mills, vermicelli units, oil mills etc.
Such activities are mostly but not restricted to:

a. Seasonal Food processing: The activities like, Chutney powder making, pickling,
Papad making, jowar roti making, in the rural areas mainly during summer
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months and store them for rest of the months, especially using high solar heat
during the summer months. – Pickling is a major industry with mango and
other minor forest fruits.
b. Round the year activities include small hotels in the villages, oil mills, grinders
and flour mills, and fried gram flour, Snacks, Chilli powder, chutney powder
products, and sweet marts, that supply these materials to weekly shanties.
Characteristics


Generally, these are family business with succession from one to another
within the family. Even if the family splits, the business is carried forward by
two people in same line separately.



These are necessity driven entrepreneurs and less improvement driven. Not
ready to implement change to risk the business.



Product innovation is limited, mostly featured as part time employment, for
small cashflow.



Access to finance is mainly through Self-help group finance, There are too
many informal systems in supply, processing, and marketing. For example, the
pickle making women, have to supply it to local traders who get FSSAI
certificate under their own brands. Their development is hampered by
managerial ability and capacity to scale. Urban center micro-enterprises
activities include Chips making on small scale, bakery activities, sweet marts,
flour mills, ice cream units,

Ginger Eco-system
1. Ginger is produced by Irrigated farmers mostly small and marginal farmers,
and in small area as it requires yearlong irrigation, which is done from
borewell.
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2. There are no unit’s processing for Ginger in the district
3. One of the major issues of ME eco-system is that rural population looks to
make cash from Ginger early by selling the fresh product immediately after
harvest.
4. Farmers appear to have enough skill sets to cultivate Ginger but no skill
sets to process
ODOP
Raw Material
Availability
Used for processing
No of Units Processing
Working days
Per day capacity
Secondary processing
Within district
In Karnataka
Outside Karnataka
Export Market
Size of the total Market
Special Zones
Operated by
Major Export Markets

Ginger
Fresh Ginger
36673 tons
Nil
Nil
Nil
NA
None
250 tons
10000 tons
25000 tons
None from district
Rs. 300 Crores
None
None
No exports, all domestic consumption

No of Clusters for ODOP
Humnabad, Bidar, Basavakalyan, Bhalki taluk are the major clusters of ginger
production.
Number of units engaged with producing the specific ODOP product and 4-5 major
non-ODOP products
a. ODOPNone
b. Non-ODOP:
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Activity
Flour Mills
Dal Mills
Chilli Powder
Chutney / Roti units


Estimated No of Units
125
5
20
265

Approximate Level (%) of processing happening for ODOP (out of total
production) in the district
Nil



Number of Self-Help Groups, Farmer Producer Organisations and Cooperatives
currently engaged in the processing of this product.
a. No FPO is engaged in Spice Processing
b. As per information provided by NABARD, no SHG is involved in ODOP.

1. Profiling of existing Micro Enterprises Ecosystem for the District
Specialty of the local agricultural produce/food product, varieties available,
seasonality, uniqueness, history etc.? (Guidelines - Specify the varieties available
and specialty of the local varieties compared to other places. Also if the product is
available in off season (for rest of the country), then this should also be mentioned.
Ginger is produced in one season and its an annual crop. The variety adopted here
is known as IISR variety capable of yielding around 22 tons and maturing in 200 days
and can yield 21% dry matter.
Ginger is not available in off season.
Infrastructure
Ginger processing requires elaborate arrangements and infrastructure. Ginger is
mostly marketed as fresh vegetable spice at farm gate level to agents. There is no
processing of ginger even at cottage industry level. Hence products are
a. Fresh Ginger
b. Ginger Paste
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c. Ginger Candy
d. Ginger Powder
Essential Machinery






Ginger washing unit
Ginger drying unit
Ginger crushing unit
Ginger fiber removal unit
Ginger powdering unit






Ginger washing unit
Ginger crushing unit
Fiber removal
Ginger paste packaging unit.

Existing level of Mechanization for ODOP processing within district, in other districts
and States.
There are no ginger processing unit in the district or within the neighbouring districts.
Ginger paste manufacturing units are in Bangalore and in Solapur and adjoining district
in Maharashtra
Support Infrastructure:
(Guidelines - The existing infrastructure available in the cluster in terms of public
infrastructure and Agri-logistics such as Mandis, roads, water and electric supply
needs to be mapped along with existing backward and forward linkages and
common facilities present in the cluster).
 Bidar district has good number of industrial estates. It has a very active Krishi
Vigyan Kendra.
 It is possible to create an incubation center at Krishi Vigyan Kendra Bidar and
also a special ginger processing center at Humnabad
1. Testing


No labs are available in the district for qualitative analysis of ginger.
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Food Safety Standards Authority of India has stipulated several regulatory
types of norms for all food and processed food products. Existing norms for
FSSAI certification with respect to ginger is as follows: Food Safety Standards
Authority of India has stipulated several regulatory types of norms for all food
and processed food products. Existing norms for FSSAI certification with
respect to Ginger is as under regulation 5.8 of spices and condiments and sub
regulation 5.8.11 of FSSAI act

Value Chain Analysis
1. Ginger is a major vegetable in daily cooking added to improve digestion.
1. Ginger is available only once a year and is harvested between November
and February. It needs to be stored for year long. Processing Ginger is more
of management of moisture content of whole rhizome and requires high
degree of washing and cleaning and to some extent polishing. Generally, 3
channels of sales are followed as follows:
a. Farmer – Commission agent- wholesaler- Processor -– Retailer –
Consumer
b. Farmer –Processor - wholesaler – Retailer – Consumer
c. Farmer –Processes himself - Retailer – Consumer
2.

Manufacturing Process – ODOP
Machinery Required







Shed area of 5000 sq. ft
Ginger fiber removal unit
Ginger powdering unit
Ginger paste packaging unit. Ginger washer and scrubber
Cutters,
Dryers, Fermenters
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Packing and storage / cold storage

Product Range
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Fresh Ginger
Ginger Paste
Ginger Candy
Ginger Powder
Ginger Oil .

Production Process & Technology
Ginger is harvested and washed thoroughly and scraped to clean the mud and sold to
the agents. However, in processing following activities are followed.
Dry ginger production
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Ginger Oil Production
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Ginger Candy making
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Ginger Powder Making

Ginger Paste Making

Pricing of the Raw Agriculture Produce, various processed products of the produce
may be mentioned and compared with the pricing elsewhere in the country.
Type
Ginger
Kerala Prices
Type
Ginger

Wholesale prices
Rs. 27/- per kilo

Retail Prices
Rs. 50/- per kilo

Wholesale prices
Rs. 50/- per kilo

Retail Prices
Rs. 80/- per kilo

Reasons for the price differentials and USP of the products may be mentioned.
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Ginger quality in Kerala is better in terms of fiber content and size. In Bidar ginger
cultivation is relatively new while it is cultivated for decades. Quality in terms of
size is better.
6. Quantum of Sale of this product to other districts, states and exported to other
countries.
Around 10% of production is sold in the state and balance 90% is purchased by units
in Maharashtra (Solapur Market)
7. Institutional Support:
Guidelines - The existing institutional support available in the cluster w.r.t presence of
associations, technical and research institutions, and public sector units and
parastatals needs to be mapped.
a. NABARD Bidar is providing lot of support to Ginger industry in its district plans
and credit planning.
b. ARS Bidar is supporting ginger production technology to farmers
c. Krishi Vigyan Kendra Bidar has been providing incubation center facilities and
technical guidance to enable development of innovative ginger products
d. Department of Agriculture and Department of Horticulture, Chikkamagaluru
is taking special interest in promoting ginger products. There is no known
association of ginger processors
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CHAMARAJANAGAR DISTRICT
Geographical
Chamarajanagar lies between the latitudes 11°40’ and 12°48’ N and between the longitudes
74°52’ and 76°07’ E at a mean altitude of 736 meters above sea level. The district
encompasses a geographical area of the district is 5671.71 Sq.km and it is the 14th biggest
district of Karnataka state..

Location
Latitude
Longitude
Height
Area
Forest Area
Rainfall
Road Length
Dams
Tanks
Rivers
Temperature

Chamarajanagar District, Karnataka, India
11°40’ to 12°48’ N
74°52’ and 76°07’ E
736 Mtrs. Altitude above M.S.L
5671.71 Sq. Kms.
275610 ha.
735 mm
2600 Kms.
Chikkahole, Gundal, Suvarnamathi
1646
Cauvery, Palar, Gundluhole and Suvarnavati
Min. 16°C Max. 34° C

Taluk-wise Population 2011:
Taluk
Chamarajanagara
Gundlupete
Kollegala
Yalanduru
Total

Male
178555
111109
181388
41179
512231

Female
179244
111961
176465
40890
508560

Rural
287924
194965
289638
73290
845817

Urban
69875
28105
68215
8779
174974

Total
357799
223070
357853
82069
1020791

DISTRICT ECONOMIC PROFILE
(Source: Department of Economics and Statistics & District at a Glance 2018-19)
1. Chamarajanagara is 28th populous district of Karnataka with a population of 10.20
lakhs.
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2. Around 17% of the population is in urban areas and 83% in rural areas.
3. As per “District at a Glance 2018-19” report, nearly 47% of the population (4.81 lakhs)
is working population and balance 53% (5.39 lakhs) is Non-working population.
4. Chamarajanagara is 27th prosperous district of Karnataka state with District Domestic
Product of Rs. 14075 Crores in 2017-18.
5. Agriculture sector contributes around Rs. 2620 Crores (16%)
6. Industry sector contributes Rs. 3261 Crores (37%),
7. Services sector contributes Rs.8118 Crores (47%) to the district economy.
Agriculture in Chamarajanagara District
Chamarajanagara District comprises of 4 taluks, with a geographical area of 5.69 lakh
hectares. Of this around 1.32 lakhs is used for cultivation (net sown area) Gross sown area is
around 1.51 lakh hectares. The district falls under Southern Transition and Southern Dry zone
agro-climatic zone and annual rainfall is around 788 mm and with a cropping intensity of
114%, the district is largely dependent on rainfed dryland agriculture. A total of 1.51 lakh
hectares were cultivated during 2018-19. Out of this 0.45 lakh ha. of land was under
irrigation. The district has 22849 tube wells capable of irrigating 0.44 lakhs hectares. Canal,
Tank and open well irrigated area is very less
Area under Major Crops is as follows: (in Hectares)
Taluk
Cereals Maize Pulses
Chamarajanagara
13093
3215 16729
Gundlupete
9849
638 11275
Kollegala
19451 12802
6112
Yalanduru
3826
944
2392
Total
46219 17599 36508

Oil
2769
16156
916
8
19849

Turmeric
6000
5000
2000
13000

Fruits Vegetables
3307
2966
2409
6135
1280
1498
676
244
7672
10843

ODOP eligibility
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No.

Description

Comments

1. Identifying

Products

being Paddy – Production – 55391 tons

Processed

Maize – Production – 100762 tons
Turmeric Production – 2,60,000 Quintals
District

administration

has

identified

Turmeric as ODOP.
2. Mapping

of

Existing

Food In the district Micro-enterprises are mainly in

Processing Micro-Enterprises

rice mills, flour mills, oil mills, and small
enterprises

in

baking,

Papad

making,

pickling, household industries etc.
3. Product should not be Staple Food No. Turmeric and Maize both are not.
Product
4. Product Perishable?

Turmeric is not easily perishable

5. Abundance of Raw Material

Around 2.60 lakh Quintals of Turmeric is
available in 2 seasons, April May and
September October.

6. More than 50% of Micro-Food No there are no Turmeric processing units.
processing Industry should be in
this product
7. Percentage of labour employed in Turmeric
Micro-Food Enterprise

cultivation

provides

a

good

employment opportunity. ME in Turmeric
will generate larger employment in rural
areas.

8. Existence of large Clusters
9. Whether

SHG

and

involved in this product

FPOs

Chamarajanagar and Gundlupet Taluks.
are There are 4 FPOs in Turmeric Crop. But none
is engaged in processing As per information
collected no FPO nor SHG is engaged in
Turmeric processing.

10. GIS of the product

Not GIS Product
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11. Export potential of the product

India is the largest producer, consumer and
exporter of turmeric. Other producers in
Asia include Bangladesh, Pakistan, Sri Lanka,
Taiwan, China, Burma (Myanmar), and
Indonesia. Turmeric is also produced in the
Caribbean and Latin America: Jamaica, Haiti,
Costa Rica, Peru, and Brazil. The use of the
spice spread widely in Oceania, but it is not
used as a condiment in Melanesia and
Polynesia.
Value of export -India is Rs.14000 Crores,
Major importers are
the Middle East and North African countries,
Iran, Japan and Sri Lanka. These importing
countries represent 75% of the turmeric
world trade and are mostly supplied by the
Asian producing countries. Europe and
North America represent the remaining 15%
and are supplied by India and Central and
Latin American countries. Taiwan exports
mostly to Japan. The United States imports
of turmeric come from India at 97%, and the
rest is supplied by the islands of the Pacific,
and Thailand.

With above facts the district administration has chosen Turmeric as ODOP. Profile is as below:
Turmeric
Names
World

It is a rhizomatous spice
across



India: Haldi



French: Safran des Indes
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German: Kurkuma, Indischer Safran



English: Indian Saffron



Indonesian: Kunyit, Kunir

India is the largest producer, consumer and exporter of turmeric in
the world. Indian turmeric is considered to be the best in the world
market because of its high curcumin content. India accounts for
about 80 per cent of world production with 12.29 lakh tonnes of
production from an area of 2.34 lakh ha and which shares 60 per cent
of world export. Turmeric is used as condiment, dye, drug and
cosmetic in addition to its use in religious ceremonies. It is marketed
as turmeric powder, dried rhizome and oleoresin.
Benefits

Turmeric contains a variety of macro- and micronutrients. In terms
of macronutrients, the rhizome contains carbohydrates, proteins,
lipids, as well as dietary fiber. The rhizome is also a good source of
micronutrients, including trace elements such as calcium,
phosphorus, iron, and vitamins (vitamins C, E and K). Consumption of
turmeric provides high energy: 354 Kcal from 100 g of turmeric.
Turmeric may contain:


Calories: 354 Kcal, Carbohydrates: 64.9 g



Total fat: 9.88g, Protein: 7.83 g



Dietary fib: 21 g, Folates: 39 μg



Niacin: 5.1 mg, Pyridoxine: 1.8 mg



Riboflavin: 0.23 mg, Vitamin C: 25.9 mg



Vitamin E: 3.1 mg, Vitamin K: 13.4 μg



Sodium: 38 mg, Potassium:2525 mg



Calcium: 183 mg, Copper: 603 μg



Iron: 41.42 mg, Magnesium: 193 mg



Manganese: 7.83 mg, Phosphorus: 268 mg, Zinc: 4.35 mg
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Turmeric is known as super spice of life because it is widely used in
cooking for flavouring and colouring of foods as well it has some
medicinal properties such as anti-inflammatory, anti-diabetic,
hypocholestremic, anti-microbial, spasmolytic, anti-rheumatic, antibacterial, wound healing, anti-cancerous, anti-viral, used to treat
alzheimer’s disease, respiratory disease and cardiac diseases. Bright
yellow color of turmeric is mainly due to curcuminiods and active
principle present in turmeric is curcumin, curcuminids, cymene and
tumeron.
Traditional/Cultural Turmeric is used in Indian system of medicine and religious
value
ceremonies (worshipping god and wedding ceremony as haldi
shastra and it is an important ingredient of all religious functions)
Non ODOP Products Recommended
1. Maize
2. Horsegram
3. Jaggery
4. Banana
Industrial Profiling
Chamarajanagara is a low industrial development district. Industries contribute almost 37%
of GDP of the district.
1. Chamarajanagara district has around 68 factories employing around 3068 people and
largely men workforce.
2. There are 3 Industrial Estates with 44 sheds and 104 plots in Chamarajanagara District

3. There are 9758 registered MSME’s providing employment to around 44497 people in
the district. Out of this there are 1021 units in food and beverage industries employing
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around 4473 persons. These are largely represented by oil mills and cattle feed
industries.

No of Small-Scale Units Registered under Udhyam
S. No.
a.
b.
c.
d.

Size of Industries
Micro
Small
Medium
Large Industries

No
2295
59
3
68

Turnover – Crores
200
200
100
2700

Characteristics


Generally, these are family business with succession from one to another
within the family. Even if the family splits, the business is carried forward by
two people in same line separately.



These are necessity driven entrepreneurs and less improvement driven. Not
ready to implement change to risk the business.



Product innovation is limited, mostly featured as part time employment, for
small cashflow.



Access to finance is mainly through Self-help group finance



There are too many informal systems in supply, processing, and marketing. For
example, the pickle making women, have to supply it to local traders who get
FSSAI certificate under their own brands



Their development is hampered by managerial ability and capacity to scale

Turmeric Ecosystem
1. Presently farmers are growing Turmeric and sell the fresh harvested produce directly
to an agent.
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2. These agents buy and sort the fruits at the farm in the month of April and continue till
June, and pack and sell them to wholesalers like ITC or other towns, mostly to Erode,
Tamil Nadu. Farmers also sell it directly to wholesalers in Erode.
3. There is no processing whatsoever. However, the farmers producer organization has
shown interest in processing units.
4. All the byproducts of Turmeric are used in agriculture industry.
Raw Material
Availability
Used for processing
No of Units Processing
Working days
Per day capacity
Secondary processing
Within district
In Karnataka
Outside Karnataka
Export Market
Size of the total Market
Special Zones
Operated by
Major Export Markets

Turmeric
26000 tons
None
None
None
None
None
200
2000 tons
24000 tons, mainly to Erode, Tamil Nadu
Exists but data not available
Rs. 350 Crores in the district @ 118/- per kilo
APMC markets in Gundlupeth
APMC
US for high curcumin content

Other Micro-Enterprises
Chamarajanagara district brief industrial profile indicates that there are 9758 micro and small
agro based enterprises in the district. However, there are 433 villages in the district, that are
catered on daily basis in terms of flour mills, oil mills etc. As per the baseline assessment study
of several NGOs working in the district, there may be an estimated 400 micro enterprises
engaged in such activities in the district. These include:
1. Seasonal Food processing: The activities like Vermicelli making, Chutney powder
making, pickling, Papad making, popped ragi flour making in the rural areas mainly
during summer months and store them for rest of the months, especially using high
solar heat during the summer months.
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2. Round the year activities include small hotels in the villages, oil mills, grinders and
flour mills, and fried gram floor products and sweet marts, that supply these materials
to weekly shanties.
3. Urban center micro-enterprises activities include Chips making on small scale, bakery
activities, sweet marts, flour mills, ice cream units,
No of Clusters for ODOP
Chamarajanagara, Kollegala, Gundlupete taluks are major clusters for turmeric.
Number of units engaged with producing the specific ODOP product and 4-5 major
non-ODOP products
a. ODOPPrimary processing – 2
b. Non-ODOP:
Activity
Ragi Processing
Pulse Processing / Oil Mills
Chutneys / Spice Powders


Estimated No of Units
25
25
65

Approximate Level (%) of processing happening for ODOP (out of total
production) in the district
Entire Turmeric crop undergoes primary processing. After that it is sold as
fresh. There are no powdering units



Number of Self-Help Groups, Farmer Producer Organisations and Cooperatives
currently engaged in the processing of this product.
a. Only one FPO is engaged in Turmeric processing
b. No self-help group as such is engaged in Turmeric processing. However
around 50 families of SHG members are reportedly engaged in in
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Chutney, Powders, Ragi processing, flour and snacks, and mostly milk
processing.
1. Profiling of existing Micro Enterprises Ecosystem for the District
Specialty of the local agricultural produce/food product, varieties available,
seasonality, uniqueness, history etc.? (Guidelines - Specify the varieties available
and specialty of the local varieties compared to other places. Also if the product is
available in off season (for rest of the country), then this should also be mentioned.
The turmeric cultivated here is a variety IIS Pratibha has a very high value on
account of high yield, The produce can be harvested only once a year. Since the
district is mostly rainfed, the crop gets restricted to one season in a year. However
once the rhizome is processed, it can be stored for more than 2 years and processed
for producing cooking turmeric.
Infrastructure
Essential Machinery or facilities required for the production of the product
Turmeric Harvested – Cleaned – Graded- Packing – Logistics to mandi – wholesale – retail –
consumer. Turmeric can be processed into powder and rhizomes as permitted under FSSAI.
a. Turmeric Fresh
b. Turmeric Dry
c. Ground Turmeric
d. Turmeric Oil, Turmeric Oleoresin, Curcumin and Masala powders
Firm Infrastructure (depends on products- Fruit processing)
1. A shed in around 2000 sq. ft area preferably a closed structure,
2. Cleaning and grading, and Equipment to perform following activity
3. Cooking, Drying platforms, Polishing equipment, Packaging
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Existing level of Mechanization for ODOP processing within district, in other districts and
States.
Primary processing facilities are rudimentary machinery in nature. One FPO has established
full facilities for this.
Product Range-ODOP
Turmeric Fresh, Dry, Powder, Turmeric oil, Oleoresins, Curcumin and curry powder

Additional infrastructure and amenities required.
Turmeric polishing and powdering units.

Support Infrastructure:
(Guidelines - The existing infrastructure available in the cluster in terms of public
infrastructure and Agri-logistics such as Mandis, roads, water and electric supply needs to be
mapped along with existing backward and forward linkages and common facilities present in
the cluster).
The major market is at Chamarajanagara. However, people supply most of the produce to
Erode town in Tamil Nadu owing to a bigger market and also good transportation facility.
Since this is a emerging crop, infrastructure facilities can be studied – especially for processing
and steps can be taken in consultation with FPOs
Testing
There are no facilities in the district for testing. However CFTRI and KVK have provided
facilities to test the crop for quality whenever requested.
FSSAI Certification
Food Safety Standards Authority of India has stipulated several regulatory types of norms for
all food and processed food products. Existing norms for FSSAI certification with respect to
Turmeric is as follows:
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The standards of Turmeric (Haldi) whole:
1.

Extraneous matter

Not more than 1.0% by weight

2.

Defective rhizomes

Not more than 5.0 % by weight

3.

Moisture

Not more than 12.0% by weight

4.

Insect damaged matter

Not more than 1.0 % by weight

5.

Test for lead chromate

Negative

According to the standards, Turmeric (Haldi) powder means the powder made by grinding
dried rhizomes or bulbous roots of Curcuma Longa L. The powder shall have characteristic
odor and flavor of Turmeric. The standards of Turmeric (Haldi) powder:
1. Moisture

Not more than 10.0 % by weight

2. Total ash on a dry basis

Not more than 9.0% by weight

3. Ash insoluble in dil.HCL on a dry basis Not more than 1.5 % by weight
4.

Colouring

powder

expressed

curcuminoid content on a dry basis

as

Not less than 2.0 % by weight

5. Total starch

Not more than 60.0 percent by weight.

6. Test for lead chromate

Negative

Turmeric as a whole or Powder shall be free from mustiness or other foreign odors. The
products must be free from mold, living and dead insects, insect fragments, and rodent
contamination. They shall be free from any added coloring matter including Lead Chromate
and morphologically extraneous matter including foreign starch. The bottom line is the
standards will guide the food business operators of Turmeric and maintain the quality of
Turmeric available in the market.
Value Chain Analysis
1. Around 26,000 tons are available with farmers on annual basis, within the district.
Local transportation system is good enough for managing inbound logistics.
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2. Since turmeric is not easily perishable, it can be processed throughout the year.
3. Turmeric is from farmers through vendors, wholesalers, or under contract with
farmers.
4. Machinery dealers are available in Bangalore and Tamil Nadu state.
5. Turmeric is marketed in Erode Tamil Nadu, and logistics are arranged by farmers.
a. Farmer – Farm Buying agent- wholesaler – Retailer – Consumer (46%)
b. Farmer –wholesaler – Retailer – Consumer (46%)
c. Farmer to customer (manufactured or contract production) (8%)

Manufacturing Process – ODOP
Turmeric processing technology is about, cleaning, blanching, drying, polishing, sometimes
colouring, powdering, packaging. Extremely efficient machinery is available.
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Marketing and Sales
Generally, 3 channels of sales are followed as follows: (based on study by IIM Bhubaneshwar)
d. Farmer – Commission agent- wholesaler – Retailer – Consumer (46%)
e. Farmer –wholesaler – Retailer – Consumer (46%)
f. Farmer to customer (manufactured or contract production) (8%)
Pricing of the Raw Agriculture Produce, various processed products of the produce
may be mentioned and compared with the pricing elsewhere in the country.
Most of the turmeric is marketed at Erode APMC / Private Market / Commission
agents on auction basis. The rates are Rs. 66/- to 88/- per kilo

Reasons for the price differentials and USP of the products may be mentioned.
Improper processing technology is the reason behind poor prices
6. Quantum of Sale of this product to other districts, states and exported to other
countries.
No major processing, except primary processing of cleaning and drying
7. Institutional Support:
Guidelines - The existing institutional support available in the cluster w.r.t presence of
associations, technical and research institutions, and public sector units and
parastatals needs to be mapped.
a. KVK Chamarajanagara, plays an important role in turmeric production
technology.
b. Horticulture College, Mysore, IIHR Hesaraghatta, Bangalore are providing
technology in production.
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c. Department of Agriculture, Department of Horticulture Chamarajanagara
and Ministry of Marketing and cooperation is taking special interest in turmeric
ecosystem to improve prices for farmers. There are FPOs of Turmeric growers,
but they are currently engaged in input supply part of crop production.
d. There are a good number of Seed companies who take a great interest in
supplying all types of seeds for turmeric cultivation like OP seeds, Hybrid seeds
and gourmet turmeric seeds.
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CHIKKABALLAPUR DISTRICT
Chikkaballapur lies between the latitudes 13°19' and 13°39'N, between the longitudes 77°35'
and 77°52' E at a mean altitude of 915 meters above sea level. The district encompasses a
geographical area of the district is 4,244 Sq.km and it is the 9th biggest district of Karnataka
state.
Summary of the district Profile is as follows:
Location
Chikkaballapur District, Karnataka, India
Latitude
13°19' to 13°39' N
Longitude
77°35' to 77°52' E
Height
915 Mtrs. Altitude above M.S.L
Area
4244 Sq. Kms.
Forest Area
49704 ha.
Rainfall
677 mm & rainy days are 86 (Dist. Average)
Dams
Jakkalamadagu Dam
Tanks
4173
Rivers
Papagni, Chitravathi and Dakshina Pinakini.
Temperature
Min. 21°C Max. 32° C
Taluk-wise Population:
Taluk
Male
Begepalli
92905
Chikkaballapur
108854
Chintamani
150614
Gowribidanur
147049
Gudibande
28078
Sidlaghatta
108937
Total
636437

Female
90593
103682
147456
143950
27754
105232
618667

Rural
150576
148884
22202
243122
46391
163010
973985

Urban
32922
63652
76068
47877
9441
51159
281119

Total
183498
212536
298070
290999
55832
214169
1255104

DISTRICT AGRICULTURAL PROFILE
(Source: Department of Economics and Statistics & District at a Glance 2018-19)
1. Chikkaballapura is 24th populous district of Karnataka with a population of 12.55 lakhs.
2. Around 22% of the population is in urban areas and 78% in rural areas.
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3. As per “District at a Glance 2018-19” report, nearly 51% of the population (6.40 lakhs)
is working population and balance 49% (6.15 lakhs) is Non-working population.
4. Chikkaballapura is 26th prosperous district of Karnataka state with District Domestic
Product of Rs. 17344 Crores in 2017-18.
5. Agriculture sector contributes around Rs. 4028 Crores (23%)
6. Industry sector contributes Rs. 4029 Crores (23%),
7. Services sector contributes Rs. 9287 Crores (54%) to the district economy.
Chikkaballapura District comprises of 6 taluks, with a geographical area of 4.05 lakh hectares.
Of this around 1.66 lakhs is used for cultivation (net sown area). Gross sown area is around
1.76 lakh hectares. The district falls under Eastern Dry agro-climatic zone and annual rainfall
is around 736 mm and with a cropping intensity of 106%, the district is largely dependent on
rainfed dryland agriculture. A total of 1.76 lakh hectares were cultivated during 2018-19. The
district has 29758 tube wells capable of irrigating 0.56 lakhs hectares. Canal, Tank and open
well irrigated area is negligible. Borewells are main source. There are 1981 tanks but are not
used for irrigation.
Area under Major Crops is as follows: (in Hectares)
Taluk
Begepalli
Chikkaballapur
Chintamani
Gowribidanur
Gudibande
Sidlaghatta

Ragi
604
8932
6701
3184
2311
10615
32347

Maize Pulses Oil seeds
5541
1595
15329
1276
815
533
708
5078
5468
18204
2739
2113
4289
583
1039
2781
1215
591
32799 12025
25073

Tomato
763
276
2015
401
400
393
4248

Fruits Vegetables
419
1908
3212
1856
6961
3870
2468
1523
241
1360
2788
1814
16089
12331

Production of Crops in the district in Metric Tons
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Cereal Crops: Only Ragi crop occupies the chart with a production of 27205 tons per annum.
Maize is also an important crop with a production of 49971 tons. Ragi is the staple food for
this district in eastern dry zone.
Pulse Crops: There are no major pulse crops produced in the district. Horsegram with a
production of 1567 and Redgram with a production of 1229 tons occupy the charts.
Oil Seed Crops: Groundnut is the only oil seed crop with a production of 12058 tons out of
total oil seed crop production of 12089 tons.
Fruits Crops Production in Metric Tons
Crops
Banana
Mango
Guava
Total
18134
84585
8936

Grapes
62741

Pomegranate
3653

Papaya
16880

Vegetable Crops Production in Metric Tons
Crops
Potato
Tomato
Onion
Beans
Total
43868 203325
22871
8347
Note: Talukwise production is not available in any source

Chillies
5209

Others
23190

ODOP – Tomato – eligibility Analysis
No.
1.

Description

Comments

Identifying Products being Processed

Ragi – Production – 27205 tons
Maize- Production – 49971 tons
Mango 84585 tons
Tomato – Production – 2.03 lakh tons

2.

Mapping of Existing Food Processing Presently Chikkaballapura has FPI in
Micro-Enterprises

Flour mills, Oil Mills, Cattle feed (it is
one of the highest dairy milk
producers in the state) Groundnut
seeds processing,

3.

Product should not be Staple Food Tomato is not staple food.
Product
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4.

Product Perishable?

Highly perishable

5.

ODOP as % of Total Agri Produce

Yes, abundantly available, even from
neighbouring states.

6.

Production of ODOP Agriculture Produce Tomato is almost 30% of the total
in that district compared to other district agricultural produce.
and states

7.

Percentage of labour employed in Micro- 40% of population is engaged in
Food Enterprise

Tomato

production

None

in

processing.
8.

Existence of large Clusters

Chintamani Taluk – 1.21 lakh tons
Bagepalli Taluk 0.32 lakh tons
Chikkaballapura Taluk – 16536 tons
Gudibande 14000 tons
Gowribidanur – 12000 tons
Shidlaghatta – 7854 tons

9.

Whether SHG and FPOs are involved in this No
product

10. Total estimated production of the food Only one unit is processing tomato
product or its category chosen as ODOP
district. 95% of tomato is sold as fresh
vegetable to other states, mainly to
Chennai and eastern coast states.
Product Profile – Tomato – HS CODE 08011200
ODOP - Tomato

It is a vegetable and often considered as a edible ripen and unripen
Berry

Names
World

across



India: Tomato



Mexico: Nahuatl “xictomatl” meaning Navel



Spanish: Love Apple, Pomme d'Amour, Pomme d'Or,
Raktamaci, , Tamatar, Tomate,.
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Tomato is one of the most important "protective foods" because of
its special nutritive value. Tomato is the world's largest vegetable
crop after potato and sweet potato, but it tops the list of canned
vegetables. The total global area under tomato is 5 million ha and the
global production is to the tune of 171 million tonnes. The major
tomato producing countries are China, USA, Turkey and India.
Tomatoes are used for soup, salad, pickles, ketchup, puree, sauces
and in many other ways like as a salad vegetable. Tomato has very
few competitors in the value addition chain of processing.
Benefits

Tomatoes are the major dietary source of the antioxidant lycopene,
which has been linked to many health benefits, including reduced risk
of heart disease and cancer. Tomato is a rich source of minerals,
vitamins and organic acid. There are various types of flavouring
compounds found in fruits, which enrich the taste.

Tomato contains:












Water: 95 %
Calories: 18
Protein: 0.9 grams
Carbohydrates: 3.9 grams
Sugar: 2.6 grams
Fiber: 1.2 grams
Fat: 0.2 grams
Ascorbic acid: 16 to 65 mg
Vitamin C : 36.4 mg
Vitamin A (IU): 1100
Potassium: 268 mg
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Tomato is very good appetizer, and its soup is said to be a good
remedy for patients suffering from constipation. It is used for treating
chronic dyspepsia, night blindness, diabetics, bronchitis, asthma and
also used as a blood purifier. Tomatoes contain a considerable
amount of calcium and Vitamin K. Both of these nutrients are
essential in strengthening and performing minor repairs on the
bones as well as the bone tissue. Including tomatoes in your regular
balanced diet you can effectively prevent heart attacks, strokes as
well as many other heart related problems. Tomatoes without seeds
in your diet has been proven in some studies to reduce the risk of
kidney stones.
Traditional/Cultural It is one of the most versatile vegetable with wide usage in Indian
value
culinary tradition. Tomato-based foods rich in lycopene/Vitamin C
and other plant compounds Hence, traditionally Tomato juice as
been popularly used for healing sunburn because of its unique
vitamin C.
Non ODOP Products
1. Mango
2. Potato
3. Jelly, Jams and Ketchups
4. Vegetable processing
Industrial Profiling
Chikkaballapura is a small industrial district. Industries contribute almost 23% of GDP of the
district. It is a major tract in the Bangalore Hyderabad travel Corridor.
1. Chikkaballapura district has around 95 factories employing around 3402 male and
5153 female employees totaling to 8555 people.
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2. There are 5 Industrial Estates with 86 sheds and 171 plots in Chikkaballapura District

3. There are 4139 registered MSME’s providing employment to around 27416 people in
the district. Out of this there are 624 units in food and beverage industries employing
around 5456 persons. These are largely represented by flour mills, oil mills, bakeries,
and cattle feed industries.
No of Small-Scale Units Registered under Udhyam
S. No.
a.
b.
c.
d.


Size of Industries
Micro
Small
Medium
Large Industries

No
3730
140
8
95

Turnover – Crores
300
250
100
3350

There are 18917 MSME units employing around 1.33 people, mostly men in
the district.



Out of this 1069 are in food processing segment employing 10273 workers.
Majority of these are flour mills, cold storages, Ragi processing units etc.



There are micro food processing units in villages in the district, that cater the
daily food processing needs like grain flour mills, dal mills, oil mills etc.

a. Seasonal Food processing: The activities like Chutney powder making, pickling,
Papad making, Ragi malting in the rural areas mainly during summer months
and store them for rest of the months, especially using high solar heat during
the summer months. Round the year activities include small hotels in the
villages, oil mills, grinders and flour mills, and fried gram flour, Snacks, Chilli
powder, chutney powder products, and sweet marts, that supply these
materials to weekly shanties. Urban center micro-enterprises activities include
Chips making on small scale, bakery activities, sweet marts, flour mills, ice
cream units,
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Characteristics


Generally, these are family business with succession from one to another
within the family. Even if the family splits, the business is carried forward by
two people in same line separately.



These are necessity driven entrepreneurs and less improvement driven. Not
ready to implement change to risk the business.



Product innovation is limited, mostly featured as part time employment, for
small cashflow.



Access to finance is mainly through Self-help group finance



There are too many informal systems in supply, processing, and marketing. For
example, the pickle making women, have to supply it to local traders who get
FSSAI certificate under their own brands



Their development is hampered by managerial ability and capacity to scale

Tomato Eco system
1. Tomato products that are possible are
a. Dehydrated – Sun dried tomatoes
b. Tomato Pickle
c. Tomato Puree and
d. Tomato sauce
e. Tomato Juice

2. There are 10 to 12 small tomato processing units in the district.
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3. Chikkaballapura is a dryland farming area and around 69% population stays in
Rural Areas. Tomato is a major vegetable crop and has potential to provide
opportunities to larger population in value addition.
4. All the wastes of Tomato processing are used in agriculture industry.
5. Skill sets required for Tomato processing involves cleaning, grading, sorting,
crushing, de-seeding, pulping, concentrating, addition of preservatives and
spices pasteurizing and bottling. These techniques require training and
experience in maintaining temperatures, consistency etc.
Raw Material
Availability
Used Locally
Used for processing
No of Units Processing
Working days
Per day capacity
Tomato Ketchup Production
Secondary processing
Batches manufactured
Within district
In Karnataka
Outside Karnataka
Export Market
Size of the total Market
Special Zones
Operated by
Major Export Markets

Tomato
2.03 lakh tons
5000 tons
500 tons
1
120
4 tons
150 tons per annum
Nil
Every day for 120 days in a year
5000 tons
1 lakh tons
1 lakh tons to Chennai and Hyderabad
India exports around 3 to 5000 crores worth
tomato mainly to Gulf Countries.
Rs. 500 Crores
None –
Private
Gulf Countries

No of Clusters for ODOP
4 clusters - Chintamani, Bagepalli, Gowribidanur and Shidlaghatta are major tomato
clusters.
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Number of units engaged with producing the specific ODOP product and 4-5 major
non-ODOP products
a. ODOPOnly one unit – almost sick unit in Kaiwara Town. There are small household units
also.
b. Non-ODOP:
Activity
Ragi Processing
Pulse Processing – Dal Mills / Flour
Chutneys / Spice Powders
Primary processing – Fruits and Vegetables


Estimated No of Units
175
75
48
20

Approximate Level (%) of processing happening for ODOP (out of total
production) in the district
Negligible levels compared to total production of over 2 lakh tons of tomato
in the district.



Number of Self-Help Groups, Farmer Producer Organisations and Cooperatives
currently engaged in the processing of this product.
a. No FPO is engaged in Tomato processing
b. No self-help group as such is engaged in tomato processing. However
around 30 families of SHG members are reportedly engaged in in
Chutney, Powders, Ragi processing, flour and snacks, and mostly milk
processing.
1. Profiling of existing Micro Enterprises Ecosystem for the District
Specialty of the local agricultural produce/food product, varieties available,
seasonality, uniqueness, history etc.? (Guidelines - Specify the varieties available
and specialty of the local varieties compared to other places. Also if the product is
available in off season (for rest of the country), then this should also be mentioned.
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Tomato cultivated in the district is mostly for fresh consumption in kitchens. There
is no report of specialized variety being cultivated for specific product like Ketchup
making, dehydrated tomatoes, and gourmet cooking / processing.
Infrastructure
a. Essential Machinery or facilities required for the production of the product


A shed in around 2000 sq. ft area with all hygienic and dust free
environment



Cleaning and grading



Blanching, skinning



Pulping, seed removal, juice collection.



Concentrating, pasteurizing, bottling



Waste removal and composting,



Storage facilities and admin block



Branding, printing and labelling and traceability

b. Existing level of Mechanization for ODOP processing within district, in other
districts and States.
1. The only unit at Kaiwara is semi-automatic and mostly manual operated
one.
2. However more automated larger tomato processing units are available in
Bangalore and Tumakuru units, where state of art tomato processing is
available. – Example – Kissan Food Products.
a. Additional infrastructure and amenities required.
There is a Mango processing pilot project with Mango board and same can be
used for tomato processing training in off season. At present only AMPC is
available.
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2. Support Infrastructure:
(Guidelines - The existing infrastructure available in the cluster in terms of public
infrastructure and Agri-logistics such as Mandis, roads, water and electric supply
needs to be mapped along with existing backward and forward linkages and
common facilities present in the cluster).
1. Every Taluk has an APMC in the district and Tomato is marketed there. There
are private markets also in the district. Tomato marketing has evolved well in
the district. Most of the tomato is aggregated by agents and sent to Chennai,
Guntur and other east coast cities. Bangalore vegetable market also provides
modern facilities in tomato marketing.
2. All the production centers are well connected by road networks.
3. Water supply is an issue, because the district is a drought prone district with
low annual rainfall. It is mostly dependent on borewells for water supply.
Water supply in the district is through tanks and ponds system.
4. Electricity is available in plenty because of well-developed industrial zone
which receive continuous supply. Also solar energy is being promoted in the
district.
5. Most of the tomato producers have access to high end production technology
backed by a well-developed seed industry, Indian Horticulture research
institute Hesaraghatta, Horticulture college in Bangalore and agricultural
college at Bangalore
6. Input supply for tomato production is very well developed and there are no
hiccups here.
7. Forward linkages for tomato processing does not exist in the district. However
supply chain is very well developed with cold storages, transport agencies,
which are very well developed.
8. Common facilities include banking support for tomato production, market
development and very well developed APMC markets and well informed
farmer with respect to tomato as a produce.
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3. Testing
There are no testing facilities for quality in the district. However, there are
infrastructure for grading and sorting at individual farmers / FPO level to some
extent. Processing units will have to depend on quality testing labs at Bangalore,
while larger processing units in Bangalore have inhouse quality control labs.
FSSAI Certification
Food Safety Standards Authority of India has stipulated several regulatory types of
norms for all food and processed food products. Existing norms for FSSAI
certification with respect to Tomato is as follows:
Part 5.3 deals with Fruits and vegetable processing aspects, Sub rules 5.3.27 deals
specially with Tomato Ketchup and sauce and 5.3.35 deals with dehydrated fruits
5.3.36 dehydrated vegetables
Value Chain Analysis
Table 1: Price Spread of Tomato Value Chain Marketing Systems in Karnataka (Rs/quintal)
Sl No.
Particulars
Channel I
Channel II
I
Producer
Net price received
587.62
743.76
Traditional Marketing cost
153.19
99.20
Value added cost
36.91
40.37
Total marketing cost
190.11 (13.65)
139.57
(11.17)
Gross price received
777.73
883.33

II

Wholesaler
Price paid

777.73

-

Traditional Marketing cost
Value added cost

174.95
14.48

-
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Total marketing cost

III

Marketing margin
Price received
Retailer
Price paid
Traditional Marketing cost
Value added cost
Total marketing cost

189.43
(13.60)
104.17 (7.48)
1071.33

-

1071.33
101.39
62.67
164.06
(11.78)
157.71
(11.32)
1393.10

883.33
196.85
82.00
278.85
(22.31)
87.82 (7.03)

Marketing margin

IV

Price received
Consumer
Price paid
Total marketing cost
Total marketing margin
Price spread

1393.10
(100.00)
543.60
261.88
805.48
(57.81)

Producer Share in Consumer's Rupee
42.18
(per cent)
Note: Figures in parentheses are percentages to consumer price

-

1250.00
1250.00
(100.00)
418.42
87.82
506.24
(40.50)
59.50

Table 2: Marketing Efficiency for Per Quintal of Tomato under Different Channels
(Rs/quintal)
SL. No.
Super market
Particulars
Traditional channel
channel
i.
Consumers’ purchase price
1393.1
1250
ii.

Producers’ sale price

777.73

883.33

iii.

Total marketing costs(MC)

543.60

418.42

261.88

87.82

587.62

743.76

0.72

1.46

v.

Total margins of
intermediaries(MM)
Net price received by farmer

vi.

Marketing efficiency [5/(3+4)]

iv.
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Table 3: Analysis of net returns from per quintal of tomato in the channel of tomato
processing industries (Rs/quintal)
Sl.No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Particulars
Raw tomato cost
Marketing cost
Value added cost
Total variable cost
Total fixed cost
Total cost(4+5)
Gross Income*
Net Returns

Tomato paste
362 (50.63)
125 (17.46)
176 (24.58)
663 (92.60)
53 (7.40)
716 (100)
789
74 (10.19)

Tomato Ketchup
362 (32.50)
125 (11.26)
575 (51.80)
1062 (95.68)
48 (4.32)
1110 (100)
2430
1316 (118.91)

Tomato Sauce
362 (30.60)
125 (10.53)
644 (54.25)
1131 (95.28)
56 (4.72)
1187 (100)
1701
518 (43.30)

Note: 1. Figures in the parentheses indicates per cent to the total cost.
2. *The value of 14 kg of tomato paste, 54 kg of tomato ketchup, 63 kg of tomato
sauce at the avg. wholesale rate of Rs. 56.35, Rs. 45 and Rs. 27 respectively, to
their dealers.

4. Manufacturing Process – ODOP
Machinery Required
Tomato is a fleshy vegetable containing up to 66% moisture. Hence processing involves
removal of moisture and concentration of the pulp. Following process chart indicates
operations.


A shed in around 2000 sq. ft area with all hygienic and dust free
environment



Cleaning and grading



Blanching, skinning



Pulping, seed removal, juice collection.



Concentrating, pasteurizing, bottling



Waste removal and composting,



Storage facilities and admin block



Branding, printing and labelling and traceability
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Product Range and Processing flow is as follows:
1. Tomato Puree & Sauce
2. Tomato Powder
3. Sun Dried Tomato
4. Bottled Tomato Salsa, Pasta Sauce etc.

Tomato Puree and Sauce production Process
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Tomato Powder Manufacturing Process

Sun Dried Tomato processing

Marketing and Sales
Generally, 3 channels of sales are followed as follows: (based on study by IIM Bhubaneshwar)
a. Farmer – Commission agent- wholesaler – Retailer – Consumer (46%)
b. Farmer –wholesaler – Retailer – Consumer (46%)
c. Farmer to customer (manufactured or contract production) (8%)
Pricing of the Raw Agriculture Produce, various processed products of the produce
may be mentioned and compared with the pricing elsewhere in the country.
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Tomato presents a highly fluctuating market ranging between Rs. 10/- Rs. 30/- per
kilo wholesale market and retail prices range between Rs. 20/- to 80/- per kilo
depending on supply into the markets.

Reasons for the price differentials and USP of the products may be mentioned.
Since tomato cultivated is not of special purpose use type, and most of the times
commonly available hybrid varieties, there is not much difference in prices for the
same across southern states.
6. Quantum of Sale of this product to other districts, states and exported to other
countries.
Hardly 2% of tomato produced in the district locally. Remaining 98% is sold across the
country. Karnataka state, every district produces tomato and hence consumption
within the state is fairly distributed. Most of tomato is sent to markets in eastern
states of the country. There are no reports of direct market.
7. Institutional Support:
Guidelines - The existing institutional support available in the cluster w.r.t presence of
associations, technical and research institutions, and public sector units and
parastatals needs to be mapped.
a. The University of Agricultural Sciences, Bangalore and Horticulture College,
Bangalore, IIHR Hesaraghatta, Bangalore as well as Krishi Vigyan Kendra
Chikkaballapura are providing technology in production.
b. Department of Agriculture, Department of Horticulture Chikkaballapura, and
Ministry of Marketing and cooperation is taking special interest in tomato
ecosystem to improve prices for farmers. There are FPOs of tomato growers,
but they are currently engaged in input supply part of tomato production.
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c. There are a good number of Seed companies who take a great interest in
supplying all types of seeds for tomato cultivation like OP seeds, Hybrid seeds
and gourmet tomato seeds.
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CHIKKAMAGALURU DISTRICT
Chikkamagaluru lies between the latitudes 12o54' and 13o53' N and between the longitudes
75o04' and 76o21' E at a mean altitude of 1090 meters above sea level. The district
encompasses a geographical area of the district is 7,201 Sq.km and it is the 3rd least dense
district of Karnataka state.
Summary of the district Profile is as follows:
Location
Chikkamagaluru District, Karnataka, India
Latitude
12o54' to 13o53' N
Longitude
75o04' and 76o21' E
Height
1090 Mtrs. Altitude above M.S.L
Area
7201Sq. Kms.
Forest Area
200485 Sq. Kms
Rainfall
2075 mm & rainy days are (Dist. Average)
Dams
Badhra dam an Lakya dam
Tanks
Hire Kolale
Rivers
Thunga, Bhadra, Vedavatha, Yagachi, Hemavati and Netravathi
Temperature
Min. 14°C Max. 31° C
Taluk-wise Population:
Taluks
Chikkamagaluru
Koppa
N.R.Pura
Sringeri

Male
15192
4174
1
6310
6
23244
1803
9

Female
15344
4313
7
6503
6
3364
2
1850
1

Rural
18696
7988
7
11621
9
65863
3261
2

Kaduru
Tarikere
Total

14648
0
11289
3
56662
1

14518
9
11238
5
57133
9

23479
7
18933
4
89845
8

Mudigere

Urban
11840
4993
1
1191
87458
3922

Total
30536
8488
8
12813
2
46609
3653
0

5687
29166
9
3594
22528
4
8
23950
1137961
2
0
8

Rural% Urban%
61.23
38.77
94.12
5.88
90.7

9.3

88.72
89.27

11.28
10.73

80.5
84.05
84.0

19.5
15.95
15.92

2
9
3
8
DISTRICT AGRICULTURAL PROFILE
(Source: Department of Economics and Statistics & District at a Glance 2018-19)
1. Chikkamagaluru is 23rd populous district of Karnataka with a population of 11.37 lakhs.
2. Around 16% of the population is in urban areas and 84% in rural areas.
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3. As per “District at a Glance 2018-19” report, nearly 49% of the population (5.65 lakhs)
is working population and balance 51% (5.72 lakhs) is Non-working population.
4. Chikkamagaluru is 13th prosperous district of Karnataka state with District Domestic
Product of Rs. 27268 Crores in 2017-18.
5. Agriculture sector contributes around Rs. 3826 Crores (14%)
6. Industry sector contributes Rs. 9655 Crores (35%),
7. Services sector contributes Rs.13787 Crores (51%) to the district economy.
8. Chikkamagaluru District comprises of 7 taluks, with a geographical area of 7.22 lakh
hectares. Of this around 2.77 lakhs are used for cultivation (net sown area)
9. 2.00 lakh hectares are forest area and balance 0.72 lakh hectares are considered as
Non-agricultural lands.
10. Cultivable fallow is recorded at 1.71 lakh hectares. Gross sown area is around 4.05
lakh hectares. The district falls under Hilly & Southern Transition and Central Dry zone
agro-climatic zone and annual rainfall is around 1833 mm and with a cropping
intensity of 146%, the district is largely dependent on rainfed dryland agriculture.
11. A total of 4.05 lakh hectares were cultivated during 2018-19. Out of this 1.28 lakh ha.
of land was under irrigation. The district has 32666 tube wells capable of irrigating
0.40 lakhs hectares. Other sources irrigate the rest.
Area under Major Crops is as follows: (in Hectares) (Source: Disaster Management report)
Taluk
Chikkamagaluru
Koppa
Mudigere

Cereals
8000
5500
9000

Ragi Pulses
3000
650
0
0
0
0

Oil
3120
0
0

Spices
7086
7226
6820

Fruits Vegetables
4134
5351
944
40
1498
84
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N.R.Pura
5000
0
0
0
Sringeri
2500
0
0
0
Kaduru
350 31500
9750
11650
Tarikere
5000 12500
3500
5200
Total
35350 47000 13900
19970
(Source: Disaster Management report 2020)
Production of Crops in the district in Metric Tons

4589
5556
40331
20730
92338

1235
424
1556
5810
15601

631
424
4731
7013
17958

Crops
Paddy
Maize
Ragi
Jowar
Coconut
Total
73185
60272
32983
11857
4.81 Crore nuts
Pulses and Oil Seeds Crops Production in Metric Tons
Crops
Horsegram Bengalgram Greengram Groundnut
Sesame
Total
6427
9751
1218
5220
2292
Fruits Crops Production in Metric Tons
Crops
Banana
Mango
Lemon
Total
62021
43263
6950

Sapota
13151

Pomegranate
4157

Papaya
5652

Vegetable Crops Production in Metric Tons
Crops
Tomato
Potato
Onion
Chillies
Total
29743
62151
101558
6116
Note: Talukwise production is not available in any source

Beans
3030

Others
22000

ODOP – Spices – Analysis
No.
1.

Description

Comments

Identifying Products being Processed

Paddy – Production – 73185 tons
Ragi – Production – 32983 tons
Pulses – Production 18820 tons
Potato – 62151 tons
Onion – 101558 tons
Banana – 62021 tons
Spices Production – Cardamom – 38
tons
Spices – Production – Pepper – 2.58
lakh quintals
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District administration has identified
Spices as ODOP.
KVK report shows Pepper in 3500
hectares,

Cardamom

in

3000

hectares, ginger in 1900 hectares and
dry chillies in 1900 hectares.
2.

Mapping of Existing Food Processing In the district Micro-enterprises are
Micro-Enterprises

mainly in rice mills, flour mills, oil
mills, and small enterprises in baking,
Papad making, pickling, household
industries etc.

3.

Product should not be Staple Food No – Spices are not staple food
Product

4.

Product Perishable?

Not Perishable –
Spices have a shelf life of 12 months

5.

ODOP as % of Total Agri Produce

Around 2.58 lakh quintals of pepper is
produced in the district. Ginger
production is in 6900 tons and Chillies
production is 6116 tons and Tamarind
and cardamom are in small quantities.

6.

Production of ODOP Agriculture Produce No there are no pepper / spice
in that district compared to other district processing units and spices are
and states

7.

manually cleaned and graded.

Percentage of labour employed in Micro- Spices are mostly intercrops in Coffee
Food Enterprise

plantations. While Cardamom and
pepper are produced as intercrop
others are Minor forest products
(Cinnamon, clove, Alspice, star anise,
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large cardamom, curry leaves, small
chilies, Tamarind etc.
8.

Existence of large Clusters

Sringeri,

NR

Pura,

Mudigere,

Chikkamagaluru and Koppa
9.

Whether SHG and FPOs are involved in this There are 16 FPOs in the district. Only
product

2 FPOs are located in the Spice
production zone. However, there are
a number of FPOs in Kadur Taluk,
where tamarind is a major spice crop.

10. Export potential of the product

India is the largest producer,
consumer, and exporter of spices.
Pepper is major commodity from
Chikkamagalur and its value if Rs. 980
Crores for pepper alone. Other spices
contribute another 50 Crores.

With above facts the district administration has chosen Spices as ODOP. Profile is as below:
Spices

Generally, Pepper, cardamom, Cinnamon, Clove, Tamarind

Benefits

Spices and herbs have been in use for centuries both for culinary and
medicinal purposes. Spices not only enhance the flavor, aroma, and
color of food and beverages, but they can also protect from acute
and chronic diseases. There is now ample evidence that spices and
herbs possess antioxidant, anti-inflammatory, antitumorigenic,
anticarcinogenic, and glucose- and cholesterol-lowering activities as
well as properties that affect cognition and mood. Research over the
past decade has reported on the diverse range of health properties
that they possess via their bioactive constituents, including sulfurcontaining compounds, tannins, alkaloids, phenolic diterpenes, and
vitamins, especially flavonoids and polyphenols. Spices and herbs
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such as clove, rosemary, sage, oregano, and cinnamon are excellent
sources of antioxidants with their high content of phenolic
compounds. It is evident that frequent consumption of spicy foods
was also linked to a lower risk of death from cancer and ischemic
heart and respiratory system diseases. However, the actual role of
spices and herbs in the maintenance of health, specifically with
regards to protecting against the development of chronic,
noncommunicable diseases, is currently unclear. This review
highlights potential health benefits of commonly used spices and
herbs such as chili pepper, cinnamon, ginger, black pepper, Spices,
fenugreek, rosemary, and garlic.
Traditional/Cultural Traditionally spices are part of Ayurveda medicine and its oils are
value
used in pain killers and building immunity.
Non ODOP Products – recommended
1. Potato – Good area is under production
2. Mango- Processing is possible for pickle industry
3. Maize – Cattle feed industry – in view of growth in dairy & Poultry
4. Coconut – Kadur and Tarikere taluks are good clusters for coconut processing
Infrastructure
Chikkamagaluru is a moderately developed in terms of Industries. Major industries are coffee
and rice mills and to some extent other industries in Kadur and Tarikere taluks. Industries
contribute almost 35% of GDP of the district.
1. Chikkamagaluru district has around 100 factories employing around 3726 people and
largely men workforce.
2. There are 3 Industrial Estates with 44 sheds and 104 plots in Chikkamagaluru District
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3. There are 5912 registered MSME’s providing employment to around 23079 people in
the district. Out of this there are 941 units in food and beverage industries employing
around 5819 persons. These are largely represented by oil mills, flour mills, coffee
powder/ roasters/ grinders etc..
No of Small-Scale Units Registered under Udhyam
S. No.
a.
b.
c.
d.


Size of Industries
Micro –
Small
Medium - Coffee
Large Industries – Coffee

No
3982
155
8
100

Turnover - Crores
600
400
1200
7000

There are 5912 MSME units employing around 23079 people, mostly men in
the district.



Out of this 941 are in food processing segment employing 8189 workers.
Majority of these are flour mills, grapes processing units, small cold storages,
dal mills, wheat processing units etc.



There are micro food processing units in the district, that cater the daily food
processing needs like grain flour mills, dal mills, vermicelli units, oil mills etc.
Such activities are mostly but not restricted to:

a. Seasonal Food processing: The activities like, Chutney powder making, pickling,
Papad making, in the rural areas mainly during summer months and store them
for rest of the months, especially using high solar heat during the summer
months. – Pickling is a major industry with mango and other minor forest fruits.
b. Round the year activities include small hotels in the villages, oil mills, grinders
and flour mills, and fried gram flour, Snacks, Chilli powder, chutney powder
products, and sweet marts, that supply these materials to weekly shanties.
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Characteristics


Generally, these are family business with succession from one to another
within the family. Even if the family splits, the business is carried forward by
two people in same line separately.



These are necessity driven entrepreneurs and less improvement driven. Not
ready to implement change to risk the business.



Product innovation is limited, mostly featured as part time employment, for
small cashflow.



Access to finance is mainly through Self-help group finance



There are too many informal systems in supply, processing, and marketing. For
example, the pickle making women, have to supply it to local traders who get
FSSAI certificate under their own brands



Their development is hampered by managerial ability and capacity to scale

Spices Ecosystem
1. Presently farmers are growing Spices and sell the fresh harvested produce
directly to an agent.
2. These agents buy and sort the fruits at the farm in the month of April and
continue till June, and pack and sell them to wholesalers like ITC or other
towns, mostly to Erode, Tamil Nadu. Farmers also sell it directly to wholesalers
in Erode.
3. There is no processing whatsoever. However, the farmers producer
organization has shown interest in processing units.
4. All the byproducts of Spices are used in agriculture industry.
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Raw Material
Availability
Used for processing
No of Units Processing
Working days
Per day capacity
Secondary processing
Within district
In Karnataka
Outside Karnataka
Export Market
Size of the total Market
Special Zones
Operated by
Major Export Markets

Spices
2.58 lakh quintals
Primary processing – entire produce
Secondary processing - none
5 months after February
NA
Not done
200 quintals
4000 tons
Balance is to dealers and exporters through Kerala
Rs. 900 to 1000 Crores in the district @ 380/- per kilo
None so far
APMC
Most countries in the world

No of Clusters for ODOP
Sringeri, Mudigere, Koppa, NR Pura are clusters for Spices, Kadur for Tamarind,
Chikkamagalur for Ginger
Number of units engaged with producing the specific ODOP product and 4-5 major
non-ODOP products
a. ODOP5
b. Non-ODOP:
Activity
Pickling
Feed Mills
Flour Mills / Oil Mills
Others - coffee


Estimated No of Units
24
2
242
36

Approximate Level (%) of processing happening for ODOP (out of total
production) in the district
Hardly 5%
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Number of Self-Help Groups, Farmer Producer Organisations and Cooperatives
currently engaged in the processing of this product.
a. No FPO is engaged in Spice Processing
b. As per information provided by NABARD, no SHG is involved in ODOP.

1. Profiling of existing Micro Enterprises Ecosystem for the District
Specialty of the local agricultural produce/food product, varieties available,
seasonality, uniqueness, history etc.? (Guidelines - Specify the varieties available
and specialty of the local varieties compared to other places. Also if the product is
available in off season (for rest of the country), then this should also be mentioned.


Major spice is Pepper and rest of the spices like Cinnamon, clove allspice and
others are Minor Forest products. Panniyur variety of Pepper is mostly
cultivated. MFPs do not have varietal names.



One specific chilli grown here is the “Jeerige Mensinakaty, or Lavang Mirchi –
which is very spicy and has been sought in medicine industry, especially for
use in pain killers



Pepper in Tellicherry, Kerala is considered as benchmark for quality.
Chikkamagaluru Pepper does not appear to stand up to that level of quality.



There are efforts by local plantation research centers to improve varieties and
qualitative aspects.



Pepper and other spices are not available through out the year. Tamarind in
Kadur is highly seasonal, Ginger crop is cultivated but harvested only in one
season.

Infrastructure
Spices can be processed into powder and rhizomes as permitted under FSSAI.
a. Spices Fresh
b. Spices Dry
c. Ground Spices / Polished spices
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d. Spices Oil, Spices Oleoresin and Masala powders
Essential Machinery
1. A shed in around 2000 sq. ft area preferably a closed structure,
2. Cleaning and grading, and Equipment to perform following activity
3. Drying platforms, Polishing equipment, Packaging
4. Grinder equipment, granule size control
5. Spice bottling units.
6. Machinery dealers are available in Hassan, Bangalore and Tamil Nadu state
Existing level of Mechanization for ODOP processing within district, in other districts
and States.


The normal activity is aggregation of MFP and pepper by agents and industries
in Kerala. Spices is from farmers through vendors, wholesalers, or under
contract with farmers



There is good level of automation in processing, as most of the plantation
growers have access to coffee processing automation.



The lacking part is branding and marketing.

Support Infrastructure:
(Guidelines - The existing infrastructure available in the cluster in terms of public
infrastructure and Agri-logistics such as Mandis, roads, water and electric supply
needs to be mapped along with existing backward and forward linkages and
common facilities present in the cluster).
 A spices park is proposed at Haveri in Haveri Taluk. Since Chikkamagalur has
selected spices as ODOP, a spices park at Chikkamagaluru is a better option to
help small farmers and MEs
 The said spice park can have a incubation and finance facilitation center.
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1. Testing


No labs are available in the district for qualitative analysis of spices.



Food Safety Standards Authority of India has stipulated several regulatory
types of norms for all food and processed food products. Existing norms for
FSSAI certification with respect to Spices is as follows:



The standards of Spices whole: Spices are covered under Part 5.8 of final
regulations of FSSAI for salt and spices condiments and related products.



Provisions under FOOD SAFETY AND STANDARDS ACT, 2006 Standards of
30 Spices and Condiments (whole and ground) are prescribed under sub
regulation 2.9 "Salt, Spices, Condiments and related Products" of Food Safety
& Standards (Food Products Standards and Food Additives), Regulations 2011.
Spices as a whole or Powder shall be free from mustiness or other foreign
odors. The products must be free from mold, living and dead insects, insect
fragments, and rodent contamination. They shall be free from any added
coloring matter including Lead Chromate and morphologically extraneous
matter including foreign starch. The bottom line is the standards will guide
the food business operators of Spices and maintain the quality of Spices
available in the market.

2.

Value Chain\Channels of movement:

1. Around 2.58 lakh quintals are available with farmers on annual basis, within the
district. Local transportation system is good enough for managing inbound logistics.
2. Since Spices is not easily perishable, it can be processed throughout the year.
3. Generally, 3 channels of sales are followed as follows:
a. Farmer – Farm Buying agent- wholesaler – Retailer – Consumer (46%)
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b. Farmer –wholesaler – Retailer – Consumer (46%)
c. Farmer to customer (manufactured or contract production) (8%)
3.

Manufacturing Process – ODOP
Machinery Required
1. A shed in around 800 sq. ft area preferably a closed structure,
2. 1 to ½ HP motor driven polisher, grinder
3. Bottling system
4. Oil extraction system for spices (specialized)
5. Dryers to control moisture
Product Range
1. Cleaned Pepper
2. White pepper
3. Pepper powders
4. Pepper Oil
5. Powdered spices – bottled
6. Spice oils – bottled.
Production Process & Technology
Spice Oil extraction is mainly done by solvent extraction method and process is as
follows:
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6. Marketing
The existing market linkages across the value chain needs to be detailed out with an
illustrative flow chart from storage to market places/Mandis to exports.
Most of the times sold at gate to agents or at the APMC at Hiriyur and Chellakere
d. Farmer – Commission agent- wholesaler – Retailer – Consumer (agents
from Kerala)
e. Farmer –wholesaler – Retailer – Consumer
f. Farmer –Retailer – Consumer
Pricing of the Raw Agriculture Produce, various processed products of the produce
may be mentioned and compared with the pricing elsewhere in the country.
Type
Pepper
Cinnamon
Cardamom
Clove
Ginger
Tamarind

Wholesale prices
Rs. 537/- per kilo
Rs. 600/- per kilo
Rs. 934/- Per Kilo
Rs. 530/- per kilo
Rs. 27/- per kilo
Rs. 90/- per kilo

Retail Prices
Rs. 850/- per kilo
Rs. 800/- per kilo
Rs. 1200/- Per Kilo
Rs. 700/- per kilo
Rs. 50/- per kilo
Rs. 120/- per kilo

Reasons for the price differentials and USP of the products may be mentioned.
The spices rates are almost the same in coastal areas and Malnad region of south.
7. Quantum of Sale of this product to other districts, states and exported to other
countries.
Around 20% of production is sold in the state and balance 60% is purchased by units
in Tamil Nādu and Maharashtra and 10% exported.
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8. Institutional Support:
Guidelines - The existing institutional support available in the cluster w.r.t presence of
associations, technical and research institutions, and public sector units and
parastatals needs to be mapped.
a. NABARD Chikkamagaluru is providing lot of support to spice industry in its
district plans and credit planning.
b. College of Horticulture Mudigere and Coffee and Plantation research at
Balehonnur are supporting spice production technology to farmers
c. Krishi Vigyan Kendra Chikkamagaluru has been providing incubation center
facilities and technical guidance to enable development of innovative spice
products
d. Department of Agriculture and Department of Horticulture, Chikkamagaluru
is taking special interest in promoting spice products. There is no known
association of spice processors
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CHITRADURGA DISTRICT
Geographical
Chitradurga lies between the 13º 34’ to 15º 02’N latitudes and between the longitudes 75º
37’ to 77º 01’E at a mean altitude of 732 meters above sea level. The district encompasses a
geographical area of the district is 8,436 Sq.km.
Location
Latitude
Longitude
Height
Area
Forest Area
Rainfall
Dams
Tanks
Rivers
Temperature
Taluk-wise Population:
Taluk
Challakere
Chitradurga
Hiriyuru
Holalkere
Hosadurga
Molkalmuru
Total

Chitradurga District, Karnataka, India
13º 34’ to 15º 02’N
75º 37’ to 77º 01’E
732 Altitude above M.S.L
8,436 Sq. Kms.
73719 hectares
575 mm (Avg 282 Rainy days)
Vanivilasa Sagara (Mari Kanive)
300
Vedavati River and Tungabhadra River
Min. 16° C Max. 35° C

Male
185931
214563
144160
104992
119148
72049
840843

POPULATION: (2011)
Female
179853
209316
141973
102268
115968
69235
818613

Total
365784
423879
286133
207260
235116
141284
1659456

DISTRICT ECONOMIC PROFILE
(Source: Department of Economics and Statistics & District at a Glance 2018-19)
1. Chitradurga occupies 19th position in the state with population of
16,59,456 numbers
2. Rural population 13,29,923 (80.01%) and urban population is 3,29,533
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(19.9%).
3. Chitradurga is 7th prosperous district of Karnataka state with a Gross Domestic Product
(District Domestic Product) of the district is Rs. 19,873.46 Crores.
4. Agriculture contributes around Rs. 5632 Crores.
5. Manufacturing contributes around Rs.3462 Crores
6. Services Sector contributes around Rs.10732 Crores.
Agriculture in Chitradurga District
Chitradurga district comprises of 6 taluks, with a geographical area of 8,436 sq. kilometers. Of
this around 3,40,415 hectares is used for cultivation (net sown area) The situation indicates
a typical dryland cultivation situation. Cropping intensity is around 130% (Gross cultivated
area is 419901 hectares). Chitradurga District falls in Agro-climatic Zone-4 i.e, Central Dry
Zone. The district receives around 540 mm of rainfall on an average of 40 days. A total of
419901 hectares of area were cultivated during 2018-19 of which, 79,486 hectares was under
irrigation. Source of irrigation is mainly by borewells. There are 60,944 tube-wells irrigating
around 1,05,698 hectares Major crops grown in the district are Maize, Ragi, Redgram and
Groundnut. Banana, Mango and Pomegranate are major fruit crops in the district. Cotton is
the only commercial crop with an area of around 9000 hectares.
Area under Cereals and Millets Crops in hectares
Taluks

Paddy Jowar Bajra

Challakere
Chitrdurga
Hiriyuru
Holalkere
Hosadurga
Molakalmuru

489
269
1
16
64

693
1,142
279
218
111
1,306

380
16
24
5
1,379

Dist. Total

839

3,749

1,804

Maize

Ragi

4,696 2,709
50,632 3,795
1,289 7,998
40,179 9,346
8,170 25,660
1,838
374
106,80
49,882
4

27
90
43
-

Other
Millets
50
23
19
124
7,126
417

Cereals &
millets
9,044
55,698
9,921
49,868
41,178
5,378

160

7,759

171,087

Wheat

Area under Pulses, Fruits and Vegetables in hectares
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Taluks

Bengal
Gram
Challakere
7,972
12
Chitrdurga
2,400
3,779
Hiriyuru
9,086
1,346
Holalkere
2,926
60
Hosadurga
984
267
Molakalmuru
399
Total
23,767
5,464
Production of Fruits in the district in MT
Tur

Pulses
8,887
7,031
11,244
3,700
3,309
764
34,935

Taluks
Banana
Mango Lemon
Sapota
Challakere
6,280
4,302
3,916
3,300
Chitrdurga
12,890
4,500
180
2,940
Hiriyuru
16,380
4,368
2,660
4,500
Holalkere
66,246
14,445
208
710
Hosadurga
20,514
3,366
673
720
Molakalmur
2,760
2,332
754
1,296
u
Prodn. MTs
125,070
33,313
8,391
13,466
Area & Production under Major Oilseed Crops in Hectares
Taluks
Challakere
Chitrdurga
Hiriyuru
Holalkere
Hosadurga
Molakalmur
u
Dist. Total
Prod. in Tons

Fruits

Vegetables

1,751
1,246
3,138
2,585
3,937
597
13,254

12,114
10,683
10,579
2,105
1,521
1,096
38,098

Pomagranate Papaya
4,016
10,950
2,240
11,175
9,240
14,250
2,968
5,850
24,725
20,970
2,736

2,170

45,925

65,365

Groundnut
79645
5763
20439
216
1000

Sunflower
932
292
44
189
58

Castor
76
167
69
38
221

Total
80653
6228
24947
553
1346

22421

365

84

22871

129486
77280

6275
6307

655
501

136598
85043

1. ODOP – Groundnut – Analysis
An examination of above information shows that Maize and ragi are major crops among
cereals, Redgram in pulses, cotton among commercial crops. These crops are ruled out of the
ODOP eligibility as they are both staple and commercial crops not fitting in to broader criteria
of being involved in food processing at micro-enterprise level. Among fruit crops, Banana crop
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and Pomegranate standout as eligible candidates, but they have been inconsistent in
production. District administration has selected Groundnut products as ODOP
No.

Description

Comments

1.

Identifying Products being Processed

Maize, Groundnut

2.

Mapping of Existing Food Processing Maize in cattle and poultry feed
Micro-Enterprises

Groundnut

in

de-cortication,

cleaning, grading, splitting, Chikki
making, Oil industry, Oil cake for
cattle feed and lastly groundnut seeds
for sowing.
Most importantly large number of
people produce and can get involved
in FPME activity.
3.

Product should not be Staple Food Groundnut gets affected by aflatoxin
Product

if

stored

for

long

time,

fairly

perishable
4.

Product Perishable?

To some extent but has fairly long
shelf life.

5.

ODOP as % of Total Agri Produce

Around 77,280 tons of groundnut is
produced in the district in a good
rainfall year. This is good enough to
take up FPME for value addition in the
district.

6.

Production of ODOP Agriculture Produce Yes. Chitradurga has a total of 385
in that district compared to other district industries in food and beverage
and states

segment. There are reportedly 70 oil
mills in the district and 50 of them are
in Challakere district. Although this
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product does not meet the criteria in
this aspect, groundnut is a major
FPME otherwise as a major product.
7.

Percentage of labour employed in Micro- 3700 to 8000 in FPME, more than 60%
Food Enterprise

of

population

in

groundnut

cultivation.
8.

Existence of large Clusters

Challakere, Hiriyuru and Molakalmuru
taluks

9.

Whether SHG and FPOs are involved in this No FPO is involved in groundnut
product

processing, No SHG is involved in
Groundnut processing, only SHG
members in individual capacity have
now started processing groundnut for
chikki and it is less than 1%

10. Export potential of the product

Asian Countries, African countries,
North Asian and CIS countries import
around USD 340 Million worth
groundnut from India. Indonesia and
Philippines are large importers.

ODOP Selection – Groundnut
Groundnut appears to be the best crop to be processed at ME level in a dryland-based
agriculture system of Chitradurga. Chitradurga groundnut is called Gejje Grounut in the
markets. It is mostly consumed by the Chikki Industry in Maharashtra and Oil industry in Tamil
Nadu and Karnataka. This groundnut is featured by high oil and protein content.
It is semi perishable crop, it is grown in t all the 6 taluks in the district, and largely consumed
for all purposes like cooking, cooking oil, chutney, oil cake for cattle feed, and a major source
of protein for poor people.
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Non ODOP Products recommended based on Production in the district
1. Maize
2. Banana
3. Mango
4. Pomegranate
Industrial Profile
Chitradurga is developing as a major industrial district and finding favour with Mumbai
Bangalore Industrial Corridor. It has one of the largest Windmill Electricity generation area in
the state.
1. There are 5 Industrial Estates with 84 sheds and 144 plots in Chitradurga District and
71 units are in production.
2. There are 3 Industrial Areas in the district and one Food Park in Hiriyur by name
Akshaya Food Park and the same is not fully occupied. Apart from this one Textiles
Park has also been put in place.
3. There are 13429 registered MSME’s providing employment to around 91029 people
in the district. Out of this there are 385 units in food and beverage industries
employing around 3700 persons. These are largely represented by oil mills and cattle
feed industries.
No of Small-Scale Units Registered under Udhyam
S. No.
a.
b.
c.
d.


Size of Industries
Micro
Small
Medium
Large Industries

No
3964
163
11
203

Turnover - Crores
200
300
300
2700

There are 13429 MSME units employing around 91029 people, mostly men in
the district.
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Out of this 385 are in food processing segment employing 3700 workers.
Majority of these are flour mills, grapes processing units, small cold storages,
dal mills, wheat processing units etc.



There are micro food processing units in the district, that cater the daily food
processing needs like grain flour mills, dal mills, vermicelli units, oil mills etc.
Such activities are mostly but not restricted to:

a. Seasonal Food processing: The activities like, Chutney powder making, pickling,
Papad making, spiced groundnut, spiced dal making in the rural areas mainly
during summer months and store them for rest of the months, especially using
high solar heat during the summer months.
b. Round the year activities include small hotels in the villages, oil mills, grinders
and flour mills, and fried gram flour, Snacks, Chilli powder, chutney powder
products, and sweet marts, that supply these materials to weekly shanties.
Characteristics


Generally, these are family business with succession from one to another
within the family. Even if the family splits, the business is carried forward by
two people in same line separately.



These are necessity driven entrepreneurs and less improvement driven. Not
ready to implement change to risk the business.



Product innovation is limited, mostly featured as part time employment, for
small cashflow.



Access to finance is mainly through Self-help group finance
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There are too many informal systems in supply, processing, and marketing. For
example, the pickle making women, have to supply it to local traders who get
FSSAI certificate under their own brands



Their development is hampered by managerial ability and capacity to scale

Groundnut Eco system
1. There are an estimated 57 units processing for groundnut oil in the district.
2. They are registered unit following broad guidelines of FSSAI in production and
packaging of oil.
3. There are around 70 groundnut processing units that procure groundnut from
farmers, decorticate them, seeds are separated, cleaned and graded in A, B
and C, C being the best grade. 50 of them are in Chellakere Taluk alone
4. Chitradurga is a dryland farming area and around 80% population stays in Rural
Areas. Groundnut is a major commercial crop and has potential to provide
opportunities to larger population in value addition.
5. All the byproducts of groundnut – husk, oilcakes are used as cattle feed for
dairy industry in the district.
6. The value-added products of groundnut can be spiced groundnut seeds for
snacks industry, groundnut is chutney powders, manufacture of condiments
like Chikki, peanut beans for culinary industrial use, and in making peanut
butter as well as protein base in health industry.
7. One of the major issues of ME eco-system is that rural population looks to
make cash from groundnut early by selling the product immediately after
harvest. This is because the agri-eco system does not generate enough cash
for management of families well on day-to-day basis.
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8. Skill sets required for groundnut processing are generally low but require post
production management for perishability and marketability. SHG members are
being given great support by NABARD to get involved in FPI.
Other Micro-Enterprises
Chitradurga district brief industrial profile indicates that there are 385 micro and small
agro based enterprises in the district. However, there are 1065 villages in the district,
that are catered on daily basis in terms of flour mills, oil mills etc. As per the baseline
assessment study of several NGOs working in the district, there may be an estimated
800 micro enterprises engaged in such activities in the district. These include:
1. Seasonal Food processing: The activities like Vermicelli making, Chutney
powder making, pickling, Papad making, popped ragi flour making in the rural
areas mainly during summer months and store them for rest of the months,
especially using high solar heat during the summer months.
2. Round the year activities include small hotels in the villages, oil mills, grinders
and flour mills, and fried gram floor products and sweet marts, that supply
these materials to weekly shanties.
ODOP
Raw Material
Availability
Used Locally
Used for Shelling and Oil Extraction
No of Units Oil Extraction
Working days
Per day capacity
Oil produced
Secondary processing
Batches manufactured
Within district
In Karnataka

Groundnut – Gejje Groundnut
Groundnut
77280 tons 129486 hectares,
5000 tons
40000 tons, 165 Shelling Units
70 units as per district reports
270
2 tons
0.80 tons per day, 16000 tons oil per
annum (40000 tons groundnut)
Oil Extraction
Daily for 9 months in a year
Approximately 40000 tons per annum
20000 tons, All districts
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Outside Karnataka
Export Market
Size of the total Market
Special Zones
Operated by
Major Export Markets

10,000 tons, to Tamil Nadu and
Maharashtra
No Information with APEDA
Rs. 3000 Crores
None – around 15 mills in MSME sector
Private
APEDA records do not show exports from
Chitradurga

No of Clusters for ODOP
There are 3 Major clusters for groundnut namely Challakere, Hiriyur and Molakalmuru
taluks. Challakere has the highest production.
Number of units engaged with producing the specific ODOP product and 4-5 major
non-ODOP products
a. ODOP70 Units
b. Non-ODOP:
Activity
Maize – feed Mill, Grading units
Pomegranate
Banana
Mango


Estimated No of Units
75
1
0
0

Approximate Level (%) of processing happening for ODOP (out of total
production) in the district
Around 40000 tons of groundnut is being processed by around70 units



Number of Self-Help Groups, Farmer Producer Organisations and Cooperatives
currently engaged in the processing of this product.
a. No FPO is engaged in Groundnut Processing
b. As per information provided by NABARD, one SHG is engaged in
production of groundnut Chikki. Another NGO by name Greens has
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confirmed that individual members of SHGs are trained in groundnut
processing in to spiced groundnut and Chikki.
1. Profiling of existing Micro Enterprises Ecosystem for the District
Specialty of the local agricultural produce/food product, varieties available,
seasonality, uniqueness, history etc.? (Guidelines - Specify the varieties available
and specialty of the local varieties compared to other places. Also if the product is
available in off season (for rest of the country), then this should also be mentioned.


The groundnut grown in Chitradurga is known by name Gejje and Kalyani.
Both are known for good oil content of up to 40%



This is preferred by oil mills in Tamil nadu for oil production and those in
Maharashtra prefer it for Chikki production. 90% of groundnut in Lonavala
Chikki come from this region

Infrastructure
Essential Machinery or facilities required for the production of the product
1. Around 40 kgs of groundnut can be processed for oil in 0.50 hours and a
maximum of 1 ton of groundnut can be processed per day for other purposes
like splitting, cleaning and polishing.
2. Groundnut is crushed with a small quantity of water and heated up and oil is
extracted by wooden rollers or by solvent extraction technique.
3. Groundnut Chikkis are made with split and polished groundnut seeds in jaggery
syrup.
4. Employment created – 1 unskilled laborer, 1 skilled and one manager
Firm Infrastructure (depends on products- example household industry oil mill)
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1. A shed in around 800 sq. ft area preferably a closed structure,
2. Oil Extraction unit of 10 HP connection
3. Cans for collection and filter
4. Cake drying area
5. Oil storage area
6. Groundnut storage area, cake storage area.
7. Cleaning arrangements and waste disposal.
Existing level of Mechanization for ODOP processing within district, in other districts
and States.



Groundnut oil production is mostly mechanized now. However with the
demand growing for traditional oil milling, the labour dependence is
increasing.



Technology of filtration is needed for such smaller units.

1. Support Infrastructure:
(Guidelines - The existing infrastructure available in the cluster in terms of public
infrastructure and Agri-logistics such as Mandis, roads, water and electric supply
needs to be mapped along with existing backward and forward linkages and
common facilities present in the cluster).
 The groundnut market has improved a lot in APMCs and supply chain is also
well developed.
2. Testing


One of the major problems with Groundnut is the aflatoxin issue.



New techniques are being developed to detect aflatoxin levels in groundnut.

FSSAI Certification
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Food Safety Standards Authority of India has stipulated several regulatory types of
norms for all food and processed food products. Existing norms for FSSAI
certification with respect to Groundnut is as follows:
1. Chapter 2.2.1 covers standards for Groundnut oil as well as under Chapter 10
of FSSAI act
2. More importantly APEDA has provided a greater set of rules on Peanut exports
at

their

website

https://apeda.gov.in/apedawebsite/GroundNut/GroundNut.htm
3.

Value Chain\Channels of movement:
1. Groundnut is a cheapest and richest source of protein in the community at
large.
2. Rural population uses groundnut in their day-to-day food as supplement
directly in food as powder additive or as snack time food. It is major source of
cooking oil in the entire community in Chitradurga and other districts of the
state.
3. Groundnut is available only once a year and is harvested between November
and February. It needs to be stored for year long.
4. In order to establish FP ME in groundnut, there has to be only technology for
processing, machinery and maintenance and most importantly shelf life as
groundnut is prone to aflatoxin development and spoilage.
5. Groundnut is either own production or procured from other farmers.
6. Machinery dealers are available in Bangalore and Tamil Nadu state.
7. Most of the times sold at gate to agents
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8. Outbound logistics paid by agent / Buyer
9.
10. Generally, 3 channels of sales are followed as follows:
a. Farmer – Commission agent- wholesaler – Retailer – Consumer
b. Farmer –wholesaler – Retailer – Consumer
c. Farmer –Retailer – Consumer
d. Farmer to customer (manufactured or contract production)
4.

Manufacturing Process – ODOP
Machinery Required
1.

A shed in around 800 sq. ft area preferably a closed structure,

2. Oil Extraction unit of 10 HP connection
3. Cans for collection and filter
4. Cake drying area
5. Oil storage area
6. Groundnut storage area, cake storage area.
7. Cleaning arrangements and waste disposal.
Product Range
1. Groundnut Oil, Oil Cake
2. Groundnut seeds, skinned and cleaned split nuts for Chikki
3. Spiced and flavoured nuts
Production Process & Technology
Oil extraction is now mostly automated and requires monitoring by a skilled labour.
However, the whole unit needs to be maintained in a clean and hygienic manner.
While producing Groundnut Chikki, the approach needs to be more towards use of
good quality jaggery, consistency, spice infusions. Making spiced groundnut seeds as
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snack is a traditional knowledge and skill. The Chikki Industry (groundnut seeds in
chocolate or jaggery or sugar base infused with flavors) provides a great scope for
SHGs and Oil Mills for FPOs. There is need for protocol development in Chikki Industry
to ensure high quality products are developed and packed and sold, especially
ensuring use of high-quality seeds and jaggery.
6. Marketing
The existing market linkages across the value chain needs to be detailed out with an
illustrative flow chart from storage to market places/Mandis to exports.
Most of the times sold at gate to agents or at the APMC at Hiriyur and Chellakere
e. Farmer – Commission agent- wholesaler – Retailer – Consumer (agents
from Mumbai and Chennai)
f. Farmer –wholesaler – Retailer – Consumer
g. Farmer –Retailer – Consumer
h. Farmer – APMC Markets – Commission agents in APMC
Pricing of the Raw Agriculture Produce, various processed products of the produce
may be mentioned and compared with the pricing elsewhere in the country.
Type
Groundnut
Groundnut Oil
Chikki

Wholesale prices
Rs. 90/- per kilo
Rs. 200/- per litre
Rs. 150/- per kilo

Retail Prices
Rs. 120/- per kilo
Rs. 290/- per litre
Rs. 200/- per kilo

Jaggery prices in Gujarat are as follows:
Type
Wholesale prices
Groundnut
Rs. 75/- per kilo
Groundnut Oil
Rs. 180/- per litre
Chikki
Rs. 90/- per kilo

Retail Prices
Rs. 50/- per kilo
Rs. 225/- per litre
Rs. 120/- per kilo

Reasons for the price differentials and USP of the products may be mentioned.
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Chitradurga Groundnut has higher oil content at 44% and is generally cultivated
under dryland conditions. It is the oil content that makes it different from other
types.
7. Quantum of Sale of this product to other districts, states and exported to other
countries.
Around 30% of production is sold in the state and balance 70% is purchased by units
in Tamil Nādu and Maharashtra
8. Institutional Support:
Guidelines - The existing institutional support available in the cluster w.r.t presence of
associations, technical and research institutions, and public sector units and
parastatals needs to be mapped.
a. NABARD Chitradurga is providing lot of support to groundnut industry in its
district plans and credit planning.
b. The University of Agricultural Sciences, Bangalore is supporting groundnut
production technology to farmers
c. Krishi Vigyan Kendra Chitradurga has been providing incubation center
facilities and technical guidance to enable development of innovative
groundnut products
d. Department of Agriculture, Chitradurga is taking special interest in promoting
groundnut products. There is no known association of groundnut processors
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DAKSHINA KANNADA DISTRICT
Geographical
Dakshina Kannada lies between the latitudes 12°27' and 13°58' and between the longitudes
74°35' and 74°00' E at a mean altitude of 1250 ft (varies between 0 and 6162 ft) above sea
level. The district encompasses a geographical area of the district is 4861 Sq.km and it is the
22nd biggest district of Karnataka state.
Location
Latitude
Longitude
Height
Area
Forest Area
Rainfall
Dams
Tanks
Rivers
Temperature

Dakshina Kannada District, Karnataka, India
12°27' to 13°58'
74°35' to 74°00' E
1115 Mtrs. Altitude above M.S.L
4,861 Sq. Kms.
128476 ha
4006 mm & rainy days are 122
Thumbe Dam and Maravoor Dam
11 tanks
Netravathi, Kumaradhara, Gurupura, Shambhavi, Nandini and
Pavanje
Min. 21°C Max. 34° C

Taluk-wise Population:
Taluk
Male
Bantwal
217531
Belthangady
145936
Kadaba
66225
Mangalore
485554
Mudibidre
57197
Puttur,
102014
Sullia
69788
Total
1144245

Female
219703
148873
66461
497803
59333
103095
71340
116608

Rural
279842
251802
110411
134088
75945
124611
107648
1084017

Urban
115898
14787
9546
755138
29431
60874
19958
1005632

Total
395380
266589
119957
889226
105376
185485
127636
2089649

DISTRICT AGRICULTURE PROFILE
(Source: Department of Economics and Statistics & District at a Glance 2018-19)
1. Dakshina Kannada is 8th populous district of Karnataka with a population of 20.89 lakh
people.
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2. It is the only district with equal population in Rural and urban areas. .
3. As per “District at a Glance 2018-19” report, nearly 48% of the population (9.97 lakhs)
is working population and balance 52% (10.92 lakhs) is Non-working population.
4. The district also reports that there are around a total of 1.88 lakh workers employed
in household industries. Of these men are 0.16 lakhs in number and women are 1.72
lakhs, indicating domination of women in household industries.
5. Dakshina Kannada is 4th prosperous district of Karnataka state with District Domestic
Product of Rs. 71646 Crores in 2017-18.
6. Agriculture sector contributes around Rs. 6372 Crores (16%)
7. Industry sector contributes Rs. 31034 Crores (37%),
8. Services sector contributes Rs. 34240 Crores (47%) to the district economy.
Agriculture in Dakshina Kannada District
Dakshina Kannada District comprises of 7 taluks, with a geographical area of 4.77 lakh
hectares. Of this around 1.60 lakhs is used for cultivation (net sown area) 1.29 lakh hectares
are forest area and balance 1.29 lakh hectares are considered as Non-agricultural lands.
Cultivable fallow is recorded at 0.54 lakh hectares. Gross sown area is around 1.74 lakh
hectares. The district falls under Coastal agro-climatic zone and annual rainfall is around 4000
mm and with a cropping intensity of 109%, the district is largely dependent on rainfed dryland
agriculture. A total of 1.74 lakh hectares were cultivated during 2018-19. The district has
14,336 tube wells capable of irrigating 0.60 lakhs hectares. Open well (41218No.s) irrigated
area is at 0.38 lakh hectares. Canal and Tank irrigated area is not there. Area under Major
Crops is as follows: (in Hectares)
Taluk
Bantwal
Belthangady

Paddy (Ha)
3574
2622

Arecanut (Ha)
21691
23076

Marine fish (Tons)
754
292
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Kadaba
Mangalore
Mudibidre
Puttur,
Sullia
Total

325
1152
900
518
283
9374

8344
3898
4285
16036
6827
84157

500
179944
504
770
545
183309

These are the major crops in the district. The major activity though comes from fishing
industry. There are around 4367 families engaged in fishery activity e, especially marine
fisheries. However large number of people are involved in fish industry at different levels. As
per District at a glance of Dakshina Kannada, Mangalore taluk accounts for marine fishery
activity and annual catch is recorded at 1.83 lakh tons. Apart from Paddy and Arecanut,
Coconut is a major product from the district with around 2.95 crores of nuts production and
it is used more in production of coconut oil.
ODOP eligibility
No.
1.

Description

Comments

Identifying Products being Processed

Paddy – Production – 0.40 lakh tons
Arecanut – Processed – 1.40 lakh tons
Coconut – 2.95 Crore nuts
Marine fishery – Production 1.83 lakh
tons.

2.

Mapping of Existing Food Processing There are reportedly around 2755
Micro-Enterprises

units engaged in food and beverage
industry employing around 14,853
people in the district. Apart from this
1.88 lakh people are engaged in
household industries and 1.80 lakhs
of them are women. Indicating that a
large number of small food processing
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industries may be there. Existing food
industries include –


Ice factories to aid processing
Fish



Fishmeal and fish oil and fish
soluble manufacturing units



Cashew processing units



Rice Mills,



Spice’s grading, mixing and
griding units.



Coffee roasters



Oil Mills, especially coconut
oils.



Arecanut processing (agrobased)

is

another

major

activity.


In Sullia Taluk 1032 rubber
processing units are there.



Bakery units, confectioneries,
etc.

3.

Product should not be Staple Food Marine fish is a part of daily diet and
Product

not staple food.

4.

Product Perishable?

Yes, highly perishable

5.

Abundance of Raw Material

Around 1.83 lakh tons of marine fish
(mackerel) are caught / landed per
annuum

6.

More than 50% of Micro-Food processing Only fisherman family groups are
Industry should be in this product

engaged in this
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7.

Percentage of labour employed in Micro- 25% of the population is engaged in
Food Enterprise

marine fishing and related activity.

8.

Existence of large Clusters

Only Mangalore Taluk has 95% catch

9.

Whether SHG and FPOs are involved in this As per information collected no FPO is
product

engaged in Marine fish processing .

10. GIS of the product

Not GIS Product

11. Export potential of the product

India is the second largest producer of
fish in the world both in the total fish
production and aquaculture. Fisheries
sector in India has shown impressive
growth with an average annual
growth rate of 10.88% during the year
from 2014-15 to 2018-19. The fish
production in India has registered an
average annual growth of 7.53%
during last 5 years and stood at an alltime high of 13.76 Lakh Tons (LT)
during 2018-19. The export of marine
products pegged at 1289651 tons
worth Rs.46662.85 crores (USD 6.68
billion) during 2019-20. Frozen shrimp
remained the major export item in
terms of quantity and value followed
by frozen fish

The district administration has Chosen Marine Fish as ODOP and it is the only largest biocommodity in the district. Since the next major commodity of arecanut is not considered as
food product, Marine fish is the best ODOP option for district, although it is produced in only
one district.
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Product Profile – Marine Fish
Health Benefits

Fish is a low-fat high-quality protein. Fish is filled with omega-3 fatty
acids and vitamins such as D and B2 (riboflavin). Fish is rich in calcium
and phosphorus and a great source of minerals, such as iron, zinc,
iodine, magnesium, and potassium.

Benefits



Fish is high in many important nutrients, including highquality protein, iodine, and various vitamins and minerals.
Fatty varieties also pack omega-3 fatty acids and vitamin D



Eating at least one serving of fish per week has been linked
to a reduced risk of
heart attacks and strokes.



Fish is high in omega-3 fatty acids, which is essential for
brain and eye development. It’s recommended that
pregnant and breastfeeding women get enough omega-3s
but avoid high-mercury fish



Fish intake is linked to reduced mental decline in older
adults. People who eat fish regularly also have more gray
matter in the brain centers that control memory nd
emotion.



Fatty fish is an excellent source of vitamin D, an important
nutrient



Eating fish has been linked to a reduced risk of type 1
diabetes and several other autoimmune conditions.



Some studies show that children who eat more fish have a
lower risk of asthma.



People who eat more fish have a much lower risk of AMD, a
leading cause of vision impairment and blindness.
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Preliminary evidence indicates that eating fatty fish like
salmon may improve your sleep You
can prepare fish in a number of ways, including baked and
fried.

Traditional/Cultural Fishing in coastal lines is an important activity, that is built in to the
value
lives of certain communities across the district.
Non ODOP Products
1. Paddy
2. Coconut
Industrial Profiling
Dakshina Kannada district brief industrial profile indicates that there are 15 industrial estates
with 273 sheds and 933 plots. 19664 small scale units registered providing employment to
1.06 people. Of this there are 2755 small agro based enterprises employing around 14853
people mostly women, in the district.
No of Small-Scale Units Registered under Udhyam
S. No.
a.
b.
c.
d.

Size of Industries
Micro
Small
Medium
Large Industries

No
14363
707
79
369

Turnover – Crores
900
750
1000
28000

Characteristics


Generally, these are family business with succession from one to another
within the family. Even if the family splits, the business is carried forward by
two people in same line separately.



These are necessity driven entrepreneurs and less improvement driven. Not
ready to implement change to risk the business.
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Product innovation is limited, mostly featured as part time employment, for
small cashflow.



Access to finance is mainly through Self-help group finance



There are too many informal systems in supply, processing, and marketing. For
example, the pickle making women, have to supply it to local traders who get
FSSAI certificate under their own brands



Their development is hampered by managerial ability and capacity to scale

Marine Fishery Eco-system


As per economic survey, fisheries in Dakshina Kannada contributes a DDP of
Rs. 1965 Crores.



Mangalore has one minor fishing harbor that is busiest in Karnataka. There are
around 1400 trawlers with 70% of them being deep sea trawlers and 30% being
day trawlers.



There are 57 purse seiners, 1420 motorized boats and 534 traditional boats.
Around 30,000 people



In Dakshina Kannada district, around 1.5 lakh people are engaged in fishing
and fisheries related activities that are directly or indirectly connected to the
landing centre. Some of the people are engaged in direct fishing, while some
are engaged in postharvest process such as cleaning, washing, icing, ice
making, pickling, fish drying, marketing etc.



The eco system shows that there are around 4000 families (around 20-25000
people) are directly involved in fishing operations at the port.
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There are around 63 Ice factories supporting around 1727 families engaged in
this activity.



Around 60% of fresh catch is sold as fresh fish across Karnataka state through
a well-organized supply chain by Karnataka Fisheries Development
Corporation, Mangalore, which has an annual revenue of around Rs. 200
Crores.



There are around 25 fish cutting Industries that employ around 2000 people in
processing of minor or low value fish by just cutting head, removal of scales
and viscera and they are sent to Mince factories. Each cutting centre can
process around 15 tons per day in peak season. They operate for maximum of
8 months. They are the most important centers as they procure sardines for
cutting to meet capacity and supply them to canning industries.



There are 4 Marine fish processing units, specially, Surimi products, exclusively
for exports at Mangalore SEZ employing over 2000 people



Fish net industry is another important aspect of marine fishing although details
are not available, it is a major industry in Dakshina Kannada.



There are around 12 Fish meal production, fish oil production units in the
district. Overall around 1.5 lakh people are engaged in producing an income of
1965 Crores per annum.



Marine fish curing / drying activity is there for almost 8 to 9 months in a year.
In addition, the cutting units also operate at around 15 tons per day level.
ODOP
Raw Material
Availability
Used Locally
Used for processing

Marine Fish
Marine Fish
1.80 lakh tons
1000 tons
10,000 tons
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No of Units Processing
Working days
Per day capacity
Surimi production
Secondary processing
Batches manufactured
Within district
In Karnataka
Outside Karnataka
Export Market
Size of the total Market
Special Zones
Operated by
Major Export Markets

25 cutting 4 processing
270
400 tons
350 tons per day
Canned Sardines
Every day
112500 tons
70,000 tons
8000 lakh nuts, to Gujarat and
Maharashtra
Surimi and Sardines are
exported to Europe and Japan.
Rs. 2000 Crores
Sea Food Park – Conceptual &
SEZ
Not commissioned yet
Europe and Japan.

No of Clusters for ODOP
Mangalore taluk alone is a major cluster for marine Fish Production.
Number of units engaged with producing the specific ODOP product and 4-5 major
non-ODOP products
a. ODOPAround 4 Processing units and 25 to 30 fish cutting and cleaning units.
.
b. Non-ODOP:
Activity
Paddy Processing
Coconut processing
Chutneys / Spice Powders


Estimated No of Units
35
40
225

Approximate Level (%) of processing happening for ODOP (out of total
production) in the district
25% of fish catch is processed for export markets
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Number of Self-Help Groups, Farmer Producer Organisations and Cooperatives
currently engaged in the processing of this product.
a. No FPO is engaged in Fish processing
b. No self-help group as such is engaged in Fish processing. However
around 85 family members of SHG members are reportedly engaged in
in fish processing especially cutting and drying and cleaning activity.
There are over 100 units that make Chutney, pickles powders, rice
snacks processing, flour and snacks, and also milk processing.
1. Profiling of existing Micro Enterprises Ecosystem for the District
Specialty of the local agricultural produce/food product, varieties available,
seasonality, uniqueness, history etc.?


In Karnataka, pelagic finfishes always dominate in the marine fish landings but
in 2019 demersal resources dominated the catch because of the major
landings of triggerfish.



The pelagics found in Karnataka are Indian oil sardine, Indian mackerel, ribbon
fish, anchovies, Thryssa sp., carangids, seer fishes, tunnies, etc.



The demersal fishes found are bulleyes, threadfin breams, croakers, lizard
fishes, pomfrets, triggerfish, elasmobranchs and catfishes.



High valued crustacean forms the third largest resources which includes
shrimps, crabs, lobsters and stomatopods. Mollusks resources like squids,
cuttlefish, octopus, bivalves and gastropods stands at fourth position.

Fish landings happen for almost 250 days and rest of the days especially during rainy
season landings are less.
Infrastructure
a. Essential Machinery or facilities required for the production of the product
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Trawlers and motorized boats bring fish catch to the port. At the port, fish
is sorted into value and low value fish.



Low value fish is sent to cutting units for primary processing.



After primary processing, fish meat is sent to surimi units



Fresh high value fish is sent to different parts of the state for marketing
fresh.



There is also curing/ drying of fish by fisherman.

a. Additional infrastructure and amenities required.
Marine Park is demanded to provide complete and integrated facilities for fish
processing along with ice and storage facilities


Testing
Tehre are good laboratories developed inhouse by processors to under take
quality assurance of processed products. Food Safety Standards Authority of India
has stipulated several regulatory types of norms for all food and processed food
products. Existing norms for FSSAI certification with respect to fish is given under
regulation 5.6 and sub regulation 5.6.1 for different species of fish including
Canned, Tuna, Canned salmon, Crab and crustacean species sardines, sharks etc.
It also applies to salted frozen fish too.



Manufacturing Process – ODOP
Machinery Required
1. Processing shed – around 6000 sq. ft
2. Cutting and cleaning equipment
3. Icing and cold storage
4. Dehydration unit
5. Canning equipment
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Product Range and Processing flow is as follows:









Fresh Fish, both preserved and live fish
Surimi
Dry fish
Fish Oil
Fish meal
Preserved Sardines
Preserved Crustacea
Organic matter as bonemeal.

Live Fishery Products:
There is a great demand for live fish and shellfishes, the world over. These products fetch
maximum price compared to all the other forms of value added products as it maintains the
freshness. The candidate species for live transportation include high value species, cultured
grouper, red snapper, seabreams, seabass, red tilapia, reef fish, air breathing fishes, shrimp,
crabs, lobster, clams, oyster and mussels. These are normally transported in air cargo
maintained at low temperature in order to lessen the metabolic activities of the animals.
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Chilled Products
Chilling is an effective method of maintaining the freshness of fish products. This normally
involves keeping fishes in melting ice or slurry ice to maintain the fish temperature around 14ºC, which delays the enzymatic action and microbial activity, thereby extending the shelf life
of the products. Traditionally, chilling is carried out using melting ice, either flake ice or
crushed block ice. Of late, slurry ice has been introduced for chilling. A wide range of fish and
shellfish products varying from whole, headless, peeled gutted, headless gutted fish, fillets,
steaks, loins, cubes can be preserved by chilling. Shelf life of fishes from different environment
has been studied extensively. Shelf life of 12-15 days has been achieved for seer fish and black
pomfret. Indian Mackerel and Indian oil sardine had very short shelf life in ice (3-7 days), due
to rancidity and belly bursting. Tilapia from freshwater and brackish water showed significant
difference in shelf life when stored in ice. The former kept longer (14-15 days) than latter (810 days).
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Vacuum Packaging
Vacuum packaging involves the removal of air from the package and the application of a
hermetic seal. The air removal creates a vacuum inside the packs and lack of O2 in packages
may minimize the oxidative deteriorative reactions and aerobic bacterial growth. Vacuum
packaging can considerably extend the viable shelf life of many cooked foods. The use of
vacuum packaging, in gas impermeable and heat stable materials, has many advantages,
which include; no or low risks of post pasteurization contamination, ease of handling,
Inhibition of growth of aerobic spoilage organisms and inhibition or slowing of deleterious
oxidative reactions in the food during storage due to oxygen barrier properties of the
packaging material.
Modified Atmosphere Packaging
Modified Atmospheric packaging Fresh fish is highly susceptible to spoilage from postmortem
autolysis and microbial growth. The high ambient temperature of our country favours rapid
growth of microorganisms. Presently ice and mechanical refrigeration are the most common
means of retarding microbial and biochemical spoilage in freshly caught seafood during
distribution and marketing. However, as ice melts it tends to contaminate fish accelerating
spoilage and reduces shelf life. Modified atmosphere packaging, a technologically viable
method has been developed as a supplement to ice or mechanical refrigeration to reduce the
losses and extend the storage life of fresh seafood products. In modified atmosphere
packaging air is replaced with different gas mixtures to regulate microbial activity and /or
retard discoloration of the products. The proportion of each component gas is fixed when the
mixture is introduced into the package; however, no control is exercised during storage. The
composition of the gas mixture changes from its initial composition as a result of chemical,
enzymatic and microbial activity of the product during storage. It is primarily the enrichment
of Carbon dioxide in the storage atmosphere as a means of controlling microbial growth,
which results in the extension of shelf life of products. Carbon dioxide lowers the intra and
extracellular pH of tissues and possibly that of microorganisms. Further it may affect the
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membrane potential of microorganisms and influence on the equilibrium of decarboxylating
enzymes of microorganisms.
Dried and Salted
Dried and Salted Fishery Products Drying is probably one of the oldest methods of food
preservation. It consists of removal of water to a final desired concentration, which in turn
reduces the water activity of the product, thereby assuring microbial stability and extended
shelf-life of the product. In some cases, common table salt (Sodium chloride) is also used to
prolong the shelf life of fish. Salt absorbs much of the water in the food and makes it difficult
for micro-organisms to survive.
Retort Pouch Packaging
Retort pouch processing As in canning, retort pouch food is sterilized after packing, but the
sterilizing procedure differs. The pouches are processed in an over pressure retort. The time
and temperature will be standardized depending on the product. With the availability of
retort pouches, it can function as an excellent import substitute for metallic cans. Besides,
cost reduction retort pouch packages have unique advantages like boil in bag facility, ease of
opening, reduced weight and do not require refrigeration for storage. Processed food
products can be kept for long periods at ambient temperature. The energy saving is more in
processing in flexible pouches compared to cans. On a comparison of total costs, including
energy, warehousing and shipping, the pouch looks even more favorable. There is 30 to 40%
reduction in processing time compared to cans, solids fill is greater per unit, empty
warehousing is 85% smaller and weight of the empty package is substantially smaller.
Extrusion Technology
Extrusion In order to improve the utilization of underutilized fisheries resources, there is a
need to minimize the postharvest losses, develop innovative processing technologies and
utilize processing waste for industrial and human use. One such technology, which will be
suitable for utilization of low value fish or by catch, is extrusion technology. Use of fish mince
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with cereals for extrusion process will enable production of shelf-stable products at ambient
temperature. Extrusion cooking is used in the manufacture of food products such as readyto-eat breakfast cereals, expanded snacks, pasta, fat-bread, soup and drink bases. The raw
material in the form of powder at ambient temperature is fed into extruder at a known
feeding rate. The material first gets compacted and then softens and gelatinizes and/or melts
to form a plasticized material, which flows downstream into extruder channel. Basically, an
extruder is a pump, heat exchanger and bioreactor that simultaneously transfer, mixes, heats,
shears, stretches, shapes and transforms chemically and physically at elevated pressure and
temperature in a short time. At times, the extrusion cooking process is also referred as High
Temperature Short Time process. In extrusion process gelatinization of starch and
denaturation of protein ingredient is achieved by combined effect of temperature and
mechanical shear. The conversion of raw starch to cook and digestible materials by the
application of heat and moisture is called gelatinization. During extrusion the conditions that
prevail are high temperature, high shear rate and low moisture available for starch may lead
to breakdown of starch molecules to dextrin.

Firm Infrastructure
1. Infrastructure is very well developed in terms of factories, trawlers, deep sea
tralwers or day fishing trawlers
2. Ice Factories are substantial
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3. Drying techniques need to be improved.
4. Processing units are well organized and hygienic, especially meal, oil and surimi
producing units.
5. Fish is procured from operators, agents, mostly families in fisherman
community.
6. Specialized vehicles, cold chain through out
Marketing and Sales







Fisherman – Consumers
Fisherman – Retailer – Consumer
Fisherman – Wholesaler – Retailer – Consumer
Fisherman – Auctioneer – Wholesaler – Retailer – Consumer
Fisherman – Auctioneer – Wholesaler – Retailer – Vendor – Consumer
Fisherman – Auctioneer – Commission agent (Purchase) – Wholesaler –
Commission agent (sales) – Retailer – Consumer



Fisherman - Auctioneer – Cutting units – Surimi, canning units – Exports

Pricing of the Raw Agriculture Produce, various processed products of the produce may
be mentioned and compared with the pricing elsewhere in the country.
Marketing is aided by Karnataka Fisheries Development Corporation and has shops all
across Karnataka to market marine fish and fish products. There is a good regulation
of prices and inventory management is good. Prices of product are varying between
299/- per kilo to 1200/- per kilo
Reasons for the price differentials and USP of the products may be mentioned.
Processed fish prices do not vary a lot
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6. Quantum of Sale of this product to other districts, states and exported to other
countries.
Hardly 25% of marine fish landings are produced in the district locally. Remaining 75%
is sold across Karnataka state.
7. Institutional Support:
Guidelines - The existing institutional support available in the cluster w.r.t presence of
associations, technical and research institutions, and public sector units and
parastatals needs to be mapped.
a. Karnataka Fisheries Development Corporation provides all necessary help to
this industry
b. There is Fisheries University in Mangalore to provide technical help
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DAVANAGERE DISTRICT
Davanagere lies between the latitudes 13o05' and 14o50' N and between the longitudes 75o30'
and 76o30' E at a mean altitude of 602,5 meters above sea level. The district encompasses a
geographical area of the district is 5976 Sq.km.
Location
Latitude
Longitude
Height
Area
Forest Area
Rainfall
Dams
Rivers
Temperature

Davanagere District, Karnataka, India
13 05 to 14 50 N
75 30 to 76 30 E
602.5 Mtrs. Altitude above M.S.L
5976 Sq. Kms.
58170.8 Ha.
637 mm & rainy days are 86 (Dist. Average)
Shanti Sagara
Tunga, Bhadra, Sharavathi, Kumudvati & Varada
Min. 16°C Max. 43° C

Taluk-wise Population (2011):
Taluk
Male
Channagiri
152883
Davanagere
344759
Harapanahalli
154289
Harihara
129336
Honnali
118152
Jaglur
86981
Total
986400

Female
149434
337220
147714
124834
115054
84841
959097

Rural
281004
347008
254964
163668
215278
154565
1316487

Urban
21313
434971
47039
90502
17928
17257
629010

Total
302317
681979
302003
254170
233206
171822
1945497

DISTRICT AGRICULTURE PROFILE
(Source: Department of Economics and Statistics & District at a Glance 2018-19)
1. Davanager is 18th populous district of Karnataka with a population of 19.45 lakhs.
2. Around 32% of the population is in urban areas (6.29 lakhs) and 68% in rural areas
(13.16 lakhs).
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3. As per “District at a Glance 2018-19” report, nearly 53% of the population (10.23 lakhs)
is working population and
4. Balance 47% (9.22 lakhs) is Non-working population.
5. Rural non-working population (5.54lakhs) is higher in rural areas and provide a
potential and opportunity to be engaged in rural economy.
6. Davanagere is 17th prosperous district of Karnataka state.
7. Gross Domestic Product (District Domestic Product) of the district is Rs. 24847 Crores
in 2017-18.
8. Agriculture sector contributes around Rs. 7646 Crores (31%) to the district income.
9. Industry sector contributes a GDP of 5770 Crores (23%).
10. Services sector contributes Rs. 11431 Crores (46%) to the district economy.
Agriculture in Davanagere District
Davanagere District comprises of 6 taluks, with a geographical area of 4.55 lakh hectares. Of
this around 3.23 lakhs are used for cultivation (net sown area) 0.67 lakh hectares are forest
area and balance 0.35 lakh hectares are considered as Non-agricultural lands. Cultivable
fallow is recorded at 0.28 lakh hectares. Gross sown area is around 3.89 lakh hectares. The
district falls under Central Dry agro-climatic zone and annual rainfall is around 659 mm in 48
rainy days and with a cropping intensity of 120%, the district is largely dependent on rainfed
dryland agriculture. A total of. 3.89 lakh hectares were cultivated during 2018-19. Out of this
0.66 lakh ha. of land was under irrigation. The district has canal irrigation in 0.90 lakh
hectares, 49275 tube wells capable of irrigating 0.69 lakhs hectares. And a net irrigatable area
of 1.67 lakhs.
Area under Major Crops is as follows: (in Hectares)
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Taluk
Channagiri
Davanagere
Harapanahalli
Harihara
Honnali
Jaglur

Paddy Maize
14713 27370
22114 33563
3437 60748
23638
6731
13981 26815
0 30050
77883 185277

Pulses
621
2896
8173
860
2293
1970
16813

Oil Seeds Millets
82
0
146
0
3139
363
70
0
3332
0
8792
334
15561
697

Fruits
3737
1324
600
283
957
1001
7902

Vegetables
506
1339
6542
304
938
4464
14093

ODOP eligibility – Current Selection - Millets
No.

Description

Comments

1.

Identifying Products being Processed

Paddy, Maize, Millets

2.

Mapping of Existing Food Processing Currently ME in food processing is in
Micro-Enterprises

Paddy and Maize crops.
Recommended product under ODOP
is Millets. However, millets are not
produced in large quantities.

3.

4.

Product should not be Staple Food Paddy is staple, Maize is not and so
Product

are millets.

Product Perishable?

All the products are in cereal group
and have reasonably good in shelf life

5.

Abundance of Raw Material

Maize and Paddy are in abundance,
Rice production is 6.18 lakh tons,
Maize production is 3.28 lakhs tons
and there is no other major crop in
the district.

6.

More than 50% of Micro-Food processing There are more than 50% of MEs in
Industry should be in this product

7.

Rice and maize crops.

Percentage of labour employed in Micro- Nearly 80% of population is engaged
Food Enterprise

in Maize and Paddy cultivation.
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8.

Existence of large Clusters

All the clusters are good in Paddy and
Maize

9.

Whether SHG and FPOs are involved in this As per information collected no FPO is
product

engaged in Millet’s processing.

10. GIS of the product

Not GIS Product

11. Export potential of the product

Export of Bajra is made to Pakistan, Sri
Lanka and UAE.

The district administration has selected Millets as ODOP. The said commodity does not meet
any of the criteria set for selection of ODOP. On the contrary, Maize provides a greater scope
for processing and exports at farmer producers level and even at SHG level.

ODOP
Raw Material
Availability
Used for processing
No of Units Processing
Working days
Per day capacity
Secondary processing
Within district
In Karnataka
Outside Karnataka
Export Market
Size of the total Market
Special Zones
Operated by
Major Export Markets

Millets
Minor Millets (Bajra, Same, Haraka, etc)
402 tons
Grading and Cleaning
30 to 40 Cereal grading and sorting machines
4 months
Not available
Powder of millets
300 tons
402 tons
Nil
Bangalore is the main market.
Rs. 20 Crores
None
Private Industries
No exports, all domestic consumption

Non- ODOP Products Recommended
1. Maize
2. Paddy
Maize Eco system
1. Maize products that are possible are
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a. Corn Flour
b. Maize Flour, Maize Kernel, maize grit
c. Doritos, Papad, Maize Rotis,
d. Frozen Corn, Baby corn,

2. There are no units engaged in Maize processing, except in maize shelling, cleaning,
grading and packing for exports.
3. They are registered unit following broad guidelines of FSSAI in production and
packaging of oil.
4. Davanagere is a highly irrigated farming area and around 68% population stays in Rural
Areas. Maize is a major commercial crop and has potential to provide opportunities to
larger population in value addition.
5. All the byproducts of Maize are used in agriculture industry. And the product range is
quite lengthy one. Hence scope for FPIME in this product, especially at farmer level.
6. Corn flour, Maize grits have a good scope in the market.
7. Currently maize eco system is only about production, shelling, cleaning, drying,
package and storage and supply to cattle feed industry. .
8. Skill sets required for Maize processing is a low end technology and can be practiced
by FPIMEs efficiently.
Other Micro-Enterprises
Davanagere district brief industrial profile indicates that there are 13051 micro and small agro
based enterprises in the district. However, there are 803 villages in the district, that are
catered on daily basis in terms of flour mills, oil mills etc. As per the baseline assessment study
of several NGOs working in the district, there may be an estimated 500 micro enterprises
engaged in such activities in the district. These include:
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1. Seasonal Food processing: The activities like Vermicelli making, Chutney powder
making, pickling, Papad making, popped ragi flour making in the rural areas mainly
during summer months and store them for rest of the months, especially using high
solar heat during the summer months.
2. Round the year activities include small hotels in the villages, oil mills, grinders and
flour mills, and fried gram floor products and sweet marts, that supply these materials
to weekly shanties.
3. Urban center micro-enterprises activities include Chips making on small scale, bakery
activities, sweet marts, flour mills, ice cream units,
Testing
There are no testing labs in the district. Organic certification of millet production is available
through agencies in Bangalore. However final product testing and certification is not
available. There are only graders and cleaners and packers for the millets and no processing
units are available. On the contrary maize offers immense opportunity in processing for
snacks, meal, grits and even for production of sweet corn and baby corns. At this moment
FSSAI certification is accepted.
FSSAI Certification
Food Safety Standards Authority of India has stipulated several regulatory types of norms for
all food and processed food products. Existing norms for FSSAI certification with respect to
Millets is under subsection 2.4 of FSSAI act. Maize is covered under Clause 5 of Section 16 of
FSSAI act.
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Value Chain Analysis
Inbound Logistics
1. Millet production is very low, and it is mainly a dryland crop. Whereas district is highly
irrigated, and maize and paddy are the major crops.
2. Maize production happens in all three seasons as the climate is suitable and major
arrival happens in October and November.
3. Maize is picked by agents and sold to wholesalers, who clean dry and pack. Maize is
also picked up by poultry farmers directly from the farmers for storage in silos and
processed into cattle feed regularly.
4. Maize Value chain at district level stops at drying and cleaning, grading and packing.

Processing Technology and Machinery
Millets are too low a quantity to be processed in the district. Maize Operations are as above.
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Firm Infrastructure (depends on products- example household industry oil mill)
1. Maize processing and millet processing is generally about milling, packing and
separation of different milling products. Under ME the infrastructure required would
be of around 3000 sq. ft, with facilities for storage and equipment for milling, packing
and grading. Other infrastructure would be provision of water and electrcitiy which is
available in the district.
2. Maize is procured from farmers, agents and wholesale dealers by different stake
holders.
3. Machinery dealers are available in Bangalore and Tamil Nadu state.
4. Milling units sell the produce to distributors and dealers through networks under
their own brands.
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Technology
Maize processing technology is as follows:

Firm level gaps and recommendations
1. Simplifying business registration and licensing procedures. Registration is must
2. Improving tax policies and administration to promote registrations. Enabling better
access to finance. Enforcing quality parameters.
3. Improving land titles, conversions for industrial use. Improving access to market
information & establishing Export facilitation centre.
Cluster: All the blocks produce maize crop. Only Harihara block is lowest producer of maize.
Millets are not produced in all blocks.
Industry & Market Analysis
Introduction to Product: A brief description of the product with respect to its background and
all the necessary details.
Product profile is provided in the ODOP selection section, identified clusters of production
are:
ODOP
Raw Material

Maize
3.28 lakh tons

Millets
694 tons
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Availability
Size of the total Market
Employment in Cultivation
Employment in Industry

Plenty
Rs. 700 Crores
82 lakh mandays
50,000 people

Very little
Rs. 6 Crores
Very less
None

a. If the product utilizes any notable raw material used that is distinctly found in that
specific district or is eminent in that area.
Yes Maize is an important product for processing and same is adequately available in
the district as demonstrated under ODOP section. Millet is not
b. If it aids in any health benefits or have medicinal properties
Corn has several health benefits. Because of the high fiber content, it can aid with
digestion. It also contains valuable B vitamins, which are important to your overall
health. Corn also provides our bodies with essential minerals such as zinc, magnesium,
copper, iron and manganese
c. It is culturally valuable –
Millets are staple food of dryland farmers in drought years. Maize is not part of cultural
aspects yet.
d. Does it help in the uplifting of the local culture and promotion of the district?
Yes, a lot, but a lot of work and focus is needed.
Global Market for the Product:
(i)
Highlight
the
global Globally Maize is third highest cereal
importance and reach of consumed. African and Latin American
the product.
countries – Maize is integral part of daily food
and in baking.
(ii)

Does it aid in the export Statistics from Agricultural and Processed
business?
Food Products Export Development Authority
(APEDA) show that maize exports in the first
half of the fiscal were 9.22 lakh tonnes valued
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at $184.52 million (Rs 1,376.83 crore)
compared with 3.70 lakh
tonnes worth $142.78 million (Rs 1,019.30
crore) the whole of the last fiscal.
Marketing and Sales
Generally, 3 channels of sales are followed as follows: (based on study by IIM Bhubaneshwar)
a. Farmer – Commission agent- wholesaler – Retailer – Consumer (46%)
b. Farmer –wholesaler – Retailer – Consumer (46%)
c. Farmer to customer (manufactured or contract production) (8%)
Pricing of the Raw Agriculture Produce, various processed products of the produce
may be mentioned and compared with the pricing elsewhere in the country.
Maize has a mature market as regards trading of grains. Cattle feed manufacturing
for poultry and dairy industry takes the most of it. The industry can look for
popcorn, maize grits, corn flour, snacks etc. The wholesale prices of Maize at APMC
varies between Rs. 15/- to Rs. 22/-

Reasons for the price differentials and USP of the products may be mentioned.
This crop is produced in large quantities across the country and prices do not vary
much between the states
6. Quantum of Sale of this product to other districts, states and exported to other
countries.
Hardly 2% of Maize produced in the district locally. Remaining 98% is sold across the
country and exported. Karnataka state, every district produces Maize and hence
consumption within the state is fairly distributed.
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7. Institutional Support:
a. The University of Agricultural Sciences, Bangalore and KVK Davanagere are
providing technology in production and incubation in processing..
b. Department of Agriculture, Davanagere and Ministry of Marketing and
cooperation is taking special interest in Maize ecosystem to improve prices for
farmers. There are FPOs of maize growers, but they are currently engaged in
input supply part of tomato production. There are a good number of Seed
companies who take a great interest in supplying all types of seeds for tomato
cultivation like OP seeds, Hybrid seeds of Maize. Millets seed industry is not
completely developed or nonexistent.
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DHARWAD DISTRICT
Dharwad lies between the latitudes 15o02' and 15o51' N and between the longitudes 73o43'
and 75o35' E at a mean altitude of 609 meters above sea level. The district encompasses a
geographical area of the district is 4263 Sq.km.
Location
Latitude
Longitude
Height
Area
Forest Area
Rainfall
Dams
Rivers
Temperature

Dharwad District, Karnataka, India
15 02 to 15 51 N
73 43 to 75 35 E
609 Mtrs. Altitude above M.S.L
4263 Sq. Kms.
4.273 lakh Hectares
787 mm
Neerasagar dam
Bennihalla (Krishna basin), Bedthi and Shalmala
Min. 15°C Max. 36° C

Taluk-wise Population:
Taluk
Male
Dharwad
Hubli
Kalaghatagi
Kundgol
Navalgund
HDMC
Total

128227
72980
79733
84806
96942
474518
937206

Female
121766
69827
74926
80762
93266
469270
909817

Rural

Urban

232765
142807
137742
146842
137328
797484

Total

17228
16917
18726
52880
943788
1049539

249993
142807
154659
165568
190208
943788
1847023

DISTRICT AGRCULTURE PROFILE
(Source: Department of Economics and Statistics & District at a Glance 2018-19)
1. Dharwad district has population of 18.47 holds the 11 th position in terms of total
population in the State.
2. The district has registered a work participation of 45.7 percent
3. About 57 percent of the total population in the district is non -workers (10.62 lakhs) .
4. Dharwad is 11th prosperous district of Karnataka state.
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5. Gross Domestic Product (District Domestic Product) of the district is Rs. 29454 Crores
in 2017-18
6. Agriculture sector contributes around Rs. 2487 Crores (8%) to the district income,
7. Industry sector contributes a GDP of 7887 Crores (28%).
8. Services sector contributes Rs. 18891 Crores (64%) to the district economy.
Agriculture in Dharwad District
Dharwad District comprises of 5 taluks and one Corporation (HDMC) with a geographical area
of 4.28 lakh hectares. Of this around 3.06 lakhs is used for cultivation (net sown area) Gross
sown area is around 4.43 lakh hectares. The district falls under North Transitional agroclimatic zone and only a part under hilly zone. Annual rainfall is around 791 mm and with a
cropping intensity of 145%, the district is largely dependent on rainfed dryland agriculture. A
total of 4.43 lakh hectares of cultivated during 2018-19. Out of this 1.37 lakh ha. of land is
net irrigated land. The district has 6805 tube wells capable of irrigating 0.26 lakhs hectares.
Canal, Tank and open well irrigated area is around 0.21 lakh hectares. Area under Major Crops
is as follows: (in Hectares)
Taluk
Dharwad
Hubli
Kalaghatagi
Kundgol
Navalgund

Jowar
11265
106
10925
125
0
22421

Maize Pulses
12819 33693
10770 18988
8660
2952
11376 15707
17736 60413
61361 131753

Oil Seeds
10368
15528
13569
15460
5330
60525

Mango
11471
1469
1086
72
14098

Fruits
Vegetables
12005
7733
2450
2275
1263
721
143
435
80
9403
15941
20567

ODOP – Mango – Analysis
No.
1.

Description

Comments

Identifying Products being Processed

Jowar – Production – 28834 tons
Maize – Production – 115263 tons
Mango Production – 105756 tons
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Pulses – Greengram – 21181 tons
Pulses – Bengalgram- 25985 tons
Groundnut – 23732 tons
Onion – 637194 tons

2.

Mapping of Existing Food Processing In the district Micro-enterprises are
Micro-Enterprises

mainly in rice mills, flour mills, oil
mills, and small enterprises in baking,
Papad making, pickling, household
industries etc.

3.

Product should not be Staple Food No. Mango and Maize both are not.
Product

4.

Product Perishable?

Mango is perishable

5.

Abundance of Raw Material

Around 105756 tons of Mango is
available in just 3 months of season.

6.

More than 50% of Micro-Food processing No there are no mango processing
Industry should be in this product

7.

units.

Percentage of labour employed in Micro- With hardly 14008 hectares under
Food Enterprise

mango only 40% of the population is
engaged in mango production

8.

Existence of large Clusters

Except Dharwad block other blocks
including Hubli and Kalghatgi are not
greatly in to Mango

9.

Whether SHG and FPOs are involved in this As per information collected no FPO
product

nor SHG is engaged in Mango
processing.

10. GIS of the product

Not GIS Product

11. Export potential of the product

Karnataka

state

exports

around

50,000 tons out of its production of 7
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lakh tons. Dharwad mangos are
generally traced to domestic markets
in Bangalore and Mumbai.
Non-ODOP Products – recommended
1. Onion processing
2. Maize processing
3. Bengalgram & Greengram Processing
With above facts the district administration has chosen mango as ODOP over Maize. In our
opinion, it should have been maize as per eligibility norms.
Product Profile – Mango
Mango
Names
World

It is a fresh fruit
across



India: Aam



Portuguese: manga



Dutch: manja



French: mangot.

India dominates the world production and ranks first with major
share of 43 per cent with total production of 10.8 mt from about 1.6
million ha. It is an important foreign exchange-earning fruit crop of
country It is made by a process of Ripening, Grading, Pre-treatment
and Pulping. It contains blend of sugar (16–18% w/v) and acids and
high amounts of antioxidants (ascorbic acid) and polyphenols
(carotene, as vitamin A).
Benefits

Mango contains a variety of macro- and micronutrients. In terms of
macronutrients, the mango pulp contains carbohydrates (16–18%),
proteins, amino acids, lipids, organic acids, as well as dietary fiber.
The pulp is also a good source of micronutrients, including trace
elements such as calcium, phosphorus, iron, and vitamins (vitamins
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C and A). Consumption of mango pulp provides high energy: 60–190
Kcal from 100 g of fresh pulp. Mango may contain:


Calories: 60 kcal



Sucrose: 65–85 grams.



Fructose and glucose: 10–15 grams.



Protein: 0.82 grams.



Fat: 0.38 grams.



Iron: 40 mg, Magnesium: 100 mg, Potassium: 270mg, or
30% of the RDI., Calcium : 11 mg



Vitamin A (IU) : 1082, Vitamin C : 36.4 mg

In India, the whole mango tree, including the stem, bark, leaves,
flowers, and fruit, has been widely used as an ancient traditional
medicine to treat various diseases and discomforts. All parts of the
mango tree contain essential bioactive compounds, such as
mangiferin, quercetin, catechins and kaempferol. Mango byproducts
in the treatment of various chronic diseases, including diabetes,
cancer, asthma, hypertension, and hemorrhage in the lungs and
intestine mango offer different benefits, such as anti-inflammatory,
antioxidant,

anticancer,

anti-diabetic,

antimicrobial,

anti-

hyperlipemic, and immunomodulatory activities
Traditional/Cultural Mango leaves are almost always used for festivals and wedding
value
decorations. Mango is culturally an important fruit. It is regarded as
King of fruits in every household.
Industry
Dharwad is a well-developed industrial district. Industries contribute almost 28% of GDP of
the district. It is a major tract in the Mumbai Bangalore Industrial Corridor.
1. Dharwad district has around 361 factories employing around 37,375 people and
largely men workforce.
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2. There are 12 Industrial Estates with 566 sheds and 3845 plots in Dharwad District
3. There are 41499 registered MSME’s providing employment to around 227500 people
in the district. Out of this there are 4566 units in food and beverage industries
employing around 23867 persons. These are largely represented by oil mills and cattle
feed industries.
No of Small-Scale Units Registered under Udhyam
S. No.
a.
b.
c.
d.

Size of Industries
Micro
Small
Medium
Large Industries

No
15708
577
69
361

Turnover – Crores
1000
400
600
5200

Testing
No testing facilities are available for Processed foods in the district. However, FSSAI
registration is provided as per norms. Food Safety Standards Authority of India has stipulated
several regulatory types of norms for all food and processed food products. Existing norms
for FSSAI certification with respect to Mango is as follows:
FSSAI specification for Pulp 10%, Total soluble solids 10 to 15o brix acidity 0.3 – 0.5% sodium
metabisulphite 70ppm Sodium Benzoate – 120ppm (For Coloured fruits) Ingredients Mango
pulp - 1 litre Sugar - 600g Water - 2.5 litre Citric acid - 5 g FLOW CHA
FSSAI specifications for squash are: (i) minimum per cent of total soluble solids 40 and (ii)
minimum per cent of fruit juice 25. The permissible limit of the preservative as sulphur dioxide
350 ppm or as benzoic acid 600ppm. FSSAI specifications for syrup are: (i) minimum
percentage of total soluble solids 65 and (ii) minimum percentage of fruit juice 25. The
permissible limit of the preservative as sulphur dioxide and benzoic acid are same as
mentioned for squashes.
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ME Ecosystem
Discussions were held with SRLM and District Industries Centre of Dharwad and continuous
discussions with DDM NABARD, Dharwad SRLM, regarding the ME Eco-system. Further
discussions were also held with NGOs who have conducted baseline surveys earlier. Their
baseline assessment studies have been accessed. The following points are noted.
Mango Ecosystem
1. Presently farmers are growing mango and sell the entire farm to agents after
formation of fruits and after an estimation by buying agent.
2. These agents buy and sort the fruits at the farm in the month of April and continue till
June, and pack and sell them to wholesalers in special mango markets or send them
directly to Mumbai Mango market.
3. There is no processing whatsoever. However the farmers expressed need for a
ripening chamber and grader. All the byproducts of Mango are used in agriculture
industry.
Raw Material
Availability
Used for processing
No of Units Processing
Working days
Per day capacity
Secondary processing
Within district
In Karnataka
Outside Karnataka
Export Market
Size of the total Market
Special Zones
Operated by
Major Export Markets

Ripe Fruits of Mango
1.06 lakh tons – 0.14 lakh hectares
10% of total
3 units (cleaning grading and packing only,)
4 months
No clear data available Mango pulp, dehydrated mango & candy
1800 tons Fresh Fruits / Raw Mango
25000 Tons
74000 tons as fresh fruits
Through Mumbai/ Goa to Middle East only
Rs. 300 Crores
Mango Board Operated facility at Hubballi
Board
No direct exports, GAP certification needed.
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Other Micro-Enterprises
Dharwad district brief industrial profile indicates that there are 4566 micro and small agro
based enterprises in the district. However, there are 361 villages in the district, that are
catered on daily basis in terms of flour mills, oil mills etc. As per the baseline assessment study
of several NGOs working in the district, there may be an estimated 600 micro enterprises
engaged in such activities in the district. These include:
1. Dharwad is popular for MILK processing in to seets, Khoa, and other products.
Dharawad Pedha is popular cottage industry. Also village level production of Kunda
and Karadantu can be seen
2. Seasonal Food processing: The activities like Vermicelli making, Chutney powder
making, pickling, Papad making, popped ragi flour making in the rural areas mainly
during summer months and store them for rest of the months, especially using high
solar heat during the summer months.
3. Round the year activities include small hotels in the villages, oil mills, grinders and
flour mills, and fried gram floor products and sweet marts, that supply these materials
to weekly shanties. Urban center micro-enterprises activities include Chips making on
small scale, bakery activities, sweet marts, flour mills, ice cream units,
Production Technology
Around 1.06 lakh tons are available with farmers on annual basis, within the district. Local
transportation system is good enough for managing inbound logistics. The problem would be
the MEs would be engaged only for 3 months if it is mango specific intervention. Hence to get
maximum capacity utilization, the units need to consider availability of other fruits to get
capacity utilization. Unripe Mango Harvested – Pre-cooled – Cleaned – Graded- In to ripening
chamber – Packing – Logistics to mandi – wholesale – retail – consumer
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Mango Pulp Production

Mango Squash making
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Mango Syrup Production

Firm Infrastructure (depends on products- Fruit processing)
1. A shed in around 5000 sq. ft area preferably a closed structure,
2. Cleaning and grading, and Equipment to perform following activity

1. Mango is from farmers through vendors, wholesalers, or under contract with
farmers.
2. Machinery dealers are available in Bangalore and Tamil Nadu state.
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3. Mango is marketed in Mumbai and Bangalore. Logistics are arranged by buyers and
not by farmers.

Marketing and Sales
Generally, 3 channels of sales are followed as follows: (based on study by IIM Bhubaneshwar)
a. Farmer – Farm Buying agent- wholesaler – Retailer – Consumer (46%)
b. Farmer –wholesaler – Retailer – Consumer (46%)
c. Farmer to customer (manufactured or contract production) (8%)
Clusters
ODOP

Mango
Dharwad – Major Block
Hubli & Kalghatgi – Minor

Raw Material
Availability
Size of the total Market
Employment in Cultivation
Employment in Industry

Ripe Fruits of Mango
1.06 lakh tons –1 4524 hectares
Rs. 300 Crores
3.00 lakh mandays
4566 food industries 23,867 labourers

6. Quantum of Sale of this product to other districts, states and exported to other
countries.
Almost 95% of Mango is marketed fresh. 5% processing takes place in Hubli through
Mango Board and other private entities.
7. Institutional Support:
Guidelines - The existing institutional support available in the cluster w.r.t presence of
associations, technical and research institutions, and public sector units and
parastatals needs to be mapped.
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a. The University of Agricultural Sciences, Dharawad and Horticulture College,
Haveri, IIHR Hesaraghatta, Bangalore are providing technology in production.
b. Department of Horticulture Dharawad, Mango Development Board and
Ministry of Marketing and cooperation is taking special interest in mango
ecosystem to improve prices for farmers. There are FPOs of Maango growers,
but they are currently engaged in input supply part of Mango production.
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GADAG DISTRICT
Gadag district is located at the North of Karnataka lying in between 15.15 and 15.45 North
latitude and 75.20 and 17.47 East longitude. The district has Koppal district at its East,
Dharwad district at its West, Bagalkot district at its North and Haveri district at its South. It
has an area of 2855 sq. kms.
Location
Latitude
Longitude
Height
Area
Forest Area
Rainfall
Dams
Rivers
Temperature
Taluk-wise Population:
Taluk
Male
Gadag
184572
Gajendragad 56088
Lakhmeshwar 55591
Mundargi
66856
Nargund
51276
Rona
76478
Shirahatti
46286
Total
537147

Gadag District, Karnataka, India
15.15 and 15.45 North
75.20 and 17.47 East
654 Mtrs. Altitude above M.S.L
2855 Sq. Kms.
32614 Ha.
641 mm
Bhairapur & Singatur dams
Benni halla
Min. 16°C Max. 32° C

Female
182686
55404
54176
65041
49347
76153
44616
527423

Rural
175883
62443
73013
106978
64332
129320
73292
685261

Urban
191375
49049
36754
24919
36291
23311
17610
379309

Total
367258
111492
109767
131897
100623
152631
90902
1064570

DISTRICT AGRICULTURAL PROFILE
(Source: Department of Economics and Statistics & District at a Glance 2018-19)
1. Gadag with a total population of 10.65 lakhs, is the 28th most populous district in the
State.
1. Around 36% (3.79 lakhs) of the population is in urban areas and 64% (6.85 lakhs) in
rural areas.
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2. Gadag is 28th prosperous district of Karnataka state.
3. Gross Domestic Product (District Domestic Product) of the district is Rs. 13435 Crores
in 2017-18
4. Agriculture sector contributes around Rs. 2336 Crores (17%) to the district income,
5. Industry sector contributes a GDP of 2842 Crores (21%),
6. Services sector contributes Rs. 8257 Crores (62%) to the district economy,
Agriculture in Gadag District
Gadag district comprises of 7 taluks, with a geographical area of 4.06 lakh hectares. Of this
around 3.74 lakh hectares is used for cultivation (net sown area) and Gross Cultivated area is
5.06 lakh hectares. The situation indicates a typical dryland cultivation situation. Cropping
intensity is around 135% (Gross cultivated area is 10,99,609 hectares). The district falls under
Northern Dry zone. A total of 5.05 lakh hectares were cultivated during 2018-19. Out of this
0.80 lakh hectares of land was under irrigation. Major source of irrigation are Canals (0.27
lakh hectares) and 7786 borewells (0.12 lakh hectares) and 13585 open wells irrigating
around 0.0.38 lakh hectares. Gross irrigated land is 0.84 lakh hectares and net irrigated area
in the district is at a capacity of 0.80 lakh hectares.
Area under Major Crops is as follows: (in Hectares)
Taluk

Jowar

Maize

Gadag
Gajendragad
Lakhmeshwar
Mundargi
Nargund
Rona
Shirahatti
Total

15053
0
0
13562
9008
15900
23323
76846

3480
0
0
13319
1447
9762
10460
38468

Whea
t
5745
0
0
1789
5575
2690
2243
18042

Green
gram
21431
0
0
1872
4266
40019
9489
77077

Bengal
Gram
40573
0
0
9853
14737
58731
8644
132538

Chilli

20000

Vegetable
s
550 12539
0
0
0
0
594 3889
174 449
216 6782
340 1754
1874 25413
Fruit

As may be seen the major crop in the district is Bengal Gram, (Chickpea) with an area of 1.32
lakh hectares followed by Greengram, Jowar and Maize crops. Pulses are in all grown in an
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area of 2.15 lakh hectares in the district, and Rona Taluk contributes 50% of this crop(1.00
lakh hectares), followed by Gadag taluk (0.62 lakh hectares). Fruits are cultivated in only 1874
hectares and is insignificant in terms of area and production as well. Oil seeds crops are
cultivated in an area of 0.71 lakh hectares, with groundnut (0.36 lakh ha) and sunflower (0.32
lakhs ha.) as major crops. Vegetable crops form an important produce with an area of 0.25
lakh hectares. Khapli wheat is cultivated in an area of 0.18 lakh hectares.

As per the discussions with JDA agriculture and the Project Coordinator KVK Gadag, Chillies
crop is cultivated in an area of around 20,000 hectares in the district and production is in the
range of 40 tons of green chillies or 16000 tons of dry chillies.
ODOP Chilli - Analysis
No.
1.

Description

Comments

Identifying Products being Processed

Jowar – Production – 0.54 lakh tons
Maize – Production – 1.36 lakh tons
Greengram – Production – 0.06 lakh
tons
Bengalgram – Production – 0.59 lakh
tons
Oilseeds – Production – 0.52 lakh tons
Green Chillies – Production – 0.40
lakh tons
Dry Chillies – Production – 0.18 lakh
tons

2.

Mapping of Existing Food Processing At
Micro-Enterprises

present

chillies produced

is

marketed after drying and removing
of stems. Although there is scope for
processing chillies, most farmers sell
chillies after sun drying and removal
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of calyx. This is primary processing,
mandatory for marketing chillies.
Existing ME in food processing are
mainly in wheat flour mills, wheat
vermicelli production, oil mills, flour
mills, household chutney and masala
making and milk processing.
District has chosen Chillies as ODOP.
The total production of green chillies
in District is 0.40 lakh tons and dry
chillies is estimated at 0.18 lakh tons.
Chillies is valued at Rs. 750 Crores.
3.

Product should not be Staple Food Chillies is Not a staple food.
Product

It is a spice used in day-to-day life and
are an important component of snack
food in the entire world. Chillies
however has spice value

4.

Product Perishable?

Fairly good shelf life up to 1 year if
stored properly. Prone to pest attack.

5.

Abundance of Raw Material

Dry Chillies: Around 40,000 tons of
green chillies is produced in the
district and same if dried will be less
than 18000 tons in a year.

6.

More than 50% of Micro-Food processing There is no evidence of more than
Industry should be in this product

50% of the processing industry being
in Chillies.

7.

Percentage of labour employed in Micro- The crop provides a major economic
Food Enterprise

boost to the district with its value of
around Rs. 750 crores. Nearly 25% of
the agri DDP is from this crop.
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8.

Existence of large Clusters

For Chilli the large cluster is Rona,
Mundargi and Nargund taluks.

9.

Whether SHG and FPOs are involved in this There are 7 FPOs and they are into
product

aggregation

of

produce

and

marketing. None is involved in Chilli
processing. However small grinding
units are there which enable use of
chilli powder for local population, and
also in other chilli based spices mixes.
10. GIS of the product

Not GIS Product

11. Export potential of the product

Karnataka ranks 2nd in the country in
chilli production with 2.60 lakh tons of
production ( statista.com)

ODOP Selection – Chillies
The district administration has chosen Dry Chillies as ODOP. It fits in the parameters for
selection on broad terms.
Non-ODOP Recommendations
1. Bengalgram
2. Maize
3. Jowar products

Testing
Food Safety Standards Authority of India has stipulated several regulatory types of norms for
all food and processed food products. Existing norms for FSSAI certification with respect to
Chillies is as under Part 5.8, regulation 5.8.3 of FSSAI act. In case of chillies residues need to
be checked properly.
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Chillies Eco-system
1. Chillies is produced by both dryland and irrigated farmers mostly small and marginal
farmers, in a high-density of population district.
2. There one or two chilli powder unit processing for Chillies in the district, however small
flour mills in rural areas are plenty providing chilli powdering facilities to rural
population.
3. One of the major issues of ME eco-system is that rural population looks to make cash
from Chillies early by selling the product immediately after harvest. Most of the times
chillies is just dried and calyx is removed and sent to markets.
Raw Material
Availability

Chillies
40000 tons of green chillies or around 18000 tons
of dry chillies

Used for processing
No of Units Processing

500 tons
2 units, and atleast 80 chilli pounding units in
rural areas
300 days
100 kgs per day
Chutneys, spice mixes, pickles etc.
200 tons
25000 tons
15000 tons
Nil
Rs. 900 crores
None
Private units
Gulf countries, Asean Countries and Europe

Working days
Per day capacity
Secondary processing
Within district
In Karnataka
Outside Karnataka
Export Market
Size of the total Market
Special Zones
Operated by
Major Export Markets

ODOP Clusters

Chillies
Rona – Major
Gadag – Minor
Mundargi – Medium
Shirahatti – Major
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Industry & Market Analysis
Introduction to Product: A brief description of the product with respect to its background and
all the necessary details.
ODOP
Raw Material
Availability
Size of the total Market
Employment in Cultivation
Employment in Industry
ODOP
Names
World

Chillies
Dry Chillies
18000 tons
Rs. 900 Crores
10 lakh mandays
Not much except in drying and aggregating.

Chilli is one of the commercial spice crops. Named as wonder spice
across



India : Chilli



Caribbean: Peppers

India contributes 36 per cent to total world's production and
remained in first position in terms of international trade by exporting
nearly 30 per cent from its total production. Chillies are exported as
chilli powder, dried chillies, pickled chillies and chilli oleoresins.
Benefits

Chillies are used in both green and dry form in all culinary
preparations, equally by rich and poor alike. Chilli fruits are rich
source of several vitamins like vitamin C (ascorbic acid), pro-vitamin
A, E, P (citrin), thiamine (B1), riboflavin (B2) and niacin (B3), and
minerals like molybdenum, manganese, iron, potassium and copper.
Chilli may contain:


Calories: 40 Kcal



Protein: 2.9 grams.



Fat: 0.6 grams.



Iron: 2.0 mg.



Magnesium: 24 mg



Potassium: 217 mg.
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Calcium : 30 mg



Vitamin A : 292 I.U



Vitamin C : 111 mg

It is also claimed to have various health benefits.


The drug given internally in atonic dyspepsia and flatulence



It is used as counter-irritnt, in the form of ointment, plaster,
medicated wool etc. for the relief of rheumatism, lumbago,
etc.



Capsaicin creams are available for the relief of pain in
osteoarthritis, post-herpetic neuralgia painful diabetic
neuropathy.



If powdered red chilli is applied to the part affected by a dog
bite, immediately it minimizes the affect of the poison. It also
acts as an antiseptic by preventing the formation of puss in
the wound



Boil water, mixed with one spoonful of powdered chilli and
one spoonful of salt in it. If this hot solution is drunk, it is
beneficial in cholera.



When seeds of chillies are swallowed with hot water, then the
stomachache due to cold, gets vanished.

Traditional/Cultural It has value in religious beliefs on the dark side of religion.
Other Micro-Enterprises
Gadag district brief industrial profile indicates that there are 666 micro and small agro based
enterprises in the district. However, there are 322 villages in the district, that are catered on
daily basis in terms of flour mills, oil mills etc. As per the baseline assessment study of several
NGOs working in the district, there may be an estimated 250 to 300 micro enterprises
engaged in such activities in the district. This is also to some extent confirmed by the fact that
around 15485 people engaged in household industries in the district. These include:
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Seasonal Food processing: The activities like Vermicelli making, Chutney powder making,
pickling, Papad making, popped Jowar Roti, Bajra roti, cereals and millets flour making in the
rural areas mainly during summer months and store them for rest of the months, especially
using high solar heat during the summer months. Round the year activities include small
hotels in the villages, oil mills, grinders and flour mills, and fried gram floor products and
sweet marts, that supply these materials to weekly shanties. Urban center micro-enterprises
activities include Chips making on small scale, bakery activities, sweet marts, flour mills, ice
cream units,
Value Chain Analysis
1. From farmers, through agents, or wholesalers in to processing centers. Chillies so
received are free of calyx, with moisture content of 10% or less.
2. Chillies is a major source of cooking spice
3. Chillies is available only once a year and is harvested between November and
February. It needs to be stored for year long. Processing Chillies is more of
management of moisture content and drying in sun.
Processing Technology
Chillies processing is – Harvest green chillies, allow to ripen, sun dry and removal of calyx and
packing before sending to market. Chillies is mainly sun dried, however it can also be machine
dried, or dried using polyhouses. Removal of 80% of moisture is done in 36 to 48 hours.
Machinery Needed
1. A shed in around 2500 sq. ft area preferably a closed structure,
2. Drying Yard, Calyx removal machine
3. Dust cleaner, de-seeder, pounding and powdering machines
4. Packaging unit and finished goods storage.

Chillies Powdering Process
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Chilli Powder
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Value Chain
1. Chillies is either own production of FPO members or procured from other farmers.
2. Machinery dealers are available in Bangalore and Hubli.
3. Most of the times chillies is sold at gate to agents, or at Mandis to wholesalers /
commission agents.
4. Outbound logistics paid by agent / Buyer
5. Generally, 3 channels of sales are followed as follows:
a. Farmer – Commission agent- Processor - wholesaler – Retailer – Consumer
b. Farmer –Processor - wholesaler – Retailer – Consumer
c. Farmer –Processes himself - Retailer – Consumer
d. Farmer to customer (manufactured or contract production)

Marketing Potential
Chilli Based Products Chutneys,
Powders, pickles – Small volume,
high value,

Milk Based
Bakery &
Condiments

Chillies – Essential spice
Gram flour – High value

Gram waste as Cattle feed

Micro-Enterprises
Gadag

Oil based – Essential Commodity
Flour mills– Essential

Jowar & Bajra Based Products

Festival Based
Processing

Snacks – Gram flour, Rice flour,
jowar flour Based - Essential

6. Quantum of Sale of this product to other districts, states and exported to other
countries.
Almost 95% of Chilli is marketed fresh. 5% processing takes place in Gadag
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7. Institutional Support:
Guidelines - The existing institutional support available in the cluster w.r.t presence of
associations, technical and research institutions, and public sector units and
parastatals needs to be mapped.
a. The University of Agricultural Sciences, Dharawad and Horticulture College,
Haveri, IIHR Hesaraghatta, Bangalore are providing technology in production.
b. Department of Horticulture Dharawad, KVK Gadag and Ministry of Marketing
and cooperation is taking special interest in Chilli ecosystem to improve prices
for farmers. There are FPOs of Chilli growers, but they are currently engaged
in input supply part of Chilli production.
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HASSAN
DISTRICT PROFILE
Geographical
Hassan lies between the latitudes 12o13' and 13o33' N and between the longitudes 75o33' and
76o83' E at a mean altitude of 980 meters above sea level. The district encompasses a
geographical area of the district is 6814 Sq.km.
Summary of the district Profile is as follows:
Location
Latitude
Longitude
Height
Area
Forest Area
Rainfall
Dams
Tanks
Rivers
Temperature
Taluk-wise Population:
Taluk
Alur
Arkalagud
Arasikere
Belur
C. R. Patana
Hassan
H. N. Pura
Sakleshpura
Total

Male
42253
102297
157728
91306
138276
197116
19565
63126
883667

Hassan District, Karnataka, India
12 13 to 13 33 N
75 33 to 76 83 E
980 Mtrs. Altitude above M.S.L
6814 Sq. Kms.
3809.63 Sq. Kms
1147 mm
Gorur dam and Vatehole dam
A number of them, biggest being Halebeedu Tank
Hemavati, Yegachi, Vatehole and Cauveri
Min. 20°C Max. 35° C
POPULATION: (2011)
Female
Urban
Rural
43002
6541
78714
102288
16810
187775
157611
53216
262123
93152
22484
161974
141522
46902
232896
199050
177484
218682
90622
29974
152213
65507
105281
23352
892754
376763
1399658

Total
85255
204585
315339
184458
279798
396166
182187
128633
1776421
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DISTRICT AGRICULTURE PROFILE
(Source: Department of Economics and Statistics & District at a Glance 2018-19)
1. Hassan is 11th populous district of Karnataka with a population of 17.76 lakhs.
2. Around 21% of the population is in urban areas and 79% in rural areas.
3. As per “District at a Glance 2018-19” report, nearly 45% of the population (7.81 lakhs)
is working population and balance 49% (8.72 lakhs) is Non-working population.
4. Most of this non-working population (6.36 lakhs) is in rural areas and provide a
potential and opportunity to be engaged in rural economy.
5. Hassan is 13th prosperous district of Karnataka state.
6. Gross Domestic Product (District Domestic Product) of the district is Rs. 27633 Crores
in 2017-18.
7. Agriculture sector contributes around Rs. 4700 Crores (17%) to the district income.
8. Industry sector contributes a GDP of 5073 Crores (18%).
9. Services sector contributes Rs. 17860 Crores (65%) to the district economy.
Hassan District comprises of 8 taluks, with a geographical area of 6.63 lakh hectares. Of this
around 3.45 lakhs is used for cultivation (net sown area Gross sown area is around 4.21 lakh
hectares. The district falls under Southern Transition and partially hilly agro-climatic zone. A
total of 4.21 lakh hectares were cultivated during 2018-19. Out of this 0.76 lakh ha. of land
was under irrigation. The district has 46,529 tube wells capable of irrigating 0.36 lakhs
hectares. Tank irrigation supports 0.20 lakh hectares.
Area under Major Crops is as follows: (in Hectares)
Taluk
Alur
Arkalagud

Maize
6989
13985

Ragi Pulses
2290
52
11560
6118

Oil Seeds Coconut
10
151
58
2157

Fruits Vegetables
401
178
719
3007
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Arasikere
Belur
C. R. Patana
Hassan
H. N. Pura
Sakleshpura
Total

9491
14288
6932
22467
8700
0
82852

31750
4448
27730
7860
8956
33
94627

20745
2018
3638
2363
5831
27
40792

Production of Crops in the district in Metric Tons
Crops
Ragi
Maize
Total
60587
237736

355
1400
736
267
241
865
3874

33450
2129
19700
1500
115
137
59339

Paddy
165870

1808
828
685
310
468
1148
6367

2348
1825
2356
8815
4305
79
22913

Coconut
33,33,19000

1. Pulses: Hassan district does not produce much of pulses and greengram production is
major one with 2000 tons of production. Greengram crop is taken as advance crop
before paddy crop. This is mostly sold as whole or split dal and it is not processed.
2. Oil Seeds: No significant cultivation of Oil seed crop in the district.
3. Fruit Crops: Banana (48988 tons) and Mango (13875 tons) are major fruit crops, they
are not produced in enough quantities for processing and mostly sold as fresh fruits.
4. Potato constitutes a major vegetables crop with a production of 130,572 tons and
other Vegetable crops are not significant quantities to promote processing at ME
sector.
5. Coffee and Pepper are major crops in the Hilly regions like Sakaleshpur and Belur
Taluks.
ODOP eligibility - Analysis
No.

Description

Comments

1.

Identifying Products being Processed

Paddy, Ragi, Maize and Coconut

2.

Mapping of Existing Food Processing Paddy/ rice in snack food segment as
Micro-Enterprises

flour and grits.
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Maize in cattle and poultry feed
Coffee and Pepper also present
opportunities in ME sector
Ragi is staple food. Part of subsistence
crop.
Coconut is cultivated in all taluks but
a major crop only in Arasikere and Cr
Patna blocks. It covers a large
population in these two blocks. large
population of farmers and rural
households.

This

byproducts

offer

crop

and

scope

its
for

establishing FPIME on a larger scale.
3.

Product should not be Staple Food No. Coconut is not
Product

4.

Total estimated production of the food Around 33.33 Crore
product or its category chosen as ODOP
produced in the district.

5.

ODOP as % of Total Agri Produce

nuts

are

more than 50% of agriculture produce
in the district

6.

Production of ODOP Agriculture Produce Ranks No. 5th in the state. Tumakuru,
in that district compared to other district Udupi, Chikkamagalur, Mandya are
and states

7.

Total requirement and movement of Raw
material or Agricultural produce required

ahead in production.
1. Around 20% of coconut goes
for fresh consumption

for manufacturing this food product.
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2. Around 20% goes for domestic
use of copra and dessicated
coconut
Remaining is sold for coconut oil
production
8.

Existence of large Clusters

9.

Whether SHG and FPOs are involved in this As per information collected no FPO is
product

Arasikere and CR Patna Taluks

engaged in Coconut processing.

10. GIS of the product

Not GIS Product

11. Export potential of the product

India exports around Rs. 1200 Crores
worth Coconut products in Coconut
oil, Copra, desiccated coconut and
activated charcoal. 51% of copra oil is
exported to UAE and 69% of virgin
coconut oil is exported to USA.

Non ODOP Products – Recommended


Potato



Coffee



Paddy, ragi & Maize

Industrial Profiling.
Hassan is a well-developed industrial district. Industries contribute almost 18% of GDP of the
district. It is a major tract in the Bangalore Mangalore Industrial Corridor.
1. Hassan district has around 138 factories employing around 31,535 people and
employment is almost equal between men and women.
2. There are 7 Industrial Estates with 120 sheds and 229 plots in Hassan District
3. There are 17560 registered MSME’s providing employment to around 97060 people
in the district. Out of this there are 2460 units in food and beverage industries
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employing around 13573 persons. These are largely represented by oil mills and cattle
feed industries.
No of Small-Scale Units Registered under Udhyam
S. No.
a.
b.
c.
d.

Size of Industries
Micro
Small
Medium
Large Industries

No
6535
263
8
138

Turnover - Crores
350
500
250
3800

Characteristics of Micro-enterprises


Generally, these are family business with succession from one to another
within the family. Even if the family splits, the business is carried forward by
two people in same line separately.



These are necessity driven entrepreneurs and less improvement driven. Not
ready to implement change to risk the business.



Product innovation is limited, mostly featured as part time employment, for
small cashflow.



Access to finance is mainly through Self-help group finance



There are too many informal systems in supply, processing, and marketing. For
example, the pickle making women, have to supply it to local traders who get
FSSAI certificate under their own brands



Their development is hampered by managerial ability and capacity to scale

Coconut Eco system
1. Coconut products that are possible are
a. Coconut Oil – Copra based
b. Virgin Coconut Oil
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c. Coconut Cream
d. Coconut Milk
e. Desiccated Coconut
f.

Grated Coconut

g. Activated carbon from shell
h. Cocopeat
i.

Coir products

2. There are an estimated 12 units processing for desiccated Coconut in the
district. Around 6 Coconut oil production units in largescale group.
3. They are registered unit following broad guidelines of FSSAI in production and
packaging of oil.
4. Coconut is a major commercial crop in Arasikere and CR Patna Taluk which is a
known dry region of the district.
5. All the byproducts of Coconut are used in agriculture industry. And the product
range is quite lengthy one. Hence scope for FPIME in this product, especially
at farmer level.
6. Grated and desiccated coconuts have a very large use in bakery and sweet
market industry.
7. Coconut farmers are aware of value chain of coconut and hence PMFME
should enable to them take up activity.
8. Skill sets required for coconut processing are generally of low level but require
postproduction management for perishability and marketability.
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Other Micro-Enterprises
Hassan district brief industrial profile indicates that there are 2460 micro and small
agro based enterprises in the district.
1. Seasonal Food processing: These are mostly rice and ragi based products that
are made using rice flour and gits and sun dried for dehydration.
2. Round the year activities include cattle feed mills, oil mills, grinders and flour
mills, and fried gram floor products and sweet marts, that supply these
materials to weekly shanties. Urban center micro-enterprises activities include
Chips making on small scale, bakery activities, sweet marts, flour mills, ice
cream units,
ODOP
Raw Material
Availability
Used Locally
Used for processing
No of Units Processing
Working days
Per day capacity
Coconut Oil Production
Secondary processing
Batches manufactured
Within district
In Karnataka

Outside Karnataka
Export Market
Size of the total Market
Special Zones
Operated by

Coconut
Coconut
3,333 lakhs nuts
100 lakh nuts as fresh
200 lakhs nuts for oil
40
270
40 lakh Nuts
120 tons per month 2000 tons per annum
Byproducts, shell and Tasta
Every day
500 lakh nuts
4000 lakh nuts, all districts Rural population uses
coconut in their day-to-day food either in the form
of fresh coconut, dried coconut and coconut oil, as
supplement It is major source of cooking oil as well
as component of many health care product, mainly
in hair care industry.
8000 lakh nuts, to Gujarat and Maharashtra
Coconut products are exported and Indian exports
are reported at around Rs. 1200 Crores
Rs. 2000 Crores
None –
Private
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Major Export Markets

Exports of VCO is mainly to USA and Traditional
coconut oil to Middle east countries.

No of Clusters for ODOP: Arasikere and CR patna Taluks are major clusters
Number of units engaged with producing the specific ODOP product and 4-5 major
non-ODOP products
a. ODOPAround 12 Units (ODOP). Majority are large scale oil producers. Virgin coco nut oil
units have come up very recently.
b. Non-ODOP:
Activity
Ragi flour mills
Rice Mills
Maize based feed mills
Poatao
Chutneys / Spice Powders
Primary processing – Fruits and
Vegetables


Estimated No of Units
325
125
28
35
25
3

Approximate Level (%) of processing happening for ODOP (out of total
production) in the district
30% within the district. Remaining or sold outside the district units



Number of Self-Help Groups, Farmer Producer Organisations and Cooperatives
currently engaged in the processing of this product.
a. No FPO is engaged in Coconut Oil production
b. No self-help group as such is engaged in Coconut processing. However
around 255 families of SHG members are reportedly engaged in
engaged in non-ODOP products like Chutney, roti, rice processing, flour
and snacks, and mostly milk and raisin processing.
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4. Profiling of existing Micro Enterprises Ecosystem for the District
Specialty of the local agricultural produce/food product, varieties available,
seasonality, uniqueness, history etc.? (Guidelines - Specify the varieties available
and specialty of the local varieties compared to other places. Also if the product is
available in off season (for rest of the country), then this should also be mentioned.


The most preferred variety of coconut is the Tiptur Tall. Although this
particular variety yields an average of around 100 nuts per tree, it is found to
contain higher levels of Oil content at 60% of Copra.



This is also most suitable for the dry climate of Tumkur district



The product is available although the year. The coconuts are harvested mostly
between March to June and are kept in storages to dry out and copra is
produced. Harvesting continues almost throughout the year and supply is
available throughout the year.

Infrastructure
a. Essential Machinery or facilities required for the production of the product


Coconut is dried for three months to produce copra.



This requires a drying/ storage area



Normally coconut is stored in open warehouses of around 2000 sq. ft.



For Virgin coconut oil production – a coconut shell remover is required



Then the black coating is removed and marketed as supplement in
snack industry. This activity requires a grator



Coconut which is completely white now is sent to shredder to recover
very finely shredded coconut – require a shredder



The shredded coconut is dehydrated in a oven to remove moisture



A pressure screw assembly is used to extract oil and separate the
coconut meal.



VCO is recovered at 60% of the weight of coconut shreds.
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1. Coconut Breaker
2. Grater, 3. Shredder
4. Dryer (Oven)
5. Compressor
6. Oil Packaging unit
7. Shed of 2500 sq. ft
8. Open Storage of 1000 sq. ft & finished good storage of 500 sft.
b. Existing level of Mechanization for ODOP processing within district, in other
districts and States.


Coconut oil extraction is mostly automated now. In small units, labour is used
to the extent of 40% of total energy requirement

2. Support Infrastructure:
(Guidelines - The existing infrastructure available in the cluster in terms of public
infrastructure and Agri-logistics such as Mandis, roads, water and electric supply
needs to be mapped along with existing backward and forward linkages and
common facilities present in the cluster).
1. Commercial Infrastructure: Marketing infrastructure, arrangement with
retailers, distribution systems, uniformity of product, branding, packaging, etc.
2. Technical Infrastructure: Design lab, product development center, product
protocol development and management, quality assurance, testing and
certification labs, technical advisory service and capacity building.
3. Financial infrastructure: Financial products suited to PMFME, micro-enterprises
in general within the existing schemes as advised under PMFME and also,
considering a special PMFME branch to advise suitably.
4. Anchor Institution: Integrated Anchor Institution to provide all of above services
under one roof for MEs.
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3. Testing


Testing is mainly done for impurities in the oil and contaminants.



Every unit may need to have a small quality assurance lab for impurities



FSSAI registration is available

FSSAI Certification
Food Safety Standards Authority of India has stipulated several regulatory types of
norms for all food and processed food products. Existing norms for FSSAI certification
with respect to Coconut is as follows:
1. Chapter 2.3.51 covers standards for Coconut milk under Non dairy milk category
of FSSAI act
2. Chapter 2.2.1.1 deals with coconut oil and virgin coconut oil and stipulates
standards as follows:
a. Coconut oil (naryal ka tel) means the oil expressed from copra obtained from

the kernel of Cocos mucifera nuts. It shall be clear and free from rancidity,
suspended or other foreign matter, separated water, added colouring or
flavouring substances, or mineral oil. It shall conform to the following
standards: —
b. Butyro-refractometer reading at 40oC. 34.0 to 35.5 OR Refractive Index at

40oC 1.4481-1.4491, Saponification value Not less than 250 Iodine value 7.5 to
10. And Polenske Value Not less than 13
c. Unsaponifiable matter Not more than 1.0 per cent., Acid value Not more than

6.0., Test for argemone oil shall be negative. However, it may contain food
additives permitted in these regulations and appendices.
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d. Virgin Coconut Oil means the oil expressed from the kernel of Cocos nucifera

nuts by mechanical or natural means with or without the application of heat,
which does not lead to alteration of the oil and virgin coconut oil is suitable for
human consumption in its natural state without refining. It shall be clear and
free from rancidity, suspended or other foreign matter, separated water,
added colouring or flavouring substances, or mineral oil and it shall conform
to the following standards, namely: –

4.



Refractive index at 40°C 1.4480 - 1.4492 2.



Moisture Not more than 0.5 per cent by weight



Insoluble impurities Not more than 0.05 per cent by weight



Saponification Value Not less than 250, Iodine Value – 4.0 to 11.0



Unsaponifiable matter Not more than 0.5 per cent by weight



Acid Value Not more than 4.0, Polenske Value Not less than 13



Peroxide Value Not more than 15 milliequivalent per kg of oil

Value Chain\Channels of movement:
1. Coconut is from farmers through vendors, wholesalers, or under contract with
farmers.
2. Machinery dealers are available in Bangalore and Tamil Nadu state.
3. Studies have indicated that around 75% of the farmers harvest coconut directly
and balance 25% hand it over to service providers like vendors, wholesalers,
harvest contractors etc.
4. Farmers harvest coconuts and around 10% of coconuts is supplied to community
for use as fresh coconut. Nearly 15% of produce goes as tender coconut, which is
used a nutritive and thirst-quenching drink. Around 60% of produce goes for
processing into oil, either in cold or in solvent extraction, either from fresh coconut
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or from mature dehydrated copra. Nearly 15% of produce goes in production of
desiccated coconut that is used in snack industry, cake and condiments.
5. Coconut is generally harvested throughout the year, but mature coconuts are
generally harvested during April and May months.
6. Coconut cultivation is done through plantations that have a minimum 5 year
gestation care and the tree continues to yield for more than 60 to 80 years.
Annually every tree yields around 80 nuts.
7. After harvest, farmers store the nuts in warehouses in their households for a
period of 3 months, by when coconut will have turned in copra. The following is
the value chain as depicted by ICAR in one of its studies.
5. Manufacturing Process – ODOP
Machinery Required
 Coconut Breaker


Grater, 3. Shredder



Dryer (Oven)



Compressor



Oil Packaging unit



Shed of 2500 sq. ft



Open Storage of 1000 sq. ft &



finished good storage of 500 sft.



Solvent extraction Unit & Packaging unit



Copra shredder



Copra cleaner

Product Range
1. Coconut meal
2. Desiccated coconut
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3. Copra
4. Coconut Oil
5. Virgin Coconut Oil
6. Tender coconut, fresh coconut
7. Grated coconut – IQF etc.
Production Process & Technology
1. Coconut yields around 60% oil per kilo of copra, (dehydrated coconut
2. Around 5000 coconuts yield 1 ton of copra (20%
3. Thus, coconut oil in fresh coconut is around 12%.
4. Coconut processing for Virgin Coconut Oil is done with fresh coconut, and around
12 mature nuts yield 1 litres of oil. This so because the process involves removal
of outer Tasta to get only pure white fresh coconut, which is grated, slightly dried
before cold press extraction.
5. In case of Copra (dehydrated coconut), uses are many, like production of coconut
chips, grated desiccated coconut, which are done by machines.
6. Small mills directly crush copra in presence of small quantity of water and oil is
extracted.
7. In major industries, solvent extraction technique is adopted.
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6. Marketing
The existing market linkages across the value chain needs to be detailed out
with an illustrative flow chart from storage to market places/Mandis to exports.
Coconut and copra are traded in many ways by farmers
1. Whole garden sale to agents
2. Harvested produce to agents at farm gate level
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Normal channels are as follows:
a. Farmer – Commission agent- wholesaler – Retailer – Consumer (for
coconut and copra for household use)
b. Farmer –wholesaler – to factory owners
c. Farmer –to factory owners for coconut and VCOs

Pricing of the Raw Agriculture Produce, various processed products of the produce
may be mentioned and compared with the pricing elsewhere in the country.
Coconut prices vary from season to season. However as on date the rates are as
follows:
Type
Fresh Coconut
Copra
Coconut Oil
Coconut Oil MCDX rates
Type
Fresh Coconut
Copra
Coconut Oil

Wholesale prices
Rs. 20/- per nut
Rs. 180/- per kilo
Rs. 250/- per kilo

Retail Prices
Rs. 30/- per nut
Rs. 220/- per kilo
Rs. 390/- per kilo

Wholesale prices
Rs. 20/- per nut
Rs. 140/- to 180/Rs. 188/- per kilo

Retail Prices
Rs. 30/- per nut
Rs. 250/- per kilo
Rs. 250/- per kilo

Reasons for the price differentials and USP of the products may be mentioned.
Not much significance is attached as the coconut is from drier climate and not from
coastal climate where the other contents of coconut oil are valued.

7. Quantum of Sale of this product to other districts, states and exported to other
countries.
Around 10% of coconuts is supplied to community for use as fresh coconut. Nearly
15% of produce goes as tender coconut, which is used a nutritive and thirst-quenching
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drink. Around 60% of produce goes for processing into oil, either in cold or in solvent
extraction, either from fresh coconut or from mature dehydrated copra. Nearly 15%
of produce goes in production of desiccated coconut that is used in snack industry,
cake and condiments.
Coconuts are purchased by oil mills in Tamil Nadu and Gujarat around 30% of the
produce is purchased by them. Exports of VCO is mainly to USA and Traditional
coconut oil to Middle east countries, not directly by producers but by traders in
Mumbai.
8. Institutional Support:
Guidelines - The existing institutional support available in the cluster w.r.t presence of
associations, technical and research institutions, and public sector units and
parastatals needs to be mapped.
a. Coconut Development Board, Bangalore is providing both technical and
financial and promotional support through special schemes.
b. College of Agriculture, Hassan, IIHR Bangalore and Central Horticulture
Research at Tumkur are providing crop production technologies to the district
c. Krishi Vigyan Kendra Hassan, have been providing incubation center facilities
and technical guidance to enable development of innovative coconut products
d. Department of Agriculture and Department of Horticulture, Hassan is taking
special interest in promoting production of virgin coconut oil in the district
under micro-enterprises.
e. There is no association of coconut farmers, though FPOs are being promoted
lately
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HAVERI DISTRICT
Haveri lies between the latitudes 14º28’ & 14º59’ N and between the longitudes 75º07’ &
75º38’E at a mean altitude of 572 meters above sea level. The district encompasses a
geographical area of the district is 4823 Sq.km and it is the 21st biggest district of Karnataka
state.
Location
Latitude
Longitude
Height
Area
Forest Area
Rainfall
Dams
Tanks
Rivers
Temperature

Haveri District, Karnataka, India
14º28’ to 14º59’ N
75º07’ to 75º38’E
572 Mtrs. Altitude above M.S.L
4823 Sq. Kms.
47454 Sq. Kms
782 mm & rainy days are 86 (Dist. Average)
Chigali & Dharma
Basavuru tank – Historical 13th Century
Varada, Tungabhadra, Dharma and Kumudvati
Min. 15°C Max. 37° C

Taluk-wise Population:
Taluk
Male
Byadagi
72143
Hangal
133171
Haveri
143600
Hirekerur
118319
Ranebennur
172010
Savanur
83150
Shiggaon
96735
Total
819128

Female
68881
127284
136762
112796
163271
78371
91175
778540

Rural
111010
232296
213260
211924
215549
12094
137714
1242167

Urban
30014
28159
67102
19191
119732
40567
50736
355501

Total
141024
260455
280362
231115
335281
161521
187910
1597668

DISTRICT AGRICULTURE PROFILE
(Source: Department of Economics and Statistics & District at a Glance 2018-19)
1. Haveri with a total population of 15.98 holds the 18th position in terms of total
population in the State.
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2. The district has registered a work participation of 45.7 percent
3. About 54.3 percent of the total population in the district is non -workers (8.67 lakhs) .

4. Haveri is 22nd prosperous district of Karnataka state.
5. Gross Domestic Product (District Domestic Product) of the district is Rs. 19482 Crores
in 2017-18
6. Agriculture sector contributes around Rs. 5146 Crores (26%) to the district income,
7. Industry sector contributes a GDP of 3435 Crores (18%).
8. Services sector contributes Rs. 10862 Crores (55%) to the district economy.
Agriculture in Haveri District
Haveri District comprises of 7 taluks, with a geographical area of 4.85 lakh hectares. Of this
around 3.62 lakhs is used for cultivation (net sown area). Gross sown area is around 4.32 lakh
hectares. The district falls under North Transitional agro-climatic zone and annual rainfall is
around 792 mm and with a cropping intensity of 120%, the district is largely dependent on
rainfed dryland agriculture. A total of 3.62 lakh hectares of cultivated during 2018-19. Out of
this 0.98 lakh ha. of land is net irrigated land. The district has 54336 tube wells capable of
irrigating 0.83 lakhs hectares. Canal, Tank and open well irrigated area is around 0.15 lakh
hectares. Area under Major Crops is as follows: (in Hectares)
Taluk
Byadagi
Hangal
Haveri
Hirekerur
Ranebennur
Savanur
Shiggaon

Paddy Maize
819 22862
20897 18702
567 35927
3480 36731
11317 31328
64 13470
7734 11676
44968 170696

Pulses
927
1413
1690
3341
1630
1934
1171
12106

Oil Seeds
429
2475
4769
2318
1488
11323
7604
30406

Mango
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
2560

Fruits
Vegetables
235
1377
3059
65
699
1664
587
1713
490
5629
240
314
1079
104
6389
10866
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ODOP eligibility
No.
1.

Description

Comments

Identifying Products being Processed

Paddy – Production – 57599 tons
Maize – Production – 265188 tons
Mango Production – 45672 tons

Haveri is a famous trade center for
Spices procured from Malnad region,
especially cardamom
District administration has identified
Mango as ODOP.
2.

Mapping of Existing Food Processing In the district Micro-enterprises are
Micro-Enterprises

mainly in rice mills, flour mills, oil
mills, and small enterprises in baking,
Papad making, pickling, household
industries etc.

3.

Product should not be Staple Food No. Mango and Maize both are not.
Product

4.

Product Perishable?

Mango is perishable

5.

Abundance of Raw Material

Around 48482 tons of Mango is
available in just 3 months of season.

6.

More than 50% of Micro-Food processing No there are no mango processing
Industry should be in this product

7.

units.

Percentage of labour employed in Micro- With hardly 2500 to 6500 hectares
Food Enterprise

under mango only 20% of the
population is engaged in mango
production
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8.

Existence of large Clusters

Except Havanur block and to some
extent Shiggaon blocks other blocks
are not greatly in to Mango

9.

Whether SHG and FPOs are involved in this As per information collected no FPO
product

nor SHG is engaged in Mango
processing.

10. GIS of the product

Not GIS Product

11. Export potential of the product

Karnataka

state

exports

around

50,000 tons out of its production of 7
lakh

tons.

Haveri

mangos

are

generally traced to domestic markets
in Bangalore and Mumbai.
Product Profile – Mango
Mango
Names
World

It is a fresh fruit
across



India: Aam



Portuguese: manga



Dutch: manja



French: mangot.

India dominates the world production and ranks first with major
share of 43 per cent with total production of 10.8 mt from about 1.6
million ha. It is an important foreign exchange-earning fruit crop of
country It is made by a process of Ripening, Grading, Pre-treatment
and Pulping. It contains blend of sugar (16–18% w/v) and acids and
high amounts of antioxidants (ascorbic acid) and polyphenols
(carotene, as vitamin A).
Benefits

Mango contains a variety of macro- and micronutrients. In terms of
macronutrients, the mango pulp contains carbohydrates (16–18%),
proteins, amino acids, lipids, organic acids, as well as dietary fiber.
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The pulp is also a good source of micronutrients, including trace
elements such as calcium, phosphorus, iron, and vitamins (vitamins
C and A). Consumption of mango pulp provides high energy: 60–190
Kcal from 100 g of fresh pulp. Mango may contain:


Calories: 60 kcal



Sucrose: 65–85 grams.



Fructose and glucose: 10–15 grams.



Protein: 0.82 grams.



Fat: 0.38 grams.



Iron: 40 mg, Magnesium: 100 mg, Potassium: 270mg, or
30% of the RDI., Calcium : 11 mg



Vitamin A (IU) : 1082, Vitamin C : 36.4 mg

In India, the whole mango tree, including the stem, bark, leaves,
flowers, and fruit, has been widely used as an ancient traditional
medicine to treat various diseases and discomforts. All parts of the
mango tree contain essential bioactive compounds, such as
mangiferin, quercetin, catechins and kaempferol. Mango byproducts
in the treatment of various chronic diseases, including diabetes,
cancer, asthma, hypertension, and hemorrhage in the lungs and
intestine mango offer different benefits, such as anti-inflammatory,
antioxidant,

anticancer,

anti-diabetic,

antimicrobial,

anti-

hyperlipemic, and immunomodulatory activities
Traditional/Cultural Mango leaves are almost always used for festivals and wedding
value
decorations. Mango is culturally an important fruit. It is regarded as
King of fruits in every household.
Non- ODOP Products Recommended
1. Spices Processing Park is already in consideration
2. Maize Processing
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Industry
Haveri is a well-developed industrial district. Industries contribute almost % of GDP of the
district. It is a major tract in the Mumbai Bangalore Industrial Corridor.
1. Haveri district has around 73 factories employing around 244 people and largely men
workforce.
2. There are 6 Industrial Estates with 32 sheds and 302 plots in Haveri District

3. There are 1243 registered MSME’s providing employment to around 5733 people in
the district. Out of this there are 142 units in food and beverage industries employing
around 467 persons. These are largely represented by oil mills and cattle feed
industries.
TestingExcept FSSAI registration no other means are adopted. Food Safety Standards Authority of
India has stipulated several regulatory types of norms for all food and processed food
products. Existing norms for FSSAI certification with respect to Mango is as follows:
FSSAI specification for Pulp 10%, Total soluble solids 10 to 15o brix acidity 0.3 – 0.5% sodium
metabisulphite 70ppm Sodium Benzoate – 120ppm (For Coloured fruits) Ingredients Mango
pulp - 1 litre Sugar - 600g Water - 2.5 litre Citric acid - 5 g FLOW CHA
FSSAI specifications for squash are: (i) minimum per cent of total soluble solids 40 and (ii)
minimum per cent of fruit juice 25. The permissible limit of the preservative as sulphur dioxide
350 ppm or as benzoic acid 600ppm
FSSAI specifications for syrup are: (i) minimum percentage of total soluble solids 65 and (ii)
minimum percentage of fruit juice 25. The permissible limit of the preservative as sulphur
dioxide and benzoic acid are same as mentioned for squashes.
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Micro Enterprise Eco system
Discussions were held with SRLM and District Industries Centre of Haveri and continuous
discussions with DDM NABARD, Haveri as well as an NGO called Grama in Haveri, SRLM,
regarding the ME Eco-system. Further discussions were also held with NGOs who have
conducted baseline surveys earlier. Their baseline assessment studies have been accessed.
The following points are noted.
Mango Ecosystem
1. Presently farmers are growing mango and sell the entire farm to agents after
formation of fruits and after an estimation by buying agent.
2. These agents buy and sort the fruits at the farm in the month of April and continue till
June, and pack and sell them to wholesalers in special mango markets or send them
directly to Mumbai Mango market.
3. There is no processing whatsoever. However the farmers expressed need for a
ripening chamber and grader
4. All the byproducts of Mango are used in agriculture industry.
ODOP
Raw Material
Availability
Used for processing
No of Units Processing
Working days
Per day capacity
Secondary processing
Within district
In Karnataka
Outside Karnataka
Export Market
Size of the total Market
Special Zones
Operated by
Major Export Markets

Mango
Ripe Fruits of Mango
48,482 tons – 4524 hectares
None
Nil
3 months
None
Not done
1000 tons Fresh Fruits / Raw Mango
15000 Tons as fresh fruits
22000 tons as fresh fruits
Through Mumbai/ Goa to Middle East only
Rs. 80 Crores
Mango Board Operated facility at Hubballi
Board
No direct exports, GAP certification needed.
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Other Micro-Enterprises
Haveri district brief industrial profile indicates that there are 1243 micro and small agro based
enterprises in the district. However, there are 698 villages in the district, that are catered on
daily basis in terms of flour mills, oil mills etc. As per the baseline assessment study of several
NGOs working in the district, there may be an estimated 200 micro enterprises engaged in
such activities in the district. These include:
1. Seasonal Food processing: The activities like Vermicelli making, Chutney powder
making, pickling, Papad making, popped ragi flour making in the rural areas mainly
during summer months and store them for rest of the months, especially using high
solar heat during the summer months.
2. Round the year activities include small hotels in the villages, oil mills, grinders and
flour mills, and fried gram floor products and sweet marts, that supply these materials
to weekly shanties.
3. Urban center micro-enterprises activities include Chips making on small scale, bakery
activities, sweet marts, flour mills, ice cream units,
Value Chain Analysis
1. Around 48,472 tons are available with farmers on annual basis, within the district.
Local transportation system is good enough for managing inbound logistics.
2. The problem would be the MEs would be engaged only for 3 months if it is mango
specific intervention.
3. Hence to get maximum capacity utilization, the units need to consider availability of
other fruits to get capacity utilization
Fresh Mango will follow following cycle of activity: Unripe Mango Harvested – Pre-cooled –
Cleaned – Graded- In to ripening chamber – Packing – Logistics to mandi – wholesale – retail
– consumer.
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Technology of Processing
Mango Pulp Production

Mango Squash making
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Mango Syrup Production

Firm Infrastructure (depends on products- Fruit processing)
1. A shed in around 5000 sq. ft area preferably a closed structure,
2. Cleaning and grading, and Equipment to perform following activity

Marketing and Sales
1. Mango is from farmers through vendors, wholesalers, or under contract with
farmers.
2. Machinery dealers are available in Bangalore and Tamil Nadu state.
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3. Mango is marketed in Mumbai and Bangalore. Logistics are arranged by buyers
and not by farmers. Generally, 3 channels of sales are followed as follows:
a. Farmer – Farm Buying agent- wholesaler – Retailer – Consumer (46%)
b. Farmer –wholesaler – Retailer – Consumer (46%)
c. Farmer to customer (manufactured or contract production) (8%)
Technology
Mango processing technology is about, cleaning, blanching, removal of skin, extraction of
pulp, pasteurization of pulp, mixing permitted additives / or asceptic vacuum packing.
Extremely efficient machinery are available.
FPI micro enterprises:
1. Micro-enterprises in FPI are largely catering to the rural segment. As seen in the
industrial data, nearly 20,217 people are engaged in all types of household industries.
FPIME in this group include seasonal processing especially in summer months to
produce dehydrated food products, mostly sun-dried.

2. The number of rural families in the district is around 3 lakhs. Assuming that every
family spends atleast Rs. 5000/- processed food made by MEs which is generally
supplements to food market size is of Rs. 150 Crores. (these include snacks, flours,
oils, pulses etc). This is only indicative and has potential to increase, with the current
trend of app based processed food delivery system catching up everywhere).
3. In Haveri district, the main market is huge rural population itself requires processed
foods like Papad, Chutney, oil, vermicelli, chilli powder etc.
4. There are people engaged in oil production, cattle feed making etc. With standardized,
quality products it is possible to raise the market size to Rs. 500 crores per annum.
Clusters
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Identified clusters in Mango production
ODOP

Mango
Hanagal – Major
Haveri- Minor
Hirekerur- Medium
Ranebennu – Minor
Savanur- Minor

Raw Material
Availability
Size of the total Market
Employment in Cultivation
Employment in Industry

Ripe Fruits of Mango
48,482 tons – 4524 hectares
Rs. 80 Crores
1.00 lakh mandays
142 food industries 467 labourers

6. Quantum of Sale of this product to other districts, states and exported to other
countries.
Almost 100% of Mango is marketed fresh in the district to others.
7. Institutional Support:
Guidelines - The existing institutional support available in the cluster w.r.t presence of
associations, technical and research institutions, and public sector units and
parastatals needs to be mapped.
a. The University of Agricultural Sciences, Dharawad and Horticulture College,
Haveri, IIHR Hesaraghatta, Bangalore are providing technology in production.
b. Department of Horticulture Dharawad, Mango Development Board and
Ministry of Marketing and cooperation is taking special interest in mango
ecosystem to improve prices for farmers. There are FPOs of Mango growers,
but they are currently engaged in input supply part of Mango production.
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KALABURAGI DISTRICT

Kalaburagi lies between the latitudes 12°54’ and 13°53’ N and between the longitudes 75°04’
and 76° 21’E at a mean altitude of 454 meters above sea level. The district encompasses a
geographical area of the district is 10,954 Sq.km and it is the 9th biggest district of Karnataka
state and It is Located in the northern part of Karnataka

Location

Kalaburagi, Karnataka, India

Latitude

12°54’ to 13°53’ N

Longitude

75°04’ and 76° 21’E

Height

454 Mtrs. Altitude above M.S.L

Area

10954 Sq. Kms.

Forest Area

Sq. Kms

Rainfall

842 mm & rainy days are 47 (Dist. Average)

Road Length

Kms.

Rivers

Bhima, Krishna, Kagina and Bennetore

Temperature

Min. 8°C Max. 45° C

Taluk-wise Population:
POPULATION: (2011)
Taluk
Afzalpur

Male
113057

Female
107282

PROJ. 2020
Total
220339

242233

Aland

176052

166155

342207

376214

Chincholi

127748

126539

254287

279283

Chittapur

202354

201834

404188

446500

Kalaburagi

423051

406779

829830

923832

Jewargi

150895

146008

296903

326129

Sedam

108598

109974

218572

240799

Total

1301755

1264571

2566326

2834990
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DISTRICT ECONOMIC PROFILE
(Source: Department of Economics and Statistics & District at a Glance 2018-19)

1. Kalburgi is 4th populous district of Karnataka with a population of 25.66 lakhs
population.

2. Around 33% (8.36 lakhs) of the population is in urban areas and 67% (17.33 lakhs) in
rural areas.
3. Kalaburagi is 16th prosperous district of Karnataka state.

4. Gross Domestic Product (District Domestic Product) of the district is Rs. 26161 Crores
in 2017-18

5. Agriculture sector contributes around Rs. 6934 Crores (26%) to the district income.

6. Industry sector contributes a GDP of 4168 Crores (16%),

7. Services sector contributes Rs. 13839 Crores (58%) to the district economy,

Agriculture in Kalaburagi District

Kalburgi district comprises of 7 taluks, with a geographical area of 10,94,119 hectares (2nd
largest district after Belagavi). Of this around 8,90,897 hectares is used for cultivation (net sown
area) 35,316 hectares are forest area. Around 76,624 hectares of land is non-agricultural
lands. Around 36,403 hectares are considered under other uncultivated lands and around
54,880 hectares is under current fallow. The situation indicates a typical dryland cultivation
situation. Cropping intensity is around 123% (Gross cultivated area is 10,99,609 hectares).
Agroclimatic zones are Northern Eastern transition Zone Aland and Chincholi talukas,
Northern Dry zone Kalaburagi, Afzalpur, Chittapur, Sedam, Jewargi talukas. A total of
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10,99,609 hectares were cultivated during 2018-19, of this 2,08,712 ha. of land was under
irrigation. Major source of irrigation are Canals (22,279 ha), and borewells (53,768 ha)
Area under Major Crops is as follows: (in Hectares)
Taluk

Paddy

Jowar

Bajra

Maize Pulses

Afzalpur

14

41974

875

1185

85145

Aland

0

34830

4388

1187

Chincholi

0

29729

291

Chittapur

200

26327

Kalaburagi

5

Jewargi

Oil

Fruits

Redgram

5342

1742

56177

94760

18735

1067

49431

70

96906

7688

2163

49350

1755

61

99507

2395

669

54815

23872

2046

664

90432

10607

1551

57741

5161

26565

2559

1577

118095 3748

495

79178

Sedam

1489

21125

214

4744

75643

272

42224

Total

4199

204379 4886

2634

505740 61002

7959

388914

seeds

1550

The above data is from the year 2016-17. The area has increased to 5,96,689 hectares in 201819. The total production of redgram in 2018-19 was 5,69,078 tons at an estimated yield of 10
quintals per hectare. Jewargi has the highest area under redgram and all other taluks have an
average of around 50,000 hectares each.

ODOP - Redgram - Analysis

No.

Description

Comments

1. Identifying
Products

Jowar and pulses are major food grain crops of the district.
being Among pulses, redgram has the maximum share of 77% in area

Processed

and production.

2. Mapping of Existing Redgram is the major food processing activity. It has to be
Food

Processing cleaned, dehusked and cleaned and then split and polished

Micro-Enterprises

before storage and packaging.
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Other food processing are related to processing Jowar,
oilseeds, bakery, flour mills, oil mills, pickling, spicey products,
etc.
3. Product should not No Redgram is an essential protein component in daily food.
be

Staple

Food

Product
4. Product

Fairly good shelf life up to 1 year if stored properly. Prone to

Perishable?

pest attack.

5. Abundance of Raw Around 5.69 lakh tons of redgram is produced is produced in
Material

the district in a good rainfall year. This is good enough to take
up FPME for value addition in the district.

6. More than 50% of Yes. Kalburgi has around 1585 MSME in food sector employing
Micro-Food

around 8168 people. Almost 60% of it redgram dal industries.

processing Industry
should be in this
product
7. Percentage

of With major area under redgram in the district, the redgram

labour employed in industry provides employment to almost 40% of the
Micro-Food

population.

Enterprise
8. Existence of large Jewargi is largest cluster, but all the taluks are having almost
Clusters

equal production.

9. Whether SHG and There are 24 FPOs and they are in to aggregation of produce
FPOs are involved and marketing. None is involved in dal milling or otherwise
in this product
10.GIS of the product

processing.
Not GIS Product

11.Export potential of Only 0.25 lakh tons are exported from india out of total of 47
the product

lakh tons of produce. Domestic demand is too high and hence
export potential is low.
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https://www.pjtsau.edu.in/files/AgriMkt/2020/july/Redgramjuly-2020.pdf

ODOP Selection – Red gram (Tur)

Selection of Redgram as ODOP is proved beyond doubt considering the area and spread of
the crop in the district, as also its economic importance considering the fact that nearly 50%
of the geographical area is under this crop and offers scope for processing at ME level.

Industry

Kalburgi is developing as a major industrial district and finding favour with Mumbai Bangalore
Industrial Corridor. It has one of the largest Windmill Electricity generation area in the state.

1. There are 7 Industrial Estates and 3 industrial areas with 146 sheds and 582 plots in
Kalburgi District and 71 units are in production. They are located in Kalburgi, Khapnur,
Shabad, Chittapur, Sedam, Chincholi and Aland.

2. The district has Food Park in Jewargi by name Jewargi Food Park and the same is not
fully occupied.

3. There are 11035 registered MSME’s providing employment to around 56800 people
in the district. Out of this there are 1585 units in food and beverage industries
employing around 8168 persons. These are largely represented by pulse mills.
Testing

Food Safety Standards Authority of India has stipulated several regulatory types of norms for
all food and processed food products. Existing norms for FSSAI certification with respect to
Redgram is as under 2.4.6 of FSSAI act
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Redgram Eco-system

1. Redgram is produced by dryland farmers mostly small and marginal farmers, in a highdensity of population district.

2. There are an estimated 57 units processing for Redgram in the district of which around
7 to 8 units are shut down. They are registered unit following broad guidelines of FSSAI
in production and packaging of oil.
3. One of the major issues of ME eco-system is that rural population looks to make cash
from redgram early by selling the product immediately after harvest. This is because
the agri-eco system does not generate enough cash for management of families well
on day-to-day basis.

4. Farmers appear to have enough skill sets to make dal out of redgram whole grains by
pounding. Using dehydrator to dry the dal to obtain optimum temperature and then
milling it polishing the split dals is mostly using machines.

Other Micro-Enterprises

Kalburgi district brief industrial profile indicates that there are 1585 micro and small agro
based enterprises in the district. However, there are 871 villages in the district, that are
catered on daily basis in terms of flour mills, oil mills etc. As per the baseline assessment study
of several NGOs working in the district, there may be an estimated 1200 micro enterprises
engaged in such activities in the district. This is also to some extent confirmed by the fact that
around 25891 people engaged in household industries in the district. These include:

1. Seasonal Food processing: The activities like Vermicelli making, Chutney powder
making, pickling, Papad making, popped Jowar Roti, Bajra roti, cereals and millets flour
making in the rural areas mainly during summer months and store them for rest of the
months, especially using high solar heat during the summer months.
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2. Round the year activities include small hotels in the villages, oil mills, grinders and
flour mills, and fried gram floor products and sweet marts, that supply these materials
to weekly shanties.

3. Urban center micro-enterprises activities include Chips making on small scale, bakery
activities, sweet marts, flour mills, ice cream units,

ODOP

Redgram / Tur Dal

Raw Material

Tur Dal

Availability

5,69,078 tons 5,96,689 Hectares

Used for processing

Tur is processed at village level as whole grain
This is then split and polished in dal mills

No of Units Processing

Dal Mills around 57 units

Working days

6 months

Per day capacity

100% processed as split dal

Secondary processing

Grits

Within district

600 tons

In Karnataka

1,50,000 tons

Outside Karnataka

4,00,000

Export Market

Sold to Hyderabad, Maharashtra

Size of the total Market

Rs. 500 Crores

Special Zones

Redgram Development Board exists

Operated by

Private Industries

Major Export Markets

No exports, all domestic consumption
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ODOP Clusters

Redgram / Tur Dal
Jevargi– Major
Kalburgi– Major
Afzalpura- Medium
Chittapura- Medium
Alanda - Medium
Sedum- Medium
Chincholi - Medium

Industry & Market Analysis

Introduction to Product: A brief description of the product with respect to its background and
all the necessary details.

ODOP

Redgram / Tur Dal

Raw Material

Tur Dal

Availability

5,69,078 tons 5,96,689 Hectares

Size of the total Market

Rs. 500 Crores

Employment in Cultivation

60 lakh mandays

Employment in Industry

1585 food industries 8168 labourers

Product Profile

Redgram
Names
World

Pulse crop, every day kitchen use as source of every day protein
across



India: Tur



Jamica : Gungo peas.

India is the largest producer and consumer of pulses in the world,
accounting for 33 per cent of the world area and 22 per cent of world
production of pulses. . India ranks first in the production and
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consumption of red gram in the world. Red gram accounts for about
20 per cent of the total production of pulses in the country In India, red
gram contributes 53.37 million ha area with the production of 48.73
million tones.
Benefits

Red gram is a backbone of nutritional security of our country. It
supplements the important component of protein particularly to
Indian population where their diet is based on cereal itself. Red gram
is rich source of protein (22.3 %) and also rich in iron, iodine and the
essential amino acids like lycine, tyrocene, cystine and arginine. Red
gram may contain:


Carbohydrates: 48.19 grams.



Fructose and glucose: 10–15 grams.



Protein: 22.40 grams.



Fat: 2.74 grams.



Iron: 40 mg



Zinc : 2.3 mg



Potassium: 270mg



Calcium : 1.39 mg

Red gram is consumed as whole/split pulse and in form of green
vegetable to supplement cereal-based diet. Including red gram in your
diet it keeps you free from jaundice, diabetes, bronchitis, coughs,
genital irritation, pneumonia and skin problems
Potassium is the key mineral which is found in pigeon peas that acts as
a vasodilator, reduces the blood constriction and also reduces blood
pressure. Folate is found in adequate amount in pigeon peas which
helps to prevent anemia. The seeds, leaves and peas of pigeon peas
are used to treat inflammation. The presence of dietary fiber keeps full
for a long period of time, increase metabolism rate and reduces the
possibilities of weight gain. Dietary fiber has shown to reduce blood
cholesterol levels by bringing down reabsorption of cholesterol308 | P a g e
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binding bile acids in the colon. Isoflavones have been found to reduce
post-menopausal cancers and osteoporosis. Pigeion peas are glutenfree food items. They particularly preferred as gluten-free food
alternatives in gluten-allergy and celiac disease patients.

Traditional/Cultural Red gram is mainly used as dal for preparing curries, sweets, etc. Green
value

pods are used for extracting grains for vegetable purpose.

Technology – Processing

Technology is mostly about separating the dal from whole grain. De-husking a major activity,
which is done through emery paper rolls in machines. But before that it is important to make
the husk dry soft and removable. This is done through repeated soaking and drying as shown
in the diagram above.

Machinery

1. A shed in around 2500 sq. ft area preferably a closed structure,
2. Grain cleaner with capacity up to 2 tons per day
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3. Mini dal mill 500 kgs per day
4. Grain polisher machine,
5. Sieving and grading weighing machines, packing machines
6. Storage of raw material and finished goods.
.
Value Chain Analysis

1. Redgram is a major source of protein in day to day life of community at large.

2. Redgram is available only once a year and is harvested between November and
February. It needs to be stored for year long. Processing redgram is more of
management of moisture content of whole grain, dehusking, splitting and polishing
and then packaging. This is mostly mechanized in the district.

3. Redgram is either own production of FPO members or procured from other farmers.

4. Machinery dealers are available in Hyderabad and Kalburgi

5. Most of the times whole pulses are sold at gate to agents

6. Outbound logistics paid by agent / Buyer

7. Generally, 3 channels of sales are followed as follows:
a. Farmer – Commission agent- Processor - wholesaler – Retailer – Consumer
b. Farmer –Processor - wholesaler – Retailer – Consumer
c. Farmer –Processes himself - Retailer – Consumer
d. Farmer to customer (manufactured or contract production)

Micro-enterprises in FPI are largely catering to the rural segment. As seen in the industrial
data, nearly 25,891 people are engaged in household industries. These largely include
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seasonal processing especially in summer months to produce dehydrated food products,
mostly sun-dried.

1. The number of rural families in the district is around 6 lakhs. Assuming that every
family spends atleast Rs. 5000/- processed food made by MEs which is generally
supplements to food market size is of Rs. 300 Crores. (these include snacks, flours,
oils, pulses etc). This is only indicative and has potential to increase, with the current
trend of app based processed food delivery system catching up everywhere).

2. In Kalburgi district, the main market is huge rural population itself requires processed
foods like Jowar roti, pickles Papad, Chutney, oil, wheat vermicelli, chilli powder etc.

3. There are people engaged in oil production (kardi, sunflower), cattle feed making etc.

4. With standardized, quality products it is possible to raise the market size to Rs. 600
crores per annum.

Marketing Potential

Chilli Based Products Chutneys,
Powders, pickles – Small volume,
high value,

Milk Based

Redgram – Essential Commodity
Other Pulses – High value

Cattle feed

Micro-Enterprises
Kalburgi

Oil based – Essential Commodity
Flour mills– Essential

Jowar & Bajra Based Products

Festival Based
Processing

Snacks – Gram flour, Rice flour,
jowar flour Based - Essential

6. Quantum of Sale of this product to other districts, states and exported to other
countries.
Almost 75% of Redgram is marketed fresh. 25% processing takes place in Kalaburgi
through private entities.
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7. Institutional Support:
Guidelines - The existing institutional support available in the cluster w.r.t presence of
associations, technical and research institutions, and public sector units and
parastatals needs to be mapped.

a. The University of Agricultural Sciences, Raichur are providing technology in
production.

b. There is Redgram development Board supporting every aspect of Redgram
production and processing

c. Department of Agriculture Kalburgi, KVK Kalburgi and Ministry of Marketing
and cooperation is taking special interest in Redgram ecosystem to improve
prices for farmers. There are FPOs of Redgram growers, but they are currently
engaged in input supply part of Redgram production.
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KODAGU DISTRICT

Kodagu lies at a latitude of 12.3375° N, and longitude of 75.8069° E, It is at a mean altitude of
900 meters above sea level. The district encompasses a geographical area of the district is
8,436 Sq.km.

Location

Kodagu District, Karnataka, India

Latitude

13º 34’ to 15º 02’N

Longitude

75º 37’ to 77º 01’E

Height

732 Altitude above M.S.L

Area

8,436 Sq. Kms.

Forest Area

73719 hectares

Rainfall

575 mm (Avg 282 Rainy days)

Rivers

Cauvery River

Temperature

Min. 16° C Max. 35° C

Taluk-wise Population:
Taluk
Madikeri
Somawarpet
Virajpet
Total

Male

Female

Rural

Urban

Total

72966

73617

113202

33381

146583

101888

104617

184450

22055

206505

99754

101677

175879

25552

201431

274608

279911

473531

80988

554519

DISTRICT ECONOMIC PROFILE
(Source: Department of Economics and Statistics & District at a Glance 2018-19)

1. Kodagu has the least population among all districts of Karnataka, and it is
at5.55 lakh. Rural population 4.78 lakhs (86%) and urban population is 0.81
lakhs (14%)
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2. Kodagu is 30th prosperous district of Karnataka state with a Gross Domestic Product
(District Domestic Product) of the district is Rs. 7050 Crores.

3. Agriculture contributes around Rs. 1445 Crores (20%).

4. Manufacturing contributes around Rs. 1466 Crores (21%)

5. Services Sector contributes around Rs.4139 Crores (59%).

Agriculture in Kodagu District

Kodagu district comprises of 3 taluks, with a geographical area of 4140775 hectares. Of this
around 164877 hectares is used for cultivation (net sown area) 134597 hectares are forest
area. Around 55309 hectares of land is non-agricultural lands. Around 40831 hectares are
considered under other uncultivated lands and around 12813 hectares is under current
fallow. Cropping intensity is at 114% (Gross cultivated area is 188605 hectares). Kodagu
District falls in Hilly zone of Karnataka, with a rainfall of 2693 mm in 106 rainy days. The
district is dependent on plantation crops of Coffee, pepper and spices for it economy. Coffee
in agriculture sector, coffee processing in industry sector and services sector also supports
coffee economy in terms of banking, trade and exports. A total of 188605 hectares of area
were cultivated during 2018-19 of which, 23728 hectares was under irrigation. Source of
irrigation is mainly by borewells. Most of the times irrigation is private water collection tanks
which are not accounted.

Area under major Crops in hectares
Taluks

Paddy

Maize

Oil Seeds

Spices

Arabica

Robusta

Fruits

Madikeri

5613

0

48

9404

NA

NA

4026

Somawarpet

9630

3558

202

8503

NA

NA

1650

11928

0

477

6847

NA

NA

1754

Virajpet
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Dist. Total

27171

3558

727

24574

28182

79114

7430

An examination of above information shows that Paddy is a major cereal crop and Maize is
only in Somwarpeth taluk. There is no record of pulse crop being cultivated and oilseed crops
are minimum. Fruit crops are also very small in area. The major crop in Kodagu is only Coffee
plantations and spice crop of pepper. Coffee crop is a traditional plantation in Kodagu district
dating back by almost 2 centuries. As a beverage crop, Coffee is second most traded
commodity after fossil fuels. There is no alternative to Coffee crop to be ODOP in this district.
The PMFME scheme has laid out norms for selection of ODOP Product.

The following are major consideration. Coffee as ODOP is weighed against these parameters.

No.

Description
1.

Identifying

Comments
Products Paddy – Production – 0.64 lakh tons

being Processed

Coffee Arabica – production – 17,100 tons
Coffee Robusta – Production – 90,075 tons.
Pepper
Minor Forest Products
Honey
Rice Wine

2.

Mapping of Existing Food Main Micro-enterprise in Kodagu are
Processing
Enterprises

Micro-

1. Coffee Curing
2. Coffee roasting
3. Coffee grinding
4. Coffee blending
5. Pepper collection, grading and packing
6. Spices, specially Kahampuli
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7. Rice based Products
8. Pickling industry
3.

Product should not be Coffee is not staple food.
Staple Food Product

4.

Product Perishable?

5.

Abundance

of

Coffee after curing is not perishable.
Raw Around 1.07 lakh tons of Coffee is produced in the

Material

district in a good rainfall year. This is good enough to
take up FPME for value addition in the district.

6.

More than 50% of Micro- Yes. Kodagu has a total of 39 coffee curing units and
Food processing Industry most of it in Kushalnagara Industrial Estate. There are
should be in this product

364 industries in food and beverage segment. Apart
from this there are 1549 people employed in
household industries, which may include flour mills, oil
industries, and other minor activities.

7.

Percentage

of

labour As per records 1698 people are engaged in food

employed in Micro-Food sector. However almost 80% of population is one or
Enterprise

the other way engaged with Coffee industry. Coffee
contributes 3087 Crores mostly accounting for
Agriculture and Industrial income of the district.

8.

Existence of large Clusters All the three Taluks.

9.

Whether SHG and FPOs No FPO is involved in Coffee processing, One FPO is
are

involved

in

product

this engaged in export of coffee and now with the launch
of PMFME many FPOs are showing interest in the
processing part of coffee.

10. GIS of the product

Monsooned Coffee is a GIS product.

11. Export potential of the Exported to UK, US and most parts of the world. India
product

exported coffee to 50 countries around 1.64 lakh tons,
majority (20% of it to Italy), valued at Rs. 2789 Crores.
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ODOP Selection – Coffee

Coffee is the only major agriculture / horticulture commodity in Kodagu district. Coffee is
grown in all taluks, the whole economy of Rs. 7050 Crores depended exclusively on Coffee
and to some extent Pepper crop. Coffee is a mature commercial product. After harvest, coffee
is processed by wet method to separate seeds and sun dried to get beans packed and sent to
agents, traders, or curing works, where the beans are cured after removal of parchment. The
beans are then exported largely. For local consumption, coffee beans are roasted, and
ground, and then different blends are developed to cater to taste buds of consumers. As a
morning beverage in South India, coffee offers a great scope in domestic market, Yet it is the
export market that provides a greater opportunity.

Non ODOP
1. Rice Based Community Products
2. MFP Based Products
3. Spices – Pepper based products
4. Fruits Processing

Industry
Kodagu is known for coffee industry. Around 43 coffee factories are there that produce green
coffee fit for exports.

1. There are 3 Industrial Estates with 38 sheds and 49 plots in Kodagu District and most
of it area allotted. Around 43 curing units are operational here.

2. There are 5412 registered MSME’s providing employment to around 32997 people in
the district. Out of this there are 832 units in food and beverage industries employing
around 4843 persons. These are largely represented by coffee roasters, flour mills, oil
mills and pickle processing industries, bakeries, confectionery and snacks making
industries.
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Coffee Eco system

Coffee eco system is generally as follows:
Input Mobilization

Coffee Cultivators

Coffee Cherry Harvest

Cherry or Beans

Farm Level
Agents, Wholesale

Curing Factories

Parchment, Husk removal

Green Beans

Curers & Exporters & Sales

Roasting

Grinding

Blending, Chicory, Arabica, Robusta

Roasters, Grinders, Blenders, Retail

The Margins are distributed from final price as follows:

a. The producers: 20 percent
b. Local intermediaries: 11 percent
c. International traders: 8 percent
d. Exporters: 6 percent
e. Insurance and freight fees of importing/exporting: 2 percent
f. Roasters: 30 percent
g. Retailers: 15 percent and Taxes: 6 percent
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Micro-Enterprises

Kodagu district brief industrial profile indicates that there are 832 micro and small agro based
enterprises in the district. However, there are 291 villages in the district, that are catered on
daily basis in terms of flour mills, oil mills etc. As per the baseline assessment study of several
NGOs working in the district, there may be an estimated 150 micro enterprises engaged in
such activities in the district. These include:

1. Seasonal Food processing: The activities like Chutney powder making, pickling, Papad
making, popped flour making in the rural areas mainly during summer months and
store them for rest of the months, especially using high solar heat during the summer
months.

2. Round the year activities include small hotels in the villages, oil mills, grinders and
flour mills, and fried gram floor products and sweet marts, that supply these materials
to weekly shanties.

3. Urban center micro-enterprises activities include Chips making on small scale, bakery
activities, sweet marts, condiments, flour mills, ice cream units,

ODOP

Coffee – Monsooned Coffee

Raw Material

Coffee

Availability

1.07 lakh tons, Arabica – 0.17 lakh tons, Robusta
0.90 lakh tons.

Used Locally

100 tons

No of Units Oil Extraction

43 units in Coffee curing

Working days

150

Per day capacity

16 tons per day and more during season.

Coffee processed and exported

80%
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Secondary processing

Roasting, grinding, blending,

Batches manufactured

2 batches during season

Within district

200 tons

In Karnataka

20000 tons, All districts

Outside Karnataka

80,000 tons, to Tamil Nadu and Maharashtra

Export Market

80,000 tons per annum

Size of the total Market

Rs. 3000 Crores

Special Zones

Kushalnagara Coffee cluster

Operated by

Private

Major Export Markets

Italy 20% and 50 other countries.

ODOP Clusters

Coffee
Madikeri,
Somwarpeth
Virajpeth

ODOP

Coffee

Raw Material

Coffee

Availability

1.07 lakh tons

Size of the total Market

Rs. 1500 Crores

Employment in Cultivation

3 lakh mandays

Employment in Industry

43 curing industries and around 300 small business

Coffee

It is an Beverage crop
Coffee has a history of over 200 years in this region. Coffee cultivation happens
in the slopy shaded area designated as plantation area. Coffee is a fruit
cultivated in two species namely Arabica and Robust. A number of coffee
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species are available in the world and many of them are specialty coffee
classified under Gourmet Coffee.
Coffee fruits when ripe are washed and pulped to separate beans, that are
dried and deehusked further to produce green beans. Green beans are roasted
to certain colour and temperature, to obtain roasted beans. Roasted beans are
ground to obtain powder, which is brewed to obtain decoction. This decodtion
is mixed with milk in proportions to obtain coffee as beverage. Coffee as
beverage is consumed as black coffee, instant coffee, coffee concetrates (used
in confectionery & baking industry.
Benefits

Coffee contains a stimulant called caffeine — the most commonly consumed
psychoactive substance in the world., the caffeine is absorbed into
bloodstream and it travels to your brain, where it blocks the inhibitory
neurotransmitter adenosine. When this happens, the amount of other
neurotransmitters like norepinephrine and dopamine increases, leading to
enhanced firing of neurons
Many controlled studies in humans show that coffee improves various aspects
of brain function — including memory, mood, vigilance, energy levels, reaction
times and general mental function. Several studies have also shown that
caffeine can increase fat burning and boost your metabolic rate. Caffeine can
increase adrenaline levels and release fatty acids from your fat tissues. It also
leads to significant improvements in physical performance

A single cup of coffee is said to contain:

Traditional



Riboflavin (vitamin B2): 11% of the Reference Daily Intake (RDI).



Pantothenic acid (vitamin B5): 6% of the RDI.



Manganese and potassium: 3% of the RDI.



Magnesium and niacin (vitamin B3): 2% of the RDI.

Coffee is a very common beverage across social groups.

uses:
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Operations

Machinery

1. Curing Infrastructure requires 3 acres of land. Raw Material storage, Processing area,
Finished good storage area and export facilities for loading containers, etc. They have
to have traceability, quality control and grading in to different grades.

2. Roasters require relatively smaller facility up to 100 sq. ft. with roasting machines, fully
automated, packing and specialty packing. Blending is mostly done after grinding to
bring in different grades for best blend possible for retailing. This is where FPI ME may
provide greater scope.

Technology

Although coffee processing looks simple, there is a lot of skill involved in management.
Especially in fermenting and bean separation, drying and parchment removal. Following
diagram indicates processes and products
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Value Chain Analysis

1. Coffee is available from farmers, agents, and wholesalers

2. Coffee is either own production or procured from other farmers.

3. Machinery dealers are available in Bangalore and Tamil Nadu state.

4. Curers export green beans is exported through Mangalore port in containers
generally carrying around 320 bags of 60 kilograms each., totaling to 19.20 tons.

5. Outbound logistics is mostly FOB.
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6. Generally, 3 channels of sales are followed as follows:

a. Farmer – Commission agent- wholesaler – Curer - Export

b. Farmer –Curer - wholesaler – Retailer – Consumer

c. Farmer groups- curing- roasting –Retailer – Consumer

d. Farmer to Roasters - customer

Market potential of FPI micro enterprises:

1. Micro-enterprises in FPI are largely catering to the rural segment. As seen in the
industrial data, nearly 1549 people are engaged in household industries. These largely
include seasonal processing especially in summer months to produce dehydrated food
products, mostly sun-dried.

2. The number of rural families in the district is around 2 lakhs. Assuming that every
family spends atleast Rs. 5000/- processed food made by MEs which is generally
supplements to food market size is of Rs. 100 Crores. (these include snacks, flours,
oils, pulses etc). This is only indicative and has potential to increase, with the current
trend of app based processed food delivery system catching up everywhere).

3. In Kodagu district, the main market is huge rural population itself requires processed
foods like Papad, Chutney, oil, vermicelli, chilli powder etc.

4. There are people engaged in oil production, flour mills, Bakery, snack and condiment
industry, specialty food industry.
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5. With standardized, quality products it is possible to raise the market size to Rs. 500
crores per annum.
Coffee Value Chain Players

Coffee Marketing Diagram
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Coffee Value chain Analysis

Sales Practices Followed in Kodagu

6. Quantum of Sale of this product to other districts, states and exported to other
countries.

Entire fresh coffee produced is processed / cured before trade / export
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7. Institutional Support:

Guidelines - The existing institutional support available in the cluster w.r.t presence of
associations, technical and research institutions, and public sector units and
parastatals needs to be mapped.

a. The University of Agricultural Sciences, Bangalore and Horticulture College,
Mysore, IIHR Hesaraghatta, Bangalore are providing technology in
production.
b. There is CCRI at Mudigere / Balehonnur to provide additional help
c. Coffee Board provides all help regarding marketing

d. Department of Agriculture, Department of Horticulture Kodagu and Ministry
of Marketing and cooperation is taking special interest in Coffee ecosystem to
improve prices for farmers. There are FPOs of Coffee growers, but and one of
them is actively pursuing coffee processing and direct marketing through
outsourced processing.
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KOLAR DISTRICT PROFILE
Kolar district lies between the latitudes 13.17,70° North and the longitude of 78.2020° East.
And at a mean altitude of 849 meters above sea level. The district encompasses a
geographical area of the district is 3979 Sq.km and it is the 26th biggest district of Karnataka
state.
Location
Latitude
Longitude
Altitude
Area
Forest Area
Rainfall
Dams
Tanks
Rivers
Temperature
Taluk-wise Population:
Taluk
Male
Bangarpet
227621
Kolar
195129
Malur
121083
Mulabagilu
130488
Srinivasapura
102075
Total
776396

Kolar District, Karnataka, India
13°7’70 North
78.2020° East
849 Mtrs. Altitude above M.S.L
3979 Sq. Kms.
20620 ha.
718 mm & rainy days are 86 (Dist. Average)
Bethamangala, Markandeya and Yargol Dam
2472
Palar
Min. 21°C Max. 38° C

Female
225211
190281
115837
128447
100229
760005

Rural
235240
246948
196870
206159
175511
1056328

Urban
217492
138642
40050
57276
26973
480073

Total
452832
385410
236920
258935
202304
1536401

DISTRICT AGRIULTURAL PROFILE
(Source: Department of Economics and Statistics & District at a Glance 2018-19)
Kolara is 20th populous district of Karnataka with a population of 15.36 lakhs. Around 31% of
the population is in urban areas and 69% in rural areas. As per “District at a Glance 2018-19”
report, nearly 47% of the population (7.17 lakhs) is working population and balance 53% (8.19
lakhs) is Non-working population.
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Kolara is 18th prosperous district of Karnataka state with District Domestic Product of Rs.
21678 Crores in 2017-18.


Agriculture sector contributes around Rs. 4718 Crores (22%)



Industry sector contributes Rs. 5603 Crores (26%),



Services sector contributes Rs. 11357 Crores (52%) to the district economy.

Kolara District comprises of 5 taluks, with a geographical area of 3.75 lakh hectares. Of this
around 2.03 lakhs is used for cultivation (net sown area). Gross sown area is around 2.31 lakh
hectares. The district falls under Eastern Dry agro-climatic zone and annual rainfall is around
758 mm and with a cropping intensity of 113%, the district is largely dependent on rainfed
dryland agriculture. A total of 2.31 lakh hectares were cultivated during 2018-19. The district
has 80959 tube wells capable of irrigating 0.63 lakhs hectares. Canal, Tank and open well
irrigated area is negligible. Borewells are main source. There are 2055 tanks but are not used
for irrigation.
Area under Major Crops is as follows: (in Hectares)
Taluk

Ragi

Pulses Oil seeds Fruits

Vegetables

Bangarpet
Kolar
Malur
Mulabagilu
Srinivasapura
Total

14409
1561
10181
10406
8696
45253

3850
4343
3489
3762
3283
18727

4210
7258
8599
9654
3644
33365

1296
318
361
4953
130
7058

6653
6911
4306
17717
26269
61855

Tomato
Ha
3699
3052
1931
4466
3180
16328

Tomato
Tons
215904
169944
112494
245172
186924
930417

Production of Crops in the district in Metric Tons
Cereal Crops: Only Ragi crop occupies the chart with a production of 43072 tons per annum.
All other crops are insignificant among cereals. This is because it is the staple food for this
district in eastern dry zone.
Pulse Crops: There are no major pulse crops produced in the district. Horsegram with a
production of 3612 and Dolichos with a production of 3301 tons occupy the charts.
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Oil Seed Crops: Groundnut is the only oil seed crop with a production of 6899 tons out of total
oil seed crop production of 6939 tons.
Fruits Crops Production in Metric Tons
Crops
Banana
Mango Guava
Total
20696
413817 7510

Sapota
3909

Vegetable Crops Production in Metric Tons
Crops
Potato
Tomato Brinjal
Beans
Total
253341
930418 33178
35784
Note: Talukwise production is not available in any source

Pomegranate
1509

Papaya
18037

Chillies
28458

Leafy
32085

ODOP – Tomato – eligibility Analysis
No.
1.

Description

Comments

Identifying Products being Processed

Ragi – Production – 43072 lakhs tons
Tomato – Production – 9.30 lakh tons
Potato- 253341 tons
Groundnut – 6899 tons
Other vegetables – 1.28 lakh tons

2.

Mapping of Existing Food Processing Presently Kolara has FPI in Flour mills,
Micro-Enterprises

Oil Mills, Cattle feed (it is one of the
highest dairy milk producers in the
state) Groundnut seeds processing,

3.

Product should not be Staple Food Tomato is not staple food.
Product

4.

Product Perishable?

Highly perishable

5.

ODOP as % of Total Agri Produce

Yes, abundantly available, even from
neighbouring states.

6.

Production of ODOP Agriculture Produce Tomato is almost 50% of the total
in that district compared to other district agricultural produce.
and states
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7.

Percentage of labour employed in Micro- 60% of population is engaged in
Food Enterprise

Tomato

production

None

in

processing.
8.

Existence of large Clusters

All 5 Taluks are major producers of
tomato

9.

Whether SHG and FPOs are involved in this No – None
product

10. Total estimated production of the food There are hardly 3 to 4 units of
product or its category chosen as ODOP
tomato processing in the district. 95%
of tomato is sold as fresh vegetable to
other states, mainly to Chennai and
eastern coast states.
Product Profile – Tomato – HS CODE 08011200
ODOP - Tomato

It is a vegetable and often considered as a edible ripen and unripen
Berry

Names
World

across



India: Tomato



Mexico: Nahuatl “xictomatl” meaning Navel



Spanish: Love Apple, Pomme d'Amour, Pomme d'Or,
Raktamaci, , Tamatar, Tomate,.

Tomato is one of the most important "protective foods" because of
its special nutritive value. Tomato is the world's largest vegetable
crop after potato and sweet potato, but it tops the list of canned
vegetables. The total global area under tomato is 5 million ha and the
global production is to the tune of 171 million tonnes. The major
tomato producing countries are China, USA, Turkey and India.
Tomatoes are used for soup, salad, pickles, ketchup, puree, sauces
and in many other ways like as a salad vegetable. Tomato has very
few competitors in the value addition chain of processing.
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Benefits

Tomatoes are the major dietary source of the antioxidant lycopene,
which has been linked to many health benefits, including reduced risk
of heart disease and cancer. Tomato is a rich source of minerals,
vitamins and organic acid. There are various types of flavouring
compounds found in fruits, which enrich the taste.

Tomato contains:












Water: 95 %
Calories: 18
Protein: 0.9 grams
Carbohydrates: 3.9 grams
Sugar: 2.6 grams
Fiber: 1.2 grams
Fat: 0.2 grams
Ascorbic acid: 16 to 65 mg
Vitamin C : 36.4 mg
Vitamin A (IU): 1100
Potassium: 268 mg

Tomato is very good appetizer, and its soup is said to be a good
remedy for patients suffering from constipation. It is used for treating
chronic dyspepsia, night blindness, diabetics, bronchitis, asthma and
also used as a blood purifier. Tomatoes contain a considerable
amount of calcium and Vitamin K. Both of these nutrients are
essential in strengthening and performing minor repairs on the
bones as well as the bone tissue. Including tomatoes in your regular
balanced diet you can effectively prevent heart attacks, strokes as
well as many other heart related problems. Tomatoes without seeds
in your diet has been proven in some studies to reduce the risk of
kidney stones.
Traditional/Cultural It is one of the most versatile vegetable with wide usage in Indian
value
culinary tradition. Tomato-based foods rich in lycopene/Vitamin C
and other plant compounds Hence, traditionally Tomato juice as
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been popularly used for healing sunburn because of its unique
vitamin C.
Non ODOP Products
1. Mango
2. Potato
3. Jelly, Jams and Ketchups
4. Vegetable processing
Industrial Profiling
Kolara district is developing fast industrially. almost 23% of GDP of the district is from
industrial sector. It is a major tract in the Bangalore Chennai Industrial Corridor.
1. Kolara district has around 1586 factories employing around 23724 male and 10272
female employees totaling to 33996 people.

2. Kolar district is second largest industrial district with 13 Industrial Estates with 110
sheds and 1452 plots most of it occupied.
3. There are 18917 registered MSME’s providing employment to around 1.33 lakh
people, mainly 0.77 lakh men and 0.56 lakh women in the district. Out of this there
are 1069 units in food and beverage industries employing around 10273 (8216 men
and 2057 women) persons. These are largely represented by flour mills, oil mills,
bakeries, and cattle feed industries.
No of Small-Scale Units Registered under Udhyam
S. No.
a.
b.
c.
d.

Size of Industries
Micro
Small
Medium
Large Industries

No
4897
244
19
1586

Turnover – Crores
400
400
200
4600
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There are 18917 MSME units employing around 1.33 people, mostly men in
the district.



Out of this 1069 are in food processing segment employing 10273 workers.
Majority of these are flour mills, cold storages, Ragi processing units etc.



There are micro food processing units in villages in the district, that cater the
daily food processing needs like grain flour mills, dal mills, oil mills etc.

a. Seasonal Food processing: The activities like Chutney powder making, pickling,
Papad making, Ragi malting in the rural areas mainly during summer months
and store them for rest of the months, especially using high solar heat during
the summer months.
b. Round the year activities include small hotels in the villages, oil mills, grinders
and flour mills, and fried gram flour, Snacks, Chilli powder, chutney powder
products, and sweet marts, that supply these materials to weekly shanties.
Urban center micro-enterprises activities include Chips making on small scale,
bakery activities, sweet marts, flour mills, ice cream units,
Characteristics


Generally, these are family business with succession from one to another
within the family. Even if the family splits, the business is carried forward by
two people in same line separately.



These are necessity driven entrepreneurs and less improvement driven. Not
ready to implement change to risk the business.



Product innovation is limited, mostly featured as part time employment, for
small cashflow.



Access to finance is mainly through Self-help group finance
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There are too many informal systems in supply, processing, and marketing. For
example, the pickle making women, have to supply it to local traders who get
FSSAI certificate under their own brands



Their development is hampered by managerial ability and capacity to scale

Tomato Eco system
1. Tomato products that are possible are
a. Dehydrated – Sun dried tomatoes
b. Tomato Pickle
c. Tomato Puree and
d. Tomato sauce
e. Tomato Juice

2. There are 10 to 12 small tomato processing units in the district.
3. Kolara is a dryland farming area and around 69% population stays in Rural
Areas. Tomato is a major vegetable crop and has potential to provide
opportunities to larger population in value addition.
4. All the wastes of Tomato processing are used in agriculture industry.
5. Skill sets required for Tomato processing involves cleaning, grading, sorting,
crushing, de-seeding, pulping, concentrating, addition of preservatives and
spices pasteurizing and bottling. These techniques require training and
experience in maintaining temperatures, consistency etc.
Kolara district brief industrial profile indicates that there are 18917 micro and small
agro based enterprises in the district. However, there are 1608 villages in the district,
that are catered on daily basis in terms of flour mills, oil mills etc. As per the baseline
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assessment study of several NGOs working in the district, there may be an estimated
350 to 400 micro enterprises engaged in such activities in the district. These include:
Raw Material
Availability
Used Locally
Used for processing
No of Units Processing
Working days
Per day capacity
Tomato Ketchup Production
Secondary processing
Batches manufactured
Within district
In Karnataka
Outside Karnataka
Export Market
Size of the total Market
Special Zones
Operated by
Major Export Markets

Tomato
Between 4 to 10 lakh tons
5000 tons
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
5000 tons
1 lakh tons
8 lakh tons to Chennai and Hyderabad
India exports around 3 to 5000 crores worth
tomato mainly to Gulf Countries.
Rs. 2000 Crores
None –
Private
Gulf Countries

No of Clusters for ODOP
All the five Taluks produce tomato crop. Malur taluk has smallest area, while Kolar,
Mulabagilu, Srinivasapura and Bagarpete have almost equal area and are major
clusters
Number of units engaged with producing the specific ODOP product and 4-5 major
non-ODOP products
a. ODOPAround 12 tomato processing units, but very small units.
b. Non-ODOP:
Activity
Ragi Processing
Pulse Processing – Dal Mills / Flour
Chutneys / Spice Powders
Primary processing – Fruits and Vegetables

Estimated No of Units
150
25
225
10
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Approximate Level (%) of processing happening for ODOP (out of total
production) in the district
Negligible levels compared to total production of over 9 lakh tons of tomato in
the district.



Number of Self-Help Groups, Farmer Producer Organisations and Cooperatives
currently engaged in the processing of this product.
a. No FPO is engaged in Tomato processing
b. No self-help group as such is engaged in tomato processing. However
around 200 families of SHG members are reportedly engaged in in
Chutney, Powders, Ragi processing, flour and snacks, and mostly milk
processing.
1. Profiling of existing Micro Enterprises Ecosystem for the District
Specialty of the local agricultural produce/food product, varieties available,
seasonality, uniqueness, history etc.? (Guidelines - Specify the varieties available
and specialty of the local varieties compared to other places. Also if the product is
available in off season (for rest of the country), then this should also be mentioned.
Tomato cultivated in the district is mostly for fresh consumption in kitchens. There
is no report of specialized variety being cultivated for specific product like Ketchup
making, dehydrated tomatoes, and gourmet cooking / processing.
Infrastructure
a. Essential Machinery or facilities required for the production of the product


A shed in around 2000 sq. ft area with all hygienic and dust free
environment



Cleaning and grading



Blanching, skinning



Pulping, seed removal, juice collection.
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Concentrating, pasteurizing, bottling



Waste removal and composting,



Storage facilities and admin block



Branding, printing and labelling and traceability

b. Existing level of Mechanization for ODOP processing within district, in other
districts and States.
1. Kolar district ODOP processing units mostly semi-automatic, and are very
small units.
2. However more automated larger tomato processing units are available in
Bangalore and Tumakuru units, where state of art tomato processing is
available. – Example – Kissan Food Products.
a. Additional infrastructure and amenities required.
2. Support Infrastructure:
(Guidelines - The existing infrastructure available in the cluster in terms of public
infrastructure and Agri-logistics such as Mandis, roads, water and electric supply
needs to be mapped along with existing backward and forward linkages and
common facilities present in the cluster).
1. Every Taluk has an APMC in the district and Tomato is marketed there. There
are private markets also in the district. Tomato marketing has evolved well in
the district. Most of the tomato is aggregated by agents and sent to Chennai,
Guntur and other east coast cities. Bangalore vegetable market also provides
modern facilities in tomato marketing.
2. All the production centers are well connected by road networks.
3. Water supply is an issue, because the district is a drought prone district with
low annual rainfall. It is mostly dependent on borewells for water supply
4. There are arrangements being made to supply Cauvery water to the industrial
zones in the district.
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5. Electricity is available in plenty because of well developed industrial zone
which receive continuous supply. Also solar energy is being promoted in the
district.
6. Most of the tomato producers have access to high end production technology
backed by a well-developed seed industry, Indian Horticulture research
institute Hesaraghatta, Horticulture college in Bangalore and agricultural
college at Bangalore
7. Input supply for tomato production is very well developed and there are no
hiccups here.
8. Forward linkages for tomato processing does not exist in the district. However
supply chain is very well developed with cold storages, transport agencies,
which are very well developed.
9. Common facilities include banking support for tomato production, market
development and very well developed APMC markets and well informed
farmer with respect to tomato as a produce.
3. Testing
There are no testing facilities for quality in the district. However, there are
infrastructure for grading and sorting at individual farmers / FPO level to some
extent.
Processing units will have to depend on quality testing labs at Bangalore, while
larger processing units in Bangalore have inhouse quality control labs.
FSSAI Certification
Food Safety Standards Authority of India has stipulated several regulatory types of
norms for all food and processed food products. Existing norms for FSSAI
certification with respect to Tomato is as follows:
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Part 5.3 deals with Fruits and vegetable processing aspects, Sub rules 5.3.27 deals
specially with Tomato Ketchup and sauce and 5.3.35 deals with dehydrated fruits
5.3.36 dehydrated vegetables
Value Chain Analysis
Table 1: Price Spread of Tomato Value Chain Marketing Systems in Karnataka (Rs/quintal)
Sl No.
Particulars
Channel I
Channel II
I
Producer
Net price received
587.62
743.76
Traditional Marketing cost
153.19
99.20
Value added cost
36.91
40.37
Total marketing cost
190.11 (13.65)
139.57
(11.17)
Gross price received
777.73
883.33

II

Wholesaler
Price paid
Traditional Marketing cost
Value added cost
Total marketing cost

III

Marketing margin
Price received
Retailer
Price paid
Traditional Marketing cost
Value added cost
Total marketing cost
Marketing margin

IV

Price received
Consumer
Price paid
Total marketing cost

777.73

-

174.95
14.48
189.43
(13.60)
104.17 (7.48)
1071.33

-

1071.33
101.39
62.67
164.06
(11.78)
157.71
(11.32)
1393.10

883.33
196.85
82.00
278.85
(22.31)
87.82 (7.03)

1393.10
(100.00)
543.60

1250.00
(100.00)
418.42

-

1250.00
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Total marketing margin
Price spread

261.88
805.48
(57.81)

Producer Share in Consumer's Rupee (per
42.18
cent)
Note: Figures in parentheses are percentages to consumer price

87.82
506.24
(40.50)
59.50

Table 2: Marketing Efficiency for Per Quintal of Tomato under Different Channels
(Rs/quintal)
SL. No.
Super
market
Particulars
Traditional channel
channel
i.
Consumers’ purchase price
1393.1
1250
ii.

Producers’ sale price

777.73

883.33

iii.

Total marketing costs(MC)

543.60

418.42

261.88

87.82

587.62

743.76

0.72

1.46

v.

Total
margins
intermediaries(MM)
Net price received by farmer

vi.

Marketing efficiency [5/(3+4)]

iv.

of

Table 3: Analysis of net returns from per quintal of tomato in the channel of tomato
processing industries (Rs/quintal)
Sl.No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Particulars
Raw tomato cost
Marketing cost
Value added cost
Total variable cost
Total fixed cost
Total cost(4+5)
Gross Income*
Net Returns

Tomato paste
362 (50.63)
125 (17.46)
176 (24.58)
663 (92.60)
53 (7.40)
716 (100)
789
74 (10.19)

Tomato Ketchup
362 (32.50)
125 (11.26)
575 (51.80)
1062 (95.68)
48 (4.32)
1110 (100)
2430
1316 (118.91)

Tomato Sauce
362 (30.60)
125 (10.53)
644 (54.25)
1131 (95.28)
56 (4.72)
1187 (100)
1701
518 (43.30)

Note: 1. Figures in the parentheses indicates per cent to the total cost.
2. *The value of 14 kg of tomato paste, 54 kg of tomato ketchup, 63 kg of tomato sauce
at the avg. wholesale rate of Rs. 56.35, Rs. 45 and Rs. 27 respectively, to their
dealers.
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4. Manufacturing Process – ODOP
Machinery Required
Tomato is a fleshy vegetable containing up to 66% moisture. Hence processing involves
removal of moisture and concentration of the pulp. Following process chart indicates
operations.


A shed in around 2000 sq. ft area with all hygienic and dust free
environment



Cleaning and grading



Blanching, skinning



Pulping, seed removal, juice collection.



Concentrating, pasteurizing, bottling



Waste removal and composting,



Storage facilities and admin block



Branding, printing and labelling and traceability

Product Range and Processing flow is as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Tomato Puree & Sauce
Tomato Powder
Sun Dried Tomato
Bottled Tomato Salsa, Pasta Sauce etc.

Tomato Puree and Sauce production Process
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Tomato Powder Manufacturing Process
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Sun Dried Tomato processing

Marketing and Sales
Generally, 3 channels of sales are followed as follows: (based on study by IIM Bhubaneshwar)
a. Farmer – Commission agent- wholesaler – Retailer – Consumer (46%)
b. Farmer –wholesaler – Retailer – Consumer (46%)
c. Farmer to customer (manufactured or contract production) (8%)
Pricing of the Raw Agriculture Produce, various processed products of the produce
may be mentioned and compared with the pricing elsewhere in the country.
Tomato presents a highly fluctuating market ranging between Rs. 10/- Rs. 30/- per
kilo wholesale market and retail prices range between Rs. 20/- to 80/- per kilo
depending on supply into the markets.

Reasons for the price differentials and USP of the products may be mentioned.
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Since tomato cultivated is not of special purpose use type, and most of the times
commonly available hybrid varieties, there is not much difference in prices for the
same across southern states.
6. Quantum of Sale of this product to other districts, states and exported to other
countries.
Hardly 2% of tomato produced in the district locally. Remaining 98% is sold across the
country. Karnataka state, every district produces tomato and hence consumption
within the state is fairly distributed. Most of tomato is sent to markets in eastern
states of the country. There are no reports of direct market.
7. Institutional Support:
Guidelines - The existing institutional support available in the cluster w.r.t presence of
associations, technical and research institutions, and public sector units and
parastatals needs to be mapped.
a. The University of Agricultural Sciences, Bangalore and Horticulture College,
Bangalore, IIHR Hesaraghatta, Bangalore are providing technology in
production.
b. Department of Agriculture, Department of Horticulture Kolar and Ministry of
Marketing and cooperation is taking special interest in tomato ecosystem to
improve prices for farmers. There are FPOs of tomato growers, but they are
currently engaged in input supply part of tomato production.
c. There are a good number of Seed companies who take a great interest in
supplying all types of seeds for tomato cultivation like OP seeds, Hybrid seeds
and gourmet tomato seeds.
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KOPPAL
DISTRICT PROFILE
Geographical
Koppal lies between the latitudes 15o09' and 16o04 N and between the longitudes 75o48' and
76o48' E at a mean altitude of 1980 ft above sea level. The district encompasses a geographical
area of the district is 5570 Sq.km.

Summary of the district Profile is as follows:
Location
Latitude
Longitude
Height
Area
Forest Area
Rainfall
Rivers
Temperature

Koppal District, Karnataka, India
15 09 to 16 04 N
74 37 to 75 52 E
1980 ft. Altitude above M.S.L
5570 Sq. Kms.
822.03 acres
587 mm
Tungabhadra
Min. 17°C Max. 45° C

Taluk, GP, Village information & Area:
Taluk
GP
ULBs
Gangavathi
Koppal
Kushtagi
Yelburga
Total

42
38
36
37
153

Taluk-wise Population:
Taluk
Male
Gangavathi 229627
Koppal
190907
Kushtagi
144227
Yelburga
135165
Total
699926

3
3
2
2
10

Female
230278
186874
140565
132277
689994

Villages
inhabited
148
144
165
138
595

Rural
345263
189411
255914
252628
1156216

Villages
Uninhabited
9
7
12
6
34

Urban
114642
79730
24878
14814
233704

Area Sq. KM
1334
1377
1364
1495
5570

Total
459905
377781
284792
267442
1389920
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DISTRICT ECONOMIC PROFILE
(Source: Department of Economics and Statistics & District at a Glance 2018-19)
Economic Demography
1. Koppal is 23rd populous district of Karnataka with a population of 13.90 lakhs.
2. Around 17% of the population is in urban areas and 83% in rural areas.
Gross District Domestic Product
Koppal is 26th prosperous district of Karnataka state with District Domestic Product of Rs.
14642 Crores in 2017-18. Agriculture sector contributes around Rs. 3967 Crores (27%)
Industry sector contributes Rs. 2960 Crores (20%), Services sector contributes Rs.8715 Crores
(43%) to the district economy.
Per Capita Income
1. As per economic Survey 2019-20, Koppal ranked 27th in terms of per capita income in
the state with an income of Rs. 96036/Urban and Rural GDP and Income Disparities
As mentioned in the earlier paragraphs, nearly 17% of the population is urban and 83% rural.
If we consider per capita agricultural income in relation to non-agriculture income and urban
population following two points emerge.
1. As per state GDDP statistics of Department of Economics and Statistics, Bangalore,
Koppal district has an agricultural income of Rs. 3967 Crores. And with an estimated
population of 15.32 lakhs resulting per capital agricultural income at Rs.34316/2. The GDP from Services sector and industry sector with a total of Rs. 10675 Crores for
a urban population of 2.34 lakhs yields a per capita income of Rs. 4.56 lakhs. This may
not be the exact indicator of disparity; however, it indicates the gap between urban
and rural income.
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Agriculture in Koppal District
Koppal District comprises of 4 taluks, with a geographical area of 5.52 lakh hectares. Of this
around 3.59 lakhs is used for cultivation (net sown area) 0.29 lakh hectares are forest area
and balance 0.21 lakh hectares are considered as Non-agricultural lands. Cultivable fallow is
recorded at 0.70 lakh hectares. Gross sown area is around 4.17 lakh hectares. The district
falls under Northern Dry agro-climatic zone and annual rainfall is around 587 mm and with a
cropping intensity of 121%, the district is largely dependent on rainfed dryland agriculture.
Irrigation: A total of 4.17 lakh hectares were cultivated during 2018-19. Out of this 0.58 lakh
ha. of land was under irrigation. Canals in the district irrigate around 0.31 lakhs hectares. The
district has 28407 tube wells capable of irrigating 0.68 lakhs hectares. Tank and open well
irrigated area are negligible.
Area under Major Crops is as follows: (in Hectares)
Taluk
Gangavathi
Koppal
Kushtagi
Yelburga
Total

Paddy
37947
4846
160
108
42611

Jowar
3052
6822
9245
10573
29692

Bajra
7170
15500
22040
11429
56139

Maize
7834
22798
12288
17422
60342

Pulses
10650
26136
35834
39237
11857

Oil
8259
19510
23609
29429
80627

Fruits
3194
1425
821
1962
6402

Bajra is cultivated in an area of 24,470 hectares mainly in Kudligi taluk, Jowar is cultivated in
39,316 hectares mainly in Koppal & Siraguppa, Kudligi taluks.
Among pulses, main crop is Bengalgram in 43728, Redgram in 25,501 and Greengram in 27033
hectares and among oilseeds, main crop is groundnut in around 33626 hectares, Sunflower
34,227 hectares are major crops.

ODOP eligibility
No.

Description
1.

Identifying
Processed

Comments
Products

being Paddy – Production – 4.21 lakh tons
Maize – Production – 2.21 lakhs tons
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Bajra – Production – 0.86 lakh tons
Jowar – Production – 0.33 lakh tons
Pulses – Production -0.39 lakh tons
Groundnut – Production – 0.84 tons
Guava Production – 6692 tons at an yield of 7.5
tons per hectare, as per KVK cultivated in 900
hectares
District administration has identified Guava as
ODOP.
2.

Mapping

of

Existing

Food In the district Micro-enterprises are mainly in

Processing Micro-Enterprises

rice mills, flour mills, oil mills, and small
enterprises in baking, Papad making, pickling,
household industries etc.
Guava is being produced in Koppal district. There
are no processing units.

3.

Product should not be Staple Guava and maize are not staple food. But millets
Food Product

of Jowar and Bajra are staple foods.

4.

Product Perishable?

Guava is easily perishable

5.

Abundance of Raw Material

Around 6692 tons of Guava is produced per
annum. This is not abundant. On the contrary
Maize is 2.21 lakh tons and millets of 1.19 lakh
tons

6.

More than 50% of Micro-Food

No FPO/SHG is processing Guava. SHG members

processing Industry should be are involved in Sun-dried Guava production.
in this product
7.

Percentage of labour employed Guava cultivation provides a good employment
in Micro-Food Enterprise

opportunity to the extent of 900 hectares only.
ME in Guava will generate larger employment in
rural areas.
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8.

Existence of large Clusters

Not very large clusters
Yelaburga district and Kushtagi are emerging
clusters with a production of 4428 and 1122
tons. Other two taluks collectively produce 1442
tons.

9.

Whether SHG and FPOs are There are no FPOs in Guava Crop. One private
involved in this product

cultivator is engaged in Guava cultivation and
processing. Some SHG members are engaged in
production of dehydrated Guavas and sell it to
this one individual unit.

10. GIS of the product

Not GIS Product

11. Export potential of the product

India produces around 33.45 lakh tons of Guava
and it is reported by APEDA that only 0.05% of
this production is exported. It is a low value
export.

With above facts the district administration has chosen Guava as ODOP. Profile is as below:
ODOP Guava
Names across World

It is a fresh fruit, popularly known as "apple of the tropics"


India: Guava (Middle East: Armoot meaning "pear"
)
 Portuguese: Goiaba
 Spanish: Guayabo
 Thailand: Payara
 Phillipines: Baybas
Guava is consumed in different ways. The fruit is usually
eaten raw, both green and ripe (when it becomes fragrant).
It is also used in short cakes, puddings, sauce, ice cream,
butter, marmalade, chutney and other products and pies.
However, guava fruits are processed commercially into
jellies, jam, cream, cheese, puree, juice, powder and
nectar.
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Guava is believed to have been introduced to India as early
as the 17th century and presently occupies an area of
about 2,68,000 hectare with the production of 36,68,000
metric tons and productivity of 13.7 tons per hectare.
Benefits

Guava has gained considerable prominence on account of
its high nutritive and medicinal values, its availability at
moderate prices, pleasant aroma and good flavor. It is a
rich source of vitamin C (100-300 mg/100 g of fruit), pectin,
moderately good source of iron, calcium and a fair source
of phosphorus, hence it is called as “poor man’s apple”.
Consumption of Guava provides high energy: 68 Kcal from
100 g of fresh pulp. Nutritive value per 100g of fresh Guava
fruit as follows:










Calories: 60 kcal
Carbohydrates: 14.3 grams.
Protein: 2.55 grams.
Fat: 0.95 grams.
Magnesium: 22 mg
Potassium: 417mg.
Calcium : 18 mg
Vitamin A (IU) : 624
Vitamin C : 228 mg
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Guava is one of the richest sources of dietary fiber. The
presence of vitamin-C and other phytonutrients such as
carotenoids, iso-flavonoids and polyphenols in guava has
led to it being an effective antioxidant. Leaves of guava
have medicinal properties. The juice of the leaves is said to
provide relief from cold, cough and diarrhea. Apart from
being relished as fresh fruit when fully mature or ripe, it is
extensively used for making jelly and to a limited extent for
juice, fruit jam and canning in sugar syrup or made into
fruit butter. It freezes exceptionally well and the products
are practically indistinguishable from fresh fruits.
Traditional/Cultural value

Due to their astringent properties, mature guava fruits,
leaves, roots, bark and immature fruits are traditionally
used in local medicines to treat gastroenteritis, diarrhoea,
and dysentery.

1. Non ODOP Products
Non ODOP products recommended for the district are
1.
2.
3.
4.

Chilli
Groundnut
Jowar
Millets

Part-2 Study on Groups
The district has made strides in forming good number of community-based organizations in
the past decade. These have been supported by NABARD, Panchayat Raj department, SRLM,
and some NGOs. There are around 8 Farmer Producer Organizations promoted by NABARD
and Horticulture department. As per the discussions with NABARD as well as Department of
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Horticulture, and KVK Koppal, none of the FPOs are in to processing of Guava in the district.
The following list of notified FPOs.
1

Abhinavashree
Horticulture Farmers
Producer Company
Ltd.

2

Kapilathirtha
Horticulture Farmers
Producer Company
Ltd.

3

Yelburga Horticulture
Farmer
Producer
Company Ltd.

4

Shree Sanjeevaray
Farmer
Producer
Company Ltd.

5

Shree
Durgadevi
Farmer
Producer
Company Ltd.

6

Kanakaraya Farmer
Producer Company
Ltd.
Gavisiddeshwara
Farmer
Producer
Company Ltd.

7

8

Annadaneshwara
Farmer
Producer
Company Ltd.

Kalakaleshwara Complex B.T.Nagar, Opp
Hudaco
Colony
Hospet
Road
Koppal-583231
Mr. Prabhuraj, CEO Mobile: 998637831
Email: koppalfpo@gmail.com
No.
17/5549,
Basavanilaya
Behind
Buttibasaveshwar
Temple
B.B.Nagar
Kushtagi
Tq.
Koppal-584121
Mr. Venkanagowda, CEO Mobile: 9902108178
Email: kushtagifpo@gmail.com
C/o
Basappa
Bavi
Muradi
Koppal-583237
Mr. Rudregowda, CEO Mobile: 9535010733
Email: yalaburagafpo@gmail.com
At
Post:
Menedhal
Kushtagai
Tq.
Koppal
Dist.
Mr. Basavaraj G Mobile: 9880805833
Email: sanjeevaraya.menedhal@ gmail.com
At Post: Gowripur, Adavibhavai Chikkatanad,
Kanakgiri
Tq.,
Koppal
Dist.
Mr. Sreekantreddi Mobile: 7353597733
Email: adavibhavai@gmail.com
At
post, Kanakagiri Tq. Koppal Dist.
Mr. Rajalinga Herur Mobile: 6363119392
Email: kanakaraya.fpc@gmail.com
C/o Grama Panchayath Commercial building
premises, Irakalgada Koppal Tq. & Dist.
Mr.
Hanumesh
Mobile:
6363670339
Email: gavisiddeshwara.fpc@gmail. com
Kukanur at post, Near Bus stand Kukanur Tq.,
Koppal
Dist.
Mr.
Eranna
Mobile:
9538985357
Email: annadaneshwara.pfc@gmail. com

Horticulture
Department

Horticulture
Department

Horticulture
Department

NABARD

NABARD

NABARD

NABARD

NABARD

As per Panchayath Raj department information, there are 10099 self-help groups with a
membership of around 112431 members in this district. Out of them 2814 groups have been
confirmed. These groups have reportedly saved Rs. 1.25 Crores and borrowed around Rs. 1.01
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crores from linked banks and revolving funds from government of Karnataka. (Source:
http://www.panchatantra.kar.nic.in/stat/shgstat.aspx)
1. No self-help groups are engaged in food processing activity as per details furnished by
the DCC Bank, and an NGO by name TIDE who work in Koppal area.
2. However, individual members are engaged in minor food processing activities in rural
areas.
3. The district at a glance also indicates that around 10791 men and 8003 women (total
18794 people) are engaged in household industries. This may include tailoring, flour
mills, oil mills, dal mills, primary processing of ragi, maize, groundnut, chili etc. Hence
many individual members are involved in food processing activities that require
enumeration.
4. Base assessment studies of NGOs in the district indicated that around 500 women
workers may be engaged in minor food processing activity. They include pickle
making, sweets making, papad making etc.
5. As per discussions with local NGOs, such minor activities are low capital in nature and
have turnover of around Rs. 1000/- per day during the seasons.
Therefore, scope exists to pull SHGs in to PMFME scheme in a larger manner

Part-3 – District Level Upgradation Plan.
Need for Upgradation & Formalization
1. Guava presents some scope for ME activities in Koppal district. Only 13000 tons of
Guava is produced in the district and it is fluctuating. Not all blocks in the district are
producing it and hence it cannot be considered that this fruit is available in substantial
form as a raw material.
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2. There are four FPOs engaged in Guava production but not into processing. Right now,
they are in to input supply to farmers.
3. There is only one unit processing Guava in to jam and dried Guava and it is being
marketed in Chennai and his annual turnover is Rs. 4 Crores.
With this assessment, policies and regulatory aspects are discussed here below.
Policy and Regulatory
Koppal is moderately industrialized district. Industries contribute almost 20% of GDP of the
district.
1. There are two or three major industries including Vijayanagar steels, and a large
mining industry. Koppal district has around 481 factories employing around 50318
people and largely men workforce (95%).
2. There are 3 Industrial Estates with 44 sheds and 104 plots in Koppal District

3. There are 25149 registered MSME’s providing employment to around 167808 people
in the district. Out of this there are 1315 units in food and beverage industries
employing around 2813 persons. These are largely represented by oil mills and cattle
feed industries.
General issues raised by industry association: Following points are reproduced based on the
discussion with Industry Association.
1. Lack of Power: Lack of uninterrupted power supply is the major problem faced by
industries of this district.
2. Non availability of skilled manpower: Inefficient human factor creates innumerable
problems for the survival of industries.
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3. Non-availability of adequate skilled manpower poses problem to Micro and Small
Enterprises.
4. Inadequate credit assistance: Need based cash flow for working capital is lacking,
which is affecting the smooth functioning of Micro and Small Enterprises.
5. Absence of adequate infrastructure: Most of industrial estates are not having
provision for maintenance of infrastructure. Absence of adequate infrastructure
adversely affects the quality, quantity and production schedule of the enterprises
which ultimately results in under-utilization of capacity. Competition from global
market: Small-scale units find it very difficult to compete with the imported articles
which are comparatively very cheap and of better quality.
6. Lack of Scientific segregation: There is no scientific segregation of Micro and Small
Enterprises as per pollution norms for the classification of Red, Orange or Green
categories.
Policy regarding Micro Enterprises
Micro Enterprises, (hereinafter referred to as ME), are units with investment in Plant and
machinery and building up to Rs. 100 Lakhs and with a maximum Turnover of Rs. 5 Crores.
These units are generally manufacturing unit as there is value addition processing involved.
Since they are processing food, a lot of water is consumed and most of the times waste
generation is of both solid, semi solid and liquid form.
Registration
Registration under Udyog Aadhaar is mandatory and it requires a person to hold a PAN card
under Income Tax Act and Aadhar Card as a necessary document for verification. In the initial
stages, most of Micro-Enterprises will not be able to touch Sales/ revenue of Rs. 20 lakhs.
Hence in such cases GST registration will not be necessary up to that stage. Once sales crosses
Rs. 20 lakhs GST registration becomes essential
Pollution Control Certification
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One of the most important requirements will be Pollution Control Certification. This depends
on the processing and waste generation. Guava processing uses a lot of water for cleaning
and in processing. There will be lot of organic waste that can be converted into manure.
Land Conversion
Any processing operation that creates waste generation, requires to be away from residential
areas, and more so in case of pineapple processing.
1. Hence it is suggested that the processing unit is away and in a recognized cluster, with
adequate electricity and water facility.
2. Thus, land needs to be a designated one for industrial activity and hence
3. Land Conversion for industrial or processing activity is an important step.
4. Since the project is for Formalization of Micro-enterprises in Food Processing sector
Land Conversion is required from a long-term perspective.
5. Based on the review received, it is suggested that the land proposed for establishing
Micro-enterprise is inspected and once, registration and approval of Bank loan is
cleared, the Tehsildar may be authorized to permit conversion of land to the extent
of 2000 sq. ft area with specific mention of the purpose for use under PMFME only
and for the purpose of the unit. Such lands shall be used only for Micro-enterprises.
FSSAI Certification
Food Safety Standards Authority of India has stipulated several regulatory types of norms for
all food and processed food products. Existing norms for FSSAI certification with respect to
Guava is as follows:
The standards of Guava:
Section 4 deals with all processed products of fruits. Same needs to be followed for Guava
products, starting from fresh Guava, dried Guava, Guava jelly, Guava chutney, Guava bars etc.
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On Going Programmes
Currently with respect to MSME, cluster development programme has been undertaken as
per policy 2020-25. Since January 2021, PMFME programme has been launched. Minor food
processing activity by women in self-help groups is supported by schemes under State Rural
Livelihood Mission duly supported by credit facilities from District Central Cooperative Bank
as well as some Nationalized Banks. The following schemes are available to MSME sector.
1. Atmanirbhar Scheme is one programme under which, the MSME units can avail credit
facilities up to Rs. 2.00 Crores with interest subvention of up to 3.00% is provided on
loans for a period up to 3 years.
2. Mudra Loan scheme is available for Micro Enterprises for loans up to 10 lakhs, without
any incentives.
3. Loans are available under Credit Guarantee Fund Trust for Micro and Small Enterprises
up to Rs. 2.00 Crores, for women enterprises, loans are provided without collaterals
up to a loan of Rs. 25 lakhs. (Excluding Back Ended Credit)
4. Under PMFME scheme incentives are provided up to 35% on the eligible plant and
machinery cost, which can also include 25% of the other essential costs like waste
treatment, water source and DG sets etc. In our opinion, the PMFME scheme
provisions are adequate for implementation of the programme in Koppal District.
Stakeholder Mapping
1. Local Stake Holders:
a. Growers – Backward integrated to input suppliers / FPOs
b. Agronomy - Technology Providers Guava Development Board, Bangalore and
(Horticulture Department, Government of Karnataka and Horticulture College,
Mysore and Krishi Vigyan Kendra, Koppal)
c. Industries Department, District Industries Center, Koppal.
d. Karnataka Industrial Area Development Board, Koppal
e. Koppal Electricity Supply company, CESCOM, Koppal
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f. Private aggregators and Processors – Local Traders / Agents
g. Truckers Association Koppal – Logistics for long distance hauling
2. External Stake Holders:
a. Machinery suppliers – Food Grade (size graders, cleaners, pulping, juicing, packing
etc.) list enclosed.
b. Technology providers are Institute of Food Processing Technology, Tanjavur,
CFTRI, Mysore
c. Aggregators of processed foods, bulk juice buyers, pulp aggregators in Bangalore
d. Regulatory – FSSAI
e. Food Grade Additive suppliers
3. Financial Stake Holders
a. Commercial Banks – represented by District Level Consultative Committee headed
by District Collector, Koppal
b. NABARD, Koppal, Small Farmers Business Consortium, New Delhi
c. District Central Cooperative Bank, Koppal
d. Ministry of Food Processing Industries – Government of Karnataka for Incentives,
and 35% Grants
e. Ministry of Agriculture, Government of Karnataka for 15% subsidy
4. Commercial Stake Holders
a. APMC Koppal
b. HOPCOMS Koppal
c. APEDA, Bangalore
Taking above people in to account the first workshop of the stakeholders was organized on
10-02-2021, owing to current Covid-19 pandemic situation, the workshop was held online
through Google Meet. In the Meeting, the JDA, Koppal, SADH, Koppal and the JDA industries
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participated. The meeting held suggested that SHGs and FPOs were relatively weak in terms
of commercial and technical abilities as well as financial aspects. Hence Capacity building was
suggested a priority action under SLUP. It was observed that Micro-enterprises had issues
with related to formalizing banking rules and regulations, especially conversion of land,
registration and regulatory approvals. During workshop, the need for upgradation of
infrastructure for food processing Micro-Enterprises was discussed in 3 aspects, namely
1. Commercial Infrastructure: Marketing infrastructure, arrangement with retailers,
distribution systems, uniformity of product, branding, packaging, etc.
2. Technical Infrastructure: Design lab, product development center, ripening center,
product protocol development and management, quality assurance, testing and
certification labs, technical advisory service and capacity building.
3. Financial infrastructure: Financial products suited to PMFME, micro-enterprises in
general within the existing schemes as advised under PMFME and also, considering a
special PMFME branch to advise suitably.
4. Anchor Institution: Integrated Anchor Institution to provide all of above services
under one roof.

Baseline Assessment Studies - Micro Enterprise Eco system
Discussions were held with SRLM and District Industries Centre of Koppal and continuous
discussions with DDM NABARD, Koppal as well as an NGO called Grama in Koppal, SRLM,
regarding the ME Eco-system. Further discussions were also held with NGOs who have
conducted baseline surveys earlier. Their baseline assessment studies have been accessed.
The following points are noted.
Guava Ecosystem
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Presently farmers are growing Guava and sell the fresh harvested produce directly to an agent
or directly to dealers in Chennai. These agents buy and sort the fruits at the farm in the month
of February to May, and pack and sell them to wholesalers in Chennai, Tamil Nadu.
Raw Material
Availability
Used for processing
No of Units Processing
Working days
Per day capacity
Secondary processing
Within district
In Karnataka
Outside Karnataka
Export Market
Size of the total Market
Special Zones
Operated by
Major Export Markets
Major clusters

Guava
13000 tons
100 tons
1
120
8 tons
Dehydrated Guavas, Jam and jelly, chutney etc
200
2000 tons
10000 tons, mainly to Erode, Tamil Nadu
Exists but very little
Rs. 250 Crores in the district @ 118/- per kilo
None
None
Very little is exported.
Yelaburgi and Kushtagi

Other Micro-Enterprises
Koppal district brief industrial profile indicates that there are 25149 micro and small agro
based enterprises in the district. However, there are 522 villages in the district, that are
catered on daily basis in terms of flour mills, oil mills etc. As per the baseline assessment study
of several NGOs working in the district, there may be an estimated 600 micro enterprises
engaged in such activities in the district. These include:
1. Seasonal Food processing: The activities like Vermicelli making, Chutney powder
making, pickling, Papad making, popped Jowar Roti, Bajra roti and flour making in the
rural areas mainly during summer months and store them for rest of the months,
especially using high solar heat during the summer months.
2. Round the year activities include small hotels in the villages, oil mills, grinders and
flour mills, and fried gram floor products and sweet marts, that supply these materials
to weekly shanties.
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3. Urban center micro-enterprises activities include Chips making on small scale, bakery
activities, sweet marts, flour mills, ice cream units,
4. The district industries centers record only MSMEs, and the level of ME is not
segregated in their data.
5. Even the GESCOM department does not have information district wise on power
sanctioned to food processing units as a separate head.
6. Hence, it is not possible to exactly pinpoint the number of units functioning in the
district.
Based on the baseline assessment studies of NGOs, the following eco-system for Micro
enterprise is noted.
1. Flour mill units are having investments not more than Rs. 2 lakhs
2. Seasonal MEs have investments of less than Rs. 25,000/- mainly invested in working
capital for purchase of raw material
3. There are no data even with the District level Bankers committee on the number of
units financed by the Banks for such units.
4. These units are directly contracted by other families in the village for such work or
some retailers contract them.
5. Hardly around 10% of such units sell their products like Jowar flour, Chutneys, pickles
etc. to the retailers in Koppal or in Bangalore or such other cities.
1. Generally, these are family business with succession from one to another within the
family. Even if the family splits, the business is carried forward by two people in same
line separately.
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2. These are necessity driven entrepreneurs and less improvement driven, nor
opportunity driven.
3. Not ready to implement change to risk the business.
4. Product innovation is limited, mostly featured as part time employment, for small
cashflow. Livelihood level enterprise appear to be in range of 45% of the total Microenterprises.
5. Access to finance through Self-help group finance exists to a large extent. There is
general lack of marketing skills, it is limited to local market level.
6. There are too many informal systems in supply, processing and marketing. For
example, the pickle making women, have to supply iti to local traders who get FSSAI
certificate under their own brands
7. High traction costs. Micro-enterprises find it difficult to get access to large clientele
and are most often restricted to weekly Haats/ Sandies, etc. Their development is
hampered by managerial ability and capacity to scale

Value Chain Analysis
Inbound Logistics
Around 13,000 tons are available with farmers on annual basis, within the district. Local
transportation system is good enough for managing inbound logistics. Since Guava is easily
perishable, it can be processed only for 3 months in an year
Operations
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Fresh Guava will follow following cycle of activity
Guava Harvested – Cleaned – Graded- Packing – Logistics to mandi – wholesale – retail –
consumer
Guava can be processed into powder and rhizomes as permitted under FSSAI.
a. Guava Fresh
b. Guava Jam, Guava Nectar Or squash mixed with other fruits

Firm Infrastructure (depends on products- Fruit processing)
1. Cleaning, pulping, pasteurizing, addition of sugar and jelly making. / Mixing with other
fruits for Guava nectar production
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Procurement
1. Guava is from farmers through vendors, wholesalers, or under contract with farmers.
2. Machinery dealers are available in Bangalore and Tamil Nadu state.
Outbound Logistics
1. Guava is marketed in Bangalore, Hyderabad, and Mumbai as fresh fruit presently, and
logistics are arranged by buyers.
Marketing and Sales
Generally, 3 channels of sales are followed as follows: (based on study by IIM Bhubaneshwar)
a. Farmer – Farm Buying agent- wholesaler – Retailer – Consumer (46%)
b. Farmer –wholesaler – Retailer – Consumer (46%)
c. Farmer to customer (manufactured or contract production) (8%)
Services
Equipment services are mainly by suppliers and other services needed are guidance on GAP
cultivation of Guava and scope exists for enhancing yield.
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Human Resource Management
Bigger factories require to be managed professionally. Smaller units manage (units with
capacity up to 1 ton per day with 2 skilled and 2 unskilled labourers, Skilled and unskilled
labourers are abundantly found in the district.
Technology
Technology is all about cleaning, pulping and concentrating with permitted additives and dry
fruits wherever necessary to produce jam and nutria-bars. Sun / shade drying is practiced
under polyhouses, using sweating technology.
Firm level gaps and recommendations
1. Simplifying business registration and licensing procedures. Registration is must
2. Improving tax policies and administration to promote registrations. Enabling better
access to finance. Enforcing quality parameters.
3. Improving land titles, conversions for industrial use. Improving access to market
information & establishing Export facilitation centre.
Infrastructure Gap Analysis
1. Public Infrastructure: Currently the production area of Guava is well connected, and
good road infrastructure exists.
2. Volume of Guava production in the district is increasing year after year.
3. Access to testing facilities, compliance to standards and the frequency of inspections
from the safety regulators, being nearer to Bangalore testing facilities are available.
No.

Infrastructure

Gaps
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B 1.

Public Infrastructure

Cluster approach under MSME exists and same
may be applied here along with Design lab
concept.

2

Common Facilities

Product development, GAP cultivation training,
Quality protocol development and quality
certification
Cleaning, grading, pulping, deseeding as well as
cooking and concentrating equipment. Normal
fruit processing units as is used in Mango fruits

3

Testing Facilities

GAP certification and Testing facilities are not
available

4

Safety Standards

FSSAI standards are to be followed

Mapping the market potential of FPI micro enterprises:
1. Micro-enterprises in FPI are largely catering to the rural segment. As seen in the
industrial data, nearly 18794 people are engaged in all types of household industries.
FPIME in this group include seasonal processing especially in summer months to
produce dehydrated food products, mostly sun-dried.

2. The number of rural families in the district is around 3 lakhs. Assuming that every
family spends atleast Rs. 5000/- processed food made by MEs which is generally
supplements to food market size is of Rs. 200 Crores. (these include snacks, flours,
oils, pulses etc). This is only indicative and has potential to increase, with the current
trend of app based processed food delivery system catching up everywhere).
3. In Koppal district, the main market is huge rural population itself requires processed
foods like Papad, Chutney, oil, vermicelli, chilli powder, spice powders etc.
4. There are people engaged in oil production, cattle feed making etc. With standardized,
quality products it is possible to raise the market size to Rs. 500 crores per annum.
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Marketing Potential
Chilli Based Products Chutneys,
Powders, pickles – Small volume,
high value,

Milk Based

Guava as fresh Fruit
Guava dehydrated

Cattle feed / byproducts like Maize
based ones.
Jowar & Bajra Based Products

Micro-Enterprises
Koppal
Nutri bars
Jelly, jams
Chocolate coated
dry Guavas

Pulses – Essential Commodity
Minor Oilseeds Oil Mills
Snacks – Fruit jams, Banana, Gram
flour, Rice flour, jowar flour Based
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MANDYA
DISTRICT PROFILE
Geographical
Mandya lies between the latitudes 12o13' and 13o04' N and between the longitudes 76o19'
and 77o20' E at a mean altitude of 678 meters above sea level. The district encompasses a
geographical area of the district is 4962 Sq.km.
Location
Latitude
Longitude
Height
Area
Rainfall
Rivers
Temperature

Mandya District, Karnataka, India
12o13' to 13o04' N
76o19' and 77o20' E
678 Mtrs.
4962 Sq. Kms.
700 mm.
Kaveri, Hemvathi, Shimsha, Lokapavani and Veeravaishnavi
Min. 20°C Max. 35° C

Taluk-wise Population:
POPULATION: (2011)
Taluk
Male
K.R.Pet
130241
Maddur
147879
Malavalli
142698
Mandya
208607
Nagamangala
93682
Pandavapura
92038
Srirangapatna
89940
Total
905085

Female
130238
147553
140567
206546
94215
91314
90251
900684

Total
260479
295432
283265
415153
187897
183352
180191
1805769

DISTRICT AGRICULTURAL PROFILE
(Source: Department of Economics and Statistics & District at a Glance 2018-19)
Economic Demography
1. Mandya is 13th populous district of Karnataka with a population of 18.05 lakhs.
2. Around 17% (3.08 lakhs) of the population is in urban areas and 83% (14.97 lakhs) in
rural areas.
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3. District has a non-working population of around 9.34 lakhs. Most of whom live in rural
areas and provide a potential and opportunity to be engaged in rural economy.
4. Mandya is 9th prosperous district of Karnataka state.
5. Gross Domestic Product (District Domestic Product) of the district is Rs. 30673 Crores
in 2017-18
6. Agriculture sector contributes around Rs. 5180.34 Crores (17%) to the district income.
7. Industry sector contributes a GDP of 7390 Crores (24%).
8. Services sector contributes Rs. 17951 Crores (59%) to the district economy.
Mandya District comprises of 7 taluks, with a geographical area of 4.98 lakh hectares. 2.55
lakh hectares is used for cultivation (net sown area). Gross cultivated area is 3.27 lakhs
hectares yielding a cropping intensity of 128%. Entire district falls under Southern Dry Zone.
Irrigation:
A total of 267814 hectares were cultivated during 2018-19 of this 143205 ha. of land was
under irrigation. Major source of irrigation are Canals (42,924 ha), Tanks (52,443 ha) and
borewells (42,477 ha)
Area under Major Crops is as follows: (in Hectares)
Taluk
K.R.Pet
Maddur
Malavalli
Mandya
Nagamangala
Pandavapura
Srirangapatna
Total

Paddy
10732
9898
8777
15669
999
5075
7697
58487

Ragi
10145
3550
7087
6232
16292
8105
2014
53425

Pulses
7132
3779
3974
4305
8662
6613
2854
37319

Oil Seeds
1289
363
1887
248
781
199
413
5180

Sugar Cane
2137
13463
1956
9760
211
5566
3585
36678

Fruits
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
5268
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Production of Crops in the district in Metric Tons
Crops
Paddy
Ragi
Maize
Total
329544
67639
10884

Pulses
19934

Pulses and Oil Seeds Crops Production in Metric Tons
Crops
Horsegram Cowpea
Dolichos
Total
14817
3115
1338
Fruits Crops Production in Metric Tons
Crops
Banana
Mango Papaya
Total
46705
27576
18668

Oil Seeds
2691

Sesamum
2218

Sugar Cane
3718282

Coconut
429270000
nuts

Sapota
5210

Guava
1193

Lemon
1388

Vegetable Crops Production in Metric Tons
Crops
Tomato Brinjal
Beans
Chillies
Total
78907
7221
6890
3021
Note: Talukwise production is not available in any source

Potato
3339

Others
10658

1. ODOP - Jaggery- Selection Analysis
a. Cereals: Among the above-mentioned major crops, Paddy, Ragi, Maize, , and major oil
seeds Sesame and even pulses are ruled out (minor pulses) are ruled out of the ODOP
eligibility as they are both staple and not fitting in to broader criteria of being involved
in food processing at micro-enterprise level.
b. Pulses: Major pulses are Horsegram, Dolichos and Cowpea. These are mostly for
subsistence purpose and do not offer processing opportunities for scaling up.
c. Fruits: Fruit Crops are cultivated in an area of around 5267 hectares and total fruit
production is around 1.10 lakh tons. Major fruit crops are Banana (46705 tons), Mango
(27576).
d. Coconut is indeed a major crop. However, most of coconut is sold as tender coconut
across the country. Processing opportunities are little in terms of value addition and
units setup for tapping tender coconuts in to pouches have failed.
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e. Vegetables: as seen from the above, vegetable production is not very significant to
take it to the next level of processing at ME level. They are sold fresh at major cities of
Mysore and Bangalore.
f. Commercial Crops: Sugarcane occupies highest area of 36678 hectares. The cane
production in the district is around 37,18,282 tons. The Crop is well distributed crop
in the district and all the Taluks are producing this crop.
g. Mandya also has a well developed Jaggery mandi in the APMC and has been
traditionally processing cane to jaggery for ages. It has remained cottage industry for
a long time.

No.

Description
1.

Comments

Identifying

Products

being Sugarcane, Rice, Coconut, Ragi

Processed
2.

Mapping

of

Existing

Food

Processing Micro-Enterprises

1. Paddy is mostly used for
breakfast

industry.

Hence

scope exists for flour mills
2. Coconut oil production is very
limited
3. Milk processing happens on a
large

scale

at

Mandya

Cooperative Milk federation.
4. Ragi is mostly consumed as
subsistence crop and hence
ragi flour industry is well
developed.
5. Fruit processing also does not
offer great scope for want of
quantities to scale
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6. Fresh Vegetables are sold in
Bangalore Market as fresh
commodity.
7. Hence Jaggery stands out as
ODOP rightly selected by
district admin.
3.

Product Perishable?

Jaggery is perishable – But has longer
shelf life – Up to 6 months
Jaggery

being

harder

and

less

hygroscopic has long storage life.
4.

ODOP as % of Total Agri Produce

Sugarcane production of around 38
lakhs tons is nearly 9% of total
agriculture produce of the district.

5.

Production of ODOP Agriculture It is the fourth highest cane producer,
Produce in that district compared with
to other district and states

Mandya,

Bagalakote

and

Vijayapura being the top three
producers

6.

Abundance of Raw Material

Yes 38 lakh tons of cane is produced.

7.

More than 50% of Micro-Food Total MSME units are 5880 of which,
processing Industry should be in Micro units are 5668 as per Udhyam
this product

records.
As per Karnataka at a Glance, there
are Food processing units are 13835
employing 58010 people. And jaggery
units constitute around 5%

8.

9.

Percentage of labour employed in Around 600 Jaggery units employ
Micro-Food Enterprise

nearly 12000 people.

Existence of large Clusters

The district has over 3 sugar factories
located near Mandya. But most of
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them are not operating efficiently and
are sick units. Hence jaggery units
thrive quite a bit. Cluster for Jaggery
are K R Peth and Mandya Taluks.
10. Whether SHG and FPOs are As
involved in this product

per

authorities

discussions
and

with

FPOs

listed

local
by

NABARD, no FPO or SHG is running a
Jaggery units as a institution.
11. GIS of the product

Jaggery is not GIS product

12. Export potential of the product

Total Potential is 13,690 million US
dollars as per APEDA report. Major
importers are US, Indonesia, China,
Germany UK and Canada and other
South Asian countries.

13. Total estimated production of Around 600 Units are consuming
the food product or its category
around 10 tons per day, producing
chosen as ODOP
around 1 tons of jaggery each. This is
around or around 600 tons per day.
They operate for a minimum of
around 270 days in a year and
produce around 1.62 lakh tons of
jaggery per annum.
14. Total

requirement

and At a recovery rate of 14% of jaggery

movement of Raw material or per ton, around 6000 tons per day of
Agricultural produce required for cane is required for the entire
manufacturing this food product. industry or 16.20 lakh tons of cane per
annum. The total production of cane
is in the range of around 38 lakh tons.
Balance cane is consumed by sugar
industry.
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2. Non ODOP Products
Non ODOP products recommended for the district are
1. Rice and rice products: Mainly snack based rice products like puffed rice, flattened
rice flakes, rice flours, rice grits are produced here.
2. Ragi - Ragi is processed in to malted ragi mix, malted ragi powder, ragi dosa mix and
other ready to eat foods.
3. Mango- offers great scope in terms using it in pulping, bulk packing, and in dehydrated
chips, jams
4. Banana – Offers scope in baking industry and biscuit industry, as well as pulping, and
baby food industry.
Industrial Profiling
1. Mandya District derives around 24% of its GDP from Industries and industrial profile
is of manufacturing goods.
2. There are 35 rice mills, 119 textiles and garment industries in the MSME segment.
3. 2 clusters of metalware and metal imaging, Agriculture implements and Packaging
clusters.
4. Sugar Industry is a minor part of the industrial landscape. There are 4 sugar factories
accounting for 20-25 lakh tons of sugarcane cultivated in the district.
5. There are 7 Industrial estates, with around 134 sheds and 122 plots.
6. An estimated 156 major factories are registered as on 31.3.2020 (Employing 16914
people), and there are around 13,885 small scale industries registered in the district
(Page-189 to 195 of KAG report-2019-20).
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No of Small-Scale Units Registered under Udhyam
S. No.
a.
b.
c.
d.


Size of Industries

No

Turnover - Crores

Micro
Small
Medium
Large Industries

5868
207
5
156

440
310
600
6500

There are 13885 MSME units employing around 58010 people, mostly men in
the district.



Out of this 881 are in food processing segment employing 8910 workers.
Majority of these are flour mills, grapes processing units, small cold storages,
dal mills, wheat processing units etc.



There are micro food processing units in 1486 villages in the district, that cater
the daily food processing needs like grain flour mills, dal mills, vermicelli units,
oil mills etc. Such activities are mostly but not restricted to:

a. Seasonal Food processing: The activities like flour mills, making, Chutney
powder making, pickling, Papad making, in the rural areas mainly during
summer months and store them for rest of the months, especially using high
solar heat during the summer months.
b. Round the year activities include small hotels in the villages, oil mills, grinders
and flour mills, and fried gram, Snacks, Chilli powder, chutney powder
products, and sweet marts, that supply these materials to weekly shanties.
c. Urban center micro-enterprises activities include Chips making on small scale,
bakery activities, sweet marts, flour mills, ice cream units,
d. Seasonal MEs have investments of less than Rs. 25,000/- mainly invested in
working capital for purchase of raw material
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Characteristics


Generally, these are family business with succession from one to another
within the family. Even if the family splits, the business is carried forward by
two people in same line separately.



These are necessity driven entrepreneurs and less improvement driven. Not
ready to implement change to risk the business.



Product innovation is limited, mostly featured as part time employment, for
small cashflow.



Access to finance is mainly through Self-help group finance



There are too many informal systems in supply, processing, and marketing. For
example, the pickle making women, have to supply it to local traders who get
FSSAI certificate under their own brands



Their development is hampered by managerial ability and capacity to scale

Jaggery Eco system
1. There are an estimated 1000 units making jaggery in the district of which
around 600 are reportedly active (source- Vikasana Mandya).
2. These units are not registered with DIC, nor registered with Electricity
Company. There is a general lack of Bank credit as they are not registered, or
their lands are not having clean title or for lack of industrial registration.
3. Around 12 jaggery units were contacted and interviewed to study the microecosystem of this unit.
4. Jaggery making requires an investment of around Rs. 30 lakhs to Rs. 100 lakhs
for a small unit of crushing up to 10 tons per day.
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5. They are established in the farmland and use agricultural electricity connection
for running the juice mill
6. Bagasse is used to heat up the pan for clarification processes and
concentration process. As a result, soot and smoke and impurities are not
greatly controlled. There are a good number of markets 7 APMCs at all taluk
headquarters. where jaggery is sold. Most of the marketing happens to agents
who trade them at Kerala and Gujarat and from there it gets distributed to
states across India.
7. No information on exports by any of the units directly. Nobody has details of
export done from outside the state. The marketing is generally through agents
to wholesalers to retailers and to consumers.
District -1
ODOP
Raw Material
Availability
Used for Cane sugar
Used for Jaggery/ Units
Working days
Per day capacity
Jaggery produced
Secondary processing
Batches manufactured
Consumed Within district
In Karnataka
Outside Karnataka
Export Market
Size of the total Market
Special Zones
Operated by
Major Export Markets

Mandya
Jaggery
Sugarcane – Average Production
38 lakh tons – 0.37 lakh hectares of cultivation
20 lakhs tons – 4 sugar factories
16 lakh tons / 1000 units (600 operational)
270
6000 tons Cane
600 tons per day, 1.62 lakh tons per annum
Sporadic – Organic Jaggery – 5 units
Daily for 9 months in a year
Approximately 10000 tons per annum
0.50 lakhs tons, Bangalore and Mysore
1.00 lakh ton, Sangli & Gujarat
Not known
Rs. 100 Crores
None
None
Russia and Baltic Countries for Organic
Jaggery
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No of Clusters for ODOP
There are 6 Major clusters for Jaggery production namely Gokak, Nipani,
Chikkodi,Mandya , Raibagh and Athani Taluks. These taluks have good production of
Cane, and among them Athani, Gokak, Chikkodi and Raibagh top the list.
Number of units engaged with producing the specific ODOP product and 4-5 major
non-ODOP products
a. ODOPAround 600 active Jaggery Units (ODOP) out of around 1000 known units
b. Non-ODOP:
Activity

Estimated No of Units

Rice Mills
Banana
Ragi
Flour Mills
Coconut

45 Units
None
4
458
2

Approximate Level (%) of processing happening for ODOP (out of total production)
in the district
Around 16 lakh tons of cane out of 38 lakh tons of production is being processed under
ODOP – Jaggery
Number of Self-Help Groups, Farmer Producer Organisations and Cooperatives
currently engaged in the processing of this product.
a. No FPO is engaged in Jaggery production
b. No self-help group as such is engaged in Jaggery production. However around
20 families of SHG members are reportedly engaged in Jaggery production. A
good number of SHG members are engaged in non-ODOP products
approximately around 1800 members in Chutney, rice processing, flour and
snacks, and mostly milk processing..
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c. This information is based on group discussion with farmers in the area.
Government statistics are not available in this respect.
3. Profiling of existing Micro Enterprises Ecosystem for the District
Specialty of the local agricultural produce/food product, varieties available,
seasonality, uniqueness, history etc.? (Guidelines - Specify the varieties available and
specialty of the local varieties compared to other places. Also if the product is available
in off season (for rest of the country), then this should also be mentioned.


Sugarcane is cultivated in large tracts under irrigation. These are suitable for
sugar extraction. Most preferred varieties for Jaggery production are COVC16062, COVC-18061. Sugarcane varieties are supplied by sugar factories after
due research and collaborations.



There is VC Farm, and Agriculture College in Mandya that engages in
development of good cane varieties that are suitable locally.



Features of sugarcane here is hard fiber. They have lower brix level up to 9.



There are around 10 to 12 jaggery units which produce organic jaggery
meaning they use vegetable sources in clarification and concentration. They
are also producing spice infused jaggery as specialty products. Feedback from
traders indicates that the jaggery generally have a good shelf life.



Jaggery production is managed to be operated for around 270 days in a year
(9 months) in this district. Season starts generally in the month of August and
May month of next year. Jaggery is mainly procured by traders from Kerala and
Gujarat traders and logistics is cheaper because of train facilities.



Infrastructure

a. Essential Machinery or facilities required for the production of the product
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In Mandya there are one or two modern jaggery producing units, and one of
them is newly established at Bookanakere in Favorich food park K R Peth Taluk.
This unit focuses on clean and hygienic technology to produce jaggery for
exports.
Jaggery production in most units is still in rudimentary technology of a locally
made furnace and iron pan concentrators. Juice extraction is done using small
scale cane crushers run by motors up to 15 HP. Furnace is run by dried bagasse
which is byproduct of cane crushing. Raw Material is stored in the open and
finished goods are stored in room adjacent to the unit.
1. A shed in around 2000 sq. ft area. A thatched or tiled structure is seen
with a open front.
2. Two Steel pans Capacity to hold around 2000 litres per shift
3. A Sugarcane crusher of up to 10 HP
4. Constructed heat conserving stoves / Open Pan Ovens
5. Ladle and juice transfer utensils
6. Wooden Molds, buckets, packing area, storage area
b. Existing level of Mechanization for ODOP processing within district, in other
districts and States.


Existing level of mechanization is rudimentary as mentioned. However, there
are new units which are coming up with improved furnaces.



The jaggery industry has not changed much despite strides in technology and
use of clean energy across the country.



There is scope to adopt better filtration techniques. Waste disposal is mostly
as manure in Sugarcane fields.



Most improved furnaces adopt continuous dehydrators for drying bagasse and
use steam generated in heating the juice.
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c. Additional infrastructure and amenities required.


There is need for registration of these units as industrial micro
enterprises and not as Village industries.



Energy efficient systems as recommended by TERI in Gokak Cluster.



Compulsory imposition of hygienic conditions in production, especially
use of clean energy and a cleaner processing area is required.

d. Support Infrastructure:
(Guidelines - The existing infrastructure available in the cluster in terms of
public infrastructure and Agri-logistics such as Mandis, roads, water and
electric supply needs to be mapped along with existing backward and forward
linkages and common facilities present in the cluster).
 There is no dedicated Mandi for jaggery. Farmers are free to market jaggery in
the APMC markets but there is no compulsion. Jaggery is mostly traded directly
with traders/ agents at unit itself or on a long terms supply arrangement. There
are APMCs at Nippani, Mandya , Gokak, Athani and Chikkodi that handle
Jaggery
 Jaggery units are generally located in farmlands and road connectivity is
generally rural roads.
 Farmers use irrigation water sources of their farm for jaggery units in cleaning
operations
 Electricity supply is used from agricultural connections, which is free and not
charged.
2. Testing


Testing of jaggery is mainly done by the manufacturer at the unit itself.
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FSSAI certificate is not being obtained by most of the units.



Testing facilities are generally not available in the cluster and



Production is mostly un-regulated and quality control is also not much
regulated.



Secondary products of jaggery are generally controlled by FSSAI



Awareness is now increasing on adoption of FSSAI regulations.

FSSAI Certification


Food Safety Standards Authority of India has stipulated several regulatory type
of norms for all food and processed food products. Existing norms for FSSAI
certification with respect to Jaggery is as follows:
Characteristics
Purity as C7H4NNaO3S, after drying at 120°C for 4 h,
percent by mass, min
Moisture, percent by mass, Max
Acidity and alkalinity
Benzoate and salicylate
Readily carbonizable substances
Toluene sulfonamides, ppm, Max



Permissible Limit
99
15
To pass the test
To pass the test
To pass the test
25

Sodium bicarbonate, if used for clarification purpose, shall be of food grade
quality.

Food Additives


Additives permitted under these regulations shall be used. Added color shall
not be permitted.



For the category SACCHARIN SODIUM (2.8.8), the following shall be
substituted, namely, “2.8.8: Sodium Saccharin (Food Grade) Sodium Saccharin
is white crystals or white crystalline powder. It is odorless or has a faint odor.
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It is intensely sweet to taste, even in dilute solution. 1 g is soluble in 1.5 ml of
water and in about 50 ml of alcohol. When tested in accordance with the
method specified in Indian Standard, IS 5345, it shall conform to the following
standards
Calcium Saccharin (Food Grade) – (2.8.12)


Calcium Saccharin is white crystals or white crystalline powder. It shall be
odorless or having a faint odor and an intensely sweet taste even in dilute
solution. One gram is soluble in 1.5 ml of water.

Hygiene


The product shall be prepared and handled in accordance with the guidelines
specified in Schedule 4, Part-II of the Food Safety and Standards (Licensing and
Regulation of Food Businesses) Regulations, 2011 and any other guidelines as
provided from time to time under the Act.

Contaminants, Toxins, and Residues


The product covered in this standard shall comply with the Food Safety and
Standards (Contaminants, toxins, and Residues) Regulations, 2011. The
product covered in this standard shall conform to the microbiological
requirements specified in Appendix B of these regulations.

Packaging and Labelling


The product shall comply with the packaging and labeling requirements
specified in the Food Safety and Standards (Packaging and Labelling)
Regulations, 2011.

3. Value Chain\Channels of movement:
1. Sugarcane required for Jaggery is in the backyard of Jaggery unit most of the
times,
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2. Most of the inputs for farmers to produce sugarcane is well developed as there
are hundreds of agri-input suppliers to the cane farmers, including Primary
Cooperative societies, sugar factories and that segment is well developed.
3. Cane seed material is also well-developed industry
4. Farmers have their own production of Sugarcane to the extent of 20% of their
installed capacity. Around 4 to 5 acres of sugarcane farm is their own.
5. Staggered planting helps them to get produce for a minimum of 270 to 300
days a year
6. Transportation is made mostly by bullock carts and rarely by tractor trailers.
7. Units buy sugarcane from other farmers within a vicinity of 5 kilometers
8. Logistics are mostly inhouse, Sugarcane is purchased on cash basis. Logistics
cost is not accounted.
4. Manufacturing Process – ODOP
Machinery Required
1. Juice Extractor / Cane Crushers
2. Iron Pans to hold around 200 to 400 litres of Sugarcane Juice
3. Furnace (locally made)
4. Wooden or steel molds
5. Storage
Product Range: Jaggery is nothing but clarified and concentrated sugarcane juice,
that is molded and hardened as sweetening agent. Major product is raw
hardened jaggery. Specialty jaggery includes, infused jaggery (with essences of
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spices and chocolate), which are not bulk products. Powdered jaggery is now
gaining momentum. In Mandya there are no specialty jaggery being produced.
Production Process & Technology

5. Marketing


The existing market linkages across the value chain needs to be detailed out with
an illustrative flow chart from storage to marketplaces/Mandis to exports.
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Most of the times sold at gate to agents. Outbound logistics paid by agent / Buyer.
Generally, 3 channels of sales are followed as follows:
a. Farmer – Commission agent- wholesaler – Retailer – Consumer (agents
from Kerala and Gujarat)
b. Farmer –wholesaler – Retailer – Consumer
c. Farmer –Retailer – Consumer
d. Farmer – APMC Markets – Commission agents in APMC


Pricing of the Raw Agriculture Produce, various processed products of the produce
may be mentioned and compared with the pricing elsewhere in the country.
Raw material prices / Sugarcane prices are around Rs. 2500/- per ton. However,
since most of the times, cane is procured by jaggery units at Rs. 2000/- per ton.
Also one should note when captive production is done, sugarcane prices come to
around Rs. 1500/- per ton. Jaggery prices in Mandya are as follows:
Type
Regular Jaggery
Infused jaggery
Organic Jaggery

Wholesale prices
Rs. 32/- per kilo
Rs. 100/- per kilo
Rs. 75/- per kilo

Jaggery prices in Uttar Pradesh are as follows:
Type
Wholesale prices



Retail Prices
Rs. 50/- per kilo
Rs. 140/- per kilo
Rs. 120/- per kilo

Retail Prices

Regular Jaggery

Rs. 31/- per kilo

Rs. 50/- per kilo

Infused jaggery

NA

NA

Organic Jaggery

Rs. 90/- per kilo

Rs. 120/- per kilo

Reasons for the price differentials and USP of the products may be mentioned.
Not much of difference is seen in jaggery prices so that it can be attributed to any
specific quality aspect. UP Jaggery is cheaper because of labour is cheaper and
cane being produced under rainfed conditions is cheaper than Mandya. However
Mandya Cane has lower level of Brix.
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6. Quantum of Sale of this product to other districts, states and exported to other
countries.
Around 2.26 lakh tons of Jaggery is produced in the district per annum. Around 5% of
this consumed in the district itself and around 10% in the State. Around 1.70 lakh tons
are purchased by traders in Kerala and rest by Gujarat states.
7. Institutional Support:
Guidelines - The existing institutional support available in the cluster w.r.t presence of
associations, technical and research institutions, and public sector units and
parastatals needs to be mapped.
a. At this moment the public sector support to jaggery products come mainly
from MSME department under Industries and KVIC as an agency. “Scheme of
Fund for Regeneration of Traditional Industries (SFURTI)” is implemented by
MSME department and KVIC jointly.
b. The University of Agricultural Sciences, Bangalore, Agriculture College at VC
Farm Mandya, Krishi Vigyan Kendra at Navile are supporting sugarcane
production technology to farmers. There is a jaggery Park at VC Farm and the
same is managed by private individuals.
c. Department of Agriculture, Mandya is taking special interest in promoting
jaggery products like organic jaggery, chemical free jaggery and infused
jaggery.
d. Jaggery producers’ association is present in the district and is active in pursuing
development of a export development center at Mandya.
e. Very few units have availed credit from Nationalized Banks.
f. Jaggery producers have expressed need for institutional arrangement for
credit facilities.
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MYSORE DISTRICT
Geographical
Mysore lies between the latitudes 11˚ 45' and 12˚ 40’ N and between the longitudes 75˚ 57’
and 77˚ 15' E at a mean altitude of 770 meters above sea level. The district encompasses a
geographical area of the district is 6307 Sq.km.
Location
Latitude
Longitude
Height
Area
Forest Area
Rainfall
Dams
Rivers
Temperature
Taluk-wise Population:
Taluk
Male
H.D.Kote
132748
Hunsur
142946
K.R.nagar
126539
Mysuru
645316
Nanjangud
193038
Periyapatna 124755
T.Narsipura
146258
Total
1511600

Mysore District, Karnataka, India
11˚ 45' to 12˚ 40’ N
75˚ 57’ to 77˚ 15' E
770 Mtrs. Altitude above M.S.L
6307 Sq. Kms.
62851 Ha.
739 mm & rainy days are 86 (Dist. Average)
Krishna Raja Sagara Dam and Kabini Dam
Cauvery & Kabini
Min. 11°C Max. 38° C

Female
130958
140017
126118
636452
191884
118321
145777
1489527

Rural
237968
232098
216852
267541
33424
226391
24050
1755174

Urban
25738
50865
35805
1014227
50598
16685
51495
1245413

Total
263706
282963
252657
1281768
384922
243076
292035
3001127

DISTRICT AGRICULTURE PROFILE
(Source: Department of Economics and Statistics & District at a Glance 2018-19)
1. The total area of Mysore district is 6307 sq. km.
2. Mysore district with a total population of 30 lakhs stands at 3rd place in
the State.
3. Around 41% of the population is in urban areas and 59% in rural areas.
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4. Mysuru is 26th prosperous district of Karnataka state with District Domestic Product of
Rs. 41951 Crores in 2017-18.
5. Agriculture sector contributes around Rs. 6039 Crores (14%)
6. Industry sector contributes Rs. 8648 Crores (20%),
7. Services sector contributes Rs.27444 Crores (66%) to the district economy.
Agriculture in Mysuru District
Mysuru District comprises of 7 taluks, with a geographical area of 6.76 lakh hectares. Of this
around 3.24 lakhs is used for cultivation (net sown area) Gross sown area is around 4.57 lakh
hectares. The district falls under Southern Dry agro-climatic zone and annual rainfall is around
837 mm and with a cropping intensity of 141%, the district is largely dependent on rainfed
dryland agriculture. A total of 4.57 lakh hectares were cultivated during 2018-19. Out of this
1.42 lakh ha. of land was under irrigation. Canals in the district irrigate around 1.01 lakhs
hectares. The district has 48626 tube wells capable of irrigating 0.25 lakhs hectares. Tank and
open well irrigated area are negligible.
Area under Major Crops is as follows: (in Hectares)
Taluk
H.D.Kote
Hunsur
K.R.nagar
Mysuru
Nanjangud
Periyapatna
Saraguru
T.Narsipura
Total

Paddy
3826
9585
25543
6643
21922
5396
1823
25006
99744

Ragi
5383
16039
4247
4420
1647
12260
1596
277
46139

Pulses
6989
19670
12833
9939
22110
11824
3083
9316
95814

Oilseeds
1042
61
517
48
1963
64
251
1530
5496

Banana
4121
15646
325
1140
3667
558
871
813
13041

Fruits
4864
3070
445
2941
4275
696
958
1172
18422

Vegetables
1018
1252
821
2504
2286
463
226
993
9563

Maize is an important cereal crop cultivated in an area of 0.26 lakh hectares, mainly in
Periyapatna, HD Kote and Hunsur Taluks. It is mainly sold for cattle feed purposes. Among
pulses, main crop is Horsegram in 30805, Blackgram in 0.13 lakh hectares and Dolichos in 0.15
lakh hectares. Oil seeds crops are minimal in area.
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ODOP – Banana – Analysis
No.
1.

Description

Comments

Identifying Products being Processed

Paddy – Production – 4.51 lakh tons
Maize – Production – 0.84 lakhs tons
Ragi – Production – 0.71 lakh tons
Pulses – Production -0.51 lakh tons
Banana Production – 2.43 lakh tons
from 13041 hectares @ 18 tons per
hectare.
District administration has identified
Banana as ODOP.

2.

Mapping of Existing Food Processing In the district Micro-enterprises are
Micro-Enterprises

mainly in rice mills, flour mills, oil
mills, and small enterprises in baking,
Papad making, pickling, household
industries etc.
Banana is being produced in Mysuru
district. There are no processing units.

3.

Product should not be Staple Food Banana is not staple food..
Product

4.

Product Perishable?

Banana is easily perishable

5.

Abundance of Raw Material

Around 2.42 lakh tons of Banana is
produced

per

annum.

This

is

abundant.
Banana is sold only as fresh fruits in
Mandis to wholesalers or agents.
6.

More than 50% of Micro-Food processing

No FPO/SHG is processing Banana.

Industry should be in this product

SHG members are involved in Sundried Banana production. One of the
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Banana FPO is very reluctant to take
up processing.
7.

Percentage of labour employed in Micro- Banana cultivation provides a good
Food Enterprise

employment

opportunity

to

the

extent of 13041 hectares.
ME

in

banana

may

create

employment opportunity but will be
limited.
8.

Existence of large Clusters

Hunsur and Nanjangud are the two
notable blocks as clusters.

9.

Whether SHG and FPOs are involved in this There is one FPOs in Banana Crop.
product

They are not interested in processing
activities. Individuals are enthusiastic
about setting up plants.

10. GIS of the product

Not GIS Product

11. Export potential of the product

India is estimated to produce around
32 million tons of Banana in 2020.
India exported around 1.35 lakh tons
of Banana valued at Rs.415 Crores as
reported by APEDA

With above facts the district administration has chosen Banana as ODOP. Profile is as below:
ODOP - Banana
Names across World

It is fresh fruit- can be processed
 India – Banana
 Mexico & Chile – Platano
 Argentina – Banana
India is the largest producer of Banana contributing 29.19 per cent
of the total fruit production. 15 % of total production is exported
this is the only tropical fruit which is exported in large quantities
and is leading fruit in the international trade.
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Benefits

Banana by virtue of its, multiple uses is popularly known as
“Kalpataru”. Usually, banana is eaten when ripe as dessert / table
fruit. Raw and ripened bananas have a characteristic array of
bioactive compounds mainly phenolics, caretonoids, flavonoids
and biogenic amines. Bananas and plantains are rich in nutrients,
starch, sugar and vitamins A and C, potassium, calcium, sodium
and magnesium
Banana may contain:
Energy: 371 kJ (89 kcal)






Carbohydrates: 22.84 g


Sugars:12.23 g



Dietary fibre: 2.6 g

Vitamins


Pantothenic acid (B5) 0.334 mg (7%)



Pyridoxine (B6) 0.4 mg, (31%)



Choline 9.8 mg, (2%)



Vitamin C 8.7 mg, (10%)

Minerals


Magnesium 27 mg, (8%)



Phosphorus 22 mg, (3%)



Potassium 358 mg, (8%) Sodium 1 mg, (0%)



Zinc 0.15 mg, (2%)

Banana is highly nutritious fruit but beyond its nutritious value, it
has various medicinal properties. Banana is also used as
antidiarrheal,
antiulcerogenic,

antimicrobial,

wound

healing,

antilithic,

hypoglycemic

and

anticancer
antioxidant.

Antioxidant actions, Lowering of blood pressure and cardio
protective effect, Control of body weight Prevention of kidney
tumors, Protection against colon cancer
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Traditional/Cultural

Banana fruits are commonly used in Hindu rituals, banana

value

leaves are used for cooking, wrapping, and food-serving in a wide
range of cuisines in tropical and subtropical areas. Banana
and palm leaves were historically the primary writing surfaces in
many nations of South and Southeast Asia. In traditional
homebuilding in tropical areas, roofs and fences are made with dry
banana-leaf thatch.

Non – ODOP Recommended
1. Minor Pulses – Processing, - IQF technology for these pulses to be sold in off season
2. Paddy processing units
3. Egg Processing
4. Ragi processing
Industry
Mysuru is moderately industrialized district. Industries contribute almost 20% of GDP of the
district.
1. Mysore district has grown in to be a major Information Technology hub after
Bangalore district. It is also a good industrial center. Mysuru district has around 744
factories employing around 1.11 lakh people. (men at 77%). Mysore and Nanjangud
are major centers accounting for 693 factories.
2. There are 5 (3 in Mysore, 1 in Nanjangud) Industrial Estates with 543 sheds and 289
plots in Mysuru District

3. There are 108773 registered MSME’s providing employment to around 263761 people
in the district. Out of this there are 2687 units in food and beverage industries
employing around 7926 persons, mainly men (6332). These are largely represented by
rice mills, flour mills, oil mills and cattle feed industries.
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Testing
Mysore has the Central Food Technology Research Institute and they provide not just
technology but quality testing facility
FSSAI Certification
Food Safety Standards Authority of India has stipulated several regulatory types of norms for
all food and processed food products. Existing norms for FSSAI certification with respect to
Banana is as follows:
Section 4 deals with all processed products of fruits. Same needs to be followed for Banana
products, starting from fresh Banana, dried Banana, Banana jelly, Banana chutney, Banana
bars etc.
Banana Ecosystem
Presently farmers are growing Banana and sell the fresh harvested produce directly to an
agent or directly to dealers in Chennai. These agents buy and sort the fruits at the farm in the
month of February to May, and pack and sell them to wholesalers in Chennai, Tamil Nadu.

Raw Material
Availability
Used for processing
No of Units Processing
Working days
Per day capacity
Secondary processing
Within district
In Karnataka
Outside Karnataka
Export Market
Size of the total Market
Special Zones
Operated by
Major Export Markets

Banana
2.42 lakh tons
100 tons
1
270
2 tons
Dehydrated Bananas, Jam and jelly, chutney etc
100000 tons
75000 tons
25000 tons, mainly to Erode, Tamil Nadu
Exists but very little
Rs. 500 Crores in the district @ 20/- per kilo
None
None
Substantial export is happening in the country, but
cannot be traced to Bangalore as it is mostly done by
wholesalers and exporters of fresh fruits. .
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Other Micro-Enterprises
Mysuru district brief industrial profile indicates that there are 25149 micro and small agro
based enterprises in the district. However, there are 522 villages in the district, that are
catered on daily basis in terms of flour mills, oil mills etc. As per the baseline assessment study
of several NGOs working in the district, there may be an estimated 600 micro enterprises
engaged in such activities in the district. These include:
Seasonal Food processing: The activities like Vermicelli making, Chutney powder making,
pickling, Papad making, popped Jowar Roti, Bajra roti and flour making in the rural areas
mainly during summer months and store them for rest of the months, especially using high
solar heat during the summer months. Round the year activities include small hotels in the
villages, oil mills, grinders and flour mills, and fried gram floor products and sweet marts, that
supply these materials to weekly shanties. Urban center micro-enterprises activities include
Chips making on small scale, bakery activities, sweet marts, flour mills, ice cream units,
Value Chain Analysis
Around 2.42 lakh tons are available with farmers on annual basis, within the district. Local
transportation system is good enough for managing inbound logistics. Since Banana is easily
perishable, it can be processed only for 3 months in a year
Processing Technology
Fresh Banana will follow following cycle of activity
Banana Harvested – pre-cooled – Cleaned with antifungal chemicals – Graded- ripening
chamber – cold storage - Packing – Logistics to mandi – wholesale – retail – consumer
a. Banana Fresh, Banana pulp, banana cookies, Cake etc.
b. Banana Jam, Banana Nectar and dehydrated Banana chips.
c. Banana Fiber
d. Banana Stem as vegetables
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e. Banana plates

Firm Infrastructure (depends on products- Fruit processing)
1. Cleaning, pulping, pasteurizing, addition of sugar and jelly making. / Mixing with other
fruits for Banana nectar production

Marketing and Sales
Generally, 3 channels of sales are followed as follows: (based on study by IIM Bhubaneshwar)
a. Farmer – Farm Buying agent- wholesaler – Retailer – Consumer (46%)
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b. Farmer –wholesaler – Retailer – Consumer (46%)
c. Farmer to customer (manufactured or direct sales) (8%)
Technology
Technology is all about cleaning, pulping and concentrating with permitted additives and dry
fruits wherever necessary to produce jam and nutria-bars. Sun / shade drying is practiced
under polyhouses, using sweating technology.
ODOP – Clusters

Banana
Hunsur – Major
Nanjangud – Major

Raw Material
Availability
Export Market
Size of the total Market
Employment in Cultivation
Employment in Industry

Banana
2,42,000 tons, 13041 hectares (KAG report 2019-20)
No Information with APEDA
Rs. 500 Crores
8 lakh mandays
No data available

6. Quantum of Sale of this product to other districts, states and exported to other
countries.
Banana is sold as fresh fruits completely. There are no processors of Banana in the
district, except road side processors
7. Institutional Support:
Horticulture College, Mysore, IIHR Hesaraghatta, Bangalore are providing technology
in production. Department of Horticulture Mysore and Ministry of Marketing and
cooperation is taking special interest in Banana ecosystem to improve prices for
farmers. There are FPOs of Banana growers, but they are currently engaged in input
supply part of tomato production. There are a good number of Tissue culture plant
production units in Banana crop, who take a great interest in supplying all types of
planting material that are disease free.
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RAICHUR DISTRICT
Raichur lies between the latitudes 15° 09' and 16° 34’ N and between the longitudes 75°
46‘and 77° 35‘ E at a mean altitude of 1311 meters above sea level. The district encompasses
a geographical area of the district is 8422 Sq.km.
Location
Latitude
Longitude
Height
Area
Forest Area
Rainfall
Dams
Rivers
Temperature
Taluk-wise Population:
Taluk
Male
Devdurga
140165
Lingasugur
194363
Manvi
184163
Raichur
249556
Sindhanur
196264
Total
964511

Raichur District, Karnataka, India
15° 09' to 16° 34’ N
75° 46‘to 77° 35‘ E
1311 Mtrs. Altitude above M.S.L
8422 Sq. Kms.
18167 Ha.
658 mm
Basava Sagar dam and Narayanapura dam
Tungabhadra and Krishna
Min. 18°C Max. 45° C

Female
140441
191336
186507
249081
196936
964301

Rural
251677
297743
324205
247476
317363
1438464

Urban
28969
87956
46465
251161
75837
490348

Total
280606
385699
370670
498637
393200
1928812

DISTRICT AGRICULTURAL PROFILE
(Source: Department of Economics and Statistics & District at a Glance 2018-19)
1. Raichur with a total population of 1,928,812 is the 9th most populous district in the
State.
1. Around 25% (4.90 lakhs) of the population is in urban areas and 75% (14.39 lakhs) in
rural areas.
2. Raichur is 19th prosperous district of Karnataka state.
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3. Gross Domestic Product (District Domestic Product) of the district is Rs. 20278 Crores
in 2017-18
4. Agriculture sector contributes around Rs. 4378 Crores (22%) to the district income,
5. Industry sector contributes a GDP of 3375 Crores (18%),
6. Services sector contributes Rs. 12525 Crores (62%) to the district economy,
Agriculture in Raichur District
Raichur district comprises of 5 taluks, with a geographical area of 8,35,843. Of this around
4,50,552 hectares is used for cultivation (net sown area) and Gross irrigated area is 5,39,883
hectares. Around 18,167 hectares are forest area. Around 44,217 hectares of land is nonagricultural lands. Around 36,403 hectares are considered under other uncultivated lands
and around 2,82,265 hectares is under current fallow. The situation indicates a typical
dryland cultivation situation. Cropping intensity is around 120% (Gross cultivated area is
10,99,609 hectares). The district falls under Northern Dry zone. A total of 5.40 lakh hectares
were cultivated during 2018-19. Out of this 0.90 lakh hectares of land was under irrigation.
Major source of irrigation are Canals (1.20 lakh hectares) and 7786 borewells (0.12 lakh
hectares) and 9952 open wells irrigating around 0.13 lakh hectares. Net irrigated aarea in
the district is at a capacity of 1.50 lakh hectares.
Area under Major Crops is as follows: (in Hectares)
Taluk

Paddy

Jowar

Bajra

Chillies

Devdurga
Lingasugur
Manvi
Raichur
Sindhanur
Total

14543
2705
31150
12144
41704
102246

23501
15181
29025
11133
9697
88537

9427
22566
2825
587
1642
37052

2112
12810
6955
11031
715
33623

Bengal
gram
15040
54795
35300
32582
13597
151267

Oil
Seeds
36907
12107
6392
4101
8831
68338

Chilli

Chillies

3720
1920
581
1355
468
6293

1936
1230
1343
1496
524
6529

As may be seen the major crop in the district is Bengal Gram, (Chickpea) with an area of 1.51
lakh hectares followed by Paddy, and Jowar. Bajra is another important crop with an area of
0.37 hectares and is grown mainly in Lingsugur (22,566 hectares) and Devadurga (9427
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hectares) taluks. Fruits are cultivated in only 2034 hectares and is insignificant in terms of
area and production as well.
ODOP Analysis
No.
1.

Description

Comments

Identifying Products being Processed

Paddy – Production – 5.14 lakh tons
Jowar – Production – 1.19 lakh tons
Bajra – Production – 0.47 lakh tons
Chillies – Production – 0.12 lakh tons
Bengal Gram – Production – 0.87 lakh
tons
Chillies – Production – 0.24 lakh tons

2.

Mapping of Existing Food Processing District has chosen Chillies as ODOP.
Micro-Enterprises

The total production of green chillies
in District is 0.24 lakh tons but area is
very low. Bengal gram is cultivated in
1.51 lakh hectares, but yield is 0.87
lakh tons at almost 6 quintals per
hectare (low) Bengal gram is valued at
Rs. 435 crores and Chillies is valued at
rs. 96 Crores.

3.

Product should not be Staple Food Chillies and Bengal Gram both are
Product

very useful product in day to day life
and are an important component of
snack food in the entire world. Chillies
however has spice value while Bengal
Gram has Snacks value.
Nutritional value of edible portion per
100 g of Bengal gram Food Energy
calorie Protein g Fat g Calcium mg Iron
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mg Thiamin mg Riboflavin mg Niacin
mg Vit. C mg Vit. A mcg Bengal gram
(whole) 360 17.1 5.3 202 10.2 0.30
0.15 2.9 3 189 Bengal gram (Dal) 372
20.8 5.6 56 9.1 0.48 0.18 2.4 1 129 1.
2. Source: Nutritive value of Indian
foods, by Gopalan, C., et al, Indian
Council
of
Medical
Research
Publication, 1971, PP. 60-114
4.

Product Perishable?

Fairly good shelf life up to 1 year if
stored properly. Prone to pest attack.

5.

Abundance of Raw Material

Bengal Gram: Around 0.87 lakh tons
of Bengal Gram is produced is
produced in the district in a good
rainfall year. This is good enough to
take up FPME for value addition in the
district.

Dry Chillies: Around 24000 tons of
green chillies is produced in the
district and same if dried will be less
than 10000 tons in a year.

Checking with 4 markets in Raichur,
the data confirms that Chillies arrival
is very less, and Bengal Gram arrival is
more.

6.

More than 50% of Micro-Food processing There is no evidence of more than
Industry should be in this product

50% of the processing industry being
in Chillies. However nearly 50% of
lands appear to have been cultivated
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for Bengal gram and it is also
observed that Gram flour is used as
snack supplement through out the
district. Most of the households use
gram flour in their diet and hence
Bengal gram qualifies as ODOP in this
respect.
7.

Percentage of labour employed in Micro- With major area under Bengal Gram
Food Enterprise

in the district, the Gram flour industry
provides employment to almost 40%
of the population.

8.

Existence of large Clusters

For

Chilli

the

large

cluster

is

devadurga Lingsugur and Raichur.
For Bengal gram Lingsugur, Manvi and
Raichur blocks are major clusters and
other 2 taluks namely Devadurga and
Sindhanur have medium production,
more than that of red chillies.
9.

Whether SHG and FPOs are involved in this There are 15 FPOs and they are in to
product

aggregation

of

produce

and

marketing. None is involved in dal
milling or otherwise processing.
10. GIS of the product

Not GIS Product

11. Export potential of the product

Karnataka is 4th largest producer of
Bengal Gram in India. 7.20 lakh tons
are produced. India does not export
Bengal Gram.
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ODOP Selection – Chillies
The district administration has chosen Dry Chillies as ODOP. However, the eligibility norms as
approved for ODOP indicate that Bengal gram is a better product as ODOP, as it can provide
opportunity in FPI ME in the form of flour mills, snack industry, fried Bengal gram and spiced
Bengal gram.
Non ODOP
1. Paddy
2. Jowar
3. Bengalgram & Millet Based – Bajra
Industry
Raichur is developing as a major industrial district and finding favour with Mumbai Bangalore
Industrial Corridor. It has one of the largest Windmill Electricity generation area in the state.
1. There are 4 Industrial Estates with 60 sheds and 230 plots in Raichur District and 71
units are in production. These are located at Raichur, Yarmasur, Lingasugur and
Sindhanur.
2. There are 12738 registered MSME’s providing employment to around 57514 people
in the district. Out of this there are 2545 units in food and beverage industries
employing around 11470 persons. These are largely represented by rice mills, flour
mills and pulse mills.
Micro Enterprise Eco system
Discussions were held with SRLM and District Industries Centre of Raichur and continuous
discussions with DDM NABARD, Raichur as well as some NGOs in Raichur, SRLM, regarding
the ME Eco-system. Further discussions were also held with NGOs who have conducted
baseline surveys earlier. Their baseline assessment studies have been accessed. The following
points are noted.
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Chillies Eco-system
1. Chillies is produced by both dryland and irrigated farmers mostly small and marginal
farmers, in a high-density of population district.
2. There is no unit processing for Chillies in the district
3. One of the major issues of ME eco-system is that rural population looks to make cash
from Chillies early by selling the product immediately after harvest. Most of the times
chillies is just dried and calyx is removed and sent to markets.
4. However, in case of Bengal Gram, Farmers appear to have enough skill sets to make
dal out of Bengal gram whole grains by pounding. Using dehydrator to dry the dal to
obtain optimum temperature and then milling it polishing the split dals is mostly using
machines.
Other Micro-Enterprises
Raichur district brief industrial profile indicates that there are 2545 micro and small agro
based enterprises in the district. However, there are 817 villages in the district, that are
catered on daily basis in terms of flour mills, oil mills etc. As per the baseline assessment study
of several NGOs working in the district, there may be an estimated 750 micro enterprises
engaged in such activities in the district. This is also to some extent confirmed by the fact that
around 19095 people engaged in household industries in the district. These include:
1. Seasonal Food processing: The activities like Vermicelli making, Chutney powder
making, pickling, Papad making, popped Jowar Roti, Bajra roti, cereals and millets flour
making in the rural areas mainly during summer months and store them for rest of the
months, especially using high solar heat during the summer months.
2. Round the year activities include small hotels in the villages, oil mills, grinders and
flour mills, and fried gram floor products and sweet marts, that supply these materials
to weekly shanties.
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3. Urban center micro-enterprises activities include Chips making on small scale, bakery
activities, sweet marts, flour mills, ice cream units,
Raw Material
Availability

Used for processing

No of Units Processing
Working days
Per day capacity
Secondary processing
Within district
In Karnataka
Outside Karnataka
Export Market
Size of the total Market
Special Zones
Operated by
Major Export Markets

Chillies
24000 tons of green chillies or around 8000 tons
of dry chillies
However around 87000 tons of Bengal gram
available.
Negligible for Chillies
Around 10,000 tons of Bengal gram is used in the
district itself for daily consumption
None in Chillies
At least 25 Dal Mills, Flour mills in the district.
Not available
Not available
Bengal gram in to fried dal, dal powder, split dals,
spiced dals
10,000 tons
25000 tons
50000 tons
Nil
Rs. 450 crores
None
None
None

ODOP Clusters

Chillies
Devadurga- Minor
Lingsugur- Minor
Raichur- Minor

Bengal gram – all major
Devadurga
Lingsugur
Raichur
Sindhanur
Manvi

ODOP
Raw Material
Availability

Chillies
Dry Chillies
6000 to 8000 tons

Size of the total Market

Rs. 320 Crores

Bengal Gram
Bengal gram
1.51 lakh hectares, 87000
tons
Rs. 500 Crores
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Employment in Cultivation
Employment in Industry

10 lakh mandays
40 lakh mandays
Not much except in drying Up to 1 lakh people can get
and aggregating.
employment

Chilli is one of the commercial spice crops. Named as wonder spice
Names
World

across



India : Chilli



Caribbean: Peppers

India contributes 36 per cent to total world's production and
remained in first position in terms of international trade by exporting
nearly 30 per cent from its total production. Chillies are exported as
chilli powder, dried chillies, pickled chillies and chilli oleoresins.
Benefits

Chillies are used in both green and dry form in all culinary
preparations, equally by rich and poor alike. Chilli fruits are rich
source of several vitamins like vitamin C (ascorbic acid), pro-vitamin
A, E, P (citrin), thiamine (B1), riboflavin (B2) and niacin (B3), and
minerals like molybdenum, manganese, iron, potassium and copper.
Chilli may contain:


Calories: 40 Kcal



Protein: 2.9 grams.



Fat: 0.6 grams.



Iron: 2.0 mg.



Magnesium: 24 mg



Potassium: 217 mg.



Calcium : 30 mg



Vitamin A : 292 I.U



Vitamin C : 111 mg

It is also claimed to have various health benefits.


The drug given internally in atonic dyspepsia and flatulence



It is used as counter-irritnt, in the form of ointment, plaster,
medicated wool etc. for the relief of rheumatism, lumbago,
etc.
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Capsaicin creams are available for the relief of pain in
osteoarthritis, post-herpetic neuralgia painful diabetic
neuropathy.



If powdered red chilli is applied to the part affected by a dog
bite, immediately it minimizes the affect of the poison. It also
acts as an antiseptic by preventing the formation of puss in
the wound



Boil water, mixed with one spoonful of powdered chilli and
one spoonful of salt in it. If this hot solution is drunk, it is
beneficial in cholera.



When seeds of chillies are swallowed with hot water, then the
stomachache due to cold, gets vanished.

Traditional/Cultural It has value in religious beliefs on the dark side of religion.
Value Chain Analysis
1. Chillies is a major source of cooking spice
2. Bengal Gram is a source of protein in day-to-day life of community at large.
3. Chillies is available only once a year and is harvested between November and
February. It needs to be stored for year long. Processing Chillies is more of
management of moisture content and drying in sun.
4. of whole grain, dehusking, splitting and polishing and then packaging. This is mostly
mechanized in the district.
5. Chillies is either own production of FPO members or procured from other farmers.
6. Bengal gram is produced by farmers and they supply mostly directly to processors
7. Machinery dealers are available in Hyderabad and Raichur
8. Most of the times whole pulses are sold at gate to agents, Chillies is sold to agents at
mandis
9. Outbound logistics paid by agent / Buyer
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10. Generally, 3 channels of sales are followed as follows:
a. Farmer – Commission agent- Processor - wholesaler – Retailer – Consumer
b. Farmer –Processor - wholesaler – Retailer – Consumer
c. Farmer –Processes himself - Retailer – Consumer
d. Farmer to customer (manufactured or contract production)
Testing
Food Safety Standards Authority of India has stipulated several regulatory types of norms for
all food and processed food products. Existing norms for FSSAI certification with respect to
Chillies is as under Part 5.8, regulation 5.8.3 of FSSAI act,. In case of chillies residues need to
be checked properly. For Bengal Gram, Regulation 5.4.4 as applicable to Besan or gram flour
is applicable.
Processing Technology
Chillies processing is – Harvest green chillies, allow to ripen, sun dry and removal of calyx and
packing before sending to market.
In respect of Bengal gram, following processes are recommended.
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Machinery Needed
1. A shed in around 2500 sq. ft area preferably a closed structure,
2. Grain cleaner with capacity up to 2 tons per day
3. Mini dal mill 500 kgs per day
4. Grain polisher machine,
5. Sieving and grading weighing machines, packing machines
6. Storage of raw material and finished goods.
For dry chillies, storage area and drying yard
.
Technology
Technology is mostly about separating the dal from whole grain. De-husking a major activity,
which is done through emery paper rolls in machines. But before that it is important to make
the husk dry soft and removable. This is done through repeated soaking and drying as shown
in the diagram above. For Bengalgram, the profile is simply a largely consumed proteinaceous
food, and most used snack food in the country.
6. Quantum of Sale of this product to other districts, states and exported to other
countries.
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Almost 95% of Chillies is marketed fresh. 5% processing takes place in Raichur through
private entities.
7. Institutional Support:
Guidelines - The existing institutional support available in the cluster w.r.t presence of
associations, technical and research institutions, and public sector units and
parastatals needs to be mapped.
a. The University of Agricultural Sciences, Raichur IIHR Hesaraghatta, Bangalore
are providing technology in production.
b. Department of Horticulture Bagalakote, KVK Raichur and Ministry of
Marketing and cooperation is taking special interest in Chilli ecosystem to
improve prices for farmers. There are FPOs of Chilli growers, but they are
currently engaged in input supply part of Chilli production.
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RAMANAGARA
DISTRICT PROFILE

Geographical
Ramanagara lies between the latitudes 12o24' and 13o09' N and between the longitudes
77o06' and 77o34' E at a mean altitude of 345 meters above sea level. The district
encompasses a geographical area of the district is 3559 Sq.km.
Summary of the district Profile is as follows:
Location
Ramanagara District, Karnataka, India
Latitude
12 24to 13 09 N
Longitude
77 06 to 77 34 E
Height
345 Mtrs. Altitude above M.S.L
Area
3559 Sq. Kms.
Forest Area
699 Sq. Kms
Rainfall
810.3 mm
Dams
Maralvadi Dam
Rivers
Arkavati, Kanva, Kaveri and Shimsha.
Temperature
Min. 16°C Max. 34° C
Taluk-wise Population:
Taluk
Male
Channapattana
130408
Kanakpura
178572
Ramanagara
102582
Magadi
136446
Total
548008

Female
130896
172305
101259
130168
534628

Rural
189362
296863
167122
161530
814877

Urban
71942
54014
36719
105084
267759

Total
261304
350877
203841
266614
1082636

DISTRICT AGRICULTURAL PROFILE
(Source: Department of Economics and Statistics & District at a Glance 2018-19)
1. Ramanagara is 26th populous district of Karnataka with a population of 10.82 lakhs.
2. Around 25% of the population is in urban areas and 75% in rural areas.
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3. As per “District at a Glance 2018-19” report, nearly 45% of the population (5.31 lakhs)
is working population and balance 49% (5.51 lakhs) is Non-working population.
4. Around 3.89 lakh of the non-workers are in rural areas and provide a potential and
opportunity to be engaged in rural economy.
5. Ramanagara is 23rd prosperous district of Karnataka state.
6. Gross Domestic Product (District Domestic Product) of the district is Rs. 19473 Crores
in 2017-18.
7. Agriculture sector contributes around Rs. 3100 Crores (16%) to the district income.
8. Industry sector contributes a GDP of 6860 Crores (35%).
9. Services sector contributes Rs. 9513 Crores (49%) to the district economy.
Agriculture in Ramanagara District
Ramanagara District comprises of 4 taluks, with a geographical area of 3.56 lakh hectares. Of
this around 1.52 lakhs is used for cultivation (net sown area). Gross sown area is around 1.62
lakh hectares. The district falls under Southern Transition and partially hilly agro-climatic
zone and annual rainfall is around 840 mm in 51 rainy days and with a cropping intensity of
106%, the district is largely dependent on rainfed dryland agriculture. A total of 1.62 lakh
hectares were cultivated during 2018-19. Out of this 0.10 lakh ha. of land was under
irrigation. The district has 40,254 tube wells capable of irrigating 0.38 lakhs hectares. Canal
irrigation supports 0.08 lakh hectares. Area under Major Crops is as follows: (in Hectares)
Taluk
Channapattan
a
Kanakpura
Ramanagara
Magadi
Total

Ragi

Pulses

Oil Seeds

Coconut

9254

3053

481

23523

28983
23464
8665
70366

7285
7216
3806
21360

6848
524
778
8631

6214
4285
5142
39164

Fruits
Vegetables
5628
392
4629
5159
9717
25133

306
291
218
1207
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Production of Crops in the district in Metric Tons
Crops
Ragi
Maize
Total
84621
8328

Paddy
10358

Coconut
15,57,86000

1. Pulses: There is no significant area or production under pulse crops. Horsegram is
produced for captive consumption in households.
2. Oil Seeds: No significant cultivation of Oil seed crop in the district.
3. Fruit Crops: Banana (2,77,534 tons) and Mango (42606 tons) are major fruit crops,
mostly sold as fresh fruits.
4. Vegetable crops are not produced in significant quantities to promote processing at
ME sector.
ODOP eligibility
No.

Description

Comments

1.

Identifying Products being Processed

Ragi, Banana, Mango and Coconut

2.

Mapping of Existing Food Processing Ragi is staple food. Part of subsistence
Micro-Enterprises

crop.
Coconut is cultivated in all taluks but
a major crop only in Chennapattana
and moderate in all other 3 blocks. It
covers a large population in these.
This crop and its byproducts offer
scope for establishing PMFME on a
larger scale.

3.

Product should not be Staple Food No. Coconut is not
Product

4.

Product should not be Staple Food No. Coconut is not
Product
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5.

Total estimated production of the food Around 15.58 Crore
product or its category chosen as ODOP
produced in the district.

6.

ODOP as % of Total Agri Produce

nuts

are

more than 50% of agriculture produce
in the district

7.

Production of ODOP Agriculture Produce Ranks No. 7th in the state. Tumakuru,
in that district compared to other district Udupi,
and states

Chikkamagalur,

Mandya,

Mysore and Chitradurga are ahead in
production.

8.

Existence of large Clusters

Chennapatna is major block other 3
taluks minor blocks

9.

Whether SHG and FPOs are involved in this As per information collected no FPO is
product

engaged in Coconut processing.

10. GIS of the product

Not GIS Product

11. Export potential of the product

India exports around Rs. 1200 Crores
worth Coconut products in Coconut
oil, Copra, desiccated coconut and
activated charcoal. 51% of copra oil is
exported to UAE and 69% of virgin
coconut oil is exported to USA.

Non ODOP Products – Recommended


Ragi



Banana



Mango

Industrial Profiling.
Hassan is a well-developed industrial district. Industries contribute almost 18% of GDP of the
district. It is a major tract in the Bangalore Mangalore Industrial Corridor.
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1. Hassan district has around 138 factories employing around 31,535 people and
employment is almost equal between men and women.
2. There are 7 Industrial Estates with 120 sheds and 229 plots in Hassan District
3. There are 17560 registered MSME’s providing employment to around 97060 people
in the district. Out of this there are 2460 units in food and beverage industries
employing around 13573 persons. These are largely represented by oil mills and cattle
feed industries.
No of Small-Scale Units Registered under Udhyam
S. No.
Size of Industries
a.
Micro
b.
Small
c.
Medium
d.
Large Industries
Characteristics of Micro-enterprises


No
4392
209
20
138

Turnover - Crores
600
500
700
5000

Generally, these are family business with succession from one to another
within the family. Even if the family splits, the business is carried forward by
two people in same line separately.



These are necessity driven entrepreneurs and less improvement driven. Not
ready to implement change to risk the business.



Product innovation is limited, mostly featured as part time employment, for
small cashflow.



Access to finance is mainly through Self-help group finance



There are too many informal systems in supply, processing, and marketing. For
example, the pickle making women, have to supply it to local traders who get
FSSAI certificate under their own brands



Their development is hampered by managerial ability and capacity to scale
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Coconut Eco system
1. Coconut products that are possible are
a. Coconut Oil – Copra based
b. Virgin Coconut Oil
c. Coconut Cream, Coconut Milk
d. Desiccated Coconut, Fresh Grated Coconut
e. Activated carbon from shell
f.

Cocopeat, Coir products

2. There are an estimated 12 units processing for desiccated Coconut in the
district. Around 6 Coconut oil production units in largescale group.
3. They are registered unit following broad guidelines of FSSAI in production and
packaging of oil.
4. Coconut is a major commercial crop in Arasikere and CR Patna Taluk which is a
known dry region of the district.
5. All the byproducts of Coconut are used in agriculture industry. And the product
range is quite lengthy one. Hence scope for FPIME in this product, especially
at farmer level.
6. Grated and desiccated coconuts have a very large use in bakery and sweet
market industry.
7. Coconut farmers are aware of value chain of coconut and hence PMFME
should enable to them take up activity.
8. Skill sets required for coconut processing are generally of low level but require
postproduction management for perishability and marketability.
Other Micro-Enterprises
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Ramanagara is a well-developed industrial district. Industries contribute almost
35% of GDP of the district. It is a major tract in the Bangalore Mangalore Industrial
Corridor.
1. Ramanagara district has around 371 factories employing around 55,548 people
and of which 40,622 are men and 14,926 are women.
2. There are 6 Industrial Estates with 119 sheds and 146 plots in Ramanagara
District
3. There are 7007 registered MSME’s providing employment to around 53,384
people in the district.
4. Out of this there are 771 units in food and beverage industries employing
around 6650 persons. These are largely represented by oil mills and cattle feed
industries.
ODOP
Raw Material
Availability
Used Locally
Used for processing
No of Units Processing
Working days
Per day capacity
Coconut Oil Production
Secondary processing
Batches manufactured
Within district
In Karnataka

Coconut
Coconut
1558 lakhs nuts
75 lakh nuts as fresh
400 lakhs nut for oil
28
270
1200 lakh Nuts per unit
100 tons per month 9600 tons per
annum
Byproducts, shell and Tasta
Every day
400 lakh Nuts
4000 lakh nuts, all districts Rural
population uses coconut in their dayto-day food either in the form of fresh
coconut, dried coconut and coconut oil,
as supplement It is major source of
cooking oil as well as component of
many health care product, mainly in
hair care industry.
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Outside Karnataka
Export Market

Size of the total Market
Special Zones
Operated by
Major Export Markets

8000 lakh nuts, to Gujarat and
Maharashtra
Coconut products are exported and
Indian exports are reported at around
Rs. 1200 Crores
Rs. 2000 Crores
None –
Private
Exports of VCO is mainly to USA and
Traditional coconut oil to Middle east
countries.

No of Clusters for ODOP:
Channapatna is the major cluster and other 3 taluks have moderate spread o crop
Number of units engaged with producing the specific ODOP product and 4-5 major
non-ODOP products
a. ODOPAround 12 Units (ODOP). Majority are large scale oil producers. Virgin coco nut oil
units have come up very recently.
b. Non-ODOP:
Activity
Ragi flour mills
Rice Mills
Chutneys / Spice Powders
Primary processing – Fruits and
Vegetables


Estimated No of Units
300
15
50
6

Approximate Level (%) of processing happening for ODOP (out of total
production) in the district
30% within the district. Remaining or sold outside the district units



Number of Self-Help Groups, Farmer Producer Organisations and Cooperatives
currently engaged in the processing of this product.
a. No FPO is engaged in Coconut Oil production
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b. No self-help group as such is engaged in Coconut processing. However
around 600 families of SHG members are reportedly engaged in
engaged in non-ODOP products like Chutney, roti, rice processing, flour
and snacks, and mostly milk and raisin processing.
4. Profiling of existing Micro Enterprises Ecosystem for the District
Specialty of the local agricultural produce/food product, varieties available,
seasonality, uniqueness, history etc.? (Guidelines - Specify the varieties available
and specialty of the local varieties compared to other places. Also if the product is
available in off season (for rest of the country), then this should also be mentioned.


The most preferred variety of coconut is the Tiptur Tall. Although this
particular variety yields an average of around 100 nuts per tree, it is found to
contain higher levels of Oil content at 60% of Copra.



This is also most suitable for the dry climate of Tumkur district



The product is available although the year. The coconuts are harvested mostly
between March to June and are kept in storages to dry out and copra is
produced. Harvesting continues almost throughout the year and supply is
available throughout the year.

Infrastructure
a. Essential Machinery or facilities required for the production of the product


Coconut is dried for three months to produce copra.



This requires a drying/ storage area



Normally coconut is stored in open warehouses of around 2000 sq. ft.



For Virgin coconut oil production – a coconut shell remover is required



Then the black coating is removed and marketed as supplement in
snack industry. This activity requires a grator
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Coconut which is completely white now is sent to shredder to recover
very finely shredded coconut – require a shredder



The shredded coconut is dehydrated in a oven to remove moisture



A pressure screw assembly is used to extract oil and separate the
coconut meal.



VCO is recovered at 60% of the weight of coconut shreds.
1. Coconut Breaker
2. Grater, 3. Shredder
4. Dryer (Oven)
5. Compressor
6. Oil Packaging unit
7. Shed of 2500 sq. ft
8. Open Storage of 1000 sq. ft & finished good storage of 500 sft.

b. Existing level of Mechanization for ODOP processing within district, in other
districts and States.


Coconut oil extraction is mostly automated now. In small units, labour is used
to the extent of 40% of total energy requirement

2. Support Infrastructure:
(Guidelines - The existing infrastructure available in the cluster in terms of public
infrastructure and Agri-logistics such as Mandis, roads, water and electric supply
needs to be mapped along with existing backward and forward linkages and
common facilities present in the cluster).
1. Commercial Infrastructure: Marketing infrastructure, arrangement with
retailers, distribution systems, uniformity of product, branding, packaging, etc.
2. Technical Infrastructure: Design lab, product development center, product
protocol development and management, quality assurance, testing and
certification labs, technical advisory service and capacity building.
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3. Financial infrastructure: Financial products suited to PMFME, micro-enterprises
in general within the existing schemes as advised under PMFME and also,
considering a special PMFME branch to advise suitably.
4. Anchor Institution: Integrated Anchor Institution to provide all of above services
under one roof for MEs.
3. Testing


Testing is mainly done for impurities in the oil and contaminants.



Every unit may need to have a small quality assurance lab for impurities



FSSAI registration is available

FSSAI Certification
Food Safety Standards Authority of India has stipulated several regulatory types of
norms for all food and processed food products. Existing norms for FSSAI certification
with respect to Coconut is as follows:
1. Chapter 2.3.51 covers standards for Coconut milk under Non dairy milk category
of FSSAI act
2. Chapter 2.2.1.1 deals with coconut oil and virgin coconut oil and stipulates
standards as follows:
a. Coconut oil (naryal ka tel) means the oil expressed from copra obtained from

the kernel of Cocos mucifera nuts. It shall be clear and free from rancidity,
suspended or other foreign matter, separated water, added colouring or
flavouring substances, or mineral oil. It shall conform to the following
standards: —
b. Butyro-refractometer reading at 40oC. 34.0 to 35.5 OR Refractive Index at

40oC 1.4481-1.4491, Saponification value Not less than 250 Iodine value 7.5 to
10. And Polenske Value Not less than 13
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c. Unsaponifiable matter Not more than 1.0 per cent., Acid value Not more than

6.0., Test for argemone oil shall be negative. However, it may contain food
additives permitted in these regulations and appendices.
d. Virgin Coconut Oil means the oil expressed from the kernel of Cocos nucifera

nuts by mechanical or natural means with or without the application of heat,
which does not lead to alteration of the oil and virgin coconut oil is suitable for
human consumption in its natural state without refining. It shall be clear and
free from rancidity, suspended or other foreign matter, separated water,
added colouring or flavouring substances, or mineral oil and it shall conform
to the following standards, namely: –

4.



Refractive index at 40°C 1.4480 - 1.4492 2.



Moisture Not more than 0.5 per cent by weight



Insoluble impurities Not more than 0.05 per cent by weight



Saponification Value Not less than 250, Iodine Value – 4.0 to 11.0



Unsaponifiable matter Not more than 0.5 per cent by weight



Acid Value Not more than 4.0, Polenske Value Not less than 13



Peroxide Value Not more than 15 milliequivalent per kg of oil

Value Chain\Channels of movement:
1. Coconut is from farmers through vendors, wholesalers, or under contract with
farmers.
2. Machinery dealers are available in Bangalore and Tamil Nadu state.
3. Studies have indicated that around 75% of the farmers harvest coconut directly
and balance 25% hand it over to service providers like vendors, wholesalers,
harvest contractors etc.
4. Farmers harvest coconuts and around 10% of coconuts is supplied to community
for use as fresh coconut. Nearly 15% of produce goes as tender coconut, which is
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used a nutritive and thirst-quenching drink. Around 60% of produce goes for
processing into oil, either in cold or in solvent extraction, either from fresh coconut
or from mature dehydrated copra. Nearly 15% of produce goes in production of
desiccated coconut that is used in snack industry, cake and condiments.
5. Coconut is generally harvested throughout the year, but mature coconuts are
generally harvested during April and May months.
6. Coconut cultivation is done through plantations that have a minimum 5 year
gestation care and the tree continues to yield for more than 60 to 80 years.
Annually every tree yields around 80 nuts.
7. After harvest, farmers store the nuts in warehouses in their households for a
period of 3 months, by when coconut will have turned in copra. The following is
the value chain as depicted by ICAR in one of its studies.
5. Manufacturing Process – ODOP
Machinery Required
 Coconut Breaker


Grater, 3. Shredder



Dryer (Oven)



Compressor



Oil Packaging unit



Shed of 2500 sq. ft



Open Storage of 1000 sq. ft &



finished good storage of 500 sft.



Solvent extraction Unit & Packaging unit



Copra shredder



Copra cleaner

Product Range
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1. Coconut meal
2. Desiccated coconut
3. Copra, Coconut Oil, Virgin Coconut Oil
4. Tender coconut, fresh coconut
5. Grated coconut – IQF etc.
Production Process & Technology
1. Coconut yields around 60% oil per kilo of copra, (dehydrated coconut
2. Around 5000 coconuts yield 1 ton of copra (20%
3. Thus, coconut oil in fresh coconut is around 12%.
4. Coconut processing for Virgin Coconut Oil is done with fresh coconut, and around
12 mature nuts yield 1 litres of oil. This so because the process involves removal
of outer Tasta to get only pure white fresh coconut, which is grated, slightly dried
before cold press extraction.
5. In case of Copra (dehydrated coconut), uses are many, like production of coconut
chips, grated desiccated coconut, which are done by machines.
6. Small mills directly crush copra in presence of small quantity of water and oil is
extracted.
7. In major industries, solvent extraction technique is adopted.
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6. Marketing
The existing market linkages across the value chain needs to be detailed out
with an illustrative flow chart from storage to market places/Mandis to exports.
Coconut and copra are traded in many ways by farmers
1. Whole garden sale to agents
2. Harvested produce to agents at farm gate level
Normal channels are as follows:
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a. Farmer – Commission agent- wholesaler – Retailer – Consumer (for
coconut and copra for household use)
b. Farmer –wholesaler – to factory owners
c. Farmer –to factory owners for coconut and VCOs

Pricing of the Raw Agriculture Produce, various processed products of the produce
may be mentioned and compared with the pricing elsewhere in the country.
Coconut prices vary from season to season. However as on date the rates are as
follows:
Type
Fresh Coconut
Copra
Coconut Oil
Coconut Oil MCDX rates
Type
Fresh Coconut
Copra
Coconut Oil

Wholesale prices
Rs. 20/- per nut
Rs. 180/- per kilo
Rs. 250/- per kilo

Retail Prices
Rs. 30/- per nut
Rs. 220/- per kilo
Rs. 390/- per kilo

Wholesale prices
Rs. 20/- per nut
Rs. 140/- to 180/Rs. 188/- per kilo

Retail Prices
Rs. 30/- per nut
Rs. 250/- per kilo
Rs. 250/- per kilo

Reasons for the price differentials and USP of the products may be mentioned.
Not much significance is attached as the coconut is from drier climate and not from
coastal climate where the other contents of coconut oil are valued.

7. Quantum of Sale of this product to other districts, states and exported to other
countries.
Around 10% of coconuts is supplied to community for use as fresh coconut. Nearly
15% of produce goes as tender coconut, which is used a nutritive and thirst-quenching
drink. Around 60% of produce goes for processing into oil, either in cold or in solvent
extraction, either from fresh coconut or from mature dehydrated copra. Nearly 15%
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of produce goes in production of desiccated coconut that is used in snack industry,
cake and condiments.
Coconuts are purchased by oil mills in Tamil Nadu and Gujarat around 30% of the
produce is purchased by them. Exports of VCO is mainly to USA and Traditional
coconut oil to Middle east countries, not directly by producers but by traders in
Mumbai.
8. Institutional Support:
Guidelines - The existing institutional support available in the cluster w.r.t presence of
associations, technical and research institutions, and public sector units and
parastatals needs to be mapped.
a. Coconut Development Board, Bangalore is providing both technical and
financial and promotional support through special schemes.
b. The University of Agricultural Sciences, Bangalore IIHR Bangalore and Central
Horticulture Research at Tumkur, College of Horticulture Bangalore, are
providing crop production technologies to the district
c. Krishi Vigyan Kendra Hassan, have been providing incubation center facilities
and technical guidance to enable development of innovative coconut products
d. Department of Agriculture and Department of Horticulture, Hassan is taking
special interest in promoting production of virgin coconut oil in the district
under micro-enterprises.
e. There is no association of coconut farmers, though FPOs are being promoted
lately
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SHIVAMOGGA
DISTRICT PROFILE
Geographical

Shivamogga lies between the latitudes 13o27' and 14o39' N and between the longitudes
74o37' and 75o52' E at a mean altitude of 569 meters above sea level. The district
encompasses a geographical area of the district is 8477 Sq.km and it is the 9th biggest district
of Karnataka state..

Administrative
Shivamogga District was formed with 7 Taluks namely Shivamogga, Bhadravathi, Thirthahalli,
Sagar, Shikaripura, Soraba and Hosanagara with Shivamogga town as District Headquarters.
Shivamogga District comprising Seven taluks divided into two Subdivisions viz; Shivamogga,
Bhadravathi and Thirthahalli Taluks in Shivamogga Sub Division and Sagar, Shikaripura,
Soraba, Hosanagara Taluks in Sagar Sub Division. The district has 1443 villages with 9 town
areas dividing into 36 Revenue Hoblies with 260 Gram Panchayats. District

Summary of the district Profile is as follows:

Location

Shivamogga District, Karnataka, India

Latitude

13 27 to 14 39 N

Longitude

74 37 to 75 52 E

Height

569 Mtrs. Altitude above M.S.L

Area

8477 Sq. Kms.

Forest Area

3809.63 Sq. Kms

Rainfall

1819.0 mm & rainy days are 86 (Dist. Average)

Road Length

2600 Kms.

Dams

Tunga, Bhadra-BRP, Linganamakki,

Anjanapura, Ambligola, Maani
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Tanks

4173

Rivers

Tunga, Bhadra, Sharavathi, Kumudvati & Varada

Temperature

Min. 20°C Max. 35° C

Taluk, GP, Village information & Area:
Taluk

GP

ULBs

Villages

Villages

Area Sq. KM

inhabited

Uninhabited

Shivamogga

42

1

196

18

1113

Bhadravathi

41

1

135

10

690

Thirthahalli

38

1

245

2

1254

Sagar

35

2

230

8

1940

Shikaripura

44

2

155

21

909

Sorab

41

1

281

25

1148

Hosanagara

30

1

202

2

1423

271

9

1444

86

8477

Total

Taluk-wise Population:
POPULATION: (2001)
Taluk

POPULATION: (2011)

PROJ. 2019

Male

Female

Total

Male

Female

Shivamogga

226928

218264

445192

255317

251766

507083

563982

Bhadravathi

171917

167072

338989

170291

169639

339930

340526

Thirthahalli

70734

72473

143207

69593

71860

141453

141052

Sagara

100977

100018

200995

102276

103836

206112

210693

Shikaripura

108344

105246

213590

122527

119416

241943

260222

Soraba

94267

91305

185572

101297

99546

200843

213998

Hosanagara

57392

57608

115000

58503

59645

118148

120868

830559

811986

1642545

879804

875708

1755512

1851341

Total

Total
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DISTRICT ECONOMIC PROFILE
(Source: Department o Economics and Statistics & District at a Glance 2018-19)

Economic Demography

1. Shivamogga is 10th populous district of Karnataka with a population of 17.53 lakhs.

2. Around 36% of the population is in urban areas and 64% in rural areas.

3. As per “District at a Glance 2018-19” report, nearly 45% of the population (7.81 lakhs)
is working population and

4. Balance 55% (9.72 lakhs) is Non-working population.

5. Most of this non-working population (7.57 lakhs) is in rural areas and provide a
potential and opportunity to be engaged in rural economy.

Gross District Domestic Product

1. Shivamogga is 6th prosperous district of Karnataka state.

2. Gross Domestic Product (District Domestic Product) of the district is Rs. 37714.47
Crores in 2017-18 with a growth of 41% in 3 years between 2015-18.

3. Agriculture sector contributes around Rs. 6664.54 Crores (18%) to the district income,
an increase of Rs. 1824.31 Crores, 38% growth between 2015 and 2018.

4. Industry sector contributes a GDP of 8850.21 Crores (23%), an increase of Rs. 2307.27
Crores and growth of 36% between 2015 and 2018.
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5. Services sector contributes Rs. 22199.72 Crores (59%) to the district economy, and it
has recorded a 47% growth between 2015 and 2018 with an addition of Rs. 7112.83
Crores.

Per Capita Income

1. As per economic Survey 2019-20, Shivamogga ranked 6th in terms of per capita
income in the state with a figure of Rs. 1,80,486.

2. The District at Glance published by District Statistics office for the year 2017-18, has
estimated talukwise per capita income to be as follows:
Current Prices Rs. In Lakhs
Taluk

GDDP

NDDP

Bhadravati

260756

236744

Hosanagara

578365

Sagara

GDDP

NDDP

65578

192528

172545

47795

531322

423087

437169

397720

316701

449606

413937

188868

327594

298548

136219

Shikaripura

272501

252213

99664

205744

188719

74573

Shivamogga

914463

847661

157289

71900

652893

121149

Soraba

317180

291601

136700

230471

209672

98292

Thirthahalli

405059

363652

241069

311112

275926

182915

3197930

2937130

157749

1776518 2196023

117945

Total

Per Capita

Constant Prices Rs. In Lakhs
Per Capita

3. As amy be seen, the agriculturally predominant districts of Hosanagara and
Thirthahalli taluks top the chart in terms of per capita income (owing to high value
crops of Pepper and Spices) and Shikaripura and Bhadravathi occupy lower positions.
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Urban and Rural GDP and Income Disparities

As mentioned in the earlier paragraphs, nearly 36% of the population is urban and 64% rural.
If we consider per capita agricultural income in relation to non-agriculture income and urban
population following two points emerge.

1. As per state GDDP statistics of Department of Economics and Statistics, Bangalore,
Shivamogga district has an agricultural income of Rs. 6664.54 Crores. Ana with an
estimated population of 11.29 lakhs resulting per capital agricultural income at
Rs.59,030

2. The GDP from Services sector of Rs. 18347.77 and the industry sector of Rs. 8850.21
with a total of Rs. 27197.98 Crores yields a per capita income of Rs. 4.36 lakhs as urban
per capita income.

3. This may not be the exact indicator of disparity, however it indicates the gap between
urban and rural income.
4. Current effort under PMFME can be seen as a way of developing a agriculture sector
vibrant with its own services and industry model to enhance income in Rural Areas.

Agriculture in Shivamogga District

Shivamogga District comprises of 7 taluks, with a geographical area of 8.48 lakh hectares. Of
this around 2.26 lakhs is used for cultivation (net sown area) 2.77 lakh hectares are forest
area and balance 3.45 lakh hectares are considered under uncultivated area.

The two agro-climatic zones are:

a. Southern transition Zone (Zone No.7– Shivamogga, Bhadravathi and Shikaripura taluks).
This region receives an average rainfall up to 850 mm
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b. Hilly Zone (Zone No.9- Hosanagara, Sagara, Thirthahalli and Soraba taluks), These are
heavy rainfall zones and largely support plantation and horticulture crops. Areca and
Pepper constitute major commercial crops.

Irrigation:

A total of 267814 hectares were cultivated during 2018-19, of this 143205 ha. of land was
under irrigation. Major source of irrigation are Canals (42,924 ha), Tanks (52,443 ha) and
borewells (42,477 ha)

The taluk wise irrigation details are as under during 2018-19. (ha)
Taluks

Canals

Tanks

Dug wells

Bore wells

Lift irri.

Area

No

Area

No

Area

No

Area

No

Area

Bhadravathi

23,707

336

918

578

517

2,689

4,027

476

660

Hosanagara

-

900

5,398 1,724 1,428

565

410

438

549

57

760

8,530 2,330 1,957

1,094

2,075

316

352

7,533

70

-

7,711

13,407

366

126

3,515

329

320

3,719

7,555

672

898

Sorba

- 1,186 17,051

677

350

4,374

13,906

471

80

Thirthahalli

-

9,498 1,965 2,611

818

1,097 1,413 1,440

42,924 5,977 52,443 7,673 7,183 20,970

42,477 4,152 4,105

Sagara
Shikaripura
Shivamogga

Total

7,021 1,276
12,139

778

741

Area under Major Crops is as follows: (in Hectares)
Taluk

Paddy

Maize

Pulses

Oil Seeds

Sugar Cane

Fruits

Arecanut

Bhadravati

10033

2147

297

24

1516

477

15712

Hosanagara

10011

537

20

5

291

766

4754

Sagara

16089

2172

6

40

152

2349

6016

Shikaripura

10373

33469

394

328

48

1687

6162
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Shivamogga

9509

14956

317

23

249

1303

10884

Soraba

24706

17929

228

70

83

3549

6148

Thirthahalli

12795

2

0

0

39

962

9179

Total

93516

71212

1262

490

2378

11093

58855

With the examination of above crops which constitute maximum area, Paddy, Maize, pulses
and sugarcane are ruled out of the ODOP eligibility as they are both staple and not fitting in
to broader criteria of being involved in food processing at micro-enterprise level. That leaves
us with fruit crops and plantation crops of Arecanut. Arecanut is well distributed crop in the
district and all the Taluks are producing this crop. The production of fruit and arecanut crops
is as follows:
Production of Fruit Crops and Arecanut in Tons
Taluks

Banana

Mango

Pineapple

Areacnut

Bhadravathi

9,407

1,278

-

34,818

Hosanagara

17,431

284

-

10,535

Sagara

35,440

1,421

28,920

13,331

Shikaripura

28,147

16,376

-

13,655

Shivamogga

21,763

5,288

-

24,119

Sorba

32,900

23,960

59,400

13,624

8,362

253

180

20,341

153,450

48,860

88,500

130,423

Thirthahalli
Total

ODOP Selection – Pineapple

Considering the production of fruits and arecanut in the district, it is evident Banana, Mango
qualify as ODOP being present in all clusters, but in terms of micro-processing units in the
district, they do not qualify.

Arecanut on the other hand, is not considered as food product as it is not consumed directly
as any food ingredient. On the contrary, Arecanut has larger commercial value in terms of
Chewing supplement. In terms of distribution of crops, and the number of micro-enterprises
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engaged in this product, it does meet the criteria for selection as ODOP. However, in the larger
context of health concerns this product is not selected.

Pineapple crop is largely known to be grown in this district in the state of Karnataka and
hence, it is selected as true representative ODOP for the district of Karnataka. It is highly
perishable, generally exported out of Karnataka, to other states, mainly Maharashtra and
Delhi. Pineapple processing is identified as 4th most potential product under MSME segment.
Although it is grown only in 2 taluks out of 7 in the district, the area is finding an increasing
trend, as the export potential for processed fruits is likely to increase.

Non ODOP Products

Non ODOP products recommended for the district are

1. Mango
2. Maize
3. Banana
4. Spices
5. Arecanut
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Study on Groups

1. There are around 10 Farmer Producer Organizations and 6868 self-help groups in this
district.
2. Out of 10 FPOs only one FPO by name Malnad Horticulture Farmers Producer
Company Private Limited is located in Sagara Taluk, which is in Pineapple belt. This
FPO is not engaged in Pineapple processing as at the moment.
3. The Farmers Producer Companies are relatively well organized in terms of trade of
products and finance.
4. However, in the Taluks, of Soraba, Sagara and Teerthahalli no FPO is engaged in
processing of Pineapple. Only in Soaraba one or two private factories are set up
mostly captive production units. i.e. farmers owning their own processing units.
5. Among 6868 self-help groups, all are women based groups and set up under state
rural livelihood mission.
6. There are 87,607 members who are members and total savings by these members is
around Rs. 8.70 Crores.
7. None of the self-help groups are engaged in food processing activity as per details
furnished by the DCC Bank, who are the main source of funding for these institutions.
8. The FPOs and the SHGs in the district are still not enabled to take up the food
processing activities under PMFME scheme. They are highly vulnerable in terms of
both commerce, technology of processing and finance part of the scheme. Pineapple
is highly perishable and hence lot of protective measures needs to be ensured for
these groups.
9. Right now, the district administration is sending farmers to CFTRI for training under
PMFME scheme. The scheme has been launched in the district and district
administration is reportedly receiving proposal under pickling part of Microenterprises.
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Micro Enterprise Eco system

1. Currently 95% of pineapple produced in the district is sold as fresh fruits.

2. Nearly 75% of the fruits are being sent to traders in Mumbai and Delhi.

3. Balance 20% is being sold within the state

4. 50% of the produce is sold to fresh fruit dealers and balance 50% in Delhi and
Mumbai Markets are reportedly going to processors in the said states for juice and
pulp extraction.

5. In Soraba Taluk, there are two processing units with a capacity to process 5 tons
per day for 270 days in a year for total capacity of 1350 tons per annum. The total
production in this taluk is 60,000 tons

6. The same promoters have a larger unit near Sirsi in Uttarakannada District which
processes around 40 tons per day for 270 days 10,800 tons per annum.

7. Production is staggered for keeping the unit running for 270 days, with January to
June as main season and September to November as second season. The units are
handled by agriculture technologists and hence most aspects are being handled
well.

8. One Small enterprise in pineapple processing is established in Banavaasi region, of
Uttara Kannada District. Their capacity to process is around 2 tons of produce per
day. The said unit is closed for the past 2 years.

9. There are no exporters of Pineapple products in Shivamogga.
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10. One of the draw backs is lack of clearing house facilities and certification of Global
Standards in production of Pineapple.

11. APEDA registration indicates two food exporters, of which one is engaged in Spice
Export and the second one is a Rice Mill.

12. There are no micro-enterprises as the investment in current units is in the range
of Rs. 1.5 Crores to 2.00 Crores in plant and Machinery.

13. The products being marketed are Pineapple slices in sugar syrup. Very small
quantity of juices are being bottled.

No of Type of Units

Capacity

Units
2

Operating

Products

since
Pineapple

5 tons per day

2016

Canned

Processing in Soraba

1350 tons per

Pineapple

Taluk

annum

Slices
Pineapple
Juice

Raw Material

Pine Apple

Availability

88500 tons

Used for processing

1,000 tons, 4 juicing units

No of Units Processing

4 units as per info – 3x 2 tons, 1 x 30 tons

Working days

270

Per day capacity

40 tons

Secondary processing

Juice Extraction

Within district

Approximately 10,000 tons per annum

In Karnataka

20000 tons, All districts
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Outside Karnataka

70,000 tons, to Tamil Nadu and Maharashtra

Export Market

No Information with APEDA

Size of the total Market

Rs. 200 Crores

Special Zones

None

Operated by

Private

Major Export Markets

No exports from Shivamogga

Major clusters

Shivamogga, Sagar and Soraba

Value Chain Analysis

1. Pineapple production at Farmer level and Farmgate purchases are at around Rs. 10/per kilogram sold to aggregators. 5% wastage at aggregator. Cost of production is
around Rs. 5/- per kilo

2. Aggregator to wholesale market in New Delhi as fresh fruit at Rs. 20/- per Kilo
Aggregator ships pineapple in 10-ton trucks (5% spoilage/ wastage in transit plus
transit expenses)

3. Wholesaler – sells 50% to fresh fruit retailers. (5% wastage at Retailer level) – Rate at
Rs. 25/- per kilo

4. Fresh fruit retailers to HORECA segment. Final Rate to HORECA segment is Rs. 40/- per
Kilo

5. Wholesalers sell 50% of the pineapple to processors. (Rs. 20/- per kilo

6. Conversion rate at processing level 6oo grams for every kilo purchased. And sold at
Rs. 280/- per kilo.

Infrastructure Gap Analysis
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1. Public Infrastructure: Currently the production area of pineapple is well connected,
and good road infrastructure exists.

2. Common Infrastructure like cleaning, grading, sorting and Packing – Does not exist

3. Access to testing facilities, compliance to standards and the frequency of inspections
from the safety regulators. – Does not Exist

No.

Infrastructure

Gaps

1.

Public Infrastructure

Need one special Industrial Zone for
Micro-enterprises with plug and play
type arrangement.
Preferably a Micro Processing Food
Park for Pineapple.

2

Common Facilities

1. GAP

/

Organic

Production

advisors
2. Grading, cleaning and sorting
and packaging
3

Testing Facilities

1. There are no testing facilities
available. At any of the private
or public institutions.
2. The 2 factories in Soraba Taluk
have their own in house testing
facilities.

4

Safety Standards

The Current Factories have taken FSSAI
certificates on standards and keep
renewing it.
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At Micro-enterprise level there is
awareness

on

obtaining

FSSAI

certificates.
Yet a lot of capacity needs to be
provided to MEs on food safety
standards, especially if they are to look
to exploit export potential for Pine
apple.

A anchor organization is recommended
to address these issues.

Mapping the market potential of FPI micro enterprises:

a. At National level the processors of pineapple could not be traced. However, APEDA
provided a list of Pineapple traders which is enclosed hereto in the annexure.
b. At state level retailers are as follows: Amazon fresh, Reliance Fresh, Bigbasket, are
online platforms that are sourcing pineapple from Shivamogga.
c. Major purchasers of fresh are from Horticulture wholesale Mandi in New Delhi.

Detailed cluster diagnostic study and preparation district action plan

Once the ODOP is identified in each district, detailed study needs to be undertaken for each
district product cluster to cover the following:

a. Industry & Market Analysis
Pineapple is largely consumed as fresh fruit and fresh juice. Preserved fruit
consumption is a small market except in bakery industry. Preserved fruit passes
through stringent manufacturing and preservation and packaging techniques/
standards
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b. Introduction: A brief description of the product with respect to its background and all
the necessary details.

Pineapple is a fresh tropical fruit. Its is generally acidic in nature and largely supplier
of vitamin c and sugar. This is considered as very good food for the armed forces.

c. Benefits of the Product: The benefits of the product can be listed as per:
It is a refreshing fruit, and fruit juice. It is fiunding its way in to cooking and cakes, and
bakery industry. Its use in royal cuisine is known.

d. If the product utilizes any notable raw material used that is distinctly found in that
specific district or is eminent in that area.
No, Pineapple is generally a fresh fruit. Its preservation requires addition of sugar
syrup.

(i)

If it aids in any health benefits or have medicinal properties
Its just a fresh fruit with wide application.

(ii)

It is culturally valuable –
No. The variety of pineapple cultivated is an imported one and it has not
entered the cultural aspects of the community.

(iii)

Does it help in the uplifting of the local culture and promotion of the district?
No for cultural aspect, yes it does uplift the district in terms of economic value.

Global Market for the Product:

(i)

Highlight the global importance and reach of the product.
India occupies 6th position in pineapple market of the world. Karnataka occupies
third position in pineapple production

(ii)

Does it aid in the export business? –
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Yes, currently fresh fruit and preserved fruits are exported to Middle East and
South East Asian Countries.

Indian Market & Valuation of the Product:
This should cover aspects such as:
(i)

What is the strategic importance of the product in India?

It is a fresh fruit preferred in dry climatic conditions, generally in the middle
eastern climates.

(ii)

What is the valuation of the product in India?

India ranked sixth with a share of about 8 % of the world production of
pineapples. The total area under pineapple cultivation in India is 84000
hectares with a production of about 1341000 t. India exports pineapple mainly
to Nepal, Maldives, United Arab Emirates, Saudi Arabia, Kazakhstan, Oman,
Bahrain, Bangladesh, Zambia, Pakistan and Qatar. ‘Kew’ and ‘Mauritius’ are the
two varieties of pineapple grown in India.

It is grown in Karnataka, Meghalaya, West Bengal, Kerala, Assam, Manipur,
Tripura, Arunachal Pradesh, Mizoram, and Nagaland. It is also cultivated on
limited areas in the coastal belt of Tamil Nadu, Goa and Orissa. Though Assam
has the largest area under pineapple West Bengal is the largest producer.
Karnataka, West Bengal and Bihar are the three states reporting high
productivity.

India produces around 17,05,000 tons of pineapple accounting at a farmgate
value of Rs. 170.50 Crores and final consumption level market value is
estimated at 850 Crores.
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What does it lack to be a better-quality product?

The product lacks production as per Global Standards for direct export market. So the
production needs to be practiced under Good Agriculture practices and also on
organic cultivation practices to fetch better rice.

(i)

The significance of the product in that particular district/state.

This is a major fruit crop in the district and the climate and cultivation
expertise is attained by the farmers.

(ii)

How do the generic public perceive the product?

It is a good alternative to cultivation of cereals and yields better value. It is
less laborious and easily maintainable.

Manufacturing Process:

A brief manufacturing process must be included, along with all the key steps, machinery,
infrastructure etc, required for the production.

(i)

Pineapples are brought from field and graded, Good size ones are packed and
sent as fresh produce.

(ii)

Cleaned Pineapple is skinned to remove eyes, and central stem of the fruit.

(iii)

Well cleaned pineapple is then sliced to uniform size and canned in sugar
syrup of single thread consistence and canned.

(iv)

The pineapple gets partially cooked in the sugar syrup.
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(v)

Apart from this cans will be pasteurized and of late the vacuum packing
technology is being used.

Tests done for the product:

a. Qualitative Tests: the tests that determine the quality parameters for the product

in factual terms.

1. Sugar syrup consistency
2. Acidity levels
3. Uniformity of the slices
4. Colour of the finished product
5. Contamination tests are done randomly.

b. Quantitative Tests: the tests concluding the parameters of the product in numerical

terms.

1. Quantitative tests include input-output ratio, generally 1 kg to 600 grams of slice
recovery.
2. Sugar syrup input at 150 grams for 850 grams in a kilogram of can weight.

Cluster Analysis: This section will cover the detailed analysis of the cluster to include the
following:

1. Location of the cluster:

Taluk: Soraba and Sagar
Diostrict: Shivamogga
State: Karnataka
India, PIN Codes 577429 and 577401
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Turnover& Employment:

Around 3560 acres of cultivated area, engages around 200 mandays per acre yielding
around 100 Crores of revenue per annum.

Overall employment of that cluster and the total turnover in the past 1-5 years of timeperiod.

On an average 200 mandays per acre and thus around 7.12 lakh mandays per annum

Social Economic Profile of the ODOP Producers:

1. Sex ratio, 60% female employees / farm level workers

2. Vulnerability profile:
Only in 2020-21 they were in problem due to Covid, otherwise stable income

3. Experience, family structure: Farmers in this region are cultivating pineapple for the
past 15years.

Infrastructure
1. Essential amenities required for the production of the product.

1. One Pineapple Processing Park with plug and Play type of sheds
2. Common Grading, Cleaning and packing for fresh fruit
3. Electricity supply
4. Designated Industrial Area
5. Water Supply
6. Effluent Treatment Plant
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2. Existing infrastructure

None

3. Additional infrastructure required



Anchor Institution with common infrastructure, aggregation facility,
marketing center



Anchor institution to monitor finance flow



Anchor institution to develop micro-food processing park



Testing laboratory,



Product and technology development center



Training center on production and processing technology



SHG/FPO mentoring agency

Raw Materials

1. The vital raw materials and all the added materials along with that.

Pineapple and Sugar, Citric acid as preservatives

2. The quality parameters being checked for all the raw materials.

Uniformity in colour and size, Product Traceability to a particular field, Residue tests
and random fungus build up tests, including contamination free storage facility

3. Whether the raw materials are perishable in nature.

Yes. Highly perishable and fungal attacks in storage.
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Product Range:

The various types of this product needs to be listed and described including the value added
products of this ODOP if any

1. Fresh Pineapple,
2. Dehydrated Pineapple slices
3. Pineapple Candy – (Pineapple grown here is low fiber one)
4. Pineapple Juice & Jam
5. Pineapple pulp
6. Pineapple Slice in sugar syrup
7. Pineapple slices with sugar coat, dried
8. Pineapple custard powder
9. Pineapple vinegar
10. Pineapple in sugar syrup with other fruits for armed forces.
11. Dehydrated pineapple flakes for infusion in Ice creams
12. Enhanced culinary practices and new-generation Cuisines
13. Extraction of Glycosides from Pineapple waste

Technology:
(The various types of Plant and machineries and technologies deployed for manufacturing
the various types of products by the small and large units need to be detailed out).

Broad Technologies to be adopted under PMFME for pineapple are:

1. Dehydration – Require skin removers, driers, of solar or electric over
2. Pulping – Clean grade, screen and pulpers, strainers for bulk storage
3. Slicing – Skin and eye removers and slicing equipment
4. Canning – Sugar syrup makers, canning equipment and vacuum packers
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5. Juice Extraction – Cleaning, grading, skin removers, slicers, juciers, pasteurizers and
bottlers
6. Sterilization/ Pasteurization

Marketing:

(The existing market linkages across the value chain needs to be detailed out with an
illustrative flow chart showing each level of facility and infrastructure including from storage
to marketplaces to exports).


The current Value chain is simple raw material supply to fresh fruit markets across the
country. Less than 2% is processed in the location.



Farmer – Village level Agent – Agent-2 – Logistics – Fresh Markets in Mumbai, Delhi.
(Only for Shivamogga produce)



There are no storages, harvested produce is simply shipped by trucks on daily basis.



There are no aggregators also at the locations in real sense.

Human Resource:

(the ownership pattern of the firms in the cluster, the data on total number of labourers
employed in the cluster with details of the skilled and unskilled workers.

1. There are only two units in the district that process the pineapples.
2. These two units processes around 5 tons of fruits per day for 270 days.
3. Number of skilled labourers employed per day are 5 which includes lab technicians
and operations supervisor.
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4. Unskilled labourers are 10 persons for movement of raw material and finished goods.

Skill Development:
(the skills required for the ODOP with a comparison with the existing skill sets available in the
cluster and identified needs for further skilling for the workers).


Currently farming skill sets are available and are not of GAP standards .



Farmgate level grading is done manually.



Waste Composting techniques are available.

Skill set required are


Good Agriculture Practices for capturing Export market.



Processing calculations and input output ratios



Costing of processing operations



Investment planning and management



Working capital management



Marketing skills, market identification, pricing and profit management



Equipment selection



Equipment maintenance



Factory management



Regulatory compliance

Testing:
(the presence of testing facilities in the cluster and adherence to FSSAI norms needs to be
assessed, along with identification of the need for additional testing facilities).


There are no testing laboratories in the district for Pineapple.



The Exiting two units are FSSAI compliant.



Individual testing units can be part of investments, like temperature management,
boiling temperature management, brix management and contamination management
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Institutional Support:
(The existing institutional support available in the cluster w.r.t presence of associations,
technical institutions, and public sector units and parastatals needs to be mapped).


There are no such institutions.



FICCI is located in Bangalore and its branch is available in Shivamogga.



FICCI can have food processing division help development of the industry



APEDA also can have one mobile office or training programmes at UAS, Shivamogga



NABARD is providing capacity building for FPOs



but for SHG level, a separate capacity building mechanism needs to be worked out.



Suggested anchor institution model to tide over all the above support needs.

Support Infrastructure:
(the existing infrastructure available in the cluster in terms of public infrastructure such as
roads, water and electric supply needs to be mapped along with existing backward and
forward linkages and common facilities present in the cluster).

Roads, Water, Electricity are adequate in this region of pineapple production. However, it is
lack of a conglomerate in the form of Food Processing Zone that will help reduce the cost of
individual facilities.

Financial Linkages:
the access to existing financing channels needs to be mapped.

Financial linkages are well developed. Good Banking Network and also existence of Financial
institutions is assured. There are nationalized banks and
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Environmental Impact:
if the product creates any kind of pollution harming the environment and curbing steps.

The products are of mostly organic in nature and chemicals are not used in processing. Hence
effluents of processing are not harmful to environment. Further in the process of dehydration,
and slicing, all the waste generated are converted in to manure. Standard applicable steps
will be possible to treat water before releasing it in to common sources of water

Cluster Actors: Various stakeholders within the cluster needs to be mapped such as:

1. No of skilled workers

Around 50 as reported by the existing 2 units.
2. Semi -skilled Workers

Plenty of 12th standard pass labourers

3. Manufacturers

None

4. Unit Owners

2

5. Raw Material Suppliers

Around 2000 farmers

6. Enterprise Promotion Councils
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None

7. Industrial Associations

None

8. Financial Institutions

43 Regional Rural Banks – 7 in Sagara and 7 in Soraba Taluks
195 Nationalised Banks – 26 in Sagara and 13 in Soraba Taluk
29 District Cooperative Banks - 4 in Sagara and 3 in Soraba Taluk
No Foreign Banks,

9. Marketing players

Mr. Rauf Khan
Mr. Mujib Khan
These two are for processing of pineapple.

For Trading – above two persons also act as agents Marketing is mainly as commission
agents on behalf of Aajad Market Dekhi.
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TUMKUR
DISTRICT PROFILE
Tumkur lies between the latitudes 13.34°N and longitude 77.1°E, at a mean altitude of 822
meters above sea level. The district encompasses a geographical area of the district is 6814
Sq.km.
Summary of the district Profile is as follows:
Location
Latitude
Longitude
Height
Area
Rainfall
Dams
Tanks
Rivers
Temperature

Tumkur District, Karnataka, India
13.34°N
77.1°E
822 Mtrs. Altitude above M.S.L
1064755 hectares
699 mm
Markonahalli
Yediyur
Shimsha
Min. 20°C Max. 35° C

Taluk-wise Population:
Taluk

Male

C N Halli

105583

106547

174620

37510

212130

Gubbi

132102

130416

244072

18446

262518

84349

83242

152326

15265

167591

Kunigal

112803

112980

191628

34155

225783

Madhugiri

134670

133196

238707

29159

267866

Pavagada

123680

121514

216708

28486

245194

Sira

158978

154780

256204

57554

313758

Tiptur

111282

111467

163206

59543

222749

Tumkur

303197

289200

290254

302143

592397

83950

85044

152177

16817

168994

1350594

1328386

2079902

599078

2678980

Koratagere

Turuvekere
Total

Female

POPULATION: (2011)
Rural
Urban

Total
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DISTRICT AGRICULTURE PROFILE
1. Tumkur is 5th populous district of Karnataka with a population of 26.79 lakhs.
2. Around 22% of the population is in urban areas and 78% in rural areas.
As per “District at a Glance 2018-19” report, nearly


Around 41% of the population (13.66 lakhs) is working population and



Balance 49% (13.12 lakhs) is Non-working population.



There are around a total of 54523 workers employed in household industries. Of these
men are 22658 in number and women are 31865



Tumkur is 4th prosperous district of Karnataka state with District Domestic Product of
Rs. 46107 Crores in 2017-18.



Agriculture sector contributes around Rs. 7556 Crores (16%)



Industry sector contributes Rs. 15500 Crores (37%),



Services sector contributes Rs. 23051 Crores (47%) to the district economy.



Tumkur District has a geographical area of 10.65 lakh hectares. Of this around 4.69
lakhs is used for cultivation (net sown area). Gross sown area is around 5.40 lakh
hectares.



The district falls under Central Dry agro-climatic zone and annual rainfall is around
600mm and with a cropping intensity of 115%, the district is largely dependent on
rainfed dryland agriculture.



A total of 5.40 lakh hectares were cultivated during 2018-19. Out of this 0.71 lakh ha.
of land was under irrigation. The district has 20,22,543 tube wells capable of irrigating
1.46 lakhs hectares. Canal, Tank and open well irrigated area is very less
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Area under Major Crops is as follows: (in Hectares)
Taluk
C N Halli
Gubbi
Koratagere
Kunigal
Madhugiri
Pavagada
Sira
Tiptur
Tumkur
Turuvekere

Ragi
19255
19631
6784
25301
4694
320
9044
16975
16234
13394
131632

Maize
9
6
14080
0
12890
55
464
105
778
30
28417

Pulses
2081
4518
1790
4651
3025
3220
5675
3216
2717
2832
33725

Coconut
24214
27856
1372
5821
1255
629
5976
25936
12266
26545
131870

Fruits
1518
7009
1372
2293
1176
1656
3844
839
5279
775
25761

Vegetables
399
742
179
260
170
1379
968
171
396
157
4821

Production of Crops in the district in Metric Tons
Crops
Ragi
Maize
Pulses
Coconut
Total
144586
40107
16365
130,51,71000 nuts
Pulses and Oil Seeds Crops Production in Metric Tons
Crops
Redgram
Horsegram
Dolichos
Groundnut
Total
3573
9648
1654
36921
Fruits Crops Production in Metric Tons
Crops
Banana
Mango
Lemon
Total
125734 210128
3082

Sapota
5232

Pomegranate
39018

Papaya
26428

Potato

Others
9251

Vegetable Crops Production in Metric Tons
Crops
Tomato
Brinjal
Onion
Chillies
Total
97783
5633
6155
14714
Note: Talukwise production is not available in any source

248

ODOP eligibility – Analysis
No.
1.

Description

Comments

Identifying Products being Processed

Ragi, Maize and Coconut, Mango and
Groundnut

2.

Mapping of Existing Food Processing



Micro-Enterprises

Maize in cattle and poultry
feed.



Ragi is a staple crop and not
greatly

processed

but
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consumed as subsistence crop
in most families.


Groundnut is processed for oil
& food



Mango is mostly sold as fresh
fruit



Coconut is cultivated in all
taluks and covers a large
population of farmers and
rural households.



Coconut and its byproducts
offer scope for establishing
FPIME on a larger scale.

3.

Product should not be Staple Food No. Coconut is not
Product

4.

Product Perishable?

Yes, when it is fresh and opened. A
very small percentage gets damaged
by fungal infections in storage.
Product possibilities are too many and
can be preserved for a long time

5.

Total estimated production of the food Around 130.52 Crore
product or its category chosen as ODOP
produced in the district.

6.

ODOP as % of Total Agri Produce



nuts

are

more than 50% of agriculture
produce in the district

7.

Production of ODOP Agriculture Produce



Ranks No. 1 in the state and

in that district compared to other district

most of the districts are below

and states

45 crores of nut production
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8.

Total requirement and movement of Raw

1. Around 20% of coconut goes

material or Agricultural produce required
for manufacturing this food product.

for fresh consumption
2. Around 20% goes for domestic
use of copra and dessicated
coconut
3. Remaining is sold for coconut
oil production

9.

Existence of large Clusters

Gubbi, Tiptur, Turuvekere, Tumkur,
Kunigal

and

Chikkanayakanahalli.

Taluks
10. Whether SHG and FPOs are involved in this As per information collected no FPO is
product
11. Export potential of the product

engaged in Coconut processing.
India exports around Rs. 1200 Crores
worth Coconut products in Coconut
oil, Copra, desiccated coconut and
activated charcoal. 51% of copra oil is
exported to UAE and 69% of virgin
coconut oil is exported to USA.

Non ODOP Products – Recommended
Based on the production and availability of raw material the following NON_ODOP products
are recommended
1. Groundnut
2. Mango
3. Ragi
4. Maize
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Industrial Profiling.
Tumkur is a well-developed industrial district. Industries contribute almost 37% of GDP of the
district. It is a major tract in the Mumbai Bangalore Industrial Corridor.
1. Tumkur district has around 656 factories employing around 33,000 people and largely
men workforce.
2. There are 8 Industrial Estates with 420 sheds and 2245 plots in Tumkur District
3. The Narasapur Industrial estate houses one of the operational mega food park in the
state.
4. There are 34057 registered MSME’s providing employment to around 196324 people
in the district.
5. Out of this there are 6151 units in food and beverage industries employing around
10421 persons. These are largely represented by oil mills and cattle feed industries.
6. Most of the units are in flour mill segment used in Ragi cleaning and milling. Other
units include Coconut oil, Groundnut oil units and Mango is mostly sold as fresh and
very few processing units are available in processing.
No of Small-Scale Units Registered under Udhyam
S. No.
Size of Industries
a.
Micro
b.
Small
c.
Medium
d.
Large Industries
Characteristics of Micro-enterprises


No
9302
410
32
656

Turnover - Crores
600
800
1500

Generally, these are family business with succession from one to another
within the family. Even if the family splits, the business is carried forward by
two people in same line separately.
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These are necessity driven entrepreneurs and less improvement driven. Not
ready to implement change to risk the business.



Product innovation is limited, mostly featured as part time employment, for
small cashflow.



Access to finance is mainly through Self-help group finance



There are too many informal systems in supply, processing, and marketing. For
example, the pickle making women, have to supply it to local traders who get
FSSAI certificate under their own brands



Their development is hampered by managerial ability and capacity to scale

Coconut Eco system
1. Coconut products that are possible are
a. Coconut Oil – Copra based
b. Virgin Coconut Oil
c. Coconut Cream
d. Coconut Milk
e. Desiccated Coconut
f.

Grated Coconut

g. Activated carbon from shell
h. Cocopeat
i.

Coir products

2. There are an estimated 42 units processing for desiccated Coconut in the
district. Around 28 Coconut oil production units in largescale group.
3. They are registered unit following broad guidelines of FSSAI in production and
packaging of oil.
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4. Tumkur is a dryland farming area and around 72% population stays in Rural
Areas. Coconut is a major commercial crop and has potential to provide
opportunities to larger population in value addition.
5. All the byproducts of Coconut are used in agriculture industry. And the product
range is quite lengthy one. Hence scope for FPIME in this product, especially
at farmer level.
6. Grated and desiccated coconuts have a very large use in bakery and sweet
markt industry.
7. Coconut farmers are aware of value chain of coconut and hence PMFME
should enable to them take up activity.
8. Skill sets required for coconut processing are generally of low level but require
post production management for perishability and marketability.
Other Micro-Enterprises
Tumkur district brief industrial profile indicates that there are 6151 micro and
small agro based enterprises in the district. However, there are 2582 villages in the
district, that are catered on daily basis in terms of flour mills, oil mills etc. As per
the baseline assessment study of several NGOs working in the district, there may
be an estimated 800 micro enterprises engaged in such activities in the district.
These include:
1. Seasonal Food processing: The activities like Groundnut based products like
Chikki, spiced nuts, spiced grams, Chutney powder making, pickling, Papad
making, popped ragi flour making in the rural areas mainly during summer
months and store them for rest of the months, especially using high solar heat
during the summer months.
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2. Round the year activities include small hotels in the villages, oil mills, grinders
and flour mills, and fried gram floor products and sweet marts, that supply
these materials to weekly shanties.
3. Urban center micro-enterprises activities include Chips making on small scale,
bakery activities, sweet marts, flour mills, ice cream units,
ODOP
Raw Material
Availability
Used Locally
Used for processing
No of Units Processing
Working days
Per day capacity
Coconut Oil Production
Secondary processing
Batches manufactured
Within district
In Karnataka

Outside Karnataka
Export Market
Size of the total Market
Special Zones
Operated by
Major Export Markets

Coconut
Coconut
13051 lakhs nuts
100 lakh nuts as fresh
1000 lakhs nuts for oil
126
270
1200 lakh Nuts
800 tons per month 9600 tons per annum
Byproducts, shell and Tasta
Every day
300 lakh Nuts
4000 lakh nuts, All districts Rural population uses
coconut in their day-to-day food either in the
form of fresh coconut, dried coconut and
coconut oil, as supplement It is major source of
cooking oil as well as component of many health
care product, mainly in hair care industry.
8000 lakh nuts, to Gujarat and Maharashtra
Coconut products are exported and Indian
exports are reported at around Rs. 1200 Crores
Rs. 2000 Crores
None –
Private
Exports of VCO is mainly to USA and Traditional
coconut oil to Middle east countries.

No of Clusters for ODOP
The following 7 Taluks have coconut production area in large numbers. Gubbi,
Tiptur, Turuvekere, Tumkur, Kunigal and Chikkanayakanahalli. Taluks
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Number of units engaged with producing the specific ODOP product and 4-5 major
non-ODOP products
a. ODOPAround 78 Units (ODOP). Majority are large scale oil producers. Virfin coco nut oil
units have come up very recently.
b. Non-ODOP:
Activity
Ragi flour mills
Maize based feed mills
Groundnut Oil Mills
Chutneys / Spice Powders
Primary processing – Fruits and
Vegetables


Estimated No of Units
267
28
18
42
6

Approximate Level (%) of processing happening for ODOP (out of total
production) in the district
30% within the district. Remaining or sold outside the district units



Number of Self-Help Groups, Farmer Producer Organisations and Cooperatives
currently engaged in the processing of this product.
a. No FPO is engaged in Coconut Oil production
b. No self-help group as such is engaged in Coconut processing. However
around 262 families of SHG members are reportedly engaged in
engaged in non-ODOP products like Chutney, roti, rice processing, flour
and snacks, and mostly milk and raisin processing.

4. Profiling of existing Micro Enterprises Ecosystem for the District
Specialty of the local agricultural produce/food product, varieties available,
seasonality, uniqueness, history etc.? (Guidelines - Specify the varieties available
and specialty of the local varieties compared to other places. Also if the product is
available in off season (for rest of the country), then this should also be mentioned.
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The most preferred variety of coconut is the Tiptur Tall. Although this
particular variety yields an average of around 100 nuts per tree, it is found to
contain higher levels of Oil content at 60% of Copra.



This is also most suitable for the dry climate of Tumkur district



The product is available although the year. The coconuts are harvested mostly
between March to June and are kept in storages to dry out and copra is
produced. Harvesting continues almost through out the year and supply is
available through out the year.

Infrastructure
a. Essential Machinery or facilities required for the production of the product


Coconut is dried for three months to produce copra.



This requires a drying/ storage area



Normally coconut is stored in open warehouses of around 2000 sq. ft.



For Virgin coconut oil production – a coconut shell remover is required



Then the black coating is removed and marketed as supplement in
snack industry. This activity requires a grator



Coconut which is completely white now is sent to shredder to recover
very finely shredded coconut – require a shredder



The shredded coconut is dehydrated in a oven to remove moisture



A pressure screw assembly is used to extract oil and separate the
coconut meal.



VCO is recovered at 60% of the weight of coconut shreds.
1. Coconut Breaker
2. Grater
3. Shredder
4. Dryer (Oven)
5. Compressor
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6. Oil Packaging unit
7. Shed of 2500 sq. ft
8. Open Storage of 1000 sq. ft & finished good storage of 500 sft.
b. Existing level of Mechanization for ODOP processing within district, in other
districts and States.


Coconut oil extraction is mostly automated now. In small units, labour is used
to the extent of 40% of total energy requirement

2. Support Infrastructure:
(Guidelines - The existing infrastructure available in the cluster in terms of public
infrastructure and Agri-logistics such as Mandis, roads, water and electric supply
needs to be mapped along with existing backward and forward linkages and
common facilities present in the cluster).


Commercial Infrastructure: Marketing infrastructure, arrangement with
retailers, distribution systems, uniformity of product, branding, packaging, etc.



Technical Infrastructure: Design lab, product development center, product
protocol development and management, quality assurance, testing and
certification labs, technical advisory service and capacity building.



Financial infrastructure: Financial products suited to PMFME, micro-enterprises
in general within the existing schemes as advised under PMFME and also,
considering a special PMFME branch to advise suitably.



Anchor Institution: Integrated Anchor Institution to provide all of above services
under one roof for MEs.

3. Testing


Testing is mainly done for impurities in the oil and contaminants.



Every unit may need to have a small quality assurance lab for impurities



FSSAI registration is available
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FSSAI Certification
Food Safety Standards Authority of India has stipulated several regulatory types of
norms for all food and processed food products. Existing norms for FSSAI certification
with respect to Coconut is as follows:
1. Chapter 2.3.51 covers standards for Coconut milk under Non dairy milk category
of FSSAI act
2. Chapter 2.2.1.1 deals with coconut oil and virgin coconut oil and stipulates
standards as follows:
a. Coconut oil (naryal ka tel) means the oil expressed from copra obtained from

the kernel of Cocos mucifera nuts. It shall be clear and free from rancidity,
suspended or other foreign matter, separated water, added colouring or
flavouring substances, or mineral oil. It shall conform to the following
standards: —
b. Butyro-refractometer reading at 40oC. 34.0 to 35.5 OR Refractive Index at

40oC 1.4481-1.4491, Saponification value Not less than 250 Iodine value 7.5 to
10. And Polenske Value Not less than 13
c. Unsaponifiable matter Not more than 1.0 per cent., Acid value Not more than

6.0., Test for argemone oil shall be negative. However, it may contain food
additives permitted in these regulations and appendices.
d. Virgin Coconut Oil means the oil expressed from the kernel of Cocos nucifera

nuts by mechanical or natural means with or without the application of heat,
which does not lead to alteration of the oil and virgin coconut oil is suitable for
human consumption in its natural state without refining. It shall be clear and
free from rancidity, suspended or other foreign matter, separated water,
added colouring or flavouring substances, or mineral oil and it shall conform
to the following standards, namely: –
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4.



Refractive index at 40°C 1.4480 - 1.4492 2.



Moisture Not more than 0.5 per cent by weight



Insoluble impurities Not more than 0.05 per cent by weight



Saponification Value Not less than 250, Iodine Value – 4.0 to 11.0



Unsaponifiable matter Not more than 0.5 per cent by weight



Acid Value Not more than 4.0, Polenske Value Not less than 13



Peroxide Value Not more than 15 milliequivalent per kg of oil

Value Chain\Channels of movement:


Coconut is from farmers through vendors, wholesalers, or under contract with
farmers.



Machinery dealers are available in Bangalore and Tamil Nadu state.



Studies have indicated that around 75% of the farmers harvest coconut directly and
balance 25% hand it over to service providers like vendors, wholesalers, harvest
contractors etc.



Farmers harvest coconuts and around 10% of coconuts is supplied to community for
use as fresh coconut. Nearly 15% of produce goes as tender coconut, which is used a
nutritive and thirst-quenching drink. Around 60% of produce goes for processing into
oil, either in cold or in solvent extraction, either from fresh coconut or from mature
dehydrated copra. Nearly 15% of produce goes in production of desiccated coconut
that is used in snack industry, cake and condiments.



Coconut is generally harvested throughout the year, but mature coconuts are
generally harvested during April and May months.



Coconut cultivation is done through plantations that have a minimum 5 year gestation
care and the tree continues to yield for more than 60 to 80 years. Annually every tree
yields around 80 nuts.
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After harvest, farmers store the nuts in warehouses in their households for a period
of 3 months, by when coconut will have turned in copra. The following is the value
chain as depicted by ICAR in one of its studies.

5. Manufacturing Process – ODOP
Machinery Required
 Coconut Breaker


Grater, 3. Shredder



Dryer (Oven)



Compressor



Oil Packaging unit



Shed of 2500 sq. ft



Open Storage of 1000 sq. ft &



finished good storage of 500 sft.



Solvent extraction Unit & Packaging unit



Copra shredder



Copra cleaner

Product Range
1. Coconut meal
2. Desiccated coconut
3. Copra
4. Coconut Oil
5. Virgin Coconut Oil
6. Tender coconut, fresh coconut
7. Grated coconut – IQF etc.
Production Process & Technology


Coconut yields around 60% oil per kilo of copra, (dehydrated coconut



Around 5000 coconuts yield 1 ton of copra (20%
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Thus, coconut oil in fresh coconut is around 12%.



Coconut processing for Virgin Coconut Oil is done with fresh coconut, and around
12 mature nuts yield 1 litres of oil. This so because the process involves removal
of outer Tasta to get only pure white fresh coconut, which is grated, slightly dried
before cold press extraction.



In case of Copra (dehydrated coconut), uses are many, like production of coconut
chips, grated desiccated coconut, which are done by machines.



Small mills directly crush copra in presence of small quantity of water and oil is
extracted.



In major industries, solvent extraction technique is adopted.
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6. Marketing
The existing market linkages across the value chain needs to be detailed out
with an illustrative flow chart from storage to market places/Mandis to exports.
Coconut and copra are traded in many ways by farmers
1. Whole garden sale to agents
2. Harvested produce to agents at farm gate level
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Normal channels are as follows:
a. Farmer – Commission agent- wholesaler – Retailer – Consumer (for
coconut and copra for household use)
b. Farmer –wholesaler – to factory owners
c. Farmer –to factory owners for coconut and VCOs

Pricing of the Raw Agriculture Produce, various processed products of the produce
may be mentioned and compared with the pricing elsewhere in the country.
Coconut prices vary from season to season. However as on date the rates are as
follows:
Type
Fresh Coconut
Copra
Coconut Oil
Coconut Oil MCDX rates
Type
Fresh Coconut
Copra
Coconut Oil

Wholesale prices
Rs. 20/- per nut
Rs. 180/- per kilo
Rs. 250/- per kilo

Retail Prices
Rs. 30/- per nut
Rs. 220/- per kilo
Rs. 390/- per kilo

Wholesale prices
Rs. 20/- per nut
Rs. 140/- to 180/Rs. 188/- per kilo

Retail Prices
Rs. 30/- per nut
Rs. 250/- per kilo
Rs. 250/- per kilo

Reasons for the price differentials and USP of the products may be mentioned.
Not much significane is attached as the coconut is from drier climate and not from
coastal climate where the other contents of coconut oil are valued.
7. Quantum of Sale of this product to other districts, states and exported to other
countries.
Around 10% of coconuts is supplied to community for use as fresh coconut. Nearly
15% of produce goes as tender coconut, which is used a nutritive and thirst-quenching
drink. Around 60% of produce goes for processing into oil, either in cold or in solvent
extraction, either from fresh coconut or from mature dehydrated copra. Nearly 15%
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of produce goes in production of desiccated coconut that is used in snack industry,
cake and condiments.
Coconuts are purchased by oil mills in Tamil Nadu and Gujarat around 30% of the
produce is purchased by them. Exports of VCO is mainly to USA and Traditional
coconut oil to Middle east countries, not directly by producers but by traders in
Mumbai.
8. Institutional Support:
Guidelines - The existing institutional support available in the cluster w.r.t presence of
associations, technical and research institutions, and public sector units and
parastatals needs to be mapped.
a. Coconut Development Board, bangalore is providing both technical and
financial and promotional support through special schemes.
b. The University of Agricultural Sciences, Bangalore, IIHR Bangalore and
Central Horticulture Research at Tumkur are providing crop production
technologies to the district
c. Krishi Vigyan Kendra Tumkur, have been providing incubation center facilities
and technical guidance to enable development of innovative coconut products
d. Department of Agriculture, Tumakuru is taking special interest in promoting
production of virgin coconut oil in the district under micro-enterprises.
e. There is no association of coconut farmers, though FPOs are being promoted
lately
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UDUPI DISTRICT
Geographical
Udupi lies between the latitudes 12°27' and 13°58' and between the longitudes 74°35' and
74°00' E at a mean altitude of 1250 ft (varies between 0 and 6162 ft) above sea level. The
district encompasses a geographical area of the district is 4861 Sq.km and it is the 22nd biggest
district of Karnataka state.
Location
Latitude
Longitude
Height
Area
Forest Area
Rainfall
Dams
Tanks
Rivers
Temperature

Udupi District, Karnataka, India
13°34'09 N
74°74'21E
27 Mtrs. Altitude above M.S.L
356446 hectares.
100102 hectares
4535 mm & rainy days are 119
Lakya, Savehaklu
291 tanks
Souparnika, Varahi, Chakra, Kabja etc.
Min. 25°C Max. 34° C

DISTRICT AGRICULTURE PROFILE
(Source: Department of Economics and Statistics & District at a Glance 2018-19)
Udupi is 24 th populous district of Karnataka with a population of 11.77 lakh people. The urban
population is 28% and rural population is 72%. Women population is higher than men
population, (third district in the state to be so after Dakshina Kannada, Kodagu)
As per “District at a Glance 2018-19” report, nearly 44% of the population (5.13 lakhs) is
working population and balance 56% (6.64 lakhs) is non-working population. The district also
reports that there are around a total of 0.11 lakh workers employed in household industries.
Of these men are 0.06 lakhs in number and women are 0.05 lakhs, indicating domination of
women in household industries.


Udupi is 4th prosperous district of Karnataka state with District Domestic Product of
Rs. 32976 Crores in 2017-18.
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Agriculture sector contributes around Rs. 4507 Crores (14%)



Industry sector contributes Rs. 10338 Crores (31%),



Services sector contributes Rs. 18131 Crores (46%) to the district economy.



Marine fishery contributes Rs. 1434 Crores to the GDP (32% of agriculture sector) and
5% of total GDP.

Udupi District comprises of 3 taluks, with a geographical area of 3.56 lakh hectares. Of this
around 0.99 lakhs is used for cultivation (net sown area) Gross sown area is around 1.07 lakh
hectares. The district falls under Coastal agro-climatic zone and annual rainfall is around 4595
mm and with a cropping intensity of 108%, the district is largely dependent on rainfed dryland
agriculture. A total of 1.07 lakh hectares were cultivated during 2018-19. The district has 533
tube wells capable of irrigating 0.02 lakhs hectares. Open well (36805 No.s) irrigated area is
at 0.39 lakh hectares. Canal and Tank irrigated area is not there.
Land use Area in Hectares
Taluks
Karkala
Kundapura
Udupi
Total

Forest
32812
62605
1686
100103

Net cultivated
23916
41588
31470
96974

Gross Cultivated
27319
47754
35856
110929

The major crops in the district are
1. Paddy in an area of 49,555 hectares with a production of 1.50 lakh tons
2. Negligible area under pulses & Oilseeds
3. Area under fruits and vegetable crops is negligible
4. 68415 hectares under Plantation crops, and production is as follows:

Coconut
Taluks
Karkala
Kundapura
Udupi
Total

Area
Nuts
(ha)
6533
NA
6839
NA
8518
NA
21890 393989000

Arecanut
Area
(ha)
8074
10492
2410
21606

Prodn.
Tons
11924
14583
3374
29881

Cashew
Area
(ha)
2663
12285
2438
17386

Prodn.
Tons
3917
18602
3212
25731

Marine
Fishery
Prodn.
Tons
NA
NA
NA
125000
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Marine Fishery
Marine fisheries contribute around Rs. 1434 Crores to the district economy and the estimated
landings are in the range of 124603 tons in 2019-20. There re 91 Ice Factories to support the
industry producing around 3144 tons of ice per day. There are 17 cold storages capable of
storing around 7175 tons per day.
ODOP eligibility
No.
1.

Description

Comments

Identifying Products being Processed

Paddy – Production – 1.50 lakh tons
Arecanut – Processed – 0.30 lakh tons
Coconut – 39.39 lakh nuts
Marine fishery – Production 1.25 lakh
tons.

2.

Mapping of Existing Food Processing There are reportedly around 4050
Micro-Enterprises

units engaged in food and beverage
industry employing around 53,974
people (of which, 40450 are women)
in the district. Apart from this 10,850
people are engaged in household
industries and 50% of them are
women. Indicating that a large
number of small food processing
industries may be there. Existing food
industries include –


Ice factories to aid processing
Fish



Fishmeal and fish oil and fish
soluble manufacturing units



Cashew processing units
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Rice Mills,



Spice’s grading, mixing and
griding units.



Coffee roasters



Oil Mills, especially coconut
oils.



Arecanut processing (agrobased)

is

another

major

activity.


In Sullia Taluk 1032 rubber
processing units are there.



Bakery units, confectioneries,
etc.

3.

Product should not be Staple Food Marine fish is a part of daily diet and
Product

not staple food.

4.

Product Perishable?

Yes, highly perishable

5.

Abundance of Raw Material

Around 1.25 lakh tons of marine fish
(mackerel) are caught / landed per
annuum

6.

More than 50% of Micro-Food processing Only fisherman family groups are
Industry should be in this product

7.

engaged in this

Percentage of labour employed in Micro- 25% of the population is engaged in
Food Enterprise

marine fishing and related activity.

8.

Existence of large Clusters

Only Malpe Port has 95% catch

9.

Whether SHG and FPOs are involved in this As per information collected no FPO is
product

engaged in Marine fish processing.

10. GIS of the product

Not GIS Product

11. Export potential of the product

India is the second largest producer of
fish in the world both in the total fish
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production and aquaculture. Fisheries
sector in India has shown impressive
growth with an average annual
growth rate of 10.88% during the year
from 2014-15 to 2018-19. The fish
production in India has registered an
average annual growth of 7.53%
during last 5 years and stood at an alltime high of 13.76 Lakh Tons (LT)
during 2018-19. The export of marine
products pegged at 1289651 tons
worth Rs.46662.85 crores (USD 6.68
billion) during 2019-20. Frozen shrimp
remained the major export item in
terms of quantity and value followed
by frozen fish
The district administration has Chosen Marine Fish as ODOP and it is the only largest biocommodity in the district. Since the next major commodity of arecanut is not considered as
food product, Marine fish is the best ODOP option for district, although it is produced in only
one district.
Product Profile – Marine Fish
Health Benefits

Fish is a low-fat high-quality protein. Fish is filled with omega-3 fatty
acids and vitamins such as D and B2 (riboflavin). Fish is rich in calcium
and phosphorus and a great source of minerals, such as iron, zinc,
iodine, magnesium, and potassium.

Benefits



Fish is high in many important nutrients, including highquality protein, iodine, and various vitamins and minerals.
Fatty varieties also pack omega-3 fatty acids and vitamin D
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Eating at least one serving of fish per week has been linked
to a reduced risk of
heart attacks and strokes.



Fish is high in omega-3 fatty acids, which is essential for
brain and eye development. It’s recommended that
pregnant and breastfeeding women get enough omega-3s
but avoid high-mercury fish



Fish intake is linked to reduced mental decline in older
adults. People who eat fish regularly also have more gray
matter in the brain centers that control memory nd
emotion.



Fatty fish is an excellent source of vitamin D, an important
nutrient



Eating fish has been linked to a reduced risk of type 1
diabetes and several other autoimmune conditions.



Some studies show that children who eat more fish have a
lower risk of asthma.



People who eat more fish have a much lower risk of AMD, a
leading cause of vision impairment and blindness.



Preliminary evidence indicates that eating fatty fish like
salmon may improve your sleep You
can prepare fish in a number of ways, including baked and
fried.

Traditional/Cultural Fishing in coastal lines is an important activity, that is built in to the
value
lives of certain communities across the district.
Non ODOP Products
1. Paddy
2. Coconut
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Industrial Profiling
Udipi district brief industrial profile indicates that there 4981 factories employing around
45000 people. There are 3 industrial estates with 78 sheds and 90 plots. 15280 small scale
units registered providing employment to 1.17 people. Of this there are 4050 small agro
based enterprises employing around 53974 people mostly women, in the district.
No of Small-Scale Units Registered under Udhyam
S. No.
a.
b.
c.
d.

Size of Industries
Micro
Small
Medium
Large Industries

No
7091
425
41
11

Turnover – Crores
900
500
300
7900

Characteristics


Generally, these are family business with succession from one to another
within the family. Even if the family splits, the business is carried forward by
two people in same line separately.



These are necessity driven entrepreneurs and less improvement driven. Not
ready to implement change to risk the business.



Product innovation is limited, mostly featured as part time employment, for
small cashflow.



Access to finance is mainly through Self-help group finance



There are too many informal systems in supply, processing, and marketing. For
example, the pickle making women, have to supply it to local traders who get
FSSAI certificate under their own brands



Their development is hampered by managerial ability and capacity to scale

FSSAI Certification
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Food Safety Standards Authority of India has stipulated several regulatory types of
norms for all food and processed food products. Existing norms for FSSAI certification
with respect to fish is given under regulation 5.6 and sub regulation 5.6.1 for different
species of fish including Canned, Tuna, Canned salmon, Crab and crustacean species
sardines, sharks etc. It also applies to salted frozen fish too.
Marine Fishery Eco-system


As per economic survey, fisheries in Udupi contributes a DDP of Rs. 1434 Crores.



There are 31 landing centers and Malpe is a minor port,There are around 41
villages handling fish, 9907 families engaged in fishing and a population of 61,658.
Out of this 14500 are active fisherman, 3200 are into marketing and around 250
are engaged in repairing of net, equipment.



There are 132 purse seiners, 1085 trawlers, 2823 motorized boats and 381
traditional boats.



In Udupi district, around 0.40 lakh people are engaged in fishing and fisheries
related activities that are directly or indirectly connected to the landing centre.
Some of the people are engaged in direct fishing, while some are engaged in
postharvest process such as cleaning, washing, icing, ice making, pickling, fish
drying, marketing etc.



The eco system shows that there are around 10000 families (around 40,000
people) are directly involved in fishing operations at the port.



There are around 91 Ice factories supporting around 3000 families engaged in this
activity.



Around 60% of fresh catch is sold as fresh fish across Karnataka state through a
well-organized supply chain by Karnataka Fisheries Development Corporation,
Mangalore, which has an annual revenue of around Rs. 200 Crores.
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There are around 20 fish cutting Industries that employ around 1000 people in
processing of minor or low value fish by just cutting head, removal of scales and
viscera and they are sent to Mince factories. Each cutting centre can process
around 15 tons per day in peak season. They operate for maximum of 8 months.
They are the most important centers as they procure sardines for cutting to meet
capacity and supply them to canning industries.



There are 4 Marine fish processing units, specially, Surimi products, exclusively for
exports at Mangalore SEZ employing over 2000 people



Fish net industry is another important aspect of marine fishing although details are
not available, it is a major industry in Udupi district.



There are around 7 Fish meal production, fish oil production units in the district.

On the whole around 1 lakh people are engaged in producing an income of 1434 Crores per
annum.
Other Micro-Enterprises
Udupi district brief industrial profile indicates that there are 4050 micro and small agro based
enterprises employing around 53974 people mostly women, in the district. However, there
are 233 villages in the district, that are catered on daily basis in terms of flour mills, oil mills
etc. As per the baseline assessment study of several NGOs working in the district, there may
be an estimated 300 micro enterprises engaged in such activities in the district. These include:
1. Marine fish curing / drying activity is there for almost 8 to 9 months in a year. In
addition the cutting units also operate at around 15 tons per day level.
2. Round the year activities include small hotels in the villages, oil mills, grinders and
flour mills, and fried gram floor products and sweet marts, that supply these materials
to weekly shanties.
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3. Urban center micro-enterprises activities include Banana chips, bakery, confectionery,
ice cream units, coconut processing units etc.
ODOP
Raw Material
Availability
Used Locally
Used for processing
No of Units Processing
Working days
Per day capacity
Surimi production
Secondary processing
Batches manufactured
Within district
In Karnataka
Outside Karnataka
Export Market
Size of the total Market
Special Zones
Operated by
Major Export Markets

Marine Fish
Marine Fish
1.25 lakh tons
5000 tons
10,000 tons
20 cutting 4 processing
270
400 tons
350 tons per day
Canned Sardines
Every day
10000 tons
50,000 tons
65000 tons to Kerala, Mumbai etc.
Surimi and Sardines are exported to Europe and
Japan.
Rs. 2100 Crores
Sea Food Park – Conceptual & SEZ
Not commissioned yet
Europe and Japan.

Value Chain Analysis
No of Clusters for ODOP
Udupi, Kundapura and Karkala Clusters
Number of units engaged with producing the specific ODOP product and 4-5 major
non-ODOP products
a. ODOPAround 4 Processing units and 25 to 30 fish cutting and cleaning units.
.
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b. Non-ODOP:
Activity
Paddy Processing
Coconut processing
Chutneys / Spice Powders


Estimated No of Units
20
30
60

Approximate Level (%) of processing happening for ODOP (out of total
production) in the district
25% of fish catch is processed for export markets



Number of Self-Help Groups, Farmer Producer Organisations and Cooperatives
currently engaged in the processing of this product.
a. No FPO is engaged in Fish processing
b. No self-help group as such is engaged in Fish processing. However
around 85 family members of SHG members are reportedly engaged in
in fish processing especially cutting and drying and cleaning activity.
There are over 100 units that make Chutney, pickles powders, rice
snacks processing, flour and snacks, and also milk processing.

1. Profiling of existing Micro Enterprises Ecosystem for the District
Specialty of the local agricultural produce/food product, varieties available,
seasonality, uniqueness, history etc.?


In Karnataka, pelagic finfishes always dominate in the marine fish landings but in
2019 demersal resources dominated the catch because of the major landings of
triggerfish.



The pelagics found in Karnataka are Indian oil sardine, Indian mackerel, ribbon fish,
anchovies, Thryssa sp., carangids, seer fishes, tunnies, etc.



The demersal fishes found are bulleyes, threadfin breams, croakers, lizard fishes,
pomfrets, triggerfish, elasmobranchs and catfishes.
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High valued crustacean forms the third largest resources which includes shrimps,
crabs, lobsters and stomatopods. Mollusks resources like squids, cuttlefish,
octopus, bivalves and gastropods stands at fourth position.

Fish landings happen for almost 250 days and rest of the days especially during rainy
season landings are less.
Infrastructure
a. Essential Machinery or facilities required for the production of the product


Trawlers and motorized boats bring fish catch to the port. At the port, fish
is sorted into value and low value fish.



Low value fish is sent to cutting units for primary processing.



After primary processing, fish meat is sent to surimi units



Fresh high value fish is sent to different parts of the state for marketing
fresh.



There is also curing/ drying of fish by fisherman.

a. Additional infrastructure and amenities required.
Marine Park is demanded to provide complete and integrated facilities for fish
processing along with ice and storage facilities


Testing
Tehre are good laboratories developed inhouse by processors to under take
quality assurance of processed products. Food Safety Standards Authority of India
has stipulated several regulatory types of norms for all food and processed food
products. Existing norms for FSSAI certification with respect to fish is given under
regulation 5.6 and sub regulation 5.6.1 for different species of fish including
Canned, Tuna, Canned salmon, Crab and crustacean species sardines, sharks etc.
It also applies to salted frozen fish too.



Manufacturing Process – ODOP
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Machinery Required
1. Processing shed – around 6000 sq. ft
2. Cutting and cleaning equipment
3. Icing and cold storage
4. Dehydration unit
5. Canning equipment
Product Range and Processing flow is as follows:






Fresh Fish, both preserved and live fish
Surimi, Dry fish
Fish Oil, Fish meal
Preserved Sardines, Preserved Crustacea
Organic matter as bonemeal.

Live Fishery Products:
There is a great demand for live fish and shellfishes, the world over. These products fetch
maximum price compared to all the other forms of value-added products as it maintains the
freshness. The candidate species for live transportation include high value species, cultured
grouper, red snapper, seabreams, seabass, red tilapia, reef fish, air breathing fishes, shrimp,
crabs, lobster, clams, oyster and mussels. These are normally transported in air cargo
maintained at low temperature in order to lessen the metabolic activities of the animals.
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Chilled Products
Chilling is an effective method of maintaining the freshness of fish products. This normally
involves keeping fishes in melting ice or slurry ice to maintain the fish temperature around 14ºC, which delays the enzymatic action and microbial activity, thereby extending the shelf life
of the products. Traditionally, chilling is carried out using melting ice, either flake ice or
crushed block ice. Of late, slurry ice has been introduced for chilling. A wide range of fish and
shellfish products varying from whole, headless, peeled gutted, headl ess gutted fish, fillets,
steaks, loins, cubes can be preserved by chilling. Shelf life of fishes from different environment
has been studied extensively. Shelf life of 12-15 days has been achieved for seer fish and black
pomfret. Indian Mackerel and Indian oil sardine had very short shelf life in ice (3-7 days), due
to rancidity and belly bursting. Tilapia from freshwater and brackish water showed significant
difference in shelf life when stored in ice. The former kept longer (14-15 days) than latter (810 days).
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Vacuum Packaging
Vacuum packaging involves the removal of air from the package and the application of a
hermetic seal. The air removal creates a vacuum inside the packs and lack of O2 in packages
may minimize the oxidative deteriorative reactions and aerobic bacterial growth. Vacuum
packaging can considerably extend the viable shelf life of many cooked foods. The use of
vacuum packaging, in gas impermeable and heat stable materials, has many advantages,
which include; no or low risks of post pasteurization contamination, ease of handling,
Inhibition of growth of aerobic spoilage organisms and inhibition or slowing of deleterious
oxidative reactions in the food during storage due to oxygen barrier properties of the
packaging material.
Modified Atmosphere Packaging
Modified Atmospheric packaging Fresh fish is highly susceptible to spoilage from postmortem
autolysis and microbial growth. The high ambient temperature of our country favours rapid
growth of microorganisms. Presently ice and mechanical refrigeration are the most common
means of retarding microbial and biochemical spoilage in freshly caught seafood during
distribution and marketing. However, as ice melts it tends to contaminate fish accelerating
spoilage and reduces shelf life. Modified atmosphere packaging, a technologically viable
method has been developed as a supplement to ice or mechanical refrigeration to reduce the
losses and extend the storage life of fresh seafood products. In modified atmosphere
packaging air is replaced with different gas mixtures to regulate microbial activity and /or
retard discoloration of the products. The proportion of each component gas is fixed when the
mixture is introduced into the package; however, no control is exercised during storage. The
composition of the gas mixture changes from its initial composition as a result of chemical,
enzymatic and microbial activity of the product during storage. It is primarily the enrichment
of Carbon dioxide in the storage atmosphere as a means of controlling microbial growth,
which results in the extension of shelf life of products. Carbon dioxide lowers the intra and
extracellular pH of tissues and possibly that of microorganisms. Further it may affect the
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membrane potential of microorganisms and influence on the equilibrium of decarboxylating
enzymes of microorganisms.
Dried and Salted
Dried and Salted Fishery Products Drying is probably one of the oldest methods of food
preservation. It consists of removal of water to a final desired concentration, which in turn
reduces the water activity of the product, thereby assuring microbial stability and extended
shelf-life of the product. In some cases, common table salt (Sodium chloride) is also used to
prolong the shelf life of fish. Salt absorbs much of the water in the food and makes it difficult
for micro-organisms to survive.
Retort Pouch Packaging
Retort pouch processing As in canning, retort pouch food is sterilized after packing, but the
sterilizing procedure differs. The pouches are processed in an over pressur e retort. The time
and temperature will be standardized depending on the product. With the availability of
retort pouches, it can function as an excellent import substitute for metallic cans. Besides,
cost reduction retort pouch packages have unique advantages like boil in bag facility, ease of
opening, reduced weight and do not require refrigeration for storage. Processed food
products can be kept for long periods at ambient temperature. The energy saving is more in
processing in flexible pouches compared to cans. On a comparison of total costs, including
energy, warehousing and shipping, the pouch looks even more favorable. There is 30 to 40%
reduction in processing time compared to cans, solids fill is greater per unit, empty
warehousing is 85% smaller and weight of the empty package is substantially smaller.
Extrusion Technology
Extrusion In order to improve the utilization of underutilized fisheries resources, there is a
need to minimize the postharvest losses, develop innovative processing technologies and
utilize processing waste for industrial and human use. One such technology, which will be
suitable for utilization of low value fish or by catch, is extrusion technology. Use of fish mince
with cereals for extrusion process will enable production of shelf-stable products at ambient
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temperature. Extrusion cooking is used in the manufacture of food products such as readyto-eat breakfast cereals, expanded snacks, pasta, fat-bread, soup and drink bases. The raw
material in the form of powder at ambient temperature is fed into extruder at a known
feeding rate. The material first gets compacted and then softens and gelatinizes and/or melts
to form a plasticized material, which flows downstream into extruder channel. Basically, an
extruder is a pump, heat exchanger and bioreactor that simultaneously transfer, mixes, heats,
shears, stretches, shapes and transforms chemically and physically at elevated pressure and
temperature in a short time. At times, the extrusion cooking process is also referred as High
Temperature Short Time process. In extrusion process gelatinization of starch and
denaturation of protein ingredient is achieved by combined effect of temperature and
mechanical shear. The conversion of raw starch to cook and digestible materials by the
application of heat and moisture is called gelatinization. During extrusion the conditions that
prevail are high temperature, high shear rate and low moisture available for starch may lead
to breakdown of starch molecules to dextrin.
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Firm Infrastructure
1. Infrastructure is very well developed in terms of factories, trawlers, deep sea
tralwers or day fishing trawlers. Ice Factories are substantial and Drying
techniques need to be improved.
2. Processing units are well organized and hygienic, especially meal, oil and surimi
producing units. Fish is procured from operators, agents, mostly families in
fisherman community. Specialized vehicles, cold chain through out
Marketing and Sales


Fisherman – Consumers



Fisherman – Retailer – Consumer



Fisherman – Wholesaler – Retailer – Consumer



Fisherman – Auctioneer – Wholesaler – Retailer – Consumer



Fisherman – Auctioneer – Wholesaler – Retailer – Vendor – Consumer



Fisherman – Auctioneer – Commission agent (Purchase) – Wholesaler –
Commission agent (sales) – Retailer – Consumer



Fisherman - Auctioneer – Cutting units – Surimi, canning units – Exports

Pricing of the Raw Agriculture Produce, various processed products of the produce may
be mentioned and compared with the pricing elsewhere in the country.
Marketing is aided by Karnataka Fisheries Development Corporation and has shops all
across Karnataka to market marine fish and fish products. There is a good regulation
of prices and inventory management is good. Prices of product are varying between
299/- per kilo to 1200/- per kilo
Reasons for the price differentials and USP of the products may be mentioned.Processed fish prices do not vary a lot
6. Quantum of Sale of this product to other districts, states and exported to other
countries.
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Hardly 25% of marine fish landings are produced in the district locally. Remaining 75%
is sold across Karnataka state.
7. Institutional Support:
Guidelines - The existing institutional support available in the cluster w.r.t presence of
associations, technical and research institutions, and public sector units and
parastatals needs to be mapped.
a. Karnataka Fisheries Development Corporation provides all necessary help to
this industry
b. There is Fisheries University in Mangalore to provide technical help
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UTTARA KANNADA DISTRICT
Uttara Kannada is a district in the Indian state of Karnataka. It is bordered by the 13° 51‟-15°
31‟ North latitude and 74° 09‟-75° 04‟ East Longitude. Goa state and Belgaum district are
boundaries to the north, Dharwad district and Haveri district to the east, Shivamogga district
and Udupi district to the south and the Arabian Sea to the west.
Taluk-wise Area (Sq. Kms.) and population is as follows:
Taluks
Area
Male
Female
Ankola
930
53961
53371
Bhatkala
351
80753
80823
Dandeli
293
33387
32886
Haliyala
560
53414
51739
Honnavara
754
83196
83068
Joyida
1882
16167
25845
Karwara
745
78248
76965
Kumta
589
77704
76576
Mundagoda
676
57490
48684
Siddapura
865
48221
49101
Sirsi
1319
93902
93006
Yellapura
1313
39813
38849
Total
10227
726526
71093

Rural
75388
11846
10648
80915
147155
52012
73671
117561
83638
83118
124026
58210
1018188

Urban
31944
49730
55625
24238
19109
81542
36179
22536
14204
62882
20452
418981

Total
107332
161576
66273
105153
166264
52012
155213
154280
106174
97322
186908
78662
1437169

DISTRICT AGRICULTURAL PROFILE
(Source: Department of Economics and Statistics & District at a Glance 2018-19)
1. Uttara Kannada is 21st populous district of Karnataka with a population of 14.37 lakhs.
2. Around 30% of the population is in urban areas and 70% in rural areas.
3. As per “District at a Glance 2018-19” report, nearly 43% of the population (6.11 lakhs)
is working population and balance 57% (8.26 lakhs) is Non-working population.
4. Uttara Kannada is 18th prosperous district of Karnataka state with District Domestic
Product of Rs. 21799 Crores in 2017-18.
5. Agriculture sector contributes around Rs. 4063 Crores (19%)
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6. Industry sector contributes Rs. 4814 Crores (22%),
7. Services sector contributes Rs.12922 Crores (59%) to the district economy.
Agriculture in Uttara Kannada District
Uttara Kannada District comprises of 12 taluks, with a geographical area of 10.24 lakh
hectares. Of this around 1.28 lakhs are used for cultivation (net sown area) 8.14 lakh hectares
are forest area and balance 0.50 lakh hectares are considered as Non-agricultural lands.
Cultivable fallow is recorded at 0.15 lakh hectares. Gross sown area is around 1.45 lakh
hectares. The district falls under Hilly; Southern Transition and Central Dry zone agro-climatic
zone and annual rainfall is around 2936 mm in 99 days and with a cropping intensity of 113%,
the district is largely dependent on rainfed dryland agriculture. A total of 4.05 lakh hectares
were cultivated during 2018-19. Out of this 1.28 lakh ha. of land was under irrigation. The
district has 20640 open wells irrigating 0.13 lakh hectares. 7290 tube wells capable of
irrigating 0.0.10 lakhs hectares.
Area under Major Crops is as follows: (in Hectares) (Source :Disaster Management report)
Taluk
Ankola
Bhatkala
Dandeli
Haliyala
Honnavara
Joyida
Karwara
Kumta
Mundagoda
Siddapura
Sirsi
Yellapura
Total

Cereals
5217
3754
8935
3929
4593
2187
4779
9259
6292
8840
3828
61613

Pulses
51
76
758
71
4
17
106
559
61
142
34
1879

Oil
553
345
9
271
19
491
7
2
4
0
1701

Spices
580
567
0
20
2193
735
156
999
916
4719
6784
3659
21328

Fruits
1013
648
774
1094
320
648
1095
1780
604
1647
329
9953

Arecanut
388
509
20
2155
579
156
891
748
4043
6018
3213
18720
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ODOP eligibility
No.
1.

Description

Comments

Identifying Products being Processed

Paddy – Production – 124235 tons
Pulses – Production 759 tons
Spices – Production – Pepper – 13957
lakh quintals
Banana -production – 1.89 lakh tons
Mango – Production – 0.60 lakh tons

District administration has identified
Spices as ODOP.
2.

Mapping of Existing Food Processing In the district Micro-enterprises are
Micro-Enterprises

mainly in rice mills, flour mills, oil
mills, and small enterprises in baking,
Papad making, pickling, household
industries etc.

3.

Product should not be Staple Food No – Spices are not staple food
Product

4.

Product Perishable?

Spices have a shelf life of 12 months

5.

Abundance of Raw Material

Around 0.14 lakh quintals of pepper is
produced in the district.

6.

More than 50% of Micro-Food processing No there are no pepper / spice
Industry should be in this product

processing units and spices are
manually graded.

7.

Percentage of labour employed in Micro- Spices are mostly intercropping in
Food Enterprise

Arecanut plantations. While pepper
are produced as intercrop others are
Minor forest products (Cinnamon,
clove, Allspice, star anise, large
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cardamom, curry leaves, small chilies,
Kokum etc.
8.

Existence of large Clusters

9.

Whether SHG and FPOs are involved in this There are 5 FPOs in the district. Only
product

Sirsi, Yellapura Honnavara, Siddapura

1 FPOs is working on aggregation and
processing if spices in siddapura
Taluk.

10. GIS of the product

Not GIS Product

11. Export potential of the product

India

is

the

largest

producer,

consumer, and exporter of spices. In
this district, it is recommended that
Pepper and spices as MFP, should be
combined with Herbs and Honey, as
nearly 80% of land is in Forest zone,
and these products can be obtained
from all taluks of the district.
With above facts the district administration has chosen Spices as ODOP. Profile is as below:
Spices

Generally, Pepper, cardamom, Cinnamon, Clove, Kokum,
Add: Herbs -Triphalas, Kokum and Honey

Benefits

Spices and herbs have been in use for centuries both for culinary and
medicinal purposes. Spices not only enhance the flavor, aroma, and
color of food and beverages, but they can also protect from acute
and chronic diseases. There is now ample evidence that spices and
herbs possess antioxidant, anti-inflammatory, antitumorigenic,
anticarcinogenic, and glucose- and cholesterol-lowering activities as
well as properties that affect cognition and mood. Research over the
past decade has reported on the diverse range of health properties
that they possess via their bioactive constituents, including sulfurcontaining compounds, tannins, alkaloids, phenolic diterpenes, and
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vitamins, especially flavonoids and polyphenols. Spices and herbs
such as clove, rosemary, sage, oregano, and cinnamon are excellent
sources of antioxidants with their high content of phenolic
compounds. It is evident that frequent consumption of spicy foods
was also linked to a lower risk of death from cancer and ischemic
heart and respiratory system diseases. However, the actual role of
spices and herbs in the maintenance of health, specifically with
regards to protecting against the development of chronic,
noncommunicable diseases, is currently unclear. This review
highlights potential health benefits of commonly used spices and
herbs such as chili pepper, cinnamon, ginger, black pepper, Spices,
fenugreek, rosemary, and garlic.
Traditional/Cultural Traditionally spices are part of Ayurveda medicine and its oils are
value
used in pain killers and building immunity.
It is therefore recommended that the ODOP of “Spices” needs to be amended as “Spices,
Herbs and Minor Forest Products including Honey”
Non – ODOP
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Banana Products
Pickles related to Minor Forest Products
Chutneys and Spice Mixes
Herbal Mixes
Ayurvedic Medicine

Industry
Uttara Kannada is moderately developed in terms of Industries with contribution of 22% to
GDP of the district. Major industries are Ice manufacturers (for fish) and rice mills and to some
extent other industries in.
1. Uttara Kannada district has around 123 factories employing around 12087 men and
2608 women.
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2. There are 3 Industrial Estates with 44 sheds and 104 plots in Uttara Kannada District

3. There are 11361 registered MSME’s providing employment to around 61660 people
in the district. Out of this there are 2936 units in food and beverage industries
employing around 20160 persons. These are largely represented by oil mills, flour
mills, coffee powder/ roasters/ grinders etc.
Testing
Food Safety Standards Authority of India has stipulated several regulatory types of norms for
all food and processed food products. Existing norms for FSSAI certification with respect to
Spices is as follows: Spices are covered under Part 5.8 of final regulations of FSSAI for salt
and spices condiments and related products. Provisions under FOOD SAFETY AND
STANDARDS ACT, 2006 Standards of 30 Spices and Condiments (whole and ground) are
prescribed under sub regulation 2.9 "Salt, Spices, Condiments and related Products" of Food
Safety & Standards (Food Products Standards and Food Additives), Regulations 2011. Spices
as a whole or Powder shall be free from mustiness or other foreign odors. The products must
be free from mold, living and dead insects, insect fragments, and rodent contamination. They
shall be free from any added coloring matter including Lead Chromate and morphologically
extraneous matter including foreign starch. The bottom line is the standards will guide the
food business operators of Spices and maintain the quality of Spices available in the market.
Spices Ecosystem
1. Presently farmers are growing Spices and sell the fresh harvested produce directly to
an agent.
2. These agents buy and sort the fruits at the farm in the month of April and continue till
June, and pack and sell them to wholesalers like ITC or other towns, mostly to Erode,
Tamil Nadu. Farmers also sell it directly to wholesalers in Erode.
3. There is no processing whatsoever. However, the farmers producer organization has
shown interest in processing units.
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4. All the byproducts of Spices are used in agriculture industry.
Raw Material
Availability

Spices
0.13 lakh tons of pepper and approximately another
10,000 tons of other herbs and spices that are
channeled to ayurvedic pharma industries.
Primary processing – entire produce
Secondary processing - none
5 months after February
NA
Not done
200 tons
4000 tons
Balance is to dealers and exporters through Kerala

Used for processing
No of Units Processing
Working days
Per day capacity
Secondary processing
Within district
In Karnataka
Outside Karnataka
Export Market
Size of the total Market
Special Zones
Operated by
Major Export Markets

ODOP – Clusters

Rs. 900 to 1000 Crores in the district @ 380/- per kilo
None so far
Spices Board / AICRP Spices, Sirsi
Most countries in the world

Spices
MFP – Joyida, Karwar, Ankola, Dandeli
Pepper – Siddapura, Yellapura, Sirsi,

Product profile is provided in the ODOP selection section, identified clusters of production
are:
Raw Material
Availability
Size of the total Market
Employment in Cultivation
Employment in Industry

Spices – Ppper and Cardamom and MFP
0.13 lakh quintals & Other spices around 50
tons.
Rs. 500 Crores
2.00 lakh mandays
500 food industries 2000 labourers

Micro-Enterprises
Uttara Kannada district brief industrial profile indicates that there are 2936 micro and small
agro based enterprises in the district. However, there are 1243 villages in the district, that are
catered on daily basis in terms of flour mills, oil mills etc. As per the baseline assessment study
of several NGOs working in the district, there may be an estimated 1650 micro enterprises
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engaged in such activities in the district, mostly fish related activity in coastal zones. These
include:
1. Seasonal Food processing: The activities like Chutney powder making, pickling, Papad
making, popped rice flour making, puffed rice, popped rice products, condiments,
sweetmeat products, gram flour snacks etc. in the rural areas mainly during summer
months and store them for rest of the months, especially using high solar heat during
the summer months.
2. Round the year activities include drying of fish, preserving them and marketing them,
small hotels in the villages, oil mills, grinders and flour mills, and fried gram floor
products and sweet marts, that supply these materials to weekly shanties.
3. Urban center micro-enterprises activities include Chips making on small scale, bakery
activities, sweet marts, flour mills, ice cream units,
Technology
Spice’s processing technology is about, cleaning, blanching, drying, polishing, sometimes
powdering, packaging. Extremely efficient machinery is available. Spices processing includes
making mixes of Masala and herbs.
Processing Technology
Fresh Spices will follow following cycle of activity
Spices Harvested – aggregated – (sometimes agents) Cleaned – Graded- Packing – Logistics
to mandi – wholesale – retail – consumer
Spices can be processed into powder and rhizomes as permitted under FSSAI.
a. Spices Fresh
b. Spices Dry
c. Ground Spices
d. Spices Oil, Spices Oleoresin and Masala powders
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e. Herbs, Honey and MFP, especially cinnamon, clove and nutmeg and mace (closer to
forest area in coastal zone.
Firm Infrastructure (depends on products- Fruit processing)
1. A shed in around 2000 sq. ft area preferably a closed structure,
2. Cleaning and grading, and grinding equipment.
3. Drying platforms, Polishing equipment, Packaging
Value Chain Analysis
Around 0.13 lakh tons of pepper and another 100 to 200 tons of other spices are available
with farmers on annual basis, within the district. Local transportation system is good enough
for managing inbound logistics. MFP is collected and aggregated by tribal population and
forest dwellers and sold to agents for further action in supply chain. Since Spices is not easily
perishable, it can be processed throughout the year.
1. Spices is procured from farmers/ MFP collectors, through agents, vendors,
wholesalers, or under contract with farmers.
2. Machinery dealers are available in Hassan, Bangalore and Tamil Nadu state.
3. Spices is marketed through Bangalore, Mumbai and through local traders, and logistics
are arranged by Traders.

4. Generally, 3 channels of sales are followed as follows: (based on study by IIM
Bhubaneshwar)
a. Farmer –agent- wholesaler – Retailer – Consumer (46%)
b. Farmer –wholesaler – Retailer – Consumer (46%)
c. Farmer to customer (manufactured or contract production) (8%)
Market potential of FPI micro enterprises:
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1. Micro-enterprises in FPI are largely catering to the rural segment. As seen in the
industrial data, nearly 9492 people are engaged in all types of household industries
(5570 people in rural areas, 3922 in urban areas. FPIME in this group include seasonal
processing especially in summer months to produce dehydrated food products,
mostly sun-dried.
2. The number of rural families in the district is around 2 lakhs. Assuming that every
family spends atleast Rs. 5000/- processed food made by MEs which is generally
supplements to food market size is of Rs. 100 Crores. (these include snacks, flours,
oils, pulses etc). This is only indicative and has potential to increase, with the current
trend of app based processed food delivery system catching up everywhere).
3. In Uttara Kannada district, the main market is huge rural population itself requires
processed foods like Papad, Chutney, oil, vermicelli, chilli powder, spice powders
(Spices) etc.
4. There are people engaged in oil production, cattle feed making etc. With standardized,
quality products it is possible to raise the market size to Rs. 500 crores per annum.
Marketing Potential
Chilli Based Products Chutneys,
Powders, pickles – Small volume,
high value,

Milk Based &
Bakery &
Condiments

Spices as fresh
Spice’s powder

MFP Based (Ankola, Honnavara,
Joyida)
Rice Based Products

Micro-Enterprises
Uttara Kannada
High value Spices
oil / curcumin
extraction

Pulses – Essential Commodity
Minor Oilseeds Oil Mills
Snacks – Fruit & Bakery Banana,
Gram flour, Rice flour

6. Quantum of Sale of this product to other districts, states and exported to other
countries.
Almost 95% of Spices is marketed fresh. 5% processing takes place in locally through
private entities.
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7. Institutional Support:
Guidelines - The existing institutional support available in the cluster w.r.t presence of
associations, technical and research institutions, and public sector units and
parastatals needs to be mapped.
a. The University of Agricultural Sciences, Dharawad and Horticulture College,
Haveri, IIHR Hesaraghatta, Bangalore are providing technology in production.
Spices Board also provides support
b. Department of Horticulture Dharawad, and Ministry of Marketing and
cooperation is taking special interest in spices ecosystem to improve prices for
farmers. There are FPOs of Spices growers, but they are currently engaged in
input supply part of Spices production.
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VIJAYAPURA DISTRICT
Vijayapura lies between the latitude of 16.8302° N, and longitude of 75.7100°E, at a mean
altitude of 883 Mtrs. above sea level. The district encompasses a geographical area of the
district is 10,53,471 hectares.
Taluk-wise Population:
Taluk
Male
B Bagewadi
176986
Vijayapura
367179
Indi
217663
Muddebihal
146459
Sindagi
202735
Total
1111022

Female
171735
353896
203506
144232
192940
1066309

Rural
315523
393648
382952
224781
358449
167353

Urban
33198
327427
38217
65910
37226
501978

Total
348721
721045
421169
290691
395675
2177331

DISTRICT AGRICULTURAL PROFILE
(Source: Department of Economics and Statistics & District at a Glance 2018-19)
1. Vijayapura is 7th populous district of Karnataka with a population of 21.77 lakhs.
2. Around 27% of the population is in urban areas and 73% in rural areas.
3. Vijayapura is 17th prosperous district of Karnataka state with District Domestic Product
of Rs. 22515 Crores in 2017-18.
4. Agriculture sector contributes around Rs. 5128 Crores (23%)
5. Industry sector contributes Rs. 4862 Crores (22%),
6. Services sector contributes Rs.12525 Crores (56%) to the district economy.
Agriculture in Vijayapura District
Vijayapura District comprises of 5 taluks, with a geographical area of 10.54 lakh hectares. Of
this around 8.90 lakhs is used for cultivation (net sown area) Gross sown area is around 9.68
lakh hectares. The district falls under Northern Dry agro-climatic zone and annual rainfall is
around 657 mm in 40 rainy days and with a cropping intensity of 108%, the district is largely
dependent on rainfed dryland agriculture. A total of 9.68 lakh hectares were cultivated during
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2018-19. Around 2.67 lakh ha. of land is potentially irrigable land. Canals in the district irrigate
around 1.25 lakhs hectares. Open wells irrigate around 0.33 lakh hectares, and the district
has 35260 tube wells capable of providing protective irrigation to 1.02 lakhs hectares. Tank
irrigated area are negligible. Vijayapura still thrives a lot on agriculture economy with a GDP
of 5128 from this sector. The district is very famous for horticulture crops, and at one time,
it had a large area under table grapes, wine grapes and then raisin production is one of the
highest in the state. Today, it is famous for lemon production too.
Area under Major Crops is as follows: (in Hectares)
Taluk
B Bagewadi
Vijayapura
Indi
Muddebihal
Sindagi
Total

Jowar
20703
42701
30496
13304
38793
145997

Maize
Tur
Gram
10717 31634 61956
16725 53379 49544
14851 30190 66742
682 61541 34948
7545 85819 36164
50520 262563 249354

Oilseeds
6110
5936
32216
8283
13035
65580

Fruits
Vegetables
2317
4822
11426
2846
8502
1293
407
714
1747
1067
24399
10742

Bajra is cultivated in an area of 25,751 hectares mainly in Vijayapura, Indi and Muddebihal
Taluks, Wheat is another major crop cultivated in an area of 46,022 hectares, mainly in Indi,
and Sindagi and Vijayapura taluks. Among oilseeds, main crop is groundnut in around 47,874
hectares, Sunflower 316,403 hectares are major crops.
Lemon Cultivation & Production
Taluk
B Bagewadi
Vijayapura
Indi
Muddebihal
Sindagi
Total

Area

Production -MTs
740
1070
3979
13
1011
6814

18525
26735
99850
325
25275
170350

ODOP eligibility
No.
1.

Description

Comments

Identifying Products being Processed

Redgram – Production -1.74 lakh tons
Bengal Gram – Production – 0.94 lakh
tons
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Lemon Production – 1.70 lakh tons in
an area of 6814 hectares
Grapes – 3.6 lakh tons
District administration has identified
Lemon as ODOP.
2.

Mapping of Existing Food Processing In the district Micro-enterprises are
Micro-Enterprises

mainly in flour mills, oil mills, and
small enterprises in baking, Papad
making,

pickling,

household

industries etc.
Lemon

is

being

produced

in

Vijayapura district. Main industry in
lemon is household pickling industry.
3.

Product should not be Staple Food Lemon is not staple food.
Product

4.

Product Perishable?

Lemon is easily perishable

5.

Abundance of Raw Material

Around 1.70 lakh tons of Lemon is
produced

per

annum.

Quite

abundant.
6.

7.

More than 50% of Micro-Food processing

No FPO/SHG is processing Lemon.

Industry should be in this product

SHG members are involved in pickling

Percentage of labour employed in Micro- Lemon cultivation provides a good
Food Enterprise

employment

opportunity

to

the

extent of up to 7000 hectares and
area is increasing.
8.

Existence of large Clusters

As seen from above table, Lemon
clusters are in Indi, Sindagi and
Vijayapura and Basavana Bagevadi
Taluks. (four major clusters)
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9.

Whether SHG and FPOs are involved in this There are 6 FPOs in the district and 4
product

in Lemon Crop. They are in to helping
production

through

input

and

technology supply.
No FPO or SHG is in to processing of
food items in the district.
10. GIS of the product

Not GIS Product

11. Export potential of the product

Karnataka state produces around
2.90 tons of lemon valued at Rs. 3625
Crores
The value of exports of commodity
group 0805 "Citrus fruit, fresh or
dried." from India totaled $ 67
million in 2020. Main importers are
Bangladesh, Nepal, UAE, and gulf
countries.

With above facts the district administration has chosen Lemon as ODOP. Profile is as below:
Names
World

across



India: Lemon



Vietnam: Chanh



UAE: Limun
Presently, India is the fourth largest country in citrus

production in the world but the country stands first in acid lime and
lemon production. India produces 10.76 million metric tonnes of
citrus fruit annually from 1.40 million ha area. India is the largest
producer with an area of 6091.96 thousand acres (about 25 per cent
of global acreage) followed by Mexico and China. Some of the most
popular types of true lemons are Lisbon lemons and Eureka lemons.
Benefits

Lemon is the most important fruit crop in India having socioeconomic significance, due to its delicious quality of fruit and
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richness in vitamins and minerals, fruits are abundant in
macronutrients, such as simple sugars and dietary fiber, and are a
source of many micronutrients including folate, thiamin, niacin,
vitamin B6, riboflavin, pantothenic acid, potassium, calcium,
phosphorus, magnesium, and copper, which are essential for
maintaining health and normal growth. Lemon has very appealing
colour, odour and flavour. Consumption of raw peeled lemon
provides energy of 29 Kcal per 100g. Nutritive value per 100grams of
raw, peeled lemon as follows:







Water: 89%, Protein: 1.1 grams
Carbs: 9.3 grams, Sugar: 2.5 grams
Fiber: 2.8 grams, Fat: 0.3 grams
Vitamin C: 62.90 mg/100 ml
Calcium: 90 mg /100 ml, Phosphorus: 20 mg/100 ml
Iron: 0.3 mg/100 ml, People of India regularly used lemon to
treat a wide variety of medical problems since ancient times.
It improves digestion, enhances our immune system, boosts
energy, alkalizes and hydrates the body, reduces mucus and
phlegm, promotes healthy and rejuvenated skin, boosts brain
power and helps in weight loss. This fruit is said to reduce
inflammation of joints. It has antibacterial and antiviral
properties. It increases absorption of iron. Lemon soothes the
itching and alleviates the rash, reduces the age spots, and
cleanses the face.. It can reduce the effects of nausea,
dizziness, and also found beneficial in chills, fever, headache,
respiratory problems, arthritis, diphtheria, rheumatism,
depression, stress, diabetes, cholera, high blood pressure,
heart diseases, indigestion, constipation, sore throat, internal
bleeding, burns, and obesity. It is a part of our daily salad dish
as used to garnish different foods.
Traditional/Cultural Nimbu paani, spiked with cumin, and sherbet made of lemon are
value
both firmly entrenched in northern India’s culinary traditions.
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Traditionally in hot area like Bagalkot, Bijapur and Bidar districts of
Karnataka lemon water is used because of its rich source of vitamin
C and cooling effect.
Non ODOP Recommended
1. Grapes – Raisin Production – condiments
2. Bengalgram – Besan, fried gram, Sattu
3. Redgram – Dal, gits, powder
Industry
Vijayapura is moderately industrialized district. Industries contribute almost 20% of GDP of
the district.
1. Vijayapura district has around 96 factories employing around 7795 people and largely
men workforce (95%).
2. There are 3 Industrial Estates with 78 sheds and 480 plots in Vijayapura District

3. There are 25149 registered MSME’s providing employment to around 167808 people
in the district. Out of this there are 3855 units in food and beverage industries
employing around 25634 persons (18281 men and 7353 women). These are largely
represented by raisin making units, oil mills and dal mills, flour mills, etc. industries.
Lemon Ecosystem
Presently farmers are growing Lemon and sell the fresh harvested produce directly to an
agent or directly to dealers in Chennai. These agents buy and sort the fruits at the farm in the
month of February to May, and pack and sell them to wholesalers in Chennai, Tamil Nadu.
Raw Material
Availability
Used for processing
No of Units Processing
Working days

Lemon
1.70 to 2 lakh tons
Nil
Nil
Nil
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Per day capacity
Secondary processing
Within district
In Karnataka
Outside Karnataka
Export Market
Size of the total Market
Special Zones
Operated by
Major Export Markets

Nil
Pickling
2000 tons
10000 tons
1.5 to 1.6 lakh tons
Scope for export to Bangladesh and Arab countries.
Rs. 250 Crores in the district @ 118/- per kilo
Lemon development Board
Autonomous Body
Direct exports from Vijayapura is nil

Other Micro-Enterprises
Vijayapura district brief industrial profile indicates that there are 16730 micro and small agro
based enterprises in the district. However, there are 205 villages in the district, that are
catered on daily basis in terms of flour mills, oil mills etc. As per the baseline assessment study
of several NGOs working in the district, there may be an estimated 1250 micro enterprises
engaged in such activities in the district. These include:
1. Seasonal Food processing: The activities like Grapes dehydration (major activity)
Vermicelli making, Chutney powder making, pickling, Papad making, popped Jowar
Roti, Bajra roti and flour making in the rural areas mainly during summer months and
store them for rest of the months, especially using high solar heat during the summer
months.
2. Round the year activities include small hotels in the villages, oil mills, grinders and
flour mills, and fried gram floor products and sweet marts, that supply these materials
to weekly shanties.
3. Urban center micro-enterprises activities include Chips making on small scale, bakery
activities, sweet marts, flour mills, ice cream units,
Operations
Fresh Lemon will follow following cycle of activity
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Lemon Harvested – agent (optional) - Cleaned – Graded- Packing – Logistics to mandi –
wholesale – retail – consumer
Lemon can be processed into powder and rhizomes as permitted under FSSAI.
a. Lemon Fresh
b. Lemon juice, Lemon Cordial, Pickle, whole lemon in brine, dehydrated lemon. Etc.

Firm infrastructure includes land, shed, storage for raw material and finished goods, with a
processing area. Machinery includes, cleaners, graders, colour sorters, graders to remove
best grade for fresh marketing and rest for processing. A cutter to split the lemon in to 6
pieces for pickling, brine storage drums and treatment drums, for pickling. Concentrators,
and enzyme treatment for lemon juice production and a packaging unit.
Testing
There are no testing facilities except the FSSAI registration on quality assurance. Food Safety
Standards Authority of India has stipulated several regulatory types of norms for all food and
processed food products. Existing norms for FSSAI certification with respect to Lemon is as
follows:
The standards of Lemon:
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Section 5.3 deals with all processed products of fruits. Same needs to be followed for Lemon
products, starting from fresh Lemon, dried Lemon, Lemon juice, pickles (5.3.42) etc.
Value Chain Analysis
Around 1.7 lakh tons are available with farmers on annual basis, within the district. Local
transportation system is good enough for managing inbound logistics. Since Lemon is easily
perishable, it can be processed only for 3 months in a year
1. Lemon is from farmers through vendors, wholesalers, or under contract with
farmers.
2. Machinery dealers are available in Bangalore and Tamil Nadu state.
3. Lemon is marketed in Bangalore, Hyderabad, and Mumbai as fresh fruit presently,
and logistics are arranged by buyers. Pickle is aggregated and marketed or branded
and marketed. Locally produced pickle is sold in local markets.
Marketing and Sales
Generally, 3 channels of sales are followed as follows: (based on study by IIM Bhubaneshwar)
a. Farmer – Farm Buying agent- wholesaler – Retailer – Consumer (46%)
b. Farmer –wholesaler – Retailer – Consumer (46%)
c. Farmer to customer (manufactured or contract production) (8%)
Technology:
Technology is all about cleaning, juice extraction, enzyme treatment and concentrating with
permitted additives and dry fruits wherever necessary to produce jam and nutria-bars. Sun /
shade drying is practiced under polyhouses, using sweating technology.
Mapping the market potential of FPI micro enterprises:
1. Micro-enterprises in FPI are largely catering to the rural segment. As seen in the
industrial data, nearly 25379 people are engaged in all types of household industries.
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FPIME in this group include seasonal processing especially in summer months to
produce dehydrated food products, mostly sun-dried.

2. The number of rural families in the district is around 5 lakhs. Assuming that every
family spends atleast Rs. 5000/- processed food made by MEs which is generally
supplements to food market size is of Rs. 250 Crores. (these include snacks, flours,
oils, pulses etc). This is only indicative and has potential to increase, with the current
trend of app based processed food delivery system catching up everywhere).
3. In Vijayapura district, the main market is huge rural population itself requires
processed foods like Raisin making, Papad, Chutney, oil, vermicelli, chilli powder, spice
powders pickling, jowar and bajra flour, oil mills, etc.
4. There are people engaged in oil production, cattle feed making etc. With standardized,
quality products it is possible to raise the market size to Rs. 500 crores per annum.
Marketing Potential
Chilli Based Products Chutneys,
Powders, pickles – Small volume,
high value,

Milk Based
Bakery &
confectionery

Lemon as fresh Fruit
Lemon pickled, Juice, dehydrated

Cattle feed / byproducts like Maize
based ones.
Jowar & Bajra Based Products

Micro-Enterprises
Vijayapura

Pulses – Essential Commodity
Minor Oilseeds Oil Mills

Nutri bars
Jelly, jams
Chocolate coated

Snacks – Fruit jams, Banana, Gram
flour, Rice flour, jowar flour Based

6. Quantum of Sale of this product to other districts, states and exported to other
countries.
Around 30% of production is sold in the state and balance 70% is purchased by units
in Maharashtra.
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7. Institutional Support:
Guidelines - The existing institutional support available in the cluster w.r.t presence of
associations, technical and research institutions, and public sector units and
parastatals needs to be mapped.
a. NABARD Vijayapura is providing lot of support to Lemon industry in its district
plans and credit planning. There is a Lemon Development Board that organizes
infrastructure for growers.
b. The University of Horticultural Sciences, Bagalkot is supporting Lemon
production technology to farmers
c. Krishi Vigyan Kendra Vijayapura has been providing incubation center
facilities and technical guidance to enable development of innovative Lemon
products
d. Department of Agriculture, Yadgir is taking special interest in promoting
groundnut products. There is no known association of Lemon processors
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YADGIR DISTRICT
Yadgir lies between the latitudes 16o27' and 20o39' N and between the longitudes 76o04' and
75o52' E at a mean altitude of 389 meters above sea level. The district encompasses a
geographical area of the district is 5270 Sq.km and it is the 2th smallest district of Karnataka
state.
Location
Latitude
Longitude
Height
Area
Forest Area
Rainfall
Road Length
Dams
Tanks
Rivers
Temperature
Taluk-wise Population:
Taluk
Shahapur
Shorapur
Yadagiri
Total

Yadgir District, Karnataka, India
16o27' to 20o39' N
76o04' to 75o52' E
389 Mtrs. Altitude above M.S.L
5270 Sq. Kms.
33773 hectares
832 mm & rainy days are 48 (Dist. Average)
2600 Kms.
Basava Sagar Dam
4173
Bhima and Krishna
Min. 22°C Max. 45° C
POPULATION: (2011)
Female

Male
183458
208173
198698
590329

Total
180163
204118
199661
583942

363621
412291
398359
1174271

DISTRICT ECONOMIC PROFILE
(Source: Department of Economics and Statistics & District at a Glance 2018-19)
1. Yadgir district has the total area of 516088 hectares.
2. The district stands at 16th rank in the state, with a total population of
11,74,271
3. The district has registered a work participation of 46.6 percent.
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1. Yadgir district with a District Domestic Product of the district is Rs. 13295 Crores in
2017-18 ranks at last but one of 30 the districts of Karnataka.
2. Agriculture (GDDP) contributes around Rs.4334 Crores to the district income in the
year 2017- 2018.
3. Secondary sector (Industry) (GDDP) contributes around Rs.2334 Crores to the district
income in the year 2017- 2018.
4. Services sector (GDDP) contributes around Rs.6607 Crores to the district income in
the year 2017- 2018.
Agriculture in Yadgir District
Yadgir district comprises of 3 taluks, with a geographical area of 516088 hectares. Of this
around 3,79,361 hectares is used for cultivation (net sown area) The situation indicates a
typical dryland cultivation situation. Cropping intensity is around 119% (Gross cultivated area
is 4,50,939 hectares). This clearly indicates that area available under irrigation is relatively
less. It is predominantly an Agricultural District divided in to 2 Agro climatic zones namely,
North Eastern transition zone and North Eastern dry zone. The zones indicate the
predominance of rain dependent dry land agricultural area. A total of 3,79,361 hectares were
under net cultivated area and an area of 4,50,939 hectares were under gross cultivated area,
during 2018-19. The district has an area of 1,70,867 ha under irrigation. Major source of
irrigation are as follows:
Area under Major Crops is as follows: (in Hectares)
Taluk
Paddy
Jowar
Shahapur
27856 10832
Surapura
44300 10018
Yadagiri
9953 20734
Total
82109 41584
Production of Oilseeds crop
Taluks
Shahapur
Surapura

Groundnut
7204
5493

Bajra
2523
12606
1031
16160

Pulses
21110
26048
26299
73457

Sunflower
465
2800

Oil seeds
13483
18692
16473
48648

Fruits
114
932
345
1391

Groundnut
12037
16151
15170
43358
Sesamum

Safflower
81
62

1
44
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Yadagiri
Total

2670
15367

328
3593

200
343

3
48

ODOP Selection – Groundnut – Analysis
In the year 2018-19, The production of groundnut increased to 27,987 tons, from 15367 tons
in 2016. It is present in all the districts and it is the most eligible product as ODOP for this
district. The district only 860 hectares under fruits and it is principally a dryland farming
district. Leaving out cereals, for promotion of Micro-enterprises, groundnut is the only
suitable crop, in this relatively backward district.
The PMFME scheme has laid out norms for selection of ODOP Product. The following are
major consideration. Groundnut as ODOP is weighed against these parameters.
No.
1.

Description

Comments

Identifying Products being Processed

Paddy, - 4.10 lakh tons
Jowar, - 24850 tons
Redgram – 74798 tons
Groundnut -27987 tons
Chilli – 20800 tons
Pomegranate – 6080 tons &
Papaya – 15680 tons

2.

Mapping of Existing Food Processing Paddy, Jowar and Bajra are staple
Micro-Enterprises

foods of the population. Usual
processing is done in flour mills,
puffing and flaking.
Groundnut

in

de-cortication,

cleaning, grading, splitting, Chikki
making, Oil industry, Oil cake for
cattle feed and lastly groundnut seeds
for sowing.
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Most importantly large number of
people produce and can get involved
in FPME activity.
Existing

FPME

are

in

seasonal

production of dehydrated rice and
jowar products, bakery and fresh fruit
juice shops, Milk and milk based
products.
3.

Product should not be Staple Food Groundnut gets affected by aflatoxin
Product

if stored for

long

time,

fairly

perishable
4.

Product Perishable?

To some extent but has fairly long
shelf life.

5.

Abundance of Raw Material

Around 77,280 tons of groundnut is
produced in the district in a good
rainfall year. This is good enough to
take up FPME for value addition in the
district.

6.

More than 50% of Micro-Food processing Yes.
Industry should be in this product

Yadgir does not have a unit

registered

under

Factories

act.

However there are 15,620 industries
SSI segment, which includes MSME.
Out of this around 682 units are
engaged in food and beverage
segment employing around 3280
people. It is estimated that there are
around

519

villages

who

are

supported by around 250 to 300 flour
mills, oil mills, bakery units, and other
processing units needed in day to day
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processed

foods

in

rural

area,

including wheat based products.
7.

Percentage of labour employed in Micro- That around 13192 people are
Food Enterprise

employed in household industries in
the district. FPIME are estimated to
employ around 3000 to 4000 people
in in the district.

8.

Existence of large Clusters

All the three taluks of

Shahpur,

Surapura and Yadgir grow groundnut.
And all the three are clusters in
production.
9.

Whether SHG and FPOs are involved in this No FPO is involved in groundnut
product

processing, No SHG is involved in
Groundnut processing, only SHG
members

in

individual

capacity

appear to be engaged in production of
spiced groundnut beans.
10. GIS of the product

Not GIS Product

11. Export potential of the product

Asian Countries, African countries,
North Asian and CIS countries import
around USD 340 Million worth
groundnut from India. Indonesia and
Philippines are large importers.

Groundnut

It is an oilseed crop

Names
across World

India: Groundnut
French: Peanut
Indonesia: Kacang
Samoan: Pinati
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Groundnut or a monkey nut, these small, oval shaped nuts were perhaps one
of the first few domesticated grain legumes by the mankind. World production
of groundnut reached a record of about 21 million tonnes. The most important
groundnut producing countries in the world are India, China, USA, West Africa,
Sudan, and Nigeria etc. India ranks first in the world in area (8.5 m ha 40 %)
and production (8.4 mt 33 %). Among all oilseed crops, groundnut accounts
for more than 40-50 % in area and 60 to 70 % in production in India.
Benefits

Peanuts are consumed either roasted or fried and salted. Groundnut kernel
contains about 47-49 % oil and 20 % protein. Groundnuts are rich in essential
nutrients which are potential to provide health benefits. Peanuts are an
especially good source of healthful fats, protein, and fiber. They also contain
plenty of potassium, phosphorous, magnesium, and B vitamins. Despite being
high in calories, peanuts are nutrient-rich and low in carbohydrates. Its kernel
as a whole is highly digestible. Groundnut Nutrition Per 100 grams of kernel as
follows:


Calories: 567 kcal



Total Carbohydrate: 16 g



Dietary fiber: 9 g



Sugar: 4 g



Protein: 26 g



Cholesterol: 0 mg



Potassium: 705 mg, Vitamin B1: 0.9mg



Vitamin B2: 0.2mg, Niacin: 17.6mg



Calcium : 134mg, Iron: 6.7 mg



Magnesium: 245 mg, Phosphorus: 549 mg

Total Fat: 49 g
Sodium: 18 mg

Referred as Kalaya in ancient Ayurveda, peanuts found mention in the
ayurvedic texts around 14th century for its ability to balance, heal and treat
those health conditions caused due to kapha and pitta doshas. The traditional
medicine practitioners recommend peanuts for battling skin and hair
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conditions, memory loss, diabetes, weight loss and more. The presence
of vitamin E and vitamin C aid in the prevention of fine lines, wrinkles and
avoid signs of aging. Peanuts in diet help to maintain heart health, healthy
body weight and controls inflammation Alzheimer’s, Diabetes and gallstone
disease. Consumption of peanuts or peanut oil is associated with reduced
cardiovascular disease (CVD). Frequent intake of peanut and its products may
reduce the risk of colorectal cancer.
Traditional
uses:

Groundnut beans are part of Sankranti festival and the powder with jaggery
paste is used in famous dish called Dashami (Groundnut Holige) in North
Karnataka. Groundnut oil is a regular seasoning in various recipes and even for
deep frying, these pales, pink-coloured legumes served as an ideal mid-day
snack option.

Non ODOP – Suggested
1. Paddy
2. Redgram
3. Pomegranate
4. Papaya
Industry
Yadgir is poorly industrialized district. It has mainly 83 factories employing around 5000
people. There are 15360 small scale units registered and large industries are not there. .
1. There are 2 Industrial Estates with 198 sheds, and none are occupied
2. There are 6 Industrial Areas in the district
3. There are 682 units in food and beverage industries employing around 3287 persons.
These are largely represented by oil mills and cattle feed industries.
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Micro Enterprise Eco system
Discussions were held with SRLM and District Industries Centre of Yadgir and continuous
discussions with DDM NABARD, Yadgir, SRLM, regarding the ME Eco-system. Further
discussions were also held with NGOs who have conducted baseline surveys earlier. Their
baseline assessment studies have been accessed. The following points are noted.
Groundnut Eco system
1. There are an estimated 22 small groundnut oil mills in the district.
2. They are registered unit following broad guidelines of FSSAI in production and
packaging of oil.
3. There are around 20 groundnut processing units that procure groundnut from
farmers, decorticate them, seeds are separated, cleaned and graded in A, B and C, C
being the best grade. 50 of them are in Chellakere Taluk alone
4. Yadgir is a dryland farming area and around 80% population stays in Rural Areas.
Groundnut is a major commercial crop and has potential to provide opportunities to
larger population in value addition.
5. All the byproducts of groundnut – husk, oilcakes are used as cattle feed for dairy
industry in the district.
6. The value-added products of groundnut can be spiced groundnut seeds for snacks
industry, groundnut is chutney powders, manufacture of condiments like Chikki,
peanut beans for culinary industrial use, and in making peanut butter as well as
protein base in health industry.
7. One of the major issues of ME eco-system is that rural population looks to make cash
from groundnut early by selling the product immediately after harvest. This is because
the agri-eco system does not generate enough cash for management of families well
on day-to-day basis.
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8. Skill sets required for groundnut processing are generally low but require post
production management for perishability and marketability. SHG members are being
given great support by NABARD to get involved in FPI.
Other Micro-Enterprises
Yadgir district brief industrial profile indicates that there are 682 micro and small agro based
enterprises in the district. There are 519 villages in the district, that are catered on daily basis
in terms of flour mills, oil mills etc. As per the baseline assessment study of several NGOs
working in the district, there may be an estimated 600 micro enterprises engaged in such
activities in the district. These include:
1. Seasonal Food processing: The activities like Vermicelli making, Chutney powder
making, pickling, Papad making, popped ragi flour making in the rural areas mainly
during summer months and store them for rest of the months, especially using high
solar heat during the summer months.
2. Round the year activities include small hotels in the villages, oil mills, grinders and
flour mills, and fried gram floor products and sweet marts, that supply these materials
to weekly shanties.
3. Urban center micro-enterprises activities include Chips making on small scale, bakery
activities, sweet marts, flour mills, ice cream units,
Testing
There are no testing facility and only FSSAI registration is the quality assurance aspect. Food
Safety Standards Authority of India has stipulated several regulatory types of norms for all
food and processed food products. Existing norms for FSSAI certification with respect to
Groundnut is as follows:
1. Chapter 2.2.1 covers standards for Groundnut oil as well as under Chapter 10 of FSSAI
act
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2. More importantly APEDA has provided a greater set of rules on Peanut exports at their
website https://apeda.gov.in/apedawebsite/GroundNut/GroundNut.htm
4. The district industries centers record only MSMEs, and the level of ME is not
segregated in their data.
5. Even the GESCOM department does not have information district wise on power
sanctioned to food processing units as a separate head.
6. Hence, it is not possible to exactly pinpoint the number of units functioning in the
district.
ODOP
Raw Material
Availability
Used Locally
Used for Shelling
Extraction

Groundnut – Gejje Groundnut
Groundnut
27,987 tons 34,734 hectares, KAG 208-19
and

2000 tons
Oil 20000 tons, 20 Shelling Units

No of Units Oil Extraction
Working days
Per day capacity
Oil produced

22 units as per district reports
270
2 tons
0.80 tons per day, 10000 tons oil per annum
(25000 tons groundnut)

Secondary processing
Batches manufactured
Within district
In Karnataka

Oil Extraction
Daily for 9 months in a year
Approximately 2000 tons per annum
20000 tons, All districts

Outside Karnataka
Export Market
Size of the total Market
Special Zones
Operated by

10,000 tons, to Tamil Nadu and Maharashtra
No Information with APEDA
Rs. 3000 Crores
None – around 15 mills in MSME sector
Private

Major Export Markets

APEDA records do not show exports from Yadgir
district.
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Processing Technology
1. Around 40 kgs of groundnut can be processed for oil in 0.50 hours and a maximum
of 1 ton of groundnut can be processed per day for other purposes like splitting,
cleaning and polishing.
2. Groundnut is crushed with a small quantity of water and heated up and oil is extracted
by wooden rollers or by solvent extraction technique.
3. Groundnut Chikkis are made with split and polished groundnut seeds in jaggery syrup.
4. Employment created – 1 unskilled laborer, 1 skilled and one manager
Firm Infrastructure (depends on products- example household industry oil mill)
1. A shed in around 800 sq. ft area preferably a closed structure,
2. Oil Extraction unit of 10 HP connection
3. Cans for collection and filter
4. Cake drying area
5. Oil storage area
6. Groundnut storage area, cake storage area.
7. Cleaning arrangements and waste disposal.
Value Chain
Value Chain Analysis
1. Groundnut is a cheapest and richest source of protein in the community at large. Rural
population uses groundnut in their day-to-day food as supplement directly in food as
powder additive or as snack time food. It is major source of cooking oil in the entire
community in Yadgir and other districts of the state. Groundnut is available only once
a year and is harvested between November and February. It needs to be stored for
year long. In order to establish FP ME in groundnut, there has to be only technology
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for processing, machinery and maintenance and most importantly shelf life as
groundnut is prone to aflatoxin development and spoilage.
2. Groundnut is either own production or procured from other farmers. Machinery
dealers are available in Bangalore and Tamil Nadu state.
3. Most of the times sold at gate to agents, Outbound logistics paid by agent / Buyer
4. Generally, 3 channels of sales are followed as follows:
a. Farmer – Commission agent- wholesaler – Retailer – Consumer
b. Farmer –wholesaler – Retailer – Consumer
c. Farmer –Retailer – Consumer
d. Farmer to customer (manufactured or contract production)
Technology
Oil extraction is now mostly automated and requires monitoring by a skilled labour. However,
the whole unit needs to be maintained in a clean and hygienic manner. While producing
Groundnut Chikki, the approach needs to be more towards use of good quality jaggery,
consistency, spice infusions. Making spiced groundnut seeds as snack is a traditional
knowledge and skill. The Chikki Industry (groundnut seeds in chocolate or jaggery or sugar
base infused with flavors) provides a great scope for SHGs and Oil Mills for FPOs. There is
need for protocol development in Chikki Industry to ensure high quality products are
developed and packed and sold, especially ensuring use of high-quality seeds and jaggery.
Mapping the market potential of FPI micro enterprises:
1. Micro-enterprises in FPI are largely catering to the rural segment. As seen in the
industrial data, nearly 26,235 people are engaged in household industries. These
largely include seasonal processing especially in summer months to produce
dehydrated food products, mostly sun-dried. The number of rural families in the
district is around 2 lakhs. Assuming that every family spends atleast Rs. 5000/527 | P a g e
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processed food made by MEs which is generally supplements to food market size is of
Rs. 100 Crores. (these include snacks, flours, oils, pulses etc). This is only indicative
and has potential to increase, with the current trend of app based processed food
delivery system catching up everywhere).
2. In Yadgir district, the main market is huge rural population (81%) itself requires
processed foods like Papad, Chutney, oil, vermicelli, chilli powder etc. There are
people engaged in oil production, cattle feed making etc. With standardized, quality
products it is possible to raise the market size to Rs. 500 crores per annum.
Marketing Potential
Chilli Based Products Chutneys,
Powders, pickles – Small volume,
high value,

Milk Based

Groundnut Oil – Essential Commodity
Peanut Butter – High value

Cattle feed

Micro-Enterprises
Yadgir

Pulses – Essential Commodity
Wheat Based – Essential

Jowar, Bajra Based Products

Festival Based
Processing

Snacks – Groundnut seeds, Gram
flour, Rice flour, jowar flour Based Essential

Clusters
ODOP Clusters

Groundnut – Gejje Groundnut
Surapura – Major
Shahpura – Medium
Yadgir - Medium

ODOP
Raw Material
Availability
Size of the total Market
Employment in Cultivation
Employment in Industry

Groundnut – Gejje Groundnut
Groundnut
27987 tons 34074 hectares, DES Adv. Esti. 2019
Rs. 1200 Crores
20 lakh mandays
22 food industries 500 labourers

Pricing of the Raw Agriculture Produce, various processed products of the produce
may be mentioned and compared with the pricing elsewhere in the country.
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Type
Groundnut
Groundnut Oil
Chikki

Wholesale prices
Rs. 90/- per kilo
Rs. 200/- per litre
Rs. 150/- per kilo

Retail Prices
Rs. 120/- per kilo
Rs. 290/- per litre
Rs. 200/- per kilo

Groundnut prices in Gujarat are as follows:
Type
Wholesale prices
Groundnut
Rs. 75/- per kilo
Groundnut Oil
Rs. 180/- per litre
Chikki
Rs. 90/- per kilo

Retail Prices
Rs. 50/- per kilo
Rs. 225/- per litre
Rs. 120/- per kilo

Reasons for the price differentials and USP of the products may be mentioned.

6. Quantum of Sale of this product to other districts, states and exported to other
countries.
Around 30% of production is sold in the state and balance 70% is purchased by units
in Tamil Nādu and Maharashtra
7. Institutional Support:
Guidelines - The existing institutional support available in the cluster w.r.t presence of
associations, technical and research institutions, and public sector units and
parastatals needs to be mapped.
a. NABARD Yadgir is providing lot of support to groundnut industry in its district
plans and credit planning.
b. The University of Agricultural Sciences, Raichur is supporting groundnut
production technology to farmers
c. Krishi Vigyan Kendra Yadgir has been providing incubation center facilities
and technical guidance to enable development of innovative groundnut
products
d. Department of Agriculture, Yadgir is taking special interest in promoting
groundnut products. There is no known association of groundnut processors.
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Section III
Primary Surveys
As per the scope of the work for preparation of State Level Upgradation Plan (SLUP), primary
surveys have conducted across the state, with a sample size of about 20 Micro Food
Processing Enterprises (ODOP + Non-ODOP) per district.
The individual in depth study of selected micro-enterprises, proposed as well as existing were
undertaken during the period September to December 2021.
A questionnaire had been developed to capture the details needed for the district report as
set out in the terms of reference set for the SLUP. The questionnaire was tested for around
20 samples initially and then it was suitably modified to capture information correctly.
The questionnaire has been approved by the SNA and MOFPI, and the same was sent to
selected interviewers in each of the 30 districts. The data has been collected at site of the
operation of the units and photos and Geological locations have been captured. The general
details like telephone number of the entrepreneur have been captured.
The selected data is tabulated in the excel sheet and the same is enclosed hereto. The data
captured has been summarized and incorporated in part-3 of SLUP report.
Stakeholder Consultation Agenda Points for stakeholder consultation were as follows.


Selection of ODOP / Crop for the district & Its Basis



Crop cultivation levels and its production



Identified clusters



Industrial climate in the district



Facilities/ infrastructure available for specifically for PMFME



District Resource Person and his accessibility



DRP and his levels of expertise



Project technical details and skill development trainings provided by department s



Immediate action points
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Promotion of ODOP



Developments during the past one year

Focus Group Discussions – agenda points


ODOP Awareness and opinions



Existing infrastructure for – Training, and technical support



Financial strength



Grievances regarding implementation



Improvements needed

The classificiation of the survey sample, to ensure representation from all the strata is as
follows:
Classification based on type of enterprises:

600

No of Food Processors

548
500

400

300

200

100
38
0

Series1

10

4

Individual Micro Food
Processing Enterprises

Self Help Groups

FPO/FPCs

Cooperatives

548

38

10

4

Individual and Groups

Figure 1 Types of enterprises interviewed
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Classification based on ODOP and Non-ODOP:

Classification based on ODOP and Non ODOP
350

314
286

No of respondents

300
250
200
150
100

50
0
Series1

ODOP

NON ODOP

286

314

ODOP and Non ODOP

Figure 2 Classification of enterprises based on ODOP/Non ODOP
Classification based on Gender inclusion & Social groups:
Gender wise classification
400

371

No of Food Processors

350
300
250

229

200
150
100
50
0
Series1

Female

Male

229

371

Gender

Figure 3 Classification of enterprises
based on Gender

Figure 4 Classification based on Social category
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Support required from the PMFME scheme:

Support Required for Micro Food Processing
Enterprises
Common Infrastructure, Branding &
Marketing Support
2%
9%
Capital Investment Support - Upgradation of
Individual Micro Food Processing
Units/Support to FPOs/SHGs/Producer
Cooperatives

55%

34%

Seed Capital to SHGs

Multiple components

Support Required

No of Responses received

Common Infrastructure, Branding & Marketing
Support

329

Capital Investment Support - Upgradation of
Individual Micro Food Processing Units/Support to
FPOs/SHGs/Producer Cooperatives

201

Seed Capital to SHGs

14

Multiple components

56

Total

600
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District Wise Responses from Primary Surveys

1.
Cluster Analysis
and Discussion
1.1
Location of the
cluster: The location of
the cluster on the map
of the district or state.

1.2
Development
required:

BAGALKOT

BALLARI

BELAGAVI

BENGALURU
(RURAL)

BENGALURU
(URBAN)

BIDAR

Mudhol
Bagalkote
Badami
Jamkhandi
Kila

Siraguppa
Ballary

Nippani, Athani,
Gokak

Doddaballapura,
Devanahalli,
Nelamanagala,
Hosakote

Bengaluru City

Basavakalyan,
Bhalki, Bidar

Skills required for
hygienic handling
of
produce. Cane
cleaning and
reducing
clarification
chemicals

Processing for
dehydrated Fig in
maintaining
moisture and brix
levels

Skills required for
hygienic handling
of
produce. Cane
cleaning and
reducing
clarification
chemicals

Skills required for
ready to eat and
ready to cook
products.

Quality
certification for
absence of
diseasecausing
microorganisms

Skill development
in ginger
processing needed.

Skill

8 labourers per
unit with 2 Pans,
working on
2 shifts - 6 Skilled &
2 unskilled
labourers

Provides
employment of
over 60000 people
in
cultivation

8 labourers per
unit with 2 Pans,
working on
2 shifts
6 Skilled and
2 unskilled
labourers

Provides
employment of
over 500000
people
throughout the
year

Provides
employment of
over 1.50 lakh
people
throughout the
year

In all types of
processing as at
present no
products are
manufactured.
Creates
employment of
over 5000 people
in
cultivation and
people grow this
very well
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BAGALKOT

BALLARI

BELAGAVI

BENGALURU
(RURAL)

BENGALURU
(URBAN)

BIDAR

Value addition over
sugarcane is
around Rs.
10/- per kg of
Jaggery on a cost
of production
of Rs. 40/- (25%)

Fig for farmer is Rs.
60/- per kilo,
3 kilos needed for
dehydration to 1
kilo = Rs.
180/- per kilo of
dehydrated fig
Processing cost per
kilo is Rs. 20/Total cost Rs. 200/per kilo
Price of
dehydrated fig =

1. Cost of
production of Cane
Rs. 1250/per ton

Production cost –
Rs. 105/- per kilo
Sale price Rs. 140/Processing cost Rs.
212/- Sale price Rs.
300/per kilo

Production cost is
Rs. 15/Consumer retail
rate – Rs. 35/- per
pound

Fresh Ginger – Rs.
20/- per kilo
Dry ginger – Rs.
120/- per kilo
Ginger paste – Rs.
40/- per kilo
Ginger candy – Rs.
50/- per kilo

1.3
Product Cost
Analysis:

2. Cane sold at Rs.
3100/- per ton.
3. Value addition –
Rs. 1850/- per ton
4. Jaggery realized
per ton 15%
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BAGALKOT

BALLARI

BELAGAVI

Up to Rs. 800/- per
kilo

recovery – 150
kilos

BENGALURU
(RURAL)

BENGALURU
(URBAN)

BIDAR

5. Jaggery sold at
Rs. Rs. 5700/- at
Rs.
38/- per kilo
6. Cost of
production- Rs.
1100- per ton
7. Cost of cane +
Processing = Rs.
1200+1100= 2300
Value added to
farmer from cane
to jaggery
3400/- per ton
1.4
Problem
Mapping/ Firm level
issues
of
micro
enterprises:
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Public
Infra

BAGALKOT

BALLARI

BELAGAVI

Quality Drinking
water is an issue
and scarcity of
water during
summers.

Cost of providing
electrical
infrastructure to
agriculture land for
food processing is
very high.

Cost of providing
electrical
infrastructure to
agriculture land for
food processing is
very high.
Quality Drinking
water is an issue
and scarcity of
water during
summers.

Continuos power
supply issue in
rural areas, backup
is expensive
Cost of new
Electricty
Connections very
high if Agriculture
Land Conversions
are not completed
, and
Commercial
conversion cost is
high

Commercial
connection cost is
high
Continuos power
supply issue in
rural areas, backup
is expensive

Continuos power
supply issue in
rural areas, backup
is expensive

BENGALURU
(RURAL)
Cluster approach
may be appliede
along with Design
lab
concept.

BENGALURU
(URBAN)
Cluster approach
may be appliede
along with Design
lab
concept.

Commercial
connection cost is
high

All amenities and
infrastructure for
both
production and
processing is highly
privatized
and now a days
highly controlled
production
too to control
market prices.

Continuos power
supply issue in
rural areas, backup
is expensive

BIDAR
Cost of providing
electrical
infrastructure to
agriculture land for
food processing is
very high.
Quality Drinking
water is an issue
and scarcity of
water during
summers.
Continuos power
supply issue in
rural areas, backup
is expensive
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Common
Facilities

BAGALKOT

BALLARI

BELAGAVI

Inadequate
primary
processing, storage
and distribution
facilities in both
Private & Public
Sector

Inadequate
primary
processing, storage
and distribution
facilities

Inadequate
primary
processing, storage
and distribution
facilities
No common
Infrastructure
available for
training and
product testing
Packaging has to
be upgraded
especially for the
products to be
shipped.

Cleaning, Sorting
and Packaging has
to be upgraded
especially for the
products to be
shipped.

Testing
Facilities

No public lab
(NABL) facilty
leading to higher
costs

No awareness

No common
Infrastructure
available for
training and
product testing
Cleaning, grading,
dehydration as
well as cooking and
concentrating
equipments.
No NABL certified
lab facilities in
proximity
GAP certification
and Testing
facilities are not
available

No NABL certified
lab facilities in
proximity

BENGALURU
(RURAL)
Inadequate
primary
processing, storage
and distribution
facilities

BENGALURU
(URBAN)
Bakery training, a
graduate course in
bakery and
preparing best
bakers.

BIDAR

Testing facilities
are available
whoever,
beneficiaries are
not aware.

No NABL certified
lab facilities in
proximity

No common
Infrastructure
available for
training and
product testing
Cleaning, grading,
dehydration as
well as cooking and
concentrating
equipments.
Testing facilities
are available
whoever,
beneficiaries are
not aware.

Inadequate
primary
processing, storage
and distribution
facilities
No common
Infrastructure
available for
training and
product testing
Packaging has to
be upgraded
especially for the
products to be
shipped.
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Safety
Standard
s

BAGALKOT

BALLARI

BELAGAVI

Food Safety
Standards set for
Micro and Small,
and Large cannot
be complied by the
Micro Enterprises.
Separate
guidelines may be
issued.

Food Safety
Standards set for
Micro and Small,
and Large cannot
be complied by the
Micro Enterprises.
Separate
guidelines may be
issued.

Food Safety
Standards set for
Micro and Small,
and Large cannot
be complied by the
Micro Enterprises.
Separate
guidelines may be
issued.

Lack of awareness
and acesss to
Training and
resource materials
in adhering the
food safety
standards.

Lack of awareness
and acesss to
Training and
resource materials
in adhering the
food safety
standards.

Lack of awareness
and acesss to
Training and
resource materials
in adhering the
food safety
standards.

BENGALURU
(RURAL)
FSSAI standards
are followed

BENGALURU
(URBAN)
FSSAI standards
are followed

BIDAR
Food Safety
Standards set for
Micro and Small,
and Large cannot
be complied by the
Micro Enterprises.
Separate
guidelines may be
issued.
Lack of awareness
and acesss to
Training and
resource materials
in adhering the
food safety
standards.

Firm level gaps and
recommendations
Skill training needs
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Gaps&
Recommendations

Currently provision
is only for ODOP
training. NonODOP training shall
also be provided
under PMFME,
with convergence
with other
initiatives.

Currently provision
is only for ODOP
training. NonODOP training shall
also be provided
under PMFME,
with convergence
with other
initiatives.

Special training on
soft skills and EDPBranding,Marketin
g, labelling and
digital
marketing.Present
6 day Training may
not be sufficient.

Special training on
soft skills and EDPBranding,Marketin
g, labelling and
digital
marketing.Present
6 day Training may
not be sufficient.

Good
Manufacturing
Practice (GMP)
training required
for all the food
handlers of micro
enterprises

Good
Manufacturing
Practice (GMP)
training required
for all the food
handlers of micro
enterprises

Need training in
new
technology,
automation and
standardization of
product protocol,

Need training in
new
technology,
automation and
standardization of
product protocol,

Special training on
soft skills and EDPBranding,Marketin
g, labelling and
digital
marketing.Present
6 day Training may
not be sufficient.

Special training on
soft skills and EDPBranding,Marketin
g, labelling and
digital
marketing.Present
6 day Training may
not be sufficient.

Special training on
soft skills and EDPBranding,Marketin
g, labelling and
digital
marketing.Present
6 day Training may
not be sufficient.

Special training on
soft skills and EDPBranding,Marketin
g, labelling and
digital
marketing.Present
6 day Training may
not be sufficient.

Good
Manufacturing
Practice training
required for all the
food handlers of
micro enterprises

Good
Manufacturing
Practice training
required for all the
food handlers of
micro enterprises

Good
Manufacturing
Practice training
required for all the
food handlers of
micro enterprises

Good
Manufacturing
Practice training
required for all the
food handlers of
micro enterprises

Need training in
new
technology,
automation and
standardization of
product protocol,
infusions etc.
quality
& hygiene
management.

Need training in
new
technology,
automation and
standardization of
product protocol,
infusions etc.
quality
& hygiene
management.

Need training in
new
technology,
automation and
standardization of
product protocol,
infusions etc.
quality
& hygiene
management.

Need training in
new
technology,
automation and
standardization of
product protocol,
infusions etc.
quality
& hygiene
management.
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infusions etc.
quality & hygiene

infusions etc.
quality & hygiene
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Costing
Manufacturing
practices
Gaps &
Recommendations

BAGALKOT

BALLARI

BELAGAVI

Rs. 1000/- per
person

Rs. 1000/- per
person

Rs. 1000/- per
person

Standardisation of
manufacturing
practices through
automation
required to
standardise the
product and
participate in
Umbrella Branding.

Protocols for
products

Good
Manufacturing
Practice training
required for
encouraging
production
efficiency and
hygiene.
Encourage people
to do minimally
processed foods
and hand made
which is generally
healthy and
sustanable and
increasing in its
demand.
Rs. 750/- per
person

Upgradation of
skills
in protocol
adoption

Lack of awareness
on plant layout
design aspects.
Upgradation of
machinery
Costing

Rs. 750/- per
person

Rs. 750/- per
person

BENGALURU
(RURAL)
Rs. 1000/- per
person

BENGALURU
(URBAN)
Rs. 1000/- per
person

BIDAR

Standardisation of
manufacturing
practices required
to standardise the
product and
participate in
Umbrella Branding.

Standardisation of
manufacturing
practices through
automation
required to
standardise the
product and
participate in
Umbrella Branding.

New technology
hence new skill set.
Standardisation of
manufacturing
practices through
automation
required to
standardise the
product and
participate in
Umbrella Branding.

Lack of awareness
on plant layout
design aspects.

Rs. 1000/- per
person

Upgradation of
machinery
Rs. 750/- per
person

Rs. 750/- per
person

Rs. 750/- per
person

Technologies
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Gaps &
Recommendations

BAGALKOT

BALLARI

BELAGAVI

Training and access
to advanced
packaging
technologies
including
sustainable,
attractive and
efficient options.

Lack of awareness
and access to the
Technical support
institutions.
Benefeciaries not
aware of any viable
technologies for
Micro Food
Processing
activities like Jam
and nutria bar
production

Training and access
to advanced
packaging
technologies
including
sustainable,
attractive and
efficient options.

Innovative
technologies for
Acidity,
temperature and
content
management
Block chain
technology for
food products has
to be in place to
ensure quality and
equity along entire
value chain
Technology
Support from the
SLTI, with provision
for customization
for group of
enterprises with
similar interests.

Block chain
technology for
food products has
to be in place to
ensure quality and
equity along entire
value chain
Technology
Support from the
SLTI, with provision
for customization
for group of
enterprises with
similar interests.

BENGALURU
(RURAL)
Training and access
to advanced
packaging
technologies
including
sustainable,
attractive and
efficient options.
Innovative
technologies for
Acidity,
temperature and
content
management
Block chain
technology for
food products has
to be in place to
ensure quality and
equity along entire
value chain

BENGALURU
(URBAN)
Block chain
technology for
food products has
to be in place to
ensure quality and
equity along entire
value chain

BIDAR
Training and access
to advanced
packaging
technologies
including
sustainable,
attractive and
efficient options.
Block chain
technology for
food products has
to be in place to
ensure quality and
equity along entire
value chain
Technology
Support from the
SLTI, with provision
for customization
for group of
enterprises with
similar interests.

Technology
Support from the
SLTI, with provision
for customization
for group of
enterprises with
similar interests.
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Costing
1.5 SWOT Analysis
Strength

Weakness

Opportunity

Threats

BAGALKOT

BALLARI

BELAGAVI

Rs. 1250/- per
person

Rs. 1250/- per
person

Rs. 1250/- per
person

Availability of Cane
and a huge
international
market

Scope for
marketing and
enhancing use in
Pharma and
Cosmetics Industry
Limited cultivation
and erratic market

Un-hygienic
production, use fo
chemicals
irrationally
Lack of Quality
checks / tests,
certification of
organic
production, lacking
and lack of
product
improvement
/diversification/
management
Insatiable demand
and advantage
over
sugar
Quality issues

Export market to
world especially
UAE and US

Only protected
irrigated farmers
can take up
production

BENGALURU
(RURAL)
Rs. 1250/- per
person

BENGALURU
(URBAN)
Rs. 1250/- per
person

BIDAR

Availability of Cane
and a huge
international
market

Huge Market,
domestic and
international

Huge Market,
domestic and
international

Fit for processing
as processing is
easy

Un-hygienic
production, use fo
chemicals
irrationally
Lack of Quality
checks / tests,
certification of
organic
production, lacking
and lack of
product
improvement
/diversification/
management
Insatiable demand
and advantage
over
sugar

pandemic causing
disruptions in
production and
demand

Protocols for a
uniform quality

Limited production

Export market

Export market

High demand /
deficit market in
the country

Quality issues

pendemic

Protocols for a
uniform quality

Rains and failure of
it / Bore well
irrigation
dependent

Rs. 1250/- per
person
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BAGALKOT

BALLARI

BELAGAVI

BENGALURU
(RURAL)

BENGALURU
(URBAN)

BIDAR

1. Registration of
Jaggery units
2. Data collection
on use of Power
and
production

Processing at SHG
and FPO level to
get higher
value addition at
farmer level.
Per capita income
of farmers can be
augmented to the
level of Rs. 60,000
through
processing.

1. Registration of
Jaggery units
2. Data collection
on use of Power
and
production

Processing at SHG
and FPO level to
get higher
value addition at
farmer level.
Per capita income
of farmers is in the
range of
around Rs.
40,000/-and same
can be
augmented to the
level of Rs. 60,000
through
processing.

Processing at SHG
level to get higher
value
addition at farmer
level.
Per capita income
of farmers is in the
range of
around Rs.
40,000/-and same
can be
augmented to the
level of Rs. 60,000
through
processing.

Processing at SHG
and FPO level to
get higher
value addition at
farmer level

1.6 Need Assessment
& Gap Study

3. Quality
assessment
labs/tests
4. Improved
technology and
automation
5. Untouched and
clean energy
production

3. Quality
assessment
labs/tests
4. Improved
technology and
automation
5. Untouched and
clean energy
production

2. Recommendation
s:
2.1 Vision Statement
& Key Objectives
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BAGALKOT

BALLARI

BELAGAVI

Clean energy
produced,
untouched and
hygienic units in
the district
producing
quality products
with traceability

Vision is to make
Ballary district a
major Fig
processing hub in
the country – But
limited by
area of production

Clean energy
produced,
untouched and
hygienic units in
the district
producing
quality products
with traceability

BENGALURU
(RURAL)
Center of
excellence in
poultry products
for
exports

BENGALURU
(URBAN)
Center of
excellence in
Bakery products
for exports

BIDAR
Vision is to get
local people
involved in
handpounded
dal making and
also in ready to
cook
and ready to eat
foods as well as
promoting
region based
brands
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2.2
Strategy
Integrated
Development

for

BAGALKOT

BALLARI

BELAGAVI

Infrastructure and
capacity building as
well
as formalization
through
upgradation,
implemented by
Anchor
institutions.

Development of an
institution with
integrated
operations of
capacity building,
product
development,
protocol
development,
support
and facilitation in
registration,
finance and
channeling
incentives, and
lastly development
marketing
channels with
handholding
support

Infrastructure and
capacity building as
well
as formalization
through
upgradation,
implemented by
Anchor
institutions.

BENGALURU
(RURAL)
Development of an
institution with
integrated
operations of
capacity building,
product
development,
protocol
development,
support
and facilitation in
registration,
finance and
channeling
incentives, and
lastly development
marketing
channels with
handholding
support

BENGALURU
(URBAN)
Development of an
institution with
integrated
operations of
capacity building,
product
development,
protocol
development,
support and
facilitation in
registration,
finance and
channeling
incentives, and
lastly development
marketing
channels with
handholding
support.

BIDAR
The concept of
Anchor institution
will
centralize formality
part of the industry
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3.

Key Impacts

BAGALKOT

BALLARI

BELAGAVI

1. Production of
cane under GAP
2. Production of
cane for organic
Jaggery
3. Production of
clean and residue
free
jaggery with less
clarification needs
4. Production of
jaggery with
infusions
5. Clean energy
and technologically
advanced
production
6. Traceability
7. Increased export
demand
8. Export
facilitation centre
and a
knowledge centre
9. Tertiary
processing units.
10. Formalization
of an entirely
informal
sector.

Increasing income
at farm level,
introducing
farmers to
industrial and
services segment
for
enhancing income.

1. Production of
cane under GAP
2. Production of
cane for organic
Jaggery
3. Production of
clean and residue
free
jaggery with less
clarification needs
4. Production of
jaggery with
infusions
5. Clean energy
and technologically
advanced
production
6. Traceability
7. Increased export
demand
8. Export
facilitation centre
and a
knowledge centre
9. Tertiary
processing units.
10. Formalization
of an entirely
informal
sector.

BENGALURU
(RURAL)
Increasing income
at small slaughter
house
level and
improving their
living standards

BENGALURU
(URBAN)
Better skills and
higher quality
products and also
impacting ODOP of
other districts like
use of spices,
groundnuts,
mango, etc.

BIDAR
Participation of
farmers and
women in
advanced
processing of
Ginger, and also to
promote hand
pounded, organic
Ginger, and
in ready to cook
segment.
High end branding
and quality
marketing.
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1.
Cluster
Analysis
and
Discussion
1.1
Location
of the cluster: The
location of the
cluster on the
map of the district
or state.

CHAMARAJNAGAR

CHIKBALLAPUR

CHIKKAMAGALUR

CHITRADURGA

DAKSHIN
KANNADA

DAVANGERE

Gundlupeth,
Chamarajanagara

Chintamani,
Bagepalli
lakh,
Chikkaballapura,
Gudibande,
Gowribidanur ,
Shidlaghatta

Chikkamagaluru

Challekere,
holakere,
Chitradurga

Monnagudda,
Mangalore,
Kallakatte,
Kallapu

Channagiri,
Kulambi, Jagalur,
Honnali

Processing for
dehydrated Turmeric
fingers.

Tomato processing
in to all products

Processing for
dehydrated Spices
fingers

Cleaning, Coating
with spices,
making
jaggery based
products with
peanuts

Skill required for
ready to eat and
ready to cook
products.

Snacks production
with protocols and
quality
control

1.2
Skill
Development
required:

Provides employment
of over 3 lakh people
in
cultivation

Provides
employment of
over 1 lakh
mandays

Provides
employment of over
3 lakh people in
cultivation

Provides
employment of
over 100 lakh
man days

Provides
employment of
over 40000
people for 9
months
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CHAMARAJNAGAR

CHIKBALLAPUR

CHIKKAMAGALUR

CHITRADURGA

DAKSHIN
KANNADA

DAVANGERE

Turmeric rhizome cost
for farmer is Rs. 60/per
kilo, Processing cost
per kilo is Rs. 40/Total cost Rs. 100/per kilo

Fresh tomato – Rs.
8/Puree cost of
production – Rs.
80- per kilo
Pickle cost of
production – Rs.
100/- per kilo
Juice – Rs. 50/- per
kilo

Spices cost for
farmer is Rs. 100/per kilo,
Processing cost per
kilo is Rs. 40/Total cost Rs. 140/per kilo

Value of Raw
groundnut is
around Rs. 40/per kg
Value of seeds
after 66%
conversion is Rs.
80/- per kg
Spiced Groundnut
seed per kg is Rs.
240/per kg
Groundnut oil is
Rs. 240/- per kg
Groundnut cake
as feed is Rs. 30/per kg
Value addition
per kg from
groundnut to
final product is
Rs. Up to Rs. 50/per
kilogram.

Fish landing cost
is estimated at
Rs. 60/per kg which
includes entire
operating
cost of the
trawler.
Processed fish
costs at around
Rs. 150/per kilo

Milling costs Rs.
12/- per kilo

1.3
Product
Cost Analysis:

1.4
Problem
Mapping/ Firm
level issues of
micro
enterprises:
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Public Infra

CHAMARAJNAGAR

CHIKBALLAPUR

CHIKKAMAGALUR

CHITRADURGA

Cost of providing
electrical
infrastructure to
agriculture land for
food processing is
very high.

Cluster approach
may be appliede
along with Design
lab
concept.

Cluster approach
may be appliede
along with Design lab
concept.

Cost of providing
electrical
infrastructure to
agriculture land
for food
processing is very
high.

Commercial
connection cost is
high
Continuos power
supply issue in rural
areas, backup is
expensive

Commercial
connection cost is
high
Continuos power
supply issue in
rural areas, backup
is expensive

Commercial
connection cost is
high
Continuos power
supply issue in rural
areas, backup is
expensive

Commercial
connection cost is
high
Continuos power
supply issue in
rural areas,
backup is
expensive

DAKSHIN
KANNADA
Continuos power
supply issue in
rural areas,
backup is
expensive

DAVANGERE

Commercial
connection cost is
high

Continuos power
supply issue in
rural areas, backup
is expensive

Plug and play
sheds not
available

Quality Drinking
water is an issue
and scarcity of
water during
summers.

Cost of new
Electricty
Connections very
high if Agriculture
Land Conversions
are not completed
, and
Commercial
conversion cost is
high
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Common
Facilities

Testing
Facilities

CHAMARAJNAGAR

CHIKBALLAPUR

CHIKKAMAGALUR

CHITRADURGA

Inadequate primary
processing, storage
and distribution
facilities
No common
Infrastructure
available for training
and product testing
Packaging has to be
upgraded especially
for the products to be
shipped.

Inadequate
primary
processing,
storage and
distribution
facilities in both
Private & Public
Sector

Access to Drying,
polishing/ grinding /
oil extraction
machines etc.
required.

Inadequate
primary
processing,
storage and
distribution
facilities in both
Private & Public
Sector

No NABL certified lab
facilities in proximity

Cleaning, Sorting
and Packaging has
to be upgraded
especially for the
products to be
shipped.

No NABL certified
lab facilities in
proximity

Cleaning, Sorting
and Packaging
has to be
upgraded
especially for the
products to be
shipped.

GAP certification and
Testing facilities are
not
available

GAP certification
and Testing
facilities are not
available

DAKSHIN
KANNADA
Inadequate
primary
processing,
storage and
distribution
facilities

DAVANGERE
No common
Infrastructure
available for
training and
product testing

No common
Infrastructure
available for
training and
product testing

Inadequate
primary
processing,
storage and
distribution
facilities

Cleaning, grading,
dehydration as
well as cooking
and
concentrating
equipments.
No NABL certified
lab facilities in
proximity

No NABL certified
lab facilities in
proximity
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Safety
Standards

CHAMARAJNAGAR

CHIKBALLAPUR

CHIKKAMAGALUR

CHITRADURGA

Food Safety Standards
set for Micro and
Small, and Large
cannot be complied
by the Micro
Enterprises. Separate
guidelines may be
issued.

Food Safety
Standards set for
Micro and Small,
and Large cannot
be complied by the
Micro Enterprises.
Separate
guidelines may be
issued.

Food Safety
Standards set for
Micro and Small, and
Large cannot be
complied by the
Micro Enterprises.
Separate guidelines
may be issued.

Food Safety
Standards set for
Micro and Small,
and Large cannot
be complied by
the Micro
Enterprises.
Separate
guidelines may be
issued.

DAKSHIN
KANNADA
Food Safety
Standards set for
Micro and Small,
and Large cannot
be complied by
the Micro
Enterprises.
Separate
guidelines may
be issued.

Lack of
awareness and
acesss to Training
and resource
materials in
adhering the food
safety standards

Lack of
awareness and
acesss to Training
and resource
materials in
adhering the food
safety standards.

Lack of awareness
and acesss to Training
and resource
materials in adhering
the food safety
standards.

Lack of awareness
and acesss to
Training and
resource materials
in adhering the
food safety
standards.

Lack of awareness
and acesss to
Training and
resource materials in
adhering the food
safety standards.

DAVANGERE
Food Safety
Standards set for
Micro and Small,
and Large cannot
be complied by the
Micro Enterprises.
Separate
guidelines may be
issued.
Lack of knowledge
and
misunderstanding
regulatory norms.

Firm level gaps
and
recommendation
s
Skill
training
needs
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Gaps&
Recommendation
s

Special training on
soft skills and EDPBranding,Marketing,
labelling and digital
marketing.Present 6
day Training may not
be sufficient.
Good Manufacturing
Practice training
required for all the
food handlers of
micro enterprises

Skill training in
processing for
dehydrated Turmeric
fingers.

Currently provision
is only for ODOP
training. NonODOP training
shall also be
provided under
PMFME, with
convergence with
other initiatives.
Special training on
soft skills and EDPBranding,Marketin
g, labelling and
digital
marketing.Present
6 day Training may
not be sufficient.
Good
Manufacturing
Practice (GMP)
training required
for all the food
handlers of micro
enterprises
Skill training in
tomato processing
required

Skill training required
for processing of
dehydrated species.
Need training in new
technology,
automation and
standardization of
product protocol,
etc. quality &
hygiene
management
Special training on
soft skills and EDPBranding,Marketing,
labelling and digital
marketing.Present 6
day Training may not
be sufficient.

Skill traininig on
new technologies
requireed for
cleaning, coating
with spices,
making
jaggery based
products with
peanuts
Need training in
new
technology,
automation and
standardization of
product protocol,
etc. quality &
hygiene
management
Special training
on soft skills and
EDPBranding,Marketi
ng, labelling and
digital
marketing.Presen
t 6 day Training
may not be
sufficient.

Special training
on soft skills and
EDPBranding,Marketi
ng, labelling and
digital
marketing.Presen
t 6 day Training
may not be
sufficient.
Good
Manufacturing
Practice training
required for all
the food handlers
of micro
enterprises

Skill set required in
removal of shell.
Good
Manufacturing
Practice training
required for all the
food handlers of
micro enterprises
Special training on
soft skills and EDPBranding,Marketin
g, labelling and
digital
marketing.Present
6 day Training may
not be sufficient.

Need training in
new
technology,
automation and
standardization
of
product protocol,
infusions etc.
quality
& hygiene
management.
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Costing
Manufacturing
practices
Gaps &
Recommendation
s

CHAMARAJNAGAR

CHIKBALLAPUR

CHIKKAMAGALUR

CHITRADURGA

Rs. 1000/- per
person

Rs. 1000/- per
person

Rs. 1000/- per
person

Rs. 1000/- per
person

Standardisation of
manufacturing
practices required to
standardise the
product and
participate in
Umbrella Branding.

Standardisation of
manufacturing
practices required
to standardise the
product and
participate in
Umbrella
Branding.

Standardisation of
manufacturing
practices required to
standardise the
product and
participate in
Umbrella Branding.

Standardisation
of manufacturing
practices required
to standardise the
product and
participate in
Umbrella
Branding.

DAKSHIN
KANNADA
Rs. 1000/- per
person

DAVANGERE

Standardisation
of manufacturing
practices through
automation
required to
standardise the
product and
participate in
Umbrella
Branding.

Good
Manufacturing
Practice training
required for
encouraging
production
efficiency and
hygiene.

Lack of
awareness on
plant layout
design aspects.

Costing

Rs. 750/- per
person

Rs. 750/- per
person

Rs. 750/- per
person

Rs. 750/- per
person

Upgradation of
machinery
Rs. 750/- per
person

Rs. 1000/- per
person

Lack of awareness
on plant layout
design aspects.

Rs. 750/- per
person

Technologies
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Gaps &
Recommendation
s

CHAMARAJNAGAR

CHIKBALLAPUR

CHIKKAMAGALUR

CHITRADURGA

Training and access to
advanced packaging
technologies including
sustainable, attractive
and efficient options.

Training and
access to advanced
packaging
technologies
including
sustainable,
attractive and
efficient options.

Training and access
to advanced
packaging
technologies
including sustainable,
attractive and
efficient options.

Block chain
technology for
food products has
to be in place to
ensure quality
and equity along
entire value chain

Block chain
technology for food
products has to be in
place to ensure
quality and equity
along entire value
chain
Technology Support
from the SLTI, with
provision for
customization for
group of enterprises
with similar interests.

Costing

1.5
Analysis

Rs. 1250/- per
person

Block chain
technology for
food products has
to be in place to
ensure quality and
equity along entire
value chain

Block chain
technology for food
products has to be in
place to ensure
quality and equity
along entire value
chain

Block chain
technology for
food products
has to be in place
to ensure quality
and equity along
entire value chain

Technology Support
from the SLTI, with
provision for
customization for
group of enterprises
with similar
interests."

Rs. 1250/- per
person

Rs. 1250/- per
person

DAKSHIN
KANNADA
Training and
access to
advanced
packaging
technologies
including
sustainable,
attractive and
efficient options.

Rs. 1250/- per
person

Technology
Support from the
SLTI, with
provision for
customization for
group of
enterprises with
similar interests.
Rs. 1250/- per
person

DAVANGERE
Lack of awareness
and access to the
Technical support
institutions.
Benefeciaries not
aware of any
viable technologies
for Micro Food
Processing
activities.
Lack of access to
Customised
technologies for
micro enterprises.

Rs. 1250/- per
person

SWOT
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CHAMARAJNAGAR

CHIKBALLAPUR

CHIKKAMAGALUR

CHITRADURGA

DAKSHIN
KANNADA
Huge Market,
domestic and
international (not
exploited)
Climatic changes
will lead to lesser
landing

DAVANGERE

Strength

Huge Market,
domestic and
international

Huge Market,
domestic and
international

Huge Market,
domestic and
international

Weakness

Dryland cultivation
and erratic production
Exploited by buyers of
farms at maturity

Huge Market,
domestic and
international
(not exploited)
Glut and price
fluctuation

Dryland
cultivation and
erratic production

Opportunity

Export market to
world especially UAE
and US
conglomerate

Export market to
world especially
Gulf
conglomerate

Dryland cultivation
and erratic
production
Exploited by buyers
of farms at maturity
Export market to
world especially UAE
and US
conglomerate

Export market to
Asian countries

Export market

Export market to
world

Threats

Only irrigated farmers
can take up
production

Chinese tomato
production is
double that of
India production

Only irrigated
farmers can take up
production

Spoilage in transit
and need for
better
preservation.

Fuel costs
fluctuations.

Climatic and
natural disasters

Huge Market,
domestic and
international
Yield can be
better.

1.6
Need
Assessment
&
Gap Study
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CHAMARAJNAGAR

CHIKBALLAPUR

CHIKKAMAGALUR

CHITRADURGA

Processing at SHG and
FPO level to get
higher
value addition at
farmer level.
Per capita income of
farmers can be
augmented to the
level of Rs. 60,000
through
processing.

Explained in
paragraphs above
Processing at SHG
and FPO level to
get higher
value addition at
farmer level.
Per capita income
of farmers is in the
range of
around Rs.
40,000/-and same
can be
augmented to the
level of Rs. 60,000
through
processing.

Processing at SHG
and FPO level to get
higher
value addition at
farmer level.

Processing at SHG
and FPO level to
get
higher value
addition at farmer
level.
Separately
provided above.

DAKSHIN
KANNADA
Processing at SHG
and FPO level to
get
higher value
addition at
farmer level.
Per capita income
of farmers is in
the
range of around
Rs. 40,000/-and
same
can be
augmented to
the level of Rs.
60,000 through
processing.

DAVANGERE
Processing at SHG
and FPO level to
get higher
value addition at
farmer level.
Per capita income
of farmers is in the
range of
around Rs.
40,000/-and same
can be
augmented to the
level of Rs. 60,000
through
processing.

2. Recommend
ations:
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2.1
Vision
Statement & Key
Objectives

CHAMARAJNAGAR

CHIKBALLAPUR

CHIKKAMAGALUR

CHITRADURGA

Vision is to make
Chamarajanagara
district a
major Turmeric
processing hub in the
country

Vision is to make
Chikkaballapura
district a
major Tomato hub
in the country and
the best
customized
tomato production
hub

Vision is to make
Chikkamagaluru
district a
major Spices
processing hub in the
country

Vision is to ensure
that local
consumption at
district and state
level reaches
atleast 50%
of local
production and
social groups are
enabled through
Anchor
institutions to get
in to fast lane of
fruit processing.
The
processing
activity needs to
reach all 7
taluks although
production is only
in one
taluk.

DAKSHIN
KANNADA
Vision is to make
Dakshina
Kannada
district a export
centre for marine
fish
through
integrated fish
development
and management

DAVANGERE
Vision is to make
Davanagere
district a major
Maize processing
hub in the country
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2.2 Strategy for
Integrated
Development

CHAMARAJNAGAR

CHIKBALLAPUR

CHIKKAMAGALUR

CHITRADURGA

Development of an
institution with
integrated
operations of capacity
building, product
development,
protocol
development, support
and facilitation in
registration, finance
and
channeling incentives,
and lastly
development
marketing channels
with handholding
support.

Development of an
institution with
integrated
operations of
capacity building,
product
development,
protocol
development,
support
and facilitation in
registration,
finance and
channeling
incentives, and
lastly development
marketing
channels with
handholding
support

Development of an
institution with
integrated
operations of
capacity building,
product
development,
protocol
development,
support
and facilitation in
registration, finance
and
channeling
incentives, and lastly
development
marketing channels
with handholding
support.

The work will
start with Guerilla
Marketing
strategy
promoting and
building a name
around
Groundnut and
then local
consumption
through cultural
adoption.

DAKSHIN
KANNADA
Development of
an institution
with
integrated
operations of
capacity
building, product
development,
protocol
development,
support and
facilitation in
registration,
finance and
channeling
incentives, and
lastly
development
marketing
channels with
handholding
support.

DAVANGERE
Development of an
institution with
integrated
operations of
capacity building,
product
development,
protocol
development,
support
and facilitation in
registration,
finance and
channeling
incentives, and
lastly development
marketing
channels with
handholding
support.
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3.

Key Impacts

CHAMARAJNAGAR

CHIKBALLAPUR

CHIKKAMAGALUR

CHITRADURGA

Increasing income at
farm level,
introducing
farmers to industrial
and services segment
for
enhancing income.

Development of an
integrated Tomato
processing hub
that services
national and
international
markets.

Increasing income at
farm level,
introducing
farmers to industrial
and services segment
for
enhancing income.

Production
practices will
improve to GAP
standards and
lead to a well
informed and
trained producer
and a wellinformed
consumer,
promoting each
other’s cause
domestically and
internationally.
The major
impact though is
to ensure value
addition at
farmer level and
increase in
earnings atleast
up to 40%

DAKSHIN
KANNADA
Increasing
income at
fisherman level
and improving
their living
standards

DAVANGERE
Increasing income
at farm level,
introducing
farmers to
industrial and
services segment
for
enhancing income.
Development of an
integrated coconut
processing hub
that
services national
and international
markets.
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1.
Cluster Analysis and
Discussion
1.1
Location of the cluster:
The location of the cluster on
the map of the district or state.

1.2
Skill
required:

DHARWAD

GADAG

HASSAN

HAVERI

KALABURAGI

KODAGU

Hubli, Dharwad,
alnavar

Mundalgi, gadag.
Gajendragad

Chamarajanagara,
hassan, arkalgad,
arasikere

Haveri, Byadagi,
Hirekerur

Jevargi
Kalaburagi
Afzalpura
Chittapura
Alandu
Sedum
Chincholi

Madikeri
Somwarpet
Virajpet

Processing for
dehydrated mango
chips

Chutney, Masala
mixing, paste
making, sauce
making etc.

Cold Press Oil
Production
Coconut chip
production

Processing for
dehydrated mango
chips

Ready to cook
and eat
segment
requires skill
development

Export
documentation,
Roasting and
blending

reates
employment of
over 2 lakh
people in
cultivation and
people grow this
very well

Provides
employment of
over 1200 lakh
mandays

Development

Provides
employment of over
3 lakh people in
cultivation

Provides
employment of over
3 lakh people in
cultivation

1. Technology
of processing,
2. Finance
support to
process
3. Marketing
and branding
Creates
employment

1. Technology
of processing,
2. Finance
support to
process
3. Marketing
and branding
Provides
employment of
over 10 lakh
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1.3

DHARWAD

GADAG

HASSAN

HAVERI

KALABURAGI
of over 17
lakh people in
cultivation

KODAGU
mandays in the
district.

Mango fresh fruit is
Rs. 20/- per kilo,
Processing
cost per kilo is Rs.
20/Total cost Rs. 40/per kilo

Dry chilly cost Rs.
250/Powder sost is
around Rs. 275/per kilo

Oil Extraction cost
is Rs. 7/- per kilo
in cold
pressed
technology with
electricity
accounting
Rs. 4/- per litre
and Rs. 3/- in
labour costs

Mango fresh fruit is
Rs. 20/- per kilo,
Processing
cost per kilo is Rs.
20/Total cost Rs. 40/per kilo

Production
cost
Whole grain
Rs. 20/- per
kilo
Sold at Rs. 40
to 60/- per
kilo
Dal cost Rs.
35/- to 40/per kilo but
sold at Rs.
90/- per kilo

Value of Raw
Coffee is
around Rs.
100/- per kg
(Arabica)

Product Cost Analysis:

Value of beans
– Rs. 225/- per
kilo
Value of Raw
Coffee is
around Rs. 80/per kg
(Robusta)
Value of beans
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DHARWAD

GADAG

HASSAN

HAVERI

KALABURAGI

KODAGU
– Rs. 150/- per
kilo

1.4
Problem Mapping/ Firm
level
issues
of
micro
enterprises:
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Public
Infra

DHARWAD
Quality Drinking
water is an issue
and scarcity of
water during
summers.
Non availability of
Potable water
which could lead to
food contamination

GADAG
Commercial
connection cost
for electricity is
high.
Irregularity in
source of water
used will change
the quality of the
product.

HASSAN
Continuos power
supply issue in
rural areas,
backup is
expensive

HAVERI
Quality Drinking
water is an issue
and scarcity of
water during
summers.

Commercial
connection cost is
high

Non availability of
Potable water
which could lead to
food contamination

Cluster approach
under MSME
exists and same
may be applied
here along with
Design lab
concept.

KALABURAGI
Cluster
approach
under MSME
exists and
same
may be
applied here
along with
Design lab
concept.
Continuos
power supply
issue in rural
areas, backup
is expensive
Continuos
power supply
issue in rural
areas, backup
is expensive
Commercial
Connection
cost is very
high

KODAGU
Cluster
approach under
MSME exists
and same
may be applied
here along with
Design lab
concept.
Continuos
power supply
issue in rural
areas, backup is
expensive
Continuos
power supply
issue in rural
areas, backup is
expensive
Commercial
Connection
cost is very high
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Common
Facilities

DHARWAD
Inadequate primary
processing, storage
and distribution
facilities
Packaging standards
are poor and
require common
packaging facility.

GADAG
Packaging
standards are
poor and require
common
packaging facility.
Existing common
Infrastructure is
not functional

HASSAN
Existing common
Infrastructure is
not fully
functional

HAVERI
Inadequate primary
processing, storage
and distribution
facilities

Seed removal in
copra, cleaning
and preparatory
activities provide
potential.

Packaging standards
are poor and
require common
packaging facility.

Inadequate
primary
processing,
storage and
distribution
facilities in both
Private & Public
Sector

KALABURAGI
Inadequate
primary
processing,
storage and
distribution
facilities
GAP / Organic
Production
advisors
Better
cleaning and
sorting and
packaging

Packaging
standards are
poor and
require
common
packaging
facility.

KODAGU
1. GAP /
Organic
Production
advisors
2. Better
dehydrating /
drying
machines,
cleaning and
sorting and
packaging
3. Financial
gaps, especially
export finance
facilities are
needed at FPO
level and can
start from
cultivation
level.
4. Inadequate
primary
processing,
storage,
packaging and
distribution
facilities
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Testing
Facilities

Safety
Standards

DHARWAD
No NABL certified
lab facilities in
proximity

GADAG
No NABL certified
lab facilities in
proximity

Lack of knowledge
and
misunderstanding
regulatory norms.

Lack of
knowledge and
misunderstanding
regulatory norms.

Food Safety
Standards set for
Micro and Small,
and Large cannot be
complied by the
Micro Enterprises.
Separate guidelines
may be issued.

Food Safety
Standards set for
Micro and Small,
and Large cannot
be complied by
the Micro
Enterprises.
Separate
guidelines may
be issued.

HASSAN
Testing facilities
are available

Food Safety
Standards set for
Micro and Small,
and Large cannot
be complied by
the Micro
Enterprises.
Separate
guidelines may be
issued.

HAVERI
No NABL certified
lab facilities in
proximity

Food Safety
Standards set for
Micro and Small,
and Large cannot be
complied by the
Micro Enterprises.
Separate guidelines
may be issued.

FSSAI standards are
not followed nor
enforced

KALABURAGI
No NABL
certified lab
facilities in
proximity
Quality testing
and
assurances or
by private
inhouse
arrangement
done for
labelling
branded
redgram
Food Safety
Standards set
for Micro and
Small, and
Large cannot
be complied
by the Micro
Enterprises.
Separate
guidelines
may be issued.

FSSAI
standards are
not followed
nor enforced

KODAGU
Since major
product is
green bean,
rainforest
alliance
certification
becomes
important for
exports.
Testing
infrastructure
needs to be
upgraded

Food Safety
Standards set
for Micro and
Small, and
Large cannot
be complied by
the Micro
Enterprises.
Separate
guidelines may
be issued.

FSSAI standards
are not
followed nor
enforced
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Firm level gaps and
recommendations
Skill training needs
Gaps& Recommendations

DHARWAD

GADAG

HASSAN

HAVERI

KALABURAGI

KODAGU

Special training on
soft skills and EDPBranding,Marketing,
labelling and digital
marketing.Present 6
day Training may
not be sufficient.

Good
Manufacturing
Practice training
required for all
the food handlers
of micro
enterprises

Need training in
new technology,
automation and
standardization of
product protocol,
etc. quality &
hygiene
management for
in VCO, Oil
Extraction
etc.

Special training on
soft skills and EDPBranding,Marketing,
labelling and digital
marketing.Present 6
day Training may
not be sufficient.

Operation and
Maintenance
of Machinery
Good
Manufacturing
Practice
training
required for
all the food
handlers of
micro
enterprises

Need training
in new
technology,
automation
and
standardization
of product
protocol, for
roasting,
curing,
blending, and
exports

Rs. 1000/- per
person

Rs. 1000/- per
person

Good
Manufacturing
Practice training
required for all the
food handlers of
micro enterprises

Costing

Need training in
new technology,
automation and
standardization of
product protocol,
infusions etc.
quality & hygiene
management
Rs. 1000/- per
person

Rs. 1000/- per
person

Rs. 1000/- per
person

Good
Manufacturing
Practice training
required for all the
food handlers of
micro enterprises
Need training in
new technology,
automation and
standardization of
product protocol,
infusions etc.
quality & hygiene
management
Rs. 1000/- per
person

Manufacturing practices
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Gaps & Recommendations

Costing

DHARWAD
Standardisation of
manufacturing
practices required
to standardise the
product and
participate in
Umbrella Branding.

GADAG
New Technology
for preparation of
Ready to Cook
Foods

HASSAN
Protocols for
products
Upgradation of
skills
in protocol
adoption

HAVERI
Standardisation of
manufacturing
practices required
to standardise the
product and
participate in
Umbrella Branding.

Lack of awareness
on plant layout
design aspects.

Lack of awareness
on plant layout
design aspects.

Upgradation of
skills in protocol
adoption

Upgradation of
skills in protocol
adoption

Rs. 750/- per
person

Rs. 750/- per
person

Rs. 750/- per
person

Rs. 750/- per
person

KALABURAGI
New
Technology
for
preparation of
Ready to Cook
Foods

KODAGU
Upgradation of
machinery for
automation

Rs. 750/- per
person

Rs. 750/- per
person

Technologies
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Gaps & Recommendations

Costing

DHARWAD
Technology and skill
gap for dehydrated
mango chips

Rs. 1250/- per
person

GADAG
Benefeciaries
have no
information on
cost benefits of
the modern
technologies

HASSAN
Technology and
Skill gaps in IQF of
fresh grated
coconut, canned
coconut milk or
cream

HAVERI
Technology and skill
gap for dehydrated
mango chips

KALABURAGI
GAP, and
varietal trials

New and efficient
technology acess
expensive for
micro units and
becomes
accessible only
after royalty
period which may
be outdated.
Rs. 1250/- per
person

Rs. 1250/- per
person

Rs. 1250/- per
person

Rs. 1250/- per
person

Rs. 1250/- per
person

Huge Market,
domestic and
international (not
exploited)

Scope for marketing
and enhancing
consumption

Quantity of
production

Huge Market,
domestic and
international

Better yield,
Newer
varieties,
vegetable
varieties of
redgram,
green
redgram seeds
and IQF

KODAGU
Training and
exposure
needed for
Blending,
Coffee types,
Gourmet ,
Coffee
production
and processing

1.5 SWOT Analysis
Strength

Scope for marketing
and enhancing
consumption

Quantuty of
production
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DHARWAD
Dryland cultivation
and erratic
production
Exploited by buyers
of farms at maturity

GADAG
Multiple
producers

HASSAN
Dryland
cultivation and
erratic production
Exploited by
buyers of farms at
maturity

HAVERI
Dryland cultivation
and erratic
production
Exploited by buyers
of farms at maturity

KALABURAGI
Limited
processing
options

KODAGU
Pest attack and
market
fluctuation
owing to bigger
players in
international
market

Opportunity

Export market to
world especially
UAE and US
conglomerate

High Demand

Export market to
world especially
Russian
conglomerate

Export market to
world especially
UAE and US
conglomerate

High demand
/ deficit
market in the
country

Export market
to 50 countries

Threats

Erratic production

Rains and failure
of it

Erratic production
and import of oil

Erratic production

Rains and
failure of it

Bigger
cultivators like
Brazil and
Vietnam

Weakness

1.6 Need Assessment & Gap
Study
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DHARWAD
Processing at SHG
and FPO level to get
higher
value addition at
farmer level.
Per capita income
of farmers can be
augmented to the
level of Rs. 60,000
through
processing.

2.

GADAG
Processing at SHG
and FPO level to
get higher
value addition at
farmer level.

HASSAN
Processing at SHG
and FPO level to
get higher
value addition at
farmer level.

Per capita income
of farmers can be
augmented to the
level of Rs. 60,000
through
processing

HAVERI
Processing at SHG
and FPO level to get
higher
value addition at
farmer level.
Per capita income
of farmers can be
augmented to the
level of Rs. 60,000
through
processing.

KALABURAGI
Processing at
SHG and FPO
level to get
higher
value addition
at farmer
level.

KODAGU
Processing at
SHG and FPO
level to get
higher
value addition
at farmer level.

Recommendations:

2.1 Vision Statement & Key
Objectives
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DHARWAD
Vision is to make
Dharwad district a
major
mango processing
hub in the country

GADAG
Vision – to make
Gadag the Bydagi
Chillies quality
center and
organic
production
center of the
world.
of the world

HASSAN
Vision is to make
Hassan district a
major
coconut oil hub in
the country and
the virgin
coconut oil
production center
in view of
regional
advantages and
make it the best
coconut
processing hub in
the world.

HAVERI
Vision is to make
Haveri district a
major
mango processing
hub in the country

KALABURAGI
Vision is to get
local people
involved in
hand-pounded
dal making
and also in
ready to cook
and ready to
eat foods as
well as
promoting
region based
brands

KODAGU
Vision is to
ensure that
FPOs attain
capabilities to
produce green
beans of
coffee and
export directly
to get better
profits up to
25% more.
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2.2 Strategy for Integrated
Development

DHARWAD
Development of an
institution with
integrated
operations of
capacity building,
product
development,
protocol
development,
support
and facilitation in
registration, finance
and
channeling
incentives, and
lastly development
marketing channels
with handholding
support.

GADAG
The concept of
Anchor
institution will
centralize
formality part of
the industry

HASSAN
Development of
an institution
with integrated
operations of
capacity building,
product
development,
protocol
development,
support and
facilitation in
registration,
finance and
channeling
incentives, and
lastly
development
marketing
channels with
handholding
support

HAVERI
Development of an
institution with
integrated
operations of
capacity building,
product
development,
protocol
development,
support
and facilitation in
registration, finance
and
channeling
incentives, and
lastly development
marketing channels
with handholding
support.

KALABURAGI
The concept
of Anchor
institution will
centralize
formality part
of the industry

KODAGU
Domestic
market needs
to be ramped
up with better
education on
blends of
coffee and
encouraging
home brewing
techniques in
Tea consuming
regions.
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3.

Key Impacts

DHARWAD
Increasing income
at farm level,
introducing
farmers to industrial
and services
segment for
enhancing income.

GADAG
Participation of
farmers and
women in
advanced
processing of
Chillies to
promote hand
pounded, organic
Chillies for value
addition in ready
to cook segment.
High end
branding and
quality
marketing.

HASSAN
Increasing income
at farm level,
introducing
farmers to
industrial and
services segment
for enhancing
income.
Development of
an integrated
coconut
processing hub
that services
national and
international
markets.

HAVERI
Increasing income
at farm level,
introducing
farmers to industrial
and services
segment for
enhancing income.

KALABURAGI
Participation
of farmers and
women in
advanced
processing of
redgram, and
also to
promote hand
pounded,
organic
redgram, and
in ready to
cook segment.
High end
branding and
quality
marketing.

KODAGU
Organic Coffee
production may
take value to
next level and
Gourmet coffee
may find better
global market.
Farmers can
add up to 40%
value over
existing
returns.
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1. Cluster Analysis and Discussion
1.1
Location of the cluster: The
location of the cluster on the map of
the district or state.
1.2

KOLAR

KOPPAL

MANDYA

MYSURU

RAICHUR

RAMANAGARA

Srinivasapura, KGF

Yelaburga
Kushtagi

Malavalli
Pandavapura
Mandya
Maddur

T N pura ,
mysuru,
hunsuru

Maski, Sindhanur,
Manvi

Channapattana,
Kanakpura,
Ramanagara

Tomato processing
in to all products

Processing for
jam and jelly and
juice of Guava in
maintaining
moisture and
pectin and brix
levels

Skills required
for hygienic
handling of
produce. Cane
cleaning and
reducing
clarification
chemicals. Skills
are required in
monitoring
quality through
technological
and automated
actions.

Processing for
dehydrated,
banana chips,
pulp, cakes,
bars etc. of
Banana in
maintaining
starch
moisture and
brix levels.

Chutney, Masala
mixing, paste
making, sauce
making etc.

Cold Press Oil
Production
Coconut chip
production

reates
employment of
over 2 lakh
people in
cultivation and
people grow this
very well

Provides
employment of
over 1200 lakh
mandays

Skill Development required:

Provides
employment of over
1 lakh mandays

Protocol in
production of
jams, juices

1. Organic Cane
production,
GAP
certification for
Sugarcane
2.
Mechanization
of clarification
and

Provides
employment of
over 8.4 lakh
mandays in
cultivation
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1.3

KOLAR

KOPPAL

MANDYA
flow of clarified
juices.

MYSURU

RAICHUR

RAMANAGARA

Fresh tomato – Rs.
8/Puree cost of
production – Rs. 80per kilo
Pickle cost of
production – Rs.
100/- per kilo
Juice – Rs. 50/- per
kilo

Guava for farmer
is Rs. 10/- per kilo

1. Cost of
production of
Cane Rs. 1250/per ton
2. Cane sold at
Rs. 3100/- per
ton.
3. Value
addition – Rs.
1850/- per ton
4. Jaggery
realized per ton
14% recovery –
140 kilos
5. Jaggery sold
at Rs. Rs.
5320/- at Rs.

Banana for
farmer is Rs.
6/- per kilo,
1.5 kilos
needed for
dehydration to
1 kilo =
Rs. 9/- per kilo
of Banana pulp
Processing cost
per kilo is Rs.
11/Total cost Rs.
20/- per kilo
Price of
Banana pulp =
Up to Rs. 70/-

Dry chilly cost Rs.
250/Powder sost is
around Rs. 275/per kilo

Oil Extraction
cost is Rs. 7/per kilo in cold
pressed
technology
with electricity
accounting
Rs. 4/- per litre
and Rs. 3/- in
labour costs

Product Cost Analysis:

3 kilos needed for
dehydration to 1
kilo = Rs. 30/- per
kilo of
dehydrated
Guava
Processing cost
per kilo is Rs. 10/Total cost Rs. 40/per kilo
Price of Guava
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KOLAR

KOPPAL
pulp = Up to Rs.
80/- per kilo

MANDYA
38/- per kilo
6. Cost of
production- Rs.
1100- per ton
7. Cost of cane
+ Processing =
Rs. 1200+1100=
2300
8. Value added
to farmer from
cane to jaggery
3020/- per ton

MYSURU
per
kilo

RAICHUR

RAMANAGARA

1.4
Problem Mapping/ Firm
level issues of micro enterprises:
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Public
Infra

KOLAR
Cluster approach
may be appliede
along with Design
lab concept.
Commercial
connection cost is
high
Continuos power
supply issue in rural
areas, backup is
expensive

KOPPAL
Commercial
connection cost is
high
Continuos power
supply issue in
rural areas,
backup is
expensive

MANDYA
Quality
Drinking water
is an issue and
scarcity of
water during
summers.

MYSURU
Quality
Drinking water
is an issue and
scarcity of
water during
summers.

Continuos
power supply
issue in rural
areas, backup is
expensive

Commercial
connection
cost for
electricity is
high.
Irregularity in
source of
water used will
change the
quality of the
product.

Cost of new
Electricty
Connections
very high if
Agriculture
Land
Conversions are
not completed ,
and
Commercial
conversion cost
is high

RAICHUR
Commercial
connection cost
for electricity is
high.
Irregularity in
source of water
used will change
the quality of the
product.

RAMANAGARA
Continuos
power supply
issue in rural
areas, backup is
expensive
Commercial
connection cost
is high
Cluster
approach
under MSME
exists and same
may be applied
here along with
Design lab
concept.
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Common
Facilities

KOLAR
Inadequate primary
processing, storage
and distribution
facilities in both
Private & Public
Sector
Cleaning, Sorting
and Packaging has
to be upgraded
especially for the
products to be
shipped.

KOPPAL
Product
development,
GAP cultivation
training, Quality
protocol
development and
quality
certification

Cleaning, grading,
pulping,
deseeding as well
as cooking and
concentrating
equipment.

MANDYA
Inadequate
primary
processing,
storage and
distribution
facilities
GAP / Organic
Production
advisors
Better cleaning
and sorting and
packaging

Packaging
standards are
poor and
require
common
packaging
facility.

MYSURU
Existing
common
Infrastructure
is not
functional

RAICHUR
Packaging
standards are
poor and require
common
packaging facility.

RAMANAGARA
Existing
common
Infrastructure
is not fully
functional

Inadequate
primary
processing,
storage and
distribution
facilities

Existing common
Infrastructure is
not functional

Seed removal
in copra,
cleaning and
preparatory
activities
provide
potential.
Inadequate
primary
processing,
storage and
distribution
facilities in both
Private & Public
Sector
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Testing
Facilities

KOLAR
No NABL certified
lab facilities in
proximity

KOPPAL
No NABL certified
lab facilities in
proximity

MANDYA
No NABL
certified lab
facilities in
proximity
None of the
units have
testing facilities

MYSURU
Lack of
availability and
knowledge on
simple
physiochemical
testing
equipments

RAICHUR
No NABL certified
lab facilities in
proximity

RAMANAGARA
Testing
facilities are
available

No NABL
certified lab
facilities in
proximity
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Safety
Standards

KOLAR
Food Safety
Standards set for
Micro and Small,
and Large cannot be
complied by the
Micro Enterprises.
Separate guidelines
may be issued.
Lack of awareness
and acesss to
Training and
resource materials
in adhering the food
safety standards.

KOPPAL
Lack of
knowledge and
misunderstanding
regulatory norms.
Food Safety
Standards set for
Micro and Small,
and Large cannot
be complied by
the Micro
Enterprises.
Separate
guidelines may
be issued.

MANDYA
Food Safety
Standards set
for Micro and
Small, and
Large cannot
be complied by
the Micro
Enterprises.
Separate
guidelines may
be issued.

FSSAI standards
are not
followed nor
enforced

MYSURU
Lack of acesss
to Training and
resource
materials in
adehering the
food safety
standards.

Food Safety
Standards set
for Micro and
Small, and
Large cannot
be complied by
the Micro
Enterprises.
Separate
guidelines may
be issued.

RAICHUR
Lack of
knowledge and
misunderstanding
regulatory norms.
Food Safety
Standards set for
Micro and Small,
and Large cannot
be complied by
the Micro
Enterprises.
Separate
guidelines may
be issued.

RAMANAGARA
Food Safety
Standards set
for Micro and
Small, and
Large cannot
be complied by
the Micro
Enterprises.
Separate
guidelines may
be issued.

DRPs shall be
insisted to
have Food
Safety Mitra
License.
Firm level gaps and
recommendations
Skill training needs
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Gaps& Recommendations

KOLAR
Currently provision
is only for ODOP
training. Non-ODOP
training shall also be
provided under
PMFME, with
convergence with
other initiatives.
Special training on
soft skills and EDPBranding,Marketing,
labelling and digital
marketing.Present 6
day Training may
not be sufficient.
Good
Manufacturing
Practice (GMP)
training required for
all the food
handlers of micro
enterprises

KOPPAL
Need training in
new technology,
automation and
standardization
of product
protocol, etc.
quality & hygiene
management for
Guava Processing
Currently
provision is only
for ODOP
training. NonODOP training
shall also be
provided under
PMFME, with
convergence with
other initiatives.

MANDYA
Need training
in new
technology,
automation
and
standardization
of product
protocol,
infusions etc.
quality &
hygiene
management

MYSURU
Currently
provision is
only for ODOP
training. NonODOP training
shall also be
provided under
PMFME, with
convergence
with other
initiatives.
Need training
in
new
technology,
automation
and
standardization
of
product
protocol,
etc. quality &
hygiene
management

RAICHUR
Good
Manufacturing
Practice training
required for all
the food handlers
of micro
enterprises

RAMANAGARA
Need training
in new
technology,
automation
and
standardization
of product
protocol, etc.
quality &
hygiene
management
for in VCO, Oil
Extraction
etc.

Need training in
new
technology,
automation and
standardization of
product protocol,
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KOLAR
infusions etc.
quality
& hygiene
management

KOPPAL

MANDYA

MYSURU

RAICHUR

RAMANAGARA
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Costing
Manufacturing practices
Gaps & Recommendations

Costing
Technologies
Gaps & Recommendations

KOLAR
Rs. 1000/- per
person

KOPPAL
Rs. 1000/- per
person

MANDYA
Rs. 1000/- per
person

MYSURU
Rs. 1000/- per
person

RAICHUR
Rs. 1000/- per
person

RAMANAGARA
Rs. 1000/- per
person

Standardisation of
manufacturing
practices required
to standardise the
product and
participate in
Umbrella Branding.

Upgradation of
skillsets for
protocol for
products

Upgradation of
machinery for
automation

Protocols for
products

New Technology
for preparation of
Ready to Cook
Foods

Protocols for
products

Rs. 750/- per
person

Rs. 750/- per
person

Rs. 750/- per
person

Rs. 750/- per
person

Rs. 750/- per
person

Rs. 750/- per
person

Training and access
to advanced
packaging
technologies
including
sustainable,
attractive and
efficient options.

Technology and
skillgaps for Jam
and nectar
production

Training and
access to
advanced
packaging
technologies
including
sustainable,
attractive and
efficient
options.

Technology
and skill gap in
dehydrated,
banana chips,
pulp, cakes,
bars etc.

Benefeciaries
have no
information on
cost benefits of
the modern
technologies

Technology and
Skill gaps in IQF
of fresh grated
coconut,
canned
coconut milk or
cream

Block chain
technology for food
products has to be
in place to ensure
quality and equity
along entire value
chain

Upgradation of
skills
in protocol
adoption

Innovative
technologies
for Acidity,
temperature
and content
management

Upgradation of
skills
in protocol
adoption

New and efficient
technology acess
expensive for
micro units and
becomes
accessible only
after royalty
period which may
be outdated.

Technology
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KOLAR

KOPPAL

Rs. 1250/- per
person

Rs. 1250/- per
person

Strength

Huge Market,
domestic and
international
(not exploited)

Scope for
marketing and
enhancing
consumption

Weakness

Glut and price
fluctuation

Limited
cultivation

Costing

MANDYA
Support from
the SLTI, with
provision for
customization
for group of
enterprises
with similar
interests.
Rs. 1250/- per
person

MYSURU

RAICHUR

RAMANAGARA

Rs. 1250/- per
person

Rs. 1250/- per
person

Rs. 1250/- per
person

Availability of
Cane and a
huge
international
market
Un-hygienic
production, use
fo chemicals
irrationally

Plenty of raw
material

Quantuty of
production

Perishability

Multiple
producers

Huge Market,
domestic and
international
(not
exploited)
Dryland
cultivation and
erratic
production
Exploited by
buyers of farms
at maturity

1.5 SWOT Analysis

Lack of Quality
checks / tests,
certification of
organic
production,
lacking and lack
of product
improvement
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KOLAR

KOPPAL

MANDYA
/diversification/
management

MYSURU

RAICHUR

RAMANAGARA

Opportunity

Export market to
world especially
Gulf
conglomerate

Huge domestic
demand and easy
processing
process

Insatiable
demand and
advantage over
sugar

GIS Tag and
Huge domestic
and
international
demand

High Demand

Export market
to world
especially
Russian
conglomerate

Threats

Chinese tomato
production is
double that of
India production

No competition
as it does not
coincide with
other fruit season

Quality issues

Fungal diseases
in cultivation

Rains and failure
of it

Erratic
production and
import of oil

1.6 Need Assessment & Gap Study
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KOLAR
Explained in
paragraphs above
Processing at SHG
and FPO level to get
higher
value addition at
farmer level.
Per capita income
of farmers is in the
range of
around Rs. 40,000/and same can be
augmented to the
level of Rs. 60,000
through
processing.

KOPPAL
Processing at SHG
and FPO level to
get higher value
addition at
farmer level.
Per capita income
of farmers can be
augmented to
the level of Rs.
60,000 through
processing.

MANDYA
1. Registration
of Jaggery units
2. Data
collection on
use of Power
and
production
3. Quality
assessment
labs/tests
4. Improved
technology and
automation
5. Untouched
and clean
energy
production

MYSURU
Processing at
SHG and FPO
level to get
higher value
addition at
farmer level.
Per capita
income of
farmers can be
augmented to
the level of Rs.
60,000
through
processing.

RAICHUR
Processing at SHG
and FPO level to
get higher
value addition at
farmer level.

RAMANAGARA
Processing at
SHG and FPO
level to get
higher
value addition
at farmer level.

Per capita
income of
farmers can be
augmented to
the level of Rs.
60,000 through
processing
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2.

KOLAR

KOPPAL

MANDYA

MYSURU

RAICHUR

RAMANAGARA

Vision is to make
Kolara district a
major Tomato
hub in the country
and the best
customized
tomato production
hub

Vision is to make
Koppal district a
major Guava
processing hub in
the country – But
limited by area of
production

Clean energy
product,
untouched and
hygienic
traceability.
GAP compliant
cane
production

Vision is to
make Mysuru
district a major
Banana
processing hub
in the country
– But
limited by area
of production

Vision – to make
Gadag the Bydagi
Chillies quality
center and
organic
production
center of the
world.
of the world

Vision is to
make
Ramanagara
district a major
coconut oil hub
in the country
and the virgin
coconut oil
production
center in view
of
regional
advantages and
make it the
best
coconut
processing hub
in the world.

Recommendations:

2.1 Vision
Objectives

Statement

&

Key
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2.2
Strategy
Development

for

Integrated

KOLAR
Development of an
institution with
integrated
operations of
capacity building,
product
development,
protocol
development,
support
and facilitation in
registration, finance
and
channeling
incentives, and
lastly development
marketing channels
with handholding
support.

KOPPAL
Development of
an institution
with integrated
operations of
capacity building,
product
development,
protocol
development,
support and
facilitation in
registration,
finance and
channeling
incentives, and
lastly
development
marketing
channels with
handholding
support.

MANDYA
Infrastructure
and capacity
building as well
as
formalization
through
upgradation,
implemented
by Anchor
institutions.

MYSURU
Development
of an
institution with
integrated
operations of
capacity
building,
product
development,
protocol
development,
support and
facilitation in
registration,
finance and
channeling
incentives, and
lastly
development
marketing
channels with
handholding
support.

RAICHUR
The concept of
Anchor
institution will
centralize
formality part of
the industry

RAMANAGARA
Development
of an
institution with
integrated
operations of
capacity
building,
product
development,
protocol
development,
support and
facilitation in
registration,
finance and
channeling
incentives, and
lastly
development
marketing
channels with
handholding
support
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3.

Key Impacts

KOLAR
Development of an
integrated Tomato
processing hub that
services national
and
international
markets.

KOPPAL
Increasing
income at farm
level, introducing
farmers to
industrial and
services segment
for enhancing
income.

MANDYA
1. Production
of cane under
GAP
2. Production
of cane for
organic
Jaggery
3. Production
of clean and
residue free
jaggery with
less clarification
needs
4. Production
of jaggery with
infusions
5. Clean energy
and
technologically
advanced
production
6. Traceability
7. Increased
export demand
8. Export
facilitation
centre and a
knowledge
centre
9. Tertiary
processing
units.

MYSURU
Increasing
income at farm
level,
introducing
farmers to
industrial and
services
segment
for enhancing
income.

RAICHUR
Participation of
farmers and
women in
advanced
processing of
Chillies to
promote hand
pounded, organic
Chillies for value
addition in ready
to cook segment.
High end
branding and
quality
marketing.

RAMANAGARA
Increasing
income at farm
level,
introducing
farmers to
industrial and
services
segment for
enhancing
income.
Development
of an
integrated
coconut
processing hub
that services
national and
international
markets.
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KOLAR

SHIVAMOGGA
1.

KOPPAL

TUMAKURU

MANDYA
10.
Formalization
of an entirely
informal sector.

UDUPI

MYSURU

UTTARA
KANNADA

RAICHUR

VIJAYAPURA

RAMANAGARA

YADGIR

Cluster Analysis and Discussion
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1.1
Location of the cluster: The
location of the cluster on the map of
the district or state.

SHIVAMOGGA

TUMAKURU

UDUPI

Shivamogga,
sagar

Tiptur
Turuvakere
Gubbi
Tumkur
Kunigal

Kundapura
Udupi

UTTARA
KANNADA
MFP – Joyida,
Karwar,
Ankola,
Dandeli
Pepper –
Siddapura,
Yellapura, Sirsi

1.2

YADGIR

Indi
Sindhagi
Vijayapura
Basavana
Bagewadi
Hegodihal

Surapura
Shahpura
Yadgir

Need training
in
new
technology,
automation
and
standardization
of
product
protocol,
etc. quality &
hygiene
management
for lemon
processing

Cleaning, Coating
with spices, making
jaggery based
products with
peanuts

Skill Development required:
Currently farming
skill sets are
available and are
not of GAP
standards .
Farmgate level
grading is done
manually.
Waste
Composting
techniques are
available.

1.3

VIJAYAPURA

Cold Press Oil
Production
Coconut chip
production

More of ready
to eat and
ready to cook
products.

Provides
employment of
over 1200 lakh
mandays

Provides
employment of
over 40000
people for 9
months

Processing for
dehydrated
Spices fingers
Units upto
capacity of 1
Ton per day
requires 2
skilled and 2
unskilled
labourers

Provides
employment of over
50 lakh mandays

Product Cost Analysis:
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SHIVAMOGGA

TUMAKURU

UDUPI

Quantity realized:
600 grams
Price 280/- per kg
Value realized per
Kg of pine apple:
168/Marketing
commission: 42/Value realized
after marketing
cost Rs. 126/Value addition on
cost of Rs. 60/- =
Rs. 66/-

Oil Extraction
cost is Rs. 7/per kilo in cold
pressed
technology
with electricity
accounting
Rs. 4/- per litre
and Rs. 3/- in
labour costs

Fish landing
cost is
estimated at
Rs. 60/- per kg
which includes
entire
operating cost
of the trawler.
Processed fish
costs at around
Rs. 150/per kilo

UTTARA
KANNADA
Spices cost for
farmer is Rs.
100/- per kilo

Processing cost
per kilo is Rs.
40/Total cost Rs.
140/- per kilo

VIJAYAPURA

YADGIR

Lemon for
farmer is Rs.
75/- per kilo

Value of Raw
groundnut is around
Rs. 40/per kg
Value of seeds after
66% conversion is
Rs.
80/- per kg
Spiced Groundnut
seed per kg is Rs.
240/per kg
Groundnut oil is Rs.
240/- per kg
Groundnut cake as
feed is Rs. 30/- per
kg

Processing cost
rs. 10/- per kilo
Bottling/
Packing – Rs.
20/- per kilo
Total cost – Rs.
105/- per kilo
Price of Juice is
Rs. 200/- per
kilo

Value addition per
kg from groundnut
to final product is
Rs. Up to Rs. 50/per
kilogram.
1.4
Problem Mapping/ Firm level
issues of micro enterprises:
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Public
Infra

Common
Facilities

SHIVAMOGGA

TUMAKURU

UDUPI

Cost of providing
electrical
infrastructure to
agriculture land
for food
processing is very
high.

Continuos
power supply
issue in rural
areas, backup
is expensive

Continuos
power supply
issue in rural
areas, backup is
expensive

Commercial
connection
cost is high

Commercial
connection cost
is high

Cluster
approach
under MSME
exists and
same
may be applied
here along
with Design lab
concept.

Plug and play
sheds not
available

Packaging
standards are
poor and require
common
packaging facility.
Existing common
Infrastructure is
not functional

Seed removal
in copra,
cleaning and
preparatory
activities
provide
potential.
Inadequate

Existing
common
Infrastructure is
not fully
functional
Inadequate
primary
processing,
storage and

UTTARA
KANNADA
Continuos
power supply
issue in rural
areas, backup
is expensive

VIJAYAPURA

YADGIR

Continuos
power supply
issue in rural
areas, backup
is expensive

Quality Drinking
water is an issue
and scarcity of
water during
summers.

Cost of new
Electricty
Connections
very high if
Agriculture
Land
Conversions
are not
completed

Cost of new
Electricty
Connections
very high if
Agriculture
Land
Conversions
are not
completed

Continuos power
supply issue in rural
areas, backup is
expensive

Inadequate
primary
processing,
storage and
distribution
facilities in
both Private &
Public Sector

Product
development,
GAP cultivation
training,
Quality
protocol
development
and quality
certification
Cleaning,

Cleaning,

Cost of new
Electricty
Connections very
high if Agriculture
Land Conversions
are not completed ,
and
Commercial
conversion cost is
high"
Inadequate primary
processing, storage
and distribution
facilities in both
Private & Public
Sector
Cleaning, Sorting
and Packaging has
to be upgraded
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SHIVAMOGGA

Testing
Facilities

No NABL certified
lab facilities in
proximity

TUMAKURU

UDUPI

primary
processing,
storage and
distribution
facilities in
both Private &
Public Sector

distribution
facilities in both
Private & Public
Sector

Testing
facilities are
available

No NABL
certified lab
facilities in
proximity
Quality
certification for
absence of
disease causing
microorganisms

UTTARA
KANNADA
Sorting and
Packaging has
to be upgraded
especially for
the products to
be shipped.
GAP / Organic
Production
advisors
There are no
GAP
certification
and NABL
testing
facilities
available. At
any of the
private or
public
institutions.
Lack of
awareness on
testing
facilities

VIJAYAPURA

YADGIR

grading,
pulping,
deseeding as
well as enzyme
treatment and
concentrating
equipment.

especially for the
products to be
shipped.

There are no
GAP
certification
and testing
facilities
available. At
any of the
private or
public
institutions.

There are no testing
facilities available.
At any of the private
or public
institutions.

GAP / Organic
Production advisors

None of the units
have testing
facilities.

None of the
units have
testing
facilities.
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Safety
Standards

SHIVAMOGGA

TUMAKURU

UDUPI

Lack of
knowledge and
misunderstanding
regulatory norms.

Food Safety
Standards set
for Micro and
Small, and
Large cannot
be complied by
the Micro
Enterprises.
Separate
guidelines may
be issued.

Food Safety
Standards set
for Micro and
Small, and
Large cannot
be complied by
the Micro
Enterprises.
Separate
guidelines may
be issued.

UTTARA
KANNADA
Food Safety
Standards set
for Micro and
Small, and
Large cannot
be complied by
the Micro
Enterprises.
Separate
guidelines may
be issued.

Lack of
awareness and
acesss to
Training and
resource
materials in
adhering the
food safety
standards

Lack of
awareness and
acesss to
Training and
resource
materials in
adhering the
food safety
standards

Food Safety
Standards set for
Micro and Small,
and Large cannot
be complied by
the Micro
Enterprises.
Separate
guidelines may
be issued.

VIJAYAPURA

YADGIR

FSSAI
Guidelines
have to be
followed ,
however, Food
Safety
Standards set
for Micro and
Small, and
Large cannot
be complied by
the Micro
Enterprises.
Separate
guidelines may
be issued.

Food Safety
Standards set for
Micro and Small,
and Large cannot be
complied by the
Micro Enterprises.
Separate guidelines
may be issued.

Lack of
awareness and
acesss to
Training and
resource
materials in
adhering the
food safety
standards

Lack of awareness
and acesss to
Training and
resource materials
in adhering the food
safety standards
FSSAI standards are
not followed nor
enforced.

FSSAI
standards are
not followed
nor enforced.
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Firm level gaps and
recommendations
Skill training needs
Gaps& Recommendations

SHIVAMOGGA

TUMAKURU

UDUPI

UTTARA
KANNADA

VIJAYAPURA

YADGIR

Good
Manufacturing
Practice training
required for all
the food handlers
of micro
enterprises

Need training
in new
technology,
automation
and
standardization
of product
protocol, etc.
quality &
hygiene
management
for in VCO, Oil
Extraction
etc.

Need training
in marine
processing

Need training
in new
technology,
automation
and
standardization
of product
protocol, etc.
quality &
hygiene
management
for spice
processing

Need training
in
new
technology,
automation
and
standardization
of
product
protocol,
etc. quality &
hygiene
management
for lemon
processing

Full gap for Chikki,
and nutria-bar,
Peanut butter etc

Need to train
atleast 200
women
groups and
promote not less
than 10 FPOs in
pineapple region

Currently provision
is only for ODOP
training. Non-ODOP
training shall also be
provided under
PMFME, with
convergence with
other initiatives.
Special training on
soft skills and EDPBranding,Marketing,
labelling and digital
marketing.Present 6
day Training may
not be sufficient.
Good
Manufacturing
Practice (GMP)
training required for
all the food
handlers of micro
enterprises
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SHIVAMOGGA

Costing
Manufacturing practices
Gaps & Recommendations

Costing

TUMAKURU

UDUPI

UTTARA
KANNADA

VIJAYAPURA

YADGIR

Rs. 1000/- per
person

Rs. 1000/- per
person

Rs. 1000/- per
person

Rs. 1000/- per
person

Rs. 1000/- per
person

Need training in
new
technology,
automation and
standardization of
product protocol,
infusions etc.
quality
& hygiene
management
Rs. 1000/- per
person

Protocols for
products

Protocols for
products

Protocols for
products

Protocols for
products

Protocols for
products

Protocols for
products

Upgradation of
skills
in protocol
adoption
Rs. 750/- per
person

Upgradation of
skills
in protocol
adoption
Rs. 750/- per
person

Upgradation of
skills
in protocol
adoption
Rs. 750/- per
person

Upgradation of
skills
in protocol
adoption
Rs. 750/- per
person

Upgradation of
skills
in protocol
adoption
Rs. 750/- per
person

Upgradation of skills
in protocol adoption

Rs. 750/- per
person

Technologies
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SHIVAMOGGA

TUMAKURU

UDUPI

Skill tarining to
complete gap in
respect of
technical
specifications,
chemical
processes,
content
management
Rs. 1250/- per
person

Technology
and Skill gaps
in IQF of fresh
grated
coconut,
canned
coconut milk or
cream

No gaps
reported by the
beneficiaries

Rs. 1250/- per
person

Nil

Rs. 1250/- per
person

Rs. 1250/- per
person

Rs. 1250/- per
person

Strength

Low cost of
production and
plenty of raw
material at low
cost

Huge Market,
domestic and
international
(not
exploited)

Huge Market,
domestic and
international
(not exploited)

Huge Market,
domestic and
international

Huge Market,
domestic and
international

Weakness

Storage
difficulties and
low keeping
qualities

Dryland
cultivation and
erratic
production
Exploited by
buyers of
farms at
maturity

Climatic
changes will
lead to lesser
landing

Dryland
cultivation and
erratic
production
Exploited by
buyers of
farms at
maturity

Scope for
marketing and
enhancing use
in
sett meat
industry
In India lemon
is mostly
consumed
fresh

Gaps & Recommendations

Costing

UTTARA
KANNADA
Skill Gaps in oil
, oleoresin and
capsaicin
extraction to
be addressed

VIJAYAPURA

YADGIR

Skill Gaps in
Lemon Juice
and Crystal
making to be
addressed

Protocol of
ingredients and
temperaturs and
acidity management

Upgradation of
machinery

1.5 SWOT Analysis

Dryland cultivation
and erratic
production
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Opportunity

Threats

SHIVAMOGGA

TUMAKURU

UDUPI

Export of
processed Fruits
More Value in
terms of use of
products
Better use
Entry of
corporates and
private players as
against FPOS and
SHGs

Export market
to world
especially
Russian
conglomerate

Export market

Erratic
production and
import of oil

Fuel costs
fluctuations.

UTTARA
KANNADA
Export market
to world
especially UAE
and US
conglomerate

VIJAYAPURA

YADGIR

Huge domestic
demand and
easy
processing
process

Export market to
Asian countries

Only irrigated
farmers can
take up
production

No
competition as
it does not
coincide
with other fruit
season

Spoilage in transit
and need for better
preservation.

1.6 Need Assessment & Gap Study
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SHIVAMOGGA

TUMAKURU

UDUPI

The ground
situation
indicates that the
institutions of
SHG and FPO are
commercially,
technically and
financially weak
and require
greater support.
Hence, the SLUP
recommends that
formation of an
Anchor
Institution as
mentioned
in the notes
attached hereto
and design
provided hereto
may be adopted
in the initial
stage.

Processing at
SHG and FPO
level to get
higher
value addition
at farmer level.

Processing at
SHG and FPO
level to get
higher
value addition
at farmer level.

UTTARA
KANNADA
Processing at
SHG and FPO
level to get
higher
value addition
at farmer level.

Per capita
income of
farmers can be
augmented to
the level of Rs.
60,000 through
processing

Per capita
income of
farmers can be
augmented to
the level of Rs.
60,000 through
processing

Per capita
income of
farmers can be
augmented to
the level of Rs.
60,000 through
processing

VIJAYAPURA

YADGIR

Processing at
SHG and FPO
level to get
higher value
addition at
farmer level.
Per capita
income of
farmers can be
augmented to
the level of Rs.
60,000
through
processing.

Processing at SHG
and FPO level to get
higher value
addition at farmer
level.

Outreach
activities and
mobilisation of
proposals for
upgradation /
expansion /
modernization of
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SHIVAMOGGA

TUMAKURU

UDUPI

UTTARA
KANNADA

VIJAYAPURA

YADGIR

individual units
and groups

2.

Recommendations:
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2.1 Vision
Objectives

Statement

&

SHIVAMOGGA

TUMAKURU

UDUPI

UTTARA
KANNADA

VIJAYAPURA

YADGIR

Vision is to
ensure that local
consumption at
district and state
level reaches
atleast
50% of local
production and
social groups are
enabled through
Anchor
institutions to
get in to fast lane
of fruit
processing. The
processing
activity needs to
reach all 7 taluks
although
production is only
in one taluk.

Vision is to
make Tumkur
district a major
coconut oil hub
in the country
and the virgin
coconut oil
production
center in view
of regional
advantages
and make it
the best
coconut
processing hub
in the world.

Vision is to
make Udupi
district a export
centre for
marine fish
through
integrated fish
development
and
management

Vision is to
make Uttara
Kannada
district a
major MFP,
Herbs and
Honey and
plantation
Spices
processing hub
in the country

Vision is to
make
Vijayapura
district a major
Lemon
processing hub
in the country

Vision is to ensure
that local
consumption at
district and state
level reaches atleast
50%
of local production
and social groups
are
enabled through
Anchor institutions
to get
in to fast lane of
fruit processing. The
processing activity
needs to reach all 7
taluks although
production is only in
one
taluk.

Key
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2.2
Strategy
Development

for

Integrated

SHIVAMOGGA

TUMAKURU

UDUPI

The work will
start with Guerilla
Marketing
strategy
promoting and
building a name
around Pineapple
from Shivamogga
and then local
consumption
through cultural
adoption.

Development
of an
institution with
integrated
operations of
capacity
building,
product
development,
protocol
development,
support and
facilitation in
registration,
finance and
channeling
incentives, and
lastly
development
marketing
channels with
handholding
support

Development
of an institution
with integrated
operations of
capacity
building,
product
development,
protocol
development,
support and
facilitation in
registration,
finance and
channeling
incentives, and
lastly
development
marketing
channels with
handholding
support

UTTARA
KANNADA
Development
of an
institution with
integrated
operations of
capacity
building,
product
development,
protocol
development,
support
and facilitation
in registration,
finance and
channeling
incentives, and
lastly
development
marketing
channels with
handholding
support

VIJAYAPURA

YADGIR

Development
of an
institution with
integrated
operations of
capacity
building,
product
development,
protocol
development,
support and
facilitation in
registration,
finance and
channeling
incentives, and
lastly
development
marketing
channels with
handholding
support.

The work will start
with Guerilla
Marketing
strategy promoting
and building a name
around Groundnut
and then local
consumption
through cultural
adoption
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3.

Key Impacts

SHIVAMOGGA

TUMAKURU

UDUPI

1. Creating
Passion about
ODOP in the
district
2. The concept of
Anchor
Institution as an
important
milestone in
social and
technological
impact
3. Bringing
market to the
local clusters
than at Delhi and
Mumbai.
4. Shivamogga
Pineapple to be
household name.

Increasing
income at farm
level,
introducing
farmers to
industrial and
services
segment for
enhancing
income.
Development
of an
integrated
coconut
processing hub
that services
national and
international
markets.

Increasing
income at
fisherman level
and improving
their living
standards

UTTARA
KANNADA
Increasing
income at farm
level,
introducing
farmers to
industrial and
services
segment for
enhancing
income

VIJAYAPURA

YADGIR

Increasing
income at farm
level,
introducing
farmers to
industrial and
services
segment for
enhancing
income

Production
practices will
improve to GAP
standards and lead
to a well informed
and trained
producer and a
well-informed
consumer,
promoting each
other’s cause
domestically and
internationally. The
major
impact though is to
ensure value
addition
at farmer level and
increase in earnings
atleast up to 40%
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District Wise List of Interviewees of the Primary Surveys
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S.No

District

Type of
Processing ODOP/NonODOP

Product

Name of the Micro
Enterprise

Category
(Gen/SC/ST/Mi
nority)

Contact Person

Contact Details

Bagalakote

Respondent
Type
(Individual
Micro
Enterprise/
GroupsSHG/FPO/
Cooperative)
Individuals

1

ODOP

Individuals

ODOP

OBC

Lakshmi J
wandkudari
Tavanappa C Algur

8105674907

Bagalakote

Annaporneshwari home
products
Tavanappa algur

GENERAL

2

Home made
products
Jaggery

3

Bagalakote

Individuals

ODOP

Basappa kadagod

GENERAL

Basappa kadagod

4

Bagalakote

Individuals

ODOP

Jaggery:cubes,p
owder,liquid
Jaggery

8970481008,
tcalgur@gmail.com
9591415644

GENERAL

Siddappa billur

9019442023

5

Bagalakote

Individuals

ODOP

Jaggery

GENERAL

Bagalakote
Bagalakote

Individuals
Individuals

ODOP
ODOP

8

Bagalakote

Individuals

ODOP

Jaggery
Bakery &
Confectionery
Jaggery

Shivashankarayya
main
Divya A Mokashi
Baseer Malabari

9071309501

6
7

Amogni organic jaggery
unit
Hallur basaveshwara
jaggery unit
No name
K.H.Food products

GENERAL

Bagalakote

Individuals

ODOP

Mr.Mallinath B
Partasalagi
Mrs.Karishma Amar
Kattimani

9900621005

9

Shri Muttur Mahalakshmi
Enterprises
MITTI

10

Bagalakote

Individuals

NON ODOP

Annadata enterprises

OBC

Jagadeesh Kasappa
attani

11

Bagalakote

Individuals

ODOP

SS Patil agro products

GENERAL

-

Edible oil,
groundnut
chikki
spices, flours
oils
Jaggery
products

OBC
Minority

SC/ST

7760662822
9448259200

9986753498,
mittifoods@gmail.co
m
9611331875,
jagadeeshathani@gm
ail.com
7795291050,
srinivaspatil52@gmai
l.com
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12

Bagalakote

Individuals

NON ODOP

Navabharat food &
beverages

GENERAL

Sridevi pujari

9032842654

NON ODOP

Soya
paneer[tofu],
soya milk
Nidhi Foods

13

Bagalakote

Individuals

Nidhi FOod Products

GENERAL

Mrs. Deepa R
Puronit

Individuals
Individuals
Individuals

NON ODOP
NON ODOP
NON ODOP

No brand name
Roti
Roti

Laxmi.J.Hokrani
Ratna S Tuppad
Nagalakshmi.Tuppad

GENERAL
GENERAL
GENERAL

Bagalakote
Bagalakote

Individuals
Individuals

NON ODOP
NON ODOP

Chakkali
Roti

Sudharshan
Pramod Kumar v

OBC
GENERAL

19

Bagalakote

Individuals

ODOP

Jaggery
products

SHASHIKALA

GENERAL

Laxmi.J.Hokrani
Ratna S Tuppad
Nagalakshmi.Tuppa
d
Mr.Raju shankar
Saroja H Sonor,
kalavva badiger
Mr.Srinivas S Patil

9480140501,
nidhifood1@gmail.co
m
9845973363
8884113673
9741564138

14
15
16

Bagalakote
Bagalakote
Bagalakote

17
18

20

Bagalakote

Individuals

NON ODOP

SHASHIKALA

OBC

21
22

Ballary
Ballary

Individuals
Individuals

NON ODOP
NON ODOP

VASANTHAMMA
KANTHAMMA

23

Ballary

Individuals

NON ODOP

24
25
26
27
28

Ballary
Ballary
Ballary
Ballary
Ballary

Individuals
Individuals
Individuals
SHG
SHG

NON ODOP
NON ODOP
NON ODOP
NON ODOP
NON ODOP

kadak roti &
soft roti
Chips
pickles (Mango,
Tamrind,
Tomato, lemon,
Bitter ground )
overall 8 items
Rotti, Sandige,
Chatni Making
Chakli, Nippat
chips, mixture
Chakli
Sweets
Rotti (Sajje and
Jowar)

9686902222
7829836960

GENERAL
GENERAL

Chandrashekar.B
Dalawal
K. Maruthi Prasad
M N Kesar Rao

7795291050,
srinivaspatils@gmail.
com
9901106604,vishwat
eerin@gmail.com
9740117104
9632889863

RATNAMMA

GENERAL

Owner Rangamma

7483444243

RATNAMMA G
ANJANAPPA N
UMASHANKAR R
Deepa
Kavitha

Minority
GENERAL
GENERAL
GENERAL
GENERAL

Jayatumbi
K. Devendra babu
Sathish
SHANTHAMMA
TEJAMMA

6362882197
8892221444
8123566997
8197165312
9901930213
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29

Ballary

Individuals

ODOP

Savitha H S

SC/ST

Guruswami

9845486966

NON ODOP
ODOP
NON ODOP
NON ODOP
NON ODOP
ODOP

Chikki and
popcorn
Chilli Powder
Chakli, Kodbale
Sweets
Bread
Chilli Powder
Fig

30
31
32
33
34
35

Ballary
Ballary
Ballary
Ballary
Ballary

SHG
Individuals
Individuals
Individuals
Individuals
Individuals

Hemalatha
Kasthuri Mahesh
Manohar C Dsouza
Padmaraj Jain
Prasad
Praveen

GENERAL
GENERAL
GENERAL
GENERAL
GENERAL
GENERAL

Krishnamma
P. Ramlakshmi

9964269308
9632359528
9480110227
6363508019
8762707115

Individuals

ODOP

Fig products

Renukha B

Minority

M. Neelakanta
NEELAMMA
Vasanthi, Sri
Lakshmi, Vani
Kalappa badigera

36

Ballary

37

Ballary

SHG

ODOP

Fig BaAr, drynut
burfie

Suresha

GENERAL

N Vani Pushpa

38

Ballary

SHG

ODOP

Anjura rolls,
Jams, Dry nuts

Usha Dinesh

GENERAL

pooja & Sudha

39

Ballary

Individuals

ODOP

Fig Bar

Vidyarani

Minority

G. Lokesh

40
41
42

Ballary
Belgaum
Belgaum

Individuals
Individuals
Individuals

ODOP
NON ODOP
NON ODOP

Vinod Raj Shetty
Not Decided yet
jayashree p shettananaval

Minority
GENERAL
GENERAL

Jafar Sadik
Samita, sakshi
Girish Halasagi

43

Belgaum

Individuals

NON ODOP

Fig Bar
sandige, shavige
Imlichoko,
Tamarind sweet
with jaggery &
turmeric
Roti

Poornima k Patil

GENERAL

44

Belgaum

Individuals

NON ODOP

Biscuits, banana
chips

Not Decided yet

GENERAL

Akshara,Pratiba,San
tosh,Akshata,Praka
sh
Ajith Kumar

8150086891
kalappauttangi@gma
il.com
9480899584
nvanipushpa1977@g
mail.com
6360857248
lsnaturofoodproduct
@gmail.com
9902502937
lokeshgollarlokeshgol
lar462@gmail.com
9731072888
7259318233
9886821702

8867540604

8050874128
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45

Belgaum

Individuals

NON ODOP

Cake, bakery
items

Not Decided yet

GENERAL

Jaganath

934311578,
jagancakege@gmail.c
om
8867540604

46

Belgaum

Individuals

ODOP

ESWAR

Minority

47

Belgaum

Individuals

NON ODOP

Chikki[peanut&j
aggery], shenga
chatni
orgoshakthi[oil]

Sangamma Kumbar

GENERAL

Shilpan Roy Purohit

argoshakti@gmail.co
m
7353210000,
ravita.indostal@gmai
l.com
krishnachavan3030@
gmail.com

48

Belgaum

Individuals

ODOP

Jaggery

Shantabai

GENERAL

49

Belgaum

Individuals

NON ODOP

MALLESHA M M

GENERAL

Krishna chavan

50
51

Belgaum
Belgaum

Individuals
Individuals

NON ODOP
NON ODOP

JAYALAKSHMI
HANUMANTH GOWDA

GENERAL
GENERAL

Prakash patil
Seeta, Bhagya,
Pavitra, Pratima

52

Belgaum

Individuals

NON ODOP

RAJESH

GENERAL

53

Belgaum

Individuals

NON ODOP

Not Decided yet

GENERAL

Seeta, Prathibha,
Bhagya

7259318233

54

Belgaum

Individuals

NON ODOP

Masala powderchilli,pepper
savige
B to B, Retail
shop, setup on a
highway
Chatni pudi,
groundnut
chatnipudi,agasi
pudi, gurellu
pudi
Happala,
uppinkayi[pickle
], sandige
Roti

MALATHI

GENERAL

9901401839

55

Belgaum

Individuals

NON ODOP

T MAGENDRAN

GENERAL

56

Belgaum

Individuals

NON ODOP

Siddeshwara
savige & sambar
powder
Papads

Chaya, Bagya,
Sharada
-

HARIKRISHNA

GENERAL

Krishna

9743701313

8867540604

8867540604

7259318233
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57

Belgaum

Individuals

NON ODOP

RAVICHANDRA G

GENERAL

SHANKARAPPA K M

GENERAL

NON ODOP

Pickle,chatni
powder,sambar
powder
Gore
shavige[vermicil
e]
Papad

58

Belgaum

Individuals

NON ODOP

59

Belgaum

Individuals

60

Belgaum

61
62

Kala

MALATHI V

Minority

Individuals

NON ODOP

sandige,shavige

KRISHNAMURTHY K S

GENERAL

Bangalore Rural
Bangalore Rural

SHG
Individuals

NON ODOP
NON ODOP

ragi products
odop

SRINIVASAREDDY
Bassayya

OBC
SC/ST

Datagir-Maikal
maral[founder]
Samita,sakshi and
others
navaneetha
srinidhi nayak

63

Bangalore Rural

Individuals

ODOP

poultry

Chandrashekar

OBC

Rajesh R

64

Bangalore Rural

Individuals

NON ODOP

all types of
Vegitabes

S.Mahesh

SC/ST

v c NARASIMHAHYA

65

Bangalore Rural

Individuals

ODOP

Poultry

Sunil.SK

SC/ST

M MANJULADEVI

66

Bangalore Rural

Individuals

NON ODOP

All kinds Of
Vegitables

Manjula.HK

SC/ST

AMAR C V

67

Bangalore Rural

Individuals

ODOP

Puttaswami

OBC

AMBARISH D H

68

Bangalore Rural

Individuals

ODOP

lolipop chikan
,leg piece
Poultry

Raghu.R

OBC

NANJEGOWDA R

6361653293

7026372004,
sagargargpri1505199
6@gmail.com
7353742575
7259318233
9632814203
9591509683
srikiccha20@gmail.co
m
9844248109
rajeshgowda342@g
mail.com
9743565604
narasimhahya336@g
mail.com
9980829661
manjuladevi.661@g
mail.com
8151888555
ivygreens.555@gmail
.com
9902106761
agerleaf@gmail.com
7022220101
nanje123@gmail.co
m
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69

Bangalore Rural

SHG

NON ODOP

Ragi products (
20 types ) Hand
Made
panipuri [
instant }

Ramesh.V

GENERAL

SAVITHA J P

70

Bangalore Rural

Individuals

NON ODOP

Sakamma

GENERAL

RAKESH SINGH P

71

Bangalore Rural

Individuals

NON ODOP

Vegitables
nursary

Kiran.S & Amrutha.K

SC/ST

Dhanajaya

72

Bangalore Rural

Individuals

NON ODOP

ICING SUGAR

Jayandra.H.E

OBC

UDAY J

73

Bangalore Rural

Individuals

ODOP

poultry,paper
plates

C.P.Krishnappa

SC/ST

KRISHNA G M

74

Bangalore Rural

Individuals

NON ODOP

odop

Prema

GENERAL

NITHIN R

75

Bangalore Rural

Individuals

ODOP

Mutton and
chikan

Santhosh.V

OBC

SUKANYA M V

76

Bangalore Rural

Individuals

NON ODOP

Vedhaprakash.N.P

SC/ST

REKHA

77

Bangalore Rural

Individuals

ODOP

All Kinds of
Vegitables
Poultry ODOP

Prasheela

SC/ST

DINESH

78

Bangalore Rural

Individuals

ODOP

VASUDHA H C

OBC

AMBARISH D H

79

Bangalore Rural

Individuals

NON ODOP

lolipop chikan
,leg piece
Ready to eat

ROSE MARY J

SC/ST

ASHWINI D

9449340497
jpsavitha509@gmail.
com
9611781874
admin@rockyspanip
uri.com
9632267294
shoba974@gmail.co
m
7975140443
navybiotech555gmail
.com
9900301139
saikashkrish29@gmai
l.com
9986007099
nithingowda369@gm
ail.com
9066114622
sukanya8553@gmail.
com
9066246961
9880023651
dineshkumar3939@g
mail.com
9902106761
agerleaf@gmail.com
8310977573
babuhrukhik538@gm
ail.com
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80

Bangalore Rural

Individuals

NON ODOP

stationaries

SHCHAJAHAN

OBC

CHAITRA D

81

Bangalore
Urban

Individuals

NON ODOP

Edible Cooking
Oil

JYOTHI P M

Minority

AR Mahboob
Subhani

9738383645
kmanju052@gmail.c
om
9164954231
hosakeresash2020@
gmail.com

82

Bangalore
Urban
Bangalore
Urban

Individuals

NON ODOP

Individuals

ODOP

84

Bangalore
Urban

Individuals

NON ODOP

85

Bangalore
Urban

Individuals

ODOP

86

Bangalore
Urban

Individuals

87

Bangalore
Urban

88

Bangalore
Urban
Bangalore
Urban

83

89

Kanth raju

GENERAL

Cookies &
Muffins

Asha Jayamendon

GENERAL

Arun Narayan K

Jackfruit
chocolate &
cookies
Mushroom
cookies

Asha

GENERAL

Dhanalakshmi

Baby & Amim

GENERAL

Jaishankar.V

ODOP

Bakery Products

DIVYA

SC/ST

Manjula.R

SHG

ODOP

Millet Cakes

Girija

GENERAL

Individuals

ODOP

Jaya Lakshmi

GENERAL

Mohan.D.R

Individuals

ODOP

Millet cookies,
chocolate
Carrot cake,
Puff, Muffins

Lalitha Karkera

Minority

Mujeeb Rehaman

7907270363,
arun@mingmorsels.c
om
9916122111,
uniquedm609@gmail
.com
7022523133,
jaishankar81@gmail.
com
8105577751,
manjularrajeshp@gm
ail.com
9880634365,
roopa.prem@gmail.c
om
9986253411
8123715226,
m2mujeeb@gmail.co
m
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90

Bangalore
Urban

Individuals

ODOP

Pizza, Bakery
products, Bun

Panduranga Naik

OBC

K.Nithin Yadav

91

Bangalore
Urban
Bangalore
Urban

Individuals

NON ODOP

Prasanna Kumar shetty

GENERAL

Individuals

ODOP

Health food
suppliments
Healthy Pastries

Sadananda Shetty

GENERAL

Saju Varghese, TB
Dinesh
Seetha Desai

Bangalore
Urban
Bangalore
Urban

Individuals

ODOP

Chikkies

Savitha

GENERAL

Sunil Kumar PT

Individuals

ODOP

Bakery
Products-Cakes

Shashikala

GENERAL

Tanuja

95

Bangalore
Urban

Individuals

NON ODOP

Confectionery

Srimathi

GENERAL

Tejaswi.S

96

Bangalore
Urban

Individuals

ODOP

Millet cakes

Sudena

GENERAL

Umapathy Appaiah

97

Bangalore
Urban
Bangalore
Urban

Individuals

ODOP

Chikkies

GENERAL

Venkatesh.P

Individuals

NON ODOP

GENERAL

Vidhya

9110408778

99

Bangalore
Urban

Individuals

ODOP

millet health
mix for weight
loss and weight
gain
Bakery products

Balakrishna shetty/Ritesh
Shetty
Meenakshi

8660745244,
tanujatara17@gmail.
com
9739440315,
kokoboost5454@gm
ail.com
8095109166,
umapathy.appaiah@
gmail.com
9686944557

Meenakshi

OBC

Vinod

100

Bangalore
Urban

Individuals

NON ODOP

Vedavathi Puttan

GENERAL

Vinodha Kumari

9972968670 ,
vinodj052@gmail.co
m
8310437586,
karthiksathyass5@g
mail.com

92

93
94

98

Virgin coconut
oil

9731400009,
smashovenblr@gmail
.com
8921273755,
janavana@gmail.com
7893962828,
navin_desai_yahoo.c
om
9483124205
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101

Bidar

Individuals

NON ODOP

Oil

Vanaja J Puthran

GENERAL

Sahil Lachuriye

9591118239 /
mahadevtraders.oil@
gmail.com
8105149186

102

Bidar

Individuals

NON ODOP

Rotti

Yashoda Karkera

GENERAL

103

Bidar

Cooperative

NON ODOP

Pappad,somosa,
murkul,mixture

LAVAKUMAR BASAVARAJ
MOTAGI

GENERAL

Pampapati S/O
Danappa
Ganggaiya swamy

104

Bidar

Individuals

NON ODOP

RAMLAKAN KUMBAR

GENERAL

Imran khan,firdos
khan

105

Bidar

Individuals

NON ODOP

RAVI KUMAR

GENERAL

Dhanraj

106

Bidar

Individuals

NON ODOP

GEETHA S MARNER

SC/ST

Pradeep

9513268777

107

Bidar

Cooperative

NON ODOP

Paneer,khawa,g
hee,curd,malai,
etc
Sunflower oil,
karad oil
Bittergourd
Chutney
Ghee

8310011737/
shivshankarswamy20
20@gmail.com
9880220591 /
firdoskhanpathan38
@gmail.com
8317313396

SC/ST

Sangappa

9964205311

108

Bidar

Individuals

NON ODOP

Cashew nuts

GENERAL

Priya kheni

9113552855

109

Bidar

Individuals

NON ODOP

Minority

Bidar

Individuals

ODOP

Nagarathna kanbarci

GENERAL

Sajid ahmed
,shakeel
Raghuvendra

8088927404

110

Bread,toast,kha
ri
Chips,and
snacks ,namkins

BASAVARAJ S
CHANDAKAVDE
Lakkappa ,Parasappa
,Kalagonda .
PUNDALIK 4 RATHOD

111
112
113
114
115
116
117

Bidar
Bidar
Bidar
Bidar
Bidar
Bidar
Bidar

Individuals
SHG
SHG
Individuals
Individuals
Cooperative
Individuals

NON ODOP
NON ODOP
NON ODOP
NON ODOP
NON ODOP
NON ODOP
NON ODOP

Tirumala foods
Paneer
Pickles
Sweets
B-juicy drops
Gulab jamun
Papad

Vijayalaxmi V Makal
Savitramma.Jagati
Nagarathna.Kanbarc
Hanmanta
Somanath
Golden bakers
Bhavya Papad

GENERAL
GENERAL
GENERAL
GENERAL
SC/ST
Minority
GENERAL

Sanjeevreddy
Om prakashreddy
Tukaram
Gurvinder singh
Chaitanya
Abdul hannan
Mahadevi V Patil

118

Bidar

Individuals

NON ODOP

Roti

SC/ST

Narayan Rao

9035100599 /
Raghudip@yahoo.co.
in
9880757318
9740409873
9742974393
8792653647
9849621398
9738418786
9980214915/
8792717217
9980666989
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119

Bidar

Individuals

NON ODOP

Preeti Roti &
Chutney

Preeti Enterprise

GENERAL

Channa Basappa

120
121

Bidar
Chamarajanagar

Individuals
Individuals

NON ODOP
NON ODOP

Mubarak Bakery
Basaveshwara Products

Minority
GENERAL

Jamiroddin
Shashikala

122

Chamarajanagar

Individuals

ODOP

Mangala-Shankar Sweets

GENERAL

Nagendra

123

Chamarajanagar

Individuals

NON ODOP

Janya Naturals

GENERAL

Dr. Guruprasad

9036284426

124

Chamarajanagar

FPO

ODOP

Udigala Horticulture
farmer produce company

GENERAL

125

Chamarajanagar

Individuals

ODOP

GENERAL

Farmers (CEO Shivarudrappa
Prabhuswamy

9886346793 &
6360607729
8970031535

126

Chamarajanagar

Individuals

NON ODOP

Biscuits & Rusk
Potato Chips,
Rice murku etc.
Mixtures,
Mysore pak,
Laddu
Ground oil,
Coconut oil,
Turmeric
powder
Turmeric
powder
Chips & Mixture

8762727970/
cbhangargi@gmail.co
m
9845599930
8746933141 &
9902393437
6362799532

Sri Lakshmi Hot Chips

Minority

Shanmuga P

127

Chamarajanagar

Individuals

ODOP

Chiraswi pickles/ Snacks

GENERAL

Kiran M

128
129
130

Chamarajanagar
Chamarajanagar
Chamarajanagar

Individuals
Individuals
Individuals

NON ODOP
NON ODOP
NON ODOP

Aparna Honey Enterprises

GENERAL
GENERAL
SC/ST

Mahesh A N
Mahesh C
Raju

9900996853
9743332484
9449391277
aparnahoney.cms@g
mail.com

131

Chamarajanagar

Individuals

ODOP

SC/ST

Rajalakshmi

9620397445

132

Chamarajanagar

Individuals

ODOP

Pickles, Sambar
powder, rice
muruk, Pappad
Jaggery
Jaggery
Honey, Honey
bee box,
bamboo Rice,
Bee Wax
Sambar powder,
Pickles, milled
flours etc.
Papad, Pickle,
Etc

9449520584
shanmugappalya@g
mail.com
9590958143

GENERAL

Sangeetha

9590958143
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133

Chamarajanagar

Individuals

NON ODOP

Jaggery

GENERAL

Ajay

GENERAL

Bhagya

SC/ST

Nagaraju

9448576246
ajajyadvt@gmail.com
8618569280
Bhagyacrnagar@gma
il.com
9448595995

134

Chamarajanagar

Individuals

NON ODOP

coconut oil

135

Chamarajanagar

Individuals

ODOP

136

Chamarajanagar

Individuals

ODOP

137

Chamarajanagar

Individuals

ODOP

138

Chamarajanagar

Individuals

ODOP

139

Chamarajanagar

Individuals

ODOP

Turmeric
powder
Turmeric
powder
Turmeric
powder
Turmeric
powder
Turmeric
powder

GENERAL

Shivakumar M

9341352679

GENERAL

Bhanuprasad B S

9886488588

OBC

Ravichandra

7259922177

OBC

Nagarjun Kumar
S.M

SC/ST

Jyothi

Not Decided yet

SC/ST

Sudharshan

Tomato
Products

Not Decided yet

SC/ST

Pramod Kumar v

ODOP

Tomato
Products

Not Decided yet

SC/ST

SHASHIKALA

Individuals

ODOP

SHASHIKALA

SC/ST

JAYARAMA

Individuals

NON ODOP

Tomato
Products
COCONUT OIL

VASANTHAMMA

OBC

NAGENDRA

9164049801
nagarjunkumar06@g
mail.com
9148040136
jyothibasavaraju71@
gmail.com
7483254348
sudh1430reddy@gm
ail.com
7353946869
pramodhnayak1995
@gmail.com
7892430116
venkik148@gmail.co
m
7483619754
ram143@gmail.com
8722731472
1980guttenahalli@g
mail.com

140

Chamarajanagar

Individuals

ODOP

Turmeric
powder

141

Chikkaballapura

Individuals

ODOP

Tomato
Products

142

Chikkaballapura

Individuals

ODOP

143

Chikkaballapura

Individuals

144

Chikkaballapura

145

Chikkaballapura

Bhagya

Grameena Traders
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146

Chikkaballapura

Individuals

NON ODOP

COCONUT OIL

GS ENTERPRISES

OBC

SUPRAJA

147

Chikkaballapura

Individuals

NON ODOP

masala Powders

panchalingeshwara
Traders

Minority

GOWRISH R

148

Chikkaballapura

SHG

NON ODOP

Not Decided yet

SC/ST

SHASHIKALA

149

Chikkaballapura

SHG

NON ODOP

Not Decided yet

SC/ST

VASANTHAMMA

7353880580

150

Chikkaballapura

SHG

NON ODOP

Not Decided yet

SC/ST

KANTHAMMA

9019053282

151

Chikkaballapura

SHG

NON ODOP

Not Decided yet

SC/ST

RATNAMMA

8867412238

152

Chikkaballapura

SHG

NON ODOP

Not Decided yet

SC/ST

RATNAMMA G

9353024750

153

Chikkaballapura

SHG

NON ODOP

Not Decided yet

SC/ST

ANJANAPPA N

6363316743

154

Chikkaballapura

Individuals

ODOP

UMASHANKAR R

SC/ST

MANJULA

8310877055

155

Chikkaballapura

Individuals

NON ODOP

papad [ hand
made ]
papad [ hand
made ]
papad [ hand
made ]
papad [ hand
made ]
papad [ hand
made ]
papad [ hand
made ]
Tomato
Products
masala Powders

9632116112
suprajas081@gmail.c
om
9845368217
gowrish.rrk@gmail.c
om
7899262098

Deepa

OBC

HSRISH R

156

Chikkaballapura

Individuals

NON ODOP

Snacks

Kavitha

OBC

VIMALADEVI A

157

Chikkaballapura

Individuals

NON ODOP

Gulkan

Savitha H S

OBC

B R SUMALATHA

158

Chikkaballapura

Individuals

NON ODOP

bakery

Hemalatha

SC/ST

Bharathi

7760852944
arkmasala@gmail.co
m
8277730343
pradeepja98@gmail.
com
7019592391
champakadhama009
@gmail.com
8884067729
slnbakery@gmail.co
m
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159

Chikkaballapura

Individuals

ODOP

chips ,sos

Not Decided yet

OBC

UMASHANKAR R

160

Chikkaballapura

Individuals

ODOP

Tomato
Products

navkala agro services

OBC

SANDEEP BABU
REDDY

161

Chikkamagaluru

Individuals

ODOP

Coffee powder

Kamadhuk Silage Agro Pvt
Ltd

GENERAL

Shri Harsha Kumar
G S & Deepak D

162

Chikkamagaluru

Individuals

ODOP

Nisarga

SC/ST

Saathi Sundresh

163

Chikkamagaluru

Individuals

NON ODOP

pickles, Thokko,
Squashes, Cofee
powder
Cardomom

Rameswara Food products

GENERAL

B G Prakruthi

164

Chikkamagaluru

Individuals

NON ODOP

Sweets

Renuka Sweet Stall

SC/ST

T Manjunath

165

Chikkamagaluru

FPO

ODOP

Ravichandran

Chikkamagaluru
Chikkamagaluru

Individuals
Individuals

ODOP
ODOP

Shree Annapurneshwari
Farmers Co Ltd
Bakery & Confectionary
Simha's Spices and herbs

GENERAL

166
167

GENERAL
GENERAL

Tej Raju
Vasuki Narasimha

168
169

Chikkamagaluru
Chikkamagaluru

Individuals
Individuals

ODOP
ODOP

Coffee powder,
pepper
Khara Mixture
spices,
pickles,masala
powder
Cofee powder
Cofee powder

Ganesh coffee works
Panduranga coffee works

Minority
GENERAL

170

Chikkamagaluru

Individuals

ODOP

Cofee powder,
spices

Rohini Ventures

GENERAL

G H Umesh Raju
PS. Deepak PS.
Amarnath PS.
Venkatesh PS.
Sridhar
Sanath K R

171
172

Chikkamagaluru
Chikkamagaluru

Individuals
Individuals

ODOP
ODOP

coffee
Spices

S.S Coffee Roastory
Sri Benaka Construction &
Traders

GENERAL
GENERAL

Deepak MR
Ravikumar N C

7019515708
ushankar509@gmail.
com
9742221119
sandeepbabureddy@
gmail.com
9611815212
shriharshakumargs6
@gmail.com
7829214777

prakruthipg@gmail.c
om
9483637024
manju@gmail.com
8277045604
safpc.ltd@gmail.com
9740770871
9964585787

9964568669
9844396480

9481516966
rohiniventures@gmai
l.com
9448554739
6362492540
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173

Chikkamagaluru

Individuals

NON ODOP

Horlicks Barfi,
Raj Malai

Rajkamal Sweet Stall

GENERAL

Adarsh S

174

Chikkamagaluru

Individuals

ODOP

S.K.N Agencies

GENERAL

Suresh

175

Chikkamagaluru

Individuals

NON ODOP

turmeric
powder and dry
fruits gulkan
Sarvana butter
and Ghee

Sarvana Stores

GENERAL

G Vijaykumar

176

Chikkamagaluru

Individuals

NON ODOP

Dry fruit laddu
and Kaju Barfi

Sri Rama Sweets

GENERAL

Vasu

177

Chikkamagaluru

Individuals

ODOP

K.P.L Home Products

GENERAL

Kumuda

178

Chikkamagaluru

Individuals

ODOP

Chiilies,Rice,
Ragi, Dhaniya,
coffee powders
Masala Powders

GENERAL

179
180

Chikkamagaluru
Chikkamagaluru

Individuals
FPO

NON ODOP
NON ODOP

Toffee
Maha millets,
Millets noodles

Maruthi Shree Shakthi
Sangha
Bakery & Confectionary
Panchanahalli Millets
Farmer Producers Co

GENERAL
GENERAL

Channe Gowda
Prakash

181

Chitradurga

Individuals

ODOP

Ganesh Oil Mill

GENERAL

Akarsh R

182
183

Chitradurga
Chitradurga

Individuals
Individuals

ODOP
ODOP

Lakshmi roller mill
NEW

SC/ST
GENERAL

Obanna
Gouthami

184

Chitradurga

Individuals

ODOP

Cold pressed
virgin
groundnut oil
Cold press oil
Coldpressed
Virgin Coldpress
oil
Coldpressed
Virgin Coldpress
oil

Manjunatha enterprise

GENERAL

Manjunatha

9741473515,
adarshchauhan1983
@gmail.com
9243316043
sknagencies@rediffg
mail.com
9448211183
malnadgoldenckm@
123.com
9448134658
sriramsweets28@gm
ail.com
9008268924
kumuda33@gmail.co
m
8971893184
9177125896
8095573523
koppalmillets@gmail.
com
9663646995
akarshrpl3@gmail.co
m
9731028943
8217859753
gouthamim997@gm
ail.com
9739635944
smilemanjunathav@
gmail.com
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185

Chitradurga

Individuals

ODOP

Coldpressed
Virgin Coldpress
oil
Millet snacks

Naveen enterprise

186

Chitradurga

SHG

ODOP

187

Chitradurga

Individuals

ODOP

188

Chitradurga

Individuals

ODOP

189

Chitradurga

Individuals

190

Chitradurga

191
192

GENERAL

Naveen

Groundnut oil
expeller
peanut energy
bar

New enterprise

ODOP

Individuals

ODOP

Chitradurga
Chitradurga

Individuals
Individuals

ODOP
ODOP

193

Chitradurga

SHG

ODOP

194
195

Chitradurga
Chitradurga

Individuals
Individuals

ODOP
NON ODOP

196

Chitradurga

Individuals

ODOP

197

Chitradurga

Individuals

ODOP

9449703028
navin1027@gmail.co
m

GENERAL

GENERAL

Vedavathi sri sai
sangeveeni millet
processing unit
group
Ashwatha lakshmi

Start up

SC/ST

P.bhavani

cold pressed
oils chikkies

Start up

GENERAL

G.chetan

groundnut
wood pressed
oil
chikki
groundnut cold
pressed oil
chikkies made
from peanut
peanut chikkies
millet health
mix for weight
loss and weight
gain
chikkies made
from peanut
peanut chikkies

New enterprise

GENERAL

Nagarathna

733828714
gokulcomputereta@
gmail.com
9686424778
chetancpmsd@gmail.
com
9008946435

New enterprise
start up

SC/ST
SC/ST

Nagarthanamma
Ravindra

8151893215
9611732642

start up

GENERAL

kalpana hemalatha

9731321292

start up
new enterprise

GENERAL
GENERAL

SHRIDEVI P
swetha gs

9620988746
9148256922
swethache@gmail.co
m

vasavi condiments

GENERAL

thilak

9980941607

start up

SC/ST

thimmaka

9731321292

7022223859
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198

Chitradurga

Individuals

ODOP

199

Chitradurga

Individuals

ODOP

200

Chitradurga

Individuals

ODOP

201

Dakshina
Kannada
Dakshina
Kannada
Dakshina
Kannada

Individuals

NON ODOP

Individuals

ODOP

Individuals

Dakshina
Kannada
Dakshina
Kannada
Dakshina
Kannada
Dakshina
Kannada
Dakshina
Kannada
Dakshina
Kannada
Dakshina
Kannada
Dakshina
Kannada

202
203

204
205
206
207
208
209
210
211

millet health
mix for weight
loss and weight
gain
Coldpressed
Virgin Coldpress
oil
Coldpressed
Virgin Coldpress
oil
Cashew
Products
Dry Fish

Challekere nuts

GENERAL

Umesha K R

9980224408

shivali organics

GENERAL

Venkata Sai

Yashodha enterprises

GENERAL

Yeshodha

8073393528
chitradurga.shivani@
gmail.com
8618798816

Navapranam Farms

Minority

Canute Aranha

9449209179

Not Decided yet

GENERAL

Deepa

6361350979

NON ODOP

pickle, chilli and
sambar powder

Shivalli Special products

GENERAL

Mr. Kolancha
Sudhar Rao

Individuals

ODOP

Fish Dry

Not Decided yet

SC/ST

Kavitha

8861416401
sudhar32@gmail.co
m
7760457919

Individuals

ODOP

Fish Dry

Not Decided yet

SC/ST

Savitha H S

9343899767

Individuals

ODOP

Fish Dry

OBC

Supreetha Pramod

9686695679

Individuals

NON ODOP

GENERAL

Sangeetha M Malya

9148183677

Individuals

ODOP

Not Decided yet

GENERAL

Hemalatha

7207959573

Individuals

NON ODOP

Jackfruit
products
Dry fish and
products
Spices

Supreetha improved fish
drying
Sangeetha

Not Decided yet

GENERAL

Kasthuri Mahesh

Individuals

NON ODOP

Not Decided yet

Minority

Manohar C Dsouza

9008890563/812378
3537
9036662249

Individuals

NON ODOP

Not Decided yet

GENERAL

Padmaraj Jain

8746995227

Coconut Oil cold
pressed
Organic Fruit
Juice
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212

Dakshina
Kannada
Dakshina
Kannada

Individuals

NON ODOP

Individuals

NON ODOP

Dakshina
Kannada
Dakshina
Kannada

Individuals

ODOP

Individuals

NON ODOP

Dakshina
Kannada
Dakshina
Kannada
Dakshina
Kannada
Dakshina
Kannada

Individuals

NON ODOP

Individuals

ODOP

Individuals

ODOP

Individuals

ODOP

Individuals

NON ODOP

221

Dakshina
Kannada
Davangere

Individuals

ODOP

222

Davangere

Individuals

223

Davangere

224

Davangere

213

214
215

216
217
218
219

220

Organic Fruit
Squashes
Spices &
Organic Fruit
Juice
Dry Fish & Value
addition
Jackfruit
products &
Value addition
Ice Cream &
Milk Products
Dry Fish & Value
addition
Dry Fish

Not Decided yet

GENERAL

Prasad

9945410297

Not Decided yet

GENERAL

Praveen

9880839698

Not Decided yet

GENERAL

Renukha B

9110870288

Mathru Shree Food
Products

GENERAL

Sangeetha Mulya

9343899769

Sumukha Products

GENERAL

Shashikala R Bhat

9164713869

Not Decided yet

GENERAL

Suresha

9901321351

Not Decided yet

GENERAL

Usha Dinesh

7204346205

Not Decided yet

GENERAL

Vidyarani

7204121410

Not Decided yet

GENERAL

Vinod Raj Shetty

9535353500

Siribic Enterprise

SC/ST

Rajesh K

NON ODOP

Home Made
Chops and
Bakery Products
Coconut Oil cold
pressed
Millet Cookies,
Biscuits, cake,
Energy Bar
Pickles

Not Decided yet

GENERAL

0

Individuals

NON ODOP

Cold Pressed oil

Charvi Enterprise

GENERAL

Nalid Purna

Individuals

NON ODOP

Roti

Tanushree Food Products

GENERAL

Sheela N.R

7353388755
rajeshgrp@gmail.co
m
Not interested to
share in public
domain
9902492838
charviauthentic@gm
ail.com
7019787681
sheelanrshellanr@g
mail.com
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225

Davangere

Individuals

NON ODOP

Ground nut oil

Sri Veerabhadhraswamy
Enterprise

GENERAL

Rudresh T.V

226

Davangere

Individuals

ODOP

Millet by
products

Aaroga food and
beverages products pvt

GENERAL

Raghu R.S

227

Davangere

Individuals

ODOP

Ragi Cleanng
and floor mill

Sri Manju Flore Mill

SC/ST

Manjunatha M.N

228

Davangere

Individuals

NON ODOP

Virgin Coconut
oil

Punya Bhoomi Enterprise

GENERAL

K M Ramesh

229

Davangere

Individuals

ODOP

Rotti , chappatti
products

Srusti Food Products

GENERAL

Kavitha R

230
231

Davangere
Davangere

Individuals
Individuals

ODOP
ODOP

Millet flakes
Millets and field
crops

Sri Anjenya Floor Mill
Bhadra Nanidai millets and
tirad crops

SC/ST
GENERAL

Hanumanthappa
Ramappa M.S

232

Davangere

Individuals

ODOP

ODOP Products

S L Food Products

GENERAL

Shreedhar B.C

233

Davangere

Individuals

ODOP

SRI MANJU FLOOR MILL

SC/ST

MANJUNATHA MN

234

Davangere

Individuals

ODOP

RAGI POWDER
& FLOUR MILL
Millet by
products

LAKSHMI ENTERPRISE

Minority

LAKSHMI HR

235

Davangere

Individuals

NON ODOP

RUDRESH TV

Davangere

Individuals

ODOP

SRI VEERABHADRASWAMY
ENTERPRISE
SANTOSHIMATA FOOD
PROCESSING UNIT

GENERAL

236

GROUND NUT
OIL
ODOP

Minority

BHAGYA M

9538111979
rudreshthotad@gmai
l.com
9535282617
mallekattebasavaraja
ppa@gmail.com
9980416223
mnmanjune@gmail.c
om
9972863090
rameshkrknea@gmai
l.com
9916128204
sheelarvnheelanr@g
mail.com
9380833986
9998323796
mallekattebasavaraja
ppa@gmail.com
9972978209
bisreedhar74@gmail.
com
9980416223
7760807844
NAVEEN023@GMAIL.
COM
9538111979
843195471
SANJURUSTIO@GMA
IL.COM
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237

Davangere

Individuals

ODOP

Rotti , chappatti
products

SL FOOD PROUCTS

GENERAL

SREDHAR BC

238
239

Davangere
Davangere

Individuals
Individuals

ODOP
ODOP

Davangere
Dharwad

Individuals
Individuals

ODOP
NON ODOP

CM FOOD PRODUCTS
PRAKRUTHI NATURAL
PRODUCTS
SRI ANJENYA FLOOR MILL
Shri Shaila Maliikarjuna
Rotti Kendra

SC/ST
GENERAL

240
241

ODOP
BALANCED
MALT
ODOP Products
Rotti

242

Dharwad

Individuals

NON ODOP

Sri Renuka Home
industries

SC/ST

243

Dharwad

FPO

ODOP

Sweets &
Groundnuts,
spices, papad
MangoPulp &
Tomatopulp

KAVITHA BN
VIVEKANANDIA
HKM
HANUMANTHAPPA
Kavita
Mahadevappa
Parvati
Girija J ibrahumour

Parampara FPC

GENERAL

244

Dharwad

Individuals

ODOP

Not Decided yet

GENERAL

245
246

Dharwad
Dharwad

Individuals
FPO

ODOP
ODOP

pickle, chutney,
rotti, chapati
papad, pickle
Mango pulping

GENERAL
GENERAL

247

Dharwad

Individuals

NON ODOP

Not Decided yet
Annigeri taluk farmers
production Co. Ltd
Adhi Shakthi Sweets

248

Dharwad

FPO

NON ODOP

Navalgund taluka raitha
mitra FPC

GENERAL

249

Dharwad

Individuals

NON ODOP

Gana Pradam cold pressed
oil

GENERAL

Rayappa Neelappa
Ganigar

250

Dharwad

Individuals

NON ODOP

Annapurna Organic

Minority

Kashinath Koujalgi

Sev, Bhoondi &
Jalebi
Poultry Feeds

Ground nut,
coconut,
sunflower oil
Roti

SC/ST
GENERAL

GENERAL

Shivanand
Hiremath, Raju
Bansi, Bidimath,
Mr. Vishwa
jayashree p
shettananaval
Poornima k Patil
0
Eshwar basappa
bisawalli
Partnership

9972978209
BCSREEDHAR74@GM
AIL.COM
8861369827
8892899024
9380833986
9901016031

9980774216
varsha.pwity@gmail.
com
9901307976
durgekarumesh@gm
ail.com
8197888414
8550855750
9742573946
9686145882
6363628050
kiranhalad92@gmail.
com
7353183911

8722202143
kashi889@gmail.com
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251

Dharwad

FPO

ODOP

Mango
processing
COOKING OIL

Not Decided yet

GENERAL

0

9060202709

252

Dharwad

Individuals

NON ODOP

CHANNABASWAVESHWAR
A OIL MILL

GENERAL

7338071738

DHARWAD TALUKA FPC

GENERAL

NAVALUR NANDI
SHANKAR PICKLES

GENERAL

MURUGESH
SHANKARAPPA

9148329236

FPO

GENERAL

0

9591966013

NAD GOUDA FLOUR MILL

GENERAL

SHALINI VADIRAJ
NADOUDA

9480589311

ODOP

Mango
processing
MANGO PICKLE
& LEMON
PICKLE
SOYABEAN &
OTHER GRAINS
PROCESSIG
SPECIAL CHILLI
POWDER
CHUTNEY
POWDER
PICKLE

RAVI
VIRUPAKSHAPPA
NIRLAGI
0

253

Dharwad

FPO

ODOP

254

Dharwad

Individuals

ODOP

255

Dharwad

SHG

NON ODOP

256

Dharwad

Individuals

NON ODOP

257

Dharwad

Individuals

Not Decided yet

GENERAL

0

Individuals

NON ODOP

ROTTI

Not Decided yet

GENERAL

Dharwad

Individuals

NON ODOP

SREE RENUKA HOME
PRODUCTS

SC/ST

260

Dharwad

Individuals

NON ODOP

Not Decided yet

OBC

ESWAR

9686145882

261

Gadag

Individuals

NON ODOP

CHUTTINI PUDI
PAPAD ROTTI
HOILIGE
BAKERY
PRODUCTS
Chakkali, soan
papadi
,Rasagulla etc .

BALAPPA
DYAMAPPA
MADIVAL
GIRIRJA J

9901016031
VEERU6024@GMAIL.
COM
8861749601

258

Dharwad

259

Shivakumar Sweets

GENERAL

SHIVAKUMAR
BUNESHWARI

9448443758

8147816718

9980774216
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262

Gadag

Individuals

NON ODOP

Jalebi ,Peda

Durga Sweet Mart .

GENERAL

CHANNAPPA
LAKKUNDI

263

Gadag

Individuals

ODOP

Chilli Based
Products

Sujatha Industries

SC/ST

9448422216

264

Gadag

Individuals

NON ODOP

Spoorthi Ayengar Foods

GENERAL

Hirabasayya
,kavalurmath.

265

Gadag

Individuals

NON ODOP

Basaveshwar sweets Mart

GENERAL

Iranna Pujar.

9741443729

266

Gadag

Individuals

NON ODOP

Bred
,bun,Cookies
,Cakes
Bred
,bun,Cookies
,Cakes ,puffs .
Ice Cream Juice

Kabadi ice Cream Corner

GENERAL

9482127323

267

Gadag

Individuals

NON ODOP

New Cake Corner Bakery

SC/ST

268

Gadag

Individuals

ODOP

Bread ,bun
,dilPasand ,puffs
,Biscuit ,Etc
chilli Powder

VINAYA H OMPASA
KABADI
LOKESH Sakkalappa
Rathod

Navkar Foods

GENERAL

NAVEEN NAVKAR

269
270

Gadag
Gadag

Individuals
Individuals

NON ODOP
NON ODOP

siddaroda Home Industries
shubham Bekary

GENERAL
GENERAL

Siddarada Savaroor
OMPALSINGH

271

Gadag

Individuals

ODOP

Veremicilli
Bred
,bun,Cookies
,Cakes ,puffs .
Chilli Powder

9448467701/776044
2777
6362824970
8151933270

GENERAL

272

Gadag

Individuals

ODOP

Chilli Powder

273
274
275
276

Gadag
Gadag
Gadag
Gadag

Individuals
Individuals
Individuals
Individuals

NON ODOP
NON ODOP
ODOP
NON ODOP

Roti
Roti
Chilli powder
Jowar roti

S A Marchants and
Industrial Group
Mubharak Chilli Powder
Industries
Not Decided yet
Not Decided yet
Renukadevi Enterprises
Shree , Banashankari Food
Products

AKASH,
SHIVAKUMAR.
SAIRABHANU
MUCHHALI
Sangamma Kumbar
Shantabai
Shivappa Bajantri
MANJUNATH
GOWDA

GENERAL
GENERAL
GENERAL
GENERAL
GENERAL

Not interested to
share in public
domain
9448422216
Sysweet8585@gmail.
com
9019767108

9972332008

855080188/9448752
344
7619271186
8867074916
7760324311
7676263395
9964323725 /
9980402282
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277

Gadag

Individuals

ODOP

chilli powder

Shree Anjaneya chilli
powder Industry
Shri Annaporneshwari
Food Products

SC/ST

SURESH BAJANTRI

8105610631

278

Gadag

SHG

NON ODOP

279

Gadag

Individuals

NON ODOP

dry items (
Chakkli ,sweets
,roti,chapati,ha
ppala )
Guladaki Undi

GENERAL

USHA KUKNUR

9980573184

Mahantamma Pattan
Shetty
Lavakusha Enterprises

GENERAL

8951834545

Ready To drink
coconut water
,Fiberboard .
wood press oil
Paddey For 1 kg
,2kg

Thengwin Natural
Products

GENERAL

Mahantamma
Pattan Shetty
Rekha Srikanth
Sandigpudar
AMARDEEPU H G

280

Gadag

Individuals

NON ODOP

Vermicile

281

HASSAN

Individuals

ODOP

282
283

HASSAN
HASSAN

Individuals
Individuals

ODOP
ODOP

Subha TFT farm Product
LP Enterprises

GENERAL
GENERAL

SUBHA A V
Sandeep A L

284

HASSAN

Individuals

NON ODOP

Ice Cream ,Ice
Bars ,& RO
Water
Pickles

amulya ice cream & Juice

SC/ST

Nagaraj n k

285

HASSAN

Individuals

NON ODOP

Sri Lakshmi sri swasahaya
sanga
Sumruddhi Industries

GENERAL

S D BHAGYAMMA

286

HASSAN

Individuals

NON ODOP

287

HASSAN

Individuals

NON ODOP

Potato
Chips,Numkin
Mixture ,Banan
Chips
Chicken

GENERAL

PRAKASH K

9342170788
sumruddhiindustries
9@gamil.com

Pavan Forms Fresh
thunder Chicken

GENERAL

PAVAN KUMAR K S

Janapriya bakery & sweets

GENERAL

PRAVEEN H S

9481269818
pavanforms1993@ga
mil.com
7019728693/963299
9048

288

HASSAN

Individuals

NON ODOP

Bred

GENERAL

9902357310
9620918610
amardeepuhg@gamil
.com
9019661251
Not interested to
share in public
domain
9900462741
nagarajnk@gmail.co
m
9141873137
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289

HASSAN

Individuals

NON ODOP

Areaka Nuts

Not Decided yet

SC/ST

MALLESHA M M

290

HASSAN

Individuals

NON ODOP

Maruthi Enterprises

GENERAL

HARISH KUMAR

291

HASSAN

Individuals

NON ODOP

Potato Chips
,Mixture
Pickles

Mariya Swasaya Sanga

Minority

292

HASSAN

Individuals

ODOP

Punyakoti Health Lounge

GENERAL

293
294

HASSAN
HASSAN

Individuals
Individuals

NON ODOP
NON ODOP

Dosa Mix
(Munyakoti
health mix )
Bun ,Bred ,Puffs
Chips ,Murukku

DIVYA JYOTHI
,VILLET MCAY
DR SHAMALA

New Banaglore Bakery
Swad food Products

Minority
SC/ST

PAUL AGUSTIN
PRASHANTH M P

295

HASSAN

Individuals

NON ODOP

Bred

Shiva Foods

GENERAL

DARSHAN K S

296

HASSAN

SHG

NON ODOP

Mixture

Minority

297

HASSAN

Individuals

ODOP

GENERAL

CCLLINE J P
(Representative )
JAYALAKSHMI

298

HASSAN

Individuals

NON ODOP

Coconut Food
Products .Holige
Mixturer

Kavana Mahila Swasaya
Sanga
Not Decided yet
AJAY CONDIMENTS

SC/ST

AJAY

299

HASSAN

Individuals

ODOP

Coconut Oil

GENERAL

BHAGYA T

300

HASSAN

Individuals

NON ODOP

Bred Bun etc ..

Sri nandhi Natural
products
Best Bakers

SC/ST

SHANTHI KUMAR

301

HAVERI

Individuals

NON ODOP

FOOD
PRODUCTS

BHOOMIKA FPO

Minority

Shivappa N
Moodenoor G.P

8197502677
m25220254@gmail.c
om
8095885513
hh91416@gmail.com
9902674095
6361459049

7259907537
8705470408
Prashanthmp70@ga
mil.com
9164567433
Shaiva
Foods@gamil.com
9535560317
8867491914
8217508007
bhavithanagaraj@ga
mil,com
9448427344
9916495663
shanthkumar
rbs@gamil.com
9008548462
bhoomikafpo@gmail.
com
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302

HAVERI

Individuals

NON ODOP

CHIILY POWDER
& SPICES

MANATH SPICES PVT LTD

GENERAL

SHAMASTABRIEJ M
BHANAVALLI

303

HAVERI

Individuals

NON ODOP

GOURI SHANKAR FOOD
INDUSTRIES

GENERAL

SHILPA

304

HAVERI

Individuals

ODOP

GEETA HOME INDUSTRIES

GENERAL

305
306

HAVERI
HAVERI

Individuals
Individuals

ODOP
NON ODOP

SWEET
PRODUCT &
MIXTURE
ROTI &
CHUTNEY
ROTTI CHUTNEY
MILLET
PRODUCTS

SAI HOME INDUSTRIES
BHOOMIKA FPO

GENERAL
Minority

SUBHASH
TUGODAGERI
USHA HADRIHALLI
Shivappa N
Moodenoor G.P

307

HAVERI

Individuals

NON ODOP

SWEETS

Not Decided yet

GENERAL

308

HAVERI

Individuals

ODOP

MANGO PICKLE

MAODAKA SWEETS

GENERAL

309

HAVERI

Individuals

ODOP

MANGO PICKLE

OM PICKLES MALIMATH
HOME

GENERAL

HANUMANTH
GOWDA
BASAVARAJ
BASOOR
SHIVAKUMAR

310

HAVERI

Individuals

ODOP

Chips, Pickles

LEELA CHPS AND HOME
INDUSTRY

GENERAL

SHIVKUMAR

311

HAVERI

Individuals

NON ODOP

ROTTI CHUTNEY

GENERAL

312

HAVERI

Individuals

NON ODOP

SUMITHA
HALASUR'
RAJESAB JAKKAN

313

HAVERI

Individuals

NON ODOP

SWEET
PRODUCTS
JOWAR ROTTI

SRI AMBA BHAVANI PVT
LTD
GSM SAVANUR SPECIAL
KHANA
VANITHA HOME
PRODUCTS

GENERAL

VANITHA
MALIMATH

314

HAVERI

Individuals

NON ODOP

Not Decided yet

GENERAL

RAJESH

SWEET &
MIXTURE

GENERAL

8660186212
MANATHSPICES2018
@GMAIL.COM
9591947855

8431219382
9945699357
9008548462
bhoomikafpo@gmail.
com
6363892425
9980058018
Not interested to
share in public
domain
Not interested to
share in public
domain
9740325439
9060945645
Not interested to
share in public
domain
99002935717
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315

HAVERI

Individuals

NON ODOP

CHILLI POWDER

CRB SPICES

SC/ST

CHETHAN KUMAR

Not interested to
share in public
domain
9538324113

316

HAVERI

Individuals

ODOP

MANGO PICKLE

KARWA

SC/ST

317

HAVERI

SHG

NON ODOP

SHAVIGE

GENERAL

318
319

HAVERI
HAVERI

Individuals
Individuals

NON ODOP
NON ODOP

ROTI
CAKES

SRI TOGARASHI
MALLIKARGUNA
CAKE CORNER
SRI BASWESHWARA
PARASON

BASAWARAJ
KARMA
VIJAYA HIREMATH

GENERAL
GENERAL

CHETAN KARUR
RATNAVVA H

320

HAVERI

Individuals

NON ODOP

CAKES

LAKSHMI VENKATESH

GENERAL

RAGHU

321

kalburgi

Individuals

ODOP

Tur Dall

BASAVARAJ
KALSHETTY,BHEEMASHAN
KAR HALSHETTY

GENERAL

322

kalburgi

Individuals

ODOP

all Types of
Pulses

SYED KHALEEL PASHA

GENERAL

BASAVARAJ
KALSHETTY,BHEEM
ASHANKAR
HALSHETTY
SYED KHALEEL
PASHA

323

kalburgi

Individuals

NON ODOP

Chilli Powder

Shivarani Shanthakumar

SC/ST

324

kalburgi

Individuals

NON ODOP

Snacks ,Kurkure

BABU B CHALAWADI

SC/ST

325

kalburgi

Individuals

NON ODOP

ABDUL SATTAR

GENERAL

326

kalburgi

Individuals

NON ODOP

Sharanu Patil

GENERAL

Sharanu Patil

9886185139

327
328
329

kalburgi
kalburgi
kalburgi

Individuals
Individuals
Individuals

ODOP
NON ODOP
ODOP

Bread,Bun
Biscuits
Bread,Bun
Biscuits
Snacks
Plates
Dall

Shivarani
Shanthakumar
BABU B
CHALAWADI
ABDUL SATTAR

Savitha ,Ravindra .
BABURAO
BABURAO

GENERAL
GENERAL
GENERAL

Savitha ,Ravindra .
BABURAO
BABURAO

9980391934
9980391934
9980391934

9902653601
9008645879
Not interested to
share in public
domain
Not interested to
share in public
domain
9448574534

9448104708
akpulses.glb@gmail.c
om
9480106265 ,
8073605143
9890253096
9731658885
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330

kalburgi

Individuals

ODOP

tur Dall

Suresh Vishwanath ,Vital
Vishwanath .
Sri Gopal Kabra
FAHEM PASHA

GENERAL

331
332

kalburgi
kalburgi

Individuals
Individuals

ODOP
NON ODOP

333

kalburgi

Individuals

NON ODOP

dall
All Kinds of
masala powders
.
Sunflower Oil

334

kalburgi

Individuals

NON ODOP

335

kalburgi

Individuals

336
337

kalburgi
kalburgi

338
339

Suresh Vishwanath
,Vital Vishwanath .
Sri Gopal Kabra
FAHEM PASHA

9448012680

Shivashankarappa Bidap

GENERAL

Shivashankarappa
Bidap
M D SHAHBAZ
MUHRAM

9448073687

M D SHAHBAZ MUHRAM

Minority

ODOP

All Kinds of
masala powders
.
Toor Dall

MOHAMMED OSMAN

Minority

9886224478

GENERAL
GENERAL

MOHAMMED
OSMAN
TIPPANNA
NIJAMUDDIN TELI
.SADDAM HUSSAIN
LALITA AJAY MORA
NAGANNA B
KALSHETTY
0
Rashmi

Individuals
Individuals

ODOP
ODOP

Toor Dall
Toor Dall

GENERAL
Minority

kalburgi
kalburgi

Individuals
Individuals

ODOP
ODOP

Snacks
Turdall

TIPPANNA
NIJAMUDDIN TELI
.SADDAM HUSSAIN
LALITA AJAY MORA
NAGANNA B KALSHETTY

340
341

kalburgi
Kodagu

Individuals
Individuals

ODOP
NON ODOP

Not Decided yet
Sri Nandi Flour Products

342

Kodagu

Individuals

NON ODOP

343

Kodagu

Individuals

NON ODOP

344

Kodagu

Individuals

ODOP

345

Kodagu

Individuals

ODOP

Turdall
Ragi, Millet
flour, Home
made rice flour
Ambade,
Mango Pickle
Packed whole
spices
Coffee Powder,
instant coffee
and cafe outlet
chain
Coffee powder
and experience

Ajay Home Mades

GENERAL

Prabhakar TV

+91 9481771520

I Coorg

GENERAL

Abhi Ammathu

+91 9535451108

Mist Cafe

Minority

Sugu K. U

9483745232

Coorgest Coffee

Minority

Moxith U. N

9482948265

GENERAL
Minority

SC/ST
GENERAL

9448347825
8088867080

7022185183

9448591851
9448080612
9449021326
9902556666
9448574534
+91 9880579875
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346

Kodagu

Individuals

ODOP

347

Kodagu

Individuals

ODOP

348

Kodagu

Individuals

NON ODOP

349
350
351

Kodagu
Kodagu
Kodagu

Individuals
Individuals
SHG

NON ODOP
NON ODOP
NON ODOP

352

Kodagu

Individuals

NON ODOP

353

Kodagu

FPO

NON ODOP

354

Kodagu

Individuals

NON ODOP

355
356
357

Kodagu
Kodagu
Kodagu

Individuals
FPO
Individuals

ODOP
NON ODOP
ODOP

358
359

Kodagu
Kodagu

Individuals
Individuals

NON ODOP
NON ODOP

360

Kodagu

Individuals

ODOP

361

Kolar

Individuals

ODOP

362

Kolar

Individuals

ODOP

Coffee Powder
and roasters
Coffee powder,
tourism etc

Tropihill Pvt Ltd

Minority

Samprit C. V

8762515528

Rusulpur Coffee

Minority

8197330949

Pork Curry
powder
Fried snacks
Fruit Wine
Juice squash,
pickles
Bitterlime Jam,
Juice
Several
Products from
different
member
producers
Specialized
Chocolates
Instant Coffee
FPO Produce
Beverages

Baba Enterprise

Minority

Sumaira Rasulpur,
Family owned
operation.
Bharathi Naniah

Not Decided yet
Sudha Products
371- Kodagu Mahila
Sahakara Sangha
Diya Homemade Products

Minority
Minority
Minority

99729 71267
9480430719
8296550847

Minority

Shilpa A M
Sudha K S
BG Pushpalatha
(Sectratery)
KD Kaveramma

Flavours- Foodcluster

Minority

Vileena (Secretery)

9740028225

Chocotilla

Minority

Fancy Ganapathi

9483688820

John Kurian
Sri Bagamandeshwara FPO
Yemmis Foods

Minority
Minority
Minority

Fried Snacks
Homemade
wine and spices
Coffee powder
blend
Tomato
Products
Tomato
Products

Akash Snacks
Spice hut

Minority
Minority

John Kurian
Binny
Sheik Moeen
Hassan
Manjula R
Anil Kumar

9791191973
9481331077
shmoinsheik@gmail.
com
7259814114
9448647501

Coorg Express

Minority

Ricky Monappa

96323 38111

Not Decided yet

SC/ST

MALATHI

9164089318

adilakshmi Distributors

SC/ST

K DEEPA

7975793442

8277235498

9483688820
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363

Kolar

Individuals

ODOP

Tomato
Products

Sangeetha Spicies

SC/ST

SAngeetha P

364

Kolar

Individuals

NON ODOP

All Kinds of
Masala powders

ADDI Parashakthi
Distributors

SC/ST

KUMARESHAN

365

Kolar

Individuals

ODOP

Tomato
Products

Rekha Masala Flour Mix

SC/ST

ASHWINI

366

Kolar

Individuals

ODOP

Not Decided yet

SC/ST

T MAGENDRAN

367

Kolar

Individuals

NON ODOP

Tomato
Products
ice creams

Maruthi ice creams

SC/ST

B LALITHA

368
369
370

Kolar
Kolar
Kolar

Individuals
Individuals
Individuals

ODOP
NON ODOP
NON ODOP

chips ,sos
spicies
masala powders

Kanmani
DASS & SONS Enterprses
sujatha masala powder

SC/ST
SC/ST
SC/ST

KANMANI
C D PRABHAKAR
Sunandhamma

371

Kolar

Individuals

ODOP

Tomato
Products

Not Decided yet

SC/ST

HARIKRISHNA

372

Kolar

Individuals

ODOP

Tomato
Products

Not Decided yet

OBC

RAVICHANDRA G

373

Kolar

Individuals

ODOP

Not Decided yet

OBC

374

Kolar

SHG

ODOP

Tomato
Products
food products

Vedic Enterprises

OBC

SHANKARAPPA K
M
RATHNAMMA A V

375

Kolar

Individuals

ODOP

Tomato
products

Not Decided yet

OBC

MALATHI V

8971996552
Sangeethamagi1381
@gmail.com
8904725301
niteshkumaresan@g
mial.com
9663026587
ashwinibhari15@gm
ail.com
9060646075
9449256149
vnavarasakumarnava
raj@gmail.com
8500052451
9743432799
9535294965
PS0020295@gmail.co
m
9945431698
harik994543@gmail.
com
8970713850
ravicrazy437@gmail.
com
8971338071
9740431540
vedicfoodput15@gm
ail.com
9164089318
malathiraghu97@gm
ail.com
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376

Kolar

Individuals

ODOP

Tomato
products

Padma food Processing
and Manufacturing

SC/ST

V PADMA

377

Kolar

Individuals

ODOP

spicies (grinding
,packing )

AWDHUMBARA SPICIES
GROUP

SC/ST

SHILPA S V

378

Kolar

Individuals

ODOP

Tomato
Products

Not Decided yet

OBC

KRISHNAMURTHY K
S

379

Kolar

Individuals

NON ODOP

organic
products

TARODEW

OBC

LOKESH

380

Kolar

Individuals

ODOP

Not Decided yet

OBC

SRINIVASAREDDY

381

Koppal

Individuals

ODOP

Tomato
Products (
puree )
Guava based
products

Not Decided yet

Minority

Raghavendra &
Praveen

382

Koppal

Individuals

ODOP

Not Decided yet

Minority

0

383
384

Koppal
Koppal

Individuals
Individuals

ODOP
ODOP

Not Decided yet
Not Decided yet

SC/ST
SC/ST

K Shivaramappa
ASANGEPPA

385

Koppal

Individuals

ODOP

Not Decided yet

GENERAL

386
387

Koppal
Koppal

Individuals
SHG

ODOP
NON ODOP

Not Decided yet
Anuroopa SHG

GENERAL
GENERAL

388

Koppal

Individuals

ODOP

Guava pulp and
juice / guava
leaf powder
Guava juices
Guava pulp and
juice
Guava leaf
powder
Fruit pulping
Roti,tamarind,s
weet,pickle,etc
Fruit pulping

Not Decided yet

Minority

Prakash Kumar
Murad
Amaresh
Lakshmi Bai /
Savitha
Saleem Pasha

9141402879
venkateshgollahally
@gmail.com
9606694941
awdhumbaraaepl@g
mail.com
9986356706
kskrishnamurthy@g
mail.com
9611844363
lokeshbureddy@gma
il.com
91416687164
msreddy957@gmail.c
om
9449916888 /
raghuonlin@gmail.co
m
9449441361/
shviramappakuri@g
mail.com
9740705402
9148230773
8073247983
7406144845
8151024230
7411067836 /
khans813970@gmail.
com
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389

Koppal

Individuals

ODOP

Fruit pulping

Not Decided yet

GENERAL

Mahadevappa
Ladin

390

Koppal

Individuals

ODOP

Fruit pulping

Not Decided yet

GENERAL

Gyaanappa

391

Koppal

Individuals

NON ODOP

Rajbhoomi Spices

GENERAL

Akshay Devapurkar

392

Koppal

Individuals

ODOP

Not Decided yet

Minority

Manjunath Angadi

9449820951

393

Koppal

Individuals

ODOP

Spice mix and
powders
Juice, Ice cream,
jelly
Juice, Ice cream,
jelly

8884773626/
mahadevmahadev22
70@gmail.com
9008234979/
gyanappatalakal979
@gmail.com
9008295246

Not Decided yet

Minority

Tukaram Lamani

394

Koppal

Individuals

ODOP

Juice, Ice cream,
jelly

Not Decided yet

Minority

Uma Devi Bardrali

395

Koppal

Individuals

ODOP

Juice, Ice cream,
jelly

Not Decided yet

SC/ST

Bheemappa

396

Koppal

Individuals

ODOP

Juice, Ice cream,
jelly

Not Decided yet

OBC

Rudrappa
Devaraddi

397

Koppal

Individuals

ODOP

Juice, Ice cream,
jelly

Not Decided yet

OBC

NAGAPPA

398

Koppal

Individuals

ODOP

Juice, Ice cream,
jelly

Not Decided yet

GENERAL

Shivakeshava
Reddy

399

Koppal

Individuals

ODOP

Juice, Ice cream,
jelly

Not Decided yet

OBC

Sarojamma

9480561092
pltukaram@gmail.co
m
7019338919/
rgoud.badarli@gmail.
com
9591754046
Bheemannadesai23
@gmail.com
8147805356
rudrappa.devareddy
@gmail.com
6363096028
nagappa24@gmail.co
m
9480384628
keshavareddyperedd
y@gmail.com
9591523234
sajjansaroja9@gmail.
com
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400

Koppal

Individuals

NON ODOP

Moring Leaf
Powder

Not Decided yet

GENERAL

Bassayya

401

Mandya

Individuals

ODOP

Jaggery & Virgin
coconut oil

Sri Enterprises

GENERAL

Chandrashekar

402
403

Mandya
Mandya

Individuals
Individuals

ODOP
NON ODOP

Not Decided yet
Not Decided yet

GENERAL
GENERAL

Chandrashekar
S.Mahesh

404
405
406

Mandya
Mandya
Mandya

Individuals
Individuals
Individuals

NON ODOP
ODOP
NON ODOP

Working
Not Decided yet
Not Decided yet

SC/ST
GENERAL
GENERAL

Byresha C B
Sunil.SK
Manjula.HK

9148664135
9844179769
9606145243

407

Mandya

Individuals

ODOP

Jaggery
Lemon &
Mango pickles
Millet flours
Jaggery
Millet mixture,
papad etc
Papads, Pickles,
etc

Not interested to
share in public
domain
9844152845,
chandrashekarasc73
@gmail.com
8722922814
7411918648

Sneha jeevi food products

SC/ST

9741880921

408

Mandya

Individuals

ODOP

Aaradhya agro food &
beverages

GENERAL

409

Mandya

Individuals

NON ODOP

Jaggery, Maize
value added
products
Flours

Kunmari,
Rathnamma,
Mahadevamma,
Jayalakshmi
Aaradhya.M

DVR Food processing unit

SC/ST

9035180196

410
411

Mandya
Mandya

Individuals
Individuals

ODOP
NON ODOP

Not Decided yet
Not Decided yet

GENERAL
GENERAL

412

Mandya

Individuals

ODOP

Jaggery
Groundnut oil,
coconut oil
Jaggery & allied
products

SM.Ramesh &
Varalakshmi
Puttaswami
Raghu.R

Not Decided yet

GENERAL

Ramesh.V

413

Mandya

Individuals

NON ODOP

Not Decided yet

GENERAL

Sakamma

414

Mandya

Individuals

ODOP

Millet papad,
Millet mixtures
Jaggery

9611782126,
ramvishwa3639@gm
ail.com
8095612670

Yeluramma crusher

GENERAL

M.H.Prabhakar

9880169496

9148924675

9845760068
9980501815
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415

Mandya

Individuals

NON ODOP

Not Decided yet

GENERAL

Kiran.S &
Amrutha.K

9880000740

ODOP

Groundnut ,
coconut, Nizer
seasame oil
Jaggery

416

Mandya

Individuals

Siri Jaggery Park

GENERAL

9880040168

Individuals

ODOP

Jaggery

Not Decided yet

GENERAL

Yashwanth.H.E &
Shuba.K.C
Jayandra.H.E

417

Mandya

418

Mandya

Individuals

ODOP

Bakery Products

Hasanamba Bakery

SC/ST

Ramesha.B.A

419

Mandya

Individuals

NON ODOP

Arogya siri

GENERAL

Sanjay.M.N /
Gowramma

420
421

Mandya
Mysuru

Individuals
Individuals

ODOP
NON ODOP

Not Decided yet
Shivaji foods

GENERAL
Minority

C.P.Krishnappa
Arun kumar.A

9902647906
9591242143

422
423

Mysuru
Mysuru

Individuals
Individuals

NON ODOP
NON ODOP

Ganapa Enterprises
Shastri Home Products

Minority
GENERAL

Vidyashree
Ajaykumar.R

7676222080
7829067769

424

Mysuru

Individuals

NON ODOP

S P Food & Beverages

GENERAL

Sathish kumar.G

9686434095,
8050490095

425

Mysuru

Individuals

NON ODOP

Groundnut,
coconut,
Sunflower oils
Jaggery
Sarasa perela,
goose berry,
raw tamarind,
raw mango
juice etc
Natural spices
Masala
powder,Rice
murukuetc
Groundnut oil,
coconut oil,
sesame oil
Groundnut oil,
coconut oil,
sesame oil

S.R Foods

GENERAL

M.Rekha

9449948888

9916894129,
rajuvsanjue143@gm
ail.com
8050373390,
harishactboi@gmail.c
om
9844472286
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426

Mysuru

Individuals

NON ODOP

Lemon,Mix,
Mango, Amata,
Ginger, Pickles
etc
Variety of
papads&
sambar powder
Cakes, Biscuits
etc
Spices,Masala
powders,
pickles
Banana value
added products
Tomato sauce,
chilli sauce,
soya sauce,
vinegar
Millet based
products

Ravindra food caterors

GENERAL

B.B.Shivprasad

9483329954

427

Mysuru

Individuals

NON ODOP

Samrudhi cold pressed oils

GENERAL

S.Giridarprasad

8197039337,
6361023068

428

Mysuru

Individuals

ODOP

Chamundeshwari oils

GENERAL

Manjunath

9916695417

429

Mysuru

Individuals

NON ODOP

Pickles marketing centre

GENERAL

K.S Ashar kumar

9964567823

430

Mysuru

Individuals

ODOP

Not Decided yet

GENERAL

Prema

9449337955

431

Mysuru

Individuals

NON ODOP

Kushal enterprises

SC/ST

Shivanandra.H.R

9741303203

432

Mysuru

Individuals

NON ODOP

Vidyanath coorg spices

GENERAL

Kumar.L

ODOP

Non-veg masala
powder & flours

Not Decided yet

GENERAL

Santhosh.V

Individuals

NON ODOP

Suhas fruit processing unit

GENERAL

Raju.N

Mysuru

Individuals

ODOP

Tantva foods

GENERAL

Padmaja.A

Mysuru

Individuals

NON ODOP

Idli batter, dosa
batter,
idiyapam
Banana chips,
Ginger chips, &
variety of chips
Masala powder,
Lemon pickles

L.R.S Spices

GENERAL

Shobha

9611141775,
kumar.calm@gmail.c
om
9844852267,
santhoshgowda367@
gmail.com
9606890826,
rajunararimhagh12@
gmail.com
8660575822,
padmaja3110@gmail
.com
9066383627

433

Mysuru

Individuals

434

Mysuru

435

436
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437

Mysuru

Individuals

ODOP

Malar home products

Minority

Manoj Prabhakar

8618202686,
manojprabhakar.bdvt
@gmail.com

Sri Vinayaka hot chips

SC/ST

Girish S.R

9902638210

NON ODOP

Pickles,
squahes, Jams,
masala powder
etc
Banana chips,
Ginger chips, &
variety of chips
Pickles

438

Mysuru

Individuals

ODOP

439

Mysuru

Individuals

SLN Home products

GENERAL

Varsha R

Individuals

NON ODOP

Pickles

GENERAL

Raichur

Individuals

NON ODOP

Roti

SC/ST

SecretaryNarayana bhat
Lakshmi

442
443
444

Raichur
Raichur
Raichur

Individuals
Individuals
Individuals

ODOP
ODOP
ODOP

Chilly powder
Chilly powder
Double AA
MAsala

Nanjangudu suruchi
khadhi gramodyog
Annapoorneswari Roti
Shenga Kendra
New Enterprise
New Enterprise
Double AA Masala

9066642486,
varsharaviraj@gmail.
com
9342102236

440

Mysuru

441

OBC
GENERAL
Minority

Indira
Amaresh
Rizwan

445

Raichur

Individuals

NON ODOP

Bakery products

Bombay Bakery

Minority

Md. Ismail

446
447

Raichur
Raichur

Individuals
Individuals

NON ODOP
ODOP

Star Bakery
FARMBANDI

Minority
GENERAL

448

Raichur

Individuals

ODOP

Bakery products
Millet& Jaggery
based, ready to
eat products
Chilly Powder

GENERAL

449

Raichur

Individuals

ODOP

Panchamukhi Chilly
powder
R. K Spices

Ismail
K V Jayalkshmi Founder K S Uday
Kiran - Co Founder
Lingappa

9886919009
9164178413
8296658837
mohammadrizwan17
1@gmail.com
9036533826
ismailkhan97@gmail.
com
8050141909
9964215750
farmbandika36@gma
il.com
9741696854

GENERAL

E. ramesh

9538271926

450
451

Raichur
Raichur

Individuals
Individuals

ODOP
ODOP

AFROZE CHILLI POWDER
VCM Chillies

Minority
GENERAL

Shoukat ali
Ashok G S

7676509028
9886000333

Sambar powder,
Pickles
Chilly powder
Chilly powder

9945779935
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452

Raichur

Individuals

ODOP

Chilly powder

Royal Chilli Powder

GENERAL

Nazeema Sulthans

9845821624
khajassab@gmail.co
m
9886223208
9900951882
9845157589
danishagroproducts
@gmail.com
Not interested to
share in public
domain
9611737745
9880377476
9845919016

453
454
455

Raichur
Raichur
Raichur

Individuals
Individuals
Individuals

ODOP
NON ODOP
ODOP

Chilly powder
Bakery products
Chilli powder
masals

Rashmi
Asif Bakery
Danish Agro Products

GENERAL
Minority
Minority

Rashmi
Asif
Danish

456

Raichur

Individuals

NON ODOP

Dal

Mubarak Dal Mill

GENERAL

Nazeema Sulthans

457
458
459

Raichur
Raichur
Raichur

Individuals
Individuals
Individuals

ODOP
NON ODOP
ODOP

Chilli powder
Bakery products
Chilly powder

Minority
SC/ST
GENERAL

460

Raichur

Individuals

NON ODOP

Roti

Vaseem
Shailaja food products
Sri Chattar farmer produce
industry
Muka Basava Roti Kendra

SC/ST

Vaseem
Shailaja
Venkatesh,
Bhimappa
Venkat Lakshmi

461
462

Ramanagara
Ramanagara

Individuals
Individuals

ODOP
NON ODOP

Coconut oil
Kushal.KS

Anju Enterprises
Kushal.KS

GENERAL
GENERAL

0
Kushal.KS

463

Ramanagara

Individuals

ODOP

Nagesh.ST

GENERAL

Nagesh.ST

464

Ramanagara

Individuals

ODOP

Yashoda

OBC

Yashoda

9632881455

465

Ramanagara

Individuals

ODOP

Cold pressed
coconut oil
Coconut,
mushroom
chutney powder
Spice powder &
oil

8197083329
mukabasavarotikend
ra@gmail.com
9739828888
994953223,
kushalaryasks@gmail
.com
9731508560

Leelavathi

OBC

Leelavathi.A.L

466

Ramanagara

Individuals

ODOP

Oil mill

K.R Enterprises

GENERAL

Avinash

9986299083,
leelavathikkpo83@g
mail.com
9242231712,
9986201111
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467

Ramanagara

Individuals

ODOP

468

Ramanagara

Individuals

ODOP

Basaveshwara
flour mill
products
Pickles

Shree basaveshwara mill

GENERAL

Nagamma.D

8553387687

Minority
GENERAL

Mommad tafeeq
Ahmed
Rajashekar.S.N

9731174494

Papad

Sagar
pickles(identification)
Karthavya enterprises

469

Ramanagara

Individuals

ODOP

ODOP
ODOP

Potato chips
Small puri

Shree Raghavendra chips
Not Decided yet

GENERAL
GENERAL

Rambalaji
Vedhaprakash.N.P

Individuals

ODOP

Small puri

Sri sai ram chips

GENERAL

Shankar.N

Ramanagara
Ramanagara

Individuals
Individuals

ODOP
ODOP

Oil Extraction
Papad, Pickle

Oil mill
Not Decided yet

GENERAL
GENERAL

Latha
Prasheela

475

Ramanagara

Individuals

ODOP

Durga Coconut Processing

GENERAL

Nikhil.L

476

Ramanagara

Individuals

NON ODOP

SK Mixtures

Minority

Syed Abbas

9964991186

477

Ramanagara

Individuals

NON ODOP

JMJ Enterprises

Minority

Hameed

6000756404

478

Ramanagara

Individuals

NON ODOP

Coconut
Products
Mixture
Products
Chikkis, Mysore
Cova
Maddur Vade

9448226251,
rajashekar.karthavya
@gmail.com
9916877379
9164954076,
vedam6666@gmail.c
om
9164954076,
vedam6666@gmail.c
om
6362743717
8971162116,
PRASHEELA235@gm
ail.com
8431030373

470
471

Ramanagara
Ramanagara

Individuals
Individuals

472

Ramanagara

473
474

Home made

GENERAL

8105122876

479

Ramanagara

Individuals

NON ODOP

Chakkli

Home Made Chakkli

GENERAL

Narayan Rao and
Savitramma
Swamy.P

480

Ramanagara

Individuals

NON ODOP

Bakery Products

Adhya Deeksha
Enterprises

GENERAL

Naveena Kumari.S

Not interested to
share in public
domain
9916877378,
DeekshaM004@gmai
l.com
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481

Shimoga

Individuals

ODOP

coconut Oil
,Ground Nut oil
, Mustered oil
Jeera Soda
,Lime Soda .
Ragi Biscuit

Aysha Home Products

GENERAL

JOFRULLAH G

482

Shimoga

Individuals

NON ODOP

Varuna Enterprises

GENERAL

RAJAPPA

483

Shimoga

Individuals

NON ODOP

Manushree ragi day

GENERAL

SUNEETHA S

484

Shimoga

Individuals

NON ODOP

papad,cued
Chilli.

Not Decided yet

GENERAL

VASUDHA H C

485

Shimoga

Individuals

NON ODOP

Not Decided yet

Minority

ROSE MARY J

Shimoga

Individuals

ODOP

Chakkali
,Mixture
,Cookies .
ICE CREAMS

486

Kanchana Ice Cream

GENERAL

RADHA DEVI M C

487

Shimoga

Individuals

NON ODOP

Mixture ,Chips

Not Decided yet

GENERAL

SHCHAJAHAN

488

Shimoga

Individuals

NON ODOP

Avinash Products

GENERAL

LAKSHMINARAYAN
T

489

Shimoga

Individuals

NON ODOP

Komala Home Products

GENERAL

S N Prabhavathi

490

Shimoga

Individuals

ODOP

Pickles ,Masala
Powder ,Papad
,Cued chillies
Rasam Powder
,Ragi Dosa Mix
,Chutney Pudi
,Sambar Powder
etc.
Dehutrated
Pineapple And
Pine Apple Pulp
,Juice .

Empower Enterprises

SC/ST

Sandeep L

9483638059
jafullaguzad14@
gmail.com
9448934067
mtsfizz@gmail.com
8660352376
madhushreeragiday
@gmail.com
9535435098
vasudha
.vasu@gmail.com
9738338159

9449577735
kanchanaicecreams
@gmail.com
6361437986
shahajahan29@gmail
.com
9448639387
avinashpickels@gmai
l.com
9448683110
prabhavnayak1964@
gmail.com

9972760429
sandeep860@gamil.c
om
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491

Shimoga

Individuals

ODOP

Dehutrated
Pineapple

Hosakkottige Foods

GENERAL

Sudharshan h t

492

Shimoga

Individuals

ODOP

Pinapple
Dryfruit

Organic Leaves food
Products

GENERAL

Vinutha C S

493

Shimoga

Individuals

ODOP

Pinapple

Nalk Mane Food Products

GENERAL

Kiran Kumar P N

494

Shimoga

Individuals

ODOP

Smitha Enterprises

GENERAL

SMITHA S

495

Shimoga

Individuals

NON ODOP

Dryfruit Pinaple
.
Mango ,Lemon
,Vegitable Pickle

adiga Agro Industries

GENERAL

MANJUNATH
ADIGA

496

Shimoga

Individuals

NON ODOP

All oils

Shri Ranga Health
Products

GENERAL

Ravi kumar r

497

Shimoga

Individuals

NON ODOP

Ramachandra Madyasthe

GENERAL

RAMACHANDRA

498

Shimoga

Individuals

NON ODOP

suman Laboratories

GENERAL

499

Shimoga

Individuals

NON ODOP

Mathura Food Products

GENERAL

ARUN S DXIT
,SUMAN A DXIT
,RATHNA S DXIT
B V Lakshmidevi
Gopinath

500

Shimoga

Individuals

NON ODOP

Banana Dry
Fruit ,Jack Fruit
Bar ,Papad
dia -area ,Dia
saman ,Dia
Dantha .
Jems ,Pickle
,Masala Powder
,Mstank Mixes
stc
Roasted Ragi
Powder ,Badam
Powder ,Dosa
Mix /

Banni Enterprises

GENERAL

Taraprasad

9741105597
sudharshanht@gamil
.com
9483818288
vinuthasubbsar@ga
mil.com
9731409237
Kirannalkmane@gam
il.com
9663781131
Giribale @gamil.com
9845817658
adigaagro
@gamil.com
9980322250
rvkumar299
@gamil.com
9972721148
ramachandra@gamil.
com
8618626726
arundixit
@gamil.com
9740760061
bvlaxshmigopi
@gamil.com
9972594646
taramani.ik@gamil.c
om
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501

Tumkur

Individuals

ODOP

coconut Oil
,Ground Nut oil
, Mustered oil
Organic Edible
oils
coconut oil
Ice Cream
Puffs
Millets & Edible
oils

Siddharjh Teja Enterprises

GENERAL

NAGESH B E

8553408266

502

Tumkur

Individuals

ODOP

athuega oil mill

GENERAL

LATHA T J

7829646893

503
504
505
506

Tumkur
Tumkur
Tumkur
Tumkur

Individuals
Individuals
Individuals
Individuals

ODOP
ODOP
NON ODOP
NON ODOP

Adhi Naturals
ANMOL ICE CREAM
Bangalore Igengas Bakery
Sri Banashankari
Siridhanya sams Karana
Ghee
Cosmo Bite
Hemadri naturals

GENERAL
GENERAL
GENERAL
GENERAL

Chandra Prakash
Parmesh
Nagaraj
C R RANGAIAH

8453842653
9449462827
9731952491
7899908356

507
508

Tumkur
Tumkur

Individuals
Individuals

NON ODOP
NON ODOP

509

Tumkur

Individuals

NON ODOP

510
511
512

Tumkur
Tumkur
Tumkur

Individuals
Individuals
Individuals

ODOP
ODOP
ODOP

Bred
Pickle ,papad
and other Home
made products
Ragi Dosa
,siridhanya Mills
,Masala ,papad
etc .
sweets
coconut oil
cococnut oil

GENERAL
SC/ST

PRAKASH
MOHAN KUMAR

9686335331
8217432873

Jai Annapoorneshwari

GENERAL

TRIVRENI
BASAVARAJU

9591541519

Tanushree Sweets
Not Decided yet
KALA BYRAVESHWARA OIL
MILLS

GENERAL
GENERAL
GENERAL

SHIVAKUMARA
JYOTHI P M
SHIVASHANKAR A C

cococnut oil
edible oil

Not Decided yet
madhu Naturals

GENERAL
GENERAL

Kanth raju
SUMANGALA A V

uirgin coconut
oil ( existing ),
New - cookies
& coconut Chips

Nisarga Naturals

SC/ST

,CHANDRAKALA T
/Nagesh babu

9071292091
97402095398
9900759513 /
shivashankaraswamy
@gmail.com
9945258782
9449231617
sumangal
nataraj@gmail.com
9448432809
nageshkoppa04@gm
ail.com

513
514

Tumkur
Tumkur

Individuals
Individuals

ODOP
ODOP

515

Tumkur

Individuals

ODOP
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516

Tumkur

Individuals

ODOP

517

Tumkur

Individuals

ODOP

518

Tumkur

Individuals

NON ODOP

519
520

Tumkur
Tumkur

Individuals
Individuals

NON ODOP
NON ODOP

521

UDUPI

Individuals

ODOP

522

UDUPI

Individuals

ODOP

523
524

UDUPI
UDUPI

Individuals
Individuals

ODOP
ODOP

525
526
527
528

UDUPI
UDUPI
UDUPI
UDUPI

Individuals
Individuals
Individuals
Individuals

ODOP
ODOP
ODOP
NON ODOP

cococnut oil,
Ground Nut
oil,Penut Buttor
,Protin Bars
cococnut oil

Nutri Fecties

GENERAL

MANU D R
/MANJUNATHA R

9535502468

Ruth Impex

GENERAL

9945560198/
8123450304

All Types of
Papad
,siridhanya
powder
Ragi Malt
Existing
Siridhanya
Millet Powder
9Different
Types of
Powders )
Dry Fish and
value added
Fish products
Dry Fish
Products
Dry Fish
Dry Fish and
Fish Products
Fish Pickle
Dry Fish
Dry Fish
Coconut Ice
Cream, coconut
value added
items

Sri Ranga Home products

SC/ST

SRIDHAR M R
/NEELAKANTAHAIA
H,/MANJUNATH R
G B MAMATHA

Om Sakthi Ragi Malt
vrudhhi Health Mix
powder

GENERAL
SC/ST

PARVATHI
PRASANNA G S /
ASHA C

9611299397
8105281027/
6360613057

Not Decided yet

GENERAL

Asha Jayamendon

7204193198

Not Decided yet

GENERAL

Asha

9964499782

Not Decided yet
Not Decided yet

Minority
GENERAL

Baby & Amim
DIVYA

8105045329
9880693761

Not Decided yet
Not Decided yet
Not Decided yet
Not Decided yet

GENERAL
GENERAL
GENERAL
SC/ST

Girija
Jaya Lakshmi
Lalitha Karkera
Panduranga Naik

7090513751
9964280930
8748964636
9448824104

8105363242
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529

UDUPI

Individuals

NON ODOP

Coconut oil,
coconut
products
Honey and food
value addition
products
Dry fish,pickle
Dry Fish
Dry fish,pickle
Dry fish,fish
value addition
Dry fish
products

Not Decided yet

GENERAL

Prasanna Kumar
shetty

7019521335

530

UDUPI

Individuals

NON ODOP

Not Decided yet

GENERAL

Sadananda Shetty

9632914698

531
532
533
534

UDUPI
UDUPI
UDUPI
UDUPI

Individuals
Individuals
Individuals
Individuals

ODOP
ODOP
ODOP
ODOP

Not Decided yet
Not Decided yet
Not Decided yet
Not Decided yet

GENERAL
GENERAL
GENERAL
GENERAL

Savitha
Shashikala
Srimathi
Sudena

9731761856
9663434596
9845071508
9686505031

535

UDUPI

Individuals

ODOP

Not Decided yet

GENERAL

9449112646

Not Decided yet
Not Decided yet
Not Decided yet

GENERAL
GENERAL
GENERAL

Not Decided yet

GENERAL

Vanaja J Puthran

9880028715

Not Decided yet

Minority

Yashoda Karkera

9164152783

NON ODOP

Fish Pickle
Fish Pickle
Dry Fish
Products
Dry Fish
Products
Dry Fish
Products
Achhappa

Balakrishna
shetty/Ritesh
Shetty
Meenakshi
Meenakshi
Vedavathi Puttan

536
537
538

UDUPI
UDUPI
UDUPI

Individuals
Individuals
Individuals

ODOP
ODOP
ODOP

539

UDUPI

Individuals

ODOP

540

UDUPI

Individuals

ODOP

541

Uttara Kannada

Individuals

Durga Parameshwari
Home Products

Minority

Sushma Shridhara

Individuals

NON ODOP

Sanchya

Heggere food products

GENERAL

Krishna V Bhat

Uttara Kannada

Individuals

NON ODOP

K S R Food Products

GENERAL

Abhishek Rao

544

Uttara Kannada

Cooperative

ODOP

KSR food
Products
Kadambaa

9591645422
nayaksushma97@gm
ail.com
9742781441
kbhat.business@gma
il.com
8310762208

542

Uttara Kannada

543

UK-COOFED

GENERAL

Co-Operative

545

Uttara Kannada

Individuals

NON ODOP

Cashew

Kaladhar Cashew Industry

GENERAL

Krishna N Bhat

9900410757
9900410757
9980782077

7022897751
orgfeduk@gmail.com
9449814736
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546

Uttara Kannada

Individuals

NON ODOP

Pure Coconut
Oil
Rice

Kamat Oil Industries

GENERAL

Radhika Kamat

9742351738

547

Uttara Kannada

Individuals

NON ODOP

Kamat Rice Mill

GENERAL

9945372739

Premium,
classic, supreme
,delight, royal,
masala tea
powder
Dry fruits

KTD Kamat Tea Depot

GENERAL

Ramakantha N
Kamat
Prasad Kamat

548

Uttara Kannada

Individuals

NON ODOP

549

Uttara Kannada

Individuals

NON ODOP

Lavin Agro processing
industries

GENERAL

Madhura H hegde

Madevi Chips
home products
Ice Cream

Madevi chips Home
product
Mahalasa Ice cream

SC/ST

Naga Netra
MasalaPowders
Phalguni Foods Chips
Poonam,
Navarthna
Poornima
DRS- Beetel
Nuts
White pepper &
Black pepper

Naganetra food processing

OBC

Madevi malleshi
aadammanavaru
Suraj Subray
Deshbhandari
Ganesh Shet

9945466266
contactlavinagro@g
mail.com
9945157412

550

Uttara Kannada

Individuals

NON ODOP

551

Uttara Kannada

Individuals

NON ODOP

552

Uttara Kannada

Individuals

ODOP

553

Uttara Kannada

Individuals

ODOP

Palguni Foods

GENERAL

554

Uttara Kannada

Individuals

NON ODOP

Poornima Coconut
Products Ltd.

GENERAL

555

Uttara Kannada

Individuals

NON ODOP

Raghavendra Enterprises

SC/ST

556

Uttara Kannada

Individuals

NON ODOP

Raja and Company

GENERAL

557

Uttara Kannada

Individuals

NON ODOP

Brahmi Malt

Shree Ram home products

GENERAL

Ganga Seeta Ram
Hegde

558

Uttara Kannada

Individuals

NON ODOP

fruit Bun

Sunrise Foods

GENERAL

Ganesh Kamath

GENERAL

Pushpalatha
kIrankumar
Ashok Parashuram
Habib
Raghavendra N
Gajipur
Nagaraj Bhat

8105974747
ktd.kamatteadepot@
gmail.com

9035602897
9110614618
9448996486
9448341970
ashokhabib@yahoo.c
om
9242124916
9448129396
rajaandcompanysirsi
@gmail.com
9449465191 &
8431543805
brahmicaresahp@gm
ail.com
9845416100
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559

Uttara Kannada

Individuals

NON ODOP

Honnavar
Madhu

The Honavar Bee-keepers
& U I Co-operative society
Ltd.
Triveni Coconut

GENERAL

Vishwanath S Bhat

08387-220829

560

Uttara Kannada

Individuals

NON ODOP

561
562

Bijapur
Bijapur

Individuals
Individuals

NON ODOP
ODOP

Coconut
product
Chakkli
Lemon Squash
& Pell Powder

GENERAL

9341351239

Shri Amma Gruha Udyoga
Poojari Enterprises

GENERAL
GENERAL

Shree shrepadaG
Hegde
SHOBA S PATIL
SIDDAPPA R
POOJARI

563

Bijapur

Individuals

ODOP

Powder
,Pill,Sqash

Not Decided yet

GENERAL

564

Bijapur

Individuals

ODOP

pell Powder
,Pill,Sqash

Samrath Lemon Foods Pvt
,Ltd

GENERAL

565

Bijapur

Individuals

NON ODOP

Gulab Jamun

Gollaleshwara Sweets

GENERAL

Bijapur

Individuals

NON ODOP

Rotti

GENERAL

567

Bijapur

Individuals

NON ODOP

568

Bijapur

Individuals

NON ODOP

Holagi ( Ground
Nut )
Rotti

Dhaneshwari Gruha
Udyoga
Home Made Products (
Hittnalli )
Indumathi Enterprises

569

Bijapur

Individuals

NON ODOP

sweet Laddu

Not Decided yet

GENERAL

570

Bijapur

Individuals

NON ODOP

Not Decided yet

GENERAL

571

Bijapur

Individuals

NON ODOP

Not Decided yet

GENERAL

GEETHA S MARNER

8310014970
ravib85@gmail.com
6361878586

572

Bijapur

Individuals

NON ODOP

Grond Nut
,Chatni Powder
Menthe Powder
, Fenug Reek
Seeds
Biscuits

MALLAPPA
MELAPPA BAGALI
VIMLA ASHOK
CHIKKADI
MAHADEVI
SHIVAPPA BIRADAR
BHIMANNA
,SANGARAMAPPA
,MUCHKARI .
RAMLAKAN
KUMBAR
RAVI KUMAR

566

Rasty Pie

GENERAL

SUVESNA B DESAI

8123318304

OBC
SC/ST

LAVAKUMAR
BASAVARAJ
MOTAGI
MALLIKARJUN
VALIKAR

7026287667
7019268550
powerbijapur7@gma
il.com
8095660698
lavakumarmotagi@g
mail.com
7090459676
malluvalikar2013@g
mail.com
9449362947
9740305721
9916568223
9945460366

9342869100
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573

Bijapur

Individuals

NON ODOP

Chacobar Ice
Cream
Cup Ice Cream
Chilly powder
Jeer Masala
,Lime soda
,orange Juice
,Cola ,Mango
Juice .
Custard apple
,Guava Fruit .

Sheetal Enterprises

GENERAL

CHETAN,POWER .

9886292701

574
575
576

Bijapur
Bijapur
Bijapur

Individuals
Individuals
Individuals

NON ODOP
NON ODOP
NON ODOP

MAMTA ICE CREAM
SANKET GRUBA UDYOGA
Samyuktha Enterprises

GENERAL
GENERAL
GENERAL

HABIB MERLLE
SUNITA K
ANJANA
,NAINDAKAR

9986749665
9980370648
9916468999
,sanjayrn456@gamil.
com

577

Bijapur

Individuals

NON ODOP

Not Decided yet

GENERAL

BASAVARAJ S
CHANDAKAVDE

Fruit Juice ,Milk
Juice ,Cold
Cake, Puffs ,Ban
,Milk Products .
Lemon & Graps

Bekary Milk Parlour

GENERAL

Krishnaji ,Ganapati
,Kattimani .

968678153
bchandakavate433@
gamil.com
9738353444
Krishna .Bhandhari92
@gamil.com

578

Bijapur

Individuals

ODOP

579

Bijapur

Individuals

ODOP

Not Decided yet

GENERAL

9663479213

Not Decided yet

SC/ST

NON ODOP

Milk ice cream
,colod Cake
,Ghee
,Rogurt,Geera
,Butter Milk
Roti kendra

Lakkappa
,Parasappa
,Kalagonda .
PUNDALIK 4
RATHOD

580

Bijapur

Individuals

NON ODOP

581

Yadgiri

SHG

Not Decided yet

SC/ST

Nagarathna
kanbarci

Not interested to
share in public
domain

582
583
584
585
586
587

Yadgiri
Yadgiri
Yadgiri
Yadgiri
Yadgiri
Yadgiri

SHG
SHG
SHG
SHG
SHG
SHG

NON ODOP
NON ODOP
NON ODOP
NON ODOP
NON ODOP
NON ODOP

Laddu
Milk,Ghee,Curd
Rotti, Chakkali
Roti
Roti
Roti

Laxmidevi Enterprises
Manwa Enterprises
Not Decided yet
Aishu Roti Kendhra
Nirmala
Bhagyavathi Enterprise

GENERAL
GENERAL
GENERAL
GENERAL
GENERAL
GENERAL

Laxmidevi salera
Manwa
Vijayalaxmi V Makal
Kavitha
Nirmala
Irramma

8549985200
/7892100309
punitrathod48@gmai
l.com

8105577948
9972010505
8861724889
8861575214
9108803441
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588

Yadgiri

SHG

NON ODOP

Rotti

Mahadevi Budanuru

GENERAL

Mahadevi
Budanuru
Basamma.N.Hugar
Kavitha
Shashikumar
Savitramma.Jagati
Nagarathna.Kanbar
c

9880975886

589
590
591
592
593

Yadgiri
Yadgiri
Yadgiri
Yadgiri
Yadgiri

SHG
SHG
Individuals
Individuals
SHG

NON ODOP
NON ODOP
ODOP
NON ODOP
NON ODOP

Basamma.N.Hugar
Kavitha store
Muneshwara Enterprises
Not Decided yet
Not Decided yet

GENERAL
GENERAL
SC/ST
GENERAL
GENERAL

594

Yadgiri

SHG

NON ODOP

Roti
Rotis
Groundnut oil
Semiya
Mailar
lingeshwara roti
kendra
Roti

595

Yadgiri

Individuals

NON ODOP

Roti

596

Yadgiri

Individuals

NON ODOP

597
598
599

Yadgiri
Yadgiri
Yadgiri

Individuals
Individuals
Individuals

ODOP
ODOP
NON ODOP

600

Yadgiri

SHG

NON ODOP

Organic
groundnut oil
Ground nut oil
Ground nut oil
Flour mill& chill
powder
Roti

Guruthkal suned
production company
Basaweshwara
Enyterprises
Sri Balaji organic original
oil product
Not Decided yet
Not Decided yet
Maramma Devi Flour mill

SC/ST

Kanchana

9880064919

GENERAL

Basavarj Kambli

9035125833

GENERAL

Vadde Narasimhalu

9448927643

SC/ST
GENERAL
GENERAL

Hanmanta
Somanath
Malappa

8951523267
8951523267
9902593802

Basaveshwara Enterprises

GENERAL

Basavaraj Kambli

9035125833

9980288359
8660072101
8861605145
8105997647
8792539853
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Glimpses of Primary Surveys undertaken across the state of Karnataka:
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